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Preface

Intense medical and scientiic interest in an increas-
ing number of topics in sleep medicine has led to
the production of this volume on Parasomnias and
Other Sleep-Related Movement Disorders. Although
parasomnias are ubiquitous in childhood and occur
across all ages, this is the irst publication to focus
on this topic in detail. here is growing recognition
that sleep disorders represent a major public health
concern, and understanding the basic, translational,
clinical and psychosocial aspects of sleep disorders is
essential to the process of becoming a skilled clinical
practitioner.

he earliest reported descriptions of some of the
parasomnias such as sleepwalking and nightmares
have been known since antiquity; however, new para-
somnias have been described, such as REM sleep
behavior disorder and catathrenia [1]. here have
been numerous developments in the ield of abnormal
movement disorders during sleep that have led to a
better understanding of the clinical features, the diag-
nostic criteria and subsequently, treatments.

hese developments have continually deepened
our understanding of parasomnias as pathophysiolog-
ical conditions and have also drawn attention to the
impact on the lives of those who have these conditions.
Parasomnias can be severe, chronic, debilitating and
disabling neurological disorders, oten having early
age of onset [2]. hey frequently involve abnormal
involuntary behaviors during sleep, leading to injuries,
emotional distress and even medico-legal liability [3].
Despite their prominent symptoms and impact on
patients’ health-related quality of life, parasomnias
remain under-recognized and under-appreciated dis-
orders, perhaps because of their predominantly night-
time occurrence. Patients with parasomnias oten suf-
fer from a constellation of other co-morbid medical
and/or psychiatric conditions [4].

In children and adolescents, the psychological
and social complications of parasomnias can be
widespread and potentially severe. Parasomnias can

afect patients’ academic and vocational performance,
as well as social and recreational activities. Accord-
ingly, this volume addresses issues in the etiology,
pathophysiology, diagnosis, diferential diagnoses and
management of parasomnias including psychosocial
ramiications and efects on quality of life.

In the last decade, signiicant advances in eluci-
dating the pathophysiology of some of the parasom-
nias have beenmade.However, efective treatments are
oten lacking, and there is the need for speciic and
efective treatments for many of the disorders. A large
number of medications have been efective in some
patients, even though few are FDA-approved in the
USA for most of the parasomnias. Behavioral inter-
ventions, hypnosis and psychiatric treatments can be
efective for some. Strategies for the management of
the risk for injury of both the patient or bed partner,
such as securing the environment, are discussed in this
volume.

he nature and mechanisms of parasomnias
remain largely unknown; however, the latest research
evidence is covered here. he parasomnias are oten
misdiagnosed because similar symptoms exist and
overlap with some of the movement disorders [5].
hose disorders that should be considered in the
diferential diagnoses are discussed in detail with an
emphasis on the diferentiating features.

he volume is broadly divided into six main sec-
tions: Section I: Introductory chapters; Section II: Dis-
orders of arousal; Section III:Parasomnias usually asso-
ciated with REM sleep; Section IV: Other parasomnias;
Section V: Sleep-related movement disorders and other
variants, and Section VI:herapy of parasomnias.

In its irst section, the basic, translational, and clin-
ical background of parasomnias is reviewed. In this
regard, the irst three introductory chapters cover the
historical, epidemiological, and neuroimaging of para-
somnias.

In the second section of the book, the clinical
aspects of the disorders of arousal that commonly

x



Preface

occur in children, including confusional arousals,
sleepwalking and sleep terrors, are discussed.

he third section deals with the parasomnias usu-
ally associated with REM sleep. Issues relating to the
REM sleep behavior disorder, recurrent isolated sleep
paralysis and nightmare disorder are presented.

he fourth section deals with a group of parasom-
nias under the group heading of “other parasomnias”.
his section addresses less commonly recognized and
less understood parasomnias such as sleep-related dis-
sociative disorders, sleep-related groaning and sleep-
related eating disorder.

heith sectiondealswith sleep-relatedmovement
disorders and other variants that are oten included in
the diferential diagnosis of the parasomnias.

he sixth section discusses the pharmacologic,
behavioral and psychiatric management of the para-
somnias.

he reader will ind that in addition, this volume
contains detailed discussions of important secondary
issues including the importance of medico-legal
aspects, safety, education, counselling and recognition
of psychiatric and cognitive comorbidities.

It has been the editors’ objective to provide a com-
prehensive and authoritative guide for clinicians that is
presented in a manner which is both readable and eas-
ily understood. It is our hope that we have succeeded
in accomplishing this goal.

his volume is intended primarily for sleep dis-
orders specialists and sleep researchers. However, it
is suitable for psychiatrists, neurologists, and any
professionals and researchers interested in the inter-
disciplinary ield of sleep medicine. It will be of con-
siderable interest to general practitioners, and physi-

cians who evaluate and treat sleep disorders. It will
also be equally interesting to psychiatry and neu-
rology residents and fellows, clinical psychologists,
advanced graduate medical students, neuropsychol-
ogists, house oicers, and other mental health and
social workers who want to get an overall understand-
ing of abnormal behaviors during sleep. Addition-
ally, because of the growing medico-legal aspects of
the parasomnias, this book has interest to the legal
profession.

In as much as research indings in many areas are
rapidly broadening our understanding of parasom-
nias, it is anticipated that future editions of this volume
of Parasomnias and Other Sleep-Related Movement
Disorders will take these developments into account.

Michael J. horpy
Giuseppe Plazzi
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Foreword

Henry Roger, a French neurologist based inMarseilles,
published a monograph of the lessons he gave in the
academic years 1900–31 (H. Roger, Troubles du Som-
meil. Paris: Masson et Cie editeurs, 1932). he two
main chapters of his book concerned the insomnias
and hypersomnias, while a short chapter was devoted
to what Roger termed the parasomnias, “les petits
troubles de la fonction hypnique” (unusual, but com-
mon sleep events of little clinical relevance). Among
the parasomnias, Roger included nocturnal episodes
known for centuries, such as sleep terror, sleepwalk-
ing, nightmares and enuresis, as well as disturbing
dreams giving rise to agitated loud comments (reves
parlès) and episodes of violent motor agitation recur-
ring nightly.

I think the dreams accompanied by somniloquy
correspond to what we nowadays call REM behavior
disorder (RBD), whereas the violent nocturnal motor
attacks resemble the epileptic nocturnal frontal lobe
seizures described by my group in the early 1980s by
the name of nocturnal paroxysmal dystonia.

he same chapter also describes the muscle jerks
arising on falling asleep. Roger noted that these move-
ments may occur sporadically and be of little clini-
cal relevance, but may also recur at very short inter-
vals preventing sleep onset. Plainly, Roger’s detailed
description of myoclonias arising on falling asleep
refers to what we currently call hypnic jerks, noctur-
nal myoclonus and propriospinal myoclonus.

his preamble serves to make my point that a neu-
rologist working early in the last century and bas-
ing his observations on accurate history-taking alone
had described the majority of unusual events related
to sleep. It was decades before the multiform semio-
logical, etiopathogenetic and clinical aspects of these
events were identiied and investigated by countless
sophisticated sleep laboratories.

he objective and systematic study of the parasom-
nias only got underway ater Dement and Kleitman
irst described the polygraphic features of human sleep
in 1957. In the 1960s, this was followed by the dis-
covery of nocturnal myoclonus and the demonstra-
tion that arousal disorders are a benign condition.
However, landmark breakthroughs were to come in
the 1970s–1980s when polysomnographic recordings
performed under audiovisual control became a rou-
tinemeans of sleep investigation. Use of this technique
led to the discovery of RBD, nocturnal frontal lobe
seizures, and many other sleep disorders previously
ignored or misinterpreted.

he 33 chapters of this extraordinary book docu-
ment the striking development of sleep medicine in
recent decades. We now know, for example, that the
term “parasomnias” does not cover all the unusual
events arising during sleep. Some sleep-related move-
ment disorders and nocturnal variants of epilepsy, in
fact, cannot be included among the “petits troubles de
la fonction hypnique.”

For these reasons, I am sure this bookwill be useful
to neurologists, psychiatrists, psychologists, child neu-
rologists and all those hoping to broaden their knowl-
edge of these fascinating topics.

he book’s editors, Michael horpy and Giuseppe
Plazzi, are to be complimented for having entrusted
each chapter to a leading expert in the ield. hey
also have the merit for the diicult task of editing
to bridge the stylistic gaps typical of multi-author
works.

Wishing the volume the success it deserves, I also
congratulate the publisher for taking on this task at
such a diicult time.

Elio Lugaresi
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Section 1 Introduction
Chapter

1
Parasomnias: a short history
Shannon S. Sullivan and Christian Guilleminault

If the notions of dream and nightmare are centuries
old, going back to ancient Egyptian and Jewish civiliza-
tions, the distinction between nightmares and para-
somnias is recent. It is interesting to note that already
in 1932 Kouretas and Scouras [1] reported the com-
plete absence of muscle tone during nightmares in one
of their patients, but Kleitman in his seminal mono-
graph places “nightmares, night terrors, somniloquy,
bruxism and jactitation, enuresis, numbness and hyp-
nalgia, and personality dissociation” under the ter-
minology “parasomnia” [2]. he term “parasomnia”,
derived from the greek “para” meaning “around” and
the latin “somnus” meaning “sleep”, had been coined
in 1932 by the French researcher Henri Roger who
published a monograph entitled “Les Troubles du
Sommeil-Hypersomnies, Insomnies, and Parasom-
nies” [3]. In this monograph, Roger gave an excel-
lent description of an episode of sleep terror in a
child, and also described a somnambulistic episode.
Kleitman’s review of previous literature shows that the
diference between nightmares and sleep terrors was
not well perceived before Roger; rather, many syn-
dromes now understood to be within the rubric “para-
somnia” had been investigated independently.

As parasomnias became distinguishable from
nightmares, a possible link between such episodic
nocturnal phenomena and seizure disorders was pro-
posed. Henri Gastaut in Marseille, France, wanted to
understand whether a relationship existed between
the common parasomnias and seizures. To resolve
this question, the Marseille team monitored individ-
uals with abnormal nocturnal behavior and normal
matched controls during nocturnal sleep. In 1965,
Gastaut and Broughton reported some of their ind-
ings and hypothesized that most “episodic phenom-
ena,” as they called events, were non-epileptic in
nature and occurred out of NREM sleep, predom-

inantly during slow wave sleep [4]. hese authors
conirmed the clinical description of sleep terrors
reported by Kanner in 1935 [5]. However, they indi-
cated that many of these phenomena occurred during
NREM sleep stages 3 and 4, including enuresis. hey
even performed cystometric recordings during sleep
in children and reported that the enuretic episodes
occurred when the cystic pressure waves reached 120
cmH2O. Jacobson et al. [6] and Kales and Jacobson [7]
focused more on sleepwalking episodes and had sim-
ilar indings to Gastaut and colleagues, indicating the
occurrence of events during NREM sleep, particularly
stages 3 and 4.hey emphasized subjects’ “indiference
to environment” during episodes, and the “complete
amnesia” of the events the following morning. he
authors made the interesting observation that a sleep-
walking event could be induced by having a known
somnambulistic child stand up in slow wave sleep.

hese studies were presented and discussed at the
15th European Meeting on Electro-encephalography
held in 1967 in Bologna, Italy, a meeting organized
by Lugaresi and Gastaut and attended by European
and North American researchers. hereater, in
1968 Broughton questioned the pathophysiological
mechanisms underlying sleepwalking, sleep terrors,
and head-banging [8]. He dissociated them formally
from nocturnal epilepsy, emphasizing the well-
demonstrated presence of sleep disturbance and
occurrence in NREM sleep – and more particularly
stage 4 sleep; he termed such events “disorders of
arousal”. He also diferentiated nocturnal enuresis
from the other phenomena.

During the same period several authors empha-
sized the familial nature of the disorders. Kales and
Jacobson [7] indicated that sleepwalking was found in
families; in 1980, Kales et al. suggested a two-threshold
multifactorial mode of inheritance [9]. Bakwin (1970)

3he Parasomnias and Other Sleep-Related Movement Disorders, ed. M. J. horpy and G. Plazzi. Published by
Cambridge University Press. C© Cambridge University Press 2010.



Section 1: Introduction

found that monozygotic twins were concordant for
sleepwalking considerably more than dizygotic twins
(p = 0.06) [10]. In 1972, Hallstrom suggested an auto-
somal dominant pattern of heredity for sleep terrors
[11]. None of these studies fully explained observed
patterns of inheritance, despite the fact that familial
patterns were seen in parasomnias. In 1971, Klacken-
berg, in his classic longitudinal study which followed
about 200 children from birth in 1955 until age 16
in Stockholm [12], made an interesting observation:
children who would become somnambulistic later in
life had much more restless sleep at the age of 4–5
years. Another important inding of this longitudinal
study was that somnambulism and sleep terrors could
be very rare or chronic. In the “chronic” or “habitual”
sleepwalkers, enuresis occurred from 5 until 16 years
of age and represented 2.5% of the sample. his num-
ber is of interest, as another epidemiologic study found
similar results. Ohayon et al., based on a representative
sample of the adult population, found that sleepwalk-
ing afects 2.5% of the population [13]. Hublin et al.,
on the other hand, indicated that 25% of children with
a history of sleepwalking will sleepwalk as adults [14].

he following 20 years focused on pharmacological
treatment of parasomnias with emphasis on the use of
benzodiazepines, with variable results. A short report
by an English orthodontist was completely ignored.
Timms, who performed rapid maxillary expansion
on children with a narrow hard palate, but who did
not routinely perform sleep studies, described clini-
cal amelioration of symptoms that today would sug-
gest the presence of sleep-disordered breathing [15].
He also described the elimination of chronic sleep-
walking events following rapid maxillary expansion.

In 1999, Ohayon et al. in their epidemiologi-
cal studies on sleepwalking and sleep terrors found
that obstructive sleep apnea syndrome was the most
common sleep disorder associated with parasomnias
between the ages of 15 and 24 years [13]. In 2002, Espa
et al. reported a similar association in a small number
of subjects focusing on sleepwalking, as did Guillem-
inault et al., investigating sexual violence and confu-
sional arousal [16,17]. Around the same time, Ohayon
et al. reported an important relationship between
bruxism and the presence of sleep-disordered breath-
ing (SDB) [18]. Goodwin et al., in the pediatric Tus-
con sleep cohort, also identiied a frequent association
between SDB and sleepwalking in 2004 [19].

Investigations of sleepEEG inparasomnias became
more focused. In 1995, Zucconi et al., using a cyclic

alternating pattern (CAP) scoring system, indicated
that various parasomnias were associated with an
abnormally elevated CAP rate [20]. his inding was
conirmed by Guilleminault et al. both in children and
in young adult sleepwalkers [21,22].

Another type of investigation of the sleep EEG
was performed by Gaudreau et al. [23] and Guillem-
inault et al. [24] using quantiied EEG. Both of these
groups showed that subjects with chronic parasom-
nias had a signiicant decrease in delta power dur-
ing the irst NREM–REM sleep cycle, and lower than
expected delta power in the second cycle. Guillem-
inault et al. compared quantiied EEG and CAP analy-
ses and showed that the results were concordant when
these two analyses were applied to the same subjects
[21].he conclusions drawn by these authors were that
sleep EEG analyses indicated an “instability of NREM
sleep.” he investigations of Guilleminault et al. of
children and adults [25] with chronic parasomnias
showed that: (1) the individuals with chronic para-
somnia presented such an instability of NREM sleep
every night, with or without the presence of the para-
somnia; (2) the subjects presented with another sleep
disorder (most commonly SDB) which was responsi-
ble for the instability of NREM sleep; (3) the presence
of an additional factor (e.g. stress, alcohol, fever, sleep
deprivation) was needed to provoke the parasomnia
episode; and (4) treatment of the underlying sleep dis-
order (including rapid maxillary distraction as noted
by Timms) alleviated the instability of NREM sleep
and eliminated or improved the parasomnia.

Recent work on bruxism suggests that teeth-
grinding may be an attempt to protect against the
occurrence of sleep apnea, which raises the question
of whether this symptom should be placed in the same
category as the others, despite the fact that it is also
associated with NREM sleep instability. Understand-
ing of parasomnias has evolved over time andwill con-
tinue to evolve. As suggested by Guilleminault et al.,
to the extent that parasomnias are triggered by unsta-
ble NREM sleep caused by SDB, the heritability of
parasomnias may be related to the underlying familial
facial traits involved in the development of SDB [26].

Epileptic disorders were shown to be rarely
involved in abnormal behavior during NREM sleep,
but when sleep-related seizure disorders are present,
speciic seizure entities are implicated. In sleep-
related seizure disorder, polysomnographic studies
have demonstrated that a frontal lobe locus is most
common, and less frequently the mesiotemporal
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region is involved. Pedley and Guilleminault [27] tried
to chronicle distinguishing characteristics between
NREM parasomnias and sleep-related seizures, but
such diferences are based on statistical analyses and
may not be true for every event. he stereotypy of the
abnormal behavior of a seizure disorder is the most
constant inding. Seizures are also more likely to occur
out of stage 2 NREM and during the second half of the
night. Studies from the 1970s and 1980s have demon-
strated that nocturnal seizures represent a bit less than
1% of the abnormal behavior during sleep.

Finally, nocturnal polysomnography has allowed
the dissociation of NREM from REM sleep abnor-
mal behavior. he initial description of what is now
known as “REM sleep behavior disorder” (RBD) came
from Japanese researchers. It was related to the disap-
pearance of the normal atonia of REM sleep reported
during delirium secondary to alcohol intoxication
[28]; it was again described by Japanese researchers
in psychiatric patients [29]. In 1986, Quera-Salva
and Guilleminault presented cases of olivo-ponto-
cerebellar degeneration and REMwithout atonia asso-
ciated with the acting out of dreams [30].

In the same year, Schenk et al. reported the pres-
ence of other neurological syndromes, particularly
parkinsonianism, and called it a “new category of para-
somnia” [31]. In 1987 these authors presented idio-
pathic cases and named the syndrome “REM sleep
behavior disorder” [32]. Aspects of these cases resem-
bled the 1965 report by Jouvet and Delorme of cats
with bilateral, symmetrical dorsolateral pontine brain-
stem lesions of the peri-locus coeruleus who displayed
loss of REM sleep atonia along with the development
of abnormal oneiric behavior, thought to be related to
dream enactment [33].

Further investigation indicated that many patients
with Parkinson’s Disease and multisystem atrophy
manifested this disorder, and that it could also
be observed with brainstem lesions involving the
descending pathways leading to the active inhibition
of REM sleep. Drugs such as tricyclic antidepressants,
which are known to inhibit these pathways, were also
shown to lead to iatrogenic RBD.

he continuous work of Schenk and Mahowald
[34] and investigations of the Mayo Clinic group [35]
combining polysomnographic studies and pathologic
investigations at death revealed that many patients
initially considered “idiopathic” developed Parkin-
son’s Disease or Lewy body dementia sometimes 10–
15 years ater the RBD diagnosis. Systematic autopsy

showed that subjects with RBD but without any
other neurologic disorder already had the presence of
Lewy bodies in the medulla. Progressively, the notion
emerged that RBD is commonly related to Lewy bod-
ies [36] and that a progressive rostral invasion of neu-
rons occurs over time, leading to the development of
associated neurological syndromes. RBD is oten con-
sidered to be a synucleinopathywith risk of developing
another neurological syndrome in the years to come.

Questions still have to be answered. Are all RBD
related to a synucleinopathy? Probably not; but the
percentage of RBD that is associated with synu-
cleinopathy is unknown, despite preliminary data
which indicate that this association is common. Are
other neurodegenerative diseases involved in RBD?
Alzheimer’s Disease has been reported in associa-
tion with RBD, but this seems rare to exceptional;
other neurodegenerative diseases are involved more
frequently. Whether idiopathic RBD truly exists is still
an unanswered question.
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Epidemiology of parasomnias
Maurice M. Ohayon

Introduction
Parasomnias are sleep disorders characterized by
abnormal behavioral or physiological events occur-
ring at diferent sleep stages. hese disorders have sel-
dom been investigated in the adult general population
although, as we will see, they are very frequent. Many
of these parasomnias are accompanied with behaviors
that can be potentially dangerous to the sleeper or to
others, leading sometimes to dramatic consequences,
such as self-mutilation, murder or suicide.

Parasomnias presented in this chapter are those
included in the latest International Classiication of
Sleep Disorders (ICSD-2) [1]. hey are divided into
three main categories: disorders of arousal, parasom-
nias associated with REM sleep, and other parasom-
nias. here are 15 possible diagnoses of parasomnias.
For many of them, information about their prevalence
and incidence is limited or inexistent.

Disorders of arousal
Arousal parasomnias occur mainly during NREM
sleep. his group consists of confusional arousals,
sleepwalking and sleep terrors. hese parasomnias
occur primarily in childhood and normally cease by
adolescence. A same individual may experience more
than one type of arousal parasomnias. However, epi-
demiological igures for these co-occurrences are yet
to be determined.

Confusional arousals
Confusional arousals, or sleep drunkenness, cor-
respond to a mental confusion occurring upon
wakening, be it at night or in the morning. Physiologi-
cally speaking, cerebral reactivation to external stim-
uli is altered in the transitional period from NREM

sleep to wakefulness. he sleeper appears awake but
behavior may be very inappropriate, marked by mem-
ory deicits, disorientation in time and space and slow
mentation and speech. An episode can be triggered
by a forced awakening. Complex behaviors may occur,
resulting in potentially dangerous situations for the
sleeper and others.

Confusional arousals have received little attention
in epidemiological studies. In children, Laberge et al.
[2] have estimated that about 17% of children between
3 and 13 years are experiencing occasional or frequent
episodes of confusional arousals. In our study, we have
estimated their frequency in the general population to
be 4.2%; decreasing from 6.1% in the 15–24 age group
to 3.3% in the 25–34 and stabilizing around 2% ater
35 years old [3]. No other igure exists for compara-
tive purposes. Although confusional arousals are sus-
pected to have a genetic component, genetic epidemi-
ological prevalence is yet to be determined.

he phenomenon, however, has generated much
more interest from a forensic standpoint. he irst
review of the literature devoted to assaults committed
in a state of confusional arousal was completed in
1905 by Gudden [4]. It included 18 cases among
which 10 resulted in homicides. In 1943, a similar
review by Schmidt [5] covered 35 cases (15 homi-
cides and 20 bodily injuries). hirty later years,
A. Bonkalo [6] reviewed cases of murder com-
mitted during confusional arousals that occurred
from 1791 to 1974. He identiied approximately 20
cases, mostly perpetrated by men. More recently,
B. Raschka [7] has brought the case of a man of
54 years that, for no apparent reason, had assaulted two
police oicers shortly ater they had awakened him
in his car. Polysomnographic indings indicated
that the man sufered from obstructive sleep apnea
syndrome. It was concluded that the combination

7he Parasomnias and Other Sleep-Related Movement Disorders, ed. M. J. horpy and G. Plazzi. Published by
Cambridge University Press. C© Cambridge University Press 2010.
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of this disorder with alcohol intake and sudden
arousal had prompted the violent behavior.

Several studies and case reports [7–10] have under-
scored the association between sleep apnea and vio-
lent behavior. One of these found that cerebral hypoxia
provoked by recurrent breathing pauses during sleep
could, over the long term, cause excessive daytime
sleepiness, road accidents, impulsive behaviors at
awakening, and even cerebral damage [10]. Being sud-
denly awakened when in a relative state of cerebral
anoxia can produce a confusional state that can trans-
late into violent behavior [7].

Precipitant factors of confusional arousals include
sleep deprivation, consumption of alcohol, hypnotics
or tranquilizers prior to bedtime, or a sudden awaken-
ing from sleep [3,11,12].

Sleepwalking
Sleepwalking is a parasomnia that occurs in NREM
sleep stages 3 and 4, usually in the irst third of the
principal sleep episode. his disorder is characterized
by automatic behavior during which the sleepwalker
is usually unaware of his surroundings and almost
entirely unresponsive to external stimuli. Sleepwalkers
may leave their bed, walk around their bedrooms and
perform semi-purposeful acts. hey may also carry
out complex motor automatisms, such as driving a car.
here is always complete amnesia for the episode at
awakening.

Sleepwalking is more common in childhood, with
a prevalence ranging from 5 to 30% for occasional or
frequent episodes of somnambulism [13,14]. he dis-
order, however, can also appear for the irst time
in adulthood [10,15]. he prevalence of sleepwalk-
ing oscillates between 2 and 5% in the adult gen-
eral population according to some authors [14,16–18].
As for confusional arousals, prevalence signiicantly
decreases with age from 4.9% in the 15–24-year age
group to 0.5% in the≥65-year age group [18]. A strong
familial occurrence has oten been reported in sleep-
walking; for example, in a prospective study, Abe et al.
reported a sleepwalking occurrence of 14% in children
aged between 8 and 10 years who had one of their par-
ents with a sleepwalking history and 2% of sleepwalk-
ing in children with non-sleepwalking parents [19].

It is not uncommon for sleepwalkers to inlict
injury to themselves or others during an episode.
Rauch and Stern described two cases of self-inlicted
injury [20]. One involved a 34-year-old man who

fell 20 feet into some bushes, lacerating his head
and fracturing his tenth thoracic vertebra. he other
involved a 20-year-old man who smashed through
a glass door, resulting in a severe laceration of his
right wrist. Several cases of murder while sleepwalk-
ing have also been documented. Studying 100 patients
who claimed amnesia for their crime at the time
of hospitalization, Hopwood and Shell identiied one
case of somnambulistic homicide: a ireman who bat-
tered his wife to death with a shovel during a sleep-
walking episode [21]. More recently, Broughton et al.
described the extraordinary case of a man who, dur-
ing a sleepwalking episode, drove his car several kilo-
meters to the home of his wife’s parents before killing
them [22].

Sleep terrors
Sleep terrors, too, are parasomnias that occur in
NREM sleep stages 3 and 4. Typically, these episodes
begin with an abrupt awakening from sleep accompa-
nied by a panicky scream. he individual is generally
inconsolable during an episode. At awakening, there is
complete or partial amnesia of the frightening dream.

Like sleepwalking, sleep terrors occur more com-
monly in childhood, but less frequently than sleep-
walking. Between 1 and 6.5% of children are alicted
by sleep terrors [23,24], and as many prepubertal chil-
dren have recurrent episodes [25]. Occurrence of a few
episodes of sleep terrors in childhood is estimated to
occur in 20–30% [26]. In the adult general population,
the prevalence of sleep terrors has been estimated to be
about 1% for weekly episodes [27] and around 2% for
less frequent episodes [18,27].

One of the earliest reports ofmurder during a sleep
terror episode is the case of Esther Griggs, who in 1858
threw her baby out of a window. She was apparently
dreaming her house was on ire at the time and was
actually attempting to save her baby. We can ind in
the literature several cases of sleepwalking/sleep ter-
ror episodes that resulted in murder or serious injury
[28–30]. he individual typically has no or only frag-
mentary memory of the dream being acted out. From
the accounts of those who remember their dreams in
part, certain recurring themes emerge. hese include
defending oneself against attacks fromothers or beasts,
trying to escape a danger, or trying to protect a loved
one against potential danger.

Sleepwalking and sleep terrors can be triggered
by stress, sleep deprivation, alcohol ingestion, and
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almost all sedative medications (hypnotics, tranquiliz-
ers, antihistamines, stimulants).

Parasomnias associated with
REM sleep
his group of parasomnias is composed of three
disorders occurring essentially during REM sleep.
hese disorders are nightmare disorder, recurrent iso-
lated sleep paralysis and REM sleep behavior disorder
(RBD).

Nightmare disorder
Nightmares are frightening dreams occurring gener-
ally during REM sleep and oten resulting in awaken-
ing the dreamer. his disorder is frequent in children.
It afects boys and girls equally. Nightmares occur
always or oten in 2–11% of children and now and then
in 15–31% [31]. About a third of adults with recurrent
nightmares have onset of the symptom during child-
hood [16]. Nightmares have been reported to occur
at least once a week in 5% of the adult population
[32] and always or oten in 1–5% [26]. Women are 2–
4 times more frequently afected than men. here are
persistent genetic efects on the disposition to night-
mares in about 45% of childhood and 37% of adult
nightmares [33].

Recurrent isolated sleep paralysis
Sleep paralysis is one of the main symptoms associ-
ated with narcolepsy, but it can also occur individu-
ally (i.e. isolated sleep paralysis). Téllez-Lòpez et al.
[34] found that 11.3% of their general population sam-
ple had sleep paralysis episodes at least sometimes.
Where more narrowly deined populations are con-
cerned, Goode [35] and Everett [36] observed rates of
4.7% and 15.4%, respectively, for self-reported sleep
paralysis in medical students, and Bell et al. [37] noted
a prevalence of 41% in Black Americans. In a study of
adults living on the northeast coast of Newfoundland,
Ness [38] reported a rate of 62% for “old hag” attacks,
as sleep paralysis is popularly known in that part of
Canada. An epidemiological study performed with
8085 subjects between 15 and 99 years of age found
that 6.2% had at least one episode of sleep paralysis
in their lifetime; 0.8% experienced severe sleep paraly-
sis (at least one episode per week); and 1.4% moderate
sleep paralysis (at least one episode per month) [39].

REM sleep behavior disorders
REM sleep behavior disorders (RBD) were irst
described in the late 1970s by Japanese researchers and
labeled as such by Schenck et al. [43]. his sleep dis-
order is characterized by a loss of generalized skeletal
muscle REM-related atonia and the presence of physi-
cal dreamenactment.he individual has no conscious-
ness of acting out a dream, but is generally able to
recount the dream upon awakening. his syndrome
oten results in behavior dangerous to oneself or others
[40–42]. heir initial sample [40] included four men
and one woman, all aged 60 years or over. Four of
them had neurological disorders. Most of these cases
had excessive slow-wave sleep for their age.his is not,
however, a sine qua non condition. Indeed, Tachibana
et al. [43] reported seven cases of RBD without neuro-
logical or psychiatric disorder that had a normal quan-
tity of slow-wave sleep. In all studies, this disorder is
observed almost exclusively in men.

According to Schenck andMahowald [44], prodro-
mal symptoms of RBD appeared 10–40 years before
the full manifestation of the disorder in 25% of the
studied cases. his prodrome is characterized by sleep
talking, yelling, or limb-jerking during sleep.

he mechanism underlying this disorder is not
yet fully understood. Polysomnographic recordings
of individuals with RBD showed a reduction of the
tonic phenomena of REM sleep and the activation of
the phasic phenomena. Destruction of the brainstem
regions responsible for the REM sleep atonia has been
hypothesized as responsible of such phenomena.

he prevalence of RBD in the general population
is little-documented. Ohayon et al. [45] estimated it at
0.5% in the general population using minimal criteria
proposed by the International Classiication of Sleep
Disorder (ICSD). However, as many as 2% of the gen-
eral population reported experiencing violent behav-
iors during sleep, with a male predominance [45].

Other parasomnias
his group of parasomnias comprises sleep-related
dissociative disorders, sleep enuresis, catathrenia,
exploding head syndrome, sleep-related hallucina-
tions, sleep-related eating disorder, unspeciied para-
somnia, parasomnia due to a drug or substance and
parasomnia due to a medical condition.

Epidemiological data on this group of parasom-
nias are scarce. Prevalence in the general population
is unknown for most of the parasomnias. Catathrenia,
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or sleep-related groaning, is a newly described para-
somnia occurring in both REM and NREM sleep [46].

Sleep enuresis
Sleep enuresis, also called nocturnal bedwetting, is
characterized by recurrent involuntary voiding during
the night. It is considered primary when the individual
never experienced a dry period for at least six consec-
utive months.

Sleep enuresis is relatively common in childhood
(≥5 years old) and progressively decreases with age.
At 4–5 years of age, the prevalence of sleep enuresis
is estimated to be between 20 and 30%. At 7 years,
it decreases to about 10%, and further decreases to
around 3% in 12-year-olds. he prevalence during
adolescence and adulthood is around 2% [31,47,48].
Sleep enuresis in prepubertal children is twice as fre-
quent among boys than girls. In adulthood, the preva-
lence is comparable in both sexes. However, in the
elderly, this problem afects women more frequently
than men.

Sleep enuresis has a strong hereditary component.
When both parents have a history of sleep enuresis in
childhood, 77% of the children sufer from enuresis.
When only one of the parents has a positive history,
nearly half the children have sleep enuresis [1].

Sleep-related hallucinations
Sleep-related hallucinations refer to hallucinations
occurring at sleep onset (hypnagogic hallucinations)
or upon awakening (hypnopompic hallucinations).
Hypnagogic hallucinations are common in the general
population with a prevalence of 25–37% [49,50]. he
prevalence of hypnopompic hallucinations is around
7–13% [49,50]. Both hypnagogic and hypnopompic
hallucinations signiicantly decrease with age, being
twice less frequent in elderly subjects (≥65 years).
hese hallucinations are also more frequent among
women than men. About 30% of those experiencing
sleep-related hallucinations are frightened by them
[50].

Conclusions
Our knowledge about the prevalence and incidence of
parasomnias is still limited compared to dyssomnias.
Most of the available data are based on themain symp-
toms of parasomnias, not the diagnoses.

Information about the associated factors and trig-
gers of an episode is also limited. As shown, parasom-
nias are frequent in the general population; more than
30% of individuals experiences at least one type of
parasomnia. he consequences on daytime function-
ing and the emotional distress experienced following
a parasomnia episode are undocumented at the epi-
demiological level.herefore, it is diicult to ascertain
what proportion of these individuals are in need of
treatment.

At the genetic level, there is growing evidence that
many parasomnias have a genetic component. here-
fore, epidemiological genetic links need to be studied.
Ethnicity also could play a role in some parasomnias.
However, with the exception of sleep paralysis, the role
of race has not been investigated.
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Chapter

3
Neuroimaging of parasomnias
Eric A. Nofzinger

Introduction
In the past few decades, structural and functional neu-
roimaging methods have emerged as a way to assess
brain function in health and in pathology.hesemeth-
ods allow for the quantiication of a variety of aspects
of brain structure and function including regional
brain volumes, metabolism, blood low, white matter
tract integrity, brain iron concentrations and receptor
binding. Given that sleep is regulated by the brain and
may ultimately serve brain function, these tools may
provide important information regarding abnormal
brain function in sleep disorder patients such as those
with parasomnias. If so, such assessmentsmay serve an
important function in the evaluation andmanagement
of parasomnia patients and in the development of new
pharmacologic agents to treat parasomnias.his chap-
ter will briely review the use of structural and func-
tional neuroimaging in the assessment and manage-
ment of parasomnias.

Neuroimaging studies of healthy
human sleep
Neuroimaging studies have revealed reliable broad
changes in cerebral activity across the sleep wake
cycle. Globally, brain activity decreases from waking
to NREM sleep, then increases to waking levels again
during REM sleep [1–17]. Preclinical studies support
a deaferentation of the cortex at the level of the tha-
lamus and the occurrence of intrinsic thalamocortical
electrical oscillations in NREM sleep. Studies across
several laboratories and using various imaging meth-
ods have demonstrated that from waking to NREM
sleep there are relative regional reductions in activity
in the heteromodal association cortex in the frontal,
parietal and temporal lobes as well as in the thala-

mus. his suggests that the thalamocortical circuits
that play an important role in NREM sleep function
are those involving regions that support waking, con-
scious, goal-directed behavior. Preclinical work shows
that REM sleep is associated with an electrophysiolo-
gically active cortex,with selective activation of cholin-
ergic networks that originate in the brainstem and
basal forebrain and that densely innervate the limbic
and paralimbic cortex. Consistent with this, in rela-
tion to waking and NREM sleep, REM sleep is asso-
ciated with increased relative activity in the pontine
reticular formation, as well as limbic (e.g. amygdala
and hypothalamus) and paralimbic cortex (e.g. ventral
striatum, anterior cingulate andmedial prefrontal cor-
tex). his suggests that REM sleep may play an impor-
tant role in emotional behavior, given the important
involvement of these structures in the regulation of
afect and in motivated behavior.

Restless legs syndrome (RLS)/periodic limb
movement disorders of sleep (PLMD)
he majority of the work in the area of neuroimaging
and parasomnias and sleep-related movment disor-
ders has been in the area of RLS and PLMD.he scope
of the work performed to date has been both driven
by, and constrained by, clinical manifestations of the
disorder and by the measurements currently available
using neuroimaging tools.

he most extensive work has been performed
in the area of central dopaminergic dysfunction in
these disorders. A series of studies measured cen-
tral dopamine D2-receptor occupancy with [123I]-
labeled (S)-2-hydroxy-3-iodo-6-methoxy-([1-ethyl-2-
pyrrolidinyl]methyl) benzamide (IBZM) and SPECT
in patients with PLMD [18–20]. hey found lower

13he Parasomnias and Other Sleep-Related Movement Disorders, ed. M. J. horpy and G. Plazzi. Published by
Cambridge University Press. C© Cambridge University Press 2010.
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striatal [123I]IBZM binding in patients with PLMD
and higher binding following dopaminergic therapy.
Michaud et al. report the results of pre- and post-
synaptic dopaminergic status using [123I]beta-CIT
and [123I]IBZM SPECT, respectively, in ten patients
with both RLS and PLMD [21]. hey found no
diferences in DA transporter binding, but lower
striatal D2-receptor binding in patients (p = .006).
hey suggest that this indicates a decreased number of
D2-receptors or a decreased ainity of D2-receptors
for IBZM. his supports a central striatal D2 receptor
abnormality in the pathophysiology of RSL/PLMD.
Tribl et al. [22] assessed patients with idiopathic RLS
(iRLS) and periodic limb movements in sleep (PLMS)
who had exhibited a good response to dopaminergic
and non-dopaminergic treatment, and ten healthy
sex- and age-matched controls using 123I-IBZM and
SPECT.he patients showed no signiicant diferences
in striatal to frontal IBZM binding to D2 receptors
compared to controls.hese indings show the normal
function of striatal D2 receptors in successfully treated
patients with iRLS and PLMS. Eisensehr [23] studied
14 drug-naive and 11 levodopa-treated patients
with idiopathic restless legs syndrome (RLS), and
10 controls age-matched to each RLS group with
polysomnography (PSG), [(123)I]-(N)-(3-iodopro-
pen-2-yl)-2beta-carbomethoxy-3beta-(4-chlorophen-
yl) tropane ((123)I-IPT) SPECT, and [(123)I]-(S)-
2-hydroxy-3-iodo-6-methoxy-[(1-ethyl-2-pyrrolidin-
yl)methyl] benzamide ((123)I-IBZM) SPECT. Drug-
naive and levodopa-treated patients with RLS and
controls showed similar striatal dopamine transporter
and dopamine D(2)-receptor binding, the latter
declining with age. he authors conclude that striatal
dopamine transporter and receptor density is normal
in drug-naive and levodopa-treated patients with RLS.

Cervenka et al. assessed 16 RLS patients naive
to dopaminergic drugs and 16 matched control sub-
jects with PET [13]. [11C]Raclopride and [11C]FLB
457 were used to estimate D2-receptor availability
in the striatum and extrastriatal regions, respectively.
Examinations were performed both in the morning
(starting between 10:00 and 12:00 h) and evening
(starting at 18:00 h). In the striatum, patients had
signiicantly higher [11C]raclopride binding poten-
tial (BP) values than controls. In extrastriatal regions,
[11C]FLB 457 BP was higher in patients than con-
trols, and in the regional analysis the diference was
statistically signiicant in subregions of the thalamus
and the anterior cingulate cortex. he study supports

involvement of the dopamine system in both striatal
and extrastriatal brain regions in the pathophysiology
of RLS. Increased D2-receptor availability in RLS may
correspond to higher receptor densities or lower levels
of endogenous dopamine, either of which would sup-
port the hypothesis of hypoactive dopaminergic neu-
rotransmission in RLS.

Restless legs syndrome has been associated with
iron depletion and serum ferritin levels have been
shown to be decreased by 13% per allele of a common
variant in an intron of BTBD9 on chromosome 6p21.2
found to be associated with RLS. Neuroimaging meth-
ods allow for the regional quantiication of brain iron
content, prompting sleep neuroimaging researchers to
assess brain iron content in patients with RLS. Allen
et al. studied brain iron insuiciency in RLS [24].
Using a special MRI measurement (R2′), the authors
assessed regional brain iron concentrations in 10 sub-
jects (5 with RLS, 5 controls). R2′ was signiicantly
decreased in the substantia nigra, and somewhat less
signiicantly in the putamen, both in proportion to
RLS severity. he results show the potential utility of
this MRI measurement, and also indicate that brain
iron insuiciency may occur in patients with RLS in
some brain regions. A replication and extension study
by the same group in 22 early-onset and 19 late-onset
RLS subjects showed a reduced mean iron index from
the substantia nigra in early-onset, but not late-onset
RLS patients [14]. hese data support a role of low
brain iron in the SN in at least those RLS patients with
early-onset. A small study by Godau et al. also demon-
strated brain iron deiciency in RLS patients using
MRI T2 relaxometry and sonographically assessed
echogenicity in multiple brain regions, suggesting the
possible involvement of other brain regions in addi-
tion to the substantia nigra [14]. In a larger study of
late-onset RLS patients, Astrakas et al. also found low
substantia nigra iron content in the substantia nigra
using MRI T2 relaxometry. Low brain iron content,
therefore, especially in the basal ganglia, appears to
be a replicable neuroimaging inding in patients with
RLS [1].

Neuroimaging methods allow for the determina-
tion of brain volumetric changes in patient samples to
see if structural cerebral abnormalities may play a role
in the disorder. Etgen et al. assessed 51 RLS patients
and 51 age- and sex-matched controls using high-
resolution T1-weighted magnetic resonance imaging,
and analyzed diferences between patient and con-
trol groups using voxel-basedmorphometry [16].hey
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demonstrated an increase in size of the pulvinar of the
thalamus in the patient group, raising the possibility
that the thalamus may play a role in the abnormal sen-
sory experience or may relect a chronic increase in
aferent input of behaviorally relevant information in
RLS patients. A second group from another lab per-
formed a similar study, but using mostly medication-
naive RLS patients to eliminate a possible confound of
medication use on pulvinar size [8]. hey were unable
to replicate the prior inding of an increase in pulvinar
size in RLS patients. Another study found volumetric
reductions in primary sensorimotor cortex, extending
into primary motor cortex, that correlated with RLS
symptom severity and disease duration [7], raising the
possibility that an alteration in sensorimotor cortices
may play a role in the pathophysiology of RLS. In a
related study, this group used difusion tensor imaging
(DTI) to assess cerebral white matter tract disruption
in 45 RLS patients and 30 healthy controls [3]. hey
found reduced fractional anisotropy (FA), a measure
ofwhitematter tract integrity, inmultiple tracts associ-
atedwith primary and associatemotor and somatosen-
sory cortices, again raising the possibility that RLSmay
be associated with a neocortical abnormality. Across
all studies assessing regional cerebral volumes, how-
ever, individual indings have not been replicated, rais-
ing questions as to whether the disorder is associated
with volumetric changes in the cerebral cortex.

Low-dose opioid treatment has been used in the
management of some RLS patients. One study exam-
ined opioid receptor availability in 15 patientswith pri-
mary RLS and 12 age-matched healthy controls using
PET and [11C]diprenorphine, a non-selective opioid
receptor ligand [15]. While nomean group diferences
were noted between patients and controls, correla-
tional analyses showed negative correlations between
pain scores and ligand binding in the orbitofrontal
cortex and anterior cingulated gyrus. hese indings
suggest that the more severe the RLS symptoms, the
greater the release of endogenous opioids in themedial
pain system.

he subjective experience of RLS is one of dis-
comfort that can be quantiied and related to brain
function. Bucher et al. assessed the pathophysiology of
periodic limb movements and sensory leg discomfort
in RLS using high-resolution functional magnetic res-
onance imaging [25]. During sensory leg discomfort
there was mainly bilateral activation of the cerebellum
and contralateral activation of the thalamus. During
the combined periodic limb movement and sensory

leg discomfort conditions, patients also showed activ-
ity in the cerebellum and thalamus. In contrast to
the sensory leg discomfort condition alone, the com-
bined condition was associated with additional acti-
vation in the red nuclei and brainstem close to the
reticular formation. Voluntary imitation of periodic
limb movements by patients and control subjects was
not associated with brainstem activity, but with addi-
tional activation in the globus pallidus and motor
cortex.hese indings indicate that cerebellar and tha-
lamic activation may occur because of sensory leg dis-
comfort and that the red nucleus and brainstem are
involved in the generation of periodic limbmovements
in patients with RLS. A novel study by Spiegelhalder
et al. correlated an indirectmeasure of discomfort with
regional brain function using fMRI [6]. hey found
an inverse correlation between discomfort and brain
activity in somatosensory pathways, raising the possi-
bility that a central sensory processing pathology may
be associated with RLS. Further studies in this area
are needed to clarify and extend these preliminary
indings.

Sleepwalking
Only one nuclear medicine study has studied regional
brain function associated with sleepwalking. Bassetti
et al. performed 99mTc ECD SPECT studies dur-
ing stages 3 and 4 sleep one night before and one
night during a sleepwalking episode [26] (Figure 3.1).
hey reported increased blood low in the cerebel-
lar vermis and the posterior cingulate cortex during
sleepwalking. In relation to healthy wakefulness, the
sleepwalking episode was associated with a decline in
frontoparietal association cortices as would be typical
of NREM sleep, albeit in the absence of declines in tha-
lamic blood low. hey interpret the results to relect
both unconsciousness, as relected by a loss of fron-
toparietal function, and a persistence of motor gener-
ators, as relected by preserved thalamocingulate cir-
cuits, in sleepwalking behavior.

REM sleep behavior disorder
Shirakawa et al. reported the results of a [123-I] IMP
SPECT study of 20 patients with REM sleep behavior
disorder (RBD) in comparison with 7 healthy controls
[27]. hey reported decreased blood low in the upper
frontal lobe and pons.hey suggest that these indings
may be associated with the pathogenesis of RBD, espe-
cially the decreased blood low in the pons as this is
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Figure 3.1 The color version of this figure can be found in the
color plate section. SPECT findings during sleepwalking after
integration into the appropriate anatomical magnetic resonance
image.

The highest increases of regional cerebral blood flow (�25%) during
sleepwalking compared with stage 3 to 4 NREM sleep are found in
the anterior cerebellum – i.e. vermis (A) and in the posterior
cingulate cortex (Brodmann area 23 [Tallarch coordinate x = –4, y =

–40, z= 31] (B)). However, in relation to data from normal volunteers
during wakefulness (n = 24), large areas of frontal and parietal
association cortices remain deactivated during sleepwalking, as
shown in the corresponding parametric maps (2-threshold = –3).
Note the inclusion of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (C), mesial
frontal cortex (D), and left angular gyrus (C) within these areas.

theoretically thought to play a role in RBD. Eisensehr
et al. studied pre- and post-synaptic dopaminergic sta-
tus using [123I]-IPT and [123I]-IBZM SPECT, respec-
tively, in 5 patients with RBD, 7 age- and sex-matched
controls, and 14 Parkinson’s patients [28]. hey found
decreased DA transporter binding in RBD in relation
to controls, although not as severe as in Parkinson’s
patients, and no change in striatal D2-receptor bind-
ing in RBD. hey suggest that this supports a cen-
tral striatal dopamine transporter abnormality in the
pathophysiology of RBD. Albin et al. assessed [11C]-
dihydrotetrabenazine (DTBZ) PET in 6 patients with
RBD and in 19 age- and sex-matched controls [29].
hey found decreased DTBZ binding in RBD in rela-
tion to controls.his study supports a loss of dopamin-
ergic midbrain neurons in chronic RBD; however, it
remains unclearwhether this is primary or a secondary
efect of the pontine abnormality in RBD. Gilman et al.
assessed the severity of RBD and the density of stri-
atal monoaminergic terminals using PET with (+)-
[11C]dihydrotetrabenazine ([11C]DTBZ) and SPECT
with (–)-5-[123I]iodobenzovesamicol ([123I]IBVM)
to measure the density of [123I]IBVM in patients
with multiple-system atrophy (MSA) and in con-

trols [30]. he MSA subjects showed decreased mean
[11C]DTBZ binding in the striatum and decreased
[123I]IBVMbinding in the thalamus.Moreover, in the
MSA group, striatal [11C]DTBZ binding was inversely
correlated with the severity of REM atonia loss. hey
concluded that decreased nigrostriatal dopaminergic
projections may contribute to RBD in MSA.

Mazza et al. performed cerebral blood low evalu-
ation using (99m)Tc-ethylene cysteinate dimer (ECD)
SPECT on eight patients with polysomnographically
conirmed RBD and nine age-matched controls [11].
hey found increased perfusion in the pons and puta-
men bilaterally and in the right hippocampus. In addi-
tion, they observed decreased perfusion in the frontal
(Brodmann area [BA] 4, 6, 10, 43, 44, 47 bilaterally and
let BA 9, 46) and temporoparietal (BA 13, 22, 43 bilat-
erally and let BA 7, 19, 20, 21, 39, 40, 41, 42) cortices.
hey concluded that these abnormalities are consis-
tent with the anatomicmetabolic proile of Parkinson’s
disease.

Eisensehr et al. hypothesized that subclinical RBD
shows a less severe reduction of striatal dopamine
transporters than clinically manifest RBD [31]. To
test this, they studied striatal postsynaptic dopamine
D2-receptors with (S)-2hydroxy-3iodo-6-methoxy-
([1-ethyl-2-pyrrolidinyl]methyl) benzamide labeled
with iodine 123 (IBZM) and the striatal presynaptic
dopamine transporters with (N)-(3-iodopropene-2-
yl)-2beta-carbomethoxy-3beta-(4-chlorophenyl) tro-
pane labeled with iodine 123 (IPT) using single-
photon emission computed tomography (SPECT)
in the following groups: 8 patients with idiopathic
subclinical RBD, 8 patients with idiopathic clinically
manifest RBD, 11 controls, and 8 patients with PD
stage Hoehn & Yahr I. hey found that the IPT
uptake was highest in controls. here was a signiicant
decrease in IPT uptake from controls to patients
with subclinical RBD, from patients with subclinical
RBD to clinically manifest RBD, and from patients
with clinically manifest RBD to patients with PD.
his study suggests that there is a continuum of
reduced striatal dopamine transporters involved in
the pathophysiologic mechanisms causing increased
muscle activity during REM sleep in patients with
subclinical RBD.

Iranzo et al. investigated whether 1H-MRS can
detect hypothesized brainstem abnormalities in
patients with idiopathic RBD. No signiicant difer-
ences in N-acetylaspartate/creatine, choline/creatine
and myoinosito/creatine ratios were found between
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patients and controls. hese results do not suggest
that marked mesopontine neuronal loss or 1H-MRS
detectable metabolic disturbances occur in idiopathic
RBD [32].

Caselli et al. assessed whether healthy adults
reporting dream-enactment behavior (DEB+) have a
reduced cerebral metabolic rate for glucose (CMRgl)
in regions preferentially afected in patients with
dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) [33]. DEB was
associated with signiicantly lower CMRgl in several
brain regions known to be preferentially afected in
both DLB and Alzheimer’s disease (parietal, temporal,
and posterior cingulate cortices) and in several other
regions, including the anterior cingulate cortex. he
DEB-associated CMRgl reductions were signiicantly
greater in the APOE e4 non-carriers than in the car-
riers. hey concluded that cognitively normal persons
withDEBhave reducedCMRgl in brain regions known
to be metabolically afected by DLB, supporting fur-
ther study ofDEB as a possible risk factor for the devel-
opment of DLB.

Summary
At this time, the majority of eforts in parasomnia and
sleep-related movement disorder imaging research
have been in the area of RLS/PLMD. Among the more
consistent indings are those involving the role of
dopamine and iron in the pathophysiology of the dis-
order, supporting the role of these systems in the clini-
cal management of the disorder. Extensive research in
this area is needed in order to further clarify patho-
physiology, predictors of response to treatments, treat-
ment mechanisms and clarifying the role of sensory
processing within sleep in the clinical manifestations
of these disorders.
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4
Clinical evaluation of parasomnias
Imran M. Ahmed and Michael J. Thorpy

Introduction
here are 15 diferent parasomnias discussed in the
International Classiication of Sleep Disorders, 2nd
edition (ICSD-2). hey are undesirable physical or
experiential events that accompany sleep. hese dis-
orders consist of abnormal sleep-related movements,
behaviors, emotions, perceptions, dreaming, and auto-
nomic nervous system functioning. hey are disor-
ders of arousal, and sleep stage transition. Many of
the parasomnias are manifestations of central ner-
vous system activation and autonomic nervous system
changes with skeletal muscle activity. here are also
other sleep-related movement disorders that are not
parasomnias but need to be considered in the difer-
ential diagnosis. hese sleep-related movement disor-
ders are listed as a separate category from parasom-
nias in the ICSD-2, and include, among others, restless
legs syndrome (RLS), periodic limb movement dis-
order (PLMD), sleep-related leg cramps, sleep-related
bruxism, and sleep-related rhythmic movement disor-
der. In addition, parasomnias can oten occur in con-
junction with other sleep disorders, such as obstruc-
tive sleep apnea syndrome or narcolepsy, and it is not
uncommon for several parasomnias to occur in the
same patient [1] (Table 4.1).

Parasomnias can contribute to impaired academic
or occupational performance, disturbances of mood
and social adjustment. Marriages and relationships
may be adversely afected by the disordered sleep of
a spouse or bed partner [2]. Oten, parasomnias may
be markers of other disorders; for instance, somnam-
bulism can be provoked by obstructive sleep apnea.
Accordingly, complaints of abnormal movements or
behaviors need to be taken seriously and an evalu-
ation of these problems requires a systematic ap-
proach. An evaluation should include a careful sleep

history taken from the patient and oten, more impor-
tantly, the patient’s bed partner or caregiver [3]. Addi-
tionally, information about the patient’s comorbid
illnesses, past medical history, social history and psy-
chosocial conditions, family history, physical exami-
nation and appropriate sleep studies are valuable when
forming a diferential diagnosis.

History

Chief complaint
Assessment begins with the presenting sleep com-
plaint. hese sleep disturbances may include abnor-
mal sleep-related movements, behaviors, emotions,
perceptions, dreaming, hallucinations and autonomic
nervous system disturbances. hey may occur in oth-
erwise normal individuals and oten do not require
further extensive evaluation; however, when they
result in injuries, sleep disruption, excessive daytime
sleepiness, and adverse medical or psychosocial con-
sequences to the patient and/or bed partner, a com-
prehensive evaluation is warranted [4,5]. Occasionally,
patients with parasomnias who live or sleep alone may
suspect some abnormality with their sleep. hey may
awaken with unexplained injuries or awaken to ind
their room/home inexplicably disheveled, or awaken
in a diferent place from where they went to bed. More
oten they are unaware of their behaviors during sleep,
and for that reason are frequently brought to a physi-
cian’s attention by family members, caregivers, or bed
partners.

Characterizing the sleep disturbance
With the complaint inmind, a thoroughhistory should
be taken, which includes information characterizing

19he Parasomnias and Other Sleep-Related Movement Disorders, ed. M. J. horpy and G. Plazzi. Published by
Cambridge University Press. C© Cambridge University Press 2010.
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Table 4.1 Classification of parasomnias and parasomnia-like events.

Parasomnias

ICD-9-CM
Disorders of arousal
327.41
307.46
307.46

DSM IV-TR

307.46
307.46

Classification

Confusional arousals
Sleepwalking
Sleep terrors

Parasomnias usually associated with REM sleep
327.42
327.43
307.47

307.47

307.47

REM sleep behavior disorder
Recurrent isolated sleep paralysis
Nightmare disorder

Other parasomnias
300.15
788.36
327.49
327.49
368.16
327.49
327.40
292.85
291.82
327.44

300.15
307.6

307.50
307.47
292.85
291.82
327.44

Sleep-related dissociative disorders
Sleep enuresis
Catathrenia (sleep-related groaning)
Exploding head syndrome
Sleep-related hallucinations
Sleep-related eating disorder
Parasomnia, unspecified
Parasomnia due to a drug or substance
Parasomnia due to alcohol
Parasomnias due to medical condition

Sleep-related movement disorders
ICD-9-CM
333.99
327.51
327.52
327.53
327.59
327.59
327.59 or
292.85
327.59

DSM IV-TR

292.85

Classification
Restless legs syndrome
Periodic limb movement disorder
Sleep-related leg cramps
Sleep-related bruxism
Sleep-related rhythmic movement disorder
Other sleep-related movement disorder, unspecified
Sleep-related rhythmic movement disorder
. . . due to drug or substance
. . . due to medical condition

Isolated symptoms, apparently normal variants and unresolved issues

ICD-9-CM
307.49
307.47
781.01
781.01
781.01
781.01

DSM IV-TR

307.47
307.47

Classification
Sleep talking
Sleep starts, hypnic jerks
Benign sleep myoclonus of infancy
Hypnagogic foot tremor and alternating leg muscle activation
Propriospinal myoclonus at sleep onset
Excessive fragmentary myoclonus

Sleep disorders associated with conditions classified elsewhere
ICD-9-CM
345

DSM IV-TR Classification
Sleep-related epilepsy

Other psychiatric and behavioral disorders frequently encountered in the differential diagnosis of sleep
disorders (DSM IV -TR codes are utilized here)

DSM IV-TR

300.xx
309.81.1

Panic disorder w/ or w/o agoraphobia (or nocturnal panic disorder)
Post-traumatic stress disorder

the speciic sleep problem, diferentiating between
various possible sleep disorders, and assessing the
patient’s functional status and psychological disposi-
tion. Ideally, this should be done via interviews with
the patient as well as the caregiver, bed partner, or
other observer. If the patient can bring in a video of

the event, it can greatly improve the understanding of
the important features.

A description of the abnormal sleep phenomena
is a useful starting point in deining the sleep prob-
lem. If the feature involves abnormal movements
during sleep, further information may help identify
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sleep-related movement disorders like rhythmic
movement disorder of sleep or periodic limb move-
ment disorder. If the complaint involves disturbed
dreaming, the possibility of REM sleep parasomnias,
such as RBD or nightmare disorders, can be enter-
tained. Assessing the events that could have initiated
the abnormal behavior (e.g. a fever may precipitate
sleep terrors or confusional arousals) as well as iden-
tifying the disturbance’s frequency, duration, clinical
course, severity, and provocative/exacerbating factors
all further characterize the sleep complaint. It is useful
to know if there is any dream recall ater awakening
from the event. It is also important to diferentiate
normal sleep phenomena from sleep disorders.

Time of the event
Knowledge of the timing of parasomnias and
parasomnia-like events is useful in forming a dif-
ferential diagnosis. Some occur during sleep–wake
transitions, either prior to sleep onset (e.g. hypnic
jerks) or upon awakening from sleep (e.g. rhythmic
movement disorder), while others occur during
wakefulness (e.g. sleep-related dissociative disorder).
Certain parasomnias may occur preferentially during
NREM sleep or REM sleep, and some may occur at
any time during the sleep cycle. he typical NREM
parasomnias (confusional arousals, sleepwalking,
sleep terrors) usually occur during slow-wave sleep
(or during transition to and from slow-wave sleep)
and thus occur during the irst half of the night, as
there is a greater amount and density of slow-wave
sleep at this time. It is likely that disturbances that
occur within an hour or so of falling asleep are NREM
parasomnias [4,6,7]. Similarly, abnormal behaviors
occurring during the latter half of the night or during
early morning hours are likely to be REM parasom-
nias, since REM sleep is most prominent during this
time. In addition, parasomnias usually only occur
1–2 times per night; therefore, episodes that report-
edly occur several times during the night should
suggest an alternative diagnosis (e.g. seizures or
dissociative sleep disorder). Generally, dream recall
is vague at best when the patient is awoken from an
NREMparasomnia, and is relatively vivid and detailed
when the patient is awoken from a REM parasomnia.
A person is typically confused and disoriented when
awoken from an NREM parasomnia (occurring in
slow-wave sleep) and is alert and oriented when awo-
ken from a REM parasomnia [4,6,7]. Unfortunately,

like many things in medicine, these guidelines are not
strict rules and many exceptions do occur.

Normal behaviors
Certain sleep phenomena that occur infrequently can
be considered normal; however, if the same phenom-
ena were to happen oten or compromise an individ-
ual’s physical, psychological or emotional health, then
it is considered a disorder. For instance, most peo-
ple have had or will have a nightmare at some point
in their life, but it is only considered a disorder if it
is (among other things) occurring frequently. Other
sleep disturbances are considered normal if they only
occur in certain situations; for example, individuals
can normally experience episodes of sleep-related hal-
lucinations or sleep paralysis in the setting of sleep
deprivation. Occasionally, when a person prematurely
awakens from an extended sleep period, there is an
internal drive to continue to sleep. he individual is
drowsy, disoriented and may have diiculty concen-
trating or experience automatic behaviors. his nor-
mal “sleep inertia” or “sleep drunkenness” resembles
confusional arousals, and the term is oten used inter-
changeably with this NREM parasomnia. Other sleep
phenomena, such as somniloquy (sleep talking) and
hypnic jerks (sudden and brief contraction of limb
muscles at sleep onset) are very common in the gen-
eral population and are normal if they occur as isolated
events [1]. On the other hand, somniloquy may rep-
resent part of a prodrome to REM sleep behavior dis-
order [1,4] or co-occur with obstructive sleep apnea;
hence, detailed questioning is necessary. Hypnic jerks
may be confused with a myoclonic epilepsy if one fails
to inquire about a history of myoclonus during wake.

Precipitating factors
Many events can provoke or exacerbate a parasom-
nia. As a general rule, anything that causes sleep frag-
mentation or increases slow-wave sleep could also
result in a parasomnia in a predisposed individual.
Consequently, many medical, neurologic, psychiatric
and even other sleep disorders that disrupt sleep have
an increased propensity to cause parasomnias (Tables
4.2 and 4.3). For instance, anxiety andmood disorders
have been associated with confusional arousals [7–9];
migraines and strokes have been linked to somnam-
bulism [1,10]; hyperthyroidism and febrile illnesses
are also associated with sleepwalking [11–13]; and
obstructive sleep apnea and periodic limb movement
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Table 4.2 Some common medical/sleep disorders associated with parasomnias.

Circadian rhythm disorders (e.g. shift work) [61,62] Confusional arousals, sleep paralysis, bruxism

Disorders of hypersomnia (e.g. narcolepsy) [63] Confusional arousals, REM sleep behavior disorder (rbd),
sleep-related eating disorder, sleep-related hallucinations

Insomnia Confusional arousals, sleep-related hallucinations, nightmares

Obstructive sleep apnea [14–17] Disorders of arousal, sleep enuresis, sleep-related eating
disorder

Periodic limb movement disorder [14–17] Sleep-related eating disorder

Restless legs syndrome [64] Sleep-related eating disorder

Hyperthyroidism [11–13] Sleepwalking

Migraines [1,10] Sleepwalking

Head injury [1] Sleepwalking

Encephalitis [65] Sleepwalking, sleep-related eating disorder

Stroke [1,10] Sleepwalking, RBD

Febrile illness [11–13] Sleepwalking

Parkinson’s disease/parkinsonism [66,68] RBD, sleep-related hallucinations, sleepwalking

Dementia w/ Lewy body dz [67, 68] RBD, sleep-related hallucinations

Tourette’s syndrome [68] RBD

Autism [68] RBD

Diabetes mellitus [69] Sleep enuresis

Urinary tract infections [59,60] Sleep enuresis

Chronic constipation [70] Sleep enuresis

Seizures Sleep enuresis

Visual loss [18,53,54] Sleep-related hallucinations

Brainstem or diencephalic pathology [54,68] (e.g. tumor, or
peduncular hallucinosis)

Sleep-related hallucinations, RBD

Table 4.3 Psychiatric disorders associated with parasomnias.

Anxiety [1,7–9,19,20,22,24,26] Confusional arousals, sleep
terrors, sleep-related
hallucinations

Bipolar disorder
[1,7–9,19,20,22,24,26]

Confusional arousals, sleep
terrors, sleep-related
hallucinations

Depression
[1,7–9,19,20,22,24,26]

Confusional arousals, sleep
terrors, sleep-related
hallucinations

Post-traumatic stress
disorder/acute stress disorder
[24–27]

Nightmares

disorder have been associated with REM sleep behav-
ior disorder [14–17].

Sleep fragmentation is only one of the possi-
ble mechanisms through which these disorders are

thought to instigate parasomnias; other mechanisms
are also suspected. Occasionally, parasomnias arise
during recovery from increased sleep pressure or sleep
deprivation, i.e. during rebound slow wave sleep or
rebound REM sleep (e.g. sleepwalking can occur in
a severe sleep apnea patient during recovery sleep
ater CPAP (continuous positive airway pressure) ther-
apy is initiated). Although studies are limited, the
occurrence of parasomnias in children is believed by
some to be part of a developmental process, whereas
in adults there appears to be a higher association
with psychological disorders and in the older adult, a
physiologic etiology is more probable [1,4,6,7]. Para-
somnias may also result from physical and/or emo-
tional stress, sleeping in unfamiliar surroundings,
forced awakenings, perimenstrual symptoms, med-
ications (e.g. lithium, neuroleptics, anticholinergics,
sedatives/hypnotics), recreational drugs (stimulants),22
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Table 4.4 Other possible triggers for parasomnias [1,4,6,7].

Insufficient sleep Confusional arousals,
sleepwalking, sleep paralysis,
sleep-related hallucinations

Recovery from insufficient
sleep

Confusional arousals

Forced awakenings Confusional arousals

Travel Sleepwalking

Sleep in unfamiliar
surroundings

Sleepwalking

Physical/emotional stress Sleepwalking, ?sleep
paralysis, sleep enuresis

PMS? Sleepwalking

Environmental stimuli Sleepwalking

and alcohol (Tables 4.4 and 4.5). (For more informa-
tion on medications and parasomnias see Chapter 6.)

Other deining elements
Further characterization of the sleep complaint
includes assessing the patient’s functional status and
mood during the day. Many parasomnias in children,
for instance, usually require no more than reassurance
for treatment; however, if the patient is depressed,
has poor school attendance or has suboptimal school
performance that is attributed to the sleep distur-
bance, then pharmaceutical intervention may be more
appropriate.

In addition, there are many disorders that may
mimic parasomnias; hence, a physician needs to
inquire about other disorders considered in the difer-
ential diagnosis of parasomnias. For example, a history
of visual loss/impairment may suggest Charles Bonnet
syndrome in a patient with a complaint of hallucina-
tions [18], or a history of head injurymay be present in
a patient suspected of having parasomnia-like seizures.
Other disorders in the diferential for parasomnias will
be discussed later in the text.

Psychiatric assessment
Asmentioned above, there appears to be an association
between psychiatric disorders and some of the para-
somnias. Accordingly, it is prudent to inquire about
comorbid or prior history of psychiatric disorders,
such as bipolar disorder, anxiety disorders, mood dis-
orders, and psychotic disorders. In adults, studies fail
to demonstrate a deinite relationship between psychi-

atric disorders and sleepwalking/sleep terrors; how-
ever, many of these patients have or had at one time
either a bipolar, a non-psychotic depressive or an anx-
iety disorder [1,8,9,19,20]. Confusional arousals, in
contrast, aremore prone to occur in patientswith these
psychiatric disorders. Similar to confusional arousals,
sleep paralysis is also associatedwith psychopathology.
It has been associatedwith bipolar disorder and the use
of anxiolytic medications [1,8,9,19–23]. Sleep-related
hallucinations and sleep-related dissociative disorder
are also linked to anxiety and mood disorders [9,24–
26].

Identiication of the presence of any psychological
trauma or history of such trauma, e.g. physical, sex-
ual, or emotional abuse, diicult divorce, loss of a loved
one, etc., is important when trying to understand the
possible sources of a parasomnia. here is a predispo-
sition to sleep-related dissociative disorder in victims
of physical or sexual abuse or post-traumatic stress dis-
order (PTSD) [25–27]. Secondary sleep enuresis is also
noted in these patients [1]. Nightmares are a common
inding in PTSDpatients, somuch so that it is included
as part of its diagnostic criteria [28]. Some studies even
suggest that mental stress can precipitate sleep paraly-
sis episodes; however, this is contradicted in other
studies.

Certain personality proiles are more common in
some parasomnias; hence, performing the Minnesota
Multiphasic Personality Inventory in select patients
may be helpful. For instance, nightmares have an
increased prevalence in individuals with a more bor-
derline personality proile [26].

Unfortunately, despite these strong associations,
there is evidence (although studies are limited) that
treatment of the comorbid psychiatric disorder does
not necessarily improve some of the parasomnias
[1,8,9,19,20]. Nevertheless, the comorbid disorders
may complicate management of the parasomnia.

Family history
Some parasomnias appear to have familial tenden-
cies. Genetic factors play an important role in predis-
position to all of the arousal disorders (confusional
arousals, somnambulism, and sleep terrors) [4,30–
32]. For most of the other parasomnias, further stud-
ies are required to identify or conirm genetic inlu-
ences. With regard to the REM parasomnias, it is
suggested that REM sleep behavior disorder may be
hereditary. Some studies found genetic factors that
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Table 4.5 Some drugs that trigger or exacerbate parasomnias.

Drug/substance/medication Associated parasomnia(s)

Psychotropic medications [44] Disorders of arousal, sleep-related eating disorder

Phenothiazines

Anticholinergics

Lithium [58] also Sleep enuresis

Drugs of abuse [1,74] Confusional arousals, sleep-related hallucinations, sleep-related eating disorder

Alcohol [44] Disorders of arousal, sleep-related eating disorder

Past alcohol use Sleep-related hallucinations

Alcohol cessation Sleep-related eating disorder

Antidepressants [1,44,48] REM sleep behavior disorder, nightmares, sleepwalking

Venlafaxine

Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors

Tricyclic antidepressants

Mirtazapine

Other antidepressants (except bupropion)

Buproprion Only associated with sleepwalking

Anxiolytics [1,8,9,19–23,44]

Isolated sleep paralysis

Hypnotics [71,72] Sleep-related eating disorder, sleepwalking

Zolpidem

Triazolam

Other medications and substances [59,60,73]

Caffeine Sleep enuresis

Diuretics Sleep enuresis

Smoking cessation Sleep-related eating disorder

Other medication groups listed [1,74,75] Nightmares

Dopamine receptor agonists

Antihypertensives

Drugs affecting GABA

Drugs affecting acetylcholine

Drugs affecting histamine

Withdrawal from REM-suppressant drugs

predispose individuals to nightmares. Genetic factors
also dispose patients to the co-occurrence of other
parasomnias with nightmares [1,33]. A maternal form
of transmission has been identiied in two families
with recurrent isolated sleep paralysis [33]. here is
also a strong suspicion for the familial basis for pri-
mary enuresis as there is an increased prevalence
among parents, siblings, or other relatives of child
patients [34].

Legal implications
Sleep-related injury or violence has forensic and legal
implications. A thorough and careful sleep and psy-
chiatric history are essential when there is the poten-
tial of legal action. Violent sleep-related behaviors
or injuries have been well documented as part of
confusional arousals, sleepwalking/sleep terrors, and
REM sleep behavior disorder. Examples of such behav-
iors range from property damage related to sleep
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terrors/somnambulism, somnambulistic motor vehi-
cle accidents to homicides, attempted homicides or
suicides associatedwith sleepwalking, to sexual battery
during episodes of sexsomnias, to punching/bruising
a bed partner during an episode of REM sleep behav-
ior disorder [35–40]. hese behaviors occur as a result
of an overlap of features of NREM sleep and/or REM
sleep with wake [41,42]. hey are believed to originate
from brainstem and other more “primitive” structures
without the beneits of control, elaboration and mod-
iication profered by “higher” (cortex) neural struc-
tures [4,40].

It is oten very diicult to diferentiate violent
parasomnias from mindful criminal acts; some key
distinguishing features should be kept in mind. he
timing of the episode should be in association with
the patient’s sleep. Events occurring during a period
of sustained wakefulness are not parasomnias. Vio-
lent parasomnias usually have a prodrome of PSG
abnormalities, milder behaviors or injurious episodes
during sleep [4,40,42,43]. hey are typically of brief
duration, sudden and unexpected without apparent
motivation or evidence of premeditation. A trigger or
precipitating factor can oten be identiied, e.g. sleep
deprivation, sleep-disordered breathing, alcohol, or an
external noise [44]. he targets of the violent act are
usually victims of circumstance; i.e. they were targeted
because they happened to be in the wrong place during
the parasomnia episode or were the ones who trig-
gered the episode, they were not sought out as tar-
gets [45]. Furthermore, the behaviors do not coin-
cidewith the patient’s waking personality. Somedegree
of amnesia or misperception is typical and there is
oten evidence of the patient’s lack of awareness dur-
ing the event. With regard to the NREM parasom-
nias, there is usually amnesia of the episode; however,
some partial, fragmented recall of events is possible.
WithREMsleep behavior disorder, the recallmay be of
the patient’s dream. For example, a patient described
punching and kicking her bed partner while she was
dreaming of ighting of an attacker. When the bed
partner retaliated by holding down the patient’s arms
or throwing cold water on her, the patient recalled the
events as additional attackers restraining her or hav-
ing acid thrown on her face by one of the attackers,
respectively. Ater awakening from a violent parasom-
nia, the patient is oten confused and/or frightened of
the situation they have found themselves in; they do
not attempt to run away or hide their actions [35–40].
Even during the episodes, thewitnessed actions appear

to be inappropriate automatic behaviors [35–40]. For-
mal sleep studies complete with continuous, audiovi-
sual monitoring, extensive surface EEG electrodes and
all four-limb EMG electrodes are necessary.

here are also potential legal implications for some
non-violent parasomnias. Recurrent sleep-related hal-
lucinations may mislead a patient to believe a crime
has occurred [46]. One case report describes an
episode where a 23-year-old woman accuses a driver
of sexual assault during a car ride home. Subsequent
investigations and studies revealed that the patient had
a vivid hypnagogic hallucination. Another case report
describes vivid hallucinations that led to marital dis-
cord and workplace conlict in a 45-year-old patient
with undiagnosed narcolepsy with cataplexy.

Although a standardized approach and assessment
of patients for a parasomnia with legal consequences
is not available, all the components for parasomnia
evaluation discussed above are essential.

Sleep questionnaires
here are no available standardized sleep question-
naires for parasomnias; however, other associated
symptoms can be assessed by thismodality. Sleep ques-
tionnaires can be helpful to the physician to more
quickly collect extensive information regarding sleep–
wake habits. he Epworth Sleepiness Scale is a valu-
able instrument for determining the presence of day-
time sleepiness over time [47]. he patient scores the
likelihood of falling asleep in eight situations on a rat-
ing scale of 0 to 3 leading to a maximum score of 24.
Patients with a score of 10 or higher should be consid-
ered to have signiicant daytime sleepiness, and those
over 15 have severe daytime sleepiness. Other sleep
questionnaires such as the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality
Index, the Stanford Sleepiness Scale, the Karolinska
Sleepiness Scale, or the fatigue severity scale may be
useful in some patients depending upon the associated
complaint.

Of most importance is the sleep log or diary that
documents, over a period of approximately 2 weeks,
the time of sleep onset, wake time, awakenings, naps,
and the occurrence of any abnormal events. Utilizing
this form, the physician can readily identify possible
triggers for a parasomnia, such as disruption of the
sleep–wake schedule.

Physical examination
he goal of the physical examination is to uncover
medical, neurologic, psychiatric or sleep disorders
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Table 4.6 Important components of the physical examination in a patient with parasomnias.

Vital signs: Blood pressure (hypertension), pulse, respiratory rate, pulse oximetry on room air,
height, weight

Examination of head, eyes, ears nose, throat (HEENT) Crowded oropharynx: tonsils, soft palate, uvula, tongue

Retrognathic or micrognathic, small maxilla, small oral space

Chronic nasal congestion, enlarged turbinates, deviated nasal septum

Neck Neck circumference, enlarged thyroid

Cardiovascular Signs of heart failure (pedal edema, enlarged heart, jugular venous pulsations, etc.)

Arrhythmias

Carotid artery pulsations, bruits

Distal pulses

Pulmonary Anterior–posterior diameter of chest wall

Ventilation/accessory muscle use

Cyanosis

Adventitious respiratory sounds

Neurologic Mini mental state exam

Assess for CNS disease (e.g. Parkinson’s disease, stroke, seizures, brainstem
pathology)

Psychiatric Appearance, attitude, behavior and psychomotor activity

Speech (rate, amount, tone, impairments), mood/affect

Perception (hallucinations, illusions, depersonalization and/or derealization)

Thought process (loose associations, tangential thinking, circumstantiality,
blocking, perseveration, echolalia, flight of ideas)

Thought content (delusions, obsessions, suicidal/homicidal thoughts)

associated with parasomnias, or to identify other dis-
orders thatmay be confused for a parasomnia. Accord-
ingly, the examination should ideally be comprehen-
sive formost patients with parasomnias and then focus
on neurological, cardiovascular, and psychiatric evalu-
ations (Table 4.6). he examination should always
include determination of the patient’s blood pressure
and vital signs. he patient’s body habitus is impor-
tant to assess, especially when trying to evaluate for
obstructive sleep apnea; therefore, the patient’s height,
weight (i.e. BodyMass Index) and neck circumference
should be obtained as well as a determination of the
distribution of body fat (e.g. abdominal, neck, etc.). In
some patients, an evaluation of thyroid size may prove
pertinent, as a prominent thyroid may contribute to
airway obstruction during sleep. In the patient with
obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) syndrome, an evalu-
ation of the upper airway is also important, particu-
larly to determine if there is a narrow airway and/or
if there is the presence of enlarged tonsillar tissue or a

large tongue. he size and shape of the sot palate and
uvula should be determined.

An examination of the cardiovascular system
should assess for irregular heart rhythms and heart
rates, especially in patients with cardiac parasomnias,
such as sleep-related cardiac arrhythmias. he jugular
venous and carotid pulsations should be observed and
the carotid auscultated for bruits. Evidence of heart
failure on exam suggests an etiology for the sleep dis-
ruption or may indicate the severity of a sleep disorder
(e.g. right heart failure in OSA patients).

Respiratory breaths should be observed for rate,
rhythm, depth, and efort of breathing and any adven-
titious sounds need to be auscultated. Prolonged
expiration suggests narrowed lower airways from pul-
monary disorders, such as asthma or chronic obstruc-
tive pulmonary disease (COPD). Asthmatic patients
oten complain of sleep-related exacerbation of their
breathing (nocturnal asthma). In addition, these dis-
orders can cause nocturnal arousals/awakenings, thus
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potentially triggering other parasomnias. Other fea-
tures, including increased anteroposterior diameter of
the chestwall and the use of accessory respiratorymus-
cles, on exam are consistent with COPD. he chest
should be ausculated for any adventitious sounds, such
as wheezing, and the patient examined for cyanosis.

A thorough neurological examination will evalu-
ate for any cognitive impairment or focal neurologic
abnormalities. A mini mental state exam or a more
thorough neuropsychologic testing may help iden-
tify (and monitor) patients with a dementing dis-
order. Focal abnormalities may suggest an etiology
for the parasomnia or an associated neurologic dis-
order, such as seizures, strokes or other structural
lesions of cortical, subcortical, or brainstem regions.
Strategically located lesions in these regions predis-
pose patients to sleep disruption or the development
of REM sleep behavior disorder [1,4]. he examin-
ation should also assess for signs of parkinsonism/
Parkinson’s disease (bradykinesia, tremor, cogwheel
rigidity, postural instability).

Diferential diagnosis (Table 4.7)
As discussed earlier, the abnormal movements, behav-
iors, or experiences during sleep can be mistaken with
normal sleep events and should be diferentiated. For
instance, hypnic jerks (sleep starts) are occasionally
associated with a hallucination or vocalization and
can be confused with certain parasomnias, such as
nightmares or REM sleep behavior disorder (RBD).
Hypnic jerks usually occur during sleep–wake transi-
tions whereas RBD occurs during the latter half of the
night from REM sleep. Hypnic jerks are brief, usually
single, body or body segment muscle contractions,
whereas in RBD the involved muscle activities can be
complex, appearing semi-purposeful and of longer
duration. Nightmares also usually occur during REM
sleep; however, when following traumatic situations,
they can occur at sleep onset [1,4,28]. Unlike hypnic
jerks, they typically result in awakenings and have
associated anxiety.

Certain parasomnias are brought on by medical
disorders, other sleep disorders, medications, recre-
ational drugs, alcohol or sleep deprivation. hese are
usually classiied as Parasomnias due to a drug or sub-
stance or Parasomnia due to a medical condition (see
Chapters 6 and 7, respectively). For instance, OSA
can fragment sleep, resulting in arousals from deep
sleep causing confusional arousals or sleepwalking.

Table 4.7 Common differential diagnosis of abnormal
behaviors/movements during sleep.

1. NREM parasomnias
A. Confusional arousals
B. Sleep terrors
C. Sleepwalking

2. REM parasomnias
A. REM sleep behavioral disorder
B. Nightmares

3. Sleep starts/hypnic jerks

4. Periodic limb movement during sleep disorder

5. Sleep-related bruxism

6. Sleep-related eating disorder

7. Sleep-related epilepsy/nocturnal seizures

8. Parasomnia due to drug or substance

9. Parasomnia due to a medical condition

10. Parasomnia overlap syndrome

11. Status dissociatus

12. Post-traumatic stress disorder

13. Nocturnal panic disorder

14. Conversion disorder

15. Munchausen by proxy

16. Malingering

17. Sleep-related dissociative disorder

Beta-blockers used for treatment of hypertension can
induce nightmares in some individuals [48,49]. Sleep
enuresis can result from conditions ranging from a
urinary tract infection and diabetes mellitus to
seizures and sickle cell disease (sleep enuresis in these
cases is diagnosed as secondary sleep enuresis, notPara-
somnia due to . . . ) [1]. Patients with PTSD and acute
stress disorder oten have nightmares.

Disorders of arousal
Included in the diferential of parasomnias are other
parasomnias. here is oten considerable overlap of
features between the disorders of arousal (i.e. confu-
sional arousals, sleep terrors and sleepwalking) as well
as between these NREM parasomnias and the REM
parasomnia, RBD. his overlap is oten more pro-
nounced in adults than in children [4,6]. An exam-
ple of such overlap of NREM features is seen in this
case where the parents of a child with confusional
arousals described their child as awaking from sleep
with episodes of confusion occasionally associated
with crying or screaming. Another child’s sleep ter-
ror events were typiied by intense screaming that was
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occasionally associated with getting up out of bed and
running across the room. Accordingly, most experts
consider the three NREM parasomnias part of a spec-
trum of disorders, with confusional arousals on one
end, sleepwalking in themiddle and sleep terrors at the
other end. Clinical diferentiation between the three
can be diicult at times, especially in adults.

REM parasomnias
REM parasomnias, such as nightmares and REM sleep
behavior disorder (RBD), could also be confused with
other parasomnias.Nightmares can resemble sleep ter-
rors and RBD can clinically look like sleepwalking.
As discussed earlier, REM parasomnias difer from
NREM parasomnias in that they usually occur out of
REM sleep towards the latter half of the night, with
clear recollection of dream content and minimal or
no post-event disorientation. Nightmares, unlike sleep
terrors, are oten associated with anxiety and sub-
sequently having diiculty returning to sleep. REM
sleep behavior disorder manifests as dream enact-
ment behavior occurring during REM sleep. Sleep-
walking usually occurs during slow-wave sleep; how-
ever, it can also represent dream enactment in some
patients (especially adults). Although the guidelines
outlined here are helpful, diferentiation between these
two disorders can become diicult. A polysomnogram
capturing the episodes may be required [5,50]. Some
patients may meet the diagnostic criteria for both
NREM parasomnias and RBD; these patients are diag-
nosed with Parasomnia overlap disorder. In patients
with a subtype of RBD, status dissociatus, the distin-
guishing polysomnographic features of the diferent
stages of sleep and wake become blurred. his usu-
ally occurs in patients with other neurologic comor-
bid pathology, such as dementia, HIV infection with
involvement of brain, narcolepsy, etc. (clinically pre-
senting as RBD and/or an NREM parasomnia), and
should be considered among the diferential in patients
with parasomnias [51]. hese and other REM and
NREM parasomnias will be further diferentiated in
later chapters.

Seizure disorders
here are some disorders that present with clin-
ical symptoms that resemble certain parasomnias.
he most notorious of these disorders are nocturnal
seizures. Seizures canmimic almost all of the parasom-

nias and should be ruled out by history and/or by for-
mal electrographic studies. Complex partial seizures,
particularly involving the mesial frontal lobe or tem-
poral lobe of the cortex, can bear a resemblance to
confusional arousals, sleep terrors, sleepwalking, or
RBD. here are also rare cases of seizures manifest-
ing as nightmares [52]. More commonly, visual hal-
lucinations have been described in patients with pos-
terior parietal or occipital lobe seizures, resembling
sleep-related hallucinations. Atonic seizures have been
confused with sleep paralysis episodes during wak-
ing hours, and certainly nocturnal urinary inconti-
nence and vocalizations are common in seizures and
can easily be mistaken for sleep enuresis or catathre-
nia, respectively.

here are some components in the clinical his-
tory that can help diferentiate seizures from some
of the parasomnias. Nocturnal seizures oten mani-
fest as abnormal stereotypic repetitive behaviors.hey
can occur multiple times throughout the night and
occasionally during the waking period. hey are oten
responsive to anti-epileptic medications. In contrast,
the NREM parasomnias only occur once or twice a
night and usually only during the irst half of the night.
hey do not occur during wakefulness and are not
generally responsive to anti-epileptic therapy. Oten,
the only deinitive way to distinguish seizures from
parasomnias is to capture the target event during a
polysomnogramwith extended electroencephalogram
(EEG) channels or during long-term video-EEGmon-
itoring and identifying an electrographic ictal correlate
to the episode.Unfortunately, this does not always hap-
pen; some seizures do not have surface EEG electro-
graphic correlates and occasionally the target episodes
donot occur during themonitoring period. In such sit-
uations adjunctive information such as the presence or
absence of spikes during EEG recordings (including a
standard EEG with sleep, hyperventilation, and photic
stimulation) are valuable.

Other medical and psychiatric
disorders
here are multiple other disorders resembling
parasomnias. Charles Bonnet hallucinations and
midbrain/diencephalic pathology (peduncular hallu-
cinosis) mimic sleep-related hallucinations [18,53,54];
the excessive eating behaviors in Kleine–Levin
syndrome and Klüver–Bucy syndrome can look
like sleep-related eating disorder; compression
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neuropathies and the familial periodic paralyses
have features similar to sleep paralysis; and certain
headache syndromes (e.g. migraines) can resemble
exploding head syndrome.

here are also a number of psychiatric disorders
that have symptoms that are confused with certain
parasomnias and thus should be considered in the
diferential. he excessive eating behaviors seen in
bulimia nervosa and anxiety disorders can mislead
one to a diagnosis of sleep-related eating disorder.
Nocturnal panic attacks can be misdiagnosed as
sleep terrors or nightmares. Conversion disorders can
mimic recurrent isolated sleep paralysis. Malingering
and Munchausen by proxy are other disorders to con-
sider in the diferential of parasomnias. Sleep-related
dissociative disorder is categorized in the ICSD-2
under parasomnias as it has nocturnal behaviors that
are similar to the behaviors seen in both NREM and
REM parasomnia; however, it meets the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th edi-
tion text revision (DSM-IV-TR) diagnostic criteria for
a dissociative disorder.

Laboratory investigations

Need for extensive evaluation
Parasomnias (especially the disorders of arousal) are
primarily diagnosed via clinical history; occasionally
patients provide home videotapes of the events that
are helpful in making a diagnosis. Most parasomnias
do not require further investigations. When they
(1) are, however, potentially violent or injurious to
the patient or others; (2) have forensic implications;
(3) cause signiicant social or familial disruption;
(4) have daytime consequences to the patient, e.g.
excessive daytime sleepiness or behavioral diiculties;
(5) are associated with medical, psychiatric, or neuro-
logic symptoms or indings; (6) are vaguely described
such that a diagnosis can not be deinitively made;
and/or (7) seizures are suspected, then further
laboratory work up is warranted [4,5,7,50].

Polysomnogram
Routine polysomnograms (i.e. with standard sleep
apnea montage) and unattended sleep studies have
serious limitations in the evaluation of parasomnias
and are considered inappropriate in this setting. he
polysomnograms should be preferably performed at

sleep centers with technologists and physicians experi-
enced inmonitoring for parasomnias/seizures, review-
ing the raw data of these patients, and interpreting
the results [5]. In addition to the physiological param-
eters monitored in a routine polysomnogram, con-
tinuous audiovisual monitoring while using multiple
channel electroencephalography (EEG) and multiple
montages and the capability for EEG analysis at the
standard EEG speed of 30 mm s−1 is required to eval-
uate for possible seizures or epileptiform discharges
in suspected parasomnia patients. In addition, mul-
tiple EMG electrode placements over several muscle
groups (e.g. chin electrodes, bilateral leg electrodes
and bilateral arm electrodes) should be placed in sus-
pected RBD patients to increase the yield of detect-
ing the abnormal tone or phasic movements during
REM sleep.hese polysomnograms are oten diagnos-
tic when the target events are captured; however, if the
target event did not occur during the study period,
indirect support for a diagnosis may still be obtained
from the recording.

Electroencephalogram
If sleep-related seizures are suspected, a routine EEG
with sleep, hyperventilation and photic stimulation
is required. If negative (i.e. no interictal epilepti-
form activity), then an EEG with sleep deprivation
is necessary. Oten the EEG can turn out normal
even in patients known to have seizures. his is
especially common with patients with mesial frontal
lobe seizures [3]. Accordingly, ater about three EEGs
that are unrevealing, a prolonged daytime EEG or
long-term video-EEG monitoring for 24 h or longer
may be needed if seizures are clinically suspected. In
some cases, invasive intracranial recording may be
necessary.

Neuroimaging
Neuroimaging [55] is important when there is sus-
picion that a neurologic illness is associated with
the parasomnia. For example, an MRI of the brain
especially with visualization of the brainstem is valu-
able when looking for strategically located structural
lesions that may cause, for instance, REM sleep behav-
ior disorder. In addition, anMRI of the brain with thin
cuts through the temporal lobe is required for patients
with seizures.
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Other studies
Evoked potential studies may be useful when evaluat-
ing the functional integrity of the brainstem in select
parasomnia patients [56]. Pulmonary function tests
can help identify and determine the severity of pul-
monary disorders that may be responsible for some
parasomnias; while a 12-lead EKGor 24 hHoltermon-
itoring can help identify ischemic heart disease or car-
diac arrhythmias.

Urine screening may be necessary, particularly in
young people, when drug abuse is the suspected etiol-
ogy or trigger for the parasomnia. Selected blood tests
may be useful as well. hyroid function tests may be
indicated if the patient has features suggesting hypo- or
hyperthyroidism. A serum ferritin level may be help-
ful in supporting a diagnosis of restless legs syndrome
or periodic limbmovement disorder. An arterial blood
gas can provide insight to a patient’s acid-base status as
well as pulmonary function.

Education and treatment
Ater all the necessary steps in the evaluation of
parasomnias are complete, the patient and patient’s
family need to be educated about the diagnosis as
well as its pathophysiology, precipitating and relieving
factors. In children, they should be informed that
parasomnias, such as the disorders of arousal, are a
neurodevelopmental phenomenon and are not indica-
tive of a psychological disturbance. he patient and
patient’s family should be reassured that these disor-
ders usually remit by adolescence [1,4,7] and do not
result in psychological trauma. Similarly, for night-
mares, it should be explained that most children will
have a nightmare (especially between the ages of 3 and
6 years) and it is a normal part of cognitive devel-
opment [57]. In most cases the nightmares are iso-
lated events and, if frequent, usually remit as the child
grows up. Most adults with parasomnias appreciate a
discussion about the pathophysiology of the disorder.
Patients and their families need to be able to iden-
tify stressors, traumatic events, or other triggers (e.g.
sleep deprivation or febrile illness) that may be con-
tributing to the parasomnias. he parents of a child
with a parasomnia need to be taught how to react
to or act both during the event and during waking
hours. For instance, minimizing intervention during
an episode of sleep terrors helps prevent exacerba-
tion of the agitation and prolongation of the event. A
discussion of the night’s events should be avoided in

patients with a disorder of arousal as this can cause
themunnecessary anxiety [57,58]; however, in patients
with recurrent nightmares a discussion would be a
necessary irst step in therapy, e.g. imagery reversal
therapy (see Chapter 11). Patients and/or their families
need to be educated as to when pharmaceutical ther-
apy would be indicated. hey must be instructed on
the appropriate expectations of treatment, i.e. behav-
ioral ormedical therapymay considerably improve the
parasomnias; however, occasional episodes may per-
sist. Parasomnias in adults are usually more diicult to
treat.

Proper sleep hygiene is the cornerstone of treat-
ment for many of the parasomnias. Patients should
also be instructed to allow adequate time for sleep
and to maintain a regular sleep–wake schedule. he
sleep environment should be kept safe; keeping sharp
objects away from the bed, securing windows, doors,
and staircases, removing clutter from the loors, and
placing a mattress on the loor near the bed are useful
for many patients, as is sleeping close to the ground,
etc. Alarms or bells on doors would notify fami-
lies when an event is occurring. For patients with
sleep enuresis, incontinence bed alarms are beneicial.
As indicated earlier, awakening or interfering with a
patient during a disorder of arousal should be avoided,
as this may worsen the episode. Guiding a sleepwalker
without awakening him/her, for example, back to bed
is more appropriate. Most importantly, the underly-
ing disorder or trigger of the parasomnia needs to be
treated appropriately. For patients with nightmares, an
avoidance of frightening or overstimulating images,
especially prior to bedtime, and a reduction of stres-
sors will diminish the reoccurrence of this parasom-
nia [57]. Some patients may also require medication
to manage their parasomnia. A more detailed discus-
sion of pharmaceutical therapy and other more spe-
ciic behavioral therapies for the diferent parasom-
nias is beyond the scope of this chapter and will be
addressed in later chapters.

Summary
his chapter outlines the approach to a patient with a
parasomnia. It begins with a thorough history-taking,
keeping in mind the Parasomnia Classiication in the
ICSD-2 and the diferential diagnosis of abnormal
behaviors and events during sleep.hehistory is aimed
at obtaining a detailed account of the subjective and
objective sequences of events as well as the timing
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and circumstances in which the events occurred. he
clinical evaluation and physical examination should
uncover medical, neurologic, psychiatric or sleep dis-
orders associated with parasomnias, or identify other
disorders that may be confused for a parasomnia.
Further assessment with comprehensive sleep stud-
ies may be required in some patients. Seizures should
always be considered in the diferential of parasomnias
and formal EEG studies should be performed where
appropriate. Patients should be educated on the diag-
nosis. Proper sleep hygiene should be discussed as
well as avoidance of triggers such as inadequate sleep
time. Pharmaceutical therapymay be required in some
patients.
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5
Video-polysomnography of parasomnias
Stefano Vandi

Introduction
he fundamental elements of video-polysomnography
are suggested by its name: video (watching patients and
their body movements) polysomnography (recording
the state of wakefulness or the diferent stages of sleep).
he dual function of this type of recording in patients
with parasomnias serves for diagnosis or research.
Diagnostic recording needs concomitant video and
polysomnographic parameters to highlight the ele-
ments useful to establish the diagnosis and exclude
other pathologies. Research video-polysomnography
recording includes additional parameters that can add
to our knowledge of sleep and wake.

he number and quality of transducers and elec-
trodes should be adjusted to the patient so as to
allow bodymovements and suicient comfort, thereby
increasing the probability of recording all aspects of
a pathological event. Great attention should be paid
to how electrodes, transducers and their cables are
applied so that they will resist strong motor events
[1] and ensure the continuity of the recording dur-
ing the episode (Figures 5.6 and 5.7). In addition, the
video recording should display the whole patient with-
out losing information during the events because the
patient is out of the screen.

Recording room
Little attention is paid to the recording room, but it
is one of the most important aspects of polysomno-
graphy. Patients should be in a suiciently comfort-
able environment to allow them to fall asleep easily
and sleep for a long time. he room must be com-
pletely darkened with the exception of a small light,
if required, to orientate the patient. It must also be
soundproofed to prevent disturbance from outside
noise. he room temperature must be regulated and

maintained at a level to allow the patient to sleep with-
out blankets (Figure 5.5) which would invalidate the
video recording.

Particular attention must be paid to any sharp cor-
ners onittings or furniture that could harm the patient
during a violent motor event if the patient stands up
and walks. Unless it is monitored by a technician, the
main door to the recording room must be secured so
as to not allow access to a potentially dangerous envi-
ronment.he door should not be able to be opened by
the patient during an event. he recording area that is
supervised by a technician must be outside the sleep-
ing room, but close enough to allow the technician
to intervene to prevent injury to a patient during an
event, or to allow communication with the patient to
assess their awareness.

Video recording
he aim of the video recording is to allow the patient’s
motor events to be visualized for diagnosis and to
be reviewed at a later date. he video should be
synchronized with the polysomnographic parameters
[2].

Video-polysomnography was originally developed
with an analogical system. he use of a mixer allowed
simultaneous recordings from two diferent cameras:
one framed the patient and the other framed the traces
of ink pens on the recording paper. he limitation of
this technique was the irreversibility of the inal prod-
uct: the patient’s frame and polysomnographic tracing
(numbers of channels and EEG derivations) could not
be modiied.

Nowadays, digital polysomnographic recording
systems can allow the video to be modiied of-line to
enlarge the patient’s details, select the most important
polysomnographic parameters and allowmodiication
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Figure 5.1 Camera mounted on the wall in
front of the patient: correct framing of the
patient both lying and sitting.

Figure 5.2 Camera mounted on the ceiling:
correct framing of the patient while lying but
not sitting.

of the amplitude with appropriate ilter settings and
also to modify the EEG derivations [3].

he digital video recording should be fully inte-
grated into the recording system to allow the complete
management of all the components: cameras, environ-
mental microphone and video settings.

he camera should have the following features:

� high resolution (a high number of pixels allows
images to be enlarged of-line without loss of
quality);

� sensitive to infrared lights (the recording is
performed in the dark with an infrared light);

� autofocus (the patient can get out of bed and
move around the room thereby changing the
distance from the lens);

� automatic and rapid adjustment of the iris (with a
slowly adjusting iris, a sudden onset of room light
could cause loss of images for several seconds);

� remote adjustment of the zoom;
� the camera should be wall mounted in front of the

patient, 2 or 3 m from the loor (Figure 5.1) at an
angle of 45◦. If the camera is placed too low, the
patient’s face will not be visible while lying in bed,
whereas mounted on the ceiling the patient’s face
is not visible while sitting in bed (Figure 5.2);

� remote control of the camera movement;
� silent (the autofocus and iris adjustments and the

camera movements should be very silent because
even a slight noise could awaken the patient).

Multiple room cameras – for example, one side cam-
era and one above the patient – will give more infor-
mation from diferent recording angles. Some video-
polygraphic recorders can manage more than one
camera at the same time.

Infrared lights are essential for video recording in
the dark. hey should be placed on side walls (at an
angle of 45◦ to the camera) or above or below the cam-
era, so as not to form shadows (Figure 5.3).

he environmental microphone adds sound to the
video recording. he microphone should be posi-
tioned near the patient’s head to limit outside noises.
A trachealmicrophone can pick up tracheal vibrations,
converting them into a written tracing.

Figure 5.3 Correct position of the camera and infrared lights.
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Figure 5.4 Thirty-second
polysomnographic recording: a REM sleep
stage showing respiratory and cardiac
changes.

Figure 5.5 The frame refers to the
vertical black line on the tracings. The
patient is sleeping (SWS) without blankets
to highlight body movements.

he quality of the video recording is managed by
the recording systemand is directly proportional to the
quantity of acquired and memorized data. he higher
the resolution, the larger the ile. One night of record-
ing (7–8 h), with a medium–high video resolution,
would be around 8 Gigabytes of data. Large iles are
diicult to review, manage and store, so a compromise
must be reached between ile size and quality of the
video recording by adjusting the resolution.

Polysomnographic recording
In addition to video recording, video-polysomno-
graphy includes the acquisition of parameters essen-
tial for the recognition of the diferent sleep stages.
Video-polysomnography also yields information on
the cardiocirculatory system, respiratory system and
body movements.

he equipment used for this recording is the poly-
somnograph. Unlike an EEG, the polysomnograph
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Figure 5.6 The patient suddenly
awakens and sits up: movements are not
retained by the cables.

can simultaneously record referential and diferential
AC and DC channels. An important feature of the
polysomnograph is to have a very small head box so
that the patient is not disturbed by the box during
motor activity.he cable between the head box and the
polysomnograph should be light and long enough for
the patient to move freely about the room.

An alternative solution could be a telemetry
recording: a wireless system where parameters are
recorded via radio signal. he patient can leave the
room and the recording can be supervised on the
screen unless the patient is out of the transmission sig-
nal area. he video would need to be integrated with
additional cameras. A limitation of telemetry is the
size and weight of the battery and signal transmission
system.

Recording quality is greatly inluenced by the tech-
niques used to apply electrodes and transducers and by
the structural features of the system. Devices with high
CMRR (common-mode rejection ratio) are preferable
because they are able to delete common mode input
signals (230 V – 50/60 Hz). Another feature is the
ampliier input impedance that should be high enough
to record good signals if electrode impedance is too
high. he subsequent step to signal acquisition is the
digitalizing process, deined by digital resolution and
sampling rate.

Digital resolution
he digital resolution deines the vertical reading
points, hence the resolution: the higher the number

of points, the greater the graphic resolution of the
tracing which is deined by the number of bits in the
polysomnograph. he latest polysomnographs have
more than 16 bits, which allows an optimal resolution
and avoids the risk of saturation (excessive amplitude)
of the tracing.

Previous 12-bit recording systems required amaxi-
mal scale to be set speciic for each parameter to obtain
an adequate resolution: the higher the number of bits,
the better the quality of the system. New polysomno-
graphs do not need to set the amplitude during acqui-
sition. Only the display setting is required which
includes the sensitivity, the low-frequency ilter (LFF)
and the high-frequency ilter (HFF). he latter three
parameters can be edited both on-line and of-line.

Sampling rate
he sampling rate deines the horizontal reading
points, providing a complete acquisition of the coor-
dinates to digitize the signal. he number of bits can-
not be changed, but the sampling rate can be set by
the technician. he sampling rate should be at least
twice the typical frequency of the recorded parameter.
InEEG recording,where the basic frequency is 64Hz, a
sampling rate of 128 Hz could be adequate. Otherwise,
in EMG recording, it would not be suicient because of
its higher frequency.

A 20-channel polysomnographic recording with a
128 Hz sampling rate lasting 7–8 h (one night) pro-
duces about a 100-Mb ile. he size of this ile is irrel-
evant compared to the 7–8 Gb ile produced by video
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Figure 5.7 The patient sits on the bed:
she is confused and pulls off the ECG cable.

recording. herefore the sampling rate currently used
is 256–512 Hz, which adds most information to the
recorded parameters. Even though this sampling rate
may seem excessive for routine recordings, it ofers
useful data for future analysis and the iles are not dif-
icult tomanage or store. Some polysomnographs have
sampling rates that go beyond 1024–2048 Hz.

Recorded parameters

Sleep
hebasic purpose of video-polysomnography is to rec-
ognize and score sleep stages. his is made possible
by recording from at least three EEG channels: one
frontal, one central and one occipital [4]. he recom-
mended derivations are between EEG electrodes and
the contralateral mastoid [5]. his produces a tracing
that highlights the main features of sleep stages.

he recording needs to be integrated with two elec-
trooculogram (EOG) channels whose derivations are
given by a right electrode (placed above the outer can-
thus of the eye) and a let electrode (placed below the
outer canthus of the eye). Both electrodes are referred
to the samemastoid.hese derivations detect the rapid
eyemovements during the REM stage and the slow eye
movements before falling asleep (SEM).

he information necessary for sleep scoring is
completed with the electromyogram (EMG) of the
submental muscle. he EMG is recorded by two elec-
trodes, one placed on the muscle and the other placed
on the chin. he recording of two tracings from the

same parameter reduces false information [6]. EOG
and chin EMG are fundamental parameters for sleep
scoring especially in pathological conditions of sleep
(Figure 5.4).

EOG: AC Channel (input), LFF 0.1 Hz – HFF
35 Hz (display setting).

Electroencephalogram
A video-polysomnographic recording could be per-
formed to diferentiate a parasomnia from epilepsy, in
which case many EEG channels are required [6]. Gen-
erally a full set of electrodes according the 10–20 sys-
tem is used, with the opportunity to reproduce difer-
ent montages. Pre-cabled caps are not recommended
for night recordings because of their instability dur-
ingmovements and their poor tolerance for the patient
over a long period of time.he best recordings are per-
formed using disc electrodes glued onto the patient’s
with collodium or adhesive paste.

EEG: ACChannel (input), LFF 0.3Hz –HFF 70Hz
(display setting).

Motor activity
For the diagnosis and the study of parasomnias, it
could be necessary to identify and describe the motor
activity [7]. his is possible by recording the EMG
of each skeletal muscle to evaluate the start, inten-
sity and end of the muscle contraction. he EMG can
be recorded with disc electrodes taped to the skin.
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Electrode cables also need to pass under pyjamas or
alternatively be ixed in place with an elastic band.

he second most recorded muscle, ater the sub-
mental muscle, is the anterior tibial muscle, which
detects foot movements and is essential during the
recording of periodic limbmovements (PLM). It is also
advisable to monitor agonist and antagonist muscles
on both sides of the body.

he sampling rate used in the EMG recording
should be very high, at least 1024 Hz: this setting will
determine the temporal sequence of movements with
an accuracy of a thousandth of a second. Listed below
are the muscles usually monitored in the study of
parasomnias:

Face Orbicularis oculi

Orbicularis oris

Frontalis

Masseter

Neck Sternocleidomastoid

Mylohyoid

Splenius capitis

Cricoarythenoid muscles

Upper limbs Deltoid

Biceps brachii

Triceps brachii

Flexor carpi radialis

Long radial extensor of wrist

Trunk Rectus abdominis

External oblique

Lower limbs Anterior tibialis

Gastrocnemius

Biceps femoris

Flexor digitorum brevis

Extensor digitorum brevis

EMG: AC Channel (input), LFF 20 Hz – HFF
100 Hz (display setting).

Respiratory activity
Monitoring respiratory activity will help to disclose
abnormal changes which could occur before or during
critical events and provides information on snoring,
respiratory rate and obstructive or central apneas or
hypopneas. For this purpose, the sensors mostly used
are an oronasal thermal sensor or a nasal air pressure
sensor to detect the oronasal airlow. Both thoracic
and abdominal expansions are recorded with respira-

tory efort transducers. A complementary sensor for
the detection of respiratory efort is diaphragmatic and
intercostal EMG.

Respiratory noise is detected by a tracheal micro-
phone which highlights the snoring and picks up any
sleep talking.

A further device used to deine the severity of res-
piratory events is a pulse oximeter. It is advisable not
to use an adhesive probe but an ear clip or a inger
clip probe. he probe should be easy to remove dur-
ing major motor events that would take the patient far
from the instrument.

When severe hypoventilation is expected, it is
advisable to use a transcutaneous capnograph to mon-
itor PO2 and PCO2. he signal is detected by a probe
placed over a muscle: the heat produced by the probe
allows the gas to evaporate. he reliability of the
parameter could be compromised by excessive move-
ment.

When high negative inspiratory and positive expir-
atory pressures are expected, they can be quantiied by
detection of endoesophageal pressure. he measure-
ment is obtained by a latex probe placed in the esoph-
agus passing through the nose. he other end of the
probe is connected to a pressure transducer which pro-
vides a voltage value proportional to the respiratory
efort.his type of probe is not tolerated by all patients
and in some cases it is necessary to remove it to allow
sleep.

Respiration: AC Channel (input), LFF 0.01 Hz –
HFF 10 Hz (display setting).

Respiratory noise: AC Channel (input), LFF
20 Hz – HFF 100 Hz (display setting).

Oximeter: DC Channel (input), HFF 30 Hz (dis-
play setting).

Capnograph:DCChannel (input), HFF 30Hz (dis-
play setting).

Endoesophageal pressure: DC Channel (input),
HFF 30 Hz (display setting).

Other autonomic parameters
ECG

A basic parameter in every polysomnographic record-
ing is the electrocardiogram (ECG) that gives infor-
mation on heart rate, tachycardia or bradycardia and
other speciic cardiac abnormalities (Figure 5.4). Using
just one channel, it is advisable to use a Lead II that
produces a QRS complex higher in amplitude than
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Figure 5.8 The patient tries to tear off the
EEG electrodes: The technician intervenes
to limit the action.

other derivations.his facilitates the scoring and auto-
matic analysis.

ECG:ACChannel (input), LFF 0.5Hz –HFF 70Hz
(display setting).

Blood pressure

heECG could be integrated with blood pressure (BP)
monitoring.he signal is detected by placing two cufs
over the patient’s ingers: the alternative functioning of
the cufs allows continuous blood pressure recording.
his detection system severely limits patients’ move-
ments so it should only be used when there is little
motor activity.

BP: DC Channel (input), HFF 70 Hz (display
setting).

Finger plethysmograph

By detecting blood low in the inger, the inger
plethysmograph (FP) provides an indication of vasodi-
lation and vasoconstriction that can be related to heart
rate and blood pressure.

FP: AC Channel (input), LFF 0.5 Hz – HFF 70 Hz
(display setting).

Sympathetic skin response

he sympathetic skin response (SSR) is detected by
disc electrodes placed on the palm of the hand or the
sole of the foot.he skin is very thick in these areas, so
itmay be diicult to obtain low skin impedance. A reli-
able signal is possible even with resistances that may
go beyond 50 ohm, but they must be equal between

them. he SSR potential can be spontaneous or
evoked.

SSR: AC Channel (input) LFF 0.1 Hz – HFF 10 Hz
(display setting).

Enuresis

To monitor enuresis, an enurometer may be required.
his instrument reports any loss of urine on a graphic
tracing, but no information is given on the quantities
of urine or release time. he probe is positioned close
to the genitals so that it will get wet during enure-
sis. he probe must be replaced ater each enuresis
episode.

Enuresis: DC Channel (input), HFF 10 Hz (display
setting).

Technical assistance
he polysomnographic technician performs several
tasks during an overnight recording:
� supervision of the recording to ensure the perfect

functioning of electrodes and transducers;
� integration of the recording with additional

electrodes if new events occur during the night;
� intervention during an event to prevent injury to

the patient;
� intervention during the recording to verify space

and time orientation in the patient; and
� intervention during the recording to question the

patient about the event (Figure 5.8).
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Parasomnias due tomedications
or substances
Rosalind D. Cartwright

Introduction and history
Before reviewing what we now know concerning the
medications and substances associated with the para-
somnias, we need to look at the criteria set out in the
ICSD-R [1] and ICSD-2 [2] that deine a diagnosis of
a parasomnia due to a drug or substance. hese two
publications agree on three principles.

� he irst principle is that there must be a close
relationship between exposure to a drug,
medication or biological substance and the onset
of parasomnia signs and symptoms.

� Second, that the emergent parasomnia can be a de
novo parasomnia, the aggravation of a chronic
intermittent parasomnia, or the reactivation of a
previous parasomnia.

� hird, the parasomnias most predictably
associated with medications or biological
substances are the disorders of arousal (DOA),
sleep-related eating disorder (SRED), REM
behavior disorder (RBD) and the parasomnia
overlap disorder.

However, the two diagnostic manuals difer
markedly in the list of medications implicated.
he ICSD-R focused on those associated with the
NREM parasomnias, particularly sleepwalking (SW),
while the ICSD-2 lists those “reported to trigger”
an “acute or chronic” REM parasomnia, particularly
REM behavior disorder (RBD). Neither deines what
“substances” are or may be at issue. Although there
is a good deal of literature on the relation of the
imidazopyridine agents to SW and SRED starting as
early as 1994, zolpidem (Ambien) and eszopiclone
(Lunesta) are not mentioned. his review will cover
the medications as listed to be associated with both

the NREM and REM parasomnias in addition to
the evidence from the newer drugs and two of the
substances that have been the subject of some debate:
cafeine and alcohol. Although there is some evidence
that stopping smoking also has a triggering efect, the
cases are very few.

he principles noted above leave several issues to
be clariied as we review the literature of an association
between some medication or substance and a para-
somnia symptom. he irst is the meaning of “close”
in relation to the onset of symptoms. Arbitrarily we
will adopt a criterion window of up to 3 days ater
the initiation of a new medication or an escalation
in dosage, granting that, in most cases, this timing
will be shorter. he reason this is important is a sec-
ond problem: many patients involved in these stud-
ies are taking multiple medications which were not
stopped, and ethically should not be stopped, before
a newmedication was started. Ideally, in the best of all
worlds, all patients would have other medications dis-
continued so that the eicacy of some new agent can
be assessed without the possibility of drug interaction
efects. Keeping the timing short between the begin-
ning of a newmedication or substance or its escalation
or discontinuation and the onset of parasomnia symp-
toms, reduces the probability that the relation between
the agent and symptoms is a chance association.
However, that still leaves open the interaction ques-
tion. he interaction may in fact be what is eica-
cious for the treatment of the originally diagnosed
disorder, but is also responsible for the initiation of
the new, undesirable parasomnia problem. his is
the case in at least one of the case studies we will
review.

he next issue stems from the second criterion
listed above: the emergence of a de novo parasomnia.
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his opens the question of the meaning of “de novo”.
Are there true parasomnias without a genetic-based
predisposing factor?he long-held understanding that
“genetics play an important role in the parasomnias”
has been based on family studies [3], twin studies [4],
and HLA typing genetic studies [5]. he latter stud-
ies were conducted before the more precise methods,
the single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNIPs) tech-
niques, were available to identify the genetic compo-
nent involved in those not identiied by the DQB1
genes. he concordance of sleepwalking in identical
twins is not 100% [4], leaving room for other vari-
ables to account for why one twin is spared, or perhaps
delayed in expressing their sleepwalking symptoms.
here may be a diferent genetic abnormality involved
in the late-emerging parasomnias that is responsive to
speciic chemical agents. Perhaps it is time to apply the
SNIPs method for more speciic gene studies in those
“de novo” cases to clarify this issue. Until then, the
meaning of “de novo” will have to rest on the impre-
cise criterion of the absence of a known childhood or
family history.

he third principle suggests that those disorders
that share the same sleep abnormality will be respon-
sive to medications and substances that afect that spe-
ciic sleep stage or sleep marker. For the DOA sleep-
walkers and sleep terror patients, those who show the
signature delta sleep arousals in the irst third of the
night’s sleep, or by low slow-wave activity (SWA) [6–8],
would be expected to be responsive to those medica-
tions and substances that afect a change in the per-
cent of delta sleep, i.e. slow-wave sleep (SWS), and/or
an increase in the number of arousals from that sleep
stage. he second group, the SRED and also the sleep-
related sexual events (sexsomnia), in which the para-
somnia behaviors have been noted to occur during
SWS but also at other times of the night, suggests
we look broadly for the sleep changes associated with
the emergence or exacerbation of SRED events fol-
lowing the initiation or withdrawal of some medica-
tion or substance. he REM parasomnia RBD is iden-
tiied with the loss of the deining muscle atonia of
REM sleep allowing arousals with motor behavior to
occur. Here, movements of other kinds intrude into
all of sleep, the periodic limb movements of sleep
(PLMD), for example. his indicates that we should
look for bursts of muscle activity or movements prior
to or duringREMsleep arousals, and increases in other
motor behaviors throughout the night following a new
RBD diagnosis, in conjunction with the introduction

or escalation of a medication or increase or discontin-
uation of a substance.

Given all of these issues, there will not be many
of the early studies that meet a standard of having
been designed to give a clear answer to the question of
whether the parasomnia is closely related to the intro-
duction or change in a medication, nor will the sleep
data have been collected or analyzed to address the
additional issues we have raised. Much of the early
literature consists of single case reports or a series
of cases, without any data concerning the interven-
ing changes in sleep architecture. hese are, however,
useful for us to review to identify those medications
which appear to be related to the onset or exacerba-
tion of parasomnia symptoms and so are candidates
for further more precise studies. Some of this follow-
up work has been performed in better-designed stud-
ies and has had sleep data collected and reported. We
will begin this review with some of these early obser-
vational studies starting with the NREM parasomnias.

NREM parasomnias associated with
medications
Sleepwalking is not the only NREM parasomnia that
has been observed to be associated with a medica-
tion or substance. It is, however, the most common of
this group, the one most familiar to psychiatrists, who
noted this as a side efect following the initiation or
escalation of some medications used for treating their
patients, particularly those with bipolar depression
in manic episodes, schizoafective patients and those
anxiety patients presenting with insomnia. Single case
reports and some case series were published following
the introduction of anti-psychotic, anti-depressant,
anti-anxiety and sleep-inducing agents. Some of these
also included observations about the efects of redu-
cing or stopping various medications and substances.

As sleepwalking is also the “irst step” in an SRED
event, as typically the patient will walk to the kitchen
in a non-conscious state before eating, and as it is asso-
ciated with some of the samemedications as have been
implicated in DOA, it will be included as a subtype of
sleepwalking.

he International Classiication of Sleep Disor-
ders: Revised Diagnostic and Coding Manual [1] states
under “predisposing factors” that in SW “thioridazine
hydrochloride, chloral hydrate, lithium carbonate,
prolixin, perphenazine and desipramine hydrochlor-
ide can exacerbate or induce sleepwalking.” hus,
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sleepwalking has been associated with a wide spec-
trum of medications which are prescribed for a broad
range of patients. he incidence of sleepwalking fol-
lowing the initiation of these medications is unknown.
he prevalence, as estimated in the general popula-
tion by Ohayon et al. is 2% [9], and in psychiatric out-
patients 8.5% by Lam et al. [10], who point out that
there are lessons to be learned for prescribing physi-
cians fromwhat is probably a profound under estimate
of this “side efect” of sedating anti-depressants and
non-benzodiazapine hypnotics.

Psychiatric patients have been a sample of con-
venience for examining the frequency of sleepwalk-
ing in response to initiating and/or withdrawing from
a single or combinations of psychotropic drugs with
or without a sleep-promoting pharmacological agent.
hese aremost oten small sample, uncontrolled obser-
vational studies. In addition, there have been some
large sample studies of psychiatric patients using ques-
tionnaire methods comparing those reporting para-
somnia symptoms to those who do not. Here the para-
somnia is a secondary diagnosis.hese rarely involved
sleep studies.hose that do are more oten not psychi-
atric patients but those with a primary complaint of
a parasomnia symptom who have been referred to a
sleep disorder service for diagnosis. hese patients are
likely to be studied in the laboratory as part of their
diagnostic work-up.heir sleepmay then be compared
to age-matched controls without a parasomnia history
in between-group designs. Other designs are within
subjects’ nights on and of a medication, or a compari-
son of nights with two diferentmedications, or amed-
ication compared to a placebo.he third type of sample
uses laboratory animals for investigating the efects on
EEG of drugs and substances implicated in the para-
somnia.

NREM parasomnias with medications in
psychiatric patients
here is a long history of case reports implicating
almost all psychotropic medications and hypnotics
as being associated with sleepwalking in psychiatric
patients. Generalizations, based on case reports, are
diicult to make given the frequency of multiple med-
ications in any one case, and the diferences between
these combinations in case series. What we will cover
here are the published reports in which a sleepwalk-
ing event occurred closely following the initiation of a

medication and its resolution on withdrawal from that
drug.

Lithium carbonate andmood stabilizers

Case reports of sleepwalking following the initiation
of lithium carbonate have probably the longest his-
tory. Lithium is still used for the control of symp-
toms in bipolar depression, particularly for those with
diicult-to-control manic episodes. It is also used for
control of Kleine–Levin syndrome, which appears to
be a bipolar variant in some cases. he primary symp-
tom of this disorder is episodic long periods of hyper-
somnia up to 20 of the 24 h a day, which then may be
followed by short periods of insomnia.he hypersom-
nia phase may be accompanied with hyperphagia and
hypersexuality in young males. Lithium is also used to
treat cases of episodic hypersomnia in young females
who generally lack the hyperphagia andhypersexuality
symptoms of the males. hese cases that do not meet
the criteria of being menstrually related are known as
the sleeping beauties. Both genders have been treated
with valproic acid and/or lithium for their “mood sta-
bilizing” efect. Lithiumhas also been used in the treat-
ment of schizoafective disorder patients.

One early report of sleepwalking by Huapaya is
oten quoted [11]. Only one of the seven cases in
this report involved lithium. he author notes that all
sevenwere out-patients, who had in common that they
were on a combination of medication including hyp-
notics, neuroleptics, anti-depressants, minor tranquil-
izers, stimulants, and anti-histamines, and that some
used alcohol in addition to their drugs. We will review
the one case inwhich lithiumwas given to illustrate the
diiculty of concluding anything about the contribu-
tion of thismedication to the initiation of sleepwalking
and/or its cessation.

Case #6 a 40-year-old man with no previous history of sleepwalking,

diagnosed as endogenous depression for which he had been prescribed

lithium, maprotiline and perphenazine during the day. His night-time

medications were: 2 mg perphenazine and 30 mg oxazepam. On these

he reported sleepwalking, including inding himself walking in the

street at night. His daytime medications were then changed to lithium,

protriptyline and diazepam. At night he was given 25 mg amitripty-

line and 300 mg of methyprylon. On this regimen he continued to be

depressed and was still sleepwalking. His daytime medications were

then changed, increasing the protriptyline to 50 mg. he diazepam

and methyprylon were discontinued. His night-time medications were

perphenazine 2 mg and lurazepam 30 mg. His sleepwalking was then
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reported to have stopped. He was followed up for 10 months with no

recurrence of the sleepwalking.

I have quoted this case in some detail not only to
illustrate the multiple medication involved in this and
many of the psychiatric cases, but the diiculty of con-
cluding anything about the role of lithium, as it was
never speciied whether it was withdrawn when the
other daytime drugs were discontinued. If it was, there
would be some indication that it played a role in this
patient’s sleepwalking, but that remains undetermined
in this case.

Another early publication by Charney et al.
reviewed nine cases of “somnambulistic-like episodes
secondary to combined lithium-neuroleptic treat-
ment” [12]. Five were diagnosed as bipolar manic and
six as schizoafective disorder. Again, since all these
patients were on lithium plus four diferent othermed-
ications, it is diicult to sort out which drug at which
dosage is related to the sleepwalking. he episodes
began between 2 days and 2 weeks ater the lithium
plus another medication was started. For seven of the
nine patients, the lag was 2–3 days. he cessation of
sleepwalking was noted in one case when lithium was
increased and one when it was decreased. his study,
too, does not give clear evidence of the role of lithium
in the reported sleepwalking.

Another single case study of a schizoafective
patient by Glassman, Darko and Gillin also involves
sleepwalking which occurred only when taking a com-
bination of lithium, chlorpromazine, triazolam and
benztropine [13]. In this case, a sleep study was done
while the patientwas on thesemedications. An episode
occurred out of Stage 2 sleep. In this case, the authors
conclude that CNS-active medications have a role in
triggering pathological sleep phenomena in predis-
posed individuals.he basis for that inference was that
a brother of the patient also had a sleepwalking episode
following “exposure to a substance afecting the CNS.”

A questionnaire study of 389 patients attending a
lithium clinic by Landry et al. found that 27 patients
(6.9%) reported sleepwalking and related the onset of
this to their treatment with lithium alone or in com-
bination with other psychotropic drugs [14]. Forty-
ive patients (11.6%) reported they had childhood
sleepwalking, and 12 of these (27%) had their child-
hood sleepwalking reactivated by thismedication.his
study suggests that lithium may induce sleepwalking
and that those with a childhood history appear to be at
increased risk of reactivating sleepwalking while tak-

ing this and other psychotropic drugs. Only one pub-
lication included sleep data from the laboratory sug-
gesting that lithium may be related to an arousal from
SWS typical of this parasomnia. his study by Kupfer
et al. examined lithium in afective disorder patients
[15].hey reported speciic sleep efects. One of these,
a delay of the onset of REM sleep, may implicate an
increase in SWS prior to the irst REM, a characteristic
of SW events.

In sum, there has not been a published sleep labo-
ratory study of lithium, used as a single medication, in
patients on and of the drug. At present, the evidence
is only suggestive that those who have a childhood his-
tory of parasomnias or a family history are at increased
risk of developing sleepwalking within 3 days of the
initiation of lithium above the rate reported in the gen-
eral psychiatric patient population [10].

Other neuroleptics

Again, this literature has the problem that several dif-
ferent medications are usually given in combination
to treat psychiatric patients. We will summarize those
where there is evidence of the onset of sleepwalking
within 3 days of the initiation of a speciic medica-
tion and that the episodes ceased when themedication
was withdrawn.here are three such cases reported by
Charney et al. [12].

∗In one case sleepwalking was initiated with thioridazine, which

stopped when the drug was withdrawn and began again when it was

re-started.

Luchins et al. reported a large series of sleep studies
conducted on one schizoafective patient [16].

∗he patient had stabbed her daughter to death during a sleepwalking

episode. She was studied both on and of thioridazine. Of the 29 sleep

study nights, 10 were on thioridazine. he patient had events on ive

of these nights. On 19 nights without this medication, no episode was

recorded. he nights on the drug, her REM time was increased signii-

cantly and Stage 4 was increased but did not reach the p � .05 level of

signiicance.

It is unfortunate that the scoring of combined SWS
(Stages 3 + 4) was not calculated, as this is the con-
ventional scoring of delta sleep today, and may have
reached signiicance in this case. Also, there was no
report of the number of arousals during Stage 4 sleep.
Both have been indicated as characteristic of the sleep
of sleepwalkers [17].

here were two cases involving perphenazine that
could be identiied as responsible for the initiation of
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sleepwalking which ceased when the drug was discon-
tinued. Landry et al. noted one case when sleepwalk-
ing began on chlorprothixene and did not recur when
this was reduced in dosage [14]. A second case was
treated on methaqualone along with several others.
his patient had repeated sleepwalking episodes on
the combination but stopped when methaqualone was
discontinued. Huapaya also reported two cases which
implicated methaqualone with sleepwalking which
took place when the patients were on a combination
of medications but stopped when this medication was
withdrawn [11].

here were only four medications that could be
identiied as being associated with the initiation of
sleepwalking and its cessation when the drug was dis-
continued: thioridazine, perphenazine, chlorprothix-
ene andmethaqualone.Only the one report by Luchins
et al. included sleep studies on and of these medica-
tions to inform us of the nature of the sleep and the
changes in the sleep stages on these medications [16].
No information was included on whether these sleep
stage increases were normalized when the drugs were
discontinued.

here are two cases reported by Kolivakis et al.
in which olanzapine was administered as a single
drug [18]. Sleepwalking occurredwhen the dosagewas
20 mg. A second study by Paquet et al. reports that
when olanzapine was added to the patient’s ongoing
lithium to control amanic episode, sleepwalking began
a “few days ater this addition” [19]. hese cases are
notable in that olanzapine has been shown to increase
SWS by Sharpley et al. [20].

It would be helpful to know the efects on the per-
cent of SWS and on the number of arousals in SWS
for all medications found to trigger sleepwalking as a
test of the prevailingmodel of the NREMparasomnias
being related to increases in the amount and depth of
SWS and to arousals from this sleep stage [17].

Anti-depressants
An early paper by Flemenbaum used questionnaires
to study the efect of a tricyclic anti-depressant ver-
sus an anti-psychotic medication in association with
pavor nocturnus [21]. here is some confusion in this
report as to whether these are nightmares, perhaps a
REM parasomnia, or sleep terrors, an NREM para-
somnia disorder. he publication included no data
about the time of night that the episodes occurred.
he aim was to study the diference between admin-

istering the medication as a single night-time dose or
as divided doses during the day. he author reports
that of N = 76 psychiatric in-patients, of N = 19 who
had a single night-time dose of either or both of the
two classes of drugs, N = 14 (73%) had frightening
dreams whereas only N = 7 (10.5%) had frightening
dreams when given divided doses. here was also no
report of what medications were being compared. he
author does mention that most had lurazepam HCl
which he states interferes little with the sleep EEG,
and “most on the tricyclic antidepressants had that as
a single medication while others had this in combi-
nation with perphenazine–amtriptyline or chlorpro-
mazine, thioridazine etc.” In support of this being a
parasomnia of SWS, the author states that 8 of 11 given
an anti-depressant as a single night-time medication
reported confusion andphysiological arousal on awak-
ening from the frightening dream, andonewomanhad
a sleepwalking episode for the irst time in her life.

here are four recent single case studies of an anti-
depressant associated with the onset of sleepwalking.
Two included information showing amarked decrease
or cessation of episodes when the medication was
reduced or stopped. In both, the drug involved was
paroxetine. Alao et al. [22] and Kawashima et al. [23]
both showed no sleepwalking at 10 mg, but at 20 mg
sleepwalking occurred and increased in frequency
beginning in the irst few hours of sleep. In the study
by Alao et al. [22], when paroxetine was replaced by
sertraline and it was increased from 50 mg to 100 mg,
sleepwalking reappeared. Amitriptyline has also
been associated with sleepwalking at higher dosages.
Ferrandiz-Santos et al. reported a case in which there
was no sleepwalking until the drug was escalated to
150 mg [24].

Summarizing the anti-depressant medications and
their efects on sleep, few studies give the efects on
SWS. From the few that do, it appears that the tricyclics
and SSRIs have opposite efects on SWS. he SSRIs
generally decrease and the tricyclics increase this sleep
stage, and therefore the latter might be expected to ini-
tiate or increase the frequency of sleepwalking accord-
ing to the Broughton model [17].

NREM parasomnias with medications in
sleep disorder patients
Benzodiazepines and sleepwalking

his class of medications has yielded more informa-
tion concerning their efects on sleep from studies
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conducted on and of these agents. his is not surpris-
ing since some of these are newer drugs than those we
reviewed above, although theywere sometimes used in
combination to control night-time sleep disturbances
associated with the psychiatric disorders. he primary
use for the benzodiazepines is the treatment of insom-
nia. hose presenting with sleep onset diiculty, prob-
lems with sleep maintenance, or early morning awak-
ening diiculty ofmore than 2weeks duration,without
an accompanying psychiatric diagnosis, are the typical
patients for these studies.hese patients aremore oten
seen as out-patients in a sleep disorder service, where
sleep studies are likely to be conducted as part of the
diagnostic work up. In 1999, the number of prescrip-
tions written for this class of medications was reported
to be over 100 million.

Borbely et al. looked into the efects on EEG
sleep stages of three benzodiazepines for eight healthy
young subjects in comparison to their night on a
placebo [25]. he drugs involved were: lunitrazepam
2 mg, lurazepam 30 mg and triazolam 0.5 mg. All
drugs reduced Stage 1 and REM sleep percents and
decreased the number of stage shits.hey all increased
the percent of Stage 2 sleep. A spectral analysis scor-
ing showed that all three drugs reduced the low fre-
quency activity in the range of 0.25–10.0 Hz in Stages
2, 3 + 4 and REM. hese changes persisted into the
next night of the drug. he authors point out that
this power spectral analysis scoring provides speciic
changes in the sleep missed by the more conventional
scoring based on the percentage of sleep spent in each
stage per hour of sleep.he reduction of low-frequency
activity in the irst third of the drug night was main-
tained for the remainder of the night. Although these
sleepers were all healthy without a parasomnia his-
tory, these indings add to the possibility that these
drugs may help to inform us about their role in those
with a sleepwalking history, as the benzodiazepines
are noted byMendelson [26] to be “profound suppres-
sors of slow wave sleep.” his, then, is opposite to the
model of increases in SWS being a priming factor for
NREM parasomnias as outlined by Broughton [17].
he prediction would be that if those who have had
a prolonged suppression of SWS while on a benzodi-
azepine were to be abruptly withdrawn, they would
experience a rebound of SWS, making the initiation
of a NREM parasomnia activity more likely. We will
discuss the apparent contradiction of the traditional
model of NREM parasomnia in the Conclusion sec-
tion below.

Benzodiazepines and sleep eating disorder (SRED)

here are several studies relating triazolamwith SRED.
Poitras reported a case series of three who complained
of sleep eating on this medication, all with amnesia for
the event [27]. Menkes reported a single case in which
the sleepwalking began with the irst prescription [28].
In another single case ofered by Laurema [29], tria-
zolam was alternated with midazolam in a man with
severe insomnia and PLMD. He had nine episodes of
wandering in the house and sleep eating followed by
amnesia and some bizarre behaviors including inding
shoe polish in his refrigerator. Schenck et al. reported a
study of the sleep data of nine SRED patients with doc-
umented SW in the laboratory [30].hese were seen to
arise abruptly from Stages 2 and 3 + 4, or in another
three cases had an excessive number of abrupt spon-
taneous arousals. hese authors report that the per-
cent of Stages 3 + 4 were “robust” for both nights of
recorded sleep with a Night 1 mean of 23.4 (5.5) and
Night 2 mean of 26.2 (8.4). Only one of those in the
SW group was on triazolam during the two sleep study
nights; all others were of their medications.

∗Schenck reported a case of a womanwho had escalated her triazolam

dose from .25 to .75 mg without informing her physician.his was fol-

lowed immediately by nightly sleepwalking with cooking, binge eating

bizarre foods and wandering into her neighbor’s yard with amnesia

for all these events. Her daytime behavior was unafected as she con-

tinued to work as a postmistress. All abnormal behaviors ceased when

triazolam was discontinued.

SRED is not the only parasomnia reported to fol-
low starting triazolam. A 29-year-old woman with
severe insomnia got up in the “middle of the night and
dressed herself ” according to Regenstein et al. [31].
Lemoine et al. had a single case of a 19-year-old female
who arose during the night and stabbed a woman in
her care 35 times [32]. She was also taking temazepam
and clorazepate, which were prescribed.

In summary, the benzodiazepine that has been
most clearly associated with SRED is triazolam,
although it is associated with the initiation of several
other NREM parasomnias as well, as are other benzo-
diazepines. However, it should be noted that another
medication in this class, clonazepam, has been the
treatment most consistently efective in the control of
these behaviors. As this medication has an efect of
increasing sleep continuity and reducing the percent
of SWS, it will be interesting to look into the sleep
architecture of those who do not respond well to this
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treatment, and even more interesting will be to exam-
ine the sleep characteristics of those who remit with-
out further drug treatment once this medication asso-
ciated with the onset of their NREM parasomnia has
been discontinued. Such research needs to be done
routinely, as both drug and substance efects on sleep
can be long-lasting. Such data will inform us about
the nature of the baseline sleep architecture once a
washout is complete.

Nonbenzodiazapines with sleepwalking,

sleep eating and sleepsex

Zolpidem tartrate has been responsible for an explo-
sion of publications dating from 1994 to the present
devoted to the association of this sleep aid to the ini-
tiation of SW, SRED, and sexsomnia, both in those
with a reactivation of a previous childhood parasom-
nia event and others for whom the parasomnia is a
de novo event. he earliest case was reported by
Mendelson [33], which was a well-designed research
study conducted in a sleep laboratory.

∗he subject was a 20-year-old volunteer for a research study. He had

no medical or psychiatric history and no history of alcohol or drug

use. He did have a history of some sleepwalking as a child but none

since then. His baseline sleep study was normal with 420 minutes of

sleep and sleep eiciency of 97%, SWS of 16%. he irst experimen-

tal night he was given lurazepam 30 mg and was awakened with

increasingly loud auditory tones until an awakening took place. No

SW events took place in response to these stimuli. One week later he

was given zolpidem 10 mg at 60 minutes before bedtime. Ten min-

utes ater sleep onset he was awakened by the auditory tones. his

produced a normal awakening. When the tones were begun during

Stage 4 sleep, he was observed to get out of bed and walk on top of

the bed.he technician entered the room and reported that the subject

was confused with no memory of having walked about. He returned

to sleep within 3 minutes. he third night he was given a placebo and

had a normal sleep study. He had only a vague morning memory of

the sleepwalking event.

here are several single clinical case studies of
zolpidem now in the literature. One case reported
by Harazin and Berigan [34] had never experienced
sleepwalking but did have episodes while taking zolpi-
dem which stopped when this medication was discon-
tinued. Yang et al. also reported that a male in-patient
in hismid 50s with no history of SW, a previous history
of alcoholism and traumatic brain injury, experienced
insomnia following hip surgery [35]. He was given
zolpidem on two non-consecutive nights. He walked

on both nights, but not on the intervening nights when
no zolpidem was administered, and did not resume
SW once of this medication. Sattar et al. published
another de novo case inwhich therewas no prior child-
hood or family history of sleepwalking [36].

∗A 47-year-oldmale patient who had been diagnosed with bipolar dis-

order and treated with citalopram 40 mg daily and zolpidem 5 mg at

bedtime.

When he developed a manic episode, valproic acid was added. Two

days ater, a sleepwalking event occurred approximately one hour ater

sleep onset, when he found himself at an openwindowwith nomemory

of getting out of bed. When valproic acid was discontinued, the sleep-

walking stopped. On rechallenge with valproic acid, the SW resumed.

Zolpidem was then withdrawn and sleepwalking did not recur. he

authors conclude that since the patient was taking two medications

known to increase SWS and although the patient refused a sleep study,

they suggest this combination of valproic acid and zolpidem may be

responsible for producing the sleepwalking.

Other parasomnia behaviors have also been
reported on zolpidem which stopped when the med-
ication was discontinued. In most cases this involved
SRED behavior. Morganthaler and Silber reported a
series of ive cases all complaining of insomnia [37].
hemean age was 55. Following being given zolpidem,
four of the ive began SRED, and this increased in
severity in the ith case. All episodes stopped when
this medication was withdrawn.his too was the story
in a case reported by Sansome et al. [38].his 51-year-
old female had no prior history of sleepwalking but
had multiple medical problems including restless legs
syndrome (RLS), diabetes, depression and migraine
for which she was treated with metformin, sumatrip-
tan, and citalopram and had been stable on these for
over a year. Zolpidem was added for her complaint of
insomnia. SRED events began with amnesia the next
morning documented by her accusing her husband of
leaving empty food packages on the countertops. Tsai
et al. state that three females were being treated for
insomnia with zolpidem [39]. hese patients reported
engaging in repetitive compulsive cleaning, shopping
and eating. All episodes stopped when this medication
was discontinued.

Tsai et al. recently completed a large, retrospective
study of 255 psychiatric patients who were taking psy-
chotropic medication and zolpidem averaging 10 mg
for more than 6 months [40]. Interviews were con-
ducted on both the patients and familymembers.hir-
teen (5.1%) reported various parasomnia behaviors
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following starting zolpidem, all with no recall of these
behaviors. hese included one who walked to her
boyfriend’s house, others used the telephone, sleep
eating took place, and watching television. All were
amnestic for these events.

Landolt et al. conducted a positron emission
tomography (PET) study of eight young men who
had a baseline night then 40 h of sleep deprivation
with zolpidem 20 mg or placebo [41]. hey report
sleep deprivation with placebo increased the power
of SWS (1.25–7.00 Hz) in comparison to the baseline
night. he sleep deprivation with zolpidem decreased
power in the 3.75–10 Hz and 14.25–16.0 Hz range.
hey found that in comparison to the baseline night,
zolpidem attenuated power in the whole range of
1.75–11 Hz and that sleep deprivation and zolpidem
had diferent efects on EEG power spectra. Here is
the irst real replication of the Push/Pull model of
NREM parasomnia as proposed by Espa et al. [7].his
requires a revision of the traditional simpler increase
of SWS model.

Erman et al. have recently reported a multisite
study comparing eszopiclone and zolpidem for the
control of insomnia [42]. he eszopiclone was deliv-
ered at four diferent dosages and the zolpidem at a
10 mg dose; a matching placebo was also involved at
each drug dose level. Patients were screened to exclude
anywith chronic or unstablemedical conditions, a psy-
chiatric diagnosis or sleep disorder other than primary
insomnia by a two-night sleep study. Patients were ran-
domized by order of the eszopiclone dosage of 1, 2,
2.5, and 3 mg. Patients were aged 21–64 years with a
mean age of 40.6 years. Sleep studies were conducted
with a washout period of 3–7 days between nights.
Results showed eszopiclone at 2.5 and 3 mg were sig-
niicantly diferent from the placebo in reducing the
amount of wake time ater sleep onset (WASO) and
increased sleep eiciency (SE).hese indings were not
diferent from zolpidem 10 mg. Our interest is in the
side efects of this medication. hese were only signif-
icantly higher than placebo for a category of all CNS
adverse efects. here was no follow-up of events or
side efects ater this acute study, nor was there any
report of changes of these medications.

Since there have been so many published reports
of NREM parasomnia events on zolpidem, both the
regular and controlled release (CR) formulation, it is
curious that there have been only occasional reports
of sleep driving, sleep eating, sleepsex and nightmares
on a similar medication. It is well known that the iling

of a class action suite in the US led to a relabeling of
zolpidem to include a warning of parasomnia events,
and a similar action was taken in Australia. It may be
that eszopiclone is not a trigger for these events, or they
have not been assessed. his question was addressed
recently in a critique of studies supported by pharma-
ceutical companies by Kripke [43].

Substances associated with NREM
parasomnias
Alcohol

he association of alcohol ingestion and non-
conscious behavior arising out of SWS sleep has
become a topic of considerable controversy around
the question of legal responsibility. Should an alcohol-
induced behavioral arousal from SWS be treated as
an NREM parasomnia, in which SW events with or
without aggression or sexual behavior are conducted
without awareness, motivation or planning, followed
by retrograde amnesia and remorse? hese character-
istics conform to the criteria of an NREM parasomnia
as deined by Bonkalo on which the ISDC-R indica-
tions for this diagnosis are based [44]. Or, as some
argue, since the consumption of alcohol is a voluntary
act, with perhaps known consequences, should not
NREM parasomnias that follow be treated as one for
which the defendant bears full responsibility? Aside
from the legal argument is the scientiic argument:
does the SWS arousal into a non-conscious complex
motor behavior require an increase in SWS and a
higher arousal threshold as a necessary condition,
or is this model of NREM parasomnia now in need
of revision? he grounds for this debate have been
evidence of the efects of alcohol on sleep, particularly
on SWS, in the irst two hours of the night. his
evidence has been found to be extremely variable in
diferent subject groups: non-drinkers, social drinkers
and alcohol abusers, and whether the abusers are now
abstinent or not, and for how long.

here has been some speculation about the efects
on REM sleep during acute withdrawal from alco-
hol addiction and its resemblance to the REM with-
out atonia (RWA), a hallmark of RBD. he REM sleep
under these circumstances has been noted to have a
higher eye movement density and more body move-
ments, withmore arousals [45].hese signs in the sleep
study along with the presence of hallucinations have
been argued to parallel the dream enactment symptom
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fromREMarousals in theRBDpatients.hiswill await
further research including long-term follow-up of dry
alcoholics. At this time the data appear to support that
this resemblance to RBD does not persist in those who
have been dry over one year.

On top of the need to clarify the acute and chronic
efect on sleep of alcohol in diferent groups and the
efects of its abrupt withdrawal are the ethical con-
siderations concerning the protection of human sub-
jects of administering alcohol in research protocols,
which has delayed further studies. he evidence of
long-term alcohol having the efect of reducing SWS
in amount and depth was found to be a strong predic-
tor of SW with violence in the one large study of per-
sons with clinical histories of SW and/or sleep terrors
(ST) [46].However, these results were based on a single
night of study with only 24 h of restriction on alcohol.
his study does indicate the need for better-controlled
designs including controls for age efects on SWS and
the use of the more reined spectral analysis scoring
of SWS. he percent of alpha rating introduced in the
Moldofsky et al. study as a measure of self-awareness
during sleep is a useful addition to diferentiate malin-
gering in criminal cases [46].

Cafeine

he efects of cafeine abuse on NREM parasomnias
has also been debated in recent publications, with a
similar argument being proposed by Pressman that
since cafeine reduces SWS it cannot be considered
as having a triggering efect for a SW event [47].
his argument is counteracted by another study show-
ing that the efects of sleep deprivation with cafeine
reduces SWA compared to sleep deprivation alone
[48], and evidence in the human study of SW and/or
ST, where a history of cafeine abuse (more than
6 cups per day) and SWS sleep �2% diferentiated SW
with violence toward others from those whowere non-
violent SW [46].

It appears that chronic alcohol, cafeine and zolpi-
dem reduce SWS and increase arousals from this
sleep stage, although there are diferences at diferent
dosages of cafeine [49]. hese substances also reverse
the efect of sleep deprivation which increases SWS
and take longer to recover the lost SWS following lit-
ing the restriction on sleep. Since all three have been
implicated in SW events [46,50], it seems prudent that
we consider them as possibly associated with NREM
parasomnia events and in need of well-designed fur-
ther research.

REM behavior disorder and
associated medications
Although a large number of medications and some
substances are listed as triggers of both acute and
chronic RBD in the ICSD-2 [2], there is actually
very little published support at this time that anti-
depressants, MAOI, anti-anxiety medications, and
beta-blockers, are responsible for the onset of this dis-
order in the absence of signiicant neuropathology.
here is better support for the emergence of an RBD
following an abrupt withdrawal of imipramine, alco-
hol and amphetamine abuse. he ICSD-2 manual also
states “Cafeine and chocolate abuse have also been
implicated in causing or unmasking, RBD” [2]. he
studies showing evidence for cafeine abuse and for
the association of venlafaxine were both published as
abstracts from meetings which are not included in the
publicly searchable databases for scientiic literature
[51].

Nash et al. report that mirtazapine induces RBD
in parkinsonism [52]. his medication has listed as
side efects nightmares and RLS on the drug infor-
mation site. Schenck et al. have noted that patients
treated for depression and obsessive–compulsive dis-
order with luoxetine develop RBD [53].

Fluoxetine

In a report by Schenck et al. [53], a review of 2650 sleep
studies of patients treated with luoxetine or tricyclic
anti-depressants and patients without those medica-
tions including 70 diagnosed with RBD and 30 with
no sleep diagnosis, the authors found 41 (1.5%) were
treated with luoxetine. here was a signiicant asso-
ciation between luoxetine and prominent eye move-
ments in NREM sleep in 48.8% of the 20 out of
41 patients who were on this medication. his was a
much higher rate than for those on tricyclics 5.8%, 3
out of 52. his intrusion of eye movements on luoxe-
tinewas higher than those diagnosedwithRBD4.3%, 3
out of 70, and for normal sleepers 3.3%, 1 out of 30.he
authors conclude that this medication, as a powerful
serotonin re-uptake inhibitor, results in the release of
saccadic eye movements in NREM sleep. One patient
with obsessive–compulsive disorder had a history
of developing RBD soon ater beginning luoxetine
therapy. his disorder persisted in spite of the dis-
continuation of the medication. A study by Armitage,
Trivedi and Rush examined 41 depressed patients
before and ater being treated with 30 mg of luoxetine
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for 4–5 weeks [54]. hey report 34% of the patients
(14 patients) had increased eye movements and mus-
cle tone in all sleep stages. hey, too, suggest this is an
efect of the increased serotonin availability. Dorsey,
Lukas and Cunningham compared the sleep of nine
depressed patients on 10–80 mg of luoxetine to six
unmedicated depressed patients [55]. he luoxetine
group had lower SE, more NREM arousals and eye
movements than the control group. Also, four of the
nine of those treated with luoxetine had signiicant
PLMD, which was not found in any of the controls.
It appears that this medication is associated with dis-
ruptive motor control in sleep and that this is associ-
atedwithmore arousals. However, there is no clear evi-
dence of the dream enactment so characteristic of the
RBD diagnosis. his calls into question the similarity
to the RBD disorder.

Conclusions
At this point in time, the state of our knowledge con-
cerning the association of various medications and
substances to parasomnia behaviors points to the need
for an increased research efort to clarify many issues.
We are faced with an escalation in the number of
reports of these undesirable and even dangerous sleep-
related, non-conscious behaviors, implicated in start-
ing, escalating or stopping some medication or sub-
stance, at the same time as there is an increase in the
number of medications and substances that are being
used to promote sleep.Clearly there is a need to rethink
some of the assumptions that have prevailed in the
literature since early work was done. his is particu-
larly true of the work on the efects of alcohol on sleep.
Many of these original studies have been cited over and
over without having been replicated with more power,
better-controlled designs, and more precise scoring of
efects. he development of new drugs has made the
need for testing their efects in studies with longer
follow-up times apparent, as there is evidence of slow
recovery of sleep following acute withdrawal efects.
hese need to be performed independent of funding by
pharmacological companies, as many fund only less-
expensive studies of acute efects.

With the increasing number of parasomnias being
now listed as overlap disorders [56], with evidence
of abnormal behaviors following arousals from both
NREM and REM sleep, there is a breakdown of the
distinction between these two classes of parasom-
nias. Clearly, there is a need to look into causes other

than the traditional sleep stage proportions and the
efects of stress-related or medication-induced sleep
deprivation.

As noted earlier, the reinement of methods for
genetic studies is an avenue that needs to be pur-
sued to clarify the so-called de novo parasomnias. he
assumption that there is an underlying genetic vul-
nerability responsible for allowing motor activity to
interrupt sleep into abnormal behaviors has not been
disproven – it does need to be tested further. Also
the model that the SWS arousals of parasomnias
require sleep deprivation or some other agent to
increase the push for more of this sleep is question-
able, as the increase is not suicient to provoke an
arousal unless there is also an opposing outside pull
of an arousing stimulus (auditory tones) or an inter-
nal arousing agent (cafeine, zolpidem, or, in some
cases, alcohol). he presence of these opposing drives
appears to be the necessary condition for the abnor-
mality of the arousal, possibly in those with some
genetic vulnerability [57]. his requires power den-
sity scoring to demonstrate the abnormality when
no behavioral arousal has taken place. here remains
much work to be done.
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Chapter

7
Parasomnias due tomedical and
neurological disorders
Marco Zucconi and Alessandro Oldani

According to the International Classiication of Sleep
Disorders (ICSD 2005), there are 12 core categories of
parasomnias, mainly classiied according to the sleep
state of origin [1]. he last three categories consist of
parasomnias: unspeciied, due to drug or substance,
and due to medical conditions. he essential feature
of this last diagnosis is that a parasomnia emerges
as a manifestation of an underlying neurological or
medical condition. Some authors categorize the para-
somnias as “primary” (disorders of the sleep state
per se) and “secondary” (organ-system disorders that
appear during sleep) [2]. he secondary sleep para-
somnias can be further classiied by the organ system
involved:
� Central Nervous System

headaches, tinnitus, seizures

� Cardiopulmonary

cardiac arrhythmias, nocturnal angina pectoris,
nocturnal asthma, respiratory dyskinesias,
miscellaneous

� Gastrointestinal

gastroesophageal relux, difuse esophageal
spasm, abnormal swallowing

� Miscellaneous

nocturnal muscle cramps, nocturnal pruritus,
night sweats, nocturnal tongue biting, benign
nocturnal alternating hemiplegia of childhood

Nevertheless, these secondary phenomena rep-
resent diferent events and symptoms arising from
speciic organ systems and occurring preferentially
during the sleep period rather than sleep-related man-
ifestations of an underlying medical or neurological
disorder.

he REM sleep behavior disorder (RBD) is the
parasomnia most commonly associated with an
underlying neurological condition (the so-called
“symptomatic RBD”) and will be analyzed in detail
in Chapter 14. Another parasomnia oten associated
with diferent medical conditions such as delirium
tremens, Morvan’s ibrillary chorea, fatal familial
insomnia and sporadic Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease, is
called “agrypnia excitata” [3,4].

Hypnagogic and hypnopompic visual hallucina-
tions can occur with neurological disorders such
as narcolepsy, dementia with Lewy bodies, mid-
brain and diencephalic pathology, and Parkinson’s
disease.

he disorders of arousal are the most frequent of
the NREM sleep parasomnias. hey may be triggered
by prior sleep deprivation, alcohol, emotional stress
and febrile illness [5,6]. Several medication-induced
cases have been reported with sedative-hypnotics,
stimulants, neuroleptics, and anti-histamines, oten
in combinations [6–9]. In some women, disorders of
arousal can be both exacerbated or alleviated by preg-
nancy, suggesting hormonal efects [10–12].hese fac-
tors appear to be triggering events in susceptible indi-
viduals rather than causes of parasomnia. Similarly, a
number of medical, neurological and sleep disorders
may trigger the parasomnia episodes.

Symptomatic REM sleep behavior
disorder
REM sleep behavior disorder (RBD), the most inter-
esting REM parasomnia, can be associated with neu-
rological disorders and medical diseases.

Neoplasms of the brainstem [13], acute or chronic
multiple sclerosis (MS) [14,15], acute focal pontine
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inlammatory lesions [16], Guillain–Barré syndrome
(GBS) [17], amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) [18],
and autosomal dominantly inherited spinocerebellar
ataxia type 2 and 3 (SCA2, SCA3) [19,20], gener-
ally involve brainstem structures of importance in
the pathogenesis of RBD. However, RBD has been
described in other neurological diseases not associ-
ated with brainstem impairment, such as Morvan’s
chorea [21], fatal familial insomnia [22], and limbic
encephalitis [23], suggesting that other areas might be
implicated in the pathophysiology of RBD, as well as
in neurodevelopmental disorders such as autism [24],
Tourrette’s syndrome [25], and group A xeroderma
pigmentosus [26].

RBD usually occurs in the setting of neuro-
degenerative diseases such as Lewy body dementia
(LBD), Parkinson’s disease (PD), and multiple system
atrophy (MSA), and it may precede the development
of parkinsonism by many years [27]. Since the irst
descriptions of the RBD association with neurodegen-
erative diseases, it appeared that the association of this
parasomnia had a predilection for synucleinopathies
(PD, LBD, MSA) instead of tauopathies such as
Alzheimer’s disease (AD), progressive supranuclear
palsy (PSP), corticobasal degeneration (CBD), Pick’s
disease or frontotemporal dementia (FTD) [27–30].
However, recently some studies described RBD or
REMsleepwithout atonia (RSWA) in diferent patients
with tauopathies [27,30,31], leading to doubt about
the special association of RBD and synucleino-
pathies.

RBD in Parkinson’s disease
he presence of clinical RBD in PD varies from 15
to 34% and this percentage increases, if we add the
polysomnographic features of RSWA, as suggested by
some authors [27,32], up to around 50% of patients.
It can appear irst, simultaneously or ater the onset
of PD [33]. As a prognostic factor, RBD in PD seems
associated with a major risk of cognitive impairment
and slowing of the waking EEG [34], and, as a clini-
cal correlate, PD patients with RBD are less likely to be
tremor-predominant as well as have a lower UPDRS
rating score due to less tremor [35]. Moreover, in a
recent study, the Canadian group of Jacques Mont-
plaisir found an increased frequency of falls and a
lower response to medication in PD patients afected
by RBD, while motor complications or other motor
manifestations are similar to PD patients without RBD

[35]. hese results were found in a small group of
PD patients in which the RBD status was conirmed
by video-polysomnography. Larger cohorts of PD
patients have been evaluated and the indings were dis-
similar without diferences between motor subtypes,
but higherHoehn andYahr scores and onlymarginally
longer disease duration in PD with RBD [36]. How-
ever, in these types of studies the diagnosis of RBD
is only “probable” because PSG data were not avail-
able and the assessment was by clinical history. he
same method has been used in a retrospective chart
review study, inding a longer disease duration, higher
doses of dopaminergic drugs and higher frequency
of dyskinesia and luctuations in PD with RBD com-
pared to non-RBD patients, although with the same
UPDRS score [37]. Taken together, these data, at least
those in PSG-conirmed RBD and PD patients, seem
to indicate that the parkinsonism has less tremor with
a reduced response to dopaminergic drugs and more
falls, characteristics suggesting a diferent form of dis-
ease other than pure PD, such as MSA or other more
rare parkinsonisms [35]. Moreover, the observation of
RBD in juvenile-onset parkinsonism with Parkin gene
mutation (Park2) where �-synuclein deposits are gen-
erally absent [38], indicates that it is not only synuclein
deposition that can cause RBD in neurodegenerative
disorders.

RBD in Lewy body dementia
he association between RBD and LBD has been
demonstrated although through case reports and a
few case series, as no systematic studies have been
performed. he suggested prevalence was about 70%
of the examined patients [39–41], and this strong
association is the basis to consider RBD as a cri-
terion suggestive for the diagnosis of LBD [42]. It
has to be remembered that the only autopsy case
of RBD (idiopathic) has shown Lewy bodies in the
central nervous system (CNS) with predominance
in the brainstem [43]. A pathophysiological hypoth-
esis has been proposed for the progression of the
symptoms and signs in some synucleinopathies (PD,
LBD): the synucleinopathy involvement follows a cau-
dorostral direction across the CNS, and is respon-
sible for the appearance of the RBD in the early
stage of the disease when degeneration is more
important at the brainstem level with rostral pro-
gression and development of the full-blown illness
later [29].
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RBD in multiple system atrophy
Several reports have conirmed the strong association
between RBD and MSA [44–46]. In some of these
reports the clinical features of RBD have been con-
irmed by video-polysomnography, indicating a high
prevalence of the parasomnia: in up to 70% of the
cases if the polysomnographic features of RSWA are
included, and with a strong female prevalence com-
pared to the preponderance of male RBD patients
seen in the other diseases. Generally, the parasom-
nia precedes by years the onset of the disease and in
some cases may be the irst symptom, appearing even
10 years before full-blown MSA [44]. he high preva-
lence of RBD in MSA is not completely understood,
but it could be because of the involvement of the
brainstem (the pons in particular), which is very com-
mon in MSA and implicates pathological modiica-
tion of the structures controlling REM sleep muscle
atonia [47].

RBD has been associated with MSA and disauto-
nomic involvement, and not with pure autonomic fail-
ure (PAF), a diferent formof synucleinopathy butwith
some clinically similar features [48]. However, a recent
study demonstrated the REMparasomnia in a few PAF
patients, raising the issue that PAF may be an initial
form of degeneration in patients who subsequently
develop PDor LBD [49], or alternativelymany patients
with MSA, DLB and PDmay have autonomic involve-
ment with RBD in the clinical or subclinical course of
the degenerative disease [50].

RBD in Alzheimer’s disease
RBD has been described and associated with several
neurodegenerative diseases, but the presence in AD is
considered rare, and with no pathological conirma-
tion. In the past, some cases described as RBD associ-
ated with probable AD or, in one case, with autopsy-
conirmed AD have been subsequently ascribed to
LBD or the LB variant of AD, on the basis of care-
ful anatomic–pathological examination [51]. A more
recent clinical study of a series of 15 patientswith prob-
able AD, with video-PSG conirmation, revealed one
case of RBD and three cases of RSWA [30]. Although
no histopathologic data were available to conirm the
diagnosis ofAD, and the Lewy body variant ofADcan-
not be ruled out, these indings seem to suggest that
RBD is rare but RSWA may be present in clinically
probable AD, which is considered a typical tauopathy.
Moreover, recently one case of a possible new para-

somnia has been described: stage 1–2 NREM move-
ment behavior disorder associated with a progres-
sive dementia, characterized by abnormal and violent
sleep-associated behaviors, emerging from REM and
NREM sleep and lasting throughout the sleep dura-
tion.hemain diference fromRBDwas the EEG-PSG
pattern, which contains elements of stage 2NREMand
abnormal continuous rapid eye movements, and mus-
cle twitches longer than myclonus.he REM sleep was
similar to RSWA.he authors hypothesized that it was
an early stage of an evolving status dissociatus, asso-
ciated with a neurodegenerative disease, possibly AD
of moderate severity, associated with a frontal lobe
syndrome [31].

RBD in progressive supranuclear palsy
RBD has been described in this type of tauopathy for
many years [18,33,52], with a prevalence similar to that
in PD. A recent detailed clinical–polysomnographic
study of 15 patients with PSP found the presence of
RSWA in 27% of the cases, with two of them showing
complex behaviors during video-PSG indicating RBD
[53].

RBD in other tauopathies
In corticobasal degeneration, characterized by aki-
nesia, cortical myoclonus and the “alien limb” sign,
RSWA and one case of full-RBD have been reported
as case reports, but there are no studies on series
or consecutive patients [54,55]. here are no pub-
lished reports of RBD or RSWA in primary progres-
sive aphasia (PPA), Pick’s disease or frontotempor-
al dementia (FTD). We recently observed a series of
15 patients with clinical dementia (7 with FTD, 8
with other types of dementia, 5 with LBD, 2 with
vascular type and 1 with probable AD), in whom
the video-PSG examination showed no RBD episodes
or RSWA in the FTD patients, whereas two patients
(with clinical LBD) showed RBD during the record-
ing, and one patient (with probable AD) had RSWA
[56]. Our results are consistent with the strong asso-
ciation of RBD with synucleinopathies rather than
tauopathies. However, although rare, RBD, or at least
RSWA,may be part of degenerative disorders of the tau
type.

In other syndromic parkinsonisms, such as palli-
donigral degeneration or OPCA, there is no report of
clear association with RBD or RSWA [57].
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here is a large body of evidence that RBD is associ-
ated with synucleinopathy degeneration; however, the
rare presence of this parasomnia in other neurodegen-
erative disorders suggests that the localization of the
degeneration (in the brainstem and pons), rather than
the speciic type of neuronal degeneration, is impor-
tant in producing RBD and RSWA [27,28].

RBD in other neurological disorders
RBD has been reported in other neurological disor-
ders, but mainly by case reports. In addition, SCA3,
ALS andMSwhere the parasomnia has been described
in patients with clear evidence of lesions in the pons,
the occurrence of RBD has been reported in epilepsy in
association with a late-onset cryptogenic sleep-related
generalized form of seizures. Besides the similarity
of the two motor type of episodes (parasomnia and
seizure), the relationship may be in the sleep fragmen-
tation and instability of RBD that leads to an increase
in likelihood of seizures [58].

In Guillan–Barré syndrome (GBS), besides the
autonomic dysfunction, RBD, hallucinations and vivid
dreams have been described [29]. Recently,mental sta-
tus abnormalities were correlated with sleep structure
changes in a large, prospective controlled study [17],
with the inding of a high percentage of REM sleep
abnormalities such as sleep onset REM period, abnor-
mal eye movement during NREM sleep, and a high
percentage of RSWA, and some evidence of status dis-
sociatus.

Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) shows some
alterations of REM sleep structure (twitches, PLMS)
resembling those typical of RBD, and one report
found a high incidence of comorbidity between the
two disorders [59], with the hypothesis of disturbed
REM sleep phasic mechanisms in PTSD. However,
in PTSD, besides insomnia, nightmares and other
REM parasomnias, and night terrors, an NREM
parasomnia is the more frequent sleep disorder
reported [60].

In limbic encephalitis, the documentation byPSGof
RBD enhances the possibility that, besides other areas
implicated in the pathogenesis, diferent mechanisms
(autoimmune-mediated mechanisms) may be impli-
cated, since the remission of the inlammatory syn-
drome has been associated with a partial resolution of
RBD [23]. Recently a case of RBD in a patient with an
isolated focal inlammatory lesion in the dorsomedial
pontine tegmentum has been described [16]. More-

over, in this unusual case, a narcoleptic syndrome was
associated with the RBD.

Pharmacologically induced RBD
Diferent medications have been associated with
RBD or RSWA, particularly psychotrophic and anti-
hypertensive drugs. Amongst the CNS agents, the
irst reports involved tricyclic antidepressants such
as clomipramine [61], imipramine [62], and others,
whilst some case reports indicated an improve-
ment of RBD symptoms following the administra-
tion of such drugs (imipramine, desipramine, carba-
mazepine) [13,63]. In some earlier reports, the REM
sleep alteration was identiied and named as stage
1-REM with PSG characteristics similar to RSWA
and oten accompanied by vivid dreams [64]. Also,
monoamino oxidase inhibitors (MAOI) such as selegi-
line and phenelzine have shown potential to induce
RBD in PD patients [65] and healthy young sub-
jects [66]. More recently, RBD symptoms or RSWA
have been reported in patients treated with sero-
toninergic drugs (venlafaxine, luoxetine, mirtazap-
ine, paroxetine, sertraline and citalopram) [67,68].
A systematic PSG study showed that the percentage
of patients treated with selective serotoninergic re-
uptake inhibitors (SSRI) developed more submental
EMG activity during REM sleep than controls. hese
patients are at greater risk with increasing age. PD
patients treated for depression with SSRIs or patients
with depression or obsessive–compulsive disorders
have been reported to develop RBD or RSWA. In par-
ticular, luoxetine and mirtazapine appear to be the
drugs at most risk to trigger RBD episodes [67,69]. On
the other hand, a few reports have shown that admin-
istration of paroxetine improved RBD [70]. Bisopro-
lol, a selective �1 adrenoreceptor blocking agent, uti-
lized for treatment of hypertension, has beendescribed
to provoke REM sleep EMG activity [71], as well as
tramadol, an analgesic opioid derivative, SSRI and �-
2-adrenoreceptor antagonist [29]. However, clonidine
has been shown to improve nocturnal symptoms in a
single patient with idiopathic RBD [29].

Hallucinations and RBD have been reported in
patients with PD and AD, respectively, treated with
dopamine agonists and cholinergic drugs [72,73].
Withdrawal from drugs such as barbiturates [74],
meprobamate, alcohol [75], and nitrazepam have been
reported to be associated with reduced REM mus-
cle atonia and oneiric behaviors, as has intoxication
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with biperidin, or excessive use of cafeine or chocolate
[76–79].

Hypnagogic and hypnopompic
hallucinations
Hallucinations, both diurnal and nocturnal, have been
described in PD associated with cognitive decline and
RBD. A temporal association has been reported to
exist between hallucinations and abnormal daytime
sleep onset REM periods, short and fragmented REM
sleep or RBD [80–82]. Dysfunction of the cholin-
ergic system, with ponto-geniculo-occipital circuits,
has been hypothesized as the basis for nocturnal and
diurnal hallucinations, and the link with RBD seems
to indicate that this parasomnia may be a risk fac-
tor for hallucinatory behaviors and also cognitive
decline in PD [83]. Hypnagogic hallucinations and
vivid dreams have been described in a high propor-
tion of patients withGBS during the intensive care unit
(ICU) period, appearing to correlate with lower lev-
els of CSF hypocretin-1 and autonomic dysfunction,
compared to ICU patients without GBS [17]. Patients
with hallucinations had abnormal REM sleep struc-
ture and characteristics including REM sleep with-
out atonia and REM sleep behavior disorder. More-
over, atypical NREM sleep features were present, such
as abnormal eye movements indicating possible status
dissociatus-like parasomnia.

Nocturnal eating syndrome (NES) and
sleep-related eating disorder (SRED) in
obesity and mental illness
NES, characterized by a circadian delay in the timing
of feeding relative to the normal circadian time of sleep
onset, may contribute to the development of obesity, as
many subjects had normal weight prior to the devel-
opment of NES and subsequently gained weight [84].
However, to date it is not clear whether night eating
contributes toweight gain, and also the extent towhich
overweight status or obesity promotes NES.

Concerning the association between NES and
mental disorders: obese subjects with NES had higher
depression scores and lower self-esteem on the appro-
priate scales, and a circadian decline of mood in
the aternoon (ater 4 p.m.), in an opposite way to
endogenous depression patients [85]. NES is common

in psychiatric outpatients [86]. However,mental disor-
ders seem independent from the binge eating disorder.

SRED, characterized by recurrent episodes of eat-
ing ater an arousal from night-time sleep with adverse
consequences, is associated with being overweight as
well as obesity, and as with NES some authors have
claimed that the excess weight could be related to the
nocturnal eating [84]. SRED is also linked to comorbid
mental disorders such as anxiety, a history of repeated
abuse, and PTSD. Also depression ofmood is common
in SRED [87]. here are no data about the direction of
the correlation between the two.

Sleep disordered breathing and
parasomnias
In the last two decades, some studies have demon-
strated that arousals secondary to apneas, hypopneas
and irregular breathing can be the trigger for sleep-
walking and related disorders in both children and
adults [88–90]. Apnea-induced arousals from NREM
sleep with complex behavior may be indistinguishable
from primary disorders of arousal. Guilleminault and
colleagues reported that of 49 children with the dual
indings of sleepwalking and sleep-disordered breath-
ing, 45 were completely cured of sleepwalking with
successful treatment of the sleep-disordered breathing
[89]. Similar results have been noted with treatment of
adult sleepwalkers with sleep apnea syndrome follow-
ing treatment with CPAP or ENT surgery [88]. Alter-
natively, CPAP therapy of obstructive sleep apneas
may result in slow-wave sleep rebound and emergent
sleepwalking and other arousal disorders. In 1991,
Millman and colleagues reported the case history of
a 33-year-old obese white man who, during his irst
night with nasal CPAP, abruptly sat up and began to
walk across the room. He was observed to be in stage
4 sleep during this episode. A similar episode of sleep-
walking occurred the same night during stage 3 sleep.
He was prescribed nasal CPAP at 15 cmH2O pressure
to use at home, and no further episodes of sleepwalk-
ing were reported [91].

Migraine and parasomnias
Between 1983 and 1986, there were reports of an
increased incidence of somnambulism in children
with migraine [92]. In recent years, Casez and
colleagues evaluated 100 consecutive patients with
cephalalgia [93].heir study showed that sleepwalking
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is signiicantly linkedwithmigraine, but notwith other
types of headache: 32.8% of patients withmigraine had
ahistory of somnambulismduring childhood,whereas
only 5.1% of patients without migraine had a similar
history (the same incidence of the general population).
In themigraine group, neither the diferent subtypes of
migraine nor the mean age at onset had a signiicant
association with somnambulism. he authors did not
suggest that migraine and somnambulism are part of
the same pathology, but thatmigraine and somnambu-
lismmay follow a commonpathway, either chemical or
topographic. Finally, in 2006, Evans reported the rare
case of a 26-year-old female with recurrent episodes of
sleep paralysis followed by a migraine headache [94].

Infective diseases and parasomnias
Since 1979, despite the well-known association
between sleepwalking and febrile illness [94,95], the
only study of the relation between infective disease
and parasomnia was in 2006 [96]. Eidlitz-Markus
and Zeharia assessed the neurologic complications of
pertussis infection by reviewing the clinical records of
all children (aged 7–18 years) with serology-positive
pertussis infection admitted at the Schneider Chil-
dren’s Medical Center of Israel from 1995 to 2005.
he review yielded 60 patients with a diagnosis of
pertussis, of whom 6 (10%) had undergone an elec-
troencephalogram due to the presence of neurological
symptoms (i.e. suspicion of epilepsy); the clinical
neurological indings were the same in all cases: the
parents reported that at 1–2 h ater falling asleep
at night the child would wake up and make several
attempts to breathe. hese eforts were accompanied
by high-pitched sounds and sounds of sufocation.
Usually, the child got out of bed, agitatedly walked
around the room, then returned to bed and continued
to sleep. he episodes lasted 1–2 min and occurred a
few times per night. None of the children remem-
bered any of these events the next morning. he
authors suggested that this description was clinically
compatible with partial arousal parasomnia. In all
cases, the sleep symptoms resolved within 10 weeks,
along with resolution of the pertussis infection symp-
toms. here was no recurrence of the parasomnia
episodes during six months of follow-up. he authors
discussed the possibility that the pertussis toxin
directly induced the partial arousal that manifested
as a parasomnia. Alternatively, other authors have
suggested that the respiratory efort, such as occurs in

pertussis, could be responsible for many of the arousal
parasomnia episodes, mimicking sleep-disordered
breathing [97].

Other diseases and parasomnias
In 2005, Ajlouni and colleagues [98] described eight
cases of patients with new-onset sleepwalking episodes
that coincided with the start of thyrotoxicosis. he
cause-and-efect relationship between the two condi-
tions, was supported by: (a) the disappearance of the
sleepwalking with successful achievement of euthy-
roidism; (b) the absence of family history of para-
somnias; (c) the adult onset; and (d) the relapse of
sleepwalking in two patients when their thyrotoxi-
cosis became poorly controlled as a result of non-
compliance with medications.

In 2008, Mouzas and colleagues reported a sig-
niicantly higher occurrence of self-reported sleep-
walking, nocturnal enuresis, night illusions, sleep ter-
rors and nightmares than that of a control group in
116 patients sufering from vitiligo [99]. hey under-
lined the relationship between parasomnias during
early life and later development of vitiligo, suggesting
the hypothesis that a neural mechanism involving the
serotoninergic systems may potentially be involved in
the etiopathology of vitiligo.

Parkinson’s disease and parasomnias
An association of sleepwalking with Parkinson’s dis-
ease has been reported in the literature in the last
decade, including a series of 100 consecutive patients
with Parkinson’s disease [100,101]. Night walking
was also reported in 10 of 93 patients with REM
sleep behavior disorder of diferent origins, includ-
ing Parkinson’s disease. Five of these 10 patients had
an underlying unspeciied neurodegenerative disorder
[33]. Recently, Poryazova and colleagues reported the
occurrence of adult-onset (de novo) sleepwalking in a
series of six patients with idiopathic Parkinson’s dis-
ease [102]. All patients had at least one concomitant
sleep–wake disorder, including REM sleep behavior
disorder (four patients) and insomnia (four patients).
he authors’ conclusion was that the neurodegen-
erative changes associated with Parkinson’s disease
at the brainstem level can afect the ascending con-
trol of state transition and the descending control
of locomotion and muscle tone, together giving rise
to various sleep-associated behavioral disturbances
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including sleepwalking, REM sleep behavior disorder
and overlap parasomnia.
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8
Trauma, post-traumatic stress disorder,
and parasomnias
Thomas A. Mellman and Anissa M. Maroof

Introduction
Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is unique
among psychiatric conditions in requiring an
antecedent stressful event while also being deined
as a speciic syndrome. he type of life stressors that
have been linked to PTSD are deined as severely
threatening, oten involving threats to life and/or
physical integrity. he Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual (DSM-IV) further requires that the traumatic
event be experienced with fear, helplessness or horror
[1]. Symptoms of PTSD include re-experiencing
the trauma in the form of intrusive recollections,
nightmares, and sometimes lashbacks; emotional
numbing and avoidance of trauma reminders; and
symptoms of increased arousal that include diiculty
initiating and maintaining sleep. To meet diagnostic
criteria, these symptoms must last for more than one
month and lead to signiicant distress or impairment.
According to the National Comorbidity Study, 10%
of women and 5% of men in the United States have
had PTSD during their lifetime. PTSD developed in
8% of the men and 20% of the women exposed to
qualifying trauma. Kessler et al. also determined that
the highest risk traumas for developing PTSD were
sexual assault and military combat. PTSD was found
to have a chronic course in approximately one-third
of those afected, along with high rates of psychiatric
comorbidity, with major depression, substance use
disorders, and other anxiety disorders being the most
frequently represented conditions [2].

Diiculties with sleep are a prominent feature of
the disorder. he DSM-IV criteria speciically include
nightmares with trauma-related content and dii-
culty with sleep initiation and maintenance. While
there is some uncertainty and controversy about the
nature of sleep disturbances in PTSD, studies that will

be subsequently reviewed indicate that there can be
more to sleep disturbance in PTSD than nightmares
and insomnia, including awakening with fear in the
absence of dream recall, excessive motor activity and
dream enactment.

Parasomnias are deined in the fourth edition of
Principles and Practice of SleepMedicine as undesirable
physical or behavioral phenomena that occur during
sleep [3]. hey are categorized based on whether they
are associated with REM or NREM sleep. Behaviors
observed in parasomnias include ambulating, talking,
screaming and shaking. Parasomnias associated with
REM sleep are sometimes attributed to the physical
acting out of dreams. hus, there is overlap between
phenomena observed in PTSD and parasomnias. In
addition, there have been anecdotal observations and
some limited documentation of parasomnias in asso-
ciationwith trauma exposure andPTSD. Sincewe view
parasomnia-like experiences as part of a continuum
of PTSD-related sleep phenomena, we have included
sections reviewingindings regarding insomnia, night-
mares, and polysomnographic evaluations of REMand
NREM sleep. We then discuss observations of motor
activity during sleep in PTSD and the limited informa-
tion available on complex sleep-related behaviors.

Trauma, PTSD, and insomnia
Insomnia is common in the atermath of trauma and
can persist and contribute to dysfunction among those
who develop PTSD. Green found insomnia to be
the most frequent symptom endorsed by survivors
within 1–4 months of several natural disasters [4]. In
the National Vietnam Veterans Readjustment study,
44% of the veterans with PTSD endorsed diiculty
with sleep initiation either “sometimes” or “very fre-
quently”, comparedwith 6%of veteranswithout PTSD,
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and 5% of civilians and 91% of veterans with PTSD
reported this degree of diiculty with sleep mainten-
ance compared with 63% of the veterans without
PTSD, and 53% of the civilians [5]. A community sur-
vey conducted by Ohayon and Shapiro determined
that 41–47% of the participants with PTSD had dii-
culty initiating or maintaining sleep compared to 13–
18% of those without PTSD [6].

In contrast to the consistency of these subjective
reports, indings regarding the presence of objective
indices of impaired sleep initiation and maintenance
in PTSD have been mixed. A recent meta-analysis
of 20 polysomnographic studies found that patients
with PTSD exhibited more stage 1 sleep, less SWS,
and greater REM density compared to those with-
out PTSD [7]. he possibility that an ameliorative
efect of a sleep laboratory has inluenced sleep labo-
ratory indings in PTSD (e.g. feeling safe due to being
observed; arousal having been conditioned to home
environments) is suggested by two recent studies that
utilized home monitoring and found associations of
PTSD with increased sleep latency and reduced sleep
eiciency [8,9].

Sleep-disordered breathing can be an underlying
cause for disrupted sleep patterns. Krakow and col-
leagues reported very high rates of sleep breathing dis-
orders (apnea and upper airway resistance syndrome)
in a group of female research participants seeking
treatment for PTSD related to sexual assault [10].hey
subsequently noted improvement of PTSD symptoms
with treatment of sleep breathing disorders. A study
that recruited PTSD cases from a community sample,
however, did not ind elevated rates of sleep apnea or
other primary sleep disorders [11].

Trauma, PTSD, and nightmares
Sleep disturbances and nightmares are a normal and
characteristic response to trauma [12]; however, they
tend to be transient features that resolve with time.
In some individuals, sleep disturbances and night-
mares endure typically as a feature of PTSD. Dreams
have been theorized to have an adaptive role in emo-
tional processing andmood regulation [13]. Recurring
nightmares appear to represent an impairment of this
process.

Nightmares are among the most prominent com-
plaints of patients with PTSD.DeFazio et al. found that
68% of combat veterans with PTSD reported ongo-
ing nightmares [14]. his contrasts rates for night-

mares of 8% reported for subjects without PTSD
[15]. Neylan et al. studied veterans with and with-
out PTSD, and found that 52% of those with PTSD
reported experiencing nightmares either “sometimes”
or “very frequently”, compared to 5% of veterans with-
out PTSD [5]. Dreams that represent traumatic experi-
ences have been characterized as highly speciic to and
a “hallmark” of PTSD [16]. Several studies have doc-
umented persisting nightmares representing combat
experiences [5,17–19]. However, dream content dur-
ing the chronic phase of PTSD can represent threat
in other contexts and relect a variety of themes and
situations [20,21]. In a study that evaluated sponta-
neously recalled dreams during the early atermath of
trauma, Mellman et al. found that surgical patients
who reported distressing dreams that they rated as
similar to theirmemory of the trauma hadmore severe
PTSD symptoms concurrently and at follow-up [22].

PTSD and REM sleep
he prominence of disturbing nightmares that repre-
sent traumatic experiences in PTSD and the relation-
ship between REM sleep and dream mentation has
focused investigators on the role of this sleep stage in
the disorder. In their seminal paper, Ross et al. inferred
that PTSD-related nightmares are related toREMsleep
due to their oten being disturbing, vivid, afect-laden,
and associated with sleep paralysis and “hypnopom-
pic hallucinations” [16]. Many of the indings from
PSG studies of PTSD relate to REM sleep. he meta-
analysis performed byKobayashi et al. noted increased
eye movement density with PTSD [7].his inding has
also been noted in major depressive disorder (MDD);
however, in a study by Ross et al., in individuals with
MDD increased REM density was observed earlier in
the night during the irst REMperiod, while thosewith
PTSD had increased REM density through the entire
night [23]. Other indings relate to peripheral motor
activity. Ross et al. found a higher incidence of phasic
EMGbursts in their PTSD patients relative to controls,
and related this inding to phenomena observed in
REM behavior disorder (RBD) [23]. An earlier report
of PSG indings in trauma survivors noted excessive,
at times “violent” movements during REM sleep [24].

here are also indings suggesting disruption to
REM sleep continuity with PTSD. While nightmares
and anxious awakenings can be preceded by NREM
sleep in PTSD, indings from Mellman et al. [17] and
Woodward et al. [25] indicate that the majority are
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preceded by REM sleep. Breslau et al. reported more
frequent transitions from REM sleep to stage one or
awake, in a community sample with either lifetime
only (i.e. remitted) or current PTSD, compared with
trauma-exposed and trauma-unexposed controls [11].
A recent clinical study from Japan noted “REM inter-
ruption” in association with PTSD [26]. In a study
that uniquely obtained PSG recordingswithin amonth
of trauma exposure, Mellman et al. found that the
patients who were developing PTSD had shorter con-
tinuous periods of REM sleep prior to stage shits
or arousals [27]. hus, there is also converging evi-
dence for disruptions of REM sleep continuity (symp-
tomatic awakenings, increased awakening/arousals,
andmotor activity) and increasedREMactivationwith
PTSD.

PTSD and body/limbmovement
during sleep
In a survey from Inman et al. that compared 35
Vietnam veterans with PTSD and 37 individuals with
insomnia, the PTSD group was more likely to report
waking up with the covers torn apart, restless legs
in bed, and excessive body movement during sleep
[28]. Lavie and Hertz reported that individuals with
“combat neurosis”, now called PTSD, following the
Yom Kippur War showed higher rates of body move-
ment during stage 2 sleep compared to controls [29].
Other studies with objective sleep measures have also
reported increased body movements during sleep in
patients with PTSD relative to controls including limb
movements [17,30] and the aforementioned phasic
EMG activity during REM sleep [23]. One limitation
to these inding is that these studies include older
age males who have a higher propensity to develop
body/limb movements during sleep, usually as a result
of their medical illness. hus, it is diicult to dif-
ferentiate whether these movements observed during
sleep in PTSD patients are secondary to their PTSD
or a primary sleep disorder such as periodic limb
movements.

PTSD and parasomnias
hese preceding sections indicate the overlap between
parasomnias and sleep-related phenomena described
in PTSD (vivid dreams, disrupted REM sleep, and
excessivemotor activity). Documentation of parasom-

nias per se with PTSD in the clinical research lit-
erature is limited. In a series of 33 cases presenting
with parasomnias, Schenk et al. describe a case where
the onset of “violent parasomnias” coincided with the
onset of PTSD and major depression in a veteran of
military combat. Humphreys et al. described 28 chil-
dren in whom domestic violence was associated with
sleep disruption [31]. One of the children manifested
“sleepwalking” which began at the same time as PTSD
symptoms.

In their survey of 35 patients with combat-related
PTSD and 37 patients with insomnia, Inman et al.
reported that endorsements of “sleep talking”, “yelling
or shouting during sleep”, and “waking up with cov-
ers torn apart” were greater in the PTSD group [28].
he survey responses were scaled from “1” (not at all)
to “7” (always). Mean endorsements for these items
ranged between 4.2 and 5.6, indicating a relatively fre-
quent pattern of occurrence. Mellman et al. surveyed
58 combat veterans of whom 37 were found to meet
criteria for PTSD [17].More of the veteranswith PTSD
endorsed thrashing/violent movements during sleep,
night terrors, and sleep paralysis. hese episodes were
endorsed as occurring weekly or more by 59%, 38%,
and 24% of the veterans with PTSD, respectively.

As indicated in a previous section much of the
focus in the PTSD literature has been on REM sleep
phenomena. Parasomnia disorders that relate specii-
cally to the REM stage include RBD. RBD features limb
or bodymovements associated with dreammentation,
and harmful sleep behaviors, acting out of dreams,
and/or disruption of sleep continuity by abnormal
behavior. Overlap of REM and NREM related para-
somnias is indicated by the Schenk et al. case series,
where 16 of the 33 cases had both RBD and sleep
walking or sleep terrors [32]. In their paper report-
ing increased phasic motor bursts during REM sleep,
Ross et al. proposed a link between this phenomenon
and RBD [24]. Overlap between clinical populations
diagnosed with RBD and PTSD is preliminarily sug-
gested in a report by Husain et al., where a comorbid
diagnosis of PTSD was noted in 56% of 27 outpatients
who met criteria for RBD [33]. In the case described
by Schenck et al. with PTSD, the patient had violent
movements during sleep, and EMG activity similar to
that described in RBD was observed [32].

Sleep paralysis is also a phenomenon of REM sleep
where the suppression of motor tone that is normally
conined to REM sleep persists into awakening. As66
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noted above, a preliminary survey of combat veterans
found increased frequencies of sleep paralysis among
those with PTSD. Hinton et al. reported high rates of
sleep paralysis in a population of Cambodian refugees
that was highly trauma exposed [34]. Rates were sig-
niicantly elevated among the PTSD patients, where
65% (30/46) had monthly episodes of sleep paraly-
sis compared with 15% (8/54) of those who did not
have PTSD. Sleep paralysis was also associated with
PTSD severity in their study. In contrast, Mellman
et al. did not ind an association between sleep paraly-
sis and PTSD in an adult AfricanAmerican population
attending primary care clinics, but did ind an associ-
ation with trauma exposure [35].

Summary and implications
Clinicians who work with patients with PTSD are fre-
quently made aware of complaints of restless sleep, a
propensity toward thrashing and violent movements
during sleep, and physical enactments related to dream
activity. None the less, clinical research data charac-
terizing these phenomena and their overlap with para-
somnia disorders is quite limited. As noted in the pre-
ceding section, descriptions of parasomnia cases have
noted co-occurrence with PTSD, and preliminary sur-
veys of individuals with PTSD have reported endorse-
ment of parasomnia-like experiences at rather high
frequencies. Clearly, further research is indicated to
determine the frequency, associated features, risk fac-
tors, and treatment response of complex sleep-related
behaviors with PTSD.

Clinicians who evaluate patients with sleep dis-
orders would be well advised to evaluate for histo-
ries of trauma and post-traumatic stress symptoms
and those treating PTSD to evaluate for sleep prob-
lems including insomnia, sleep-disordered breathing,
and complex sleep-related behaviors. here is little in
the literature to guide treatment of parasomnia phe-
nomena that occur with PTSD. he notion that the
occurrence of parasomnias is inluenced by concurrent
stress is widespread in the literature. herefore allevi-
ating symptoms of PTSD and general distress which
would usually involve psychotherapy and sometimes
medication could serve to reduce the likelihood of
undesirable behaviors emerging from sleep. he para-
somnia literature refers to the use of the high potency
benzodiazepine, clonazepam as a treatment. However,
this category of medication is not recommended for

the treatment of PTSD and can be associated with
negative outcomes [1]. Due to the hypothesized role
for excessive noradrenergic activity in mediating sleep
aspects of PTSD, the alpha-1 adrenergic antagonist
prazosin was applied to treating nightmares and sleep
disruption in the disorder. Its eicacy in this regard
has now been supported by two modest-sized con-
trolled clinical trials of male combat veterans [36,37].
In these trials, the medication was dosed aggressively
and used at mean doses of 9.5 and 13 mg at bed-
time, respectively. Adverse blood pressure efects were
infrequent and not severe. While ratings for night-
mares and insomnia were signiicantly improved, out-
comes related to complex sleep behaviors were not
reported.

While much is to be learned regarding the co-
occurrence of speciic parasomnias with PTSD, it does
appear that PTSD and parasomnia disorders can both
feature phenomena that are manifestations of break-
downs of the barriers between the normally discreet
states of sleep and wake. Elucidation of how trauma
and the process of PTSD development can lead to such
disruptions will beneit our knowledge of PTSD and
primary sleep disorders.
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Sexsomnias
Nikola N. Trajanovic and Colin M. Shapiro

Introduction and historical overview
Sexual arousal and sleephave never been at odds. Some
of the well-known physiological phenomena associ-
ated with sleep were described centuries ago, most
notably “wet dreams”, nocturnal emissions in males,
and nocturnal orgasms in females. Yet, a review of sci-
entiic literature suggests that until fairly recently, there
has been only a low level of interest in sleep-related
sexual phenomena. he irst mention of sexual behav-
ior associated with sleep in the scientiic literature was
in 1955 by Albrecht Langeluddeke [1] who, as a foren-
sic psychiatrist, had an opportunity to see patients
charged with sleep-related ofences. He described a
case of an 18-year-old worker who slept in a dormitory
with another 15 workers. On one occasion, this young
worker apparently during the night crossed the pas-
sage between beds and climbed into another person’s
bunk bed, touched his genitals and thrust, mimicking
a sexual act. When confronted, he was unresponsive,
showed confusion and was amnesic about the event in
the morning. Langeluddeke described an archetypical
sexsomnia patient – a young person with a history of
sleepwalking, who exhibited behavior out of his char-
acter, sexual interests and patterns, and presumably
precipitated by at least one factor (some degree of sleep
deprivation – late retiring), with a notation of minor
and non-speciic psychopathology and concomitant
with another parasomnia (sleep talking). Worthy of
note is that the patient was exculpated based on the
clinical presentation and expert witness’ testimony.

Aterward, it appears that any mention of sleep-
related sexual behavior lay dormant until a descrip-
tion of a single case suggesting sleep-related mastur-
bation emerged in 1986 [2]. Sporadically thereater,
scarce reports about unusual sexually oriented behav-
iors that appeared to have arisen from sleep began to

be reported as case studies at sleep conferences or in
academic journals [3–8]. Based on previous work [4],
the irst conceptualization of sexual behaviors during
sleepwas published in 2003 [9], and proposed that sex-
ual behavior in sleep (SBS), or “sexsomnia” as it was
termed, should be considered to be a new (sub)type of
NREM arousal parasomnia. Since then, an increasing
academic interest in this topic and (oten unwanted)
public and media attention have produced a number
of papers and descriptions dealing with this issue. A
leading authority in the ield of sleep medicine, the
American Academy of Sleep Medicine, quickly real-
ized the need to include the newly described parasom-
nic variant in the updated classiication of sleep disor-
ders (ICSD 2, 2005) [10], and classify it as a distinct
variant of NREM arousal parasomnias.

Scientiic studies suggest that SBS covers almost
all aspects of human sexual behavior: from mastur-
bation and fondling, to heterosexual and homosex-
ual intercourse, to anal and oral sex. Partners of those
acting sexually in sleep were either willing or unwill-
ing, and sometimes included minors below the age of
consent.

Diferent terms have emerged to describe this
behavior. In clinical settings, the preferred term is
“sexual behavior in sleep”, which is an umbrella con-
struct that covers all types of underlying (sleep) pathol-
ogy. It appears that the term “sleepsex” is accepted
for public/lay use. he term “sexsomnia” is our pre-
ferred term that is mostly used as a clinical colloqui-
alism, and speciically covers parasomnic SBS (oten
only NREM parasomnic SBS). In our opinion, terms
such as “abnormal” and “atypical” that are sometimes
used in conjunction with SBS add an unnecessary
level of stigmatization on the already frustrated and
bewildered individuals who sufer from sexsomnia.
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Furthermore, by not correctly qualifying every type of
behavior, these terms may worsen matters in patients’
everyday lives and thus should be avoided. Two adjec-
tives are currently in use to describe this speciic type
of parasomnic activity: “sexual” and “sexualized”. he
latter adjective pertains to simple automatisms that do
not have true behavioral quality, lack an afective com-
ponent and suggest a high level of stereotypy without
true sexual context. his would include, for example,
touching the groin in sleep and pelvic thrusting. For
all other more complex and clearly sexually oriented
behaviors, we recommend using the adjective “sexual”.

Clinical features

NREM parasomnias
Parasomnias featuring disorders of arousal are well
described, if not well understood, phenomena. Some
of them, such as sleepwalking, have been known for
centuries, with abundant references in classic litera-
ture and scientiic publications alike. Two other major
arousal parasomnias are sleep terrors (pavor noctur-
nus) and confusional arousals. he essence of this
group of parasomnias lies in phenomena of incom-
plete awakening anduncoordinated sleep–wakemech-
anisms [11]. A major discrepancy between the level of
motoric activation and level of consciousness exists,
resulting in inappropriate, bizarre and oten (self-)
injurious behavior. he spectrum of the impairment
of consciousness spans from mild, as seen in confu-
sional arousals, to signiicant and profound, as seen in
some forms of sleepwalking. At the same time,motoric
activity ranges from the seemingly purposeful actions
seen in confusional arousals to clear automatism seen
in sleepwalking and its variants.

Simple confusional arousals may present in the
form of a person who sits up in bed partly awakened,
being unable to orient himself to his whereabouts for
minutes, to more complex behavior such as a person
grabbing a lamp instead of a phone that rings in the
middle of the night or someone running to work with-
out putting his pants on. Described variants of sleep-
walking are even more impressive – from simple lail-
ing of a hand in sleep, to a complex behavior that may
involve driving a vehicle or using a weapon [12–14].

While it is a common belief that a parasomniac is
actually fully asleep while performing these actions,
this is usually not the case. In most cases, parasom-
nic behavior, in particular hypnopompic paroxysmal

Table 9.1 Medical/psychiatric automatisms that may be
sleep-related.

• Epileptic automatisms

• Sleep automatisms (e.g. sleepwalking, sleep terrors,
sleep-related eating, sleep-related sexual behaviors)

• Alcohol and drug-induced automatisms

• Metabolic automatisms (e.g. resulting from hypoglycemia)

• Organic CNS automatisms (e.g. transient global amnesia)

• Psychogenic automatisms (e.g. dissociative disorders, such as
psychogenic fugue)

behavior that features in disorders of arousal, does not
occur in sleep, but instead arises from sleep. Corre-
sponding brain activity shows a run of (usually) dom-
inant delta wave sleep abruptly interrupted by either
light sleep, or more oten, brain activity typical for
awakening obscured by movement artifacts.

here are factors that may precipitate parasomnic
activity, the most common being sleep deprivation,
stress, fever, medications and alcohol/substance abuse.
here is also a signiicant familial pattern with further
increase in incidence if both parents have a history of
parasomnia (Table 9.1).

One interesting sleep disorder that includes com-
plex parasomnia behavior is sleep-related eating. Indi-
viduals who exhibit this unusual behavior ind them-
selves in a situation where they get up in sleep, walk to
the fridge, and indiscriminately eat whatever food they
are able to reach, having no recollection of the event
in the morning. It is important to recognize that an
individual who sufers from this sleep disorder exhibits
highly speciic and stereotypic automatism [15,16].

In the continuum of aberrant nocturnal behavior,
parasomnias fall between neurological disorders, such
as, for example, frontal lobe seizures without a clear
EEG substrate, and psychiatric disorders of the dis-
sociative type. Some seizure disorders (e.g. complex
partial seizures and frontal lobe seizures) can feature
behavior suggestive of parasomnia. At the other end of
the continuum, the dissociative states, such as fugue,
do not stem from sleep pathology. heir incidence is
rare and the connection to pre-sleep, post-sleep or
intervening wakefulness is relatively easy to establish,
even in the case of nocturnal events. here is also a
speciic psychopathology and pattern thatmay include
similar daytime episodes.

In the case of overlapping symptoms, it is not
always easy to establish a correct diagnosis, even ater
extensive testing and examination. It is possible that
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an individual may sufer from two parasomnias at the
same time, or have a parasomnia and concomitant
non-parasomnic sleep disorder [7,17,18].

Sexsomnia
Over the past decade, a large body of evidence has
emerged conirming that sexual behavior can be asso-
ciated with sleep pathology. A signiicant number of
case reports and irst epidemiological [19] and meta
studies [20,21] suggest that sexual behavior in sleep
primarily represents a distinctive variation of known
types of NREM arousal parasomnias. Varieties of sex-
ual behaviors in sleep range from simple automatisms,
such as a brief episode of masturbation, fondling or
sleep talking, to more complex behaviors that may
involve both partners, include sleepwalking, and/or
result in complete intercourse. Both heterosexual and
homosexual contacts are reported. Oten, there is an
alteration of sexual behavior characteristics for the
patient, exhibiting behavior that is atypical during
wakefulness. A relatively prim individual will “talk
dirty” during sexsomnia experiences and, conversely,
some are described to be particularly amorous in the
context of sexsomnia but not so in their regular love-
making. here are examples of a sexsomnia patient
initiating sexual intercourse while asleep and then
abruptly, to the dismay of his partner, terminating the
tryst with what appears to be an unlikely and discon-
nected comment such as “hat’s enough of that” prior
to climaxing. Simple vocalization aside from the sex-
ual moaning may also be present. he duration is typ-
ically the same as in other parasomnias, lasting from
less than a minute to up to 30 minutes and rarely any
longer. In a clinical setting, a gender bias was evident
(more men were seen); however, a recent Internet sur-
vey [19] suggested that femalesmay exhibit this behav-
ior considerablymore than previously thought (31%of
the survey sample were females). Also, in the clinical
setting, the age bias resulted in more patients being in
their 30s and 40s, whereas the survey showed a high
number of adolescent and post-adolescent respon-
dents (age ranging from 15 to 67,more than 80% being
younger than 35).

Sexsomnia causes signiicant physical and psycho-
logical negative consequences in a majority of clini-
cally assessed patients [22]. his is less so when taking
a non-clinical sample into consideration. his could
be explained by the fact that many individuals who
exhibit some form of sexsomnia (and their partners)

do not ind the condition disturbing, while some even
appreciate a break in their usual sexual routines.his is
one of the reasons why the condition remained unrec-
ognized for so long. Another reason lies in the very
nature of the problem: not many clinicians would ask
relevant questions and few patients would volunteer
such delicate information.

A common concern regarding sexsomnia is that
it may result in complete intercourse, which raises a
question whether such behavior can truly arise from
sleep. Sceptics posit that, in men, the adequate penile
erection resulting in an emission requires sexual desire
and sexual arousal, which is accentuated by exter-
nal stimuli and requires a certain level of cognition.
Keeping this in mind, some of the fundamentals of
human physiology need to be revisited in order to bet-
ter understand the incidence of sexsomnia.

he existence of sleep-related penile erections
(SRE) was irst described seven decades ago and con-
stitutes a common sleep phenomenon. As observed by
Karacan et al. [23], SREs primarily occur in REM sleep
but may, in aminority of events, occur in NREM sleep.
Another common sleep phenomenon, albeit typically
associated with puberty and adolescence, are “wet
dreams”, and they include both the SREs and sexual
context through imagery internally generated during
REM sleep. However, dream mentation is not neces-
sarily associated only with REM sleep and can appear
in a number of NREM parasomnias and sleep talk-
ing [11,24].here is some evidence that approximately
one-quarter of apparent “dream mentations” occur in
NREM sleep. hus, both the SREs and dream menta-
tion could be seen in association with NREM sleep.
his may be more so during an incomplete awakening
seen in NREM parasomnias.

A prerequisite for motor aspects of sexsomnia is a
propensity towards dissociation between higher corti-
cal andmotor centers typically seen in all of theNREM
arousal parasomnias. Additional factors precipitating
and perpetuating sexual behavior could be diferent
types of contact stimulation (touching, rubbing) [19],
oten initiated by a bed partner that may, to some
degree, replace or complement rudimentary sexual
imagery.hese points may explain how, in the absence
of a clear sexual motivation guided by higher cortical
structures, complex sexual behavior may emerge and
run its course out of sleep. In the case of simpler sex-
ual behaviors, one can appreciate that in the absence
of sexual arousal (lack of penile erections or vagi-
nal lubrication), sexual automatisms such as groping,
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fondling or sexualizedmoaning could be easily under-
stood. In fact, a compellingly large number of sexsom-
nia patients engage in behaviors that do not reach cli-
max (orgasm or ejaculations) in sleep.

In addition, one should also keep in mind that
the normal sleep-related physiological phenomena of
the sexual type, like morning penile erections that
come with sexual arousal (stemming from a REM
episode immediately preceding awakening), noctur-
nal vaginal lubrication, and “wet dreams” (nocturnal
emission)may happennot only in sleep but also imme-
diately ater awakening. A similar pattern of post-sleep
behaviors occurs in confusional arousals, a type of
NREM arousal parasomnia, which is one of the rea-
sons for the current classiication of sexsomnia as a
distinct variant of parasomnia.

Diagnosis of sexsomnia
Diferent factors may lead to complex sexual behavior
in sleep. As in otherNREMarousal parasomnias, there
is usually a precipitating factor. A common conception
is that sleep deprivation, alcohol or substance abuse
and stress are the major precipitators of parasomnias
[25]. An Internet survey [19] showed that, at least in
the non-clinical setting, leading precipitators are phys-
ical contact, stress and fatigue, while substance abuse
and use of alcohol remained reported by considerably
fewer respondents (4 to 1 in favor of body contact).
he issue of aberrant sexual drive remains unanswered
in the absence of structured research addressing this
issue.

Parasomnia behavior may be described during
oice visits, reported by a family member (a spouse
or parent), a referring physician, a bed partner, or
revealed during polysomnographic studies. Schenk
et al. [20] make a very important point regarding the
inclusion of speciic questions into the standard sleep
questionnaire that is given to patients during the oice
visits. heir proposal to include at least two questions
is well-founded (“Has your libido or sexual activity
changed, either while you are awake, or falling asleep,
or during your sleep?” and “Has your bed partner
observed any sexual vocalizations or sexual behaviors
on your part while you are asleep?”). One of the most
important aspects of clinical assessment is hetero-
anamnestic information from a bed partner (both past
and present) or a witness, which could be extremely
valuable in determining the nature of nocturnal sexual
behavior.he physical examination oten reveals phys-

ical injury to the patient or bed partner (bruises, lacer-
ations, ecchymoses), oten in relation to violent mas-
turbation, aggressive fondling, holding of wrists, etc.
Psychological testingmay reveal thrill-seeking person-
ality traits, negative emotions (guilt, shame, confusion,
denial, anger, embarrassment), as well as ideas of ini-
delity, inadequacy, suspicion or rejection of partners.

Information about medication use does not pro-
vide any conclusive “tipping point” regarding diag-
nostic patterns. A small number of patients have
been reported to be on selective serotonin re-uptake
inhibitor (SSRI) medication (3% of one sample) at the
time of their sexsomnia. In fewer instances, prompting
some caution, patients were on anti-histamines, hor-
monal contraceptives [26], and zolpidem [27].he lat-
ter medication was associated with sexsomnia in two
patients and both the concomitant sleep-eating and
sexsomnia episodes in one of the studied patients [20].
Use of SSRIs in patients who exhibit some form of
sexsomnia merits caution, as it was also reported to
be associated with de novo sexsomnia in a 30-year-
old patient who had repeated episodes ater starting
treatment with escitalopram for his newly diagnosed
depression [28]. Caution should be extended also to
other serotonergic or non-serotonergic [29–31] anti-
depressant medications which could be connected to
NREM parasomnia.

he family history is oten positive for parasomnias
and/or other sleep disorders. Personal history typi-
cally reveals other types of parasomnic behaviors aside
from sexual or other concomitant sleep disorders (up
to 50% of the queried sample [19], with disorders such
as sleep-disordered breathing, insomnia, etc.) or con-
comitant mental disorder (up to 30% of the queried
sample, with the highest incidence of depression and
anxiety disorders).

he polysomnographic investigation may reveal
some type of parasomnic activity most oten related to
SWS and sleep–wake or inter-sleep stage transitions.
Sharp, abrupt, well-delineated SWS/NREM arousals
are oten seen, and they are typically disassociated
from other sleep pathology, such as respiratory events
or limb movements. In a small number of patients
who sufer from concomitant sleep apnoea, causal-
ity between sleep disruption and onset of a parasom-
nic episode has been established, leading to an appro-
priate treatment. Abrupt SWS/NREM arousal itself is
a moderately pathognomonic PSG inding, and con-
irms rather than establishes a diagnosis of parasomnia
[32]. Patients who sufer from an NREM parasomnia
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typically have, on average, up to 50% more slow-wave
sleep than their peers; such a inding in a patient
with sexsomnia could be expected [33]. A hyper-
synchronous delta activity during the pre-paroxysmal
periods has been reported by researchers in associa-
tion to sexsomnia, but its true diagnostic value remains
to be conirmed.

Standard PSG recording with the usual set of 6–8
EEG leads is certainly better than no PSG recording.
However, for proper diagnosis, a full-EEG video PSG
monitoring together with an extensive EMGmonitor-
ing that includes both legs and arms should be car-
ried out. he PSG assessment should be scheduled
for a minimum of two nights and should replicate a
patient’s home sleep pattern in as many elements as
possible, including the bed-sharing that will involve
the patient’s partner in order to induce body contact
and force arousals. In addition, anything obscuring
the view should be removed if the patient is agree-
able. A frank parasomnic activity in the form of the
sexual behavior in sleep is rarely seen, even with a
bed partner present (parasomnic behavior is typically
less frequent in the clinical setting versus the patient’s
home); however, confusional arousals without sexual
content could be expected. If possible, PSG investi-
gation should be scheduled to include both a base-
line and a sleep-deprivation night [34]. When the bed
partner is not available, parasomnic behavior could
be induced (precipitated) by another external arous-
ing stimuli, such as a loud sound [35], administered
during the early NREM SWS, or early NREM stage
2 sleep, if the baseline study showed little or no SWS
(it could be expected, though, that there will be more
SWS present during the recovery night following sleep
deprivation).here is usually complete amnesia for the
parasomnic event, while loose recollection of events
or non-essential recall is present in a small number of
cases. he events may be associated with some form
of dream mentation with or without sexual context.
To an onlooker, patients may act out of character, look
“glassy-eyed”, “mentally absent”, “removed”, or, in gen-
eral, diferent in appearance and afect than during the
“regular” sexual encounters.

In association with overnight PSG assessments,
ancillary tests could be performed when necessary.
hese include urine drug tests, tests to measure blood
levels of medications and alcohol, the Multiple Sleep
Latency Test and psychological tests (Box B). A full
evaluation should also include detailed psychiatric and
neurological assessments.

he sleep studies can be performed in either a sleep
laboratory or, when necessary, in a patient’s home.
hese patients are oten highly motivated and are keen
to go to any lengths in order to ind an answer to their
problem. For some patients, theymay be further moti-
vated by the necessity of having clarity about their con-
dition stemming from a pending legal process. Fears
of intrusion of privacy or embarrassment, or cultural,
educational, or religious predisposition rarely interfere
with procedures and assessments. At the same time,
clinical sensitivity and decorum are paramount.

Clinical course and forensic
implications
Sexsomnia treatment has two objectives. First is
to educate patients concerning their disorder. his
includes steps to ensure better understanding of pre-
cipitating factors and sleep hygiene measures which
are required for further sexsomnia management. his
also involves learning how to provide a safe sleep envi-
ronment, which is the key for preventing unwanted
sexual contact. he majority of sexsomnia patients
who ind themselves sleeping in a new environment
and sharing the premises with someone who is not
their regular bed partner have probably already had
previous sexsomnia experiences, which should help
them to realize the potential dangers of failing to
ensure safe sleeping arrangements. In addition, most
sexsomnia patients also know what precipitates their
parasomnia. Avoidance of such precipitators should
also help in prevention of unwanted sexual contacts.
Further steps are aimed at providing psychological
counseling and support both to patients and to their
families.

he second treatment objective is to provide phar-
macological intervention when necessary, most oten
in the form of clonazepam, a common medication
that is easily administered and titrated. Treatment out-
come when using clonazepam or an alternative com-
mon benzodiazepine is comparable to that of other
NREM arousal parasomnias [4,20,36,37]. Use of SSRIs
should be considered with care, keeping in mind the
potential adverse efect of this group of medication on
sexsomnia.

Treating an underlying medical disorder, such as
sleep apnea, can also improve or eliminate symptoms
of sexsomnia [4,20,35]. Conversely, discontinuation of
treatment (e.g. CPAP) can also lead to the relapse of
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parasomnias in general and sexsomnia in particular
[4].

he level of recidivism in our clinical population
is very low, but this needs to be conirmed in a larger-
scale longitudinal study. he incidence of sexsomnia
is unknown – based on the comparison between sex-
somnia cases and cases of other NREM parasom-
nias in the clinical setting, the incidence of sexsomnia
is estimated at less than 10% of all NREM arousal
parasomnias and perhaps closer to 1–2%.

In general, patients with SBS are at risk of being
charged of sexual ofending or having other legal
implications (close to 8% of the Internet sample [19]),
particularly when minors are participants in their
parasomnic activity. As studies have shown, some sex-
somnia patients exhibited sexual behavior in sleep
that is exclusively or partly oriented towards minors.
his was typically opportunistic behavior in a situation
where the patient was not sleeping with a regular sleep
partner, or when theminor came into the sexsomniac’s
bed. It is not completely clear whether some undiag-
nosed paraphilia (paraphilias, such as pedophilia, are
psychosexual disorders consisting of deviance from
what is considered normal sexuality) played a role in
these cases or whether their actions were mere coin-
cidence. In our practice, we have seen predominantly
selected and complex cases, while the Internet sur-
vey [19] provided for a better understanding of the
non-clinical sample. In this survey, only 6% of the
total sample engaged in a sexual contact with minors
which, if not viewed as opportunistic and coinciden-
tal, is at least comparable to similar paraphilic prefer-
ences in the general population [38,39]. However, until
we have descriptions of more cases, the issue of para-
philia as it relates to sexsomnia will not be answered
satisfactorily.

he pressure to tease out malingering is oten very
high in conditions such as sexsomnia. It is relatively
easy to establish a case of malingering if one has suf-
icient time and appropriate means to evaluate the
patient longitudinally. It is a completely diferent sit-
uation when it comes to retrospectively establishing
malingering in a highly scrutinized medico-legal sit-
uation, which requires a diferent kind of material
evidence. A prudent course of action is for a non-
biased scientist called to serve as an expert witness to
conduct research with due diligence and, ideally, to
provide objective evidence that serves no side in par-
ticular and that could be used by either side without
modiications, adjustments or skewing [40,41]. A

general guide to the process of forming a forensic
opinionwith themnemonic CHESSmay be helpful for
clinicians dealing with legal aspects of sexsomnia and
is given in Box A.

Box A: Forensic opinion formulation

C: formulating the claim

H: establishing a hierarchy of supporting evidence

E: examining the evidence for disclosure

S: studying the evidence

S: synthesizing a revised opinion

Lastly, the issue of an underlying psychiatric condi-
tion is only partially answered by the available data. It
is not possible to recognize a common thread or any
psychiatric condition that repeats more oten in this
group of patients as compared to other types of para-
somnia [16,42–44]. However, some of the data sug-
gest common features among patients, including risk-
taking or “stimulation-seeking” personality traits.

Diferential diagnosis
When it comes to considerations about diagnostic pos-
sibilities in the case of suspected sexsomnia, one’s list
inevitably begins withmalingering.his is particularly
true in highly publicized or legal cases, generating the
need for highly sensitive and speciic diagnostic proce-
dures. Box B gives an overview of the initial assessment
procedures in evaluating a patient with purported
sexsomnia.

Box B: Investigation of a case of sexual activity
when the individual claims to be asleep
� Interview the client, taking an exhaustive psychi-

atric and medical history
� Obtain independent accounts from collateral

sources
� Arrange for a thorough physical examination

along with a full biochemical and hematological

screening
� Obtain past medical and psychiatric records
� Arrange for an electroencephalogram and neu-

roimaging
� Interview relatives of the client
� Obtain the victim’s account
� Arrange for polysomnography
� Consider erotic preference testing
� Consider a blood or urine screen for drug abuse 75
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� Psychological testing with a special emphasis on

personality testing
� Psychodiagnostics
� Evaluate for psychopathy
� Generate a differential diagnosis and rule out

malingering

Tools that we have today are those utilized in most
of the specialized sleep clinics and include thorough
and methodical anamnestic evaluation, and appropri-
ate PSG testing. In the absence of a “silver bullet” –
a simple and reliable test that would unmistakably
diagnose sexsomnia – a structured stepwise process
needs to be considered. A good example are the well-
structured diagnostic guidelines devised byMahowald
et al. in relation to sleep-related violence. With some
modiications, these guidelines could be applied to
the diagnostics of sexsomnia (see Box C). he very
key ingredient is to recognize that no single feature is
likely to deinitely “rule in” or “rule out” sexsomnia.
Almost certainly the evaluation was not present and
the client/patient/subject was not undergoing a PSG
study at the time of the event. It therefore rests on the
conluence of clinical factors discerned and the results
of tests carried out that would allow one to come to an
informed opinion both for clinical and medico-legal
purposes.

Box C: Assessment guidelines for diagnosing
sexsomnia (defined as NREM arousal parasomnia in
accordance to ICSD 2)

(1) There should be a reason (by history of former

polysomnographic evaluation, or assessment per-

formed by an expert sleep physician) to suspect

a bona fide sleep disorder. Similar episodes with

benign or morbid outcome should have occurred

previously.

(2) The duration of the action is usually brief (�30

min).

(3) The behavior is usually abrupt, immediate, impul-

sive and senseless without apparent motivation.

(4) In the case of an unwanted contact, although

ostensibly purposeful, it is inappropriate to the

total situation, out of (waking) character for the

individual, andwithout evidenceof premeditation.

(5) In the case of an unwanted contact, the victim is

someonewhomerely happened to be present and

who may have been the stimulus for the arousal.

(6) Immediately following the return to conscious-

ness, there is perplexity or horror upon realization,

without an attempt to escape or conceal or cover

up the action.

(7) The witness to the event testifies of an apparent

lack of awareness on the part of the individual dur-

ing the sexsomnia episode.

(8) There is usually some degree of amnesia of the

event; however, this amnesia need not be com-

plete.

(9) The sexsomnia act may:

(a) occur upon awakening (rarely immediately

upon falling asleep) – but usually at least one

hour after sleep onset;

(b) occur upon physical/body contact in bed, or

attempts to awaken the subject;

(c) have been potentiated/precipitated by known

factors.

(10) Post-hoc polysomnographic tests show essential

features of NREM arousal parasomnia.

Derived from [40].

Again, a prudent course of action in the case of
suspected malingering is to show due diligence and
to concentrate on available scientiic information, and
not on conjectures.

Sexual behavior in sleep, considering the evidence
that we have insofar, is primarily related to the dis-
order of NREM arousal mechanisms. In a minority
of cases (�10% approximately), such a relation could
not be established. A signiicant number of these cases
pertain to diferent types of (nocturnal) seizures with
sexual behaviors ranging from somatosensory phe-
nomena to simple sexual automatisms. In the case of
temporal lobe seizures, ictal activity originating, typi-
cally, in the dextral limbic section can produce orgas-
mic feelings (“epileptic orgasm”, “orgasmic aura”),
either during an aura or an ictal event. he electrical
or chemical stimulation of the septal section of the lim-
bic system can produce some form of the sexual plea-
sure or arousal. hese indings could be juxtaposed to
the indings of Bassetti et al., who conducted a SPECT
study on a patient with known NREM parasomnia of
the sleepwalking type [45]. heir study showed that,
aside from the increased blood low in the area of the
anterior cerebellum, immediately ater the parasomnic
episode areas of posterior cingulated cortex also show
an increase in blood low, while the large areas of the
cortex remain metabolically quiet. his suggests the
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intricate disassociation of cortical and lower struc-
tures. In the case of sexsomnia, the assumption is
that activation may involve limbic regions adjacent to
the cingular cortex which are the regions that regu-
late sexual arousal. Baird et al. [46] recently identi-
ied six key brain regions that control sexual behav-
ior: three subcortical (septal region, hypothalamus,
ansa lenticularis/pallidus) and three cortical (frontal
lobes, parietal lobes/paracentral lobule and temporal
lobes/amygdala).

he SPECT study of Bassetti et al. showed that the
associative cortical regions remain largely metaboli-
cally quiet and this may provide insight as to why
patients with parasomnia/sexsomnia show changes
in their behaviors, as opposed to the daytime pat-
terns when cognitive functions remain preserved
[45]. hose metabolically quiet structures also include
centers controlling higher-order functions, such as
learning, putting events in sequence and context, dis-
tinguishing between objective reality and intrinsic
experiences and memorizing events, resulting in an
impairment of consciousness during the parasomnic
episode. his is why a person having parasomnia
episodes lacks the cognitive functions to appreciate
the seriousness and appropriateness of his acts, lacks
awareness and has poor recollection of events (and, for
that matter, cannot learn new skills during the para-
somnic episode). On the other hand, some of the sub-
cortical structures of the limbic system adjacent to the
metabolically active region (posterior cingulate gyrus),
as mentioned above, may sustain a similar increase in
activity in predisposed individuals, resulting in a spe-
ciic parasomnic behavior with a sexual component
(Figure 9.1). Such a hypothesis, however, needs to be
tested through corresponding functional neuroimag-
ing studies.Worthy of note is the role of the hypothala-
mus in controlling both the aspects of sexual behavior
and of the sleep–wake system.

Typically for temporal lobe epilepsies, ictal phe-
nomena include sexual emotions (and in the case of
seizures afecting the amygdala, experiential sensory
phenomena), which is usually not the case in “sexual”
seizures limited to other parts of the brain. A small
number of oten poorly documented reports describe
cortical seizures that involve diferent sexual automa-
tisms (groin touching, masturbation, sexual moaning)
or agitated rudimentary sexual behaviors. At the far
end of the sexual behavioral spectrum are frontal and
temporal lobe seizures featuring pelvic thrusting and
similar sexualized movements that are usually eas-

Figure 9.1 The color version of this figure can be found in the
color plate section. Posterior cingulate gyrus (red), active during
sleepwalking, in relation to portion of the limbic system (yellow)
controlling a large segment of sexual behavior.

ily distinguishable from typical sexual behaviors. he
characteristic diurnal distribution of sexual behaviors
and automatisms, and lack thereof, could help dif-
ferentiate seizure from parasomnia. his should be
in conjunction with an extensive 24-h full-EEG and
video monitoring. Nocturnal seizures also have a sig-
niicantly higher rate of anamnestic recall. In regard
to sleep-related frontal lobe seizures, the SPECT stud-
ies showed activation of the anterior cingulated gyrus
associated with ictal activity.

It is useful to have in mind the features of NREM
parasomnias and these are listed in Box D.

Box D: Diagnostic features of NREM parasomnias

Disorientation on awakening

Confusional behavior

Amnesia for the event

Trigger or precipitating event

Modulating or priming factors

Lack of concealment

Out-of-character behavior

Absence of factors suggesting intent

Substantiated clinic history

Absence of EEG abnormalities or PSG markers that

could suggest a non-parasomnic pathology

A second type of sleep-related sexual behavior is
not akin to NREM arousals, but to a diferent type
of parasomnia: that of REM sleep behavior disorder
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(RBD). Equivocal evidence suggests that a small num-
ber of the patients who exhibit sexual or sexualized
behaviors in sleep either sufer from an overlap of
NREM and REM parasomnia but with sexual behav-
iors associated solely with NREM sleep, or the exis-
tence of a mix of sexual behaviors and defensive motor
behaviors typically associated with RBD but without
an EEG/EMG substrate correlating to a clear case of
RBD (perhaps in the form of a sleep-state dissociation)
[8,20,47]. A report describing two patients [20] indi-
cates that they were older males with a neurodegener-
ative disease (Parkinson’s disease), using dopaminer-
gicmedication. Anecdotal evidence also suggestsmore
frequent sexualized phenomena during REM sleep in
the form of brief and stereotypical groin touching,
unrelated to phasic loss of atonia, dream enactment or
other excessive movements during REM sleep. A simi-
lar REMparoxysmwas reported in connection to brief
state-dependent head jerks, which are presently con-
sidered to be a physiological phenomenon [48].

A comprehensive review of conditions featuring
sexual or sexualized behaviors done by Schenck et al.
[20] identiied several conditions that are not sexual
sleep paroxysms in a true sense, but do have vari-
ous levels of association of sexual contents with sleep
and sleep pathology. A non-exclusive list of conditions
starts with Kleine–Levin Syndrome, which features
periodic hypersomnolence, hypersexuality and sexual
disinhibition amongst other symptoms, restless legs
syndrome (masturbation, rhythmic thrusting move-
ments), narcolepsy (sexual hallucinations, cataplec-
tic orgasm), sleep-related painful erections (increased
sexual behaviors), sleep-related dissociative disorders
(various sexual behaviors including attempts to re-
enact past traumatic experiences), and nocturnal psy-
chotic disorders (sexual delusions/hallucinations ater
awakenings), all of which have respective speciic clin-
ical features that make them distinguishable from the
true sexsomnia.

Patients who sufer from sexsomnia are at
higher risk of being charged for sexual ofences
[9,7,14,20,36,49–51]. he legislatures across the world
difer considerably when dealing with this issue, and
those jurisprudent diferences are present even at
national levels. It is to be expected that the outcome
of future legal proceedings will depend not only on
fundamentals of themedical science, but also on polit-
ical, cultural and social considerations [52,53]. Legal
aspects of parasomnias and sexsomnia in particular
will remain an area of debate for many years to come.

Another form of sexual behavior related to sleep
with forensic implications is sex with the sleeping vic-
tim. Since this problem does not have a sleep disorder
in its origin, it will not be further discussed.

Conclusion
As we learn more about parasomnias and about sleep
in general, we understand that sleep and wakeful-
ness do not necessarily exclude each other. Sleep is
not a passive process that involves complete suppres-
sion of mentation, drives, and motoric activity, and
wakefulness does not always correspond to a full
level of consciousness. Instead, the two states may
co-exist at diferent neural levels. Sexsomnia brings
another variable into the parasomnia equation: that
is, of heightened sexual and autonomic arousal result-
ing in speciic behaviors. his condition can take an
emotional and social toll that is not always easy to
bear.

By asking speciic and appropriate questions we
may learn of problems that concern the patient. Elicit-
ing such information is particularly important asmany
patients may be too embarrassed to volunteer details
of this nature – feeling that there is something bizarre
and “unnatural” about their behavior and not realizing
that it falls in the medical domain. his is particularly
true for the conditions that we have described in this
chapter.
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Chapter

10
Medico-legal consequences of parasomnias
Irshaad O. Ebrahim and Colin M. Shapiro

Introduction
And I see men become mad and demented from no
manifest cause and at the same time doing many
things out of place, and I have known many persons
in sleep groaning and crying out, some in a state of
sufocation, some jumping up and leeing out of
doors, and deprived of their reason till they awaken
and aterwards becoming well and rational as before,
although they be pale and weak.
Hippocrates, 400 BC

he parasomnias most frequently associated with
forensic consequences are the disorders of arousal –
confusional arousals, sleepwalking/sleep terrors – and
their variant sexsomnia, parasomnia due to drug or
substance and REM sleep behavior disorder (RBD).
Most of these come to the attention of the courts
because of a violent act resulting in injury, disability
or death for which the accused claims amnesia. he
violence may take the form of verbal, physical or sex-
ual acts, or alternatively, the individualmay be charged
with acts of endangerment, e.g. dangerous driving,
reckless endangerment, driving under the inluence of
drugs and/or alcohol, etc.

Violent behaviors arising from the sleep period
are reported by about 2% of the adult population
[1]. Chapter 2 provides a thorough review of the epi-
demiology of parasomnias. he irst systematic liter-
ature review on sleepwalking violence was published
in 1974 by Alexander Bonkalo, an eminent foren-
sic psychiatrist who reviewed 50 historical reports of
adult sleepwalking violence, 20 cases of murder and 30
related to other criminal acts. In this landmark arti-
cle, the author pointed out several common charac-
teristics of this group: a predominance of men, who
were in the younger age range with a strong child-
hood and/or family history of sleepwalking, nocturnal

enuresis, nightmares, and agitation on awakening. He
was also the irst to propose guidelines for the clinical
and forensic evaluation of these cases [2]. Since then,
there has emerged a signiicant medical literature on
the relationship between violence and sleepwalking.
Severe violence is less common, but there are a num-
ber of cases in which attacks of extreme ferocity have
been recorded resulting in death.heCanadian case of
R. v Parks indicates how complex and prolonged a vio-
lent sleepwalking episode can be [3,4]. More recently
in the UK, the case of R v. Lowe demonstrated the
degree of force possible through sleep-related violence
[5]. Complex cases such as these are rare occurrences
and more than 100 cases of sleep-related killing have
been reported [6–18].

Sleep-related violence
here are numerous historical cases documenting
sleep-related crimes dating back to the seventeenth
century. In 1600, the knight J. v. Gutlingen was awak-
ened from deep sleep by his friend, and in the con-
fusion of awakening stabbed him to death. Gutlingen
was tried by the court of Wiirtenberg, found guilty
of murder and sentenced to death. In 1686, Colonel
Culpeper shot a guardsman and his horse on night
patrol, and was tried at the Old Bailey, where he suc-
cessfully argued that he was still asleep while com-
mitting the crime. he verdict wasmanslaughter while
insane [2].

he irst fully recorded case of a sleep-related mur-
der occurred in Silesia in 1791. A 32-year-old laborer,
Bernard Sehidmaizig, was aroused from deep sleep by
somenoise aroundmidnight. Seeing the dimoutline of
a human shape and in a state of terror, he grabbed an
axe and hit the terrifying igure, and by doing so killed
his wife. In his defense, a professor of law, J. F. Meister,

81he Parasomnias and Other Sleep-Related Movement Disorders, ed. M. J. horpy and G. Plazzi. Published by
Cambridge University Press. C© Cambridge University Press 2010.
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argued that there was no rational motive for this act,
and that the accused was not fully awake at the time
of the murder. He also stated that this homicide was
committed in a condition called “sleep drunkenness”
(Schlatrunkenheit). He pointed out that a person still
sleeping had no free will (“In somno voluntas non erat
libera”) [2].

In 1878, Simon Fraser, a 28-year-old laborer,
aroused from sleep “saw a wild beast . . . jump on the
bed to attack his child.” In great excitement he seized
the object he thought was the animal and dashed it to
the wall; in reality, he killed his 18-month-old son. He
was tried for murder and found not guilty ater a state-
ment by Lord Justice Clerk that the child was killed
when the defendant was unconscious of the nature of
the act “by reason of somnambulism” [7].

In 1933, a 31-year-old ireighter “woke to ind
he was battering his wife’s head with a shovel”. He
reported no memory of getting out of bed or fetching
the shovel, and there was an entire lack of motive as
“he lived amicably with his wife” [13].

he causes and the diferential diagnosis of vio-
lence arising within the sleep period are wide and var-
ied, and some of the more commonly implicated dis-
orders are listed in Table 10.1.

It is important to systematically investigate for all
these possibilities and to always bear a high index of
suspicion for malingering in the assessment of a per-
son charged with violence that may be sleep-related or
who is claiming amnesia for the episode.

A behavior is not a diagnosis – it is a presenting
symptom of one of several possible diagnoses. Phys-
ical violence, sexual violence, dangerous driving, and
self-injury may all occur from a single diagnosis, e.g.
sleepwalking, epilepsy, etc., and rarely from multiple
causes, and there may be several possible explanations
for a single type of behavior.

The law and forensic parasomnias
he legal view on the violent and other criminal
actions arising out of sleep can be traced back to the
middle ages. In 1313 the Council of Vienne (France)
stated that if a sleeper killed or wounded someone,
he was not held culpable. A sixteenth-century Spanish
canonist, Covarrubias, pointed out that acts during
sleep cannot be sinful, except if the person arranges
matters while still awake in a way that he will commit
a particular act during sleep. A seventeenth-century
Dutch jurist, Matthaeus, suggested that those who kill

Table 10.1 The differential diagnosis of sleep-related
violence.

Organic medical and neurologic disorders

A.

B.

C.

D.
E.
F.

Vascular
� Transient global amnesia (including migraine)
Mass lesions
� Increased intracranial pressure
� Deep midline structural lesions
Toxic/metabolic
� Endocrine – thyrotoxicosis
� Hypoxia/carbon monoxide poisoning
� Drugs/alcohol

(intoxication/withdrawal/alcoholic blackouts)
� Thiamine deficiency (Wernicke–Korsakoff

syndrome)
Infectious (limbic encephalitis)
Central nervous system (CNS) trauma
Seizures
� Siezure disorders, e.g. complex partial seizures.
� Nocturnal siezure disorder, e.g. nocturnal

frontal lobe epilepsy

Sleep disorders

A.

B.

C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Disorders of arousal (confusional arousals,
sleepwalking, sleep terrors)
Rapid eye movement (REM) sleep behavior disorder
(RBD)
Nocturnal seizures
Automatic behavior
Narcolepsy and idiopathic CNS hypersomnia
Sleep apnea
Sleep deprivation
Sleep schedule/circadian rhythm disorder
(including jetlag)

Psychogenic disorders

A.

B.
C.
D.

Dissociative states that may arise directly from sleep
� Fugues
� Multiple personality disorder
� Psychogenic amnesia
Post-traumatic stress disorder
Malingering
Munchausen by proxy

while sleepwalking should be punished only if they
harbored enmity toward their victim while awake.
Mackenzie (1636–91), in his Discourse Upon the Laws
of Scotland, agreed that those who “commit any crime
whilst they sleep, are compared to infants . . . and there-
fore are not punisht . . . ,” except if there is enmity or
fraud [2].

In the UK and common law jurisdictions, a person
cannot be found guilty of an ofence unless it is proved
that the defendant has committed a criminal act (actus
reus) and that he had a knowing intent to commit that
act (mens rea). For a person to be convicted, both these
elements – i.e. the physical part of the ofence (actus
reus) and the state of mind aspects (mens rea) – need
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to be present. “Actus non fecit reus mens sit rea”: the
deed does not make a man guilty unless his mind is
guilty [22,23,24].

Unless the ofence is a statutory one which carries
an absolute liability (e.g. driving with a raised blood
alcohol level), the doctrine ofmens rea, or the presence
of a guilty mind, can only be negated by three consid-
erations:

1. the mind is not guilty because it is innocent (as in
the case of mental retardation),

2. the mind is diseased,

3. at the time of the act there was an absence of mind
(automatism).

In the USA, in order to secure a conviction in a crim-
inal trial under he American Law Institute’s Model
Penal Code (MPC), the prosecutionmust prove all ele-
ments in the deinition of the ofense. Most impor-
tantly, for each ofense element, the prosecution needs
to establish:

1. that the conduct was voluntary; and

2. that the defendant acted with culpability, i.e.
purposely (i.e. with intent), knowingly, recklessly
or negligently.

hese objective elements therefore include the conduct
required for the ofense as well as the circumstances
and results of that conduct [19].

Voluntary conduct (also called the voluntary
act requirement)
Under Section 2.01 of the MPC, the Requirement of
Voluntary Act, the code states that:

1. A person is not guilty of an ofense unless his
liability is based on conduct which includes a
voluntary act or the omission to perform an act of
which he is physically capable.

2. he following are not voluntary acts within the
meaning of this section: a relex or convulsion; a
bodily movement during unconsciousness or
sleep; conduct during hypnosis or resulting from
hypnotic suggestion; or, a bodily movement that
otherwise is not a product of the efort or
determination of the actor, either conscious or
habitual.

he MPC’s voluntary act requirement states that
the “conduct that constitutes the ofence must include
a voluntary act” – if it does the requirement is fulilled,

if it does not, there is no ofense (apart from omis-
sions).his deinition of “voluntariness” has been chal-
lenged, and a more comprehensive deinition of the
voluntary act requirement was proposed by the emi-
nent academic Joel Feinberg: “an act is fully volun-
tary when it is a product of the actor’s rational capa-
cities without undue ignorance or impairment on the
part of the actor or excessive pressure from the envi-
ronment.” hus voluntariness should be viewed as
a matter of degree rather than a threshold concept
[20].

Culpability
In addition to proving that a criminal act was volun-
tary, the state has to prove that the defendant acted
with culpability, i.e. it has to establish that the defen-
dant acted purposely (i.e. with intent), knowingly,
recklessly, or negligently regarding each material ele-
ment of the ofense.

When the state has satisied both the voluntary act
and culpability requirements, the defendantmay avoid
liability by providing a general defense.

In the USA, there are two broad categories of
defense.

1. Failure-of-proof defenses: including the Voluntary
Act and Culpability requirements (above).

2. General Defenses (including the defense of speciic
excuses involving an excusing condition such as
epilepsy, somnambulism) regarding particular
conduct. Legal scholars contend that the excuse
must involve a disability that the actor has that
causes the excusing condition. his disability must
be conirmed on the basis of observable indicators
(excluding the conduct from which the actor is
seeking to be excused). he present scientiic and
medical knowledge base in forensic sleep
medicine oten cannot fully satisfy the legal
community’s demand for concrete conirmation
and objective evidence of the excusing condition.

he insanity defense and automatism (i.e. the
sleepwalking defense) remain relevant to criminal lia-
bility today, but the MPC deinitions still rely on ideas
that have not kept up to date with developments in
neuroscience. his, combined with the inability to
adequately deine “consciousness,” or for that matter
even “voluntariness,” has led to a theoretical founda-
tion of defenses within the legal context that remains
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contentious. here is a need for the legal and med-
ical view to coalesce as the current deinitions lead
inevitably to confusion and may at times lead to com-
promises in the delivery of justice [19,21].

The McNaghten Rules and the
insanity defense
he McNaghten Rules (pronounced, and sometimes
spelled, McNaughton) arose from the attempted assas-
sination of the British Prime Minister, Robert Peel, in
1843 by Daniel McNaghten who instead killed Peel’s
private secretary. McNaghten was clearly mentally ill
and sufered from paranoid delusions. A panel of
judges formulated the rules or tests for juries to con-
sider in cases where a defendant pleads insanity. he
rules so formulated as McNaghten’s Case 1843 10 C
& F 200 have formed the basis for criminal liability in
relation tomentally disordered defendants in common
law jurisdictions ever since.

he most important of these rules states that:

the jurors ought to be told that in all cases every man is presumed to

be sane, and to possess a suicient degree of reason to be responsible

for his crimes, until the contrary be proved to their satisfaction; and

that to establish a defence on the groundof insanity, itmust be clearly

proved that, at the time of committing the act, the party accused

was labouring under such a defect of reason, from disease of the

mind, as not to know the nature and quality of the act he was doing;

or, if he did know it, that he did not know he was doing what was

wrong.

When these rules are satisied, the accused may be
found not guilty by reason of insanity (NGRI), and the
sentence may be a mandatory or discretionary period
of treatment in a secure hospital, or otherwise at the
discretion of the court.

he insanity defense is recognized in Australia,
Canada, England and Wales, Scotland, South Africa,
the European Union (EU), New Zealand, the Repub-
lic of Ireland, and most US states with the exception
of Montana, Idaho, and Utah. hese three states have
abolished the insanity defense entirely without aban-
doning the culpability requirement, and evidence of
psychological/psychiatric dysfunction is only admis-
sible when it is relevant to failure-of-proof defenses.
Somnambulism (sleepwalking) has been treated by
some states in the US as a form of insanity, and defen-
dant(s) have succeeded in being found NGRI through
the use of the McNaghten Rules [21–24].

The insanity defense in the USA
heMPC deines the criteria for NGRI thus:

[a] person is not responsible for criminal conduct if at the time of

such conduct as a result of mental disease or defect he lacks sub-

stantial capacity either to appreciate the criminality [wrongfulness]

of his conduct or to conform his conduct to the requirements of the

law.

his set of tests is used in most jurisdictions in
the US, as it addresses volitional impairment and
requires that the defendant lacks substantial (rather
than complete) capacity. It also substitutes “know”
from the McNaghten Rules with “appreciate”, provid-
ing a broader and more contextualised evaluation of
the defendant’s actions [19].

In 1982, some US states changed the criteria for
the NGRI defense. he California electorate passed
Proposition 8 and within Section 25(b) of the Califor-
nia Penal Code, a defendant is exculpated under the
NGRI defense only when

he or she was incapable of knowing or understanding the nature and

quality of his or her act and of distinguishing right fromwrong at the

time of the commission of the ofense. [21]

In 1986, the US Federal Government adopted its
irst NGRI statute authorizing the NGRI inding only
when “the defendant, as a result of severe mental dis-
ease or defect, was unable to appreciate the nature
and quality or the wrongfulness of his acts.” Current
federal law has eliminated the second prong of the
MPC insanity statutes – the control of conduct ele-
ment; one may therefore be innocent in a state court
and guilty in a federal court, with exactly the same
facts.

The insanity defense in the UK and common
law jurisdictions
In the UK, the NGRI defense is included within the
rubric of automatism where it is classed as insane
automatism, which utilises the McNaghten tests.
he defendant is exculpated if the McNaghten criteria
are fulilled, i.e. that he or she was:

1. sufering from a disorder of reason,

2. caused by a disease of the mind, such that,

3. s/he did not know the nature and quality of
his/her act or that it was wrongful.
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Automatism
he seminal legal deinition is that of Lord Denning in
Bratty v. A-G for Northern Ireland:

an act which is done by themuscles without any control by themind,

such as a spasm, a relex action, or a convulsion; or an act done by a

person who is not conscious of what he is doing, such as an act done

while sufering from concussion or while sleepwalking.

Fenwick provides a comprehensive medical deinition
of automatism:

An automatism is an involuntary piece of behaviour over which

an individual has no control. he behaviour is usually inappropri-

ate to the circumstances, and may be out of character for the indi-

vidual. It can be complex, co-ordinated and apparently purposeful

and directed, though lacking in judgment. Aterwards the individ-

ual may have no recollection or only a partial and confused mem-

ory for his actions. In organic automatisms there must be some

disturbance of brain function suicient to give rise to the above

features. [22]

Automatism in the USA

Legally, automatism has been deined by the courts
in the USA as “a defense against criminal liability
for those defendants who perform illegal conduct in
a state of unconsciousness or semi-consciousness.”
It may also apply to “behavior performed in a state
of mental unconsciousness or dissociation without
full awareness, i.e. somnambulism, fugue.” Although
the automatism defense classically involves condi-
tions such as convulsions, relexes and other acts that
are performed without any conscious direction, the
defense also applies to those who perform com-
plex actions in a coordinated, directed fashion, but
with substantially reduced awareness – hence courts
have recognized this defense in cases in which the
defendant’s impaired consciousness was associated
with epilepsy, somnambulism, concussion, physical or
emotional trauma [21].

here is a lack of general consensus on the automa-
tism defense in the USA. Some courts have held that
automatism is a variation of the general defense of
excuses interpreting the disorder as a defect of reason
that prevented the defendant from knowing the nature
and quality of his actions (People v. Higgins), other
courts have accepted automatism as a form of insan-
ity (Tibbs v. Commonwealth). Still others have accepted
automatism as a separate defense speciically exclud-
ing insanity as part of the description (People v.Martin,
Fulcher v. State). In Jones v. State, the court addressed

automatism as a failure-of-proof defense that goes to
the voluntary act requirement of the MPC stating that
“automatism applies to involuntary acts totally beyond
the control and knowledge of the defendant”.heMPC
includes somnambulism and convulsions as condi-
tions that fail to meet the voluntary act requirements
that can give rise to an automatism defense [21].

The British and common law view

he British courts divide automatism into two types –
non-insane and insane automatism. Non-insane
automatisms (sometimes called sane) are legally
deined as arising from an external cause, e.g. a blow to
the head or a bee sting, whereas insane automatisms
are deined as arising from an internal factor (such
as a brain disorder, for example a stroke or epilepsy).
In Canada, automatism is classed as either mental
disorder automatism (equivalent to insane in the UK)
or non-mental disorder automatism (equivalent to
non-insane in the UK). In Canada, sleepwalking is
held to be a non-mental disorder (sane) automatism,
and in the UK it is held to be insanity.

he history of the automatism defense and the sane
vs. insane paradigms is best illustrated by examin-
ing the key legal cases. In 1955, in the case of R v.
Charlson, the defendant assaulted his son and threw
him out of a window. He was found to have a brain
tumor and epilepsy, and the court accepted that his
actions were a result of these conditions which were
then legally deined as sane automatisms. he defen-
dant was acquitted, as it was held at the time that
a brain tumor and epilepsy could not be classed as
insanity.

However, two years later, in the case of R v. Kemp,
where the defendant, who sufered from cerebrovascu-
lar disease, assaulted his wife with a hammer, the court
found that the most likely explanation for his behavior
was an automatic act carried out due to a “disease of
the mind”, and therefore this was an insane automa-
tism. his was contrary to the conclusion reached in
the Charlson case where a disease of the mind was
judged sane.As a result of theKemp case, organic brain
diseasewas classed as insane automatism, as the behav-
ior arose from an internal cause. his was conirmed
for sleepwalking in the case of R v. Burgess, as it was
held on the medical evidence in this case that sleep-
walking was a disease of mind and hence an insane
automatism; and again in 1983, for epilepsy in the case
of R v. Sullivan.
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In the case of Bratty v. A-G for N. Ireland in 1963,
Bratty, charged with killing a girl who was a passen-
ger in his car by strangulation, claimed hewas epileptic
and in an automatic state as a defense. LordDenning of
the appeal court ruled that any mental disorder which
hadmanifested itself in violence andwas prone to recur
was a disease of the mind and an insane automatism.
Furthermore, Lord Denning wanted to make certain
that those individuals who were habitually violent due
to a medical condition would be detained in hospital.
He said: “At any rate, it is the sort of disease for which
a person should be detained in hospital rather than
being given an unqualiied acquittal.” his view was
reinforced again in the case of R v. Sullivan, where it
was reasoned that the insanity defense in the UK was
intended to protect the public from recurrences of dan-
gerous conduct, and Sullivan, an epileptic, was detained
in a mental hospital.

he 1973 case of R v. Quick has also contributed to
the present deinition of automatism. Quick, a psychi-
atric nurse, had insulin-dependent diabetes and had
been charged with assaulting a patient whilst hypo-
glycemic following a small breakfast and ater taking
alcohol. Since this was a consequence of an insulin
injection (an external factor), the plea of sane automa-
tism was made.his was upheld in the court of appeal,
since it was felt that diabetes per se did not cause a dis-
ease of the mind, but the insulin that was prescribed
did (i.e. an external factor).

Importantly, the court in R v. Quick also stated
that external factorswithin the control of the individual
(alcohol/drugs) would not constitute a defense where
the incapacity was self-induced, i.e. where recklessness
can be shown. In Scotland, the case of Finnegan v. Hey-
wood has reinforced this contention of recklessness,
where it was held that as the sleepwalker knew that
drinking alcohol precipitated his sleepwalking attacks,
sleepwalking could not be used as a defense as he was
responsible for taking the alcohol and was aware of the
consequences of alcohol consumption [22–24].

he legal deinition, however, does not contain any
reference to an illness being acute or chronic. In R v.
Kemp, in discussing the cerebral arteriosclerosis which
was said to have caused the automatism at the time of
the ofence, Lord JusticeDevlin said: “Inmy judgement
the condition of the brain is irrelevant. So is the ques-
tion of whether the condition of the mind is curable
or incurable, transitory or permanent. . . .Temporary
insanity is suicient to satisfy them” (the McNaghten
Rules) [22].

In Scotland, a landmark ruling in the 1991 case
of Ross v. HM Advocate still forms the basis of
the sane automatism defense. Ross had consumed
beer that had been laced with LSD and subsequently
assaulted another person. he defence was based
on the involuntary ingestion of drugs resulting in
automatism due to an external factor. he High Court
found that the essential requirements needed for this
type of defense were that the accused must have
experienced a “total alienation of reason amount-
ing to a complete absence of self control” due to
“some external factor which was outwith the accused’s
control [and] which he was not bound to fore-
see” [25].

he 1989 Crimes Bill in New Zealand started mov-
ing the automatism debate from the mens rea test of
automatism to the actus reus test, and states that “the
real test is one of involuntariness. If the accused was
not wholly unconscious but nevertheless acted invol-
untarily, he or she would be protected from criminal
responsibility . . . ” [26].

In Canada in 1971, the automatism defense was
extended to include automatism induced by psycho-
logical trauma, a state of dissociation also referred to
as psychological blow automatism. he irst Supreme
Court case dealing with psychological blow automa-
tism was R. v. Rabey. In the Supreme Court of Canada
case of R. v. Stone, a 42-year-old man accused of mur-
dering his wife while apparently in a dissociative state
raised the defenses of provocation and non-insane
automatism based on a psychological blow. he jury
ruled that the accused was not sufering from a dis-
ease of the mind and the accused was convicted of
manslaughter. he law of automatism was rewritten
in the Stone case. Before the case, unconsciousness
was viewed as the predominant element in a state of
automatism.heStone case clariied that unconscious-
ness need not exist in a state of automatism; rather, the
important element in automatism is whether criminal
behavior is involuntary or not. Automatism was rede-
ined as a state of impaired consciousness in which an
individual, though capable of action, has no voluntary
control over that action, and two types of automatism
were delineated (insane and non-insane). It was also
determined that a single approach to all cases involv-
ing claims of automatism should be taken, as automa-
tism may arise in diferent contexts, i.e. psycholog-
ical blow automatism, somnambulism, and extreme
intoxication (e.g. alcoholic blackout) akin to a state of
automatism.
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he Canadian court in Stonemade another funda-
mental shit in the law on automatism in terms of the
burden of proof. In R v. Parks, it was the Crown who
had the onus to prove all aspects of the act whereas in
the Stone case the airmative onus was on the defense
to prove voluntariness, or lack thereof.

Commentators have also stressed a need for the tri-
ers of fact to consider whether the defendant poses a
continuing danger to the community and the responsi-
bility of the court to take a holistic approach, with the
overarching concern beingwhether societal protection
requires the defendant to undergo medical treatment
and, if so, the inding should be one of mental dis-
order (insane) automatism. his was demonstrated in
2008 when the Canadian Court of Appeal ruled that a
defendant previously acquitted due to non-mental dis-
order automatism and reclassiied to a verdict of Not
Criminally Responsible on Account of Mental Disor-
der should have regular monitoring by mental health
professionals (R v. Luedecke).

In the UK, since the amendment of the Crimi-
nal Procedure (Insanity and Unitness to Plead) Act
(1991), by the Domestic Violence, Crime and Victims
Act 2004, it matters less whether the classiication is
sane or insane automatism, except where there is a
statutory sentence. he Act now allows the judge, in
the case of insane automatism, to give an absolute dis-
charge, a supervision order, or send the defendant to
hospital with, if necessary, a restriction order (Section
41of the 1983 Mental Health Act), which can prevent
the release of the defendant for life without the spe-
cial permission of the Home Secretary. If the court
inds the defendant not guilty due to sane automatism,
then there can only be an absolute discharge. In these
circumstances the only point is whether sleepwalkers
should be classiied as insane in the interests of public
safety [27–30].

The role of the sleep expert
he discipline of forensic sleep medicine is at an
embryonic stage. he majority of medical-scientiic
data exist in the form of small case series and case
reports. he methodological and ethical diiculties
in obtaining highly valid prospective data have been
commented on by several experts. To provide an
expert opinion, the expert must have detailed knowl-
edge of the current developments in medicine, neuro-
psychology and neuroscience that explain how behav-
iors may occur without complete awareness, as well

as an understanding of the limitations and controver-
sies surrounding the legal demands made by prosecu-
tors and/or defense attorneys. It is thus important that
experts providing evidence for apparent sleep-related
forensic cases be acutely aware of and follow guidelines
laid down by their respective professional and regu-
latory bodies in their particular jurisdictions [4,8,11,
30–34].

The American view
he adversarial judicial system in the USA pits two
parties – the defense and the prosecution – against
each other. It is no surprise, then, that expert witnesses
being retained by either the defense or the prosecu-
tion may be tempted to become a paid advocate for
the party that engaged their services. he courtroom
can thus become fertile ground for the appearance of
“junk science”, pitting expert witness advocates against
each other with winning the case rather than reveal-
ing truth or delivering justice being the main moti-
vation. he Federal Rules of Evidence describe stan-
dard procedures for expert testimony in federal courts.
hese rules, which were clariied by the United States
Supreme Court inDaubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceu-
ticals, Inc., and Kumho Tire Co., Ltd. v. Carmichael,
restrict the intrusion of junk science, unreliable data,
and inlammatory evidence into expert testimony.he
Daubert ruling changed judicial analysis in the USA
in that courts are duty bound to examine the scientiic
validity of the evidence and notmerely the conclusions
of the experts [35–38].

In response to the need for further clarity on
these matters from a medical professional’s perspec-
tive, the American Academy of Neurology (AAN)
recently published updated guidelines on the qualii-
cations and conduct of expert testimony [37].

Several commentators have recommended that
sleep experts volunteer to serve as a court-appointed
expert whose primary function is scientiic educa-
tion of lawyers, judges and juries, rather than one
appointed by either the prosecution or defense. his
role as amicus curae is to be encouraged and is a pre-
ferred route that would promote scientiic objectivity
[4,32,34].

he American Medical Association (AMA) has
previously stated that expert witness testimony should
be considered practice of medicine, and therefore sub-
ject to peer review. Good science must be determined
by scientiic consensus based on the best up-to-date
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and available data, and not only by the credentials of
the expert witness [38,39].

A recent commentary recommends that “the best
the medical expert can do is to provide an opinion
that the condition is either ‘highly unlikely,’ ‘likely,’
or ‘highly likely,’ or that there are ‘insuicient data to
assess likelihood’” [34].

In the USA, it is within the judge’s responsibil-
ity to determine the legitimacy of scientiic evidence
(and expertise) before admitting it. he gatekeeping
power (and responsibility) of judges to exclude evi-
dence based upon subjective belief or unsupported
speculation is an important iltering efect that enti-
tles trial judges to throw out “opinion evidence” from
experts that is not backed by solid science [36–38].

The British and common law view
In the UK in the late 1990s, a thorough review was
undertaken of the Civil Justice system by Lord Woolf.
he result of this review was the introduction of he
Civil Procedure Rules (CPR), the rules of civil proce-
dure used by the courts in civil cases in England and
Wales. Part of this review introduced and deined the
speciic roles and duties of expert witnesses under sec-
tion CPR 35.3.

he most important requirement is one of impar-
tiality. Experts must not regard themselves as advo-
cates whose function is to promote the case of the
instructing party.heir task is to assist theCourt to deal
with cases justly. So it matters not whether they have
been instructed by the prosecution or the defense, the
expert’s report is for the Court and not for the party
that instructed them. Furthermore, it is encouraged
by the courts that experts provide a single joint report
outlining all the facts of the case. his was illustrated
by Lady Butler-Sloss: “As part of the attempt in the
Civil Procedure Rules to move away from gladiatorial
matches between partial witnesses, parties are increas-
ingly encouraged to instruct a single joint expert. Such
an expert can be appointed either by agreement or by
order of the Court . . . this approach not only encour-
ages a less adversarial approach to proceedings . . . and
reduces delays” [38,40,41].

In 2005, the Civil Justice Council in England pub-
lished the Protocol for the Instruction of Experts to Give
Evidence in Civil Claims based on the CPR princi-
ples. Under section 4, Duties of Experts, it outlines
the following test of independence of the expert: “a
useful test of ‘independence’ is that the expert would

express the same opinion if given the same instruc-
tions by an opposing party. Experts should not take it
upon themselves to promote the point of view of the
party instructing them or engage in the role of advo-
cates.”With regard to the expert’s opinion, it states that
experts should “indicate if an opinion is provisional, or
qualiied, or where they consider that further informa-
tion is required or if, for any other reason, they are not
satisied that an opinion can be expressed inally and
without qualiication” [42].

his overriding duty to the court, the principle
of impartiality and independence from the engaging
party, was demonstrated in the sleep-related violence
case of R v. Lowe, where the court requested a single
joint report from the experts. More importantly, in the
single joint report all possible scenarios were provided
including the following:

1. he actions being conscious and motivated, i.e.
that the defendant was lying or malingering.

2. he actions being part of an alcohol intoxicated
state.

3. he actions were part of an automatism arising
from a confusional arousal/sleepwalking episode.

4. he actions were part of an automatism arising
from an epileptic episode.

5. A combination of the above.

he experts listed the factors for and the factors against
each possibility, and let the decision on weighting
each possibility to the judge and jury based purely
on the facts presented and behaviors described. his
avoided venturing into hypothetical issues of psychol-
ogy or intent and encouraged a serious, factually based
debate focused on educating the court and delivering
justice [5].

Over the past decade, Australia, New Zealand,
South Africa and Canada have also instituted similar
rules to the CPR of England and Wales [43,44].

Canadian courts have gone a step further and cited
the American Daubert case favorably, thus increas-
ing judicial gatekeeping in assessing the validity of
expert evidence.he Canadian Supreme Court has set
four criteria for admissibility of expert testimony: rel-
evance, necessity, absence of an exclusionary rule, and
proper qualiications of the expert [36,38].

A recently published method to help experts
maintain independence and provide unbiased testi-
mony – the CHESS method for forensic opinion for-
mulation – contains ive steps: C, formulating the claim
(preliminary opinion); H, establishing a hierarchy of
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supporting evidence; E, examining the evidence for
exposure; S, studying the evidence; and S, synthesizing a
revised opinion. he authors suggest that this method
provides a framework for formulating, revising, and
identifying limitations of opinions, which will allow
experts to incorporate neutrality into forensic opin-
ions [45].

The assessment of sleep-related
violence
heassessment of a person accused of a violent act that
may have arisen from sleep requires a systematic and
thorough evaluation of all possible diagnoses.he core
clinical presentation in purported sleep-related vio-
lence is one of amnesia for a violent ofense. It follows
then that the assessment and investigation of apparent
sleep-related violence should include investigating for
all possible causes of amnesic-related violence [46].

he common conditions implicated in apparent
sleep-related violence are:

1. he Parasomnias

a. Disorders of Arousal (DOA) – Confusional
Arousal, Sleepwalking/Sleep Terror

b. Parasomnia due to Drug or Substance

c. REM Sleep Behavior Disorder

d. Sexsomnia

2. Epilepsy

3. Alcohol- or Substance-Related Violence

4. Dissociation

5. Malingering

The parasomnias
he clinical assessment and investigation of the para-
somnias are dealt with in Chapters 3–5. Speciic
parasomnias of relevance to the forensic context are
described in Chapters 6–9, 11–14, 17 and 21, 29 and
30.

NREM parasomnias – disorders of arousal

For the diagnosis of NREM parasomnias in the foren-
sic assessment of sleep-related violence, the following
additional guidelines are useful.

1. here should be disorientation on awakening. A
straight arousal into clear consciousness is
unlikely to occur on awakening from a
somnambulistic automatism.

2. Confusional behavior should occur. Any witness to
the entire event should report inappropriate
automatic behavior, preferably with an element of
confusion.

3. here is usually complete amnesia for the event.
Memories are poorly recorded during stage 3 and
4 sleep and equally poorly recalled. It is, however,
possible for fragments of distorted memory to be
retained.

4. Trigger or precipitating factors are important, such
as the presence of an internal factor such as
Sleep-Disordered Breathing (SDB) and Periodic
Limb Movements (PLMs). he presence of
external factors such as noise or physical contact
or touch due to proximity may also trigger
sleepwalking. Sleepwalking occurs usually due to
something “going bump in the night” and hence
the victim is frequently someone who just
happened to be present and who may have been
the stimulus, through touch, pressure, or noise for
the violent episode [5,47,48].

5. Modulating or Priming Factors including the use
of alcohol, drugs (prescribed and recreational),
cafeine, prior sleep deprivation, disruption of the
circadian sleep–wake pattern and the presence of
a recent stressful life event(s) have been reported
to be associated with an increase in sleepwalking
episodes and sleep-related violence. Even in the
presence of a modulating/priming factor, a trigger
factor is still necessary for a sleepwalking episode
to occur [49–51].

6. Concealment. here should be no attempt at
concealment. Attempts to conceal the incident
suggest the presence of consciousness and intent.

7. Out of character behavior. he behavior is almost
always out of character for the individual. hus
sleep-related violence in a sleepwalker usually
occurs in individuals who have never or rarely
previously shown violent behavior during
wakefulness and are usually “of good character”
[2].

8. Absence of any factors suggesting intent. Evidence
of pre-planning, motivation, and behaviors
reported during the event that suggest conscious
motivation all point a non-sleep-related cause of
the violence.

In the forensic context, sleep laboratory studies
(polysomnography, PSG) will add value by excluding
or identifying possible trigger factors or other organic
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causes for the behavior, e.g. SDB, PLMs, etc. In addi-
tion, the PSG is essential to diagnose RBD and epilepsy
(see below) [5,34,52].

It must be emphasized that as in the diagnosis
of any medical condition, the diagnosis does not rest
purely on the results of investigations, but rather on
the analysis of all data including the history, physi-
cal examination of mental state, cognitive state, col-
lateral information from family and professionals, and
the results of tests and investigations. he facts of
the case and the behavior during the “event” are very
important, and all must it that of a DOA. A normal
PSG does not exclude the diagnosis of sleepwalking,
nor can sleep studies provide conirmation or exclu-
sion that a person was sleepwalking at the time of the
alleged crime, but can only point to the likelihood of
the diagnosis in combinationwith a substantiated clin-
ical history and thorough clinical evaluation of the
individual.

REM sleep behavior disorder (RBD)

he history, clinical features, investigation and treat-
ment of RBD are dealt with in Chapter 14. he prior
history of violent enactment of dreams, recall of the
dreams, the history from the bed partner and the ind-
ing of the loss of REM atonia on the PSG will con-
irm the diagnosis. Where there are secondary causes
such as medication, the medical history and sequence
of symptomswill usuallymake clear the temporal rela-
tionship symptoms and commencement of ofending
substance.

he secondary causes of RBD that may be of
relevance to the forensic context are alcohol with-
drawal, stimulant abuse, psychotropic medication and
the association with major stressful events. Issues that
are likely to be brought to the fore in the medico-legal
arena will be those to do with future risk of harmful
behavior andprognosis. As idiopathicRBD iswell con-
trolled with medication and the risk of further neuro-
logical disease well-documented, the court is likely to
recommend ongoing medical surveillance [33,53].

Epilepsy
Epilepsy is an important, although infrequent, cause
of violence and an essential consideration in the
diferential diagnosis of apparent sleep-related vio-
lence. Chapter 30 deals with the clinical presentation,
assessment and treatment of sleep-related epilepsy.

The neurophysiological relationship between epilepsy

and DOA

In an attempt to provide a theoretical explanation for
the complex motor symptoms characterizing noctur-
nal frontal seizures, Tassinari and coworkers hypoth-
esized that the paroxysmal activity arising from the
epileptogenic area acts as a trigger by the release of
the central pattern generators (CPGs) that allow innate
motor behaviors to emerge. Considering the similarity
between epileptic events and some parasomnias (espe-
cially somnambulism), they speculate that the activa-
tion of the CPGs also plays a role in producing para-
somnic behavior, stating that “irrespective of whether
the trigger is an epileptic phenomenon or a sleep-
related dysfunction, the resulting motor event is still
the same and consists in the activation of repetitive
motor patterns which represent innate motor behav-
iors” [54–56].

Clinical diferentiation between epilepsy and DOA

Epilepsy and parasomnias not only share many com-
mon clinical presentations, but have also been treated
in a similar manner by the law. Clinical diferentiation
between nocturnal frontal lobe epilepsy (NFLE) and
the disorders of arousal (DOA) is diicult and some-
times impossible on clinical grounds alone for the fol-
lowing reasons.

Behavioral manifestations

he patterns are frequently similar, both in terms of
the timing and the nature of the behavior. Epilep-
tic interictal discharges are inluenced by the state of
arousal and seizures may be precipitated by sleep or
occur primarily in certain sleep stages. Drowsiness and
NREM sleep EEG activity facilitate the propagation
and synchronization of epileptiform discharges, which
in turn facilitate the clinical manifestation of seizures.
Episodic nocturnal wanderings (ENW), a variant of
NFLE, begin with a sudden awakening associated with
movements followed by agitated somnambulism and
violent motor behavior.his may be impossible to dis-
tinguish from a violent sleepwalking episode.

Witness description

A reliable description of motor events occurring dur-
ing the night is oten diicult to obtain from a witness
or bed partner because observers may be lacking or, if
present, not fully awake and reliable.
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Reliability of diagnostic criteria

he available standard diagnostic criteria for noctur-
nal motor episodes lack reliability in the case of sev-
eral parasomnias, and for NFLE are still in develop-
ment [57].

Comorbidity, coexistence and natural history of DOA and NFLE

he possible coexistence of nocturnal parasomnic
attacks in epileptic patients or their families and the
inding that up to a third of the patients with NFLE
have a history of sleep terrors, sleepwalking, sleep
talking, rhythmic movement disorder and enuresis
presents further diiculties in diferentiating the two
conditions. Parasomnic attacks have also been shown
to bemore common in patients withNFLE and in their
family compared to controls [58–60].

DOA can usually be distinguished from seizures
by their exclusive occurrence in sleep combined with
the low rate of same-night recurrence and the non-
stereotypical pattern of movements. he history of
NREM parasomnias (early age of onset, decrease in
frequency or disappearance ater puberty, and rare
episodes of long duration) difers from that of NFLE.
NFLE, which irst occurs between the ages of 10 and
20 years and oten persists into adulthood, manifests
frequently with complex and repetitive behavior of
short duration and has a tendency for multiple same-
night recurrences that occur in a stereotyped fashion
with tremor, dystonia, ballism or abnormal move-
ments present during the attack. he recent descrip-
tion of a possible variant of DOA, status parasomnicus,
may make this clinical diferentiation even more dii-
cult [61,62].

Video-polysomnography (V-PSG) monitoring
together with careful history-taking may thus rep-
resent the only tool to distinguish NFLE from other
non-epileptic paroxysmal motor disorders of sleep.
It is recommended that V-PSG and a full bipolar
EEG montage (according to the International 10–20
System) be mandatory in all subjects with a complex
motor presentation arising within the sleep period and
some authors suggest a minimum 72-h observation
period [60–63].

Alcohol- or substance-related violence
Violence due to alcohol and substance use is far more
common than violence due to parasomnia and epilep-
tic violent behaviors. Violence due to alcohol and/or

substance use can occur during the intoxication or
withdrawal.

Alcohol-related violence

Alcohol-related violence is usually the result of intox-
ication and less frequently due to withdrawal or
seizures. Violent or criminal behaviormay also accom-
pany alcohol-seeking behavior, e.g. robbery to obtain
alcohol. Alcohol-related violence is far more prevalent
than that of violence due to parasomnia or seizures,
and this should be an important consideration in the
assessment of a purported sleep-related crime. Appro-
priate emphasis to this should be provided when alco-
hol is a cofactor in forensic cases of apparent sleep-
related violence.

Alcohol and seizures

Alcohol is directly toxic to the brain and an epilep-
togenic compound. Alcohol intoxication can cause
seizures in people without a history of epilepsy. With-
drawal from alcohol in alcohol-dependent individuals
is an established cause of seizures, and alcohol can pre-
cipitate seizures in patients with epilepsy either due to
its direct toxic efect and/or due to interactions with
anti-epileptic medication. Alcohol-related seizures
may occur spontaneously in individuals without a his-
tory of seizures or alcohol dependence. Concurrent
risk factors include pre-existing epilepsy, structural
brain lesions and the concomitant use of illicit drugs.

In the forensic context,Marinacci’s landmark study
on alcohol administration and EEG monitoring pro-
vides some insight into the complexities of the rela-
tionship between alcohol, violence and seizures. he
same amount and type of alcoholic beverage that had
precipitated the abnormal state was administered dur-
ing EEG monitoring. Of the 402 individuals referred
for evaluation of “amnestic destructive behavior” lead-
ing to confrontation with the law, or when alcohol
had been the cause of temporary loss of conscious-
ness, confusion, trance-like states, destructive rage, or
“evenmajor convulsions”, 14%had temporal lobe spik-
ing ater the irst dose of alcohol and 4.4% had dei-
nite automatic episodes, presumably complex partial
seizures.Maletzky administered ethanol intravenously
under EEG monitoring to 22 individuals with a his-
tory of alcohol-related violent behavior. All had nor-
mal baseline EEGs. With alcohol administration, EEG
slowing occurred in 50% of subjects, and sharp waves
were identiied in 22%. Violent behavior or psychosis
occurred with intoxication in 68% [64–66].
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A recent review of all epilepsy NGRI verdicts in
England and Wales between 1975 and 2001 found
that 92% of all cases had an association with alcohol.
Alcohol intoxication was a cofactor in 62% of cases
and alcohol withdrawal in about 30%. he authors
also make special note that only 7.3% of all NGRI
verdicts over this 26-year study period were due to
epileptic automatism making the inding of an epilep-
tic automatism a very rare occurrence [67].

Alcoholic blackout

Alcoholic blackout is deined as “memory loss, with-
out accompanying loss of consciousness, for events
that occur during drinking”. In the diferential diag-
nosis of sleep-related violence, alcoholic blackouts are
oten diicult to distinguish from a parasomnia, as
both present with complex coordinated behavior asso-
ciated with amnesia for the events of the episode.

Blackouts are divided into two categories, “en
bloc” blackouts, and “fragmentary” blackouts. En bloc
blackouts are classiied by the inability to later recall
any memories from the intoxicated period, even when
prompted. Fragmentary blackouts are characterized by
the ability to recall certain events from an intoxicated
period, yet be unaware that other memories are miss-
ing until reminded of the existence of these “gaps” in
memory. Research indicates that fragmentary black-
outs are far more common than en bloc blackouts.
Two biological mechanisms may underlie the amne-
sia of alcoholic blackout. Ethanol is known to tem-
porarily inhibit the biochemical brain processes that
are necessary to formnewmemory traces, thus causing
an encoding deicit. he other mechanism emphasizes
state-dependent retrieval deicits. Information stored
in memory during an intoxicated state would be inac-
cessible when sober.

With the increase in the binge-drinking culture,
particularly amongst the adolescent and university age
groups, recent studies have shown a surprisingly high
prevalence of such blackouts amongst this group asso-
ciated with a higher than expected degree of risk-
taking behaviors including sexual activity, vandalism,
and ighting. A recent study comparing the risk of vio-
lence with alcohol found a 13.2-fold increase of risk of
criminal violence within 24 h of alcohol consumption.
Furthermore, the prevalence of alcoholic blackouts is
much more common among social drinkers than pre-
viously assumed. It is noteworthy that large amounts of
alcohol – particularly if consumed rapidly – can pro-
duce either fragmentary or en bloc blackouts. It is now

thought that the rate of increase of blood alcohol con-
centration (BAC) levels is more signiicant than the
absolute BAC level, which is more signiicant in the
genesis of an alcoholic blackout [68–73].

Alcohol and the law

here seems to be relative consistency in the legal view
in the UK that the voluntary use of alcohol should not
be considered a valid defense for criminal behavior
(R v. Quick, Finnegan v. Heywood). In the Canadian
court case R v. Daviault, however, the Supreme Court
decided to acquit the defendant based on expert tes-
timony that linked automatism to a blackout. In the
EU, such an acquittal would be inconceivable because
of the culpa in causa doctrine – the suspect is expected
to know the consequences of excessive alcohol use and
thus is held fully responsible for his or her behavior
while under the inluence. In the USA in Wilson v.
U.S., the trial court found the accused to be compe-
tent, pointing out that despite his organic amnesia, he
had the capacity to understand the details of the case
by relying on other sources of information. he U.S.
Court of Appeals accepted the trial court’s analysis of
whatwas required for competence, based on theDusky
standard. Judge Leventhal pointed out that it is a com-
mon occurrence for a person to be convicted of negli-
gent homicide, even though his memory is impaired
by intoxication at the time of the crime. here is at
present some debate within the medico-legal commu-
nity regarding the nature and validity of a relation-
ship between automatism and alcoholic blackout. he
nexus of the debate revolves around whether someone
in an alcoholic blackout possesses the requisite mens
rea and on the degree of “voluntariness” exercised by
the individual during a blackout [74–76].

Drug-related violence

he use and abuse of recreational and prescription
medication and their forensic inter-relationships is
well documented in Chapter 6, which provides a com-
prehensive overviewof parasomnia due to drug or sub-
stance use.

Dissociation
Chapter 8 provides an overview of trauma, PTSD and
parasomnias, and Chapter 17 on sleep-related disso-
ciative disorders covers the clinical presentation, diag-
nosis, treatment and management aspects of the rel-
evant dissociative disorders. he following references
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provide a comprehensive overview of dissociation and
amnesia in the forensic context [77–79].

Malingering
he DSM-IV-TR deines malingering as “the inten-
tional production of false or grossly exaggerated
physical or psychological symptoms, motivated by
external incentives such as avoiding military duty,
avoiding work, obtaining inancial compensation,
evading criminal prosecution, or obtaining drugs.”

An early study reported that 20% of the ofend-
ers claiming amnesia for an ofence were fabricating
the memory. More recently, it has been suggested that
thismay bemuch higher.he likelihood ofmalingered
amnesia may be greater in ofenders with anti-social
personality disorder. In a survey of forensic practi-
tioners, Rogers found 16% of malingerers in forensic
cases and about 8% in non-forensic cases. In a further
study, 15–17% of malingerers were found in forensic
examinees and 7–8% in non-forensic. Pollock, using
the MMPI-2 and the SIRS Interview Schedules, in 60
consecutive referrals from prison to a regional secure
unit, found 32% to be either fabricating or exagger-
ating their symptoms. More interesting, malingering
in civil cases of head injury showed rates as high as
40%.

A thorough clinical evaluation following the basic
principles of history-taking, clinical examination, and
repeated history-taking are important tools. It is also
essential to study the defendant’s irst account, given to
the police, as this oten reveals a much greater knowl-
edge of the ofense than is subsequently claimed. Sus-
picion ofmalingering should be raised if the defendant
claims to have sleepwalked for the irst time during the
ofense, there is patchy recall of events, and this recall
changes with repeated evaluations.

An in-patient assessment with 24-h observa-
tion by a multidisciplinary team may be necessary
sometimes – here in the prison or secure hospital
setting, it may be possible to observe the defendant
over a number of days or weeks, carefully recording
all interactions and behaviors. Under these circum-
stances, the individual is under signiicant pressure to
produce sleepwalking episodes to bolster his defense,
and a multidisciplinary assessment of any “sleepwalk-
ing” episode should be able to delineate a true episode
from that which was “optimistically dreamed up” by
the individual. he exclusion of a malingered defense
is one that should take the highest priority where an

expert is tasked with assessing a case of an apparent
sleep-related crime [80–83].

Conclusion
he medico-legal consequences of the parasomnias
embrace the areas of sleep disorders, neurology, psy-
chiatry and forensic medicine. he expert involved in
the forensic evaluation of an apparent sleep-related
crime has to, of necessity, have the requisite clini-
cal skills and qualiications to straddle all these dis-
ciplines, and more importantly be able to provide an
unbiased and scientiically valid viewpoint when pre-
senting in the courtroom.

It is not the role of the sleep expert to make a case
for or against a particular defense; rather, the primary
role of the expert should be to provide all possible sce-
narios based on valid, substantiated and current med-
ical and scientiic data in the ield. It is essential that
s/he take a holistic, non-partisan view of the case ater
a thorough examination of all the information and full
examination of the accused/defendant. A multidisci-
plinary team approach to the evaluation of the indi-
vidual involved in these actions is to be recommended
combined with an impartial, ethical and scientiically
valid approach to expert testimony.
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11
Confusional arousals
Gregory Stores

It might be said that the use of the term “confu-
sional arousals” can itself be confusing in that it refers
to somewhat separable sleep disorder entities which,
largely depending on the age of the patients under
consideration, are oten merged or subject to diferent
emphasis. Indeed, some accounts dwell exclusively on
one age group or the other.

Although they have features in common, child-
hood confusional arousals tend to be diferent from
those in adults regarding such aspects as etiology,
precipitants, associations with other sleep disorders,
complications and signiicance, diferential diagnosis,
treatment requirements, and prognosis. For the sake
of clarity, therefore, in this chapter, based on the infor-
mation in the available literature, the topic will be con-
sidered separately according to whether they occur in
children or in adults. his separation should not be
considered absolute, if only because early-onset con-
fusional arousals sometimes persist into adult life.

Deinition
According to the 2005 edition of the International
Classiication of Sleep Disorders or ICSD-2 [1], the
essential features of confusional arousals are mental
confusion or confusional behavior during or following
arousals from sleep, typically from deep non-rapid eye
movement (NREM) or slow-wave sleep (SWS) in the
irst part of the night, but also upon attempted awak-
ening from sleep in themorning.More speciic aspects
are disorientation in time and space, slowing of men-
tal processes and speech, diminished responsiveness,
anterograde and retrograde impairment of memory,
and inappropriate behavior.

History
One of the alternate names given in ICSD-2, Elpenor
syndrome, is derived from the story in Homer’s

Odyssey in which Elpenor, a companion of Odysseus,
having become intoxicated with alcohol before going
to sleep, was suddenly woken by a noise and, in a con-
fusional state, fell and broke his neck [2].

In his splendid 1974 historical account, Bonkalo
quotes a series of apparent instances of confusional
arousal cases in the English and other European lit-
erature from 1600 through subsequent centuries [3].
Broughton [4] refers to confusional episodes being
induced experimentally in man as early as 1897.

Inmany of Bonkelo’s examples, ofences, including
homicide, were considered to have been attributable
to automatic behavior during arousal from sleep. his
and other forensic aspects, about which there has been
increasing interest in recent years, will be discussed
later.

Terminology
In addition to Elpenor syndrome, other ICSD-2 alter-
nate terms for confusional arousals also have quite
early origins: “l’ivresse du sommeil” by 1840 [5], and
“sleep drunkenness” or “Schlatrunkenheit” by 1905
[6]. “Excessive sleep inertia” is another alternate name
in ICSD-2. Since the 1979 Diagnostic Classiication of
Sleep andArousal Disorders [7], “confusional arousal”
has been included as a disorder of arousal, grouped
with sleepwalking and sleep terrors.

For the purposes of this review, it is helpful tomake
certain distinctions (not always clear in the literature)
between some of the terms mentioned above.

� Confusional arousals are deined as already
suggested, including the basic feature of
occurrence in SWS in the early part of sleep.

� Sleepwalking implies similar physiological and
clinical features, but, understandingly, also
involves walking.

99he Parasomnias and Other Sleep-Related Movement Disorders, ed. M. J. horpy and G. Plazzi. Published by
Cambridge University Press. C© Cambridge University Press 2010.
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� Sleep terrors involve a particularly high degree of
autonomic arousal (more so than confusional
arousals).

� Sleep drunkenness also has the basic arousal
features, but this term refers to occurrence
following partial arousal ater awakening, with
accompanying unsteadiness. It is used mainly in
connection with states of excessive daytime
sleepiness (hypersomnia).

� Sleep inertia is the feeling and appearance of
“grogginess” for a while ater waking up.

� Some accounts include reference to automatic
behavior, a general term for actions in a state of
diminished consciousness, with relative
unresponsiveness to the environment, and
consequent impaired recall.

As discussed shortly, confusional arousals, sleep-
walking and sleep terrors (collectively called “arousal
disorders”) are considered to be on a continuum. Some
accounts, including a number of those cited in the text
of this chapter, tend tomerge discussion of the irst two
of these types in particular.

Confusional arousals in childhood
he notion of confusional arousals in children has
received less attention overall compared with that con-
cerning adults, and distinctions according to age are
not always made. Accounts usually combine adults
and children and oten contain a rather bland state-
ment along the lines of “this disorder is quite frequent
in childhood and decreases with age” (ICSD-2 only
goes somewhat further than this), ignoring the vari-
ous likely diferences between adults and children that
were mentioned earlier.his is but one of many exam-
ples of the incomplete emancipation of the ield of chil-
dren’s sleep disorders medicine from that concerning
adults [8].

However, some pediatrically inclined writers have
reported their experience of confusional arousals,
mainly in young children. In the absence of detailed
epidemiological or clinical studies (and, indeed, for-
mal evidence-based recommendations about treat-
ment), the information is largely anecdotal or impres-
sionistic in nature (a criticism, however, which also
applies largely to adult reports).

It might be the case that some of the etiologi-
cal and other comparative complexities of confusional
arousals in adults would come to light with more

reined investigation of those in children. However,
at present, childhood confusional arousals are simply
viewed as one of the three basic forms of one type of
sleep disorder, namely ‘arousal disorders’, along with
sleepwalking and sleep terrors (see Chapters 12 and
13 for detailed accounts), only rarely invoking involve-
ment of other types of sleep disorders. Some overall
points about childhood arousal disorders in general
are initially appropriate in order to provide a back-
ground for more speciic discussion of confusional
arousals.

General points about childhood arousal
disorders including confusional arousals [9]
Arousal disorders are common in childhood. In a
minority, they persist into adult life, and in a few they
begin in adolescence, or even adult life. Arousal does
notmean that the childwakes up; the arousal is, in fact,
a partial arousal usually from deepNREM sleep (slow-
wave sleep or SWS) to another, lighter stage of sleep.

As mentioned, three main forms of arousal disor-
der are described.hese are best seen as forming a con-
tinuum of basically the same type of sleep disorder.
Indeed, episodes sometimes combine elements of all
three, and a child might display a sequence of confu-
sional arousals in early childhood, sleepwalking later,
followed by sleep terrors in late childhood and ado-
lescence. Alternatively, features of all three forms can
occur at any one stage of development. Similarly, the
family history of arousal disorder can take a variety of
forms.

Sleepwalking and sleep terrors are well known;
confusional arousals are generally less well recognized.
Clinically, all share a curious combination of features
suggestive of being simultaneously awake and asleep.
Despite seeming to be alert (indeed, sometimes highly
aroused), the child appears confused and disoriented
and relatively unresponsive to environmental events,
including parents’ attempts to communicate. here
is little or (usually) no recall of events during each
episode of disturbed behavior.

In such arousals, various behaviors can occur,
either simple in nature (for example, sitting up in bed
and mumbling) or complicated, such as rushing out of
the house in a highly agitated state, as happens in some
sleepwalking episodes and sleep terrors. Other, more
complex behaviors occasionally described in young
people include aggressive acts and sleep-related eating
disorders.he child remains asleep during the episode
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itself, failing to recognize his parents or be comforted
by them, althoughwaking sometimes occurs at the end
of it, particularly in later childhood or adolescence.

Usually only one episode occurs during the night,
within the irst 2 h or so ater going to sleep when
SWS is most abundant. However, some children pre-
disposed to arousal disorders also have such arousals
arising from light NREM and REM sleep, giving rise to
multiple episodes throughout the night. Such repeated
episodes are usually less dramatic each time. Partial
arousals are possible during daytime naps.

he main predisposing factor is genetic: a irst-
degree family history of partial arousals has been
reported in the vast majority of cases, the fundamental
pathophysiological feature appearing to be instability
of deep NREM sleep [10].

here are many possible precipitating factors
in constitutionally predisposed individuals. hese
include fever, systemic illness, increase of SWS from
sleep loss, irregular sleep schedules or CNS-depressant
medication, internal or external sleep-interrupting
stimuli (such as a full bladder, sleeping in an unfamil-
iar environment, or the child being woken forcefully
by a sudden noise or pain, for example), and stress-
ful psychological experiences whichmay precipitate or
maintain the occurrence of the episodes and also inlu-
ence their severity. Sleep-disordered breathing and, to
a lesser extent, restless legs syndrome and periodic
limbmovements have also been implicated as possible
triggers [11].

he more dramatic forms of arousal disorder may
well be interpreted by parents as a sign of medical
or psychiatric disorder, which is rarely correct. How-
ever, arousal disorders can be socially disadvanta-
geous, especially when they occur away from home,
and this can give rise to emotional upset. Also, acci-
dental injury oten occurs when the child moves about
the house or further aield, only partially aware of the
surroundings.

If a detailed description is obtained, special investi-
gations are not usually necessary for the recognition of
arousal disorders. However, polysomnography (PSG)
(extended to include additional physiological param-
eters beyond basic measures together with audiovi-
sual monitoring) during episodes might be helpful if,
despite careful clinical evaluation, the distinction still
cannot bemade between partial arousals and the other
predominantly childhood parasomnias which involve
complicated behavior at night. Such disorders include
rhythmic movement disorders (e.g. headbanging or

body rolling), nightmares, or sleep-related seizures
such as those in benign centrotemporal epilepsy of
childhood, in all of which detailed assessmentwill usu-
ally distinguish them from arousal disorders [12].

here are a number of important principles regard-
ing the management of childhood arousal disorders.

� Parental anxiety is usually lessened by explanation
with reassurance (where justiied) that these oten
dramatic and frightening events do not mean that
the child is ill or disordered, and that the events
can usually be expected to stop spontaneously by
later childhood or adolescence.

� Regular and adequate sleep routines to prevent
loss or disruption of sleep resulting in an
increased amount of SWS are important, as well as
avoidance of other known precipitating factors.

� he environment should be as safe as possible to
reduce the risk of injury, e.g. removal of
obstructions in the bedroom, secure windows,
install locks or alarms on outside doors, or cover
windows with heavy curtains.

� Parents should be encouraged to refrain from
trying to waken or restrain the child during an
episode. Understandably, seeing their child
apparently distressed, parents may feel the need to
comfort their child and try by various means
(perhaps including shaking).

Apart from being diicult to achieve, this is
counterproductive because, if successful, the child
will be confused and frightened, probably making
the episode more severe and violent. It is also
unnecessary because, being asleep during the
episode, the child will not have been distressed in
the way they supposed. It is much better to remain
calm, ensure that the child does not come to
harm, and wait until the episode subsides and
then help the child back to restful sleep.

� If, as is usually the case, the child has no recall of
the episodes, there is little point in relating the
episodes, as this may become a source of anxiety.

� “Scheduled awakening” has been recommended at
least for sleepwalking or sleep terror episodes
which are frequent and consistent in the time at
which they occur. his consists of the child being
gently and briely woken 15–30 min before the
episode is due. he procedure is repeated nightly
for up to a month. Preliminary reports suggest
that where there is improvement it can be
maintained for at least several months.
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� Medication should be reserved for particularly
worrying, embarrassing or dangerous arousals
where other measures have failed [13].
Benzodiazepines (such as low-dose clonazepam)
and tricyclic drugs (e.g. imipramine), both of
which reduce SWS, have been used but with
mixed results. Use of benzodiazepines is best
restricted to short-acting forms continued for
several weeks at most to avoid possible hazards of
long-term use. Rebound efects can occur when
medication is discontinued, resulting in an
increase of arousal episodes.

� If there is evidence of an underlying psychological
problem, appropriate enquiries and help are
indicated.

Clinical features of confusional
arousals in children
hese share the general characteristics of the other
arousal disorders, but without the child walking or
displaying the intense autonomic arousal seen in agi-
tated sleepwalking and especially in sleep terrors.hey
occur mainly in infants and toddlers (probably most
of whom have such episodes to some extent, at least in
mild form) and almost invariably before the age of 5.
Exact prevalence is uncertain from the limited infor-
mation available.hey become less frequent as adoles-
cence approaches, during which time they may be the
only type of arousal episode, or give way to sleepwalk-
ing or sleep terrors.

An episodemay beginwithmumbling,moaning or
whimpering, gradually increasing movements which
then progress to agitated and confused behavior with
marked perspiration, crying (perhaps intense, but not
screaming), calling out, or thrashing about. Sometimes
this causes the child to fall out of bed, although injuries
are less likely than in the other arousal disorders. he
child’s eyes may be open or closed. Typically, although
appearing to be awake, the child does not respond
when spoken to andmay seem to “stare right through”
his parents. Any forceful attempts to intervene may
meet with severe resistance and even aggression.

Parents are oten very alarmed, some are said to
fear that their child appears “possessed” [14], and,
wanting to console the child, they may make vigor-
ous attempts to waken him, without success or only
with much trying. However, such eforts may actually
prolong the arousal and, if the child is woken to some
extent, cause confusion and fear.

Each episode usually lasts 5–15 min (sometimes
much longer) before the child calms down sponta-
neously and returns to restful sleep. Enuresis may
occur during or ater an episode.

he diferential diagnosis at this age includes the
other arousal disorders and sleep-related seizures of
which there are several varieties [15]. Identiication of
the distinctive clinical characteristics of these condi-
tions (by means of audiovisual recordings, if neces-
sary) should aid correct diagnosis but physiological
recording may be required in diagnostically diicult
cases. Oten, confusional arousals are referred to as
“nightmares” or “bad dreams”’ in the loose, inaccurate
use of these terms for any dramatic parasomnia.

Many of the general points about arousal disor-
ders discussed above apply to confusional arousals,
although some are not relevant at this early stage of
development. In addition, for the precipitating factors
that are relevant, some accounts of childhood con-
fusional arousals also implicate certain hypersomnia-
causing sleep disorders, namely obstructive sleep
apnea, narcolepsy and idiopathic hypersomnia. How-
ever, it is unclear to what extent this is actually based
on observations in the young age group, and how far it
is simply extrapolation from older patients with con-
fusional arousals.

Typical confusional arousals rarely require speciic
treatment which, however, may be appropriate, in the
ways outlined earlier, if they are combined with other
types of partial arousal. As mentioned, spontaneous
remission can be expected.

Confusional arousals in adults
he same basic deinition of confusional arousals
applies to both children and adults. heir polysomno-
graphic features are also basically equivalent and, as in
young patients, they can constitute part of the triad of
types of arousal disorders where they have persisted
from childhood.

However, as mentioned at the start of this review,
diferences exist regarding prevalence, some of the
clinical manifestations, the other etiological and clini-
cal settings in which they can occur (i.e. their relation-
ships with other sleep disorders), precipitating factors,
other associated features according to the admittedly
limited information available on this point, their diag-
nostic features and diferential diagnosis, the compli-
cations (including legal) to which they can give rise,
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treatment requirements, and also prognosis. Each of
these aspects will be considered in turn.

Prevalence
here are uncertainties about the prevalence of confu-
sional arousals at any age, but it is generally agreed that
they are much less common in adults than in children.
ICSD-2 quotes igures of 17.3% between 3 and 13 years
of age, and 2.9–4.2% in patients over 15, with no gen-
der diferences [1].

Clinical manifestations
he impression gained is that, especially in response to
forced awakenings, the behavioral disturbance in adult
episodes ismore forceful, vigorous and resistive, some-
times leading to violent behavior (see later). Bruxism
might be an additional feature (although possibly also
in children). If a confusional arousal is induced in peo-
ple whose occupation calls for skilled performance,
they may well perform less than skilfully when woken.

ICSD-2 refers to two variants of confusional
arousals in adolescents and adults.
� One is severe morning sleep inertia (or sleep

drunkenness) ater waking up rather suddenly
from SWS in the irst part of the night.

� he other is sleep-related sexual behavior (or
“atypical sexual behavior during sleep”,
“sexsomnia”, or “sleepsex”), which is thought to
occur during both confusional arousals and
sleepwalking. his condition will be considered
later.

To these can be added sleep-related violence [16],
although it is not clear how oten this is a fea-
ture of confusional arousals rather than other arousal
disorders.

Predisposing and precipitating factors
including associations with other
sleep disorders
his aspect is more complex and varied than in chil-
dren’s confusional arousals. Although genetic factors
are also prominent in adults, a range of other types of
sleep disturbance are acknowledged as additional pre-
disposing inluences.

As in children, anything that deepens sleep or
impairs the process of waking up can act this way,
although the proile of such inluences is somewhat

diferent in adults. For example, it is usually said to
includemedication with a CNS-depressant efect, such
as hypnotics or tranquilizers and metabolic, toxic and
other illnesses which deepen or disturb sleep. How-
ever, it has been suggested that many reported cases
supposedly illustrating the inluence of such factors do
not fully conform to ICSD-2 criteria of arousal disor-
ders [10].

Other sleep disorders which predispose to confu-
sional arousals are additional hypersomnias of central
origin, such as narcolepsy and idiopathic hyper-
somnia; circadian sleep–wake cycle disorders (espe-
cially those due to shit work, particularly at night);
and sleep-disordered breathing disorders such as
obstructive sleep apnea (OSA). Occasionally, confu-
sional arousals have been associated with certain CNS
lesions, especially those likely to afect arousal systems.

Similarly, some of the precipitating factors in
adult arousal disorders would be generally less likely
in children, such as alcohol consumption or sub-
stance abuse, periodic limb movement disorder, and
some psychotropic medications including those used
for afective disorders. In their diferent ways, these
factors disturb sleep and, in predisposed individu-
als, seemingly enhance the abnormal efect of forced
awakening.

Other associations with confusional arousals
in adults
hepoint has already beenmade that systematic, thor-
ough research on arousal disorders is diicult to iden-
tify. he international, large-scale population study of
adult confusional arousals by Ohayon and his col-
leagues is the exception [17].

Between 1994 and 1997, all members of a repre-
sentative sample of 13,057 subjects, over the age of 14
years, from the UK, Germany and Italy (79.6% of all
subjects initially contacted), were systematically inter-
viewed by telephone about their sleep habits and disor-
ders, as well as their circumstances and general health.

Confusional arousals, deined according to ICSD-
90 criteria [18], occurring at least once a month, were
identiied in 2.9% of the overall sample, reducing from
6.1% in the 15–24 age group to 1.4% in those over
64. No gender diferences were seen. Of the overall
number, 1% of those with confusional arousals also
oten reported memory deicits, being disorientated,
or slowing of thought and speech.
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Many of the other indings concerning associ-
ated features were in keeping with published clin-
ical impressions. Night shit or other shit work-
ers reported higher rates than those working days.
Other apparent associations were anxiety, bipolar and
depressive disorders, and a range of possible sleep dis-
orders or behaviors (as far as could be judged from
the limited questioning involved in the survey), OSA,
insomnia, hypersomnia, hypnagogic and hypnopom-
pic hallucinations, sleep talking, and sleep bruxism.
Violent or injurious behavior was a further associated
feature.

Commendable though this apparently unique epi-
demiological investigation has been, its complicated
indings need to be replicated and clariied. Also, con-
fusional arousals might be more common than even
the results of this survey suggest because some people
may not be aware that they sufer from them, especially
if there is no independent observer.

As mentioned, many of the results are compati-
ble with previous clinical reports, but the relationships
between the presence of confusional arousals and asso-
ciated conditions, including other sleep disorders, calls
for further study.

Possibly most attention has been paid to adult con-
fusional states occurring in the context of hypersom-
nia, including idiopathic hypersomnia. his relatively
recently described condition, and, it is thought, oten
confused in the past with other causes of hypersomnia,
remains the subject of debate regarding its suggested
diferent forms [19].

he essential features of its “polysymptomatic”
form are prolonged nocturnal sleep, great diiculty
waking up, and excessive daytime sleepiness with
repeated sleep episodes, oten prolonged and (in con-
trast to the sleep attacks in narcolepsy) unrefreshing.
Sleep drunkeness is common [20] and can be dii-
cult to treat. Various socio-economic consequences of
idiopathic hypersomnia, presumably in part because
of sleep drunkenness, have been reported, such as poor
occupational performance, accidents (including sleep-
ing at the wheel), impotence and sensitivity to alco-
hol [19,21]. In contrast to arousal disorders, idiopathic
hypersomnia is rare in children.he prospect of even-
tual improvement seems generally poor.

Confusional arousals can occur in association
with other causes of hypersomnia encountered mainly
(although by no means exclusively) in adults. hese
are narcolepsy with or without cataplexy (especially
ater prolonged daytime naps containing SWS), OSA,

and on rebound from sleep deprivation (whatever the
cause out of the many possibilities) resulting in an
increase in SWS. Although oten listed, periodic leg
movement in sleep remains debatable as a cause of
hypersomnia [22].

Confusional arousals might occur in the addi-
tional (less usual) causes of hypersomnia [19], such as
hypothyroidism and other endocrine disorders, CNS
lesions (e.g. head trauma), post-viral infection (for
instance, infectious mononucleosis), and also heavy
sedation. Hypersomnia can also be a feature of psychi-
atric disorder, notably severe depression, alcoholismor
substance abuse.

Diagnosis and diferential diagnosis of
confusional arousals
Regarding the various conditions just listed as possi-
ble causes of hypersomnia and, therefore, confusional
arousals, it should be emphasized that some of these
conditions (and others) may themselves have confu-
sional elements in common with confusional arousals.
Diferentiation of true confusional arousals from these
other disorders is based on the recognition of the dis-
tinctive features of each of them.

he characteristic features of confusional arousals
were described earlier. Ideally, PSG evidence would
be obtained that these arousals arise from SWS. Some
support for a clinical diagnosis of confusional arousals
can be provided by the demonstration of multiple
arousals from SWS unaccompanied by confusional
behaviors [1], but a normal PSG does not exclude the
diagnosis.

his distinctive combination of clinical and PSG
features does not characterize the other conditions
that enter into the diferential diagnosis of confusional
arousals. In addition to those alreadymentioned, these
other conditions include sleepwalking and sleep ter-
rors and also other parasomnias, especially those of a
dramatic type, including some sleep-related epileptic
seizures and REM sleep behavior disorder (RBD).

Some sleep-related seizures are seenmainly in chil-
dren and, although partial in type, they rarely indi-
cate structural brain pathology and run a benign
course, usually resolving spontaneously before adult-
hood [15]. An exception is nocturnal frontal lobe
epilepsy (NFLE), which can take a variety of forms
[23], including some with a pronounced confusional
element.
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However, the many other clinical characteristics of
these seizures, including particularly dramatic motor
automatisms and vocalizations, and their timing, usu-
ally mark them as diferent from confusional arousals.
hat said, because diferentiation from arousal disor-
ders in general is not always easy (if only because EEG
indings in this form of epilepsy, even during seizures,
is oten unhelpful), guidelines have been suggested as
an aid to correct diagnosis [24].

Unlike arousal disorders, RBD [25] arises from
REM sleep, mainly later in the night. It has very dis-
tinctive clinical features and associations with other
disorders. Because of a pathological preservation of
muscle tone during REM sleep, people with this condi-
tion are able to act out their dreams and canbehave dis-
ruptively while asleep before waking up and (ideally)
describing the corresponding content of their dream.
If this has been violent, it can have led to damage, or
injury to the patient or anyone nearby, including the
bed partner. Once thought to occur only in elderly
men, RBD has now been described at other ages, in
women and also (rarely) in children [26].

he condition is closely associated with neuro-
degenerative disorders (notably Lewy body disease,
multiple system atrophy and Parkinson’s disease) of
which it can be the harbinger, and certain medications
including anti-depressants, as well as various other
organic factors. Fortunately, RBD is readily treatable,
especially with clonazepam. Occasionally, it co-exists
with arousal disorders including confusional arousals
(“parasomnia overlap disorder”) [27].

Complications
Serious misconduct during childhood arousal disor-
ders is rarely described [28], but those in adults are
increasingly said to give rise to anti-social behavior,
and its consequences including legal sanctions. How-
ever, how oten this happens is diicult to judge.

As mentioned earlier, acts of violence have been
reported. Bonkalo [3] describes possible examples
from ancient times onwards, although the limited
details available make the diagnosis somewhat uncer-
tain, as the author admits. Many instances are pre-
sented ranging from Elpenor in Ancient Greece,
through the Middle Ages up to near the time of writ-
ing. here is interesting reference to debates in the
medieval and post-medieval periods whether some-
one committing such crimes should be judged sinful
or legally responsible for his actions.

Bonkalo goes on to suggest guidelines for the clin-
ical and forensic evaluation of cases. hese mainly
include identifying the characteristic clinical features
of confusional arousals as described previously in the
present chapter. His guidelines have much in common
withmore recent formulations concerning arousal dis-
orders for forensic purposes [29]. Coming more up to
date, in their review of violent parasomnias in general,
Mahowald and Schenck [30] have discussed arousal
disorders and human violence. In addition to reports
of homicide and other acts of violence in sleepwalk-
ing and sleep terrors (including drug-induced exam-
ples), they refer to murders and other crimes (such
as Bonkalo’s “cases”) attributed to sleep drunkenness
related to obstructive sleep apnea and narcolepsy.

It was mentioned earlier that ICSD-2 now includes
in its confusional arousals section sleep-related sexual
behavior (“sleepsex” or “sexsomnia”).his increasingly
publicized condition has been the subject of an exten-
sive recent review, based mainly on a computerized
literature search of cases, and proposed classiication
[31]. A wide range of sleep-related disorders associ-
ated with abnormal sexual behaviors and experiences
was identiied, in which parasomnias featured promi-
nently, especially confusional arousals. Forensic con-
sequences were common.

he condition had been reported mainly in males
who commonly engaged in sexual fondling and sex-
ual intercourse with females, whereas females mainly
engaged in masturbation and sexual vocalizations.
Several cases of sleepsex with minors were noted. In
all arousal disorder cases, there was no recall of the
sleepsex episodes. Sometimes, there was also a history
of other parasomnias, such as sleepwalking or sleep-
related eating disorder, or OSA, which itself was con-
sidered to have promoted sleepsex.

Bed partners oten incurred physical injury from
the sexual assaults, the patients less so. Commonly,
both partners sufered psychological upset such as
embarrassment, shock, alarm, annoyance, shame or
guilt, and sometimes marital estrangement as a result.
Only occasionally did the bedpartner ind the episodes
pleasurable.

It was emphasized that it was uncommon for per-
petrators of the sleepsex acts to have personal experi-
ence of sexual deprivation or frustration, a history
of psychiatric disturbance, or previous history of sex-
ual misconduct. A positive note was sounded about
response when treatment had been given.his usually
took the formof clonazepam, with continuous positive
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airway pressure (CPAP) used in the few cases of OSA.
he review quotes a web-based survey (subject to limi-
tations because of lack of detail in particular) in which
respondents reported similar psychosocial reactions to
their experience of sleepsex encounters [32].

Finally, the review discussed medico-legal issues
connected with sleepsex, particularly where arousal
disorder is proposed as a defense, and also the eval-
uation and management of sleep-related sexual com-
plaints. As a parting shot, intriguing possible examples
from the literature of confusional arousals and sleep-
sex are quoted, including one from homas Hardy’s
Tess of the d’Urbervilles, irst published in 1891 [33].
Briely, the heroine, Tess (probably in her early teens),
was sexually assaulted by a man whom she had repeat-
edly rebufed in the past. Exhausted, she had rapidly
fallen deeply asleep in a forest late at night. he vil-
lain of the piece forced himself on her, raped her and
made her pregnant. Hardy referred to this occurrence
in which Tess “had been stirred to confused surren-
der . . . ” and had acted with “inadvertence”.

Fromvarious details of the event andothers around
that time, the authors of the review considered that
Tess had six factors that night which provoke con-
fusional arousals: her youth, acute sleep depriva-
tion, physical exhaustion, forced awakening by her
assailant, acute distress from an upsetting confronta-
tion with another woman earlier that evening, as well
as longstanding distress at being pressurized to marry
a man she did not love, namely, her assailant. heir
“clinical” interpretation of the situation was that Tess
had precipitously fallen into deep sleep fromwhich she
was forcefully partially aroused and then, in a confused
state, she had not resisted her assailant’s advances,
in striking contrast to her feelings about him when
awake. Interesting!

Recently, there have been vigorous exchanges in
the literature about various aspects of arousal disor-
ders and criminal acts. his followed an article by
Pressman entitled “Factors that predispose, prime and
precipitate NREM parasomnias in adults: clinical and
forensic implications” [10]. Some of the debate was
mainly about appropriate evidence by expert witnesses
in court in helping to decide the likelihood that an
alleged ofense was committed in the course of an
arousal disorder [34].

Other exchanges [35,36] were concerned with
more technical matters (although relevant to forensic
issues), such as the possibility of an objective phys-
iological indicator of the propensity to have arousal

disorder episodes (as yet undetermined), and whether
(contrary to the traditional view) in people genetically
predisposed to arousal disorders,NREM is lighter than
normal and the sleepermore easily aroused into a con-
fusional mixed state of sleep and wakefulness. Also at
variance with usual contentions is that opinions are
divided whether or not alcohol acts as a predisposing
factor or trigger to sleepwalking or related disorders
[37,38].

In the course of these debates, it was suggested
that it is the combination of (a) factors that lead to
increased SWS, and (b) stimuli or substances that have
the opposite efect of triggering arousals from SWS
(such as loud noise, respiratory events as in OSA,
or cafeine) that provokes the abnormal behavior of
confusional arousals or sleepwalking [36]. Based on a
review of cases from the medical and legal literature, it
has been said that provocations by and close proximity
to the victim seems common in violent arousal disor-
der behaviors, especially confusional arousals [39].

he contestants in the above disputes acknowl-
edged the need for further research to clarify these
largely unresolved issues.

Treatment and prognosis
As mentioned earlier, childhood confusional arousals
do not usually require treatment, only advice to par-
ents that they can be considered to be a passing phase.
he same cannot necessarily be said of confusional
arousals in adult life when they have more of a ten-
dency to persist, depending on their etiology and
relationship to other sleep disorders, as already dis-
cussed. However, if frequent and severe, apart from
the relatively speciic treatment for (say) an accom-
panying and responsible sleep disorder, e.g. CPAP for
OSA, pharmacological treatment may be beneicial:
for example, in the form of clonazepam (to which ref-
erence has already been made in relation to sleep-
sex occurring in the course of confusional arousals)
or anti-depressants such as imipramine and possibly
paroxetine or trazodone [40].

Conclusions
Confusional arousals are an interesting and important
form of sleep disorder. In a number of respects they
have diferent associations and implications according
to the age at which they occur. Childhood confusional
arousals are generally benign in that they are self-
limiting and can be expected to remit spontaneously
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by adult life at the latest.hey are not particularly asso-
ciated with other conditions, including other sleep dis-
orders, nor do they have signiicant psychosocial con-
sequences. In contrast, adult confusional arousals are
oten linked to other disorders and can give rise to anti-
social acts with serious medico-legal implications.

Although, at any age, confusional arousals are
known to be associated with an abnormal arousal
response during SWS, in the absence of a readily
demonstrable objective aid to diagnosis, their recog-
nition rests essentially on clinical grounds. It is clear
from current accounts and the debates to which refer-
ence was made earlier about various aspects of arousal
disorders, that the ield is ripe with research possibili-
ties of both a basic scientiic and clinical nature.
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Chapter

12
Sleepwalking
Antonio Zadra and Jacques Montplaisir

he focus of this chapter is sleepwalking, also known
as somnambulism. hat people sometimes engage
in complex ambulatory behaviors during sleep has
been known for centuries. Shakespeare, for instance,
described in Macbeth a now famous sleepwalking
episode during which a guilt-ridden Lady Macbeth
tries to wash imaginary blood stains from her hands
while speaking of the crimes she and her husband
have committed. Until the early to mid 1960s, sleep-
walkers were generally thought to be in a dissociative
state related to dreaming, possibly enacting repressed
traumatic experiences. Following Broughton’s land-
mark contribution [1] and the early work of Kales
and his collaborators [2], sleepwalking was concep-
tualized as a “disorder of arousal.” Together with
confusional arousals and sleep terrors, sleepwalking
constitutes one of the key non-rapid-eye-movement
(NREM) sleep parasomnias.

he clinical presentation, PSG characteristics,
prevalence, associated factors, pathophysiology and
treatment of this parasomnia will be reviewed. Two
variants of somnambulism, namely sleep-related
abnormal sexual behaviors (sexsomnia) and sleep-
related eating disorder, are not discussed here as they
are covered elsewhere in this volume (see Chapters 9
and 21).

Clinical indings

Clinical presentation
he symptoms and manifestations that character-
ize sleepwalking can show great variations both
within and across predisposed patients. he sleep-
walker’s emotional expression can range from calm to
extremely agitated, while the actual behavioral mani-
festations can range from simple and isolated actions

(e.g. sitting up in bed, pointing at a wall, ingering
bed sheets) to complex organized behaviors (e.g. re-
arranging furniture, cooking or eating, getting dressed,
driving a vehicle). Given the heterogeneous nature of
sleepwalking episodes, their duration can vary from
a few seconds to dozens of minutes. Associated men-
tal activity oten includes misperception and relative
unresponsiveness to external stimuli, confusion, per-
ceived threat and variable retrograde amnesia. he
number of legal cases of sleep-related violence involv-
ing sleepwalking is on the rise and fundamental ques-
tions have been raised as to themedico-forensic impli-
cations of these acts [3,4]. A review of medico-legal
consequences of parasomnias is presented Chapter 10.

Although sleepwalking is oten characterized in
terms of its automatic behaviors, ongoing work into
the phenomenology of somnambulism indicates that
perceptual, cognitive and afective dimensions can
play an important role in the subjective experience
of adult sleepwalking [5]. Furthermore, some patients
report that their somnambulistic behaviors are moti-
vated by an intrinsic sense of urgency or underlying
logic that explains (albeit not always logically) their
behaviors during episodes.

Whereas the occurrence of sleepwalking in chil-
dren is frequently viewed as a relatively benign con-
dition, somnambulism in adults can result in seri-
ous injury to the sleeper or others. Indeed, it is adult
patients’ experiences of aggressive and/or injurious
behavior during sleep that typically lead them to seek
professional help. In many cases, patients report hav-
ing sufered serious injuries (e.g. contusions, fractures
to limbs, rib cage, multiple lacerations) and/or hav-
ing attacked a bed partner during an episode [6]. In
one polysomnographic investigation of 100 consecu-
tive patients consulting for repeated nocturnal injury
[7], 54 received a diagnosis of sleepwalking/night
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Table 12.1 Clinical criteria for sleepwalking disorder.

DSM-IV Diagnostic Criteria for Sleepwalking Disorder (307.46)

A. Repeated episodes of rising from bed during sleep and walking about, usually occurring during the first third of the major sleep
episode.

B. While sleepwalking, the person has a blank, staring face, is relatively unresponsive to the efforts of others to communicate with him or
her, and can be awakened only with great difficulty.

C. On awakening (either from the sleepwalking episode or the next morning), the person has amnesia for the episode.

D. Within several minutes after awakening from the sleepwalking episode, there is no impairment of mental activity or behavior
(although there may initially be a short period of confusion or disorientation).

E. The sleepwalking causes clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning.

F. The disturbance is not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g. a drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical
condition.

ICSD-II Diagnostic Criteria for Sleepwalking Disorder

A. Ambulation occurs during sleep.

B. Persistence of sleep, an altered state of consciousness or impaired judgment during ambulation demonstrated by at least one of the
following:

i. Difficulty in arousing the person.

ii. Mental confusion when awakened from an episode.

iii. Amnesia (complete or partial) for the episode.

iv. Routine behaviors that occur at inappropriate times.

v. Inappropriate or nonsensical behaviors.

vi. Dangerous or potentially dangerous behaviors.

C. The disturbance is not better explained by another sleep disorder, medical or neurological disorder, mental disorder, medication use,
or substance use disorder.

terrors. Of these 54 patients, over half had repeat-
edly run into walls and furniture while almost 20%
had jumped out of windows, let the house and driven
automobiles, wandered around streets, walked into
lakes, or climbed ladders. Furthermore, 4 of the 54
patients (7.4%) had wielded weapons such as loaded
shotguns. A second laboratory investigation of 64 con-
secutive adult patients with sleepwalking or sleep ter-
rors found that a signiicant proportion reported a his-
tory of sleep-related violence leading to the destruc-
tion of property (e.g. breaking of walls, doors, win-
dows, plumbing) or serious self-injury [8]. Similarly,
one study of 50 chronic sleepwalkers found that 30%
had injured themselves or others in the course of at
least one episode [9].

Diagnostic considerations
Table 12.1 presents the diagnostic criteria for sleep-
walking in the American Psychiatric Association’s
DSM-IV [10] and the American Academy of Sleep
Medicine’s ICSD-II [11]. Episodes typically develop
from incomplete arousals from slow-wave sleep (stages

3 and 4 sleep) and sometimes from stage 2 sleep. As a
consequence, sleepwalking tends to take place in the
irst third of the night when slow-wave sleep is pre-
dominant.

Diagnosis of sleepwalking can oten be made
based on a detailed clinical history, including com-
plete description of the time course and content of
sleep-related behaviors. Given that variable retrograde
amnesia characterizesmany somnambulistic episodes,
descriptive information from familymembers or a bed
partner can be particularly valuable. Similarly, home
video recording can also be helpful in characterizing
behavioral manifestations. It should be noted, how-
ever, that sleepwalking and sleep terrors can co-occur
[6,7,12], and that the two conditions are sometimes
diicult to diferentiate [13].

Sleep laboratory investigations can be useful in
ruling out other disorders (e.g. nocturnal seizures,
episodic nocturnal wandering, REM sleep behavior
disorder), but no validated sleep protocol exists to
conirm the diagnosis. he principal diiculty in
diagnosing sleepwalking directly with polysomno-
graphy is that behavioral events rarely occur in the
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laboratory [2,14,14]. In addition, when partial
episodes do develop, they are usually less complex
than what is described for the patient’s home envi-
ronment and the presence of bed rails typically raised
on either side of the patient’s bed can also dissuade
or impede patients from actually leaving their beds.
Several polysomnographic features including fre-
quent arousals from slow-wave sleep, the presence
of hypersynchronous delta waves, and diminished
slow-wave activity have been proposed as indirect
evidence supporting the diagnosis, but these variables
show poor sensitivity and speciicity [3,16].

Sleepwalking can be secondary to sleep respira-
tory events, including obstructive sleep apnea (OSA)
and upper airway resistance syndrome, or other sleep
disorders such as periodic limb movement disorder.
An association between sleepwalking/sleep terrors and
sleep-disordered breathing (SDB) has been described
in several studies [17–19], including one population-
based cohort study of pre-adolescent school-aged chil-
dren [20]. Treatment of the precipitating sleep disor-
der may result in a disappearance of the disorder of
arousal [19]. Similarly, one investigation of 50 adults
with chronic somnambulism found thatmany patients
presented with SDB and that treatment of the SDB
with continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) or
surgery controlled sleepwalking [9]. However, some
studies ind that a majority of adult sleepwalkers
referred to a sleep disorders clinic by their treating
physician for suspected somnambulism do not sufer
from comorbid sleep disorders [21].

Rarely, sleepwalking may develop as a result of
medical or neurological conditions.De novo somnam-
bulism has been described in patients presenting with
thyrotoxicosis caused by difuse toxic goiter or Graves’
disease. Disorders of arousal can also be triggered by
medication including sedatives/hypnotics, neurolep-
tics, lithium,minor tranquilizers, stimulants, and anti-
histamines.

Use of sleep deprivation and forced arousals

As previously noted, diagnosing somnambulism with
objective instruments such as polysomnography can
be diicult, as even partial episodes rarely occur in
the sleep laboratory. Two techniques that may increase
the probability of recording more complex behavioral
manifestations are sleep deprivation and the presenta-
tion of auditory stimuli during SWS. When compared
to baseline recordings, one study found that 40 h of
sleep deprivation signiicantly increased the number of

somnambulistic episodes recorded in the sleep labora-
tory [15]. Forty hours of sleep deprivation, however,
is very demanding for most patients and clinical labo-
ratories. A less-demanding protocol involves 25 h of
sleep deprivation with recovery sleep being initiated
in the morning. A recent investigation of 40 consec-
utive sleepwalkers (including 10 with either PLMS or
mild sleep apnea syndrome) revealed that 25 h of sleep
deprivation was also efective in increasing both the
frequency and complexity of somnambulistic events
recorded in the sleep laboratory [21]. Combining data
from all 40 patients shows that recovery sleep resulted
in one ormore episodes being recorded from 36 (90%)
of the sleepwalkers.

hus, a relatively short period of sleep depriva-
tion resulting in daytime recovery sleep can efectively
facilitate the emergence of somnambulistic behaviors.
he fact that none of the control subjects investi-
gated in these studies experienced nocturnal behav-
ioral manifestations in the laboratory demonstrates
that sleep deprivation alone does not lead to somnam-
bulistic episodes, but rather that it increases the prob-
ability of somnambulistic behaviors in predisposed
individuals. When compared to baseline sleep record-
ings, both the 40 and 25 h sleep deprivation protocols
resulted in marked decreases in the number of awak-
enings from stage 1 sleep, from stage 2 sleep and from
REM sleep. However, only the 25 h sleep deprivation
protocol signiicantly increased the number of awak-
enings from SWS. his indicates that sleepwalkers are
particularly vulnerable to increased homeostatic sleep
pressure following sleep deprivation when recovery
sleep is initiated at a circadian time of increasing wake
propensity.

It had been suggested that the simultaneous com-
bination of factors that deepen sleep (e.g. sleep depri-
vation) with those that fragment sleep (e.g. environ-
mental or endogenous stimuli) increases the chances
of sleepwalkers experiencing an episode. his hypoth-
esis was recently tested in a study that investi-
gated the efects of forced arousals from experimen-
tal auditory stimuli in ten adult sleepwalkers and ten
control subjects during normal sleep and following
post-sleep deprivation recovery sleep [22]. he char-
acteristics of the induced somnambulistic behaviors
are presented in Table 12.2. Forced arousals dur-
ing SWS were successful in experimentally induc-
ing somnambulistic episodes in the adult sleepwalk-
ers and, as predicted, sleep deprivation signiicantly
increased the forced arousals’ eicacy. In fact, while no
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Table 12.2 Characteristics of induced somnambulistic events in sleepwalkers during normal and recovery sleep with
auditory stimuli (AS).

Normal sleep with AS Recovery sleep with AS P value

Total number of induced episodes during SWS 7 23 –

Number of patients experiencing at least one induced
episode during SWS

3/10 (30%) 10/10 (100%) 0.005

Mean (SD) frequency of induced episodes during SWS 0.7 (1.3) 2.3 (1.2) 0.040

Mean percentage of AS trials that induced an episode
during SWS

19.8 (37.1) 57.3 (31.7) 0.035

Mean (SD) intensity in dB of the AS that induced
episodes

48.6 (12.1) 53.5 (11.5) ns

AS, auditory stimuli; SWS, slow-wave sleep (stage 3 and 4 sleep); ns = not significant.

somnambulistic episodes were induced in controls,
the presentation of auditory stimuli during daytime
recovery sleep resulted in all ten patients experiencing
one or more induced episodes. hese results support
the hypothesis that via its homeostatic pressure for
increased SWS, sleep deprivation facilitates the occur-
rence of sleepwalking in predisposed individuals and
that this efect can be augmented by incorporating
forced arousals.

Natural history
Sleepwalking is more common in childhood than
in adulthood, as most children will experience, at
least temporarily, one or more of the NREM sleep
parasomnias during childhood or early adolescence.
he peak incidence of sleepwalking (approximately
17%) is around 12 years of age [23]. Children with
sleepwalking tend to outgrow the disorder during mid
to late adolescence, but somnambulism can persist
into adulthood in up to 25% of cases [24]. In addition,
children with sleep terrors can develop sleepwalking
at a later age, and the two parasomnias can occur
within the same episode (e.g. sleep terror followed by
sleepwalking). Sleepwalking occurs in approximately
2–4% of adults with no signiicant gender diferences
[17,24,25]. However, there is some evidence to suggest
that given comparable histories, males are more likely
than females to experience somnambulistic behaviors
in the sleep laboratory [21]. As previously described,
adult sleepwalking can lead to sleep-related injuries.

Several factors have been reported as facilitating
or precipitating somnambulistic episodes in predis-
posed individuals, and some researchers have grouped
them into factors that deepen sleep and factors that
fragment sleep [26]. Factors that deepen sleep and

which are capable of facilitating or triggering sleep-
walking include intense physical activity, hyperthy-
roidism, fever, sleep deprivation, and neuroleptics or
medications with depressive CNS efects. Factors that
fragment sleep and are capable of facilitating or trig-
gering sleepwalking include the presence of other sleep
disorders such as SDB, stress and environmental or
endogenous stimuli.

Finally, hormonal factors may also inluence the
frequency with which women experience sleep terrors
and injurious sleepwalking, as these can emerge pre-
menstrually [27], while sleepwalking can decrease dur-
ing pregnancy, particularly in primiparas [28].

Laboratory investigations

Polysomnography
Sleep laboratory investigations have yielded consid-
erable information on the polysomnographic charac-
teristics of sleepwalkers. No consistently robust dif-
ferences exist between adult somnambulistic patients
and control subjects in terms of their overall sleep
architecture and normal cycling among sleep stages.
However, some unusual sleep-related processes have
been described as characterizing the sleep of patients
sufering from somnambulism. hese include NREM
sleep instability, hypersynchronous delta waves, irreg-
ular build-up of slow-wave activity, and unique EEG
characteristics prior to and during somnambulistic
episodes.

NREM sleep instability

When compared to controls, adults and children with
sleepwalking/sleep terrors show increases in the cyclic
alternating pattern rate [29], a measure of NREM
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Figure 12.1 Slow-wave activity (SWA) over four
consecutive NREM-REM cycles in 15 sleepwalkers
and 15 healthy paired controls. Power is
significantly reduced in the second half of the
first NREM period. Awakenings from SWS are
indicated on the two horizontal lines below the
graph (from [32]).

instability which expresses the organized complex-
ity of arousal-related phasic events. Sleepwalkers also
experience a greater number of arousals and brief
microarousals out of SWS than do controls [14,30].
NREM sleep instability and arousal oscillation may
thus represent a typical microstructural feature of
parasomniacs’ NREM sleep andmay play a role in trig-
gering sleepwalkers’ abnormal motor episodes.

Hypersynchronous delta waves

Although not always clearly operationalized, hyper-
synchronous delta activity (HSD) is usually described
as continuous high voltage (�150 uV) delta waves
occurring during SWS or immediately prior to an
episode. Some texts present HSD as a well-established
feature of sleepwalker’s sleep EEG. However, care-
ful studies of HSD and other forms of delta activ-
ity prior to sleepwalking episodes have yielded mixed
to poor results [13,16,31]. For example, one study
[13] found that most behavioral and non-behavioral
arousals from SWS in adult patients were not preceded
by a delta wave build-up, and that only 15.5%were pre-
ceded by delta wave clusters.

he occurrence of HSD was recently assessed by
our group [16]: the data showed that (a) HSD was
present in 80% of controls during baseline recording,
but HSD occurred more frequently during sleepwalk-
ers’ sleep EEG; (b) sleep deprivation increased HSD
during stage 4 sleep in both groups; and (c) there was
no evidence that somnambulistic episodes are imme-
diately preceded by a build-up inHSD. Taken together,
these indings indicate that HSD, which represents an

increased activity of the neural structures involved in
the regulation of delta activity during NREM sleep,
occurs in the SWS of normal controls, and that it has a
low speciicity for the diagnosis of somnambulism.

Slow-wave activity

EEG slow-wave activity (SWA: spectral power in the
0.75–4.5 Hz band) is a quantitative measure of SWS
dynamics and is considered an indicator of sleep depth
or sleep intensity. Gaudreau et al. investigated the
power and dynamics of SWA in adult sleepwalkers
and controls and showed that sleepwalkers had sig-
niicantly less overall SWA power, with the great-
est diference occurring during the irst NREM cycle
(see Figure 12.1) [32]. A similar reduction in SWAwas
also reported in twoother studies of sleepwalkers/sleep
terror patients [30,33].hese data indicate that normal
SWA build-up is impeded by sleepwalkers’ frequent
awakenings from SWS.

Post-arousal EEG activity

Early studies reported that the EEG recorded during
somnambulistic episodes was characterized by con-
tinuous and difuse non-reactive alpha rhythms or by
patterns of low-voltage delta and beta activity without
evidence of clear wakefulness. Schenck and coworkers
described three post-arousal EEG patterns that char-
acterized the irst 10 s of most SWS arousals in adults
with sleepwalking/sleep terrors: (I) difuse rhythmic
and synchronous delta activity, most prominent in
bilateral anterior regions and with a typical frequency
of 2.2 Hz, a typical amplitude of 85 uV, and a typical
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Figure 12.2 The color version of this figure can be found in the color plate section. Example of post-arousal EEG pattern I during a
behavioral episode from stage 4 sleep in a 19-year-old man. The EEG shows diffuse and rhythmic delta activity and is most predominant
in the anterior regions.

duration of 20 s; (II) difuse and irregular moderate-
to-high voltage delta and theta activity intermixedwith
alpha and beta activity; and (III) prominent alpha and
beta activity [13]. Irrespective of speciic EEGpatterns,
delta activity was present in 44% of the post-arousal
EEGs.

More recently, these patterns were assessed during
behavioral arousals in adult sleepwalkers [34].he two
more frequently observed forms of post-arousal activ-
ity were patterns II and III. hese patterns were also
the only two that occurred during stage 2 episodes.
Delta activity was present in almost 50% of all episodes
from SWS and 20% of those from stage 2 sleep. Pat-
tern I (difuse rhythmic and synchronous delta activ-
ity), which only occurred during events emerging from
SWS, was more likely to accompany simple somnam-
bulistic episodes than complex ones. Examples of pat-
terns I and II are presented in Figures 12.2 and 12.3.

Other experimental investigations
A transcranial magnetic stimulation study exam-
ined motor cortex excitability during wakefulness in

8 sleepwalkers and 18 controls [35]. Sleepwalkers
showed signiicant hypo-excitability of some inhi-
bitory circuits as revealed by reduced short interval
intracortical inhibition, cortical silent period duration,
and short latency aferent inhibition.

One SPECT study was performed during a sleep-
walking episode recorded from a 16-year-old man
with a history of somnambulism [36]. An increase
of 25% in rCBF was found in the posterior cingu-
late and anterior cerebellum compared to SWS with-
out episodes. he authors suggest that variations in
the motor and emotional manifestations of sleepwalk-
ing may be related to diferent activation patterns
of the cingulate cortex, as it modulates behavior in
response to emotional processes. A decrease in rCBF
in frontoparietal associative cortices was also noted
in comparison to the wakefulness pattern of normal
subjects. Since this pattern occurs in normal SWS,
this inding suggests that the brain is indeed sleep-
ing during somnambulism. hese pilot indings thus
support the notion that sleepwalking is a dissociated
state consisting of motor arousal and persisting mind
sleep.
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Figure 12.3 The color version of this figure can be found in the color plate section. Example of post-arousal EEG pattern II during a
behavioral episode from stage 4 sleep in a 23–year-old woman. The EEG shows irregular delta and theta activity intermixed with faster
activity.

Genetics
here is a strong genetic component to somnambu-
lism. About 80% of somnambulistic patients have at
least one family member afected by this parasom-
nia, and the prevalence of somnambulism is higher
in children of parents with a history of sleepwalking.
A population-based twin study [24] of 1045 MZ and
1899 DZ pairs showed a considerable genetic efect
in adulthood sleepwalking (probandwise concordance
ive times higher in MZ than DZ pairs), although
the efect in childhood sleepwalking was not as pro-
nounced (1.5 times higher in MZ than DZ pairs). In
fact, HLA-DQB1 typing in sleepwalkers and their fam-
ilies indicates that somnambulism may be associated
with excessive transmission of the HLA-DQB1∗05 and
∗04 alleles [37].

It has been suggested that the clinical similar-
ities between sleepwalking and sleep terrors indi-
cate a common genetic predisposition. Sleepwalking
may be a more prevalent and less severe manifesta-
tion of the same substrate that underlies sleep terrors
[38].

Associated factors and pathology
he exact pathophysiological mechanisms of som-
nambulism remain unclear. In addition to the atypi-
cal sleep parameters and genetic component reviewed
above, other factors have been proposed, inclu-
ding psychopathology and deregulation of serotoner-
gic systems.

Older studies have held that the presence of
somnambulism (with or without concomitant sleep
terrors) in adulthood is associated with major psy-
chopathology [39,40]. Epidemiologic evidence sug-
gests a higher prevalence of psychopathology among
adult patients with arousal disorders [17], and psy-
chopathology has been reported in subgroups of ado-
lescents with sleep terrors and/or sleepwalking [41].
However, many adult patients do not present with
a DSM-based [10] psychiatric disorder, nor do they
necessarily have highly disturbed personality traits
[7,9,42,43].

Serotonin has been hypothesized to be involved in
the pathophysiology of sleepwalking on the basis that
certain factors implicating the serotonergic system
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(e.g. certain drugs, fever) can precipitate sleepwalk-
ing [44]. In addition, sleepwalking episodes are four to
nine timesmore commonly associatedwith abnormal-
ities in the metabolism of serotonin, such as Tourette
syndrome or migraine headaches.

Management
Treatment is oten unnecessary when episodes are
benign and not associated with potential injury. In this
case, reassuring the patient/family about the benign
nature of the episodes and demystifying the events is
oten suicient. However, attention should be paid to
potential precipitating factors, such as sleep depriva-
tion, stress and environmental disturbances, so that
such factors can be avoided. When patients present
with a history of agitated somnambulism, precautions
should be taken to ensure a safe sleep environment
(e.g. removing obstructions in the bedroom, securing
windows, installing locks or alarms on outside doors,
placing barriers in stairways, removing sharp or oth-
erwise dangerous objects).

As highlighted in a recent review article [45], con-
trolled clinical trials for the treatment of somnambu-
lism are lacking. Hypnosis (including self-hypnosis)
has been found to be efective in both children and
adults presenting with chronic sleepwalking [46–48].
In children, the preferred treatment for somnambu-
lism consists of a behavioral technique called antici-
patory or scheduled awakening. Parents keep a diary
of their child’s episodes and determine the approxi-
mate time at which the episodes typically occur. hey
will then awaken their child about 15–20 min before
the episode’s typical time of occurrence for a period
of onemonth.his simple intervention can yield rapid
results and beneits are maintained for several months
ater the end of the treatment [49].

When sleepwalking is secondary to sleep respira-
tory events or other sleep disorders, treatment of the
precipitating sleep disorder may result in a disappear-
ance of somnambulism [19].

Pharmacological treatment should be considered
only if the behaviors are hazardous or extremely dis-
ruptive to the bed partner or other household mem-
bers. Benzodiazepines (clonazepam or diazepam) and
tricyclic anti-depressants (imipramine) can be efec-
tive [50]. However, pharmacotherapy does not always
result in adequate control of sleepwalking [9]. Treat-
ment should always include instructions on sleep

hygiene, avoidance of sleep deprivation, and stress
management.

Conclusions
Despite numerous clinical and empirical investiga-
tions, the exact mechanisms which give rise to som-
nambulism remain unclear. Of the factors suggested
as being operant, those involving genetics and abnor-
mal sleep parameters appear the most promising in
elucidating our understanding of this sleep disorder.
Although the precise mode of inheritance for sleep-
walking is not fully understood, a genetic contribution
has been well documented. Strong support also exists
for the idea that sleepwalkers experience diiculties
in maintaining stable and consolidated NREM sleep.
Furthermore, sleepwalkers appear to be particularly
vulnerable to increased homeostatic sleep pressure fol-
lowing sleep deprivation when recovery sleep is initi-
ated at a circadian time of increasing wake propensity.
Considerable progress has also beenmade in the study
of EEG activity prior to and during somnambulistic
episodes. he limited data collected on neuroimaging
and transcranial magnetic stimulation in sleepwalkers
suggest that, although methodologically challenging,
these investigative tools may pave the way towards a
better understanding of disorders of arousal.

Unlikemost sleep disorders, the diagnosis of sleep-
walking is still primarily based on the patient’s clini-
cal history. he development of an investigative pro-
tocol that would allow researchers and clinicians to
establish a polysomnographically based diagnosis for
sleepwalking remains central. his issue is especially
important given the growing number of medico-legal
cases of sleep-related violence. A recent series of stud-
ies have shown that sleep deprivation signiicantly
increases the frequency of somnambulistic events
recorded in the laboratory. Moreover, the probability
of recording an episode in predisposed individuals can
be further increased by combining sleep deprivation
with experimental forced awakenings. Although the
results obtained thus far appear promising, additional
work on larger and more varied clinical samples is
needed.

A variety of non-pharmacological as well as phar-
macological treatments have been recommended for
long-term management of somnambulism. However,
well-designed controlled clinical trials are needed to
guide and support treatment decisions.116
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Section 2 Disorders of arousal
Chapter

13
Sleep terrors
Meredith Broderick and Christian Guilleminault

History
he irst known report of night terrors may have been
in Latin translations of Rhazes’ Practica Puerorum,
which was described as “mater puerorum,” meaning
hysterical its in children ormother of the children [1].
In this 910 AD Latin version, Rhazes’ description is
translated:

now follows about a certain aliction which is called mater puero-

rum.his inirmity happens to children in the irst period of life fre-

quently.he sign of it is great wailing or much fear during sleep, and

fever increased by the sleeplessness and from the child’smouth a foul

odor issues forth.he cause of this ailment is the taking ofmoremilk

that the child can digest. he cure of it is in correcting the milk. he

child, therefore, is given the sixth part of a dramof dyapliris anddias-

muscumwith themilk daily.he sovereign remedy in this condition

is the great theriac.

During Rhazes’ time, research shows that mater
puerorum may have been used to describe both
epileptic attacks and night terrors. In antiquity,
night terrors and epileptic episodes were frequently
attributed to demons. he term mater puerorum was
no longer used ater the Renaissance, but in modern
day, pavor nocturnus is generally accepted as synony-
mous with night terrors or sleep terrors in children
and incubus attacks in adults. Historically, night
terrors have been reported in association with scary
stories before bedtime, breathing abnormalities dur-
ing sleep such as that which occurs with adenoton-
sillar hypertrophy, digestive disorders, vascular dis-
ease, or epilepsy. In Freud’s time, with the advent of
psychoanalysis and dream analysis, night terrors were
postulated as being a type of anxiety attack related
to unconscious mental conlicts. his theory was
strengthened by the association between the occur-

rence of night terrors in childhood which coin-
cided with the anal and oedipal periods of psycho-
logical development. Until the link between slow
wave sleep and night terrors was recognized, the
Freudian inluence on theories of night terrors was
prominent.

In a case report published in 1953, Sullivan
described night terrors as an indication of an emo-
tional problem arising out of certain stages in a child’s
development [2]. He wrote that the root of the prob-
lem was a basic fear of being hurt which came from
the child’s increasing awareness of being separate from
his mother. He wrote, “prevention and treatment of
night terrors was dependent on attention to parental
attitudes about sexual and aggressive activity, as well as
to the precipitating factors.” In the case, he described a
4 years- and 5-months-old white girl with awakenings
of inconsolable screaming that bugs were in the room.
Ater describing a thorough evaluation of the parents
and the child, he concluded the episodes were due
to a conlict between the child’s wishes and her fears
of retaliation by a parent. He recommended methods
to help the child express her feelings during daytime
play as well as moving the other child into sepa-
rate bedrooms. He recommended barbiturate sedation
to help suppress the episodes in addition to nursery
school during the day to allow the child a forum for
more aggressive expression. With these suggestions
and ater four months, the night terror episodes
ceased.hese historical accounts of night terrors high-
light the importance of culture on some of the cur-
rent investigations and attempts at conceptualization
of night terrors.

With the development of sleep laboratories, more
objective indings such as electroencephalography and
physiological parameters have and are being studied.

119he Parasomnias and Other Sleep-Related Movement Disorders, ed. M. J. horpy and G. Plazzi. Published by
Cambridge University Press. C© Cambridge University Press 2010.
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In 1965, Gastaut and Broughton published work
demonstrating the important association of night ter-
rors as arousals from stage 4 sleep, which was around
the same time that sleepwalking and enuresis were
also described as arising from stage 4 sleep [3]. his
discovery was in contrast to the known association
of dreams with REM sleep, and accordingly was an
important breakthrough distinction in the classiica-
tion of night terrors. Ater this, interest shited towards
identifying triggers of the night terrors, which at the
time was thought to be an expression of emotional
conlicts in NREM sleep, a time when inhibitory bar-
riers are lowered. In 1973, Fisher et al. described four
types of anxious arousals from sleep: stage 4 night
terrors, REM nightmares, stage 2 awakenings, and
hypnagogic nightmares [3]. hey wrote that the dis-
tinguishing feature of night terrors was the severity.
hey emphasized the concept that night terrors did not
occur during sleep, but as part of an arousal response
associated with autonomic discharges and behavioral
responses. To be considered a night terror, the patient
had to have autonomic activation. In their case series
they elicited episodes by using a buzzer and described
key features of night terrors: a near doubling of the
resting heart rate estimated at around 108 beats per
minute, increases in amplitude and respiratory rate
initiated with a gasp, anxiety, and decreases in skin
resistance. hey noted a direct relationship between
the amount of delta sleep preceding a night terror
and the intensity of the spell, as well as the fact that
two-thirds of night terrors occur in the irst non-
REM (NREM) period. In their investigations, night
terrors were also always associated with sleep talk-
ing. heir hypothesis was that night terrors repre-
sented a heightened tendency in certain individuals to
trigger a ight or light response based on the capa-
bility to elicit episodes with a buzzer. At the same
time, because of the mental content contained in the
episodes, they also postulated a relationship between
prior traumatic experiences. In 1974, Taboada wrote
that the causative factor in night terrors was fear of
death [4]. He described a case report of a 7-year-old
boy who was otherwise healthy who developed night
terrors ater attending summer camp. With hypnosis,
he was able to uncover the boy’s fear of big waves and
of the boat at camp capsizing with children in it. By
asking the boy to imagine he was slightly older and
able to turn the boat, the night terrors subsequently
abated. Taboada also reiterated previous observations
of the thin line between nightmares and night terrors,

with the distinction being the fragmentary or absent
dream recall in patients with nightmares. In exam-
ining the historical medical literature on night ter-
rors, sleep terrors, pavor nocturnus, or incubus attacks
it is important to note that there is signiicant over-
lap with reports of sleep paralysis, anxiety dreams,
nightmares, confusional arousals, and sleepwalking
[5]. Historically, the distinction has not always been
clear, and to a certain extent there is a still an overlap in
these disorders. Night terrors, sleepwalking, and con-
fusional arousals are oten still grouped in the medical
literature.

Clinical indings
Classically, night terrors arise during the irst sleep
cycle, usually within 1–3 h of sleep (Table 13.1). In her
analysis of 40 patients with night terrors, Joyce Kales
reported an average time of occurrence of 106.6 min
ater sleep onset [3]. he episode begins suddenly
with vocalization, which can be screaming or crying,
sometimes associated with sitting up in bed, thrash-
ing, agitation, confusion, a facial expression of fear
and sympathetic activation. Patients are only partially
responsive to the environment during episodes, which
usually last a fewminutes but can range anywhere from
30 s to 30 min. Typically, the episodes last from 1 to
10 min. Joyce Kales’ study reported an average dura-
tion of 6 min [6]. hey rarely occur more than once
per night. In this same group of patients, 75% reported
a real, potential or actual injury during the episodes,
and 18% had walked out of their house. Night terrors

Table 13.1 Night terrors.

Timing 15–90 min after sleep onset

Characteristics Extreme autonomic discharge
Tachycardia
Perspiration
Vocalization
Distress
Staring
Inconsolable
Amnesia

Differential
diagnosis

Nightmares, REM behavioral disorder, nocturnal
panic attacks, epilepsy, sundowning syndrome

Treatment Psychotherapy
Hypnosis
Cognitive behavioral therapy
Valium, imipramine, melatonin, paroxetine
Waking therapy
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can occur more than once a night and up to several
times per week. here is little or no recall of the event
the morning ater the event.

Night terrors can be distinguished from other
paroxysmal events during sleep by two essential fea-
tures: the characteristic autonomic activation during
the event, and retrograde amnesia following it. Night
terrors are associated with vocalizations and auto-
nomic activation with more behavioral expression of
fear and anxiety compared to nightmares. During
night terrors, patients are diicult to arouse and have
less recall of the spells compared to patients with
nightmares.

In a classic description of a night terror, the
episode begins with a vocalization, which may mani-
fest with a blood curdling or animal-like scream fol-
lowed by a ight or light response consisting of tachy-
cardia, tachypnea, tremulousness,mydriasis, sweating,
and increased respiratory rate [7]. he clinical man-
ifestation of night terrors is generally agreed upon
and consistently described as an “arousal response,”
characterized by autonomic activation and behavioral
manifestations because the EEG pattern is consis-
tent with a waking, alpha pattern with a clinical state
of disorientation. Researchers have postulated difer-
ent theories characterizing the state of an individ-
ual having a night terror, including automatisms or
dissociation within wakefulness.

Night terrors sharemany similar clinical character-
istics to sleepwalking and confusional arousals such as
confusion, timing of occurrence, association to slow-
wave sleep, age, physiological changes, and genetics.
Because of these associations, night terrors, confu-
sional arousals, and sleepwalking are oten considered
part of the same pathophysiological spectrumwith any
true distinction in a gray area, as there is oten an over-
lap where both conditions co-exist in the same patient.
Night terrors have been considered on the same patho-
physiological spectrumas sleepwalking in that they are
both disorders of arousal, originate in NREM sleep,
and are a sign of CNS immaturity. On this spectrum,
night terrors would be on the more severe end of the
spectrum.

A few studies have focused on whether mental
content during NREM sleep is the trigger of the night
terrors. In one of these studies, the most common
reports of dream content by subjects with night terrors
were: fear of aggression by a person or persons, things
closing in or being trapped in a small area, fear of
falling, fear of aggression by sleep lab staf, and fear

of being let alone [8]. Fisher et al. reported a mean
of 58% recall of mental content from night terrors [8].
he content originated from both the pre-arousal and
post-arousal states.

Night terrors oten occur in patients with psy-
chopathology, especially in adults with post-traumatic
stress syndrome. Researchers have postulated that sit-
uations heightening anxiety may have an impact on
hormones that causes arousal of the reticular sys-
tem, which in turn heightens arousal and causes
sleep disturbances [9]. Personality characteristics have
also been examined in patients with night terrors
using the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inven-
tory (MMPI).heir proiles were consistent with inhi-
bition of outward expression of aggression, lowered
self-esteem, anxiety, depression, and phobicness. In
this study, patients with night terrors had psychiatric
evaluations with a psychiatric diagnosis in 85% con-
sisting of anxiety, depression, phobias, obsessions, and
personality disorders. Crisp et al. studied six patients
with night terrors and compared them to sleepwalk-
ers and normal patients. Patients with night terrors
scored higher on the hysteria scale of the Crown–Crisp
experiential index, while all other psychological char-
acteristics were comparable, suggesting a tendency for
dissociation [10]. Llorente reported six patients with
night terrors, all of whom had a previously diagnosed
psychiatric disorder. Despite the co-existence of psy-
chiatric disorders in patients with night terrors, they
did not appear to be related in clinical course or
exacerbations.

Night terrors must be distinguished from noc-
turnal panic attacks, which are also associated with
arousal from sleep with autonomic activation. he
main distinguishing characteristic is the lack of con-
fusion and amnesia in patients with nocturnal panic
attacks.

Night terrors have also been reported as a side
efect of patients being treated with sedative hypnotics,
stimulants, anti-histamines, tricyclic anti-depressants
and neuroleptics such as risperdone [7,11–13]. Stray-
horn et al. reported frightening dreams in 50% of
patients on a single daytime dose of tricyclic anti-
depressants and 25% of patients on a single dose
of neuroleptics. he mechanism is thought to be a
result of an increase in NREM sleep by these med-
ications, although there is some controversy to this
claim, as there have also been reports of successful
treatment of night terrors with imipramine [14]. Other
precipitants of night terrors suggesting an organic
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component are febrile illnesses, head injury, and brain-
stem pathology.

he International Classiication of Sleep Disorders
second edition classiies sleep terrors in the same cate-
gory as confusional arousals and sleepwalking, which
are both also classiied as parasomnias and disor-
ders of arousal from NREM sleep. he diagnostic cri-
teria of sleep terrors includes: a sudden episode of
terror occurring during sleep, initiated by a cry or
loud scream that is accompanied by autonomic ner-
vous system and behavioral manifestations of intense
fear. here must be associated diiculty in arous-
ing the person, mental confusion when awakened
from an episode, complete or partial amnesia for
the episode, or dangerous or potentially dangerous
behaviors. Lastly, the disturbance should not be better
explained by another sleep disorder, medical, or neu-
rological disorder, mental disorder, medication use, or
substance use disorder [15].

Natural history
A combination of genetic, maturational, organic, and
psychological factors are thought to play a role in the
development and natural history of night terrors. In
general, night terrors can be classiied into two sub-
types based on the age of onset. Patients with an earlier
onset form of night terrors with a normal psychologi-
cal proile typically have a benign course with resolu-
tion into adolescence, and are thought to be attributed
to a maturation process in development. his can be
conceptualized as an idiopathic form of night terrors.
he later onset type is associated with an abnormal
psychological proile, persistence into adulthood, and
a greater likelihood of treatment.

Prevalence studies of night terrors vary in the
literature, especially because of discrepancies in the
deinition of a night terror. In 1968Kales et al. reported
an incidence of night terrors in 1–3% of children
5–12 years of age [16]. A population study in the
UK of 4972 subjects reported night terrors in 2.2%
of the population with comparable rates between men
and women [17]. his study found predominance in
younger people and a decrease with age. Laberge et al.
reported a prevalence of 17.3% in 1353 Canadian
children between 6 and 16 years of age [18]. Ages of
onset reported range from 3 to 74 years [19]. It is esti-
mated that 30% of children will experience at least one
night terror in their lives [20].

Night terrors are less frequent than nightmares in
any age group [21]. Early-onset night terrors oten
begin before 10 years of age and are outgrown by ado-
lescence [21]. Many children with sleep terrors will go
on to sleepwalk, and vice versa. he common features
of sleepwalking and night terrors suggest they may be
linked by genetic or environmental factors, although
psychological factors cannot be ruled out as contribu-
tory causes.

DiMario et al. studied 19 patients with early-onset
night terrors to characterize the natural history [22].
Of 19 patients, 13 had EEGs performed, which were
all negative for epileptic activity. he age of onset in
10 subjects was between 1.5 and 3.5 years.hemedian
age of onset for all 19 subjects was 3.5 years. Ques-
tionnaires revealed an initial frequency from once per
week to several times per year. In 11 children (70%),
the initial frequency at the time of onset was the same
as the peak frequency. In the remainder of the sam-
ple, the peak frequency was not reached for 2–9 years.
Also, 63% reached a peak frequency of one or more
night terror per week. Only one child had more than
one episode per night.hemean duration of night ter-
rors was 3.9 years, ranging from 6 months to 13 years.
In this study, parents identiied the following as precip-
itants: overtiredness, fever, separation, loss, moving,
divorce, change of school, death in the family, return
to school from vacation, or change of school. hey
also looked at possible familial patterns and found that
11 of 18 children with available family histories had
a irst-, second-, or third-degree relative with another
parasomnia. heir data suggested a positive correla-
tion between a longer duration of night terrors in
patients with a positive family history of sleepwalking.

Some evidence suggests that development of night
terrors ater the age of 10 years is a positive predictor
of persistence into adulthood; these patients are pre-
dicted to have a more chronic course and are more
likely to require intervention [23]. In the later-onset
form of night terrors, episodes may persist for up
to 43 years [4]. Some evidence suggests that night
terrors persisting into adulthood may have increased
psychopathology.

Joyce Kales et al. published data looking at the
clinical characteristics and personality patterns in
patients with night terrors [6]. She found the mean
age of onset of 40 patients examined was 12.5 years,
55% of whom reported occurrence of a major life
event prior to the onset. he mean duration was
15.6 years. Patients reported seven night terrors per
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month, and 92% reported increasing frequency with
mental stress. Fatigue increased frequency in 25% of
patients, and a change of environment in 45%. Night-
mares were reported in 72%, sleepwalking in 75%,
insomnia in 52%, and enuresis in 40%. Interestingly,
72% of patients reported at least one prior episode of
sleepwalking.

Although night terrors typically follow a benign
clinical course, because of the association of violence
during the attacks, they can occasionally be danger-
ous, especially if exacerbated by alcohol [24]. In severe
cases, night terrors can result in injurious behavior.
Schenck et al. described three patients with charac-
teristics of night terrors/sleepwalking during intensive
care unit admissions possibly due to precipitation
by stress, medications, metabolic abnormalities and
changes in sleep–wake patterns [25]. In another
extreme case, the wife of a patient with dramatic
night terrors developed post-traumatic stress disorder
[26]. A case series of 54 patients reported injurious
night terrors/sleepwalking in one-third of patients
with onset ater 16 years of age [27]. One patient began
having episodes at age 58. Schenck et al. reported
33 cases of a “parasomnia overlap syndrome” involving
sleepwalking, night terrors, and REM behavior disor-
der [28].

Ohayon et al. identiied the following as inde-
pendent risk factors positively associated with night
terrors: sleep talking, subjective sense of choking,
alcohol intake at bedtime, violent or injurious behav-
iors during sleep, hypnagogic hallucinations, obstruc-
tive sleep apnea (OSA) syndrome, and nightmares
[17]. Community-based studies have also shown a
relationship between night terrors and higher rates of
bedtime resistance, sleep onset delay, night awaken-
ings, and reduced sleep duration [29].

One of the key features of night terrors is the
dramatic autonomic discharge during sleep with an
increase in sympathetic tone associated with pupil
dilation, increased heart rate, and decreased gal-
vanic skin resistance. With this, suggestion has been
made for an association of night terrors with sudden
unexplained nocturnal death syndrome (SUNDS) in
patients with underlying cardiac conduction abnor-
malities [30].

Night terrors can have a signiicant impact in
a patient’s personal life as they can afect or even
endanger a bed partner. Injury during episodes is an
important consideration, especially in individualswith
certain roles such as military personnel.

Clinical evaluation and laboratory
investigations
he irst challenge in clearly conceptualizing and
studying night terrors is to establish a irm descrip-
tion so that they can be distinguished from other
paroxysmal episodes occurring during sleep, such as
nightmares, epilepsy, cluster headaches, or other
parasomnias. A comprehensive history and physical
examination should be conducted to characterize age
of onset, timing of associated stressful life events, fre-
quency of episodes, duration, content, precipitants,
family history, a history of febrile illnesses, other
sleep disorders, and global development. Temporal
and frontal lobe epilepsy are important considerations
in the diferential diagnosis of night terrors. Epilepsy
can be diferentiated from night terrors by the pres-
ence of daytime episodes, stereotypical activities, or
focal motor abnormalities. Rarely, hysterical and dis-
sociative conditions can masquerade as night terrors.
However, in these conditions the patient maintains
alertness and the episodes are longer in duration [31].
Elderly patients with organic cognitive impairment or
chronically ill patients may have a “sundowning” syn-
drome with nocturnal wandering that should be dis-
tinguished from night terrors and sleepwalking.

In a landmark paper in Science in 1968, Broughton
described the association of night terrors as a sudden
phenomenon arising out of SWS with a pattern simi-
lar to a waking pattern during the spell itself. Patients
may have hypersynchronous high-voltage slow-wave
activity lasting 10–30 s prior to muscular activa-
tion during a night terror [32]. When comparing
the sleep architecture of patients with parasomnias
to normal patients, patients with parasomnias are
observed as havingmore sleep fragmentation relected
by increased wake ater sleep onset (WASO), number
of awakenings greater than 1 min, and arousal indices
[33]. Sleep fragmentation is concentrated in SWS, rep-
resenting instability of SWS in patients with night
terrors and sleepwalking. Studies comparing resting
EEGs of patients with night terrors have not been
shown to difer from age-matched controls [34].

In 1995, Pressman et al. reported a case of
a 35-year-old man who experienced night terrors
triggered by a rebound of SWS with initiation of con-
tinuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) therapy for
OSA [35]. his association led researchers to exam-
ine whether respiratory events could lead to frag-
mentation of sleep and parasomnias using esophageal
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manometry. Espa et al. found that respiratory events
leading to arousals occur more frequently in patients
with parasomnias compared to normal subjects, sug-
gesting a role for abnormal breathing events in precip-
itation of the parasomnias themselves [36]. Further-
more, these researchers postulated an elevated arousal
threshold in these patients as a result of abnormal
sleep density, contributing to the confused state that is
characteristic of parasomnias.

Recent studies have also demonstrated a relation-
ship between night terrors and other sleep disorders,
such as sleep-disordered breathing (SDB) or restless
legs syndrome (RLS) [37]. herefore, evaluation for
other sleep disorders including clinical evaluation and
polysomnography is oten indicated.

Night terrors beginning in middle age are infre-
quent, and these patients should have neuroimaging
to rule out a brain tumor, especially if associated with
neurological complaints. here are several cases in the
literature citing an association of neurological disease
with night terrors.here is one case report in the liter-
ature of a 48-year-old woman with new onset of night
terrors ater treatment for a right thalamic brain tumor
[38]. Somatoform disorders should be considered in
patients with later onset, a negative family history for
night terrors, and a major life stressor.

Genetics
here are several papers reporting night terrors in up
to three generations of families, suggesting a familial
pattern of inheritance. In 1980, Kales et al. described a
“two threshold” multifactorial model of inheritance of
sleepwalking andnight terrors [39]. In thismodel, they
suggested a genetic predisposition to sleepwalking and
night terrors that must be evoked by an environmental
cue in addition to a genetic component. In this cohort,
27 family pedigrees of a patient with night terrors were
investigated, and 26 had one or more family members
with either sleepwalking, night terrors, or a combina-
tion of both.he prevalence of sleepwalking and night
terrors in irst-degree relatives was estimated as being
ten times greater than in the general population.

Management
Treatment of night terrors can be divided into two
categories: behavioral and medical strategies. In terms
of behavioral treatments, several have been examined
for night terrors, including psychotherapy, medica-
tions, safety precautions and wake therapy. However,

not all cases of night terrors require treatment, as
the most disturbing characteristics may sometimes be
limited to what is experienced by an observing par-
ent or bed partner. In these cases, reassurance that
there is not a severe underlying health condition is
all that is necessary. Parents or bed partners should
be advised against attempting to awaken or inter-
vene during the episode, as doing this may increase
confusion and precipitate a dramatic or even violent
reaction. In addition, many cases in children resolve
with development as they reach adolescence. Modii-
cations of the environment may be necessary depend-
ing on the characteristics of the episodes. Recommen-
dations such as placing bells on doors, using gates to
block stairways and kitchens, heavy drapery, recom-
mending sleeping on the ground loor, and eliminat-
ing any potentially dangerous objects may be neces-
sary depending on the clinical presentation to ensure
safety.

Waking treatment has also been recommended as
an efective therapy which consists of waking a child
immediately before onset of the night terror based
on autonomic arousal [40]. Lask et al. instructed par-
ents of 19 children with night terrors, ranging from
ages 5 to 13 years, to wake the child fully 10–15 min
prior to the time of onset, or if that was not possi-
ble, at the earliest time of autonomic onset [41]. he
child was allowed to return to sleep ater approxi-
mately 5min.henight terrors ceasedwithin 1week of
beginning therapy in all cases, although in three cases,
episodes returned ater 4–7 weeks and responded to
repeated therapy. One year follow-up conirmed ces-
sation of spells. Subsequent reports of wake therapy
quoted an 80% success rate, although other researchers
have reported no success with this method [7,40]. he
mechanism of action was presumed to be related to an
interruption of “faulty slow wave sleep” with a restora-
tion of normal sleep patterns.

Insight-oriented psychotherapy has been recom-
mended as a behavioral treatment for patients with
night terrors when an underlying psychological distur-
bance is suspected. his is suggested when the clini-
cian suspects that night terrors are manifesting as dif-
iculty coping with frustration, conlict, and inwardly
directed aggression and stress. Psychotherapy allows
individuals to learn to react more constructively in
response to conlicts and stressors [31]. Psychother-
apy, hypnosis, or cognitive behavioral therapy for night
terrors may include exploring fear of failure and hos-
tility [42]. If the patient has phobias, desensitization
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may also play a role in efective therapy. Case reports
of successful treatment of night terrors with psy-
chotherapy were reported in the 1980s [23]. In these
cases, therapy was conducted in weekly sessions over
20–23 months with the idea that internalization of
emotions precipitates night terrors, and with psy-
chotherapy the patients were able to develop insight
into expressing emotions in an adaptive way so that
episodes were signiicantly reduced or eliminated. In
successful cases of treatment of night terrors with psy-
chotherapy, a direct, lexible, and active therapist was
proposed as the most successful component [23]. he
patient can also learn to become more tuned in with
night terrors as a gauge of their stress levels. Hypnosis
has also been reported as a treatment for night terrors,
although hypnosis in children is diicult, and individ-
uals have varying degrees of susceptibility for hypno-
sis. Some clinicians have also recommended using the
mental content of the night terror with rehearsal of
alternate endings during the daytime as a therapeutic
strategy [43].

In general, medical treatment is not recommended
for children with night terrors because of the benign
nature and clinical course of this type of night ter-
ror [44]. here are several diferent approaches to
identifying when medical treatment should be initi-
ated. Keith et al. suggested treatment when serious
pathology is suggested by the frequency of the events
without remission over time, especially in the setting
of daytime anxiety or obvious family psychopathology
[45]. Very frequent episodes that disrupt the quality of
sleep, endanger the individual, or cause psychosocial
dysfunction are indications for medical treatment.
he earliest reports of pharmacological treatment
of night terrors was done by Pesikof and Davis,
who treated sleep walking and night terrors in seven
children with imipramine 10–50 mg at bedtime [46].
Of these patients, two had night terrors and both had
resolution with treatment. Burstein et al. reported
successfully treating ive patients, three women
and two men with a mean age of 29.9 years who
developed night terrors ater traumatic motor vehicle
accidents with post-traumatic stress syndrome and
post-concussive syndrome [47]. hese patients were
treated with imipramine 200–300 mg at bedtime with
a therapeutic efect within 5 days of treatment. Deep-
ening of sleep was the proposed clinical impact, which
resulted in less apprehension associated with sleep,
decreased frequency of night terrors, less awakenings,
and easier return to sleep ater arousals. All of the

patients previously failed treatment with lorazepam.
Marshall et al. also recommended treatment of night
terrors with imipramine in patients with night terrors
in the setting of post-traumatic stress syndrome [9].
In his paper, he postulated that the mechanism of
action was through lowering arousals. At the time of
publication, there was ongoing debate about whether
suppressing the night terrors was a good thing
because some thought they would inevitably manifest
in some other dysfunctional way. he mechanism
was questioned, since imipramine is known not to
decrease stage 4 sleep. Fisher et al. and Glick et al.
each treated one patient with imipramine, and in
all cases it was inefective. In contrast, others have
postulated that themechanism of actionmay be due to
an increase in drug-induced arousals.herefore, some
critics thought the mechanism was due to a placebo
response, but the fact that these patients did not
respond to other medications suggested against this.

Fisher et al. reported suppression of 80% of
episodes with diazepam 5–20 mg with a correspond-
ing 90% decrease in stage 4 sleep in six adults [3].
he efect took place ater two weeks and lasted even
for a short time ater discontinuation of therapy.
Another study performed by Glick et al. also sug-
gested a response to diazepam [48]. Taboada et al.
reported use of diazepam and lurazepam [4]. Vela
et al. published a case series of six patients treated
with bromazepam 1.5 mg 30 min prior to bedtime
with inconclusive results of its efectiveness in treat-
ing night terrors, but a statistically signiicant reduc-
tion in SWS [49]. he eicacy of midazolam has
been attributed to its rapid onset of action, hypnotic
efect with a suppression of arousals, and reduction
in SWS. Allen et al. reported two patients on psy-
chotropic medications with night terrors treated efec-
tively with clorazepate 7.5–15 mg [50]. Both drugs
are metabolized to desmethyldiazepam, which has an
anxiolytic efect which also may account for its clini-
cal efectiveness. Suppression of SWS, anxiolytic prop-
erties, and sedation may be the mechanism of ben-
zodiazepines as efective pharmacotherapy for night
terrors. hey should be administered in the lowest
possible doses necessary to minimize side efects and
generally 90 min prior to bedtime [7]. Oten ater
three to four weeks of therapy and resolution of night
terrors, medication can be tapered. In 2004, l-5-
hydroxytryptophan 2 mg/kg at bedtime was reported
as a successful treatment of night terrors in 29 of
31 patients at one month follow-up [51].
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Recent reports have also described successful treat-
ment of night terrors with paroxetine 20–40 mg daily
[52,53]. he mechanism is thought to be the direct
result of increasing 5-hydroxytryptamine concentra-
tions in the brainstem and indirectly through an anti-
depressant efect. Paroxetine has several advantages
over the benzodiazepines. hose advantages are that
it is not a drug of abuse and patients do not develop
tolerance to it.

here is one case report in the literature of success-
ful treatment of night terrors in a 12-year-old boy with
coinciding Asperger’s syndrome, sleep phase delay,
and sleepwalking, with melatonin 5 mg dispensed 30
min before bedtime [54]. he authors postulated a
relationship between treating sleep deprivation and
successfully treating parasomnias.

Lastly, some cases of night terrors may be related
to other sleep disorders. Guilleminault et al. evaluated
84 patients with either night terrors or a combination
of night terrors and sleepwalking [37]. In this sample,
49 children were found to have coinciding SDB and 43
were subsequently treated with tonsillectomy with or
without adenoidectomy and with or without turbinate
reduction. In follow-up polysomnography 3–4months
post-operatively parents and sleep logs indicated a dis-
appearance of parasomnias.herefore, treatment of an
underlying sleep disorder should not be overlooked as
a potential treatment of night terrors.

Conclusions
Night terrors are fascinating entities that share many
of the same characteristics of the other parasom-
nias occurring as arousals from NREM sleep. Further
research examining the distinction between early
onset, later onset, and familial patterns of night terrors
may help to reveal the underlying pathophysiology of
night terrors as they relate to sleep architecture, arousal
thresholds, and genetics. An interesting question that
remains to be determined is if night terrors, sleep-
walking, and confusional arousals truly are part of the
same pathophysiological spectrum or rather are dis-
tinct entities. In future research, a clear distinction
should be made to allow analysis of these questions.
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Chapter

14
REM sleep behavior disorder
Rafaele Manni and Michele Terzaghi

History
REM sleep behavior disorder (RBD) was irst for-
mally identiied in 1986 by Schenck and Mahowald in
ive elderly subjects presenting similar motor behav-
ioral patterns during REM sleep consisting of violent
dream-enacting behaviors [1].

Although there already existed anecdotal reports
of similar episodes arising from REM sleep during
tricyclic anti-depressant treatment and in the con-
text of acute psychosis related to alcohol and drug
abuse, Schenck and Mahowald were the irst to recog-
nize RBD as a distinct parasomnia with a clinical and
polysomnographic (PSG) pattern similar to that seen
20 years earlier in animal models of RBD. In a review
of their personal data and of the literature over the
16 years following the formal identiication of RBD,
these same authors highlighted the existence of acute
and chronic, idiopathic and symptomatic forms of
RBD, and also the idea that RBDmay herald the onset
of synucleinopathies [2].

REM sleep behavior disorder irst appeared, with
clear diagnostic criteria, in the International Classii-
cation of Sleep Disorders (ICSD) in 1990. hese cri-
teria have recently been updated in the ICSD-2 2005
version [3], and in the American Academy of Sleep
Medicine (AASM) atlas of sleep scoring [4].

Even though RBD may occur in childhood, it gen-
erally has onset ater the age of 50 years and shows a
strong male prevalence. he frequency of occurrence
ofRBD in the general population is unknown.Apreva-
lence of 0.38% in a community sample of elderly in
Hong Kong [5] and of 0.5% in a large general popula-
tion sample in the UK [6] were estimated on the basis
of the inding of dream-enactment behaviors in sleep-
related violent episodes.

Early descriptions of RBD have been identiied by
Schenck and Mahowald in Cervantes’ Don Quixote

(1605) and by Pierre Schultz and Francois Curtin in
a monk appearing in Brillant Savarin’s he Physiology
of Taste (1825) [2].

Alternative names for RBD, mentioned in ICSD-
2, are: oneirism, stage 1 REM (these two terms, now
abandoned, were used prior to the formal identiica-
tion of the condition and may be considered its “his-
toric” names), REMsleepwithout atonia (used by basic
scientists), paradoxical sleep without atonia, and REM
sleep motor parasomnia. RBD is the internationally
recognized acronym.

Clinical indings
he clinical manifestations of RBD are typically
dream-related motor-behavioral manifestations that
appear to be the enactment of a ight. hese man-
ifestations range from simple, primitive, purpose-
less jerky movements of the head, face, neck, trunk,
arms/legs, hands/feet, or whole body, to complex
movements, such as gesturing, pointing, punching,
and kicking (Figure 14.1). he movements may be
accompanied by shouting, yelling, crying, laughing or
more or less structured and comprehensible sleep talk-
ing. Patients rarely get out of bed andwalk during RBD
episodes.

he jerky, violentmovements that sometimes cause
patients to fall out of bed can (in up to approximately
79% of cases) result in injury to the patient and their
bed partner. Personal injuries such as bruises, lacer-
ations, bone fractures and even subdural hematomas
and spleen ruptures have been observed. he episodes
tend to occur during the second part of the night,
although RBD episodes occurring shortly ater falling
asleep have been reported in subjects with short REM
latency, and RBD episodes during daytime sleep in
narcoleptic patients. Diferent episodes varying in
severity (from minimal to very intense) may occur

131he Parasomnias and Other Sleep-Related Movement Disorders, ed. M. J. horpy and G. Plazzi. Published by
Cambridge University Press. C© Cambridge University Press 2010.
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Figure 14.1 Ictal PSG tracing during a RBD episode. Full-blown RBD episode is illustrated (right column) by pictures showing kicking and
punching. R-DELT EMG: right deltoid; L-DELT EMG: left deltoid; R-TA: right anterior tibialis; L-TA: left anterior tibialis.

in the course of a single night. On awakening, patients
report having dreamed of being attacked or sub-
jected to aggression, these reports being consistent
with the motor-behavioral pattern observed during
the RBD episode. In contrast with the aggressive
behaviors displayed during episodes, RBD patients
are reportedly very quiet and mild-mannered peo-
ple. Low scores on an aggressivity scale have been
recorded in subjects afected by idiopathic RBD,
and RBD patients do not usually show psychiatric
morbidity [7].

Compared with the movements observed in idio-
pathic RBD, those occurring in Parkinson’s disease
(PD) and parkinsonian syndromes are reportedly less
pronounced and less frequently violent, but equally
jerky [8].

he diagnostic criteria for RBD, as set out in ICSD-
2, combine clinical and PSG features:

A. Presence of REM sleep without atonia (RSWA) on
PSG.

B. At least one of the following:

(1) sleep-related, injurious, potentially injurious
or disruptive behaviors by history (i.e. dream
enactment behavior), and/or

(2) abnormal REM sleep behavior documented
during polysomnographic monitoring.

C. Absence of EEG epileptiform activity during REM
sleep unless RBD can be clearly distinguished
from any concurrent REM sleep-related seizure
disorder.

D. he sleep disorder is not better explained by
another sleep disorder, medical or neurological
disorder, mental disorder, medication use or
substance use disorder.

Even though the need for “presence of REM
sleep without atonia”, meaning either sustained mus-
cle activity (tonic activity) or excessive transient mus-
cle activity (phasic activity), or both, is clearly stated as
a necessary criterion for RBD diagnosis in ICSD-2, no
indications are given about how REM without atonia
should be quantiied; furthermore, there is no men-
tion of a cut-of above which the loss of atonia should
be considered of pathological signiicance.However, in
the recently publishedAASMManual for the Scoring of
Sleep andAssociated Events [4], the recommendedPSG
features for scoring RBD are as follows:

� For “tonic activity”: “an epoch of REM sleep with
at least 50% of the duration of the epoch having a
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chin EMG amplitude greater than the minimum
amplitude in NREM.”

� For phasic activity: “In a 30-second epoch of REM
sleep divided into ten sequential 3-second
mini-epochs, at least ive (50%) of the mini-
epochs contain bursts of transient muscle activity.
In RBD, excessive transient muscle activity bursts
are 0.1–5.0 seconds in duration and at least four
times as high in amplitude as the background
EMG activity”.

However, several diferent approaches to the quan-
tiication of REM without atonia in RBD, involv-
ing both visual and spectral analysis [9–11], are cur-
rently under way, and further criteria are likely to be
forthcoming.

Clinical–pathophysiological subtypes
Subclinical or preclinical RBD, status dissociatus
and parasomnia overlap syndrome are the clinical–
pathophysiological subtypes of RBD, according to
ICSD-2.

Subclinical RBD is characterized by a PSG pattern
of muscular tone dyscontrol during REM sleep in the
absence of a clinical history of RBD or of complex
behaviors (althoughminimal, subtle motor behavioral
manifestations may be captured on video). Subclinical
RBD is also called preclinical RBD, on the basis of the
assumption that it is an early, clinically silent manifes-
tation of REMwithmuscular tone dyscontrol destined
to evolve into clinical RBD. However, since this evo-
lution manifests itself in only a quarter of subclinical
RBD cases [3], further longitudinal studies are needed
to demonstrate a strong association between subclini-
cal RBD and the eventual emergence of clinical forms
of RBD.

First described by Schenck et al. in 33 sub-
jects in 1997, parasomnia overlap disorder is the co-
occurrence, in the same subject, of RBD with a disor-
der of arousal (sleepwalking, night terrors, confusional
arousals) [12]. he complexity of the clinical picture
can present a diagnostic challenge. Parasomnia over-
lap disorder generally has onset in childhood and a
male prevalence, but it may occur in all age groups,
either as an idiopathic or as a symptomatic form (post-
traumatic, tumoral, demyelinating, neurodegenerative
or iatrogenic diseases).

Status dissociatus is characterized by a complex
clinical picture consisting of dream-related behaviors
(“dream enactments”) strongly reminiscent of RBD,

alternating or overlapping with wakefulness and other
sleep behaviors [13].

Accordingly, PSG recordings show a mixture of
NREM sleep, wakefulness and REM sleep, with a pat-
tern that does not fully correspond to the standard
markers of any of these states.

here exist experimentally induced animal models
of status dissociatus, resulting from lesions or manip-
ulation at the thalamic, hypothalamic and brain stem
level [14]. However, dissociation of states also occurs
in animals as a spontaneous state, as in the concur-
rence of swimming or light with sleep in birds and the
phenomenon of unihemispheric sleep in bottle-nosed
dolphin.

Ater the initial descriptions by Mahowald and
Schenck in 1991, other cases of status dissociatus have
been reported in humans, in the context of various
medical conditions: narcolepsy, PD, multiple system
atrophy (MSA), alcohol withdrawal, recent cardiac
surgery, severe sleep apnea, brain stem lesions and fatal
familial insomnia [2,14–16].

Co-existing pathologies
Narcolepsy

he literature contains anecdotal reports of co-existing
RBD and narcolepsy in both adults [17,18] and chil-
dren [19], in some cases with the RBD episodes as
the presenting symptoms [20]. With the exception of
one case in which the association was with an iso-
lated mediotegmental lesion, the narcolepsy is idio-
pathic. Systematic investigations of the occurrence of
RBD episodes in idiopathic narcolepsy have shown a
frequency of 7–36%, no gender preference, and an ear-
lier age at onset compared with idiopathic RBD; they
are also more likely to occur in forms of narcolepsy
with cataplexy. Furthermore, an increased frequency
of both REM sleep without atonia and phasic EMG
events in REM sleep has been reported in narcoleptic
subjects without overt RBD manifestations compared
with controls [11]. Accordingly, it has been hypothe-
sized that hypocretin/dopaminergic system dysfunc-
tions may lead to motor dyscontrol during REM sleep
in narcolepsy.

On the basis of the current body of literature, it
appears that the association between RBD and nar-
colepsy is clinically signiicant and warrants further
investigation in order to clarify the pathophysiology of
these two sleep disorders.
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Post-traumatic stress disorder

A strong association between RBD and post-traumatic
stress disorder has been reported. It was suggested that
similar neuropathological processes involving loss of
peri-locus coeruleus neurons with subsequent disin-
hibition of tegmental pontine nuclei may explain the
frequent co-existence of these two disorders [21].

Neurodegenerative diseases

Full-blown as well as subclinical RBD has been
reported in association with many neurodegenerative
disorders, especially with �-synucleinopathies [22]:
PD, dementia with Lewy bodies (RBD is included as a
suggestive feature for diagnosis), MSA, and pure auto-
nomic failure [23]. RBD may precede, even by years,
the onset of synucleinopathies [24–28]. One of the
most fascinating questions is whether it is possible to
identify these susceptible patients in advance. On the
assumption that it is possible, research aiming to clar-
ify the clinical picture that might allow early identii-
cation of these cases is under way.his research should
lead to the identiication of early markers of impend-
ing neurodegenerative disease, and thus of individuals
warranting particularly careful follow-up and, possi-
bly, early treatment.

In rare cases, RBD has been reported in non-
synucleinopathies (mostly tauopathies and amy-
loidopathy); cases occurring in Progressive Supranu-
clear Palsy, spinocerebellar ataxia (SCA-3), and
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) are also documented
[23,28]. However, in most of these cases a Lewy body
disease variant could not be ruled out.

Diferential diagnosis
Several factors make it diicult to arrive at a deinite
diagnosis of RBD based on clinical indings alone, and
deinite diagnosis should not be reached in the absence
of conirmatory overnight video-PSG data. In fact, the
clinical manifestations of RBD overlap with those of
quite a few other conditions.

he following parasomnia and non-parasomnia
disorders should be taken into account in the difer-
ential diagnosis of RBD.

NREM arousal-related parasomnias (sleepwalking,

sleep terrors)

he clinical features of NREM parasomnias that help
to distinguish them fromRBDare a young age at onset,
a lack of gender prevalence, occurrence of episodes

during the irst part of the night, and a lack of clear
recall of a dream sequence. Furthermore, walking and
running are rarely observed in RBD.

Rhythmic movement disorder (RMD)

he onset or relapse, in adulthood, of RMD, especially
when the disorder occurs during REM sleep, may lead
to a misdiagnosis of RBD. Furthermore, the fact that
rhythmic movements have been known to occur in
the context of RBD episodes, both phenomena being
documented on video-PSG,means that, in some cases,
the diferential diagnosis between these two conditions
may be diicult [29]. However, such cases are very
rare, and given that RMD is typically seen in child-
hood, otenmanifesting itself both during wakefulness
and during sleep, the need to diferentiate between the
RMD and RBD arises very infrequently.

Epileptic nocturnal seizures

Problems of diferential diagnosis may also arise
between RBD and nocturnal epileptic seizures, given
that there is a certain similarity between themotor and
behavioral pattern observed in RBD and the ictal and
post-ictal phenomena of nocturnal epileptic seizures,
namely temporal and frontal lobe seizures [30].

he hyperkinetic manifestations of nocturnal
frontal lobe epilepsy (NFLE) can mimic the brisk,
violent, arm and/or leg movements seen in RBD, even
though tonic and dystonic movements, typical of
NFLE, have never been documented in RBD. Motor
and verbal automatisms during temporal lobe seizures
may mimic the semi-purposeful gesturing, utterances
and sleep talking found in RBD. Furthermore, the
occurrence, during nocturnal temporal lobe seizures
in both NREM and REM sleep, of abrupt movements,
wandering, shouting, aggressive behaviors or vivid
dream-like enactments may be reminiscent of the
aggressive behavior seen in RBD. However, unlike
most nocturnal forms of temporal lobe epilepsy and
some forms of frontal lobe epilepsy, RBD cannot, by
deinition, also occur during wakefulness.

A scale was proposed for frontal lobe epilepsy
and parasomnia (FLEP) as a tool to distinguish NFLE
fromNREMparasomnias and RBD [31]. However, the
scale recently proved rather unreliable in distinguish-
ing NFLE from RBD in a series of 71 subjects referred
to a tertiary sleep and epilepsy unit for diagnosis of
nocturnal motor-behavioral episodes [32].

he risk of misdiagnosis is reportedly even
greater in cases of comorbidity between RBD and
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epileptic phenomena, which can signify either the
presence of interictal epileptiform abnormalities
in awake and sleep EEG tracings of RBD or the
co-occurrence of RBD and epileptic seizures in
the same subject (estimated to be present in up to
12.5% of a series of 80 elderly subjects with epilepsy)
[33,34]. Synchronized video-PSG is thus mandatory
to establish the nature (RBD or epileptic) of a patient’s
motor-behavioral episodes and thus whether he
is afected by both disorders. It is advisable to use
extended EEG montages in these cases, as it has been
shown that the use of standard sleep EEG montages
(used for sleep scoring) may fail to capture epileptic
discharges.

Obstructive sleep apnea with agitated arousals

(pseudo-RBD)

Complex, sometimes violent, motor-behavioral epi-
sodes can occur on arousal ater an apneic event or in
the post-arousal period during REM or NREM sleep.
Such episodes remit ater continuous positive airway
pressure (CPAP) treatment for obstructive sleep apnea
(OSA).

In subjects withOSA, these RBD-like episodesmay
bemisdiagnosed as RBD [16]. Yet RBD andOSA, both
disorders showing a strong prevalence in males and
in middle age, can also co-exist in the same patient,
making it extremely diicult to reach a deinite dif-
ferential diagnosis between RBD and pseudo-RBD
episodes.

Nocturnal psychogenic dissociative disorders

Even though dissociative states resulting in violent
behaviors generally occur in the daytime, cases of
dissociative disorders arising exclusively or predomi-
nantly during the night have been reported, and this
subgroup of disorders is now coded in ICSD-2 under
the heading Parasomnias (“sleep-related dissociative
disorders”) [3]. Psychological testing together with a
past, generally childhood, history of (usually sexual)
abuse may make it easier to distinguish sleep-related
dissociative disorders from RBD. Polysomnography
helps in diicult cases and in cases with forensic
implications, demonstrating that “sleep-related disso-
ciative” episodes actually occur in a clear pattern of
wakefulness ater an awakening from sleep [35].

Malingering

It may be diicult to distinguish between cases of
malingering and genuine RBD episodes. Video-PSG

can help in these cases, documenting the occurrence
of malingering episodes while the subject is awake or,
in the absence of overt clinical manifestations during
the monitored night, the lack of the characteristic pic-
ture of REM sleep without atonia [35].

Natural history
Cases of idiopathic or symptomatic RBD in child-
hood and adolescence are very infrequent. Because of
the rarity of these forms and the lack of long-term
follow-up data, little is known about the natural his-
tory of early-onset RBD [2]. Symptomatic forms of
RBD early in life may be iatrogenic or due to inlam-
matory or demyelinating CNS disease. Available data
seem to indicate that idiopathic RBD in childhood,
which could be interpreted as abnormal tonic and
phasic muscle activity during REM sleep caused by
poor inhibition of spinal and brain stem motor net-
works due to immaturity of cortical and subcortical
CNS inhibitory systems, is probably transitory and
self-limiting [2].

Classical forms of RBD typically have onset in
men aged over 50 years. In most cases, RBD is
brought to the physician’s attention several years ater
its onset making it diicult to establish its possible
prodromes.

Schenck and Mahowald reported prodromes (per-
sistent sleeptalking, yelling, limb twitching and limb
and body jerking) in the absence of a picture of com-
plex behaviors and lasting amean of 22 years (range 2–
48 years) in 25% of 96 cases of RBD [36]. From a clin-
ical and neurophysiopathological perspective, it could
be interesting to explore prodromes in RBD, as their
existence may indicate a lifelong continuum of motor
dyscontrol during REM sleep whose clinical manifes-
tations difer in type and intensity at diferent times
in the patient’s life. Interestingly, forms of RBD evolv-
ing into status dissociatus have recently been reported
in two cases of MSA [15]. he authors suggested that
status dissociatus may be an extreme manifestation of
RBD in neurodegenerative diseases.

Around a third of patients with PD and parkinso-
nian syndromes have full-blown RBD and the propor-
tion is even higher (up to 50%) if subclinical forms
are also included [21]. Instead, RBD is found in 80–
95% of patients with MSA [25] and in 50–80% of
those with dementia with Lewy bodies [28]. PD asso-
ciated with RBD reportedly difers from PD-only,
patients with PD+RBD being more likely to show an
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akinetic-rigid pattern, autonomic alterations and the
development of cognitive deicits [22,37]. According
to evidence in the literature, the onset of RBD that
initially appears to be idiopathic can be followed by
the onset of neurodegenerative diseases, namely of an
alpha-synucleinopathy.

Schenck and Mahowald reported subsequent
emergence of a parkinsonian disorder (4 years ater
diagnosis of RBD and 13 years ater its onset) in
38% of a series of initially apparently idiopathic RBD
cases. he proportion of patients who developed a
parkinsonian disorder rose to 65%when the follow-up
was extended to 7 years ater the initial diagnosis [24].

Iranzo et al. found that 45% of patients initially
diagnosed with idiopathic RBD at a tertiary sleep
center developed a neurological disorder within 11.5
years of the reported onset of RBD and 5.1 years
of the diagnosis of idiopathic RBD (mean values).
hese disorders were PD in nine patients, dementia
with Lewy bodies in six, MSA with predominant cere-
bellar syndrome in one, and mild cognitive impair-
ment in four patients with prominent visuo-spatial
dysfunction [26].

Recently, Postuma et al., in a long-term follow-up
study of idiopathic RBD patients, found that 26 out of
93 patients (28%) developed a neurodegenerative dis-
order (PD in 14, dementia with Lewy bodies in 7, AD
in 4 and MSA in 1), with the estimated risk of neuro-
degenerative disease development rising from17.7% at
5 years to 52.4% at 12 years [27].

hese data, together with others documenting the
existence in otherwise idiopathic RBD of alterations
similar to the neuropsychological, autonomic and
sensory abnormalities seen in synucleinopathies (so-
called early markers of neurodegenerative diseases in
RBD) raise questions over the existence of true forms
of idiopathic RBD [38]. Indeed, some authors have
suggested that the more cautious term “cryptogenic
RBD” might be more appropriate [39].

On the other hand, adult-onset idiopathic RBD can
spontaneously remit, just as it can persist without the
subsequent emergence of a neurological disorder. he
evolution of subclinical RBD into a full-blown clin-
ical form of RBD has not yet been shown to be an
invariable pattern, even though subclinical RBD may
be associated with the eventual emergence of clini-
cal RBD in at least 25% of cases [3]. Furthermore,
remissions were recently reported in about a quarter of
patients whose RBD had had onset within a full clini-
cal picture of PD [40].

Taken together, these data indicate that non-
progressive forms of RBD do exist. Longitudinal stud-
ies are needed to better deine the natural history of
RBD, which is unlikely to prove unequivocal.

Laboratory investigations
Polysomnography

A single full-nighttime-synchronized video-PSG
recording is usually adequate to establish a deinite
diagnosis of RBD, providing that at least one RBD
episode, coinciding with a REM phase, is captured,
or, should there be no clinical manifestations, pro-
viding that there emerges a clear pattern of REM
without atonia or REM with exaggerated phasic EMG
activity.

Standard polysomnographic montages should be
used [2] (Figures 14.2 and 14.3).he chin and legmus-
cles are usually monitored by means of surface EMG.
However, upper limb muscle activity should also be
monitored since RBD motor manifestations can, in a
few subjects, consist mainly of arm and hand move-
ments. Simultaneous recording of the mentalis, lexor
digitorum supericialis, and extensor digitorum brevis
muscles has recently proved to be the bestmuscle com-
bination for capturing REM sleep phasic EMG activity
in subjects with RBD [41].

Extended EEG montages are recommended
for diferential diagnosis versus epileptic seizures
(Figure 14.4).

Other investigations

Conventional neuroimaging investigations, such as
brain CT and MRI, are not mandatory. However,
they should be performed when a neurological dys-
function is suspected on the basis of the clinical
history and results of the neurological examina-
tion. Obviously, conventional neuroimaging is cru-
cial in distinguishing idiopathic from symptomatic
forms of RBD. he potential usefulness of car-
diac (123)I-metaiodobenzylguanidine (MIBG) scinti-
graphic assessment as a supportive diagnostic indica-
tor for idiopathic RBD is currently being evaluated
[42].

here are a fewother laboratory investigations that,
while not strictly necessary in order to diagnose RBD,
may help in the assessment of afected subjects. As the
clinical signiicance of the alterations they can detect
becomes clearer, these examinations, currently used
mainly for research purposes at tertiary sleep centers,
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Figure 14.2 Exaggerated twitching
during REM sleep in a case of RBD R-BR:
right brachio radialis; L-BR: left brachio
radialis; R-TA: right anterior tibialis; L-TA:
left anterior tibialis.

Figure 14.3 REM sleep without atonia
and exaggerated twitching in a case of
RBD R-BR: right brachio radialis; L-BR: left
brachio radialis; R-TA: right anterior tibialis;
L-TA: left anterior tibialis.

Figure 14.4 RBD in a patient
investigated by extended EEG montages.
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might become valuable investigations in the compre-
hensive work up of RBD.

PET and SPECT studies have shown decreased
presynaptic dopamine transporter binding in the
nigrostriatal system in subjects with idiopathic RBD.
However, the ultimate neurobiological signiicance of
this alteration, with regard to the possible subsequent
development of PDor parkinsonisms in these subjects,
is unclear.he same applies to abnormalities of visual–
constructional function and visual–spatialmemory on
neuropsychological testing, olfactory alterations, and
evidence of EEG slowing on spectral analysis of wak-
ing EEG in idiopathic RBD.

Genetics
Very little is known about the role of genetic factors
in RBD. Familial patterns of the disorder are rarely
encountered and are, in any case, diicult to identify.
Since RBD is a late-onset parasomnia, afected subjects
are rarely able to report symptoms suggestive of RBD
inparents or ancestors.here is no evidence suggesting
that prevalence rates of RBD difer in white and black
people.

A strong association (signiicantly higher than in
controls) of HLADQwI with RBDwithout narcolepsy
was reported in a single study of white men [2].

Pathology
In animalmodels the structures involved in the genesis
of RSWAandRBD are fairly well delineated. Lesions of
the sublaterodorsal nucleus (in rats) and/ormagnocel-
lular reticular formation/subcoeruleus/peri coeruleus
nuclei (in cats) are strongly implicated in the genesis of
RSWA, while pons lesioning induces enacting behav-
iors, whose complexity is dependent on the site and
size of the lesion, in cats. All in all, experimental ani-
malmodels of RBD suggest that the neuronal networks
whose dysfunction underlies the genesis of RBD are
locatedmainly in the brain stem. By contrast, the criti-
cal networks involved in human RBD pathogenesis are
yet to be fully identiied [28].

In humans, RBD has been associated with several
etiologies and abnormalities.

Structural and functional abnormalities – loss of
neuroanatomical integrity due to vascular, neoplastic
or demyelinating lesions of the pontine tegmentum
has been associated with RBD, unilateral lesions being
suicient to induce non-lateralized RBD. Combined
functional MRI and SPECT documented reduced

bloodlow in the pons and frontal regions inRBD. Ictal
neuroimaging revealed lesions in the dorsal and right
pontine tegmentum, let upper pons, pontine white
matter, and pontomesencephalic junction.

Furthermore, RBD, albeit in few cases, has been
reported to occur in neurological disorders primarily
involving the limbic system, without apparent pontine
damage (e.g. limbic encephalitis [43]).

Neurotransmission abnormalities – as mentioned,
PET and SPECT studies have shown decreased pre-
synaptic dopamine transporter binding in RBD in
the framework of a continuum of striatal presynap-
tic dopaminergic dysfunction (from subclinical RBD
to clinical RBD and PD) [44]. However, it is not
known whether these changes are causative or sec-
ondary functional adaptations.

GABAergic (clonazepam) and dopaminergic (l-
dopa, dopamine agonists) treatments, as well as mela-
tonin, have been reported to improve RBD, whereas
tricyclic anti-depressants, SSRIs, and SNRIs may
aggravate/induce it; thus, a complex interplay of neu-
rotransmitters is likely to be involved in the genesis of
the condition [28].

Neuropathological studies – brainstem-predomi-
nant Lewy body disease lesions have been reported
in two autopsy studies of idiopathic RBD patients
[45,46]. Data on the involvement of nigral degenera-
tion (unlikely) and pontine cholinergic neuron deple-
tion (possible) in RBD genesis are inconsistent.

he association of RBD with neurodegenerative
disorders, in particular synucleinopathies, its in with
Braak’s proposed neuropathological staging system for
PD, which describes a temporal sequence of synuclein
deposition from themedulla tomore rostral structures
[47]. Indeed, according to this model, dysfunction of
the pons (stage 2) predates parkinsonismand cognitive
dysfunction. However, variable inter-individual vul-
nerability of brainstem nuclei can be postulated, since
RBD is not a universal inding in extrapyramidal dis-
orders, and stable cases (in which the progression of
the degeneration is hypothesized to stop at stage 2) do
exist.

Physiopathogenesis

Consensus is lacking as regards the physiopathogen-
esis of RBD in humans. Most of the data indicate that
brainstem networks play a fundamental role in the
genesis of RBD motor manifestations, and it has been
speculated that motor dyscontrol might in turn inlu-
ence the oneiric component, thereby making RBD, as
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a whole, a brainstem-related phenomenon [2,28]. In
fact, it has been proposed that the aggressive dream-
related behavior displayed in RBD could be motor
activity triggered by motor pontine dyscontrol, in
accordance with the hypothesis that propioception/
esteroception aferents of moving limbs are pro-
cessed by the sleeping brain and interpreted as
dangerous experience according to the “activation-
synthesis” model of dream generation by Hobson and
McCarley [48].

However, movements and expressed emotions,
including pleasant ones, vary widely during RBD
episodes, and a simple dysfunction of the pontine
nuclei does not appear to be an adequate explanation
for all the features that are observed.

he wide range of observed movements includes
primitive and more complex (gestures, actions) ones
[49]. While the gross, jerky, sometimes apparently
archaic movements, including rhythmic movements,
of the whole body or of one of its parts, probably arise
from activation of the central pattern generators in the
brainstem-spinal cord [29], the more complex, elabor-
ate movements (pointing, gesturing, punching, etc.)
may originate from the motor cortex, with activation
of other brain areas giving rise to patterns of vary-
ing complexity [49,50]. To date, there is no evidence
that focal cortical stimulations can give rise to RBD
episodes, although electrical stimulation of the cingu-
late gyrus triggers movements similar to those com-
monly seen in RBD episodes.

We recently advanced the more complex, but
highly speculative, hypothesis that the dreaming ex-
perience activates the complex visuo-motor loop that
includes the mirror neurons; this would lead the
dreamer to mimic and thus reproduce (“enact”) the
actions unfolding before him in his dream (usually
frightening dreams in the case of patients afected by
RBD) [49]. he presence of RSWA would allow the
movements (i.e. “the enactment”) to occur.

Management
To date, no randomized, double-blinded, prospec-
tive, placebo-controlled study has been conducted
to test the eicacy and tolerability of pharmaco-
logical treatment of RBD. Efective and satisfac-
tory in most idiopathic and symptomatic cases (up
to 90%), pharmacological therapy of RBD consists
of low doses, at bedtime, of clonazepam [2,28,51],
which can, however, produce excessive sedation in the

elderly and a worsening of sleep-disordered breath-
ing. Melatonin may be beneicial as an adjunctive
treatment, making it possible to reduce clonazepam
doses [51].

Anecdotal reports and uncontrolled, retrospective
studies of small patient series suggest that levodopa
and pramipexole (D3 agonist) reduce RBDmanifesta-
tions. Recently a prospective clinical and PSG study of
the eicacy of pramipexole in controlling RBD mani-
festations in 11 consecutive patients failed to demon-
strate any signiicant positive efect [52].

As yet, there is no adequate evidence of the
potential eicacy of benzodiazepines other than
clonazepam (triazolam, alprazolam), acetylcholine-
esterase inhibitors (donepezil, galantamine) or neu-
roleptics (clozapine, quetiapine) in reducing the fre-
quency and severity of RBD manifestations.

Conclusions and future directions
he formal identiication of RBD in 1986 widened
the spectrum of diferential diagnosis in nocturnal
sudden-onset motor behavioral episodes, ofering a
fascinating interpretation of sleep disorders as symp-
toms potentially heralding neurodegenerative diseases
and further expanding our notion of “the state of
being”.

he development of several lines of clinical and
basic research may uncover the true neurobiological
meaning and importance of RBD. General popula-
tion prevalence and incidence rates of RBD, deined
according to standardized criteria, are still awaited,
as is the identiication of risk factors (environmen-
tal, genetic) for RBD and for the development of neu-
rodegenerative diseases in subjects afected by RBD.
Existing and new therapeutic options should be tested
in multicenter clinical trials. In particular, there is a
need to identify new drugs that may be submitted to
the relevant public health authorities for approval.he
impact of RBD on the quality of life of patients and
their families also needs to be explored so that appro-
priate help can be ofered.
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Section 3 Parasomnias usually associated with REM sleep
Chapter

15
Recurrent isolated sleep paralysis
James Allan Cheyne

Introduction
Sleep paralysis is a transient, conscious state of invol-
untary immobility occurring in transitions between
sleeping and waking and is classiied as a para-
somnia associated with rapid-eye-movement periods
(REMPs) [1]. he paralysis is consistent with ato-
nia observed during normal REMPs produced by
hyperpolarization of the spinal motoneurons originat-
ing in cholinoceptive neurons in dorsolateral regions
of the pontine reticular formation [2]. Although
individuals are unable to make gross bodily move-
ments during sleep paralysis, they are oten able to
open their eyes and are aware of their surroundings,
being capable of later providing veridical reports on
events that occurred during the episode [2]. During
paralysis individuals may attempt to cry out and
sometimes produce moaning sounds. Frightening
hypnagogic hallucinoid experiences oten accompany
sleep paralysis.

Terminology
Sleep paralysis has traditionally been linked with nar-
colepsy as part of the “narcoleptic tetrad,” of exces-
sive daytime sleepiness, cataplexy, sleep paralysis and
hypnagogic hallucinations. With incidence rates at
least an order of magnitude greater than narcolepsy,
sleep paralysis is, however, far more common as an
isolated phenomenon. Although both sleep paralysis
and hypnagogic hallucinations have been reported to
be common among narcoleptics, the association of
nightmares, dreams, and nocturnal awakenings with
narcolepsy all yield efect sizes at least as large as
those for sleep paralysis and hypnagogic hallucina-
tions, but considerably smaller than for cataplexy and
daytime sleepiness [3]. Hence, the association of both
sleep paralysis and hypnagogic hallucinations with

narcolepsy is considerably weaker than for daytime
sleepiness and cataplexy.

Sleep paralysis without narcolepsy is oten referred
to as Isolated Sleep Paralysis (ISP). When it occurs
repeatedly, the term Recurrent Isolated Sleep Paraly-
sis (RISP) is employed. he present chapter focuses
on RISP, although there appear to be few diferences
between the presentation of sleep paralysis with and
without narcolepsy, or related to frequency or chroni-
city of RISP episodes.

Prevalence
Estimates of RISP prevalence vary dramatically, yield-
ing estimates between 6% and 40% [4–8]. hese
discrepancies likely result from a combination of
diferences in sampling methods, populations sur-
veyed – student samples yield especially high preva-
lence estimates – wording of questions, and RISP cri-
teria. For example, wording of questions sometimes
refers only to paralysis and sometimes to paralysis plus
one ormore hypnagogic experiences. Prevalence stud-
ies oten include people reporting once-in-a-lifetime
occurrences and hence have limited utility for RISP.

here are a few studies reporting the prevalence of
difering severity levels (i.e. frequency) of RISP across
individuals. It is evident from Table 15.1 that, despite
difering scaling between studies, there appears to be
a continuum of severity with no clear break between
the incidence of “mild” and “severe” cases. Although
the estimates vary, the number of people reporting
weekly episodes is non-trivial. Moreover, some indi-
viduals report multiple episodes in the course of a
single night. A further problem in obtaining accurate
estimates of frequency is that RISP episodes can occur
in bouts, with long intervals of remission rendering
it diicult for people to make accurate estimates of
frequency.
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Table 15.1 Prevalence rates as a function of RISP frequency.

Frequency of sleep paralysis
episodes

Percentage
reporting

Student survey [4] (N = 870)
Once/lifetime 8.0

2–5 times/lifetime 12.5

5 or more times/lifetime 8.6

Phone survey [7] (N = 4115)
�Once/month 4.0

Once/month 1.4

At least once/week 0.8

Web survey [10] (N = 264)
�5 times 10.2

1–5 times/year 14.0

5–4 times/month 10.2

�Once/week 5.9

SOREMPS and timing
Sleep paralysis is oten considered a sleep-onset prob-
lem under the assumption that episodes occur at the
beginning of the sleep period during a Sleep Onset
REM Period (SOREMP) [e.g. 9]. RISP episodes do,
however, occur throughout the normal sleep period,
although with increased concentration at the begin-
ning and end of sleep [10–12]. However, such indings
do not necessarily contradict the hypothesis that sleep
paralysis is a sleep onset phenomenon. One needs to
distinguish between initial sleep onset at the begin-
ning of the sleep period and sleep onset following
brief nocturnal awakenings. If one wakes during a
REMP, it is possible, when falling asleep again, to
experience a SOREMP. On the other hand, individ-
uals sometimes report episodes when waking from a
conventional dream [11,12]. hus, it is possible that
RISP episodes also sometimes occur as a consequence
of REM persistence during transitions from sleep to
waking.

In a prospective study of the timing of RISP
episodes, approximately half were found to occur
within 2 h of bedtime [12]. Episode frequency declined
sharply ater the irst hour, with a slight increase
6–7 h later (i.e. as the time of waking approached).
hus, although episodes were found to cluster around
bedtimes, many episodes occurred well into the sleep
period and may have been sleep ofset events. here-
fore, it is possible that RISP relects a more general
problem of state transitions. People reporting RISP are

more likely than controls to reportmore earlymorning
awakenings and more disrupted sleep [7]. In addition,
RISP may also betray a low tolerance for disrupted
sleep–wake rhythms. People reporting a RISP episode
following sleep disruption reported greater fatigue and
more napping, and performed poorly on a vigilance
task during sleep interruption [9].

Although the timing of episode onset varies con-
siderably between individuals, they report similar
onset latencies across occasions [12].hus, it is reason-
able to consider people as having relatively consistent
early, middle, or late post-bedtime episodes, poten-
tially relecting either anomalous circadian patterns or
homeostatic efects of consistencies in routines, bed-
times, or activity patterns prior to sleep.

Cognitive arousal and sleep pressure
RISP may indicate poor state boundary control and,
like narcolepsy, reveals a dysfunction in the main-
tenance of, and transitions between, diferent states
[13]. As in narcolepsy, all states appear to be frag-
mented with high transition frequencies, short dura-
tions, and disturbed rhythmicitywith resulting disrup-
tion of nocturnal sleep–wake periodicity and a failure
of inhibition of REM during such transitions. Such
failures may be exacerbated or precipitated by condi-
tions of high arousal. Consistent with this hypothesis,
an efective procedure for inducing sleep paralysis in
the laboratory employs a disrupted wake–sleep sched-
ule, the multiphase sleep–wake schedule (MPS) [9].
he procedure involves waking subjects prior to anti-
cipated REMPs (based on polysomnography), admin-
istering cognitively demanding tasks, and then allow-
ing them to attempt to regain sleep. MPS regimes
likely produce high levels of cognitive arousal precip-
itating episodes by increasing the potential for wak-
ing during immediate postinterruption REMPs. he
MPS schedule provides direct evidence for the REM
basis for RISP. he procedure may, however, artifac-
tually create a SOREMP–sleep paralysis association
because later REMPs will occur ater task-induced
arousal levels have diminished. he foregoing may
ofer clues about why sleep-onset episodes are com-
mon. Pre-sleep arousal in more naturalistic situations
(e.g. late night work) could merely contingently pro-
duce sleep-onset RISP episodes. A version of RISP,
night shit paralysis, observed among shit workers
may be a striking example [14]. Night shit paralysis
has been noted to occur rarely before midnight and
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Figure 15.1 Flip-flop model of RISP.
Upper-right block represents the
sleep–wake flip-flop switch. Lower left
block represents REM-on–REM-off
flip-flop. Reduction in availability of ORX2
creates imbalance between both
sleep–wake and REM–NREM states,
leading to increases in sleep and REM
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to increase steeply thereater to peak around 05:00 am.
his may occur because sleep onset occurs ater indi-
viduals have struggled through the night to maintain
wakefulness. In addition, chronic cases of RISP may
be exacerbatedwhen individuals become frightened or
anxious about recurrent episodes when trying to fall
asleep during high-frequency bouts, essentially creat-
ing a positive feedback loop (see below).

RISP neurophysiology
RISP has typically been thought to relect anomalies of
the functioning of monoaminergic and/or cholinergic
neural systems. Speciically, RISP episodes have been
hypothesized to be produced by either cholinocep-
tive or cholinergic sleep-on hyperactivation, or of
noradrenergic or serotonergic sleep-of hypoactiva-
tion [2]. Recently, however, the role of these neuro-
modulators in state transitions has been questioned.
Although experimental cholinergic stimulation has
been reported to promote, and monoamine reuptake
inhibition to inhibit REM, lesions of cholinergic and
monoaminergic nuclei have limited efects on transi-
tions to and from REM suggesting that the sources
of control and disruption of state transitions may lie
elsewhere [15].

A possible lip-lop switch anomaly
Recent proposals have suggested physiologically
plausible interacting lip-lop switches for regulating
sleep–waking and REM–NREM transitions, respec-
tively [15,16]. he lip-lop switch hypothesis is based

on evidence of mutual GABAergic inhibition of
sleep-on/sleep-of and REM-on/REM-of neural pop-
ulations. Interaction between two mutually inhibitory
centers generates a lip-lop switch. When one side
inhibits the other, it thereby disinhibits itself. Such
arrangements are stable at only one extreme or the
other, avoiding intermediate states and producing
abrupt changes between two periodically stable states.
In addition, linkage of wake–sleep and REM–NREM
switches prevents REM during waking as the sleep-of
neural populations also inhibit REM-on neurons dur-
ing waking (see Figure 15.1). Importantly, however, if
one side of a lip-lop switch is chronically weakened,
both sides of the mutually inhibitory divide ride closer
to their switch point. Relatively small perturbations
of the system can then activate the lip-lop switch
leading to more frequent transitions and yielding the
surprising outcome that, although the system will
spend less time in the state governed by the weakened
side, there will be many more transitions between
states and hence the frequency of episodes of even the
compromised state will increase.

Orexin (hypocretin) neurons in the posterior and
lateral hypothalamus are active during waking and
cease iring during REM with excitatory inputs to
both sleep-of and REM-of neural populations in the
pons (see Figure 15.1). Lesions of orexin neurons
increase sleep and it has been proposed that the loss
of orexin-producing neurons selectively weakens the
sleep-of side of the sleep-on/sleep-of switch and the
REM-of side of the REM-on/REM-of switch through
diminished excitatory stimulation of both sleep-of
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and REM-of neurons, leading to a disruption of both
sleep–wake and REM–NREM periodicity [15].

It is well established that loss of orexin neurons
is associated with narcolepsy [13]. hus it has been
hypothesized that, in the case of narcolepsy for exam-
ple, a weakening of the sleep-of state then produces
both increased bouts of sleep during day and night
waking characteristic of narcolepsy [16]. Moremodest
compromising of orexin availability and/or selective
reduction in the number of orexin 2 receptors might
have similar but more subtle efects relevant for RISP.
Partial loss of orexin 2 receptors, for example, would
likely afect REM-of to a greater extent than sleep-of
neurons leading to an imbalance in the mutual inhibi-
tion of the sleep-on/sleep-of neurons and a somewhat
greater imbalance betweenREM-on andREM-ofneu-
rons (see Figure 15.1). his, in turn would have the
efect of disrupting the REM–NREM lip-lop switch
more than the sleep-on/sleep-of switch, resulting in
modest increases of daytime sleepiness and night wak-
ing and somewhat weaker inhibition of REM-on dur-
ing waking. Finally, there would be relatively greater
disruption of the REM-on/REM-of switch, poten-
tially permitting REM atonia with or without hypn-
agogic hallucinations (REM EEG) during sleep–wake
transitions.

The nature of RISP hallucinoid
experiences
RISP-related hallucinations have been found to fall
into three categories or thematic groups labeled
intruder, incubus, and vestibular-motor (V-M) experi-
ences [5,17,18]. Intruder hallucinations include a sense
of a threatening presence with visual, auditory, and
tactile hallucinations, including footsteps, voices, and
apparitions. Incubus experiences include feelings of
sufocation, pressure or weight on the chest, pain, and
thoughts of impending death. Intruder and incubus
factors are correlated with one another and with rated
fear and, when suiciently vivid, are interpretable as
threat and assault experiences, respectively.

V-M hallucinations constitute a distinct set difer-
ent from intruder or incubus experiences and include
sensations of linear and angular acceleration described
as loating, lying, spinning, and falling. Also reported
are out-of-body experiences (OBEs), autoscopy (see-
ing oneself from an external station-point) and ic-
tivemotormovements (e.g. illusory walking across the
room in an attempt to switch on a light). V-M halluci-

Table 15.2 Major groupings of hallucinations associated with
RISP. Percentage of individuals reporting each type of
hallucination for a single episode in parentheses. N = 383 [18].

Major categories of hallucinations

Intruder Incubus Vestibular-motor

Sensed presence
(58)

Breathing (47) Vestibular (31)

Threatening (37) Smothering (24) Floating (21)

Watching (42) Choking (8) Flying (4)

Visual (43) Pressure Falling (8)

Human (18) (53)

Animal (3) Death thoughts
(37)

Auditory (45) Out-of-body
experiences (22)

Noise (16) Pain (22)

Speech (14) Autoscopy (13)

Human movement
(13)

Environmental (8) Illusorymotor
movements (24)

Animal sounds (3)

Tactile (30)

Grasping (17)

Touching (10)

Bedcover
movement (13)

nations are less frightening and, indeed, are somewhat
positively correlated with blissful feelings. Percentages
of individuals reporting speciic experiences are pro-
vided in Table 15.2.

he three-factor structure has been replicated in
several large studies of subjects varying in age, RISP
frequency, and a variety of demographic variables
[5,17,18]. It should be noted that the meaningful
patterning among the multiple modalities revealed by
statistical analyses is not necessarily detected by the
experients. Many individuals will report only discon-
nected and incoherent sensations, although elements
within factors still tend to co-occur across individuals
and within episodes [18].

Psychophysiology of intruder and
incubus experiences
A model of intruder and incubus experiences, based
on the structural properties of the experiences and
known REM physiology (Figure 15.2, right), focuses
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on REM-induced amygdalar activation hypothesized
to be responsible for the sense of a threatening pres-
ence. Under this hypothesis such activation biases
patterns of cortical activity to generate imagery con-
sistent with perceived threat. Simultaneously, the
concurrent paralysis creates breathing diiculties that
are oten described as feeling like a weight on the chest,
and the threatening presence experience causes this
weight to be interpreted as a person or creature sitting
on the chest (Figure 15.2, lower let).

he foregoing hypotheses are consistent with
observations that the amygdala and associated struc-
tures show increased activity during REMPs [19].
hese structures are implicated in responses to threat
and appear to be a substrate for a threat-activated vigi-
lance system (TAVS; Figure 15.2) [20,21]. he TAVS
is conjectured to facilitate the acquisition and disam-
biguation of information regarding incipient threats
through lowered sensory thresholds and selective per-
ceptual biases [21]. Not only are TAVS structures
enhanced during REM, the prefrontal cortex, an area
that modulates and inhibits the amygdala, is deacti-
vated [19,22]. he combination of these features of
REM during RISP while conscious, supine, paralyzed,
and helpless, usually in the dark, likely ampliies REM-
related TAVS activity, increasing the biased vigilance
for threats, whether externally perceived or internally
REM-generated.

Psychophysiology of vestibular-motor
hallucinations
V-M hallucinations likely arise via interactions
between subcortical and cortical vestibular centers
(Figure 15.2, let). Of particular interest is evidence
of compromised parietal functioning during REM
periods with the potential of disrupting integration of
vestibular, proprioceptive, and tactile sensory infor-
mation [19]. In addition, pontine vestibular centers
are closely associated with REM on–of centers [23].
Brain imaging studies report reduced activity in pari-
etal areas, particularly the temporal–parietal junction
(TPJ) during REM, as well as decreased activation of
the intralaminar thalamus, which innervates frontal
and parietal association areas [19,24]. Moreover,
despite a general cerebellar deactivation during REM,
the cerebellar vermis, an important component of
the vestibular system, shows evidence of increased
activity. hese indings suggest the possibility that
hypoactivation of cortical vestibular areas during RISP
episodes may compromise the ability of these areas
to integrate conlicting information from multiple
cortical sources and enhanced subcortical vestibular
activity. hese speculations have been reinforced by
reports of induced vestibular sensations, including
OBEs, by direct electrical subdural stimulation in the
region of the TPJ [25].
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According to the V-M model, disruption of the
integrating center of a distributed vestibular neuro-
matrix afects the processing a variety of bodily senses
involving vestibular, motor, and proprioceptive sys-
tems. During RISP episodes, in contrast to conven-
tional dreams, vestibular hallucinations are contra-
dicted by conscious awareness that one is stationary
and lying in bed. he experience of the bodily self
requires coordination among kinesthetic, vestibular,
and motor neural systems and resolving of appar-
ently conlicting information. Failure of such integra-
tion can lead to anomalous bodily experiences such as
those experienced during RISP episodes (Figure 15.3).
When suiciently severe, such disruption could also
produce extreme anomalous experiences such asOBEs
and autoscopy [26].

Efects of sleeping position
It has long been informally observed that RISP
episodes occur most oten in the supine position [27].
hese informal observations have been corroborated
by recent systematic studies [6,11,28,29]. In one inves-
tigation of four body positions – supine, prone, and let
or right lateral decubitus – more respondents reported
episodes to occur in the supine position than all other
positions combined [11].he supine position was also
up to four times more common during RISP episodes
than when normally falling asleep. RISP experients
did not report lying in the supine position more than
found for non-RISP samples.he supine position dur-
ing RISP episodes was, however, reported to be more
prevalent at the middle and end of sleep than at the

beginning, suggesting that the RISP episodes at the
later times might result from position changes asso-
ciated with brief microarousals during REM consis-
tent with the state fragmentation hypothesis discussed
previously.

here are numerous grounds to suspect that
restraint is more stressful in the supine than in the
prone position [11]. Rats have been found to have a
more elevated adrenocortical stress response to supine
than prone restraint. Immobilizedmental patients ind
supine restraint less tolerable than in the prone posi-
tion. Human infants have been reported to be more
than twice as likely to roll over from the supine to
the prone position as from prone to supine. here
is also a curious parallel with tonic immobility (TI),
which occurs in certain animals, possibly including
humans, in response to predation. TI is a state of pro-
found but temporary paralysis found in many animals
as a response to handling, inversion, and especially
restraint in the supine position. Finally, both supine
position and REM afect the incidence of obstructive
sleep apnea (OSA). Reactions to the supine position
might well contribute to an increase in microarousals
during sleep and associated RISP as well as to distress
during episodes.

Age of onset and episode frequency
RISP episodes have a marked bias to adolescent
onset, with a mean onset age of 16–17 years of age,
although irst episodes have been reported across
the life span [6,30]. Experiences reported are simi-
lar across ages, although earlier reported onset does
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Figure 15.4 Age of onset of sleep
paralysis episodes as a function of
frequency of episodes and sex.
N (female) = 3799. N (male) = 2019 [30].

seem to be associated with more frequent episodes
(Figure 15.4). Intruder hallucinations are more com-
mon among novice experients than V-M halluci-
nations, with incubus experiences being intermedi-
ate. Subjects reporting frequent episodes reported a
greater proportion of V-M hallucinations. Perhaps,
as some individuals become more experienced, they
begin to focus on less frightening V-M hallucinations.
Indeed, a small minority of experients report that they
ind RISP episodes to be interesting spiritual and psy-
chological experiences and may even make eforts to
induce episodes.

Sex diferences
Several recent surveys have reported much higher
prevalence rates among women than men, although
this may vary across cultures [6,26,30]. Females also
report more intense incubus experiences and higher
levels of fear than domen [11].he sex ratios reported
bear striking similarities to those for traumatic night-
mares [31]. he sex diferences for both RISP and
traumatic nightmares may, of course, relect report-
ing biases. Combinations of intruder and incubus
hallucinations are occasionally experienced as com-
pelling rape scenarios with sensations of vaginal and
anal penetration, especially among women [5]. Oth-
erwise, there appear to be few sex diferences in RISP
experiences.

Relation to afective disorders
Fear is the overwhelming emotion reported during
RISP episodes, much higher than for dreams [17,32].

It has frequently been suggested that the intense fear
associated with RISP episodes is evidence of hyper-
sensitivity or hyperreactivity of fear systems [33,34].
In addition, RISP has been associated with a variety
of afective disorders including depression [7,8, but
see 35], panic disorder [35], PTSD [34], and social
anxiety [36]. he association of depression and RISP
is of particular interest given that depression is also
associated with short REM latencies following sleep
onset consistent with the SOREMP hypothesis [37].
he picture is confused, however, by a recent study
reporting a robust association between depression
and RISP, but also that severely depressed patients
had signiicantly longer REM latencies following sleep
onset [8].

Depressed patients are particularly likely to report
diiculty falling asleep, night waking, and early wak-
ing [8]. Indeed, standard measures of depression fre-
quently include items referring to sleep problems.
hus, it is possible that depression might contribute
contingently to increased RISP episodes via increased
sleep–wake transitions and hence increased opportu-
nities for episodes in susceptible individuals. At least
one study, however, reported that depression and sleep
disruptions were independently associated with RISP
[8]. It is also possible that frequent, intense bouts of
RISP episodes might precipitate acute episodes of anx-
iety and depression [38].

Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRI) are
commonly used both for afective disorders and for
management ofRISP (see below). It has been suggested
that serotonin deiciency might result in increased
sensitivity to threat because of diminished inhibitory
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modulation of sensory input leading the amygdala to
overreact to normally non-threatening stimuli [39].
Intruder and incubus experiences might therefore
indicate a predisposition to endogenous amygdalar
activation during REM.

People who experience RISP with a sense of threat-
ening presence have been reported to score higher on a
measure of social anxiety than those who report RISP
without the felt presence [36].When both groups were
compared to a non-RISP group, however, those who
reported a presence had social anxiety scores that were
virtually identical to the control group. Surprisingly,
people who experienced RISP without a sense of pres-
ence had lower levels of social anxiety than either of
the other two groups. Perhaps the absence of the sense
of presence during RISP requires a particularly non-
reactive TAVS!

PTSD, nightmares, and RISP
RISP experiences can be found in the early dream liter-
ature described as prototypical nightmares [40]. Dur-
ing the irst half of the twentieth century the term
“nightmare” came to be used more generally to refer
to any frightening dream. In the latter half of the cen-
tury researchers tended either to exclude the earlier
form of the nightmare in theoretical and empirical
research, or to conlate the two. In any case, frighten-
ing dreams and RISP episodes can certainly co-occur.
PTSD patients have reported that, upon waking from
their frequent nightmares, they sometimes ind them-
selves paralyzed. In one case, RISP episodes follow-
ing traumatic nightmares were reported to be more
terrifying than the preceding nightmares [41]. More
generally, the role of stress and trauma is fre-
quently implicated in sleep paralysis episodes and,
consistent with the TAVS hypothesis, people report-
ing memories of childhood sexual abuse report fre-
quent and distressing sleep paralysis episodes and
more intense intruder and incubus, but not V-M,
experiences [42].

Management of RISP
he management of RISP and hypnagogic halluci-
nations is most oten discussed in the context of
narcolepsy. Anti-depressants have long been used to
treat RISP symptoms in the context of narcolepsy,
presumably because of their REM-suppressing efects
[2]. A recent update on recommendations for treat-
ment of narcolepsy and parasomnias continued to

recommend tricyclic anti-depressants, luoxetine and
sodium oxybate as efective treatments for sleep paral-
ysis and hypnagogic hallucinations, although the com-
mittee noted the variable quality of published clinical
supporting evidence [43]. he committee concluded
that tricyclic anti-depressants, SSRIs, and venlafax-
ine are efective for management of both sleep paral-
ysis and hypnagogic hallucinations. his recommen-
dation was, however, described as largely based on
“committee consensus” and “anecdotal experience
of committee members.” In addition, a problem-
atic aspect of such medications results from the
episodic nature of RISP. Individuals sometimes report
that episodes oten appear unpredictably and per-
sist over a period of days or weeks, with long
intervals of months or years without episodes. Such
patterning suggests the use of anti-depressants for
only the most chronic and persistent cases. In addi-
tion, patients sometimes report bouts of extremely
intense RISP episodes when anti-depressant treatment
ceases.

hose who experience RISP episodes only in the
supine positionmight obtain relief simply by not sleep-
ing on their backs. Unfortunately, episodes can occur
when susceptible individuals inadvertently turn to the
supine position when changing position during sleep
state transitions to and from REM. he use of a sot
obstructing object attached to bed clothes prevent-
ing spontaneous turning onto one’s back during sleep,
such as has been recommended for OSA, might prove
beneicial for cases that uniquely or most oten experi-
ence RISP in the supine position.

As many RISP experients in developed coun-
tries have no prior knowledge of sleep paralysis they
oten make worse-case interpretations of the mean-
ing of the episodes. Over the years many experi-
ents have reported to the author concerns that they
may ind themselves permanently paralyzed in some-
thing akin to locked-in syndrome, or that the expe-
riences signal incipient psychosis, stroke, or even
demonic possession. Such beliefs likely contribute sig-
niicantly to RISP-related distress. Participants in our
own research spontaneously report experiencing con-
siderable relief on discovering that their experiences
have a name, are reasonably well understood scientii-
cally andmedically, and donot indicate serious pathol-
ogy. Hence, sober, factual information about RISP
may be one of the most important palliative strate-
gies for very considerable numbers of suferers (see
also [29]).
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RISP, a culture-bound syndrome
As noted, people place their experiences within a wide
range of both natural and supernatural contexts raising
the question: is RISP a culture-bound syndrome [44]?
he notion of a culture-bound, or culture-limited, syn-
drome is beset by a range of conceptual, deinitional,
and ideological problems [45]. In addition, such “syn-
dromes” are oten not syndromes, but local explana-
tions for a diverse set of misfortunes; or not culture-
bound, or syndromes, but observable inmany cultures
[45]. RISP clearly falls within the latter group [44].
he basic RISP syndrome has been reported in numer-
ous cultures under local names and with local expla-
nations and folk treatments. None the less, diferent
cultures, or even the same culture at diferent times,
oten focus on speciic themes, such as the Popobawa
nocturnal rape scenario in Zanzibar [46]. hus, there
appears to be local temporal and spatial modulation of
RISP experiences and their interpretation. Folk expla-
nations typically involve spirit possessions, old hag
attacks, ghostly visitations, and alien abductions [47].
In these accounts, vampiric demons, spirits, witches
or other alien creatures sit on the victim’s chest and
smother or choke their helpless victims. hus, people
from diferent ethnic groups or even local subcultures
are likely to experience and/or to present their RISP
experiences with diferent emphases colored by local
interpretations. RISP episodesmaymimic or even pre-
cipitate psychopathological behavior and/or lead to
health professionals misdiagnosing patient-expressed
beliefs, behavior, and resulting anxiety/depression as
evidence of psychopathology [38].Misdiagnosis seems
especially likely for people who hold traditional views
entailing persecutory demonic agents (conjured up by
envious neighbors, in-laws, etc.), the nature of which
is likely to increase anxiety and depression following
episodes.

Genetic factors in RISP
RISP prevalence rates have frequently been reported
to vary across diferent groups, with higher rates being
reported among, for example, African-Americans and
Japanese than among people of European descent [6].
Such diferences may, however, relect cultural difer-
ences in knowledge and availability of cultural labels.
Genetic studies of RISP are very rare. Although RISP
does appear to be familial [48], at least one study of
familial RISP patients failed to ind HLA DR2 or DQ1
association [49].

Concluding observations

RISP severity and distress
Many studies use frequency as the sole index of
severity of RISP. However, individual episodes vary
substantially in terms of the intensity of the experi-
ences. Frequency and intensity may provide dis-
tinctive information about diferent aspects of RISP.
Frequency variations, for example, may potentially
reveal something about circadian and homeostatic
anomalies. Intensity variations may relect afective
reactivity, relative engagement of subcortical and cor-
tical subareas, and cholinergic and monoaminergic
neuromodulators.he clinical signiicance ofRISPwill
be a function of severity (frequency and intensity of
episodes) and patient reactivity, pre-existing levels of
anxiety, depression, etc., and other environmental and
cultural sources of stress [31]. Each of these difer-
ent dimensions of RISP experience warrant individual
attention in both research and clinical practice.

Four questions, some clues and hypotheses
hequestions are four thatmust always be asked about
all biological phenomena [50]. How is a particular
organism physically constituted as to be capable of, or
prone to, performing particular actions or having par-
ticular kinds of sensitivities, whether pathological or
normal? What are the situations that give rise to those
actions and experiences? What are the developmen-
tal constraints on such phenomena? And, ultimately,
how did those particular organisms evolve to respond
in particular ways to particular situations, with partic-
ular developmental constraints?

Currently, the hypothesis of the role of orexin in
modifying the functioning of the wake—sleep/REM–
NREM lip-lop switches ofers a potentially fruitful
direction of research directed at the irst question.
he importance of the cognitive arousal plus sleep
pressure hypothesis, relevant to the next two ques-
tions, is suggested by several observations: the efec-
tiveness of themultiphase sleep–wake schedule in pro-
ducing RISP episodes, nightshit paralysis, and RISP
episodes following nightmares and dreams. In addi-
tion, with regard to the third question, adolescent
onset and high rates of RISP in student populations
might arise in conjunction with physiological changes,
in part, because adolescents are increasingly work-
ing late “cramming” for tests, completing assignments,
etc. Future laboratory investigations using variations
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of the MPS should pursue these questions. Finally,
with regard to the inal question, the pervasive asso-
ciations with afective disorders and trauma are par-
ticularly suggestive, as are the intriguing parallels with
tonic immobility. Both suggest engagement of evolved
afective strategies closely anatomically and biochemi-
cally with REMmechanisms. Exploration of the amyg-
dalar TAVS hypothesis, utilizing the MPS strategy to
investigate the efects of induced afective as well as
cognitive arousal on RISP episodes and the associated
hypnagogic experiences would prove fruitful.

Education
RISP, despite the evidence for its ubiquity, remains
a largely unknown phenomenon in Western society
among both the general public and health profes-
sionals. People are typically at a loss to ind terms
of reference for RISP experiences. Popular interpreta-
tions vary wildly, from demon possession, to stroke,
to unspeciied neurological or psychiatric illness,
potentially leading people to be reluctant to disclose
fully and honestly their experiences or, conversely, to
describe them in ways that encourage misdiagnosis.
Participants in our research frequently express aston-
ishment and relief when learning about RISP, hav-
ing assumed that their own experiences were unique
and indicative of serious underlying pathology. here
seems little reason to doubt that broader public and
professional education regarding RISP would prevent
or reduce distress levels as well as leading people to
seek and receive assistance.
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Section 3 Parasomnias usually associated with REM sleep
Chapter

16
Nightmare disorder
Michael Schredl

History
Nightmare reports can be found throughout history.
It was assumed, for example, that demons or devils
send nightmares to torment the more or less inno-
cent sleeper. Sexual connotations like mythical crea-
tures having intercourse with the dreamer (“succubus”
for men, “incubus” for women) have been linked to
nightmares. he picture of Johann Heinrich Füssli
“Der Nachtmahr” painted in 1781 in diferent ver-
sions is widely known; a hairy beast is sitting on the
chest of a beautiful woman causing the feeling of being
choked.

Having occasional nightmares is a very common
experience; 70–90% of young adults have reported
that they experienced a nightmare at least once in
their lifetime [1,2]. Nightmares are usually deined as
frightening dreams that awaken the dreamer (DSM IV,
[3]). here are two problems, though, with this
restricted deinition. First, several researchers have
demonstrated that very negatively toned dreams that
do not wake the dreamer can be as disturbing as night-
mares and have coined the term “bad dreams” for this
class of dreams [4].On average, the emotional intensity
of nightmares is higher than that of bad dreams, but
there is a large overlap [5]. Whether or not the sleeper
is able to judge if the dream emotion was really the
cause for waking is still an open question [6]. Some
characteristic dreams – like being chased and wak-
ing up just before the attacker grabs you, or falling
dreamswithwaking up just before hitting the ground –
are obvious examples of dreams that awaken the
dreamer, but other dream themesmaynot be that clear.
Secondly, detailed studies revealed that up to 30% of
the nightmares are not dominated by fear but rather
by other emotions like extreme sadness, anger, disgust,
and confusion [7,8].

Clinical indings
Nightmares are REM sleep phenomena and oten
occur in the second half of the night. Upon awaken-
ing, the person is oriented about her/his surroundings
and can give a detailed description of the dreamaction.
Typical nightmare contents are being chased (50%),
death or injury (20%), death or injury of close persons
(15%), and falling (10%) [9].

Nightmares should be diferentiated from night
terrors, post-traumatic re-enactments, and noctur-
nal panic attacks. Night terrors are associated with
slow-wave sleep and occur predominantly in the irst
part of the night (see Chapter 13). Post-traumatic re-
enactments also difer from nightmares in that they
can occur during REM sleep as well as NREM sleep
[10]. About 50% of the nightmare topics are related
to the trauma, but distressing nightmares without
speciic reference to the trauma can also occur (see
Chapter 8). Nocturnal panic attacks can be triggered
by nightmares [11], but the panic has its peak ater
awakening – usually accompanied by death anxiety
and somatic symptoms of a panic attack – whereas the
nightmare anxiety decreases upon awakening from the
dream (see also Chapter 29).

Nightmare disorder
Relatively similar clinical diagnostic deinitions are
presented in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders (text revision; DSM–IV–TR; [12])
and the International Classiication of Sleep Disorders
(ICSD-2; [13]). Nightmares are characterized by recur-
rent awakenings from sleep with recall of intensely
disturbing dream mentation, usually involving fear or
anxiety, but also anger, sadness, disgust, and other dys-
phoric emotions. On awakening, the person is quickly
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alert with little to no confusion or disorientation. Since
nightmares are experienced by many people, it would
be helpful for diagnosing a speciic patient to have
a more speciic deinition of “recurrent (ICSD-2)” or
“repeated (DSM-IV-TR)”. he DSM–IV–TR explicitly
states that nightmares must cause clinically signiicant
distress or impairment in social, occupational, or other
important areas of function [12]. In clinical practice,
cut-ofs around the frequency of one nightmare per
week or more oten have been used [14]. In children,
the fear of nightmares at sleep onset is also an indicator
for the distress caused by nightmares [15].

Nightmares and sleep quality
Several researchers conceptualize nightmares as a pri-
mary sleep disorder [16], because empirical evidence
clearly demonstrated low subjective sleep quality in
nightmare suferers, presumably due to direct efects
(waking up from the nightmares and prolonged peri-
ods of wakefulness ater the nightmare before falling
asleep again) and indirect efects (prolonged sleep lat-
encies due to fear of falling asleep because of expecting
the re-occurrence of nightmares) [17]. Nightmare fre-
quency and the severity of insomnia complaints were
associated even if the current stress level –whichmight
cause nightmares as well as insomnia complaints –
was statistically controlled [18]. he therapy studies
also show that a reduction of nightmare frequency is
paralleled by an increase in sleep quality [19].

Nightmare frequency vs.
nightmare distress
he hypothesis has been put forward that poorly
adjusted persons (i.e. persons with high neuroticism
scores) are more distressed by their nightmares –
regardless of their frequency – than are well-adapted
persons [20]. his would explain the inhomogeneous
indings regarding the relationship between waking-
life psychopathology and nightmare frequency and
the higher correlation coeicients for the relationship
between nightmare distress and psychopathology
as compared to the correlation coeicients between
nightmare frequency and psychopathology [21].
However, most of the studies have relied on the Belicki
scale for measuring nightmare distress, a measure
that is strongly confounded with nightmare frequency
(correlation coeicients ranging from r = .24 to .47).
To avoid this methodological pitfall, a scale measuring

the distressing efect of a single nightmare was devel-
oped [22]. As expected, neuroticism was correlated
with nightmare frequency (r = .39), with the sum
score of the Belicki scale (r = .42), but not with the
single nightmare distress scale (r = .19) or nightmare
intensity (r = .04). he hypothesis that persons with
high neuroticism scores overestimated nightmare
distress can be rejected; nightmare frequency seems to
be the most important factor in determining distress
attributed to nightmares.

Nightmares and sleep physiology
In the nineteenth century, several scientists held the
view that nightmares are caused by a shortage of oxy-
gen [23]. Using a cloth to block mouth and nose,
Boerner [24] was able to induce nightmares in three
diferent sleepers. In pilot studies, a few examples of
breathing-related nightmares in patients with sleep
apnea have been collected. For example, a sleep apnea
patient reported having recurrent nightmares of the
following type: hewas lying in a coin–dead.He cried:
“My god, please don’t let me die, I am still young and
I have small children,” and woke up, gasping for
breath [25].

Despite the illustrative examples, a large-scale
study [25] with 323 apnea patients did not reveal any
correlation between nightmare frequency and respira-
tory parameters (respiratory disturbance index, nadir
of oxygen desaturation). Overall, nightmare frequency
was not elevated in comparison to healthy controls,
i.e. the oxygen hypothesis is not supported by modern
research indings.

Recently, Germain and Nielsen [26] carried out
a polysomnographic study in 11 nightmare suferers.
hey reported a nightmare frequency of one or more
nightmares per week. Although they reported con-
siderable nightmare distress, their sleep parameters
recorded in the sleep laboratory did not difer from
those of healthy controls, e.g. sleep eiciency (92.1%
vs. 92.7%), sleep onset latency (14 min vs. 11 min),
REM sleep percentage (21.2% vs. 21.5%). However,
they found an elevated index of periodic limb move-
ments during sleep, whichmight be an efect of intense
negative dreaming.he sleep lab indings contrast with
the subjective reports of the patients. his might be
an efect of the laboratory surroundings: many sleep
researchers reported that nightmares occur less oten
in the lab than at home [27]. his efect might be
attributed to the “caring” environment, the presence
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of a sleep technician, someone interested in their his-
tory, listening to them empathically and taking them
seriously.

Fisher et al. [28] carried out an extensive labora-
tory study to investigate the physiology of nightmares.
hey included 38 patients sufering from three ormore
nightmares per week and studied their sleep over 162
nights. Although they recorded a fair number of night
terror attacks (N = 50), only 22 nightmares occurred
in the laboratory. From the patients’ evaluations,
those in the lab were very much less severe than at
home; supporting a strong efect of the laboratory
setting. Only for three very intense nightmares were
marked increases in heart rate (an increase of 20 beats
per minute), respiration rate (an increase from 18 to
30 breaths per minute) and the number of eye
movements measured in the 8 min prior to the awak-
ening. his is in contrast with the dramatic indings
(increases in heart rate from 64 to about 120–150 beats
per minute) during night terror attacks. Despite the
intense anxiety experienced during a nightmare, the
autonomic reaction during nightmares is moderate.

Prevalence
he prevalence of children experiencing nightmares
once a week or more oten is estimated to be about
5% [29]. Although nightmare frequency decreases
with age (peak prevalence rates at ages 6–10 years),
large-scaled representative studies indicate that about
5% of the adult population sufers from nightmares
[30–32]. Nightmare frequency is higher in girls and
women [18], and decreases with age [33]. Regarding
measurement of nightmare frequency, two method-
ological issues have to be taken into account. First,
studies indicate that parental estimates of nightmare
frequency are lower than self-estimates by the children
[34], indicating that surveys based on parents’ data
might underestimate the nightmare disorder preva-
lence. Second, diary studies found higher frequencies
of nightmares compared to retrospective measures, so
that questionnaire surveys might also underestimate
nightmare prevalence [4].

Etiology
he etiology of nightmares is best described by a
disposition–stress model (see Table 16.1). A large-
scale, Finnish twin study [35] clearly demonstrated
that genetic factors play a role in the etiology of night-
mares. Whereas trait anxiety was oten not related

Table 16.1 Etiology of nightmares.

Disposition–stress model
Genetic factors
Trait factors (“thin boundaries”, trait anxiety, neuroticism)
State factors (stress)
Trauma
Drugs

Maintaining factors (cognitive avoidance)

to nightmare frequency in adults, studies in children
and adolescents oten found an association between
the two [9]. Hartmann [36] has shown that the per-
sonality dimension called “thin boundaries” is asso-
ciated with the occurrence of frequent nightmares.
Persons who are creative, sensitive, and who have
intense but problematic relationships, unusual sen-
sory perceptions, and extraordinary occupations suf-
fer from nightmares more oten. With respect to the
Big Five Factor model of personality, the neuroticism
factor is strongly related to nightmare frequency [18].

Regarding state factors, the presence of current
stressors increases nightmare frequency in children,
in non-clinical student samples, and also in night-
mare suferers [37–39]. Interestingly, one study [18]
was able to demonstrate that the efect of person-
ality (neuroticism, thin boundaries) is mediated by
the occurrence of stress, i.e. persons with high neu-
roticism scores experience more stress in their wak-
ing life and, therefore, experience nightmares more
oten. Experiencing a trauma (war experiences, sexual
abuse, natural disasters, and severe accidents) can
result in a full-blown post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD) with nightmares as one of the core symp-
toms, but oten nightmare frequency is elevated even
if no other PTSD symptoms are present [10]. Within
a detailed nightmare history the question about cur-
rent medication should always be included, since
quite a few compounds, such as anti-depressants
(e.g. selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitors, SSRIs),
acetylcholinesterase inhibitors or anti-hypertensive
medication, can cause nightmares [40]. In their
neurocognitive model of nightmare formation, Levin
and Nielsen [41] postulated that speciic brain areas
like the amygdala, the medial prefrontal cortex, the
hippocampus, and the anterior cingulated cortex play
a role in the interaction of dispositional and situ-
ational factors in nightmare pathology. he cognitive
model of Spoormaker [42] assumes that speciic cues
(dream contents) trigger nightmare scripts, resulting
in a replay of the nightmare. his model parallels
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nightmares with other waking anxiety disorders where
anxiety symptoms persist if the person avoids an active
confrontation with the fear. Statements like “his was
only a dream” can be considered as a cognitive strategy
to avoid confronting the anxiety experienced within
the dream. Most adolescents reported that trying to
forget the nightmare is their primary coping strategy
with nightmares [15]. So, avoidance behavior main-
tains the nightmares even if the original trigger (e.g.
stressor) is no longer active.

Management
First, the question arises as to when nightmares should
be treated (see the section on “Nightmare Disorder”).
Similar to other mental disorders, it is important
to evaluate whether the person sufers from her/his
nightmares in a considerable way. Treatment should be
ofered to patients reporting negative efects on day-
time mood and functioning, worries at sleep onset
(fear that a nightmaremight occur), and complaints of
insomnia. If a cut-of is needed, for example for eval-
uating nightmares in children, a igure of one or more
nightmares per week is reasonable [14].

Whereas drugs, e.g. REM sleep-suppressing tri-
cyclic anti-depressants, are oten inefective in the
treatment of nightmares, several diferent psycholo-
gical interventions seem more promising. Although
several case report series indicate that lucid dream-
ing is an efective tool in coping with nightmares, the
major problem with this technique is the fact that
induction of lucid dreams (learning to have dreams
where you know you are dreaming) is highly expen-
sive and protracted [43]. Systematic desensitization
was shown to be efective in the treatment of night-
mares [44]. he most efective and also the simplest
treatment strategy was developed by Barry Krakow
and coworkers [45] and is called Imagery Rehearsal
Treatment (IRT).

Based on the clinical experience of the present
author, the reduced form of IRT (as depicted in
Table 16.2) includes the basic steps necessary for the
efective treatment of nightmares. For most patients, it
is helpful to point out the analogy of coping with fear
and anxiety in the waking life.

he irst step consists of confrontation, which is
simply writing down the dream or – for children – the
drawing of the most important dream scene. In the
second step, the person is asked to imagine a new
ending to the dream. Children were asked to draw

Table 16.2 Therapeutic principles.

Step 1: Confrontation
• Record or draw the dream

Step 2: Coping with the situation in the nightmare
• Construct a new dream ending or add something to the

drawing that reduces the fear

Step 3: Training for the coping strategy
• About 5–10 min per day over a 2-week period

something into the picture which reduces anxiety.
Ideally, the therapist should encourage the person to
develop her/his own personal coping strategy for the
nightmare situation and refrain from giving sugges-
tions.he coping strategy should include active behav-
ior. Flying away or hiding is oten not helpful (because
they still relect avoidance), so one simply askswhether
other strategies might be applicable as well. he “solu-
tion” of the dreammust not be realistic; most psychol-
ogists advise not to increase violence (e.g. killing the
opponent) while coping with the dream situation. he
“new dream” should be written down. he last step
consists of internalizing the new strategy by imagin-
ing the new ending 5–10 min every day over a 2-week
period. he repetition during waking life afects sub-
sequent dreams. Interestingly, the efect of the inter-
vention oten generalizes, i.e. nightmares with other
topics are afected and include more adequate coping
strategies.

For the IRT, several randomized controlled tri-
als (RCT) have been carried out including lifelong
nightmare suferers [19,46,47] and sexually assaulted
women with PTSD [48]. A single group session of
2.5 h duration was efective in reducing nightmare
frequency in 39 patients with idiopathic nightmares
from six nightmares per week to two nightmares per
week [18]. In addition, sleep quality anddaytimemood
improved. To illustrate the procedure, two case reports
from the present author’s clinical practicewill be given.

Case report – adult
A 22-year-old woman consulted our sleep center due
to nightmares that started several months ago. he
anamnesis also indicates that several night terror
attacks also occurred. Two polysomnographic record-
ings (including breathing parameters and tibialis
EMGs) were normal, with the exception of low sleep
eiciency (irst night: 67.8%, second night: 76.7%).
Nightmares and night terrors did not occur in the sleep
laboratory. he psychometric measurement of sleep
behavior and sleep quality revealed that sleep quality
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and the feeling of being refreshed in the morning was
not reduced, but daytime sleepiness score was elevated
(1.6 standard deviations above the mean of a compar-
able student sample).

In the irst session, the patient reported current
stressors. A severe conlict in the core family resulted
in a complete cessation of her relationship with her
parents. he therapeutic principles, including con-
fronting, coping and training, were explained to the
patient. It was easy for her to get the idea of this
approach because it was similar to the treatment of
anxiety. Within the nightmare of the previous night,
the patient was in the dressing room of a itness
club. At irst her complete family was present. hen,
her mother was in the center and verbally attacked
and criticized the dreamer. She felt very helpless with
respect to the accusations. Answering the question as
to how the dream could be altered, she came up with
several suggestions: ignoring the mother, active act-
ing like saying something to her mother, expressing
her needs. he “new dream” included the active con-
fronting of themother and the sentence: “I canmanage
my life myself.”

In the second session two weeks later, the patient
reported that she trained the new dream ending reg-
ularly the irst week and that no new nightmares
including her mother occurred. Several other nega-
tively toned dreams, however, occurred. One of those
was a recurring nightmare: he dreamer stays at the
house of her grandmother and is now in the kitchen.
At irst, the overall emotional tone is positive. hen
she senses that there is something threatening outside
the house that might come inside and threaten her.
he scene changes, the dreamer inds herself in a white
room with several fantasy characters (pleasant charac-
ters). Two of the characters encourage her to step out-
side the house and confront the threatening something
alone. At this point, she usually wakes up.he awaken-
ing from the last dream was at 5 a.m., the anxiety she
felt in the dreamwas still present aterwaking up. Ater
talking about the diferent dream elements (e.g. rela-
tionship to her grandmother to whom the patient has
a positive connection), the patient was again asked to
imagine a new ending to the dream.he patient visual-
ized how she goes outside and confronts the unknown
threat with the help of the friendly fantasy characters.

In the follow-up session twoweeks later, the patient
reported a complete cessation of nightmares and that
the dreams she recalled incorporated new and active
behavior patterns. he dreamer felt more conident in

Figure 16.1 Drawing of a nightmare with a coping strategy
included.

dealing with other dream characters and was able to
express her needs. She also reported a marked lessen-
ing of daytime sleepiness. Even though the stressors
did not change over the treatment period, the interven-
tion did reduce nightmare frequency by strengthening
the dream ego, i.e. the negative efect of the stressor on
dreaming and sleep was signiicantly reduced.

Case report – child
A mother consulted our sleep center because her son
(5 years old) had sufered from nightmares every night
over the last month. Before that, nightmares rarely
occurred. Common topics were ghosts, shadows and
horrid monsters. At night, he called out for his mother
and needed comfort for up to two hours because
ater the nightmare he could not fall asleep easily. he
mother was not aware of any incidents triggering the
period of intense nightmares. he boy was somewhat
shy but free from any psychopathology or somatic
problems.

Ater taking the nightmare history, the boy was
asked to draw a recent nightmare (see Figure 16.1).
he dreamer is walking within a castle (bottom, let)
and carrying a book. He is very frightened by the
sight of two enormous ghosts (the diferences in sizes
between the igures and himself clearly relect the fear
involved). Ater being askedwhatmight help to reduce
his anxiety, the boy drew a large spider between him
and the ghosts, facing the ghosts and protecting him.

Ater this irst session, the boy continued this
work with the help of his mother by drawing sev-
eral pictures of other nightmares and concentrated on
one of them each day for about 10–15 min. Within
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two weeks, the nightmare frequency was drastically
reduced. Although the topics of the dreams did not
change very much, the fear around these pictures was
almost completely gone. Sleep behavior and quality
were back to normal. A follow-up session a year later
revealed that nightmares were still rare (about once a
month) and the boy did not feel distressed by them.
For several nightmares he invented new solutions (one
involving a magic spray). He has developed a positive
attitude towards his dreams which can be seen in the
fact that he occasionally asked his mother to record a
dream in the booklet which she had kept during the
study period.

Conclusions
Nightmares are common and about 5% of the pop-
ulation report that they sufer from nightmares.
Fortunately, nightmares can be treated efectively with
a brief and simple intervention method which can
be classiied as a cognitive technique [45]. he ben-
eicial efect was demonstrated for idiopathic night-
mares as well as post-traumatic nightmares, in chil-
dren and in adults. he basic principle of confronting
and coping with the nightmare situation is easily
understandable for the patients and can be done
without professional assistance and, thus, encourage
self-help.

In addition to the clinical aspect, nightmares are
also an interesting topic for basic sleep and dream
researchers. First, the body–mind interaction can be
studied; for example, the correlation between emo-
tional intensity and brain networks related to emo-
tions in waking life [41]. In the near future, tech-
niques such as magnetic resonance imaging will be
applicable to sleep if the scanner noise can be reduced
markedly. Since nightmares occur quite rarely in the
sleep laboratory, large-scaled studies with ambula-
tory measurement units should be conducted to shed
light on the physiological parameters during REM
sleep before awakening from a nightmare. he lack
of consistent results from sleep laboratory studies
might be solely attributable to the “lab efect” (redu-
cing emotional dream intensity due to the “caring”
environment). Since nightmares relect stressors and
PTSD-related nightmares oten replay the trauma
experienced by the person, they might help in elu-
cidating the role of dreams in sleep-related memory
consolidation.
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Sleep-related dissociative disorder
Christina J. Calamaro and Thornton B. A. Mason

History
Dissociation is a separation of discrete mental pro-
cesses from the mainstream of brain activity with
disruptions in integrated functions of consciousness,
memory, identity, or perception of the environment
[1–4]. Sleep-related dissociative disorders, a variant
of dissociative disorders, are parasomnias that can
emerge at any point during the sleep period, either at
transition from wakefulness to sleep or within several
minutes ater awakening from stages 1 or 2 non-rapid
eye movement (NREM) sleep or REM sleep [5].

In the Diagnostic Statistical Manual of Mental Dis-
orders (Fourth Edition, Text Revision; DSM IV-TR)
there are ive major types of dissociative categories
diagnostic for dissociative disorder: dissociative amne-
sia, dissociative identity disorder, dissociative fugue,
depersonalization disorder, and dissociative disorder
not otherwise speciied (NOS) [1,5]. Of the ive cate-
gories, three categories of dissociative disorders (dis-
sociative identity disorder, dissociative fugue, and
dissociative disorder NOS) have been identiied with
sleep-related dissociative disorders [5–7].his chapter
will review dissociative disorders and their relation-
ship with parasomnias, as well as demonstrating the
link to signiicant trauma that may precipitate these
sleep-related behaviors.

Most sleep-related dissociative disorders have cor-
responding daytime episodes of disturbed behav-
ior, confusion, and associated amnesia. Addition-
ally, patients with sleep-related dissociative disorder
have predisposing or precipitating symptoms associ-
ated with traumatic life experiences, including child
abuse [3], combat [8], adult interpersonal violence [9],
and natural disasters [10]. Accordingly, dissociation is
oten associated with post-traumatic stress and is con-
sidered to be mainly a post-traumatic response [8,11].

Dissociation is a crude and primitive psychological
defense initiated because of a failure or inadequacy
of one or more mature and adaptive defenses in the
face of overwhelming stress. he maladaptive char-
acterization of dissociation comes from the fact that
the distressing experience is encapsulated (set apart
from typical consciousness) and resists integration
with the individual’s day-to-day experience. Intense
or prolonged trauma may resist psychic integration at
a narrative or linguistic level. hese experiences may
emerge as activity rather than narrative memory when
environmental or internal cues prompt them. As such,
previous trauma may be re-enacted [12].

Individuals who have experienced a traumatic
event are more likely to dissociate than individuals
who have not, and individuals who experience more
dissociative phenomena are more likely to also experi-
ence higher levels of trauma-related distress [13]. It
is theorized that dissociative phenomena and subse-
quent trauma-related distress may relate to fears about
death and fears about loss or lack of control above
and beyond the occurrence of the traumatic event
itself. Such fears about death and loss/lack of con-
trol may also help diferentiate traumatized individu-
als who sufer psychologically to varying degrees. his
response to trauma and to forms of trauma-related dis-
tress may manifest in disrupted sleep and abnormal
sleep behaviors [13,14]. A hierarchical model of dis-
sociation by Putnam posits that primary dissociation
(e.g. fragmentation, forgetfulness, emotional numb-
ing) co-occurs with several symptom constellations
(aggressive behavior, mood swings, substance abuse).
hese features are considered secondary or tertiary
responses to dissociation, where dissociation serves
as a mediator. Observable symptoms or risky behav-
iors may not be prominent until adolescence or early
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adulthood [15]. In children, many of these symptoms
and behaviors are misdiagnosed as attention, learning
or conduct problems, or even psychoses.

Clinical indings
Sleep-related dissociative disorders arise out of estab-
lished wakefulness, but occur in the general setting of
sleep (that is, in transition before sleep onset or ater an
awakening). As noted,most patients with sleep-related
dissociative disorders also have daytime dissociative
disorders and histories of trauma or abuse. Patients
may also have past or current histories of major
anxiety and mood disorders, post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD), suicide attempts, mutilating behav-
iors, and psychiatric hospitalizations. During noctur-
nal dissociative episodes, patients can engage in a vari-
ety of behaviors that may be elaborate and bizarre,
lasting minutes to an hour or longer. he patients may
show marked agitation (e.g. screaming or running in
a frenzy), with perceived dreaming that is actually
a dissociated wakeful memory of past abuse. Other
behaviors can include a nocturnal fugue state (where
a patient leaves home) or bouts of abnormal eating
(binges, consuming uncooked foods) [5].

A patient’s clinical features may in turn support
a speciic dissociative disorder subtype diagnosis that
has been associatedwith sleep-related episodes, specif-
ically dissociative identity disorder, dissociative fugue,
or dissociative disorder NOS. For example, the essen-
tial feature of dissociative identity disorder is the pres-
ence of two or more distinct identities or personality
states that recurrently take control of behavior. here
is an inability to recall important personal informa-
tion, the extent of which is too great to be explained
by ordinary forgetfulness. he disturbance is not due
to the direct physiological efects of a substance or a
general medical condition. Individuals with dissocia-
tive identity disorder frequently report having experi-
enced severe physical and sexual abuse, especially dur-
ing childhood [16].

Dissociative fugue involves sudden, unexpected
travel away from home or one’s customary place of
daily activities, with inability to recall some or all of
one’s past. his is accompanied by confusion about
personal identity or even the assumption of a new
identity. he disturbance does not occur exclusively
during the course of dissociative identity disorder,
and is not due to the direct physiological efects of
a substance or a general medical condition. Symp-

toms of dissociative fugue may cause clinically signii-
cant distress or impairment in social, occupational, or
other important areas of functioning. Onset is usually
related to traumatic, stressful, or overwhelming life
events. Single episodes are most commonly reported
and may last from hours to months [16].

Dissociative disorder NOS has as the predomi-
nant feature a dissociative symptom (i.e. a disruption
in the usually integrated functions of consciousness,
memory, identity, or perception of the environment)
that does not meet the criteria for any speciic dis-
sociative disorder. Clinical presentation may be sim-
ilar to dissociative identity disorder, but fails to meet
those criteria fully. Examples of dissociative disorder
NOS include: (1) presentations in which (a) there are
not two or more distinct personality states, or (b)
amnesia for important personal information does not
occur; (2) derealization unaccompanied by deperson-
alization in adults; (3) states of dissociation that occur
in individuals who have been subjected to periods of
prolonged and intense coercive persuasion (e.g. brain-
washing, thought reform, or indoctrination while cap-
tive); and (4) dissociative trance disorder, in which
single or episodic disturbances in the state of con-
sciousness, identity, or memory that are indigen-
ous to particular locations and cultures occur, and
involves narrowing of awareness of immediate sur-
roundings or subjectively uncontrolled stereotyped
behaviors/movements [16].

Patients with dissociative symptoms are thought to
exist along a continuum of severity and can go undiag-
nosed, obscuring the potential for sleep-related disso-
ciative disorders. Indeed, individuals diagnosed with
dissociative disorders occupy the high end of the disso-
ciative continuum [17]. For example, Sar et al. demon-
strated that 64% of consecutive psychiatric patients
with DSM-III-R borderline personality disorder also
had a DSM-IV Axis-I dissociative disorder diagnosis
concurrently [18]. For the health care provider, when
treating the patient with a diagnosed psychiatric dis-
order, it is important to be cognizant of the poten-
tial for comorbid diagnoses of a dissociative disorder,
and additionally the potential presence of a dissocia-
tive sleep-related disorder.

Natural history
With any form of sleep-related dissociative disorder,
onset can be gradual and sporadic in nature. Females
are reported to be afected predominantly, and onset
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can range from childhood to midlife. he course oten
remains chronic and severe. Events can occur several
times weekly to multiple times nightly [5]. Complica-
tions include injuries to the patient and/or bed part-
ner, including ecchymoses, lacerations, fractures, and
burns [5].

To illustrate the breadth and range of sleep-related
dissociative disorders, diferent clinical presentations
of these disorders are considered next, followed by spe-
ciic examples.

Dissociative behavior and sleep walking or
sleep terrors
While not classiied as sleep-related dissociative dis-
orders, arousal parasomnias such as sleepwalking
and sleep terrors have been hypothesized by some
to be rooted in dissociative behavior; such poten-
tial associations are controversial, however. It has
been suggested that sleepwalking and sleep terrors
are symptomatic of a protective dissociative mecha-
nism that is thought to be mobilized when intoler-
able impulses, feelings and memories escape within
sleep, as a result of the diminished control of men-
tal defense mechanisms [12]. Sleepwalking and sleep
terrors are related parasomnias, both characterized by
sudden arousals from NREM sleep, particularly deep
NREM (slow-wave or N3) sleep, during which the
individual may present with a constricted awareness
of his/her surroundings. In the case of sleepwalking,
this arousal is associated with motor activity, which
may be elaborate and purposive. On the other hand,
the arousal of sleep terrors manifests as an intense
scream accompanied by prominent autonomic dis-
charge, and oten motor activity which is more agi-
tated than sleepwalking [16,19]. It is also possible that
some nocturnal episodes that resemble sleepwalking
or sleep terrors are actually sleep-related dissociative
episodes.

It has also been suggested that sleepwalking/sleep
terrors are more likely when the patient has a his-
tory of major psychological trauma. In a group of 22
adult patients referred to a tertiary sleep disorders
service with possible sleepwalking/sleep terrors, six
patients reported a history of such trauma [12]. Sub-
jects described sleepwalking/sleep terrors associated
with vivid dream-like experiences or behavior related
to light from attack. In this study, when patients with
a history of trauma were compared to those without,
they were very similar with regard to age of onset, age

of referral, sex, and diagnosis (that is sleepwalking or
night terrors). he “trauma” group difered from the
“no trauma” group with regard to the phenomenol-
ogy of the parasomnia. Of those who had a history
of trauma, 5 out of 6 (83%) reported vivid, dream-
like mental content accompanying the event, as com-
pared with 4 out of 16 (25%) of those without a his-
tory of trauma (p = 0.049 using Fisher’s exact test).
All the former reported attempting to lee from an
attacker, compared with just 25% of the latter (p =

0.003, Fisher’s exact test). Other themes reported by
the “no trauma” group included searching for a lost
object, searching for or consuming food, protecting a
bed partner, or behavior or vocalization with no clear
meaning [12]. Two of the six patients who had experi-
enced a traumatic event describedmental content dur-
ing the sleepwalking/night terrors that was an exact re-
experiencing of the original event, as cited in the irst
case example.

Case presentations: case one
Hartman and colleagues present an example as a case
study: a middle-aged, unmarried woman who lived
with her elderly parents, presented with complaints of
a history of “nightmares” lasting ive years in dura-
tion [12]. She reported getting up and sleepwalking
ater 60–90 min of sleep. On a number of occasions
she had driven her car several miles in this condition,
and had come to full awareness in an isolated place, to
the sound of her car alarm some distance away. hese
events were accompanied by vivid, terrifying, and
stereotyped mental content in which she was attempt-
ing to ight of a male attacker. his “nightmare” was
a re-enactment of an incident which occurred when
she was 10 years old. While out walking, she had been
abducted, taken to a shed, and raped in a sadistic man-
ner by a man not known to her. He threatened to
maim her if she spoke of it, and when she returned
home she concealed her internal injuries, and “put it
to the back of my mind.” She completed school and
went on to train as a nurse. She remained heterosex-
ually inactive, and was stable and successful in other
respects. She had no psychiatric problems until the
onset of her presenting symptom, ive years earlier.
he onset of these events was precipitated abruptly by
the experience of caring for a young girl admitted to
her hospital unit, who had also been raped and beaten.
his case illustrates the occurrence of later onset sleep-
walking/sleep terror-like episodes with fugue features,
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in the setting of post-traumatic symptoms during
wakefulness [12].

he results of the Hartman et al. study indicate
that scores on the dissociation questionnaire (DIS-Q)
were normal, although generally higher in the small
“trauma” subgroup [12]. hese scores were similar
to those characterizing individuals with PTSD. heir
“trauma” group also scored particularly highly on the
anxiety, phobic, and depression scales of the Crown–
Crisp experiential index. In contrast, the “no trauma”
group scored more speciically highly on the anxiety
scale, along with major trends to high depression and
hysteria scale scores.he authors concluded that a his-
tory of major psychological trauma existed in only a
minority of adult patients presenting with sleepwalk-
ing/sleep terrors. In this subgroup, trauma appears to
dictate the subsequent content of the attacks. How-
ever, the symptoms express themselveswithin the form
of the sleepwalking/sleep terrors rather than as REM
sleep-related nightmares. Importantly, the majority of
subjects with sleepwalking/sleep terrors and with no
history ofmajor psychological trauma showno clinical
or DIS-Q evidence of dissociation during wakefulness
[12].

Case two
While the age of onset can vary up to middle adult-
hood, one case of a school-aged child with sleep-
related dissociative disorder has been reported [20].
A previously healthy 6-year-old girl was evaluated for
bizarre episodes of dramatic regressive behavior.hese
episodes began two months prior to presentation, and
were irst noted at home during the daytime, last-
ing only minutes. Two weeks ater onset, the episodes
increased in duration up to several hours and began to
occur around the time of sleep several nights per week.
Prominent features included sudden rolling back of
the eyes, crawling on the ground, intermittent facial
twitching and infantile speech with guttural noises
throughout. Twenty-two days prior to her evaluation,
an episode occurred during school hours; the patient’s
mother was notiied of the event and told that the child
could not return to school until her condition was sta-
bilized. Social history revealed the patient was living
with her mother, maternal uncle and grandmother;
she visited her biological father several weekends each
month. On one occasion at her father’s apartment, the
patient reported a hand “came in through the win-
dow to grab her”. Without further details, her fam-

Table 17.1 Polysomnogram results.

Sleep distribution: TST % and total minutes

Stage 1 12.8/50.5

Stage 2 37.4/147

Stage 3 4.4/17.5

Stage 4 22.9/90

REM 22.5/88.5

Sleep efficiency 70%

PLMI Within normal limits

AHI Within normal limits

EEG seizure montage No seizure activity

ST, total sleep time; PLMI, Periodic Limb Movement Index; AHI,
Apnea Hypopnea Index.

ily was unsure if this event actually occurred. here
had been no prior concern for developmental delays,
although the patient was now failing irst grade, and
had few friends in irst grade. Overnight polysomno-
graphy was performed with an expanded EEG mon-
tage. Ater approximately 2 min of stage 1 sleep
the patient became combative and later attempted to
bite the technician at the bedside (Figure 17.1A–C;
Table 17.1). Vocalization throughout the episode
consisted primarily of grunting, with minimal words
spoken. She placed various objects (remote con-
trols, blanket) in her mouth. In addition, she used
polysomnography leads to tie a technician’s hands.
here was no abnormal EEG correlate during this
episode, and speciically no seizure activity. he entire
episode lasted 117 min, ater which the patient
returned to sleep. No further episodes were noted dur-
ing the polysomnogram (Figure 17.2).

he cases described illustrate the potential rela-
tionships between sleepwalking/night terror phe-
nomenology and symptoms of dissociative events.he
external motor re-enactment of the circumstances of
the trauma is suggestive of the repetition seen with
PTSD and also seems to be a classical example of the
dissociative process as originally described by Pierre
Janet [12,21]. In the irst case, Hartman et al. suggest
these dissociative events were conined to the patient’s
sleeping hours, and she could tolerate her waking dis-
tress and depression. In the case of the school-aged
child, a range of dissociative phenomena was experi-
enced throughout the day and night, which may
have relected the severity of her deep-seated post-
traumatic stress [12,20].
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Sleep
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1
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4

Sleep onset

Light off Light on

End of sleep

Figure 17.1 The color version of this figure can be found in the color plate section on page XX. Overnight polysomnogram graphics. Both
(A) and (B) demonstrate two consecutive 30-s epochs near the beginning of the study (22 min after lights out). (A) The patient is in
wake–sleep transition (stage 1 NREM sleep), with fragmented alpha rhythm in the EEG and slow rolling eye movements (horizontal line). In
the final 4 s of this epoch, there is an arousal (A1) marked by an increase in EEG frequencies and increased muscle activity (in the chin and leg
leads). (B) The patient is awake with prominent leg movement, eye blinking, and increased baseline EEG activity. From this epoch forward, for
nearly 2 h the patient remains awake and engaged in the episode described in the text. (C) The hypnogram shows the start (arrowhead) and
end of the episode (arrow), as well as normal sleep stage transitions thereafter, with no further episodes of prolonged awakening.
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Figure 17.2 Still images from a digital
video recording during polysomnography.
(A) The patient places a video game control
console in her mouth. (B) A few seconds
later, she throws the console toward one of
the technicians. (C) Using a monitoring lead,
the patient ties the hand of a technician at
the bedside. (D) In one of several similar
episodes, the patient has fleeting upward
eye deviation.

Dissociation and sexualized behavior
during sleep
Compared to physical abuse, childhood sexual abuse
may be related to more deleterious long-term out-
comes. Features may include anxiety, depression,
somatic and sexualized responses. Also noted are risk-
taking behaviors such as self-mutilation, suicidality,
physical and sexual aggression, sexual revictimization,
and substance abuse. Nevertheless, no unique psychi-
atric proile or course of adjustment for the sexual
abuse survivor has been identiied. It remains unclear
whether sexual versus physical abuse has the pre-
dominant efect on dissociation; however, the major-
ity of studies suggest that severe sexual abuse in child-
hood has the strongest relationship with dissociation
in adults. Variation in how abuse is deined or its sever-
ity assessed may contribute to this uncertainty [15].

Foote et al. assessed dissociative disorders in a sam-
ple of adults recruited from an outpatient psychiatric
clinic, in the setting of a largely Hispanic inner city
population. Of patients interviewed, 29% received a
diagnosis of dissociative disorder, a prevalence much
higher than those found in prior assessments of psy-
chiatric inpatients (with an average prevalence of
about 12%) [14]. Compared to patients without a dis-
sociative disorder diagnosis, patients with dissocia-
tive disorder were signiicantly more likely to report
childhood sexual abuse (74% vs. 29%) and childhood

physical abuse (71% vs. 27%). here were no signii-
cant diferences in this sample for demographic vari-
ables such as gender, age, ethnicity, education level, or
income. Overall, the entire population had extremely
high prevalences of physical abuse (40%) and sexual
abuse (42%), which were seen as driving the connec-
tion with dissociation [14].

Schenck and colleagues published the irst lit-
erature review and formal classiication of a wide
range of documented sleep-related disorders associ-
ated with abnormal sexual behaviors and experiences
[22]. Sexualized (repetitive behavior without afect)
and frankly sexual behaviors (with afect) can emerge
with sleep-related dissociative disorders. Sexualized
behaviors may be accompanied by defensive behav-
iors and moaning, and constitute re-enactment of
a past abuse situation. he patient may report re-
enactment as a “dream,” which in fact is recall in an
awake state. Nocturnal dissociated states of wakeful-
ness can include thrashing behavior, pelvic thrusting,
and animalistic prowling on all four limbs with growl-
ing; these represent attempted re-enactments of past
abuse scenarios. Return to full contact with reality
may be gradual as the patient “wakes up” from the
dissociated state [22]. hese abnormal sexual behav-
iors are classiied under parasomnias and referred to
as “sleepsex” or “sexsomnia” [5,22,23]. Patients with
this category of sleep-related dissociative disordermay
scream, demonstrate marked agitation, or engage in
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violent sexual acts [5,24]. Further manifestations may
include sexualized or defensive behavior, typically as
re-enactments of previous physical or sexual abuse sit-
uations [7,22].

Case presentation
Schenck and colleagues report a case of animalistic
nocturnal personality involving a 19-year-old male
who would prowl around the house on all four limbs
while growling for approximately 30–60 min per
episode twice weekly while occasionally chewing on
a piece of uncooked bacon. A thinly disguised recur-
rent sexualized “dream” during his nocturnal disso-
ciated states of wakefulness consisted of his being a
large jungle cat approaching a female zookeeper who
held a piece of raw meat in her hand which he wanted
to pounce on and “snatch” from her hand and eat.
However, “an invisible force ield” prevented him from
getting near to her, and he felt “frustrated” by being
kept away and not having the raw meat. He would
then “wake up” (i.e. snap out of his dissociated wake-
ful state) and be confused and groggy, and would only
gradually re-establish contact with reality [22].

Dissociation and violent sexual behavior
during sleep
Violence, during or out of sleep, related to abnormal
alertness has been reported in greater detail in the lit-
erature over the last decade [23,25]. he absence of
full alertness or impairment of brain function due to
associated sleep disorders has been considered a legal
defense in crimes and homicides [25].

he sleep-related violent behavior described below
is associated with parasomnias, occurring as the result
of a diathesis, and is precipitated by stressors and
mediated by disturbed NREM sleep physiology [23].
A general population survey has indicated that sleep-
related violence is much more common than known
by physicians. Two percent of the general population
report the occurrence of sleep-related violence [26].
Aggressive, harmful behavior during sleep can occur,
ranging from harm to the bed partner to harm to self
[6,23].

Case presentation
A 33-year-old man with no prior history of violent
behavior grabbed his wife during the irst third of
the night, tore of her clothes, and forced intercourse.

She pleaded and defended herself but was unable to
“reach” him. he wife reported that he seemed “far
away” and appeared “glassy-eyed.” Once sexual inter-
course occurred, the husband fell asleep. Cries and
noises had awakened a teenage child, who called 911,
which brought the police. he husband had no mem-
ory of or explanation for the behavior. he wife went
to the police station the next day, as requested by the
police oicer at the scene, but then refused to pur-
sue legal proceedings. She believed that her husband
had amedical problem, and the couple soughtmedical
help [23].

Diferential diagnoses
here are several potential considerations for the dif-
ferential diagnosis of sleep-related dissociative disor-
ders, including anNREMarousal disorder parasomnia
(such as agitated sleepwalking, confusional arousals or
sleep terrors), a parasomnia associatedwithREMsleep
(such as REM behavior disorder or nightmares), or
nocturnal seizures.

Non-REM arousal parasomnias are part of a con-
tinuum that share overlapping features, include sleep-
walking, confusional arousals, and sleep terrors.While
most arousal parasomnias occur in slow-wave sleep
(stages 3 and 4 of NREM sleep), they can also occur
in stage 2 NREM sleep [7,27]. Characteristics of
these disorders include incomplete transition from
slow-wave sleep, automatic behavior, altered percep-
tion of the environment and some degree of amnesia
for the event. hese parasomnias classically occur in
the irst third of the night, when slow-wave sleep is
most prominent. hese disorders peak at 8–12 years;
although no gender diferences are observed, a pos-
itive family history is oten noted [7,27]. he most
efective treatment includes reassurance for parents,
with focus on institution of safety measures for the
child to prevent injury during these arousals, as well as
maintaining routine sleep hygiene andmonitoring caf-
feine intake before bedtime, so that sleep eiciency and
duration are not compromised [7,27]. In sleep-related
dissociative disorders, there may be no family history
of parasomnias (in contrast to sleepwalking and sleep
terrors, where a positive family history is oten promi-
nent). Moreover, dissociative disorders occur out of
wakefulness (for example, in the immediate transition
into sleep), rather than from established slow-wave
sleep, and oten span a duration that would be atyp-
ically long for an arousal parasomnia. Sleep-related
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dissociative disorders oten lack the intense autonomic
activation seen with sleep terrors, and can match prior
descriptions given by others of diurnal events thatwere
clearly unassociated with sleep.

REM behavior disorder is another parasomnia
with complex and even violent movement. Patients
with REM behavior disorder report dreams that
have more action, intensity and violence than typi-
cal dreams [7,28]. Because of the loss of normal REM
sleep atonia, these intense dreams are in turn acted out.
REM behavior disorder tends to have a male predomi-
nance, with onset inmiddle age; this parasomnia oten
heralds a neurodegenerative condition, such as Parkin-
son’s disease. REM behavior disorder is highly uncom-
mon in children but can occur; as in adult cases, low-
dose clonazepam given at bedtime is most efective in
eliminating the parasomnia [29].

Epileptic seizures can begin at any age and have
protean manifestations. Furthermore, seizures may
occur during both wakefulness and sleep, or even
exclusively during sleep. Of particular interest is noc-
turnal frontal lobe epilepsy (NFLE), whose features
overlap with arousal parasomnias. NFLE can mani-
fest in three patterns: (1) paroxysmal arousals, which
involve abrupt, frequently recurring arousals from
sleep with stereotypedmovements (elevating the head,
sitting, screaming, or looking about as if fright-
ened), and dystonic posture of the limbs oten occurs;
(2) nocturnal paroxysmal dystonia, where sudden
arousals occur with complex, stereotyped, and some-
times bizarre sequences of movements (dystonic or
asymmetric tonic postures, cycling movements, kick-
ing, twisting, or rocking of the pelvis); and (3) episodic
nocturnal wanderings, where sudden awakenings with
abnormalmotor features are followed by agitated som-
nambulism (jumping, twisting, moving aimlessly). All
three events will each last from 20 s to 3 min, respec-
tively [30,31]. he mean age of onset for NFLE is 10–
12 years, and afected patients usually have a history
of normal psychomotor development. Establishing the
diagnosis may be diicult, as neuroimaging is usually
normal, and ictal or interictal EEG changesmay not be
present. Anti-convulsants are oten efective, especially
carbamazepine [7].

here is broad range of sleep-related disorders
associated with abnormal sexual experiences and
behaviors. Beyond sleep-related dissociative disorders,
other considerations include parasomnias with abnor-
mal sexual behaviors – particularly in the setting of
confusional arousals and sleep terrors: masturbation,

sexual vocalizations or shouting, fondling another per-
son, sexual intercourse, or frank sexual assault. Sexual
seizures in sleep may have many of the same mani-
festations (including vocalizations, masturbation), but
also sexual automatisms and ictal orgasm.Moreover, a
number of sleep disorders may include abnormal sex-
ual behavior during wakefulness and sleep–wake tran-
sitions, such as Klein–Levin syndrome, severe chronic
insomnia (with increased libido and compulsive sexual
behaviors) and restless legs syndrome (with rhythmic
pelvic movements and masturbation) [22].

Investigations
Establishing the diagnosis of sleep-related dissoci-
ative disorder can be challenging, as there is no objec-
tive test available to prove or disprove a case. Unlike
arousal parasomnias such as sleepwalking, confusional
arousals, and sleep terrors, there is no association
with slow-wave sleep; moreover, patients remain in an
EEG state of full wakefulness throughout the episode,
rather than displaying an admixture of EEG frequen-
cies denoting combined sleep–wake features as typi-
cally seen in arousal parasomnias [7]. Also, the lag time
between EEG arousal and the behavior can be impor-
tant in distinguishing a dissociative episode from an
arousal parasomnia, since arousal parasomnias begin
almost immediately ater an arousal, whereas a sleep-
related dissociative episode may lag by 15 s to 1 min.
Patients may certainly fall asleep ater either type of
event. herefore, if a typical dissociative event occurs
during overnight polysomnography, then a diagno-
sis of a sleep-related dissociative disorder can be sup-
ported. On the other hand, a normal polysomnogram
does not exclude the diagnosis, and polysomnogra-
phy is not required.he diagnosis may alternatively be
established based on the report of observers, especially
when behavior associated with the major sleep period
is similar to daytime dissociative behaviors [5].

Several questionnaires have been developed that
explore the presence/tendency toward dissociative
symptoms. As such, these may be useful in clinical and
research evaluations of sleep-related dissociative dis-
orders:

1. he Adolescent Dissociative Experiences Scale is a
30-item self-report measure that was developed as
a screening tool for serious post-traumatic and
dissociative disorders. Based on the adolescent’s
self-report of symptoms, each item is rated on
a 1–10 scale. Excellent reliability (Cronbach’s
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alpha = 0.93) has been reported, with a mean
score ≥4 indicating signiicant pathological
dissociation [15,32].

2. he Child Dissociative Checklist is a 20-item,
observer-completed checklist with a 3-point scale
that is used as a clinical screening instrument to
assess dissociation based on ratings given by
caretakers/adults in close contact with the child.
Studies have indicated good internal consistency
(alpha = 0.86) and test–retest stability (r = 0.65),
as well as convergent/discriminate validity [15].

3. he Dissociative Experiences Scale is a widely
used 28-item self-report measure; in a
meta-analysis, it was found to have an internal
reliability (alpha) of 0.93 (16 studies), a test–retest
reliability of 0.78–0.93 (6 studies), and a
convergent validity (r) of 0.67 (26 studies) [14].
his questionnaire was designed to measure
dissociative tendencies in both non-clinical and
clinical samples. A variety of experiences are
presented to respondents, who are then asked to
estimate “what percentage of time this happens to
you.” Responses are graded on an 11-point scale.
Factor analysis has resulted in subscales for
amnesia, depersonalization, and absorption [33].

4. he Dissociative Processes Scale assesses
normal-range individual diferences in
dissociative tendencies, with 33 items on a 5-point
Likert scale. he three subscales explore
detachment (feelings of depersonalization and
derealization), obliviousness (mindless and
automatic behavior), and imagination
(absorption, imaginativeness, and fantasizing)
[33,34].

Genetics
here are reports of apparent familial clustering of dis-
sociative disorders, which in turn raises the issue of the
relative roles of environmental factors versus genetic
contributions. Twin studies have been used in attempts
to sort out phenotypic variance due to shared envi-
ronment (i.e. environmental inluences that produce
sibling similarity in dissociation), non-shared environ-
ment (resulting in sibling diferentiation), or genetics
(in monozygotic and dizygotic twins). In a study of
adolescent twins, Waller and Ross reported that vari-
ance in dissociation was due to combinations of envi-
ronmental factors but not to genetics [17]. Jang et al.
in their study of adult twins describe very diferent

results, with 48% of the variance in their twin sam-
ple being due to additive genetic inluences [35]. More
recently, Becker-Blease and colleagues examined child
and adolescent twins, and also found that hereditabil-
ity was signiicant at 59%, with the balance of variance
attributed to the non-shared environmental compo-
nent [36].

Also of interest are two studies that implicate spe-
ciic genetic polymorphisms in the clinical expression
of dissociation. Koenen et al. explored polymorphisms
in FKBP5, which encodes a glucocorticoid receptor-
regulating co-chaperone of stress proteins [37]. Two
single nucleotide polymorphisms were signiicantly
associated with peri-traumatic dissociation in medi-
cally injured children (e.g. from motor vehicle acci-
dents, physical assaults, and falls). his signiicance
persisted ater controlling for sex, age, race, and injury
severity; the proportion of the variance in dissoci-
ation explained by the polymorphisms ranged from
14 to 27% [37]. Savitz et al. evaluated the interac-
tion of a catechol-O-methyltransferase polymorphism
(Val158Met) on perceived dissociation, and found that
the Val/Val genotype was associated with increasing
levels of dissociation in the setting of higher childhood
trauma, while the reverse was true for the Met/Met
genotype (that was essentially protective from disso-
ciation) [38].

hese intriguing indings clearly need to be repli-
cated in other sample populations before their general
signiicance can be evaluated. Moreover, genetic stud-
ies speciically aimed at exploring sleep-related disso-
ciative disorders should be conducted.

Pathology
he pathophysiology of dissociation is still not well
established in the literature. What is clear, however, is
that exposure to physical, emotional or sexual trauma,
typically responsible for daytime dissociative phenom-
ena, also applies to sleep-related dissociative disor-
ders. A current hypothesis proposes that a functional
disconnection or loss of integration among speciic
brain regions potentially forms the neural correlate of a
psychogenic dissociation [5]. his alteration, in com-
bination with a baseline susceptibility to physiologic
and experiential dissociative phenomena across sleep
stages, converges to produce and repeatedly perpetuate
sleepdissociative disorders [5]. Todate, noneuroimag-
ing or post-mortem indings have been reported in
sleep-related dissociative disorders.
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Management
Patients with dissociative disorders are challenging
to treat and require a comprehensive approach that
may include cognitive-behavioral therapy, supportive
psychotherapy, or post-traumatic disorder treatment.
Because of the potentially sensitive nature of the causes
associated with dissociative disorders, a thoughtful
and rational approach is required for patients with
these diagnoses. As most treatment experience has
been based on adults, this is even more important
for children and adolescents sufering from dissoci-
ative disorders. Since these patients have typically suf-
fered severe physical/sexual trauma, the patients must
be encouraged to develop efective coping skills before
trying to explore and work through their experiences
(stage-oriented therapy). Not until patients are able to
tolerate intense afect, control dysfunctional behavior,
maintain functioning, and sustain good collaborative
relationships can they work through traumatic events.
Otherwise, premature abreaction (exposure) would be
largely retraumatizing. Because many patients with
dissociative disorders have intense interpersonal vul-
nerability, therapists should use good clinical judg-
ment to guide the therapeutic process. Late stages of
treatment involve stabilization of gains and enhanced
personal growth, especially in relation to the external
world [39].

Early identiication paired with therapeutic inter-
ventions for dissociative symptoms (such as expres-
sive artwork) appears to be successful for children
[7]. Unfortunately, systematic studies of treatment
and long-term outcomes for pediatric patients who
present with this symptomatology are presently lack-
ing. Despite general population studies citing a 5%
prevalence rate of diurnal dissociative symptoms in
adults, little is known regarding management of sleep-
related dissociative behaviors in children or adults. It
is likely best for children to obtain intensive treatment
as early as possible, as early identiication and thera-
peutic intervention for dissociative symptoms in chil-
dren appears to be particularly eicacious. An inten-
sive psychiatric treatment plan, ater identiication
of the diagnosis, appears to be helpful for support-
ing cognitive/emotional processing of trauma-related
material in order to develop greater afect regulation
capacities [11].

Psychotropic medications are usually considered
adjunctive treatments for dissociative disorders,

although objective studies in the literature are sparse.
Virtually all classes of psychotropic medications have
been used to treat dissociative disorders. Depression
and anxiety symptoms have been treated with anti-
depressants (including luoxetine, paroxetine, and
sertraline). Anxiolytics can also be helpful. For exam-
ple, 0.25–2 mg clonazepam nightly was prescribed
for 33 adult patients with vigorous or dangerous
nocturnal behaviors, resulting in rapid and sustained
control of sleep injury for almost 6 years [6].here is a
possibility, however, that patients may develop habit-
uation and psychological/physiological addiction,
especially among those vulnerable to substance abuse.
Atypical anti-psychotics (risperidone, quetiapine)
have been used to treat the irritability, insomnia, and
chronic anxiety in many dissociative disorder patients
[39].

Conclusions
Sleep-related dissociative disorders are a group of fas-
cinating and important parasomnias that can occur
from childhood through adult life. he associated
behaviors can be elaborate, bizarre, and prolonged;
thematic content typically relects or re-enacts devas-
tatingly traumatic experiences that may be ongoing or
that occurred months or years before. hese disorders
arise as primitive attempts at containing or compart-
mentalizing the trauma ultimately fail. Accordingly,
sleep-related dissociative disorders should be regarded
as red lags of psychiatric distress: afected patients
require intensive psychiatric management and social
services assistance.

In the future, prospective studies of children and
adults are needed ater trauma/abuse to determine
the presence and frequency of dissociative disorders
in general and sleep-related dissociative disorders in
particular. Advances in portable monitoring, includ-
ing at-home polysomnography and video recordings,
may help to better deine the scope of these disorders.
hese monitoring techniques, in turn, could help doc-
ument the eicacy of psychiatric treatment modali-
ties such as intensive psychotherapy and medications.
here is a clear need for more systematic research of
pharmacotherapy in patients with dissociative disor-
ders. Finally, genetic contributions should be explored
further, with regard to both individual risk for devel-
oping dissociative disorders and to individual difer-
ences in treatment response.
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Sleep enuresis
Oliviero Bruni, Luana Novelli, Elena Finotti and Rafaele Ferri

Clinical indings
Sleep enuresis (SE) is characterized by recurrent invol-
untary voiding of urine during sleep that occurs at least
twice a week, for at least 3 consecutive months, in a
child who is at least 5 years of age [1]. he Interna-
tional Children’s Continence Society (ICCS) has estab-
lished a clinical terminology about SE and other forms
of voiding dysfunction [2]. Incontinence is an uncon-
trollable leakage of urine ater the age of 5 years or ater
the age of attending bladder control, and enuresis (or
night-time incontinence) is deined as an intermittent
incontinence only while sleeping.

his condition is considered primary (PNE) if the
involuntary discharge of urine during sleep has been
present since birth and has not been interrupted by
consistently dry periods, while it is considered as sec-
ondary (SNE) if the child or adult had previously been
dry during sleep for six consecutive months.

In a prospective study [3], the presentation of the
patient with PNE or SNE was found to be similar, sug-
gesting that, in the majority of cases, the pathogenesis
of SNE is not diferent from that of PNE.

he clinical severity of the disorder can be deined
on the basis of the number of events that occur during
a week and, speciically, is deined as: infrequent (1 or
2 events per week), moderate (3−5 events per week)
and severe (6 or 7 events per week) [4,5].

When the subject has no associated daytime void-
ing symptoms (such as frequency, urgency or daytime
incontinence), SE is deined as monosymptomatic.
But, usually, when a meticulous history is obtained,
the majority of children have at least some light day-
time void symptoms and their SE is classiiable as non-
monosymptomatic.

he exact cause of primary SE is unknown, but
a variety of factors contribute to its persistence ater

the age at which nocturnal continence occurs: (1) dis-
orders of arousal from sleep (children do not wake
up to the sensation of a full or contracting bladder),
(2) nocturnal polyuria, and (3) reduced nocturnal
bladder capacity [6]. Studies attempting to establish
bladder problems as the cause of PNE have been con-
tradictory because extensive urodynamic testing has
shown that bladder function falls within the normal
range in children with nocturnal enuresis [7]; how-
ever, one investigation found that while real blad-
der capacity is identical in children with and without
nocturnal enuresis, functional bladder capacity (the
volume at which the bladder empties itself) may be
lower in those with enuresis [8]. he bladder’s capa-
city increases throughout the irst 8 years of life [9,10]
and can be inluenced by toilet training methods [11].
Analyzing the prevalence of SE according to age of
acquisition of daytime urinary continence, Chiozza
et al. [12] observed that starting toilet training at later
ages may favor the occurrence of SE.

It has been supposed that children with nocturnal
enuresis have a delay in achieving the circadian (noc-
turnal) rise in arginine vasopressin and develop noc-
turnal polyuria that overwhelms the bladder’s ability
to retain urine until morning [13].

Congenital, structural, or anatomic abnormali-
ties rarely present solely as enuresis. Secondary sleep
enuresis is more commonly associated with organic
factors such as: (1) urinary tract infections; (2) mal-
formations of the genitourinary tract; (3) extrinsic
pressure on the bladder, such as chronic constipation
or encopresis; (4) medical conditions that result in
polyuria (diabetes mellitus or insipidus); (5) increased
urine production secondary to excessive evening luid
intake, cafeine ingestion, diuretics, or other agents;
(6) neurologic diseases, like spinal cord abnormalities
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with neurogenic bladder; (7) sleep-disordered breath-
ing; and (8) seizure disorders [8]. Also psychosocial
stressors, such as parental divorce, neglect, physical or
sexual abuse, and institutionalization have been found
in children with SNE [14,15].

Natural history
Primary nocturnal enuresis has been considered to be
normal and it is present in about 30% of 4-year-olds.
he prevalence of SE in 5-year-old children is about
15−20% [16], and at 6 years is approximately 10%,
while, in adolescence and adulthood, only 1−3% of
subjects still sufer from sleep enuresis [17].

A recent study [18] reported SE prevalence data
based on the Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and
Children (ALSPAC), using questionnaires completed
by parents: bedwetting at least twice a week fell from
8.4% at 4.5 years to 1.5% at 9.5 years of age. Infrequent
bedwetting (less than twice a week) decreased from
21.6% to 8.2% in the same age period.

Approximately 75−90% of patients with SE have
PNE, whereas 10–25% have SNE [14]. SE occurs
three times more oten in boys than in girls under
11 years of age. Ater 11 years there is no difer-
ence between sexes [19]. his sex-related diference is
likely to be based onmore generalized diferential sex-
related brain or bladder development [20,21].

he spontaneous remission rate of SE during child-
hood is 14−19% [22], and this natural history should
be kept inmind when counseling parents and children
about the prognosis of their child and for the consid-
eration of the efectiveness of various treatments.

Laboratory investigations
In SE, a correct diagnosis is essential for the success
of treatment. he assessment of SE is based on history
(familial predisposition and emotional standpoint),
sleep habits, and also on physical examination.

he use of a sleep diary for 2−4 weeks may be
useful for a correct assessment of the habits and the
application of sleep hygiene rules. Evening and day-
time luid intake which might contribute to nocturnal
polyuria [23] should be assessed carefully. Many par-
ents try luid restriction andwhen thewetting does not
resolve, they presume this is not an inluencing factor,
and thus they permit large luid intake. Many children
have a bedtime snack or have dinner a fewhours before
bedtime; overnight, the kidneys are obliged to process

the evening luid intake and the excess luid will result
in urine production.

Physical examination includes the observation of
enlarged adenoids or tonsils, bladder distension, fecal
impaction, genital abnormalities, spinal cord anomaly
and routine laboratory tests (urinalysis and possibly
urine culture). A low speciic gravity in the morning
sample of urine might indicate decreased noc-
turnal vasopressin secretion, and urine culture is
recommended if the urinalysis is abnormal [24].
Ultrasonography, bladder sphincter electromyogra-
phy, and cystoscopy might be considered in some
children who continue to be enuretic ater 3 months
of treatment or if organic causes are suspected.
Nocturnal polysomnography is rarely required for the
diagnosis of SE and should only be performed when
other underlying sleep-related disorders (seizures
and/or sleep-disordered breathing) need to be ruled
out. It is essential to exclude other diseases and, in
particular, medical conditions (e.g. diabetes), noctur-
nal seizures, neurogenic bladder (e.g. spina biida),
urinary infection and sleep-disordered breathing.

Genetics
here is a strong genetic inluence in SE; when both
parents sufered from SE, almost 75% of their children
are expected to be also enuretic, while the prevalence
of SE in the ofspring of two parents who were not
enuretic during childhood is only 15% [25].

Studies of twinswith enuresis showed a higher con-
cordance between monozygotic twins than between
dizygotic twins. Abe et al. [26] showed that the con-
cordance rate for SE in monozygotic twins was 0.9
while in dizygotic twins it was 0.5. Similar results
were found by Bakwin [27] who, in a selected twin
sample of 338 pairs, reported a pairwise concor-
dance of 0.92 in monozygotic pairs and of 0.53 in di-
zygotic pairs. Badalian et al. [28] included in their
study 34 pairs of twins with at least one enuretic
co-twin, resulting in a pairwise concordance of 0.67
in monozygotic pairs and of 0.14 in dizygotic pairs.
All these studies showed a strikingly higher rate in
monozygotic than in dizygotic pairs, indicating impor-
tant genetic factors for SE.

Segregation analyses of families with SE showed
several multiple modes of inheritance, such as autoso-
mal dominant with high penetrance, autosomal dom-
inant with low penetrance, and autosomal recessive
[29]. Linkage studies have shown an association of
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SE with chromosome 4 (in autosomal-dominant fami-
lies), and alsowith chromosomes 8q, 12q, 13q, and 22q
[29].

Pathophysiology
Although enuresis is one of the most common and
distressing sleep problems of childhood, only a few
studies have evaluated sleep structure modiications.
Parents oten report that their children have a “very
deep sleep” and, accordingly, Wolish et al. [30]
showed that enuretic patients are more diicult to
awake from sleep than normal controls. his ind-
ing was supported by Hunsballe [31], who reported
that enuretic children show a signiicant increase in
sleep EEG delta power, as compared to normal con-
trols, suggesting that they have an increased depth of
sleep.

Several polysomnographic studies reported that
children with SE have normal sleep architecture, in
terms of proportion and distribution of sleep stages
during the night [32,33]. A more recent study con-
irmed that sleep architecture of enuretic children does
not diverge from that of controls, and the only sig-
niicant diferences are represented by a longer time
in bed and an increased number of sleep cycles. he
same authors also observed the presence of a short
EEG arousal preceding micturition [34].

Nocturnal enuresis has been related also to sleep-
disordered breathing and, in particular, to obstructive
apnea, in both adults and children [35,36].his associ-
ation is supported by the improvement or full resolu-
tion of SE ater treatment of sleep-disordered breath-
ing (adenotonsillectomy or intranasal corticosteroids)
[36,37]. Recently Alexopoulos et al. [38] revealed also
that in a community sample of children, those with
habitual snoring had primary nocturnal enuresismore
oten than those without snoring. SE also seems to be
more common in childrenwith attention deicit hyper-
activity disorder and other learning and behavioral
problems [39–41].

Overall, these studies conirm the idea that
sleep architecture in children with SE does not
difer signiicantly from that of non-enuretic and
polysomnographically normal children and night
enuresis episodes can occur in all sleep stages [42].

Management
No treatment is needed for SE before the age of 5
or 6 years, but ater this age treatment may be indi-

cated, based on the frequency and severity of the dis-
turbance. Successful enuresis management programs
use combinedmethods of intervention, but begin with
an assessment of primary or secondary enuresis. In
Figure 18.1 we propose a low chart for the diagnosis
and treatment of enuresis.

It is obvious that in secondary enuresis it is imper-
ative to treat the underlying cause (infection of the uri-
nary tract, sleep breathing disorders, stress and emo-
tional factors, etc.) before starting any other speciic
treatment. As an example, children with recurrent
cystitis beneit from hygiene eforts and might ben-
eit from short courses of preventive antibiotic ther-
apy. Sleep breathing disorders represent another com-
mon cause/precipitating factor. It has been reported
that habitual snorers have a history of PNE more
oten than non-habitual snorers (7.4% vs. 2%) [38];
in another study in 1976 children with habitual snor-
ing, 26.9% (531) had enuresis while its prevalence
in non-snoring children was 11.6% [43]. Moreover,
brain natriuretic peptide levels are elevated in children
with enuresis. herefore, sleep-disordered breath-
ing should always be considered in the diferential
diagnosis of SE.

Following these observations, several studies
showed that diferent treatments of sleep-disordered
breathing, such as adenotonsillectomy [44] or rapid
maxillary expansion [45], are able to improve enuresis.

he management of primary enuresis starts from
the education of the patient and family including: sup-
portive approach (e.g. do not punish the child for
enuresis episodes), evening luid restriction, and sleep
hygiene rules.

he most widely used treatments for primary SE
are: motivational therapy, conditioning therapy with
enuresis alarm, bladder control training and pharma-
cological therapy. Psychotherapy, hypnosis or biofeed-
back may be tried also [46].

Motivational therapy
Motivational therapy for the management of SE
involves encouraging the parents and the child,
removing the guilt associated with bed-wetting and
providing emotional support. he child with SE
should be helped to understand the condition and
to become conscious that he/she did not cause the
problem but do have a role in its resolution. Pos-
itive reinforcement for desired behaviors should be
established.
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Figure 18.1 Flow chart for diagnosis and treatment of enuresis.
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Conditioning therapy
Conditioning therapy in the treatment of primary SE
is based on the use of an alarm device. A small elec-
trode is placed near the genitals and when the child
voids in bed, the alarm is activated and triggers a con-
siderable noisy sound, inducing a response of wak-
ing and, hopefully, inhibiting urination. he precise
mechanism of action is unclear [21]. However, approx-
imately one-third of children successfully treated with
the alarm therapy develop a pattern of nocturia, prob-
ably because the control of sleep arousal is improved,
although the children still have a reduced nocturnal
bladder capacity [18]. On the other hand, about two-
thirds of children that become sleep dry do not have
nocturia. One theoretical explanation is that these
children might respond to the alarm with an arousal
that is too brief to be recalled but suicient to inhibit a
detrusor contraction and prevent the wetting. Another
explanation is that the improvement is related to an
increase in bladder capacity and does not afect arousal
[47].

Sophisticated technology is now available: one sys-
tem includes a device with an ultrasonic pelvic-skin
probe that creates its stimulus (transmitted to the
patient) before bladder capacity is reached rather than
ater, thus before the child voids. All alarm systems
work using the same principle of operant condition-
ing, with the physiologic function of bladder disten-
sion, detrusor muscle contraction, and voiding cou-
pled to an external stimulus. he sound is intended to
awaken the child, who will then stop voiding and will
inish the void in the toilet. At irst, the child may have
diiculty waking to the sound of the buzzer or bell.
A parent should help the child to wake and guide the
child to the bathroom to try voiding in the toilet. If the
parents are constant and continual, soon the youngster
will begin to wake up with the alarm autonomously.

Considering this, it is obvious that alarm ther-
apy requires a cooperative and motivated child and
family. Parental involvement is very important when
using alarm devices, including recording the child’s
responses to the device and monitoring his or her
progress. Again, the use of a diary and a reward sys-
tem may help to reinforce the desired behavior.

A Cochrane review of 56 trials [48] concluded that
alarm therapy results in dryness in about two-thirds
of children, demonstrating that it is the most success-
ful treatment and the only one that resolves enure-
sis. On the other hand, it should be considered that

the efectiveness is higher in children who are moti-
vated and cooperative [49]. It can be used for a min-
imum of 3 months and can be discontinued ater 3–
6 months, if successful. Eventually, recurrent enuresis
can be retreated. he resolution rate for enuresis with
conditioning devices varies from65 to 80%,with rever-
sion in 10–15% of cases [14].

Alarm systems should not be used when constipa-
tion is a comorbid problem.

Bladder control training/behavioral therapy
Bladder training exercises, such as voluntarily sus-
pending voiding midstream during micturition, may
help to increase the tone of the bladder neck sphinc-
ter. his exercise increases functional bladder capa-
city, but has been used without consistent evidence;
a recent study found that bladder-holding exercises
do not increase the overall cure rate in children with
monosymptomatic SE and, therefore, the authors did
not recommend them [50].

At the beginning of a program of behavioral man-
agement, suicient time must be spent to reassure the
child and the parents that nobody should be blamed
for SE. Interventions such as randomly waking up the
child from sleep to void should be discouraged because
they generally cause the persistence of the problem
[15].

Children beneit from counseling on good blad-
der health [51,52], such as to void regularly (at least
once every 1.5−2 h) and to avoid urgency and urgency
incontinence. Children who prefer to sit while voiding
should be counseled on the optimal posture to relax
the pelvic loor muscles, to facilitate a good emptying.
Boys who stand to void should be counseled to pull
their zipper or their pants down such that the penis is
not bent during voiding.

he aims of this therapy include achievement of
good bladder health, improved arousal, and an opti-
mal circadian rhythm of urine production. A program
of about 6monthswith personalized calendars of blad-
der and bowel parameters, a series of realistic goals
between appointments, and monthly follow-up to sus-
tainmotivation improves the outcome [52]. Behavioral
therapy usually increases the success rate of bedwet-
ting alarm systems or pharmacological therapy.

Pharmacological therapy
Pharmacological therapy for the treatment of primary
nocturnal enuresis is usually not indicated for children 179
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Table 18.1 Pharmacological treatment for enuresis.

Drug Dose Action Adverse effects Success

Desmopressin 0.2-0.6 mg oral or 10-40 �g
intranasally at bedtime

Synthetic analog of the
anti-diuretic hormone arginine
(vasopressin), decreases
nocturnal urine production and
increases urinary osmolality

Water intoxication 48%

Imipramine 10 mg for 6- to 8-year-old
children, and 25 mg for
children older than 8 years

Increases urinary osmolality and
decreases detrusor tone while
increasing sphincter tone

REM sleep suppression (that can
lead to daytime sleepiness),
constipation

25%

Oxybutynin 5–10 mg at bedtime Reduces or decreases the
bladder’s ability to contract

Dry mouth, facial flushing,
drowsiness, constipation,
dizziness, occasional
tremulousness

Poor effect

under 7 years of age. Two approaches to drug therapy
can be used: one to increase bladder capacity and the
other to reduce the nocturnal polyuria.

Anti-muscarinic medications such as oxybutynin
and tolteridine improve bladder capacity [53]. hey
must be prescribed with close and regular follow-up to
screen for constipation and increased post-void resid-
ual volume, and adverse events that will worsen SE.

Desmopressin acetate, a synthetic analog of the
anti-diuretic hormone arginine (vasopressin), can
decrease nocturnal urine production and increase
urinary osmolality [13]. he only serious adverse
event reported is water intoxication [54,55]. his
rare adverse efect can be avoided by reducing the
luid intake when desmopressin is taken; the children
should not drink for 2 h prior to going to bed.he risk
of water intoxication is greater in patients treated with
the nasal spray than with the oral preparation [3], and
the indication for SE has recently been removed for the
nasal spray formulation.

he desmopressin initial dose is 0.2 mg at bed-
time. If not successful within 2 weeks, the dose can
be increased to 0.4 mg and, for older children, up
to 0.6 mg. It is important to remember that the risk
of hyponatremia increases with increasing dose, espe-
cially if the child luid loads in the evening.

Desmopressin is successful in up to 48% of chil-
dren with SE treated, but it is only a control therapy. A
recent randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled
study [56,57] has shown that the new oral lyophilisate
formulation of desmopressin in children aged
6−12 years at a small dose range (120−240 �g) is
likely to control diuresis for a period corresponding
to a night’s sleep (7−11 h).

Tricyclic agents (such as imipramine, approved by
the US Food and Drug Administration for children of
6 years of age and older) increase urinary osmolality
and decrease detrusor tone while increasing sphinc-
ter tone [21]. he response rate is quite variable, and
the long-term cure rate is only approximately 25%;
relapses are common. Tricyclic anti-depressants sig-
niicantly afect sleep cycle and result in REM sleep
suppression, which can lead to daytime sleepiness.
Another adverse efect of these drugs is constipation
[21,58].

Imipramine treatment can afect cardiac conduc-
tion, so anECGbefore starting the treatment should be
performed [21,58]; if normal, treatment can be started
with a dose of 10 mg for children aged 6–8 years,
and 25 mg for children older than 8 years. he dose
can be increased by 10−25 mg every 5 days, until
dryness.

Probably, each intervention may have efects on a
combination of factors; therefore, they can be used
in combination, especially in children resistant to the
treatment (Table 18.1).

A recent randomized, double-blind, placebo-
controlled trial has evaluated a combination therapy
with desmopressin and an anti-cholinergic med-
ication for non-responders to desmopressin with
monosymptomatic SE [59]. he authors observed a
signiicant reduction in the number of wet nights
per week and a 66% reduction in the propensity for
wet nights ater combination therapy, compared to
desmopressin plus placebo.

In another trial, carbamazepine was found to be
efective in the treatment of primary SE [60], but com-
plete polysomnography or EEG was not performed180
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prior to randomization,making the results of the study
questionable.

Other forms of intervention using alternative tech-
niques have been reported, such as hypnosis and
acupuncture [61,62]. Hypnotherapy has been success-
fully used to treat children and adolescents with SE,
but results are usually only evident ater several ses-
sions [63]. A comparative study of imipramine ver-
sus hypnosis demonstrated that patients in the hyp-
nosis group (who continued practising self-hypnosis
daily) maintained a longer positive response ater ter-
mination of the active treatment. However, hypnosis
and self-hypnosis strategies were found to be less efec-
tive in younger children (5−7 years old) compared to
imipramine treatment [64]. In comparison with phar-
macological therapy using desmopressin, Radmayr et
al. [65] found that laser acupuncture should be taken
into account as an alternative therapy for childrenwith
primary SE because no statistically signiicant difer-
ences were found between the two treatments.

Constipation may accompany enuresis, causing or
aggravating the problem. In these cases it is necessary
to apply an education program including: regular toi-
leting, high water intake during the day, reduce consti-
pating foods (e.g. milk products), speciic bowel pro-
tocol to reduce constipation [66].

Conclusions
Enuresis may be considered as an unusual parasom-
nia; in our old study of validation of a sleep disor-
ders questionnaire in children, we found that enur-
esis was the only item with a low factor loading
and inter-item correlation and was therefore elimi-
nated from the inal questionnaire [67]. his ind-
ing is in agreement with other questionnaire-based
studies that stated that enuresis should be consid-
ered independent from a wide range of sleep-related
behaviors.

A sleep disorder is deined by some abnormal sleep
pattern; strictly speaking, enuresis is not a sleep dis-
order. hree decades of research indicate that bed-
wetting children do not have abnormal sleep patterns
and, although depth of sleep may be an important fac-
tor in some children, enuretic episodes are not associ-
ated with deep sleep, transition between sleep stages,
or arousal. However, it seems that subjects with SE
have a higher arousal threshold and are therefore con-
sidered deep sleepers [30], but their sleep is not deeper
than normal from a polysomnography point of view. A

neurophysiological correlate of the low arousability of
subjects with SE is likely to exist and should probably
be sought in the brainstem and in the activity of the
autonomic nervous system [68]. his neurophysiolo-
gical correlate might be evaluated by analyzing the
subcortical activations and, perhaps, the sleep cyclic
alternating pattern [69,70].

Although it is not yet entirely clear how and why
the sleep of children with SE is disturbed, they report
a bad sleep quality linked to the sleep interruptions for
the wetting episodes and to the related anxiety [71].

Finally, a careful assessment is required to iden-
tify speciic sleep-related subjective or objective dis-
turbances because sleep disruption in enuretic chil-
drenmay lead to disturbances of daytime psychosocial
functioning [68].
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Catathrenia (sleep-related groaning)
Roberto Vetrugno, Giuseppe Plazzi and Pasquale Montagna

History and terminology
Sleep-related groaning was irst reported in the med-
ical literature in 1983 when De Roeck and Van Hoof
described, in abstract form, the case of a young male
with groaning during REM sleep as the result of forced
and prolonged expiration [1]. In 2001, Vetrugno et al.
described four additional patients (three males, one
female) between 15 and 25 years of age and introduced
the term catathrenia (from the Greek ����́ = like,
and �	
́�oς = groan) to discriminate this unusual
sleep-related behavior fromother respiratory andnon-
respiratory disturbances during sleep [2]. In the same
year, Pevernagie et al. reported 10 patients (7 males,
3 females), aged between 20 and 49 years, who had
sleep-related respiratory dysrhythmia characterized by
clusters of bradypneic events associated with pro-
longed expiration and expiratory sound production
consistent with monotonous vocalization and occur-
ring predominantly during REM sleep [3]. In 2004,
Brunner and Gonzalez reported, in abstract form,
eight other patients (six males, two females) who
had prolonged groaning-like vocalization during sleep
[4] and, in 2005, Oldani et al. described 21 patients
(13 males and 8 females) between 18 and 43 years of
age, highlighting that no efective treatment was avail-
able to solve nocturnal groaning [5].

In 2005, catathrenia was included by the Ameri-
can Academy of Sleep Medicine intohe International
Classiications of SleepDisordersDiagnostic andCoding
Manual (ICSD-2) as a parasomnia [6]. In 2006, Iriarte
et al. applied nasal continuous positive airway pressure
(nCPAP) therapy in a patient (a woman) described as
having catathrenia plus obstructive sleep apnea syn-
drome (OSAS) and reported efects on both groan-
ing and OSAS [7]. In 2007, Vetrugno et al. added six
new cases (two males and four females) aged between

26 and 41 years and emphasized catathrenia as a
distinctive, possibly vestigial, breathing pattern during
sleep and diferent from other sleep-related breathing
disorders [8].

As of 2008, more than 50 cases have been
reported in the literature, varying from case reports
to series. Variable responses to nCPAP treatment have
been reported in some patients described as having
catathrenia [9–14].

Clinical indings
Catathrenia is a rare disorder with exclusively expir-
atory groaning during sleep. Patients are usually
unaware of the nocturnal noise and seek medical con-
sultation because they feel socially embarrassed when-
ever they have to sleep with other people, or because of
parents and/or bed partners’ concerns. In a series of
10 patients (5 males) the mean age at the observa-
tion was 27± 7.4 years (range 15–41) and the mean
age at onset of nocturnal groaning was 13.3± 4.6 years
(range 5–19), with a mean duration of 13.7± 6.6 years
(range 7–26) [2,8]. Groaning was reported by rel-
atives and/or partners to occur, in clusters, almost
every night and not associated with any movement
or respiratory distress, the patients remained unaware
of the nocturnal noise and continued to sleep unaf-
fected. Coaxing the patient to change posture would
stop the groaning, but groaning would start again
later on during the same night and was unrelated to
body position. he patients never reported any dream
content associated with the nocturnal noise. Of the
ten patients, none had physical illness including alco-
hol and drug abuse, diabetesmellitus, thyroid dysfunc-
tion and other metabolic/endocrine disorders. Day-
time ibroscopy of the upper airway with static and
dynamic vocal cord evaluation, CT/MRI of brain and
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Figure 19.1 Two patients’ night
polysomnographic histograms showing
catathrenia recurring only during REM
sleep (A) and during both NREM and REM
sleep (B).

neck and physical and neurological examinations were
all normal. Mean body mass index was 22.2± 1.7
(range: 18.8–24.5). Clinical interview disclosed nor-
mal sleep habits without mood-psychiatric distur-
bances, hypertension, cardiovascular disease or sexual
dysfunction in any patient. Past and present daytime
episodes of breath-holding spells were absent [15–
17]. No patient complained of daytime sleepiness or
unrefreshing sleep, fatigue or insomnia, sudden awak-
ening with breath-holding, gasping or choking. Bed
partners and/or parents denied patients’ loud snoring
or breathing interruptions during sleep. Four patients
had a positive personal history for parasomnias
(sleep-related enuresis until 7 years; sleep terrors from
6 to 10 years; sleep talking from 6 to 12 years; and
sleepwalking from 5 to 11 years) and two a positive
family history (sleep-related bruxism and sleep talk-
ing; sleep terrors and sleeptalking).

At video-polysomnographic investigation, all
patients had a normal sleep structure: they entered
sleep through NREM sleep stages, had recognizable

NREM–REM sleep alternations and physiological
atonia during REM sleep and did not show signiicant
changes in total sleep time, percentages of light, deep
and REM sleep phases, and arousal index (numbers
of arousal per hour of sleep) versus a control group
of ten age- and sex-matched normal subjects. Patients
started to groan between 90 and 360 min ater sleep
onset. Catathrenia occurred during both NREM and
REM sleep in six patients and exclusively during REM
sleep in four patients. he groaning sounds lasted
from 2–3 s to 20 s and recurred in clusters, 10–76 min
in duration but spanning from 20 to 210 min, with
the patients lying in any body position (Figure 19.1).
he groaning sounds prevailed in the last third of the
night and, noteworthy, during REM sleep they did
not appear immediately as soon as REM sleep began
but rather ater several tens of seconds, waxing and
waning thereater. Patients groaned during expiration
only, with continuous or fragmented sounds. An EEG
arousal associated or not with a change in posture
oten marked the onset and the end of groaning
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Figure 19.2 Catathrenia (microphone trace) during REM sleep recurring as a cluster (A) or interspersed with normal breathing (B). An EEG
arousal signals the beginning and the end of the catathrenic cluster in A (microphone), whereas a catathrenic breathing pattern (deep
inspiration followed by prolonged expiration) alternates with normal breathing in B. EOG: electro-oculogram; Tib Ant: tibialis anterior; Oral
Resp: oral respirogram; Thor Tesp: thoracic respirogram; Abdominal Resp: abdominal respirogram; Intraesoph Press: intraesophageal pressure;
System Art Press: systemic arterial pressure; SaO2 : oxygen saturation.

episode (Figure 19.2). No patient performed any
other kind of respiratory noises or disturbances, such
as snoring, stridor, wheezing, and obstructive or
central apneas. In particular, cessation-reduction of

airlow with ongoing respiratory efort, paradoxical
movements of the ribcage and abdomen, signiicant
endoesophageal swings between inspiratory and expir-
atory eforts with declining oxygen saturation and
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Figure 19.3 Normal breathing versus catathrenic breathing during NREM and REM sleep in the same patient. Note the dramatic slowing
down of breathing rate during catathrenic breathing with the cycle length mainly occupied by the expiratory phase. Groaning sounds are
shown on the microphone trace. Inspiration is associated with increased submental (Mylohyoideus) and diaphragm EMG activity, speeding
up of EEG frequency, waxing in heart rate and arterial blood pressure, and negative endoesophageal pressure. After inspiration and during
groaning, endoesophageal pressure shows initially slightly positive values, thereafter returning to 0 cm H2O. Diaphragm EMG activity is
absent, and heart rate and arterial blood pressure wane during the expiratory phase. EOG: electro-oculogram; Tib Ant: tibialis anterior; Oral
Resp: oral respirogram; Thor Resp: thoracic respirogram; Abdominal Resp: abdominal respirogram; Intraesoph Press: intraesophageal pressure;
System Art Press: systemic arterial pressure; SaO2 : oxygen saturation.

audible noises, all typical of OSAS, were not detected.
No cessation in ventilatory efort and ventilation,
or awakening with short-breath sensation typical of
central sleep apnea syndrome, were observed. Mixed
apneas were also absent.

During the respiratory groaning the respiratory
pattern was distinctly abnormal, with a drastic slowing
of the respiratory rate and a disproportionate increase
in the length of expiration up to 85% of the respiratory
cycle. Groaning was not associated with a discernible
decrease in oxygen saturation. During catathrenia,
each inspiratory efort was accompanied by inspir-
atory air low, increased EMG activity of intercostal
and diaphragmatic muscles, transient acceleration of
heart rate and raising of arterial blood pressure and
by normal negative swings of endoesophageal pres-
sure. Groaning-associated prolonged expirations were
accompanied by a slight decrease in heart rate and
arterial blood pressure, were not associated with inter-
costal or diaphragmatic muscles EMG activity, and
showed an initial positive swing in endoesophageal
pressure, the latter falling to a plateau around 0 cm
H2O and remaining around zero throughout the
groaning prior to the next inspiratory negative swing.
his post-inspiratory positive rise in endoesophageal
pressure during catathrenic breathing was not main-
tained throughout the groaning; it was discernibly
higher than that observed during expiration in eup-
noic breathing of the samepatients andduring eupnoic
breathing in the control group subjects (Figure 19.3).

hese ten patients declined any treatment, but were
clinically followed for amean period of 4.9± 3.5 years,
still reporting the occurrence of nocturnal groaning
in the absence of excessive daytime sleepiness, impair-
ment of mood or cardiovascular, pulmonary or sexual
function [2,8].

Pevernagie et al. reported ten patients (seven
males) with a mean age of 32.3± 8.8 years (range: 20–
49) whose principal clinical complaint was the mak-
ing of unusual sounds during sleep. he symptom was
irst noticed at the mean age of 23.4± 9 years (range:
12–36). he vocal noises produced by the patients
were indeed reported to be present from adolescence
or early adulthood, to be loud, to occur on a regular
basis and to be of serious annoyance to room-mates
or bed partners. here was no evidence suggestive of
an inherited pattern. Personal history was positive for
parasomnias (bruxism) in two patients. Family his-
tory was positive for parasomnias (violent behavior
during sleep; bruxism) in two patients, for noctur-
nal groaning in one patient, and for sudden infant
death syndrome in one patient. Although patients
were usually unaware of their breathing sounds during
sleep, they could complain of restless sleep and mild
daytime fatigue or somnolence. However, excessive
daytime sleepiness was not the prime complaint in
any of them. All patients denied the presence of
sleep paralysis, sleep-onset hallucinations and cata-
plexy. None had a history of prior psychiatric ill-
ness or use of psychotropic medication. Medical and
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neurological examinations disclosed no particular
abnormalities, except in one patient, in whom a frontal
meningioma was detected (probably incidentally).

Video-polysomnography (VPSG) demonstrated
the presence of clustered bradypneic events associ-
ated with prolonged expiration and expiratory sound
production consistent with groaning. hese episodes
occurred predominantly during REM sleep (93% of
the total number of groaning episodes), in the latter
part of the nocturnal sleep, and showed a night-to-
night consistency. In particular, normal respiration
was interrupted by episodes of abnormal breathing
consisting of deep inspiration followed by a prolonged
expiratory phase during which a sound was pro-
duced. Endoesophageal pressure (recorded only in two
patients) showed that the sustained expiratory phase
was associated with a slight, gently declining elevation
of the intrathoracic pressure. he bradypneic events
with expiratory sound production occurred from 2 to
25 per hour during total sleep time, between 0 and
4 per hour during NREM sleep, and between 3 and
102 per hour during REM sleep, with a minimum
duration of 3 s and a maximum of 49 s (mean: 10.5 s),
and without evidence of motion of any part of the
body.he authors stated that diferent empirical treat-
ments, including pharmacotherapy (clonazepam, anti-
depressant drugs) and nCPAP, provided insuicient
symptomatic control [3].

Oldani et al. described the clinical data of
21 patients (13 males) complaining of an expiratory
groaning sound during sleep, some of them feeling
socially embarrassed whenever they had to sleep with
other persons. However, all patients were unaware of
the disorder and were referred by family members.
he mean age at observation was 31± 8.1 years
(range: 18–48) and the mean age at onset 21.7± 7
years (range: 8–36). None presented neurological
or pulmonary diseases and none had a history of
psychiatric illness or the use of psychotropic med-
ications. Eight patients reported a family history
positive for parasomnias (bruxism, sleepwalking,
sleep talking, sleep terrors) and three for nocturnal
groaning. Sixteen patients underwent VPSG (none
with endoesophageal pressure monitoring) and 12 of
these presented episodes of nocturnal groaning, all
performed during prolonged expiration.here was no
speciic modiication of the sleep structure and archi-
tecture. he episodes of groaning were both isolated,
with a duration of about 10 s, or in short sequences,
lasting up to 4 min, and were not inluenced by body

position. Groaning occurred almost exclusively dur-
ing REM sleep (89% of the total number of groaning
episodes). In two cases, polysomnography showed
the co-existence of bruxism. None of the patients
had OSAS, and the oxygen saturation remained
constantly over 90% all night long. Limb movements
per hour of sleep were lower than ive in all patients.
In ive patients, the results obtained from empirical
treatments (clonazepam, gabapentin, pramipexole,
trazodone) were unsatisfactory. At the follow-up
visits (mean duration of follow-up: 18 months)
nocturnal groaning still persisted in all patients. he
authors stated that there was no association evident of
nocturnal groaning with any predisposing factor or
underlying disease [5].

An association between bruxism and nocturnal
groaning was clinically and polysomnographically
reported in a 32-year-old man with a 2-year history of
strange nocturnal vocal sounds; in this patient nCPAP
treatment was inefective [18].

Iriarte et al. reported a 62-year-old woman
with tremendous noises during sleep whose video-
polysomnographic recording (not including endo-
esophageal pressure) showed a respiratory dysrhyth-
mia during all sleep stages with obstructive sleep
apnoeas (number of obstructive apnea–hypopnea per
hour of sleep: 16) and intermittent hypoxia (number
of oxygen desaturations per hour of sleep: 50; nadir
of oxygen saturation: 79%), irregular abdominal wall
movements and respiratory noise present during
inspiration and expiration. A trial with nCPAP
improved this condition, which the authors diagnosed
as catathrenia [7]. It must be noted, however, that
all of the above features (age of the patient, presence
of severe OSAS with oxygen desaturation, noise
present during both inspiration and expiration) were
rather atypical by comparison with the previously
described case series of catathrenia [2,3,5,8], thus
casting doubts on the diagnosis. Indeed, since Iriarte
et al. [7], other atypical cases have been reported as
catathrenia.

Guilleminault et al. reported a series of seven non-
obese women with a mean age of 26.7 years (range:
20–34). In these patients, sleep-related nocturnal noise
was reported to be expiratory and to occur mainly
during light NREM sleep and to diminish during
REM sleep. Moreover, the produced sound was short-
lasting (1–2 s), expiration was not prolonged, the
sound was not produced during REM sleep and there
was no bradypnea during “groaning”. In view of the
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co-existence of a signiicant and mainly inspiratory
low limitation with anatomic evidence of a small
upper airway and small jaws, the patients underwent
nCPAP treatment, plus surgical intervention or oral
device appliance in four of them.he treatments abol-
ished or reduced the sleep-related hypopneas and
inspiratory low limitation and solved the respiratory
noise [9].

Songu et al. described a 40-year-old woman with
a body mass index of 36, daytime dyspnea, severe
obstructive sleep apnea with intermittent hypoxia
(apnea–hypopnea index: 38; nadir of oxygen satura-
tion: 75%), moderate pulmonary hypertension and
sleep-related nocturnal noise diagnosed as predomi-
nantly NREM sleep nocturnal groaning (only two out
of the nine clusters of noise occurred during REM
sleep) that was efectively treated with nCPAP [10].

According to Vetrugno [2,8], Pevernagie [3] and
Oldani [5] alike, the hallmark of catathrenia can be
said to consist of the fact that inspiration is fol-
lowed by protracted expiration during which a pro-
longed or fragmented sound is produced, and this
recurs predominantly during REM sleep. he features
of catathrenia are quite stereotyped: a deep inspiration
without sound production is followed by a prolonged
expiration with groaning, usually lasting from at least
2 s up to 50 s and without any evidence for respira-
tory muscular efort or associated oxygen desatura-
tion. Remarkably, nocturnal groaning alternates with
normal breathing in the same night, sometimes in the
same sleep state (Figure 19.2).

Natural history
Catathrenia typically appears insidiously during ado-
lescence or early adulthood, but once established
the night-to-night consistency is remarkable. No pre-
disposing or precipitating factors have been identi-
ied and, indeed, catathrenia may go unnoticed until
VPSG is carried out. herefore, its actual incidence
and prevalence are unknown. he course of catathre-
nia is chronic. Because of the normality of neuro-
logical, psychiatric, otorhynolaryngological and pul-
monary investigations in the majority of the cases, the
long-term prognosis of catathrenia remains unknown.
he available follow-up data are still incomplete, but
they seem to exclude a clinical progression or com-
plication of catathrenia [5,8]. However, further stud-
ies are needed before concluding that catathrenia is
harmless.

Laboratory investigations and
diferential diagnosis
VPSG is the investigation of choice to diagnose
catathrenia and to diferentiate it from other sleep-
related breathing phenomena. All-night VPSG ought
to include EEG, right and let electro-oculography, sur-
face EMG ofmentalis, masseter, tibialis anterior, inter-
costal (electrodes positioned in the third and fourth
right intercostal space in the midaxillary line, 10–
300 Hz band-passed) and diaphragm (electrodes posi-
tioned in the sixth and seventh right intercostal space
in the anterior axillary line, 10–300 Hz band-passed),
ECG, oro-nasal (thermistor), thoracic and abdomi-
nal (by means of strain-gauges placed, respectively, at
the level of axilla and just superior to the iliac crest)
respirograms, microphone (taped on the anterolateral
part of the neck), oxygen saturation (pulse oximeter),
systemic arterial pressure, and endoesophageal pres-
sure (by means of an inlatable pressure probe trans-
ducer transnasally inserted into the lower third of the
esophagus, i.e. endoesophageal balloon).

From a polysomnographic point of view, the
episodes of catathrenia are characterized by a sud-
den switch from a eupnoic breathing to a bradypneic
breathing with a recalibration of the respiratory cycle,
now with prolongation of the expiratory phase, but
without net gas exchange variability (i.e. normal and
unchanged oxygen saturation). During this protracted
expiration, continuous or fragmented sounds are pro-
duced. In particular, irregular sound production dur-
ing the expiratory phase consists of high-pitched
monotonous vocal noise with a crescendo pattern in
some cases and an intermittent/jerky pattern in other
cases, with a quite constant sound peak/sigh just prior
to the next inspiration.his sound resembles a lament
or groaning. he pitch and timbre of the sound may
vary among patients, but are fairly constant for each
individual. An EEG arousal, associated or not with a
change of posture, oten marks the onset and the end
of a groaning episode. During the expiratory groan-
ing sounds, neither the diaphragm nor the intercostal
EMG is active and endoesophageal pressure shows
an initial positive rise (3–4 cm H2O) subsequently
returning to values around 0 cm H2O. Hemoglobin
desaturation does not occur, even with prolonged
groaning episodes. Groaning episodes with prolonged
expiration usually occur with slightly decreased heart
rate and blood pressure, and end with an inspiratory
efort and an EEG arousal (Figures 19.2 and 19.3).
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Figure 19.4 Catathrenia compared to
inspiratory and expiratory snoring. The
recordings are shown at the same time
scale. Note: (1) the prolonged duration of
the groaning sounds (microphone), (2)
the prolonged expiration phase (oral,
thoracic and abdominal respirograms),
and (3) the bradypnoic pattern in
catathrenia. Oral Resp: oral respirogram;
Thor Resp: thoracic respirogram;
Abdominal Resp: abdominal respirogram;
SaO2 : oxygen saturation.

he respiratory tracings of catathrenia may be
confused with a central apnea due to the apparent
long cessation of low and breathing efort, but care-
ful inspection will show that in contrast to a central
apnea, where the apneic pause is preceded by an exha-
lation, in catathrenia the breath preceding the apnea
is a large inhalation. Due to the presence of cardiac
oscillations on the airlow trace, the graphic may be
interpreted as “respiratory pause”; however, during
catathrenia, prominent heart rate deceleration is seen
during the irst part of the “respiratory pause”, simi-
lar to that which occurs during the Valsalva maneu-
ver. his, together with the sound production, is con-
sistent with a prolonged expiration against a partially
occluded upper airway.

Catathrenia is also diferent from the physiologic
post-sigh apnea where pulse artifact persists on the
graphic airlow, but the gradual cardiac deceleration
has its nadir during the last third of the pause.

Stridor may also be expiratory and confused with
catathrenia because of its possible recurrence in clus-
ters during the night, but stridor does not occur
as a prolonged expiration following an initial deep
inspiration.

Catathrenia should be diferentiated also from the
vocalizations and moaning observed during epileptic
seizures, from sleep-related laryngospasm and partic-
ularly from snoring [6].

Snoring, in efect, may be also expiratory with
distinctive VPSG indings [19]. Narrowing of the
upper airway and low limitation are, indeed, not
solely inspiratory phenomena, but they may occur
with expiration in healthy subjects, and also in snor-
ers, in patients with upper airway resistance syn-
drome (UARS) and in patients with OSAS [20,21].
Expiratory obstruction with expiratory snoring has
been observed during sleep [20,22,23]. he efect
of gravity (mainly during supine body position) on
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airway structures together with the relaxation of the
pharyngeal dilator muscles, such as the tensor pala-
tini and genioglossus, may promote local upper air-
way narrowing during expiration more frequently at
the supraglottic/retroglossal level [24]. Flow limita-
tion is associated with high-frequency oscillations of
the airway wall which are propagated like a noise,
i.e. expiratory snoring if during expiration. Isolated
expiratory low limitation thus recurs in breaths and
coupled with inspiratory low limitation in sleep [20]
(Figure 19.4).

Genetics
Catathrenia represents less than 1% of the population
referred to a sleep disorder center [3,5]. he condition
may be familial. Oldani et al. noted a positive family
history in 14.8% of their cases, with an apparent auto-
somal dominant pattern of inheritance in two of their
families [5]. Remarkably, catathrenia may be associ-
ated with a positive personal or familial history for
other parasomnias, like bruxism, sleep-related enur-
esis, sleep terrors, sleeptalking, sleepwalking, and vio-
lent behavior during sleep [2,3,5,8,18]. However, given
the young age of the patients afected with catathrenia
and considering the high prevalence of parasomnias in
the young, the possibility of a casual association can-
not be ruled out.

Pathology
here is no pathological report on catathrenia, and the
pathophysiology of catathrenia is unknown. However,
normal waking laryngoscopic examinations exclude
conditions characterized by local airway disease, such
as laryngomalacia, and rather suggest that catathre-
nia is a sleep state-speciic stereotyped breathing pat-
tern presumably inluenced by neural “central pat-
tern generator(s)” in the brainstem [8]. In cases
with typical clinical and VPSG indings of catathre-
nia, daytime respiratory function tests performed
through static and dynamic spirometry yielded nor-
mal results, and ibroscopy of the upper airways, with
static and dynamic vocal cord evaluations, was normal
[2,8].

he VPSG indings in catathrenia (e.g. the slightly
increased endoesophageal pressure) are consistent
with the abnormal sounds being generated during pro-
longed expiration against a partially closed glottis, and
the salient features of catathrenia are, in our view, rep-
resented by its occurrence prevalently during REM

sleep and its alternatingwith the normal breathing pat-
tern even during the same sleep stage (Figures 19.2
and 19.3).

Catathrenia is, at least in part, reminiscent of some
breathing pattern(s) of the infant. Regular breathing
during sleep in infants may be interrupted at inter-
vals by sighs usually followed by brief (less than 10 s)
periods of “hypoventilation/apnea” repetitively recur-
ring for some time with a calculated cycle length of
approximately 18 s, but with stable maintenance of
minute ventilation [25]. hese cyclical luctuations
of breathing are more evident during REM sleep [25].
According to Adamson et al., 3—13-s “pauses” in
breathing occur frequently in the newborn, espe-
cially in REM sleep, and may relect “instability” of
the central rhythm generator and “plasticity” of the
entire breathing system [26]. Glottal restriction has
been observed endoscopically during such respiratory
pauses [27], and correlated to maintenance of thy-
roarytenoid muscle EMG activity in the lamb [28].
Phylogenetically, the basic respiratory pattern alter-
nates pulmonary ventilation and inspiratory breath-
holding, with the glottis closed to maintain the gas
exchanger full of air, thus favoring continuation of
gas exchange in the absence of ventilatory movements
[29]. his is relevant particularly in the preterm new-
born, in which lung volume tends to decrease dra-
matically as soon as inspiratory muscle contractions
cease, because of the presence of a highly compli-
ant chest wall with low lung compliance [30]. In
the lamb fetus in utero, periods with diaphragmatic
“inspiratory” contraction (fetal breathingmovements)
are separated by prolonged periods with the glottis
closed and absence of diaphragmatic contraction [31].
Prenatal lung growth is also dependent on the increase
in tracheal pressure brought about by active glot-
tal closure during periods without fetal breathing
movements, the same mechanism enhancing post-
natal lung growth in the immature newborn [32]. In
these circumstances, active expiratory laryngeal clo-
sure represents an important defense mechanism in
the preterm infant [33], this phenomenon being well
known by the neonatologists as the expiratory grunt-
ing of the newborn. In both term and preterm infants,
this peculiar breathing pattern virtually disappears by
6 months [34–36].

he similarities in breathing patterns during
catathrenia, with a substantial slowing of the respir-
atory rate, a disproportionate increase in the length of
expiration, and the alternation with normal breathing,
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suggest that it occurs because of an “instability” of the
neural structures controlling ventilation during sleep
[8,19].

Patients with catathrenia are usually young and
their respiratory “instability” during sleep (eupnoic
breathing interspersed with prolonged expiration with
sound production) is reminiscent of the fetal pat-
tern of respiration in which active expiratory laryn-
geal closure has been observed during “respiratory
pauses” suicient to maintain a high lung volume and
to favor continuation of gas exchange in the absence of
ventilatory movements (i.e. absence of diaphragmatic
contraction) [27,29–31,33].

he proposed “two-oscillator model” of breath-
ing posits that the “dominant” oscillator generates
inspiration (via the pre-Bötzinger complex) with the
other one generating expiratory activity (via the retro-
trapezoid/parafacial nucleus) [37]. In “normal” condi-
tions when there is minimal active expiratory activity
the respiratory rhythm is driven by the pre-Bötzinger
complex, but the retrotrapezoid/parafacial nucleus
expiratory activitymay alsomerge and drive breathing
in particular conditions [37,38]. In this regard, simul-
taneous and erratic activations of neuron groups of the
internal respiratory drive system have been observed
particularly during REM sleep [39]. his hypothesis
of catathrenia as a kind of vestigial breathing pattern
helps to explain its prevalence in the young, its occur-
rence mainly during REM sleep, its alternation with
eupnoic patterns, and the apparent absence of long-
term clinical consequences [8]. However, it needs con-
irmation in follow-up studies and additional inves-
tigations on upper airway patency performed during
sleep.

Management
here is no drug medication available for catathre-
nia. Empirical pharmacological treatments with
dosulepine, trazodone, clonazepam, paroxetine,
carbamazepine, gabapentin, and pramipexole have
been unsuccessful or refused [3,5]. he eicacy of the
nCPAP ventilation is still debated [7,40]. In particular,
nCPAP treatment seems efective only when noisy
breathing during sleep, diagnosed as catathrenia, is
instead related to the co-existence of expiratory and
inspiratory low limitation with obstructive apneas
or hypopneas and consequent intermittent hypoxia
[7,9,10].

Conclusions (including future
directions)
he episodic occurrence during sleep of bradypneas
with prolonged expiration and sound generation con-
stitutes an, until today, unsolved puzzle. It is important
not to confuse catathrenia with other respiratory, espe-
cially obstructive, and non-respiratory disturbances
during sleep, for the clear and important consequences
on prognosis and treatment. Although VPSG remains
the investigation of choice to diagnose this disor-
der, iberoptic examination of the upper airways and
vocal cords during sleep are needed to shed light
on the mechanisms and physiopathology of catathre-
nia and on its, if any, relationship with the central,
mixed or obstructive sleep apnea syndromes. Prospec-
tive and long-term follow-up is also needed in order
to exclude possibly long-term health consequences of
catathrenia.
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20
Sleep-related hallucinations and exploding
head syndrome
Satish C. Rao and Michael H. Silber

Deinitions and historical perspective
Accurately processed external sensory input is a fun-
damental component of consciousness and normal
cognition. Hallucinations occur when sensations are
perceived in the absence of environmental stimuli.
hey are generated by the brain under a variety of
relatively normal or abnormal situations, including
drowsiness, sensory deprivation, use of or withdrawal
from drugs or toxins, structural or metabolic brain
disease, seizures or migraine, and psychiatric disor-
ders such as schizophrenia. Hallucinations can occur
with orwithout insight into their unreality. Conscious-
ness may remain full or may be disturbed, especially
with toxic or metabolic causes. Phenomenologically,
dreaming could be considered hallucinatory, but is
excluded by its occurrence as a normal physiologic
experience. Hallucinations should be distinguished
from illusions, which are distorted perceptions of real
external stimuli.Many types of hallucinations are asso-
ciated with drowsiness, sleep or the sleep–wake transi-
tion (Table 20.1).

Hallucinations that occur during sleep onset are
commonly referred to as hypnagogic hallucinations,
while those occurring around the time of waking are
named hypnopompic hallucinations. Maury invented
the phrase “hypnagogic hallucinations” over 150 years
ago, characterizing his own sleep onset hallucinatory
experiences [1]. Since that time, population studies
have shown that these experiences are common in the
normal population with a prevalence of 25–37% for
hypnagogic hallucinations and 7–13% for hypnopom-
pic hallucinations [2,3].hemost common pathologic
association is with narcolepsy; approximately 59% of
narcoleptics with cataplexy and 32%without cataplexy
experience hypnagogic hallucinations [4].

he other major sleep-related hallucination is that
of complex nocturnal visual hallucinations (CNVH).

While many features suggest that this entity is difer-
ent from hypnogogic or hypnopompic hallucinations,
their exact relationship is at present unclear. CNVH
occur ater sudden awakening during the night and
likely have diferentmechanisms fromhypnagogic and
hypnopompic hallucinations. hese hallucinations are
typically associatedwith underlying pathology, usually
neurologic, visual, or toxic in nature [5,6]. here is a
rich history of descriptions of complex visual hallu-
cinations with variable etiologies. In 1760, the Swiss
philosopherCharles Bonnet published a description of
complex visual hallucinations in his grandfather who
was rendered sightless from cataracts [7,8]. his con-
dition, oten referred to as Charles Bonnet Syndrome
(CBS), is thought to emerge from deaferentation of
visual association cortex from the central visual path-
ways [9]. Hallucinations and psychosis were noted as
adverse efects of treatment in Parkinson’s diseases in
the 1950s with anti-cholinergic agents [10], and in
the 1970s with dopaminergic therapy [11,12]. Sponta-
neous hallucinations in Lewy body dementia were rec-
ognized later [13]. hese disorders are also associated
with hallucinations that occur during waking hours
[5]. Idiopathic complex hallucinations occurring only
at night were irst described in 1993 [14].

he exploding head syndrome was irst described
by Pearce in 1988 and is thought to likely represent
a sensory variant of the hypnic jerk or sleep start
[15]. Since the initial clinical description, there have
been a few subsequent publications describing clini-
cal and polygraphic characteristics. It is characterized
by brief, largely auditory hallucinations at the wake–
sleep transition. Although the clinical manifestations
suggest that it falls within the spectrum of sleep-
related hallucinations, the International Classiication
of SleepDisorders (2nd edition) classiies it as a separate
disorder [16].
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Table 20.1 Hallucinations associated with sleep.

Hypnagogic and hypnopompic hallucinations
Idiopathic parasomnia
Associated with narcolepsy

Complex nocturnal visual hallucinations
Idiopathic parasomnia
Associated with medication use
Associated with visual loss (Charles Bonnet syndrome)
Associated with Lewy body disorders
Associated with diencephalic/mesencephalic pathology
(peduncular hallucinosis)

Associated with anxiety disorder
Associated with idiopathic hypersomnia/narcolepsy

Hallucinations due to epilepsy or migraine

Exploding head syndrome

Sleep-related hallucinations

Clinical indings and natural history
Hypnagogic and hypnopompic hallucinations

Hypnagogic and hypnopompic hallucinations (HH)
are typically visual, but can be auditory, tactile or
kinetic. he visual hallucinations can take elemen-
tary forms, such as points of light and geometric pat-
terns, as well as more complex forms with human or
animal igures [5]. he images are oten vague, such
as an indistinct igure standing in the corner of the
room, but may be more realistic and detailed, such
as a man dressed in guerrilla warfare attire with an
automatic weapon sitting silently by the bed. Such hal-
lucinations can be described as “dream-like” in their
degree of vividness. However, HH are distinctly difer-
ent from dreams in that the patients perceive them-
selves as either being awake or in a twilight state
between wake and sleep.hey usually observe the hal-
lucinations rather than being engaged in a dream plot
or reporting any signiicant communication with the
igures [2,5]. One large study performed in a Euro-
pean population showed that the most common type
of hypnagogic hallucination was the feeling of falling
down an abyss, followed by a feeling that something
or someone is present in the room [2]. he likelihood
of reporting hypnagogic hallucinations was higher in
women and younger subjects. here were epidemio-
logic associations with anxiety, mood disorders, sleep
onset insomnia, perceived insuicient sleep, past alco-
hol use and current drug use. However, in over half of
the participants (58% with hypnagogic hallucinations
and 55%with hypnopompic hallucinations), there was

no history of use of psychoactive substances, sys-
temic pathology, sleep disorders or psychiatric dis-
ease. hus hypnagogic and hypnopompic hallucina-
tions can be a normal variant in many people. On the
other hand, they can be associated with narcolepsy,
but their presence is neither sensitive nor speciic due
to their high prevalence in the normal population
and far from universal occurrence among narcoleptic
patients [4].

Complex nocturnal visual hallucinations

Complex nocturnal visual hallucinations (CNVH)
have somewhat diferent phenomenology and putative
pathophysiology fromHHs and canbe seen in a variety
of pathologic conditions. Rather than occurring dur-
ing sleep onset or ofset, CNVH appear when the indi-
vidual wakes in the middle of the night. hese halluci-
nations, as the name implies, are always visual and take
the form of vivid, detailed images of people or animals.
In a study of 12 patients with CNVH [6], examples
included a “witch-like, short, baggy woman, clowns,
rats and a brightly colored butterly.” he hallucina-
tory igures were oten distorted; for example, a patient
reported seeing a woman with hair on only one half
of her head. he igures were relatively immobile and
silent, and the hallucinations usually lasted less than
5 min. he hallucinations vanished if the lights were
switched on in 11 of the 12 patients. Insight regard-
ing the hallucinations was initially reduced in these
patients, such that some patients had let their bed
to investigate the phantasms, sometimes resulting in
injuries. he frequency of events ranged from two to
seven per week (mean 4.4). None of the 12 patients had
daytime hallucinations. Eleven of the 12 patients were
women. Long-term follow-up was not reported.

While CNVHmay be an idiopathic parasomnia, it
is oten associated with a variety of underlying disor-
ders. In patients with some of these conditions, similar
hallucinations can also occur during the day. A variety
of associated etiologic factors were noted in a study of
12 patients [6], including dementia with Lewy bodies
(1), idiopathic hypersomnia (2), macular degenera-
tion (1), beta adrenergic antagonist medication (3),
and anxiety disorder (4). In one patient, CNVH was
a life-long idiopathic parasomnia with age of onset
at 5 years. he associations with visual loss (Charles
Bonnet Syndrome), Lewy body disorders, and
pathology of the mesencephalon and diencephalon
(peduncular hallucinosis) will be discussed in more
detail.
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Charles Bonnet Syndrome (CBS) is a disorder char-
acterized by complex visual hallucinations that arise in
the setting of severe vision loss of any cause,most com-
monly macular degeneration [8]. In one large study of
505 visually handicapped patients, 60 patients met cri-
teria for CBS [8]. Based on this and another study [17],
it is widely accepted that approximately 10% of elderly
subjects with signiicant visual impairment develop
CBS. he hallucinations of CBS are strikingly vari-
able. hey range from the mundane, a motionless bot-
tle, to the bizarre, “two miniature policemen guiding a
midget villain to a tiny prison van” [8]. he hallucina-
tions can last from seconds to hours, and in one study
the frequency varied from several daily to twice per
year [8].he inluence of time of day on CBS hallucin-
ations and their relation to ambient lighting has been
studied [8]. Hallucinations occurred most commonly
in the evening (35%) or at night (23%), while daytime
hallucinations are less common. In regards to ambi-
ent light, 65% of patients reported poor lighting and
only 15% bright daylight to be favorable circumstances
for hallucinations. hese results conirm that a signif-
icant proportion of CBS hallucinations may occur at
night and canpresent clinically as a sleep-related hallu-
cination. It is important to educate the patient regard-
ing the inter-relationship between the hallucinations,
their visual impairment, and low ambient illumination
in the evening and night. hese patients oten do well
with education and reassurance about their condition
[8].

Parkinson’s disease (PD) and dementia with Lewy
bodies (DLB) are neurodegenerative diseases associ-
ated with abnormal depositions of the protein alpha-
synuclein [18]. Patients with these disorders can have
hallucinations both spontaneously and as a side efect
of commonly used medications in these disorders,
such as levodopa.he hallucinations are usually visual
and composed of animated human beings or animals
[19]. Dim light can predispose to the occurrence of
these hallucinations. hey can occur in the day or
in the form of complex nocturnal visual hallucin-
ations. he etiology is debated with two major mech-
anisms hypothesized. Lewy body deposition in the
brainstemmay cause dysfunction of key nuclei respon-
sible for state transitions between wakefulness, NREM
and REM sleep. his, in turn, may lead to intrusion
of REM phenomena (dream imagery) into wake-
fulness causing hallucinations. he other possible
mechanism is direct deposition of Lewy bodies in neo-
cortical neurons of the visual cortices causing loss of

function and giving rise to hallucinations as a sec-
ondary release phenomenon. It is possible that both
mechanisms are needed for these hallucinations to
occur [19]. Diagnosing these disorders relies almost
entirely on the clinical history and physical examin-
ation. Signs of Parkinsonism or dementia with luc-
tuating levels of awareness and oten the presence
of REM sleep behavior disorder help establish the
diagnosis.

Peduncular hallucinosis (PH) refers to hallucin-
ations caused by structural lesions in the pons,
midbrain or thalamus. he etiology of this disorder is
commonly vascular [5]. Similar toCBS, these hallucin-
ations tend to have a diurnal pattern, occurring in the
evening and remitting in the day. he visions can last
from minutes to hours and be accompanied by distur-
bances in consciousness. Examples include a detailed
trellis-work with beautiful birds lying back and forth,
ormore story-like hallucinations, with the patient par-
ticipating [5]. A recent history of brainstem or tha-
lamic infarction usually precedes PH by a few days
and the hallucinations typically remit a few weeks
later. However, other etiologies should be considered
when a history of stroke is lacking. For example,
there are several reports of tumors, both primary and
metastatic, causing PH, and it has also been reported as
a postoperative complication of brainstem surgery and
angiography [20–22]. A careful history, neurological
examination and a neuroimaging study will reveal the
cause of PH in most cases.

Nocturnal hallucinations related to epilepsy

andmigraine

Epileptic hallucinations may occur at the time of
sleep, as sleep is a known provocation for some
seizure types [23]. In a prospective study of 613 par-
tial seizures [24], 264 (43%) occurred out of sleep.
Of these, 23% began during stage 1 non-rapid eye
movement (NREM) sleep and 68% during stage 2,
while seizures rarely began in slow-wave sleep, and
no seizures commenced in REM sleep. Frontal lobe
seizures were more common in sleep than seizures
with onset from other brain regions. Key features of
hallucinations caused by epileptic seizures which can
aid the clinician in distinguishing them from hallucin-
ations caused by other etiologies include the dura-
tion, stereotyped content, other semiologic features
consistent with seizures (for example, progression to
clonic jerking or altered awareness), and a history of
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secondarily generalized seizures. he vast majority of
seizures are less than 2 min in duration, the mean
being approximately 1 min for both complex par-
tial and secondarily generalized tonic–clonic seizures
[25,26]. A reported longer duration of hallucinations
can be very helpful in ruling out epilepsy, with the rare
exception of partial status epilepticus.he stereotyped
nature of seizures is thought to arise from the ictal dis-
charge activating the same neural network with each
attack [27].

he pathophysiology of epileptic hallucinations is
complex, but can be viewed in two simplistic cate-
gories. Seizures which activate primary sensory areas
usually give rise to primitive hallucinations. For exam-
ple, visual cortex hyperexcitation may cause lashing
lights, and auditory cortex activation may cause a
rushing sound. In contrast, seizures that arise from
visual or auditory association cortex and activate a
memory trace usually cause more well-formed hal-
lucinations, such as scenery, igures or music [28].
hese well-formed hallucinations include autoscopy,
memory lashbacks, voices, music, and dreams of
past objects, faces, and scenes. Seizure-induced hal-
lucinations should be distinguished from epileptic
illusions including déjà vu, jamais vu, macropsia,
micropsia, depersonalization, derealization, time stop-
ping or slowing, or increased awareness. hese com-
plex hallucinations and illusions most commonly
localize to the temporal neocortex, mesial temporal
lobe structures, and sometimes the temporo-occipital
or temporo-parietal junctions [29,30]. Patients typ-
ically have insight that the hallucinations are not
real [28].

Migraine must be kept in the diferential diagno-
sis for sleep-related hallucinations, especially the vari-
ant of migraine equivalents or acephalgic migraines.
hese are migraine auras without the headache, which
typically occur in people over the age of 50 years.
In many cases, these patients have a previous his-
tory of migraine with or without aura [31]. Migraine
auras are most commonly visual, and can be posi-
tive or negative phenomena. he classic example of
a positive visual aura is the scintillating fortiication
scotoma, which consists of polychromatic, pulsating
jagged lines that start in an arc near the center of the
visual ield and move outward. his outward move-
ment usually evolves over 15–30min towards the tem-
poral visual ield and is followed by a negative sco-
toma. A negative visual aura consists of black, gray or
white spots obscuring vision, sometimes in the distri-

bution of a hemianopia.hese simple visual hallucina-
tions in migraine are common and may occur at the
time of sleep. Complex visual hallucinations associ-
ated withmigraine are rare andmay be associated with
more complex forms of the disorder. A case in which
a patient with hemiplegic migraine visualized “small,
silent, white dogs running around her room” during
recovery from the attack has been described [5]. It is
nowwidely believed that cortical spreading depression
is vital in the generation of migraine aura and a func-
tionalmagnetic resonance imaging study (fMRI) study
showed blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD)
signal changes during migraine visual aura in humans
with characteristics of cortical spreading depression
[32]. Previous histories of migraine, a classic descrip-
tion of scintillating fortiication scotoma, or the tem-
poral association of the hallucination with migraine
headache are keys to this diagnosis.

Laboratory investigations
he clinical history is critical in making the correct
diagnosis of sleep-related hallucinations and in help-
ing to select which laboratory investigations are most
appropriate. For example, if the history is classic for
hypnagogic hallucinations without other symptoms
to suggest narcolepsy (such as daytime hypersomno-
lence), then no further testing is needed. Similarly,
a clear history of CNVH is suicient for a diagno-
sis to be made, although neurologic testing is some-
times necessary to determine the etiology. Sometimes
the history may be unclear, and other parasomnias
such as REM sleep behavior disorder or sleep ter-
rors may be considered. In these cases, EEG-video
polysomnography should be performed. In the few
reported cases studied by polysomnography, CNVH
arose from stage 2 NREM sleep and occurred while
the EEG showed occipital alpha rhythm [6,14]. If there
is any suspicion that the hallucinations may represent
seizures, then wake and sleep EEGs and either EEG-
video polysomnography or admission to an epilepsy
monitoring unit may be necessary. To establish the eti-
ology of the hallucinations, tests should be tailored to
the speciic clinical circumstances. If narcolepsy is sus-
pected, then polysomnography followed by a multiple
sleep latency test is needed. Magnetic resonance imag-
ing of the head should be considered for unexplained
CNVH or CNVH thought to be due to PH or corti-
cal blindness. Neuropsychometric testingmay be indi-
cated in suspected Lewy body disease.
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Genetics and pathophysiology
Familial patterns of sleep-related hallucinations have
not been reported, and there are no known associ-
ations with speciic genes or chromosomes.he patho-
physiology of hypnagogic and hypnopompic hallu-
cinations is believed to be REM intrusion (dream
content or mentation) into wakefulness, although
there is no direct evidence for this mechanism,
especially in subjects who do not have narcolepsy
[5,16].

CNVH have a similar phenomenology and rep-
resent a inal common pathway for a variety of eti-
ologies. Speculation regarding their pathophysiology
must take into account their origin out of sleep and
their occurrence in darkness or reduced ambient illu-
mination. An attractive unifying hypothesis is that of
release hallucinations, generated by the visual cortex
under conditions of reduced sensory input, as a result
of pathology, reduced environmental light or thala-
mic gating during sleep. Charles Bonnet Syndrome is
the clearest model of this proposed mechanism, with
deaferentation of the visual cortex causing a release
phenomenon, with disinhibited cortical cells generat-
ing false images. Peduncular hallucinosis may simi-
larly result from thalamic pathology causing reduced
aferent input into the visual cortex. he pathogenesis
in Lewy Body disease is unclear but, as discussed ear-
lier, may be due to occipital cortical dysfunction caus-
ing release hallucinations [5].

An alternative hypothesis is that of sleep-state
dissociation with fragmentation of the boundaries
between sleep states and waking and intrusion of
dream-like phenomena of REM sleep into wakeful-
ness. Such a mechanism is thought to underlie a
number of other parasomnias, including REM sleep
behavior disorder and disorders of arousal. Lewy body
pathology in the brainstem might produce such dis-
sociation and similar states can be found in nar-
colepsy. Midbrain disease causing PH could conceiv-
ably induce similar changes in state [5,6].

he pathogenesis of hallucinations due to beta
adrenergic antagonists is presumably related to block-
ade of central noradrenergic receptors, but the site
and mechanism is unknown. he hallucinations seen
in disorders mimicking CNVH, such as epilepsy and
migraine, are believed to be due to direct cortical irri-
tation. In the case of epilepsy, these arise through
abnormal neuronal discharge, while in migraine they
are thought to be due to cortical spreading depression.

Management
Little objective information is available regarding
management of sleep-related hallucinations. Most
oten reassurance is suicient for HH and CNVH. Tri-
cyclic anti-depressants have been suggested for HH,
but there are no published data on their eicacy either
in isolated HH or in patients with narcolepsy. Two
studies have examined the use of sodium oxybate for
HH in narcolepsy. In the one uncontrolled study [33],
76% of 21 patients reported a decrease in the fre-
quency ofHHon 9 g sodiumoxybate, while the second
controlled study of 136 patients revealed no improve-
ment on doses up to 9 g in comparison to placebo
[34]. In one study, benzodiazepines (clonazepam and
temazepam) and tricyclic anti-depressants (nortripty-
line and amitriptyline) did not reduce the frequency
of CNVH in two patients, while hypnosis was unhelp-
ful in two others [6]. Further management depends on
the underlying cause of the hallucinations. he treat-
ment of speciic sleep and neurological disorders such
as narcolepsy, epilepsy, migraine, Parkinson’s disease,
dementia with Lewy bodies, and disorders causing
peduncular hallucinosis are beyond the scope of this
chapter. Beta adrenergic antagonists should be discon-
tinued if hallucinations develop; three patients have
been reportedwith complete resolution of CNVHater
discontinuation of the drugs [6]. Lastly, cholinesterase
inhibitors and atypical anti-psychotics can be consid-
ered for symptomatic treatment of hallucinations in
the setting of PD and DLB [35], but potential bene-
its should be balanced with the risks of these drugs,
especially the anti-psychotic agents [36].

Conclusions
Sleep-related hallucinations are a diverse collection
of mostly visual experiences that can occur as both
benign parasomnias and in the setting of various dis-
eases. Diagnosing the etiologies of these disorders
requires a careful clinical history and physical exam-
ination. Additional testing, such as neuroimaging,
video-EEG polysomnography and electroencephalo-
graphy, may be very useful in certain patients. he
etiopathogenesis of sleep-related hallucinations prob-
ably represents distinct neuralmechanismswith a inal
common product of false perceptual data. he exact
pathophysiology needs further investigation, but cur-
rent hypotheses focus on the concepts of release hal-
lucinations and sleep state dissociation. Adequate tri-
als of medications have not been conducted, but many198
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patients obtain relief with simple reassurance. Under-
lying conditions should be identiied and treated.

Exploding head syndrome

Clinical indings and natural history
he exploding head syndrome (EHS) is thought to be
a benign condition characterized by an imagined very
loud soundor explosion in the head at sleep onset or on
waking during the night. Ten patients were described
in the initial 1988 report [15]. One of the patients, an
80-year-oldwoman, described it as “strange and fright-
ening attacks of something exploding, creating a loud
bang inmy head.here is no real pain, it does not hurt,
but you feel there has been a massive hemorrhage and
it takes a quarter of an hour before the fear passes,
though the noise itself lasts only a split second.” he
spectrum of EHS is now recognized to include a “pain-
less loud bang, an explosion, a clash of symbols, or a
bomb exploding but occasionally may be a less alarm-
ing sound” [16]. here have been reports of associ-
ated perceptions of a lash of light, a myoclonic jerk,
or brief stab of head pain [16]. hese attacks may be
precipitated by emotional stress in some patients [37].
his condition can start during almost any decade in
life, with most patients having symptoms commence
ater 50 years of age [38]. here has been no neuro-
logic morbidity reported with these symptoms and it
is thus thought to be a benign condition [15,38]. How-
ever, if an individual has multiple events on a given
night, insomnia can occur. EHS appears to abate in
many patients over time [37,38].

Laboratory investigations
No investigations or laboratory testing is needed
in typical cases. While the diferential diagnosis
includes headache syndromes such as idiopathic stab-
bing headache, hypnic headache and thunderclap
headache, EHS is typically painless and easily diferen-
tiated on the patient’s history alone. In rare cases with a
prominent pain component suggesting the possibility
of thunderclap headache, then emergent neuroimag-
ing may be indicated to assess for subarachnoid hem-
orrhage.

Genetics and pathophysiology
It is not known if there is a genetic basis for this con-
dition, nor is there a deinite familial pattern [16].

Perhaps the best insights into the pathophysiology of
these symptoms come from polysomnographic (PSG)
recordings during the ictus. PSG recordings during
attacks of EHS [37] have shown that the symptoms
arise during early drowsiness or relaxed wakefulness
with alpha rhythm and interspersed theta activity.
During some events, arousal patterns occur immedi-
ately following the symptoms. No epileptiform activity
has been reported. hese indings are consistent with
hypnagogic phenomenon. he phenomenology and
electrophysiology have led to the currently accepted
hypothesis that EHS represents a sensory variant of the
more common hypnic jerk or sleep start [16,38].

Management
he cornerstone of management in EHS is reassurance
and education, as this is a benign condition that remits
over time in most patients.his information alone can
signiicantly reduce the stress and anxieties regarding
EHS, especially considering some patients misinter-
pret the symptoms as a stroke or brain hemorrhage
[38]. here have been case reports describing success
with tricyclic anti-depressants and calcium channel
blockers in EHS; however, pharmacologic treatment is
typically not needed [37,39]. If a patient experiences
multiple attacks on a single night leading to insomnia,
a benzodiazepine agonist hypnotic may be the most
appropriate therapeutic option.

Conclusions
he EHS is a benign, usually self-limited, condition
that is likely a sensory variant of the hypnic jerk. No
testing or medications are necessary when the his-
tory is typical. Education and reassurance are the cor-
nerstones of therapy. If the symptoms occur multiple
times a night and cause insomnia, a hypnotic maybe
useful.
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Chapter

21
Sleep-related eating disorder
John W. Winkelman

Eating and sleep are both under the control of cir-
cadian inluences, such that sleep usually occurs at
night and food intake predominates during the day.
he recent explosion of interest in the relationship of
food intake, metabolism, sleep, and circadian rhythms
is based on advances in sleep and circadian physiology
as well as societal increases in obesity and sleep depri-
vation. We will review clinical disorders in which the
daily pattern of food intake is dysregulated such that
eating occurs at night during the sleep period.

Historical perspective on pathological
night-time eating
In 1955, Stunkard, Grace and Wolf described a pat-
tern of eating they called “Night-Eating Syndrome”
(NES) to characterize 16 obese patients whose inabil-
ity to lose weight in a monitored diet program con-
founded them [1]. Ater further analysis, they discov-
ered that the patients were consuming a substantial
fraction of their daily calories at night. In the irst
30 years ater this initial publication, only a handful of
case reports [2–4] were added to the existing literature
on the topic [5]. However, in the last 20 years, there
has been a renewed interest in the topic, both in the
medical literature and lay media. Problematic night-
time eating has been featured onmultiple popular tele-
vision programs and magazines, exposing the general
public to the recognition of nocturnal eating as a med-
ical disorder, in the same way that daytime eating dis-
orders such as anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa, and
binge-eating disorder gained both popular and scien-
tiic interest.

he three original criteria for NES were evening
hyperphagia, deined as consuming a quarter or more
of daily calories ater the evening meal, diiculty
falling asleep, andmorning anorexia [1]. Although the

term has remained the same, the criteria for NES have
been, and continue to be, modiied in areas such as the
amount of calories eaten during evening hyperphagia,
the timing of the eating, the state of awareness dur-
ing the eating, the efect on mood, and its distinctions
from bulimia nervosa and binge-eating disorder. As
evidence of this, de Zwaan et al. found that subjects
varied in the degree to which they met sets of histori-
cal and recent diagnostic criteria for nocturnal eating
disorders. Some individuals in the sample met multi-
ple sets of diagnostic criteria, and others none at all [6].
his may indicate an inadequacy in the current stan-
dards to identify and diagnose individuals sufering
from night-time eating. Unfortunately, this also leads
to complexities in interpreting the results of various
descriptive and interventional reports, as heterogen-
eity in patient sample compositions can certainly inlu-
ence results.

Much of the early investigation into NES was per-
formed from the perspective that night eating was a
variant of a daytime eating disorder. More recently,
this work has been supplemented by investigations
of patients who initially presented to sleep disorders
medicine clinics. In that context, such patients are
generally diagnosed with sleep-related eating disorder
(SRED). Unfortunately, although they oten see over-
lapping groups of patients, treatment of, and inves-
tigation into, nocturnal eating disorders continues
to be split into these two groups of clinicians and
researchers, using two sets of deinitions, with two sets
of diagnostic work-ups. As a result, investigators from
the eating disorders community continue to describe
patients with NES, who are generally characterized as
having an atypical eating disorder. On the other hand,
patients who predominantly have eating ater noctur-
nal awakenings, particularly if they have alterations in
the level of consciousness during eating, are seen by
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those in the sleep disorders community, evaluated by
polysomnography (PSG), and diagnosed with SRED,
according to the International Classiication of Sleep
Disorders (ICSD-2).

For the purposes of this review within a book
on parasomnias, we will focus on the latter group of
patients, although we will make reference to difer-
ential diagnosis with NES. However, clinicians see-
ing such patients will be at a great disadvantage with-
out a perspective that includes both eating and sleep
disorders, as pathological night-time eating combines
features of a daytime eating disorder with those of a
parasomnia. here is compulsive, driven eating, with
next-day anorexia and undesirable weight gain, char-
acteristic of eating disorders. However, additionally,
patients with SRED oten exhibit features of para-
somnias, especially arousal disorders, such as partial
arousals early in the sleep period, characterized by
confusion, automatic behavior, and relative unrespon-
siveness to external stimuli, followed by impaired re-
collection of the behavior. It is this combination of
behavioral features of disparate disorders whichmakes
SRED a challenge from both pathophysiologic and
therapeutic perspectives.

Deinition and characteristics of SRED
he 1990 edition of the International Classiication
of Sleep Disorders (ICSD) included the diagnosis of
nocturnal eating/drinking syndrome (NEDS), which
at the time was “characterized by recurrent awaken-
ings, with the inability to return to sleep without eat-
ing or drinking” [7]. More recently, the revised edi-
tion of the ICSD has removed NEDS and has added
the term sleep-related eating disorder (SRED) (see
Table 21.1). According to the ICSD-2, the diagnostic
features of SRED include “out of control” or invol-
untary eating during arousals from sleep, which can
occur at any point along a spectrum of level of con-
sciousness, from partial and/or confusional awaken-
ings from sleep, with subsequent partial recollection
of the event, to full awareness during nocturnal eating,
with subsequent unimpaired memory for the event.
As with most behaviors classiied as a disorder, nega-
tive consequences are a requirement and include inges-
tion of abnormal combinations of food, or toxic sub-
stances, complaints of non-restorative sleep or daytime
sleepiness/fatigue, sleep-related injury, morning ano-
rexia, or weight gain [8]. Finally, the nocturnal eating
cannot be better explained by another disorder such as

Table 21.1 Current ICDS-2 definition and diagnostic criteria for
SRED.

A. Recurrent episodes of involuntary eating and drinking occur
during the main sleep period.

B. One or more of the following must be present with the
recurrent episodes of involuntary eating and drinking:

1. Consumption of peculiar forms or combinations of food
or inedible or toxic substances.

2. Insomnia related to sleep disruption from repeated
episodes of eating, with a complaint of non-restorative
sleep, daytime fatigue, or somnolence

3. Sleep-related injury

4. Dangerous behaviors performed while in pursuit of food
or while cooking food

5. Morning anorexia

6. Adverse health consequences from recurrent binge
eating of high-caloric food

C. The disturbance is not better explained by another sleep
disorder, medical or neurological disorder, mental disorder,
medication use or substance use disorder (hypoglycemic
states, peptic ulcer disease, reflux esophagitis, Kleine–Levin
syndrome, Kluver–Bucy syndrome, and night-time
extension of daytime anorexia nervosa (binge/purge
subtype), bulimia nervosa, and binge eating disorder).

∗(American Academy of Sleep Medicine, 2005 [8]).

hypoglycemia, peptic ulcer disease, or other sleep dis-
orders.

Patients with SRED generally arouse from sleep
and eat within the irst 1–4 h ater sleep onset. Eat-
ing episodes are initiated ater patients “make a bee-
line” to the kitchen, and are characterized by rapid
ingestion of food, which the patient usually reports as
“out of control”. A preference for high caloric foods
(sweets, peanut butter, chips) is common, with inges-
tion of non-edible or toxic items also occasionally
reported. Patients will oten deny hunger associated
with episodes, but rather report a drive to eat. Some
will report the belief that they will be unable to return
to sleep unless they eat. he level of consciousness
during nocturnal eating ranges from full awareness
to dense unawareness typical of a somnambulistic
episode. Many patients report that episodes occur
somewhere in the middle of this spectrum, describ-
ing themselves as “half-awake, half-asleep”. Obviously,
however, a precise description of the level of conscious-
ness is very diicult, as it is impossible to describe one-
self (at the time, or later) as unconscious.herefore, the
latter judgment is usuallymade by the patient based on
the level of recollection for the episode in the morn-
ing. For this reason, the extent of next-day amnesia
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for the episode usually correlateswith the self-reported
level of consciousness during the episode. Further
complicating this issue is that the level of awareness
can vary within an episode, across episodes within
one night and over the longitudinal course (oten of
years) of the disorder. For instance, some individu-
als will describe “coming to” full alertness during an
episode, ind themselves eating, and will then return
to bed.

hemost common daytime consequences of SRED
are daytime fatigue from the repetitive nocturnal
awakenings and weight gain due to the large number
of calories consumed during these night-time eating
episodes. he frequency of episodes can range from
once a week to 10 times in the same night. While
patients may make behavioral changes to try to con-
trol their night-time eating, such as locking cabinets
or doors, compensatory behaviors, such as excessive
exercise or self-induced vomiting, which are oten seen
in daytime eating disorders, are rarely present [9].
However, morning anorexia, or reduction in daytime
caloric intake, in response to overeating throughout
the night is common with SRED, at times simulating
a daytime eating disorder, in this case as a secondary
disorder.

Diferential diagnosis of SRED and NES
As described above, it is unclear whether SRED and
NES constitute independent disorders, exist along a
continuum, or in fact should be lumped under the
same diagnosis. Nevertheless, a better understanding
of what is known about these two sets of patients
may assist clinicians in deining an appropriate clin-
ical assessment, prognosis, and treatment for patho-
logical nocturnal eating. According to the nosologies
identiied by researchers in these areas, the major dis-
tinctions between NES and SRED include (1) the level
of consciousness during nocturnal eating, (2) the tim-
ing of nocturnal eating, and (3) the rate of comorbid
sleep disorders present in those with nocturnal eating.
However, it should be recognized that these distinc-
tions may be spurious, and based on the extent of the
diagnostic workup (e.g. evaluation for primary sleep
disorders).

Whereas the majority of patients with SRED in
the published literature report being either “asleep” or
“half-asleep” during night-time eating episodes [9,10],
those with NES report being fully awake and aware
during them [11]. Similarly, subsequent recall of the

event is oten impaired in those with SRED, whereas
it is always maintained in patients with NES [11].
his lowered state of consciousness may also account
for why some patients with SRED ingest inedible or
toxic substances and patients with NES do not. he
value of this distinguishing feature has been called
into question by the variable level of consciousness
seen in patients with SRED, both within a single night
and across the longitudinal course of the disorder.
Similarly, most investigations of patients with NES
by those in the eating disorders community have not
speciically addressed the level of consciousness dur-
ing night-time eating, making conclusions regarding
this feature of NES unreliable. Recently, an item assess-
ing the level of awareness during nocturnal eating was
added to the Night Eating Questionnaire, a psycho-
metric scale developed to assess the severity of NES
[12]. Although the item was included speciically for
the purpose of distinguishing NES from SRED, the
level atwhich (“not at all [aware]”, “a little”, “somewhat”,
“very much so”, and “completely”) the authors distin-
guished NES from SRED is not made clear. In keep-
ing with the uncertain value of this feature of noctur-
nal eating as a diagnostic criterion, the revised ICSD-2
has notmade a reduced level of awareness, or amnesia,
diagnostic features for SRED.

he timing of nocturnal eating is another potential
feature distinguishing SRED fromNES.Whereas indi-
viduals with SRED, by deinition, report awakenings
from sleep to eat, those with NESmay eat either before
bed (as in the original cases of Stunkard) or at night-
time awakenings, the important criterion being that
greater than one-third of all calories be consumed ater
the evening meal [13]. hus, whereas sleep-related
awakenings are the focus of SRED, a shit in caloric
consumption to night-time is the focus of NES.

Another potential characteristic distinguishing
SRED from NES is the common comorbidity between
SRED and sleep disorders such as sleepwalking, rest-
less legs syndrome (RLS)/periodic limb movements of
sleep (PLMS) or obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) (see
below). his association is not common in patients
with NES, although very few studies of NES patients
have included a thorough evaluation for sleep disor-
ders (including polysomnography), and furthermore,
many of the studies of patients with NES speciically
excluded those with clinical suggestion of a primary
sleep disorder (e.g. sleepwalking, OSA). For instance,
one polysomnographic study found that subjects with
NES had complete EEG arousal during episodes of
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night-time eating [14]. However, this is not surpris-
ing, as, in keeping with a diagnosis of NES (which
excludes SRED), subjects in this studywere speciically
excluded if they “lacked awareness of their night eat-
ing” or had amnesia for the episodes.

While SRED and NES may be described as inde-
pendent disorders with distinct clinical presentations,
in fact many of the features oten overlap. his has
prompted a proposed continuum of night-time eat-
ing behavior rather than a categorical diferentiation
of NES and SRED [15]. he current ICSD-2 nosology,
by including night-time eating that occurs along the
full spectrum of consciousness, is potentially a move
toward viewing NES and SRED along a single contin-
uum. In fact, many patients with NES do meet SRED
criteria. On the other hand, nocturnal eating which
occurs in an altered state of awareness is commonly
considered exclusionary for NES.

Demographics of SRED
he prevalence of SRED in the general population is
unknown. Winkelman et al. reported that 16.7% of
individuals who were part of an in-patient eating dis-
orders program, 8.7% of those in an out-patient eating
disorders program, 4.6% of college students, 1.0% of
obese individuals in a weight loss program, and 3.4%
of those in an out-patient depression clinic reported
behavior consistent with SRED [16]. Schenck et al.
reviewed a sample of patients referred to a sleep dis-
orders clinic over a 7-year period and found that 0.5%
of these patients fulilled criteria for SRED [10,17].
It should be noted, however, that these studies pre-
dated the current ICSD-2 criteria, and used clinical,
and varying, deinitions of SRED. On the other hand,
the prevalence of NES has been investigated more fre-
quently, both in specialized groups and in the general
population. However, the prevalence has varied from
0.4 to 13.7% in community samples, and from 6 to 64%
in surgical and weight loss samples [18]. When NES
was speciically deined as excessive evening eating,
tension and/or feeling upset during the evening hours,
insomnia, and morning anorexia, the prevalence was
estimated at 1.5% in the general population [19].

SRED appears to bemore prevalent in women than
in men, comprising two-thirds to over three-quarters
of patient cases. he female predominance of SRED
mimics the higher prevalence rates of daytime eat-
ing disorders (anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa)
in women than in men. he onset of SRED generally

occurs during the late teenage years or twenties, and
its course is oten chronic in nature. However, natural-
istic longitudinal studies are lacking in SRED, and it
is unclear whether the apparent chronicity is an arti-
fact of the self-selection commonly observed in clin-
ical settings or is truly a feature of the disorder. A
number of case series, starting with Winkelman in
1993, have demonstrated a familial aspect to SRED
[9,17,20,21]. One such series found that 26% of the
SRED probands reported having family members who
also experienced night-time eating episodes [9].hree
other series reported familial connections in 21, 19 and
27% of their SRED patients, respectively [17,21,22].
Although such data are certainly far from deinitive, it
is not surprising that SRED has a familial component
as both daytime eating disorders and somnambulism
have genetic inluences [23,24].

Consequences of SRED
Weight gain is themost common, and otenmost trou-
blesome, adverse efect associated with SRED, and is
one of the diagnostic features of SRED in ICSD-2.
his is not surprising, as consumption of high calorie
foods during night-time eating episodes can certainly
cause unwanted weight gain. In one case series [9],
39%of patients presentingwith SREDwere overweight
(BMI ≥ 25), while in another series [21], 15% were
overweight (30 � BMI ≥ 25) and 30% were obese
(BMI≥ 30). Another important consequence, psycho-
logical distress, has been noted in patients with SRED
due to feelings of “lack of control”, shame, guilt, and
helplessness over night-time eating [5].

In terms of overall diet,medically necessary dietary
restrictions (e.g. for patients with diabetes, renal/liver
failure, or those on MAOI inhibitors) can be broken
during uncontrolled night-time eating, either lead-
ing to, or exacerbating, pre-existing health problems
[5,10].

Multiple night-time awakening and eating epi-
sodes also disrupt sleep, which can lead to day-
time fatigue or frank excessive daytime sleepiness.
Accidents involving falls, burns, and cuts while in
search of food, during food preparation or consump-
tion are also a concern, especially with patients who
report reduced alertness during episodes. Although
not the norm, some patients will also ingest non-edible
and/or toxic substances such as buttered cigarettes and
cleaning supplies [18,25,26].
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Associations of SREDwith
other disorders

Sleep disorders
Polysomnographic (PSG) studies of patients with
SRED demonstrate a high prevalence of concurrent
sleep disorders such as somnambulism (sleepwalking),
periodic limb movement disorder (PLMD), restless
legs syndrome (RLS), obstructive sleep apnea (OSA)
and circadian-rhythm disorders [19,27]. Schenck et al.
found that 84% of SRED patients in their sample had
a history of somnambulism, 13% had RLS and 10%
had OSA [10,17]. Nearly half (48%) of another sam-
ple of SRED patients met criteria for somnambulism,
26% had periodic leg movements of sleep, and 13%
had OSA [9]. Conversely, a recent study from Italy
demonstrated that one-third of patients with RLS had
a lifetimehistory of SRED (according to ICSDcriteria),
compared to only 1% of matched controls [28]. Two-
thirds of the RLS patients with SRED currently met
criteria for SRED, whereas one-third no longer had
such symptoms. In a video-polysomnographic study of
35 patients with SRED, Vetrugno et al. demonstrated
PLMS in 63% of patients, and periodic movements
of facial muscles in 83% of the patients. he bruxing
movements included recurrent chewing and swallow-
ing motions that were present in all sleep stages and
linked to arousal approximately 50% of the time [29].

Eating disorders
here is a high rate of comorbidity between SRED and
daytime eating disorders, which include anorexia and
bulimia. Two case series found that a high percentage
of those with SRED also showed signs of daytime dis-
ordered eating. In the irst [9], originating from a psy-
chiatrically based sleep disorders clinic, 40% of those
with SRED were also diagnosed with an eating dis-
order, while the second [21], composed of individu-
als responding to a national television program, found
elevated scores on the Eating Attitudes Test (EAT) in
40% of the SRED sample. Conversely, one prevalence
study [16] demonstrated that patients diagnosed with
an eating disorder are more likely to have SRED than
other subgroups (obese, depressed, or unselected col-
lege students), which was conirmed by Gupta, who
found a 30% prevalence of SRED in patients with
bulimia nervosa (BN) [30].

Mood disorders
Reports of depression and anxiety in patients with
SRED have been frequent. In prevalence studies,
higher rates of depression have been found in individ-
uals with SRED than in their non-SRED counterparts
[16]. In one case series, 70% of respondents had a his-
tory of depression [21]. In most such cases it is unclear
if the mood disturbances preceded onset of SRED or
if SRED may have caused or exacerbated the problem.
Certainly, both sleep disruption and comorbid sleep
disorders (e.g. RLS, OSA) are associated with an ele-
vated rate of mood disorders.

Physiology of SRED
Very little work on the underlying physiology of SRED
has been performed, which unfortunately relects
the paucity of knowledge regarding the pathophys-
iology of parasomnias in general. However, some
avenues of investigation appear promising, including
the association of SRED with primary sleep disorders,
neuroendocrine studies of NES, and recent animal
genetic knockouts which relect some of the symptoms
observed in SRED.

Comorbid sleep disorders and medications
Underlying sleep disorders may precipitate an episode
of nocturnal eating in the same way that endogen-
ous or exogenous stimuli may initiate an episode
of somnambulism. Partial arousals caused by OSA,
RLS, and PeLMS have been reported to sometimes
result in a night-time eating episode [9]. Even though
this connection has been noted, it is unknown why,
in some patients, night-time eating results from this
arousal. Vetrugno et al. noted that the prevalence of
RLS, PLMS, which may be mediated dopaminergi-
cally, as well as the indings supporting some therapeu-
tic beneit of dopaminergic agents in the treatment of
SRED (discussed in the next section), may implicate
dopaminergic pathways in the pathophysiology of the
disorder [29].

Prescribedmedications may also produce episodes
of SRED. In particular, multiple case series report the
onset of SRED with zolpidem use [31]. Morgenthaler
and Silber described zolpidem-induced SRED in three
patients with no previous history of night-time eating,
and two who had previous night-time eating which
worsened in frequency and in the degree of amne-
sia for the event. All ive patients had resolution of
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SRED ater discontinuation of zolpidem and treatment
of other current sleep disorders (all ive had RLS). he
fact that there were multiple simultaneous interven-
tions in these patients make it impossible to deter-
mine causality, yet the use of zolpidem may have been
the factor which induced or aggravated the present-
ing SRED [32]. Chiang and Krystal reported two cases
in which SRED occurred while the patients were on
extended-release zolpidem but not immediate-release
zolpidem, indicating that it is possible for small vari-
ations in formulation to produce a diferential efect on
the potential precipitation of SRED for some patients
[33]. Additional medications which may precipitate
SRED include triazolam, irst- and second-generation
anti-psychotics and lithium carbonate [8].

Neuroendocrine studies in NES
he primary hypothesis regarding the origin of patho-
logical nocturnal eating in NES is that the circadian
rhythm of eating is delayed with respect to the under-
lying rhythms controlling sleep, which remain normal.
Both out-patient (using actigraphy) and in-patient
(using polysomnongraphy) studies demonstrate that
sleep onset and ofset in NES are similar to that of con-
trol subjects [13,14]. However, as would be expected
in patients with NES, there is a temporal redistribu-
tion of daily energy intake, with consumption of food
both before bedtime as well as during nocturnal awak-
enings. Phase delays in the circadian rhythms of the
hormones leptin, insulin and melatonin have been
demonstrated in patients with NES compared to nor-
mal controls [34,35]. Leptin, which usually rises noc-
turnally, is involved in regulation of metabolism and
appetite; melatonin, which also rises nocturnally, sup-
ports and maintains sleep [36]. Elevated plasma cor-
tisol levels were also observed in NES patients and
may indicate a rise in corticotropin releasing hormone
(CRH) [35]. CRH acts to suppress melatonin secretion
and this rise may be the origin of the observed atten-
uation in the melatonin levels. However, as nocturnal
awakenings and eating can both inluence the under-
lying neuroendocrine patterns, it is diicult to tell if
these physiological alterations are causes or efects of
problematic night-time eating.

Genetic studies
A promising approach to understanding the patho-
physiology of SRED involves the use of mutant mouse
models. In two intriguingmodels in which clock genes

are knocked out, Clock [37] andmPer2 [38], mice con-
sume substantially more food during their normally
inactive (light) period. When kept on a high-fat diet,
they gain substantial amounts of weight. Injections of
alpha melanocyte stimulating hormone at the begin-
ning of the light period suppress the abnormal eating.
Suchmodels should allow an increased understanding
of the interrelated roles of the circadian and metabolic
systems and may, in the future, play a role in testing
hypotheses and even treatments for SRED.

Treatment
In the absence of adequate medical guidance related
to treatment of SRED, most individuals with night-
time eating have attempted multiple “home remedies”,
oten with little success. hese may include benign
approaches such as eating ameal prior to bedtime, lim-
iting the amount and types of food in the house, lock-
ing the refrigerator and cabinets, and self-hypnosis.
More exaggerated and sometimes dangerous counter-
measures include tying themselves to the bed or barri-
cading themselves in the bedroom.he recent success
of somepharmacologic approaches gives sufererswith
SREDmore hope. Furthermore, non-pharmacological
treatments which have proven valuable in daytime
eating disorders (cognitive behavioral therapy) and
somnambulism (hypnosis) may also have value in the
future for treatment of SRED.

Pharmacologic treatments for SRED (andNES) are
either derived from efective therapeutics in related
disorders (e.g. bulimia nervosa or somnambulism) or
those useful in disorders which are commonly comor-
bid with nocturnal eating disorders (e.g. RLS).

Treatment of sleep disorders that cause fragmen-
tation of sleep, such as RLS, PLMD or OSA, may be
of value in the treatment of SRED, possibly by redu-
cing the number of arousals from sleep which may
drive nocturnal eating episodes. In particular, RLSmay
predispose to nocturnal eating, as it produces frag-
mented sleep as well as the inability to stay in bed
at awakenings. It is thus not surprising that Schenck
et al. found that dopaminergic agents (carbidopa/l-
dopa; bromocriptine) were efective in 52% (14/27) of
his cases with SRED, ive of whom had RLS or PLMD
[17]. On the other hand, a randomized, double-blind,
placebo-controlled crossover pilot study of pramipex-
ole (up to .36 mg, 3 weeks each of active drug and
placebo) in 11 overweight subjects with SRED demon-
strated improvements in actigraphically monitored
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nocturnal activity and “the number of good nights of
sleep per week”, although eating outcomes related to
SRED showed no improvement, and no weight loss
was observed [22].

Benzodiazepines were of value in 37% (10/27) of
all SRED cases reported by Schenck, nearly 60% of
whom had a diagnosis of sleepwalking [17]. hese
indings must be balanced against the previous data
reporting an increase in nocturnal eatingwith the ben-
zodiazepine receptor agonist zolpidem. One poten-
tial explanation for this apparent inconsistency is that
individuals with somnambulism may be responsive
to these agents, whereas those with other underlying
causes of SRED (or whose level of consciousness is less
impaired than the sleepwalkers) may have their noc-
turnal eating worsened.

Treatments that are employed to manage daytime
eating disorders may also be beneicial in control-
ling night-time eating episodes. Both an open-label
and a double-blind, lexible dose study of sertraline
(up to 200 mg) demonstrated substantial beneit for
patients with NESwho did not have impaired recollec-
tion for nocturnal eating and did not meet criteria for
a DSM-IV eating ormood disorder [13,39]. Sertraline,
at a mean dose of 127 mg, led to treatment response
(much or very much improved) in 71% of subjects,
whereas only 18% of those given placebomet this stan-
dard. hose given sertraline reduced nocturnal eating
episodes by over 80% (from 8.3 to 1.6 episodes per
week) and had mild weight loss.

Topiramate, an FDA approved anticonvulsant, was
originally found to produce weight loss in treatment
trials for epilepsy, bipolar disorder, and migraine
headaches, and reduce binge episodes in patients with
binge-eating disorder (BED) [40,41]. It was origi-
nally used in a case series of four patients with
SRED, with substantial reduction in night-time eat-
ing [27]. In a larger and more recent retrospective
case series, 68% of 25 patients with SRED were top-
iramate responders (mean dose of 135 mg) as mea-
sured by the Clinical Global Impression of Improve-
ment (CGI-I) [42]. Although substantial weight loss
was observed in over one-quarter of responders,
nearly half of the responders discontinued topiramate
ater a mean of 12 months due to side efects, pre-
dominantly cognitive dulling, paresthesias, and day-
time sleepiness. It is unclear how topiramate works
to manage night-time eating behaviors; however, it
was hypothesized that topiramate may work to sup-
press arousals produced by underlying sleep disor-

ders (e.g. RLS) or act as an anorexigenic agent, either
though glutamatergic antagonism or serotonin ago-
nism [27]. In addition, topiramate stimulates insulin
release and increases insulin sensitivity, both of which
may contribute to appetite regulation and weight
loss [43,44].

Additional pharmacologic interventions for
SRED have included agents such as melatonin,
d-fenluramine (now of the market), gamma-
hydroxybutyric acid, oxazepam, and sibutramine [8].
Further controlled clinical trials of pharmacological
agents for the treatment of SRED are warranted.

Summary
Sleep-related eating disorder combines features of
a sleep disorder and an eating disorder, such that
individuals eat during partial or complete arousal
from sleep. hose who present for clinical attention
oten have a chronic course, with near-nightly eating
episodes, and have a variety of daytime consequences
of this behavior, including weight gain, daytime
fatigue, and mood disorders. Currently, treatment
is directed towards underlying sleep disorders, when
present, or otherwise involve the empiric use of sero-
tonergic anti-depressants or topiramate.
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Figure 3.1 SPACET findings during sleepwalking after integration
into the appropriate anatomical magnetic resonance image.

The highest increases of regional cerebral blood flow (�25%) during
sleepwalking compared with quel stage 3 to 4 NREM sleep are found
in the anterior cerebellum – i.e. vermis (A) and in the posterior
cingulate cortex (Brodmann area 23 [Tallarch coordinate x = –4, y =

–40, z = 31]. (B). However, in relation to data from normal volunteers
during wakefulness (n = 24), large areas of frontal and parietal
association cortices remain deactivated during sleepwalking, as
shown in the corresponding parametrice maps (2-threshold = –3).
Note the inclusion of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (C), mesial
frontal cortex (D), and left angular gyrus (C) within these areas.

Figure 9.1 Posterior cingulate gyrus (red), active during
sleepwalking, in relation to portion of the limbic system (yellow)
controlling large segment of sexual behavior.

Figure 12.2 Example of post-arousal EEG pattern I during a behavioral episode from stage 4 sleep in a 19-year-old man. The EEG shows
diffuse and rhythmic delta activity and is most predominant in the anterior regions.



Figure 12.3 Example of post-arousal EEG pattern II during a behavioral episode from stage 4 sleep in a 23–year-old woman. The EEG shows
irregular delta and theta activity intermixed with faster activity.

Figure 17.1 Overnight polysomnogram graphics. Both (A) and (B) demonstrate two consecutive 30-s epochs near the beginning of the
study (22 min after lights out). (A) The patient is in wake–sleep transition (stage 1 NREM sleep), with fragmented alpha rhythm in the EEG and
slow rolling eye movements (horizontal line). In the final 4 s of this epoch, there is an arousal (A1) marked by an increase in EEG frequencies
and increased muscle activity (in the chin and leg leads). (B) The patient is awake with prominent leg movement, eye blinking, and increased
baseline EEG activity. From this epoch forward, for nearly 2 h the patient remains awake and engaged in the episode described in the text.



Figure 17.1 (cont.)

Figure 28.1 30-s PSG epoch illustrating
body rocking during wakefulness in a
10-year-old girl. High amplitude 1 Hz
movement artifact on EEG leads reflects
rhythmic body movements.



Figure 28.2 30-s PSG epoch illustrating
body rocking arising from sleep in a
10-year-old girl. High amplitude 1 Hz
movement artifact on EEG and EOG leads
reflects rhythmic body movements.
Activity on snore channel reflects
vocalizations accompanying the episode.

Figure 28.3 30-s PSG epoch for a
17-year-old male demonstrating leg
rolling arising from wakefulness,
characterized by rhythmic EMG activity
seen exclusively in the left anterior tibialis
lead (labeled LAT1-LAT2).
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Section 5 Sleep-related movement disorders and other variants
Chapter

22
Restless legs syndrome (RLS) and periodic
legmovements (PLM)
Richard P. Allen

History
In many ways, restless legs syndrome (RLS) is a bit
of an oddity in this book on parasomnias. Its inclu-
sion here relects the somewhat tortured history of our
understanding of this major sleep–wake disorder. RLS
occurs as a sensorimotor neurological disorder pri-
marily afecting what the great neurologist Critchely
referred to as the pre-dormitum, i.e. that state before
sleep enabling the entry to sleep. hus RLS presents
mostly as a sensory disorder disturbing the resting
wake state, although it also appears to cause awaken-
ings during sleep. Although a sensory disorder, it has
a non-speciic motor sign of periodic leg movements
(PLM). hese leg movements occur both as periodic
events while resting awake (PLMW) and during sleep
(PLMS). PLMS occurring during sleep meet the clas-
sic deinition of a parasomnia. Table 22.1 presents the
sometimes confusing terminology used in this chapter.

heOxfordDonmost famous for his description of
the blood vessels at the base of the brain, the circle of
Willis, in 1672 also provided the irst medical descrip-
tion of RLS [1]. His ine description of an RLS patient
still aptly describes the night-time distress with mod-
erately severe RLS (see Table 22.2).

RLS ater Willis remains largely ignored for the
next 200 years. It is eventually described again in the
nineteenth century in various forms oten attributed
to psychiatric problems, particularly anxiety [2]. he
Swedish Neurologist Karl Ekbom provided the irst
careful description of the disorder. His monograph
provided both the currently used name of restless legs
syndrome and a better clinical description of the disor-
der [3,4]. He emphasized the sensory and even painful
nature of the disorder and also its relation to iron
deiciency.

he remarkable development of sleep medicine
during the last half of the twentieth century was

based largely on advances allowing all-night physi-
ological recordings during sleep. hese uncovered a
remarkable and previously unknown abnormal move-
ment pattern in sleep characterized as periodic leg
movements. hese events occurred for many but not
most subjects recorded.heywere irst inappropriately
labeled as sleep myoclonus [5]. However, they involve
relatively smooth, predominately physiological lexor
movements of the toes, foot and leg lasting 0.5–10 s.
hey do not it the usual ‘myoclonic’ pattern. hese
were identiied as a particularly common occurrence
for most RLS patients [6].

Initially, there was considerable excitement about
the discovery of these leg movements in sleep. It was
felt they constituted in themselves a major sleep dis-
turbance. his led to the development of the concept
of a periodic limbmovement disorder (PLMD) charac-
terized by these PLMS disrupting sleep, thereby caus-
ing either insomnia at night and/or sleepiness in the
daytime. Unfortunately it was soon discovered that
aside from the relation to RLS there was little evidence
for PLMS themselves causing a signiicant sleep–wake
problem.he PLMS occur in other sleep disorders and
with older age [7]. here may be some with PLMD,
but the signiicance of this disorder remains to be
determined. In contrast, RLS as documented below
is a major common sleep-related disorder that when
severe becomes very disabling.

Clinical indings

Diagnosis
RLS as a clinical syndrome relies upon identifying
symptoms deining the disorder. he international
restless legs syndrome study group (IRLSSG) has
established the currently accepted diagnostic criteria

213he Parasomnias and Other Sleep-Related Movement Disorders, ed. M. J. horpy and G. Plazzi. Published by
Cambridge University Press. C© Cambridge University Press 2010.
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Table 22.1 Common abbreviations and terms related to RLS.

Term Definition

PLM Periodic leg movement: Defined as a leg movement
lasting 0.5–10 s with at least 4 sequential movements
occurring with the interval between onsets of 5–90 s

PLMS Periodic leg movement occurring during sleep

PLMW Periodic leg movement occurring during wake

PLMD Periodic leg movement disorder: PLMS/hr usually
greater than 15 associated with significant sleep or
wake disturbance and not accounted for by another
sleep disorder

PSG Polysomnogram: multiple physiological recordings
during sleep usually including at least recording of
EEG, chin EMG and eye movements

Table 22.2 Description of probable RLS patient by Willis
(The London Practice of Physick, 1685).

“Wherefore to some, on being a bed, they betake themselves
to sleep, presently in the arms and legs, leaping and
contractions of the tendons and so great a restlessness and
tossings of their members ensue that the diseased are nomore
able to sleep than if they were in the place of greatest
torture.”

for both adult and pediatric RLS [8] (see Table 22.3 for
adult criteria). Basically, RLS presents as a focal
akathisia of the legs oten occurring with very pecu-
liar sensory symptoms which patients ind hard to
describe. he sensory symptoms generally are deep in
the leg, dynamic and unlike arthritic conditions rarely
involve only or mainly the joints. Phrases patients use
to describe these symptoms oten refer to things like
electric feelings, worms crawling or a Cola drink in the
legs.he symptoms tend to occurmore in the lower leg
and rarely in the foot. hey are usually bilateral, but
sometimes in only one leg at a time, changing between
the legs, and may be more pronounced in one leg. he
strange feelings do not generally follow a distal pattern
characteristic of peripheral neuropathy. Inmore severe
RLS or unusual cases, the urge to move may occur in
the arms or even in some rare cases in the torso and
face, but there must be at least a history of an urge to
move the legs.

he diagnosis requires that the urge to move the
legs and any associated leg sensations are: engendered
by rest (sitting or lying down), relieved by moving the
legs, and worse in the evening or night.here is a “pro-
tected period” in the morning when symptoms rarely
occur. When RLS gets worse the symptoms occur ear-
lier in the evening or aternoon, but still are not gener-
ally present in the morning, i.e. between 7 and 11 a.m.

Table 22.3 RLS: diagnostic criteria (adults), with features
supporting the diagnosis (from [8]).

Essential diagnostic criteria for RLS

1. An urge to move the legs, usually accompanied or caused
by uncomfortable and unpleasant sensations in the legs
(sometimes the urge to move is present without the
uncomfortable sensations and sometimes the arms or other
body parts are involved in addition to the legs)

2. The urge to move or unpleasant sensations begin or worsen
during periods of rest or inactivity such as lying or sitting

3. The urge to move or unpleasant sensations are partially or
totally relieved by movement, such as walking or stretching,
at least as long as the activity continues

4. The urge to move or unpleasant sensations are worse in the
evening or night than during the day or only occur in the
evening or night (when symptoms are very severe, the
worsening at night may not be noticeable but must have
been previously present)

Features supporting the diagnosis

When the following is present it increases the confidence in the
diagnosis of RLS

1. Family history of RLS: first- or second-degree relative with
RLS

When the following are not present it decreases confidence in
the diagnosis of RLS

1. Good therapeutic response at least to initial treatment with
dopaminergic agents

2. Periodic leg movements in sleep

A family history of RLS supports a diagnosis
of RLS. he failure to respond, at least initially, to
dopaminergic treatment, and no indications for leg
movements in sleep and in particular no PLM on
a sleep study, cast some doubt on any diagnosis
of RLS.

Diferential diagnosis
he diferential diagnosis for RLS requires exclud-
ing other leg pains and discomforts that can be
misinterpreted as producing an urge to move. he
most common are positional discomfort, leg cramps,
arthritic leg pains, myalgias, and neuropathies. Anx-
iety responses including habitual foot tapping when
sitting can oten be confused with RLS symptoms.
Most of these other conditions producing leg discom-
fort do not come with the compelling urge to move.
hey also, unlike RLS, usually fail to get better rapidly
if not immediately with standing and walking.

Neuroleptic-induced akathisia produces many of
the same symptoms as RLS, except symptoms usu-
ally involve the whole body and not predominately the
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legs.he diferential here, however, can be easily made
based on the medication history.

Other parasomnias can sometimes be confused
with RLS. Sleep starts involve sudden, whole-body
jerks at the onset of sleep that some perceive as
leg movements disturbing sleep, but they are invol-
untary movements that do not include any urge to
move the legs. Hypnagogic foot tremor occurring in
light sleep or in a drowsy wake state also does not
include any sense of an urge to move the feet or
legs. hese movements also usually fail the criteria
for PLM. Propriospinal myoclonus like sleep starts
occurs at sleep onset, but again involves involun-
tary movements. Myoclonic seizures occurring mostly
with morning awakening usually involve involuntary
whole-body jerks. None of these other parasomnias
include the sensory abnormality of an urge to move
the legs characteristic of RLS. hese are sometimes
confused with PLM, but a careful measurement of
the movements generally suices to diferentiate them
from PLM.

hediferential diagnosis for RLS can bemadewith
a careful medical history and exam in the clinic set-
ting and should not pose a major problem for making
the clinical diagnosis of RLS. he same is not the case
for RLS evaluations done in large population-based
surveys. hese have mostly used questionnaires that
include three to four questions covering only the basic
diagnostic criteria. hey ascertain samples reporting
RLS symptoms that include as many or more who do
not have RLS as those who do [9].

Secondary vs. primary RLS
RLS occurs not only as a primary disorder but also sec-
ondary to othermedical conditions.When RLS occurs
secondary to these other conditions, it develops ater
the other condition has started, gets better or worse
in relation to the severity of the other condition, and
resolves if the other condition is adequately treated.
here are three major secondary causes of RLS.

1. Pregnancy: RLS occurs in about 11–27% of
pregnancies, mostly during the last trimester, and
resolves for most shortly ater delivery [10].

2. End-stage renal disease: RLS occurs in about
20–60% of those on dialysis with rapid and
complete improvement for almost all of the
patients following successful transplant surgery
[11]. RLS during dialysis is signiicantly associated
with increased risk of mortality [12].

3. Iron-deiciency anemia: 32% or more of patients
with iron-deiciency anemia have RLS which in
most cases resolves with efective iron treatment
[13].

RLS can be very severe in each of these conditions,
particularly for end-stage renal disease and severe
iron-deiciency anemia. RLS during pregnancy is oten
very mild, but in some cases can be severe. Patients
with RLSwho become pregnant or iron-deicient oten
report a signiicant worsening of their RLS symptoms
that improves when the pregnancy or iron-deiciency
resolves.

Clinical presentation
RLShas awide range of severity fromamild infrequent
annoying disturbance in the evening to a severely
disabling inability to rest or sleep well. Figure 22.1
presents the RLS sleep log for a week in the life of
one of our moderately severe RLS patients. Note the
profoundly short sleep times, the presence of symp-
toms starting in the aternoon on bad days and in the
evening on better days, but always at night and ending
in the morning. he best sleep occurs in the later part
of the sleep cycle.Note also that this patientwhohas no
work or morning social responsibilities none the less
gets up early every morning despite short sleep times.
He does not return to bed even though in the morning
he is free of RLS symptoms that would disturb rest or
sleep.here appears to be a hyperarousal with this dis-
order compensating for the short sleep time. his may
relect more about the underlying pathology than do
the diagnostic symptoms.

Moderate to severe RLS patients seen in primary
care have two primary complaints: (1) insomnia in the
early part of the night, contrasting with the usual pat-
tern of early morning awakening for insomnia associ-
ated with depression; and (2) pain and discomfort in
the legs when sitting and lying down for any length of
time [14].heymay also complain of not being able to
tolerate long car rides or evening sitting activities, e.g.
movies or theatricals.

Natural history and epidemiology

Age of onset
RLS may start at any age from earliest childhood to
over 100 years of age. he natural history depends on
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Figure 22.1 RLS-sleep log from a patient with moderately severe RLS before starting treatment. Note the lack of symptoms in the morning,
the very short sleep times and the failure to sleep late in the morning despite not having RLS symptoms.

two factors: age-of-onset of the disorder, and whether
it is a primary disorder or one caused by or exacerbated
by another medical condition. Primary RLS starting
before age 35–45 is likely to start insidiously as an
intermittent disorder gradually progressing over sev-
eral years to regular events occurring most days with
increasing intensity. his characteristic slow progres-
sive pattern does not occur for all RLS patients: some
appear to stabilize or even go into periods of remis-
sion. Most who report RLS symptoms starting at an
early age, however, report that once RLS started it per-
sisted throughout most of their life.he degree of pro-
gression and severity in later life varies considerably.
RLS starting later in life (over age 45) is generally more
rapidly progressive and oten has some other medical
condition exacerbating or possibly causing the expres-
sion of the RLS symptoms.

Studies of families of RLS have found that the
risk of RLS for relatives of an RLS patient was about
seven times greater than expected for the population
if the patient had early-onset RLS and about three
times greater if late-onset RLS [15]. hus age of onset
deines two diferent phenotypes of RLS with difer-

ent natural histories, diferent degrees of occurrence
in the same family and possibly difering pathologies
[16].

Epidemiology
he better population-based surveys have found that
RLS at any frequency occurs in about 7–10% of the
general population inNorthAmerica and Europe [17].
RLS that appears severe enough to warrant treatment
(symptoms at least twice per week that are moder-
ately to severely distressing) occurs in about 3% and
the very severe RLS profoundly afecting health occurs
in about 1% of the adult population [18]. he preva-
lence increases with age until ater age 60–70, when it
appears to decrease somewhat (see Figure 22.2). he
prevalence is about 1.5–2.0 times greater for women
than men, but this occurs only for adults over age
30 and is not present in childhood. Two studies have
found that nulliparous women have the same RLS
prevalence as men [19,20].

hus epidemiology has identiied three major risk
factors for RLS: familial occurrence, increasing age,
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Figure 22.2 Prevalence of clinically significant RLS (RLS symptoms
≥2/week and moderately to severely distressing).

and pregnancy. How pregnancy alters the risk of
developing RLS years ater the pregnancy remains one
of the great mysteries of RLS.

Morbidity
he face of RLS hides in the daytime. RLS expresses
itself mostly in the evening and at night. he clini-
cian sees a patient in the daytime with no apparent
problems, but one who has had distressing evenings
and nights. RLS afects the quality of life as much or
more than other chronic disorders such as diabetes,
cardiovascular disease, osteoarthritis and depression
[21]. he signiicant sleep loss produces fatigue and
increases the risks ofmedical problems associatedwith
sleep loss. he PLMS of an RLS patient are associ-
atedwith signiicant transient blood pressure increases
[22]. hese factors may explain in part the associ-
ation betweenmore severeRLS and cardiovascular dis-
ease. In one well-controlled study, the increased odds
ratio of cardiovascular disease for RLS compared to
not-RLS was 2.5 (95% conidence range 1.4–4.5) [23].
Recent studies have indicated that moderate to severe
RLS patients efectively lose one working day a week
because of the problems caused by their RLS. his
degree of sufering andmedical risk can be treated and
signiicantly ameliorated.

Laboratory investigations

Blood tests
Serum iron measures are recommended for all RLS
patients. Serum ferritin below 50�g/l or percent trans-
ferrin saturation below 17 indicate a need for iron
treatment.

Polysomnograms
he standard all-night sleep tests reveal pronounced
PLM for most RLS patients with rates increasing
with severity of the disorder. he PLMS are associ-
ated with arousals from sleep, and once awake while
laying in bed these PLM may continue, disturbing
the return to sleep. hus the sleep studies for RLS
compared to matched controls show decreased sleep
times, decreased sleep eiciency, increased awaken-
ings, increased movements in sleep and waking, and
increased stage 1 and decreased stage 2 both as min-
utes and percentage of total sleep time. Slow-wave
and REM sleep percentages are generally not signif-
icantly altered [24], but the minutes in these stages
will be reduced when the sleep times become very
short.

Genetics
he very common occurrence of RLS in multiple
members of the same family has long been seen as an
indication of a strong genetic factor producing the dis-
order. A monozygotic vs. dizygotic twin study found a
heritability factor of about 69% for RLS [25]. It should
be noted, however, that these were not twins raised
separately, thus this is an upper limit of the heritabil-
ity factor.he early excitement about the large number
of families with multiple members having RLS led to
a large series of genetic linkage studies that reported
several signiicant results. Most of these had limited
LOD scores rarely above 3 and not above 5.hese now
appear likely to represent type 1 errors that commonly
occur with this type of genetic analysis.

Two separate large genome-wide association stud-
ies produced similar results and were published on
the same day. One used mostly a sample from Iceland
[26] and the other used a European and Canadian RLS
sample [27]. hey both reported a signiicant associ-
ation of increased risk with one intron allelle on the
BTBD9 gene encoding a BTB (POZ) domain of chro-
mosome 6p. he Icelandic study further showed that
this allele related both to increased PLMS and also
decreased serum ferritin, both of which are associated
with increasing severity of RLS.hus this genetic ind-
ing related to signiicant characteristics of theRLSphe-
notype.

he European study also identiied two other
associations also on introns– one on the homeobox
gene MEIS1 of chromosome 2p and the other on
an area overlapping the mitogen-activated protein
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Table 22.4 Rates of occurrence of RLS risk allele for RLS and general populations.

Gene Group No. case/control % in RLS cases % in controls P value OR

MEIS1 Canadian 281/803 37.3 26.1 8.9 × 10–7 1.7 (1.4–2.1)

German 393/1602 36.8 25.3 4.9 × 10–10 1.8 (1.5–2.1)

BTBD9 German 393/1602 85.0 76.1 2.2 × 10–6

Canadian 281/803 84.6 70.7 0.029 1.3 (1.04–1.7)

MAP2k5/LBXCOR1 German 393/1602 75.6 66.6 3.6 × 10–6

Canadian 281/803 77.8 68.7 3.9 × 10–4 1.5 (1.2–1.9)

(Extracted from a table graciously provided by Dr. Lan Xiong, Montreal, Canada.)

kinase MAP2K5 and the transcription factor LBX-
COR1 genes on chromosome 15q. Amore recent asso-
ciation study identiied a fourth locus on the PTPRD
gene of chromosome 9p23–24 [28].hese studies iden-
tify ten possible risk alleles for RLS on ive diferent
genes. It is, however, important to appreciate thatwhile
these allelic variations provide an increased risk for
RLS, they also commonly occur without RLS in the
general population. Table 22.4 below provides for
the more signiicant allelic variations an example of
the rates of occurrence in general populations com-
pared to the RLS populations. Clearly these will not be
useful for the diagnosis of RLS. It is anticipated that
these genetic indings will lead to some understand-
ing of the pathology. Findings from association studies
have to date generally contributed little to understand-
ing disease pathology.Hopefully this will change in the
future.

Pathology
Several features of RLS reveal possible underlying
pathology, i.e. pharmacological treatments, PLMS,
sensory disturbances, hyperarousal, secondary RLS
and the response to iron treatments. Each of these pro-
vides a somewhat diferent perspective on the neuro-
biology producing RLS, but the most important have
been the pharmacological treatments with dopamine
and the issues of iron and secondary RLS as described
below.

Pharmacological response
here are threemajor classes of drugs that eachprovide
excellent reduction in RLS symptoms: dopaminergics
(mainly dopamine agonists and levo-dopa), opioids,
and some anti-convulsants, particularly the alpha-2-
delta calcium channel drugs. Evaluating the response

to dopamine has provided some insight into RLS
pathology. he mechanisms by which opiates and the
select anti-convulsants produce beneit for RLS remain
to be determined, but have generally been viewed
related to their efects on the dopaminergic system.
husmost research has focused on inding a dopamine
pathology in RLS.

Dopamine pathology in RLS
heserendipitous discovery that lowdoses of levodopa
produce dramatic relief fromRLS symptoms has led to
the view that dopamine pathology produces the RLS
symptoms [29]. All CNS-active dopamine agonists
improveRLS symptoms and centrally acting dopamine
antagonists exacerbate the symptoms. Domperidone,
an anti-dopaminergic drug that mostly does not cross
the blood–brain barrier, has little efect on RLS symp-
toms. hus the dopaminergic abnormality is seen as
one of the CNS. Despite the appeal of the dopamine
hypothesis, determining the pathology has been dif-
icult. he following indings, however, now give us a
better picture.

Hormones and RLS

One study reported an abnormal response to a levo-
dopa challenge for both growth hormone and pro-
lactin when given in the evening but not in the
morning to RLS patients. he growth hormone efect,
however, may relect diferences in sleep ater lev-
odopa. he prolactin response showed a signiicant
diference at only one of the time points evaluated, and
the area under the curves did not difer signiicantly.
None the less, the changes and the circadian efects
were those expected for RLS [30]. his study suggests
some abnormal functioning of the tuberoinfundibular
system in RLS.
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CSF studies

he irst two cerebrospinal luid (CSF) studies
reported no abnormalities in dopaminemetabolites or
dopamine-related proteins [31,32]. However, morning
CSF samples showedhigh levels of tetrahydrobiopterin
(BH4), which when compared to night samples
showed a signiicantly greater circadian increase in
BH4 for RLS than for controls [33]. Morning CSF
BH4 increase would suggest increased dopamine
production over the prior night. Another study
reported signiicantly greater CSF 3-O-methyldopa
(3OMD) for RLS than controls for samples obtained
both at night and in the morning. Moreover, the CSF
values for HVA correlated signiicantly with those
for 3OMD [34]. Since these patients had not been
taking dopamine medication and in particular not
levodopa, the 3OMD increase indicates either an
unlikely disruption of the normal decarboxylation
of levodopa to dopamine or an overload production
of levodopa. hus we have two CSF results, both
suggesting increased levodopa production in RLS.

Autopsy evaluations

Two autopsy studies of brains from RLS patients
reported no indication for neurodegeneration or cell
loss [35,36]. A recent report found a D2 receptor
decrease in the putamen that correlated with the
degree of RLS severity measured about 2–3 years
before death. his study also found remarkably
large increases in phosphorylated (activated) tyrosine
hydroxylase (pTH) in both the putamen and the
substantia nigra, and also for the nigra a substan-
tial increase in tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) [37]. hese
results, like those from the CSF, indicate an overly
active pre-synaptic dopamine system with increased
extracellular dopamine likely.

Brain imaging

here have been several SPECT and PET studies of
the striatum, producing somewhat conlicting results.
SPECT striatal studies reported that D2R binding
was either not diferent [38,39] or decreased for RLS
patients [40]. PET studies using raclopride reported
both reduced [41], and increased [42] D2R binding.
None of the three SPECT studies found any abnormal-
ities in binding for the pre-synaptic dopamine trans-
porter (DAT). A recent Johns Hopkins study, however,
found possible decreased striatal DAT binding using
PET and a methylphenidate ligand. he PET more

than SPECT studies are both more sensitive and more
speciic to detecting functional DAT on the cell surface
at a given time point.he binding site on the DAT also
difers for the PET methylphenidate ligand compared
to the tropane ligands used in the SPECT studies.

In contrast to the conlicting PET and SPECT
imaging data noted above, the two lurodopa studies
showed the same result of decreased striatal uptake
for RLS compared to controls. here is no known cell
loss in RLS, and the lurodopa uptake occurs with an
amino-acid transport that is unlikely to be altered.
he decreased lurodopa uptake can be best explained
as indicating rapid turnover and increased activity of
the pre-synaptic dopamine system. he DAT decrease
reported in theHopkins studywould also be consistent
with a pre-synaptic dopamine pathology.

A11 system

he A11 system has cell bodies in the hypothala-
mus with processes descending the entire spinal col-
umn and ascending to the thalamus. It would seem
likely to be a dopamine system involved in produ-
cing the RLS symptoms. A11 lesions in rats produced
increased motor activity potentiated by dietary iron
deiciency [43]. However, a recent autopsy study found
no dopaminergic cell loss in the A11 region [44]. he
A11 system, none the less, seems likely to be involved
in producing many of the RLS symptoms, but it is
unlikely to be the only system, and its abnormal func-
tioning would presumably be somewhat similar to that
reported above for the striatum.

Summary

RLS does not appear to be a neurodegenerative dis-
order. Rather, it appears to be a metabolic disor-
der with increased pre-synaptic dopamine activity
in the nigra-striatal system and possibly increased
extracellular dopamine and decreased post-synaptic
dopamine responses. his may serve to exaggerate
the natural circadian cycle producing relatively greater
deiciency during the circadian low point of the
dopamine system.

Iron and secondary RLS
Secondary RLS

he three clearly deined secondary causes of RLS
(pregnancy, end-stage renal disease, and iron dei-
ciency) share one important abnormality. hey all
involve impaired iron status.his has led to the general
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Figure 22.3 R2∗ images in (A) a
70-year-old RLS patient and (B) a
71-year-old control subject. Higher values
of R2∗ (more white) indicate more iron.
The substantia nigra and red nucleus both
show substantially lower R2∗ relaxation
rates, indicating less iron.

hypothesis that anything disrupting brain iron access
will exacerbate or produce RLS symptoms. To date that
has proven to be the case for conditions as divergent as
gastric surgery and lipoprotein apheresis [45].

Iron and RLS

Iron has a central role in secondary RLS. Dramatic
improvements in RLS occur with IV iron treatment
using longer-acting iron formulations (e.g. iron dex-
tran or iron ferric carboxymaltose) [46,47].hese clin-
ical data support a fundamental hypothesis that brain
iron deiciency is a primary pathology in RLS.

An MRI study demonstrated decreased brain iron
for RLS compared to controls particularly for the sub-
stantia nigra as shown in Figure 22.3 [48]. he nigral
iron deiciency for RLS patients has been conirmed
in several studies using MRI [49] and ultrasound [50–
53]. his is the best-documented neuropathology of
RLS.

Autopsy studies have similarly conirmed the
nigral iron deiciency and also reported several
abnormalities of iron management proteins: increased
H-ferritin, transferrin and iron regulatory protein
2 (IPR2), decreased divalent metal transporter
1(DMT1) and ferroportin [35,54]. One striking
anomaly was an increase in transferrin receptor and
an associated decrease in iron regulatory protein 1
(IRP-1). hese changes are in the opposite direction
usually observed for iron deiciency relecting a
cellular abnormality in iron metabolism.

CSF studies have revealed both decreased brain
iron status and an interesting relation between periph-
eral and central iron as shown in Figure 22.4. he
RLS patients in this study did not difer from con-
trols for any peripheral measure of iron status and
yet their CSF ferritin was abnormally low. Moreover,
the relation between CSF and serum ferritin had not
only overall much lower CSF values, but also had a
much lower increase in CSF ferritin with higher serum
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Figure 22.4 Relation between peripheral and central iron as
shown by that of serum to CSF ferritin (Earley et al., Neurology,
2000).

ferritin. his diference in the slope of the lines in
Figure 22.3 indicates that the brain either is not get-
ting access to the peripheral iron or is unable to retain
the iron it gets, or both.

Efects of iron deiciency on the dopamine system

If iron insuiciency is a basic pathology for RLS, then
presumably the dopaminergic changes in RLS should
be found in (1) animal models with dietary iron, and
(2) iron chelation of cells. Both of these have now been
demonstrated.

Rats placed on an iron-deicient diet show reduced
brain iron and also decreased striatal D2R and func-
tioning DAT, increased nigral TH and increased extra-
cellular striatal dopamine [55,56]. hese are changes
similar to those documented above for RLS patients.

hus the data above indicate: RLS patients have
a brain iron deiciency; iron deiciency produces the
dopamine pathologies observed in RLS; and treating
with large doses of some formulations of IV iron pro-
vides essentially complete remission of RLS lasting
several weeks.
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Management
he following should be considered when evaluating
and treating the RLS patient.

Laboratory tests
he medical evaluation of an RLS patient requires at
least a serum ferritin, but preferably an iron panel from
a fasting morning blood sample. his should include
iron, ferritin, percent transferrin saturation and total
iron binding capacity. C-reactive protein should also
be considered as a guide to evaluate the serum ferritin
value. A CBC including Hgb, Hct, and RDW is also
desirable.

No other lab tests are standard for RLS but should
certainly be considered as appropriate if secondary
medical factors are thought to contribute to the disor-
der, e.g. diabetes, renal insuiciency, neuropathy, and
rheumatoid arthritis.

Secondary RLS
Secondary RLS appears to respond to the same
treatments as primary RLS. he only diference in
management involves focusing on the underlying
condition that causes the RLS and the modiica-
tions these require for the RLS treatment. Iron dei-
ciency can be treated with IV iron for immediate
relief and oral iron for delayed relief, sometimes
requiring several weeks of treatment. Behavioral and
nutritional (e.g. iron and folate) treatments are pre-
ferred for RLS during pregnancy. RLS during end-
stage renal disease can be reduced by reasonably
aggressive use of erythropoietin (EPO) and IV iron.
Medications that do not rely upon renal clearance may
be preferred for RLS treatments of end-stage renal
disease.

Iron treatments
Oral iron should be considered for any RLS patient
with a serum ferritin �50 �g/l provided there is no
indication for hemochromatosis (e.g. transferrin sat-
uration �50%) or intolerance to the medication. One
small controlled study has documented the beneits of
oral iron treatment for reducing RLS symptoms [57].
Oral iron can be given in tablets containing 25–65
mg of elemental iron (e.g. ferrous sulfate) taken with
200 mg of vitamin C to enhance iron absorption. he
tablets are most efective when taken on an empty

stomach two or three times a day. It may take several
weeks or even months to produce a clinically signii-
cant increase in the serum ferritin. During this time,
standard pharmacological treatment could be used to
reduce symptoms rather thanwaiting for the uncertain
beneit of the oral iron treatment.

Since serum ferritin is phase-reactive it may
be falsely elevated during an infection. Obtaining
c-reactive protein is recommended particularly when
serum ferritin values are above 50 �g/l.

It is important during initial iron treatment to
monitor the patient for indications of complications,
particularly the expression of hemochromotosis usu-
ally indicated by increased transferrin saturation above
50%.

Medical and medication history
It is important that development or changes in RLS
symptoms are reviewed in relation to changes in med-
ical status or medication use. Medications that can
make RLS worse include most anti-depressants except
for buproprion, all anti-dopaminergics that are cen-
trally active, and all H1 anti-histamines.

Behavioral changes to a more sedentary lifestyle
may also exacerbate RLS. his is oten confused with
lack of exercise.

Increased anxiety or depression and any signiicant
sleep loss could exacerbate the symptoms.

When some of these factors are present, adjusting
them may reduce the need for other treatments.

Frequency, time and intensity of
RLS symptoms
he type of treatment depends largely upon the fre-
quency of the symptoms and their intensity when
present. Generally these three features of RLS vary
together: greater frequency occurs with earlier onset
in the day and greater intensity of the symptoms.
hemajor divisions in treatment consideration involve
behavioral treatment for RLS symptoms that are not
intense, intermittent medications for more intense
symptoms that do not occur most days and regular
daily treatment for bothersome symptoms that occur
most days. (See treatment algorithms in Figures 22.5
and 22.6.) he time of medication is usually deter-
mined by the time of onset of symptoms that cannot
be managed with behavioral intervention.
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Intermittent RLS

For sleep
GABA active
hypnotics at
night

Low-potency
opioids

Levodopa
not more
than 1/week

Dopamine
agonists if
tolerated

Consider iron
treatment if
serum ferritin
<50 mcg/l
provided % sat

Adjust medications
associated with
exacerbation of
RLS

Do not use H1
anti-histamines

Little or no
alcohol

Medications as neededNon-pharmacological
therapy

Figure 22.5 Treatment for intermittent
RLS (occurring less than twice a week).

Refractory or dopamine augmented RLS

Change or add non-dopaminergic drug if not previously tried
Consider high-potency long-acting opioid (e.g. methadone)
Consider use of combined drugs

Daily RLS

Non-
pharmacological
therapy

Low-potency
opioids

Dopamine
agonists

Gabapentin
(sometimes

preferred if pain
is present)

Figure 22.6 Treatment for daily or
nearly daily RLS (occurring at least twice a
week) (note: although dopamine agonists
are the only FDA-approved drugs at this
time and are considered the treatment of
first choice, some clinicians prefer to start
with one of the other types of drugs and
then switch or add to another type).

Pharmacological treatments
he dopaminergic medications commonly used for
treatment of RLS are listedwith usual daily dose ranges
in Table 22.5. It should be emphasized that evidence
for eicacy is only adequately established for the three
dopamine agonists listed in this table. he following
medication treatments can be considered for RLS.

Hypnotics and benzodiazepines. hese are used
mostly to promote sleep, thereby treating the sleep
problems of RLS. Any of these may be appropriate
in the hypnotic dose range. Clonazepam has received
some attention in the treatment of RLS, but there are
no large clinical trials supporting its eicacy.he three
major problems with hypnotic treatment of RLS are:
(1) the increased risk of falls, particularly if the patient
has to get up to walk around to reduce his RLS symp-
toms; (2) daytime sleepiness and increased risk of acci-
dents, particularly for longer-acting hypnotics; and
(3) the medications may provide little relief from the

RLS symptoms themselves when the patient is awake
at night not sleeping.

Levodopa. his given in combination with a
peripheral dopamine-acting medication (e.g. carbi-
dopa or benserazide) was the irst dopaminergic drug
to be used with RLS [29]. It also was the irst to get
regulatory approval for treatment of RLS, but that
approval has been limited to Germany and Austria.
It is dramatically efective at doses much lower than
that used for treatment of Parkinson’s Disease. Unfor-
tunately it also produces signiicant augmentation of
theRLS symptoms that occurs in 50–70%of the treated
patients. It is therefore recommended only for inter-
mittent treatment not to exceed 1–2 tablets a week at
doses of no more than 200 mg.

Dopamine agonists
he older ergotamine dopamine agonists (DA) were
found to have a rare adverse efect of signiicant cardiac
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Table 22.5 Dopaminergic medications commonly used for treatment of RLS.

Titration
dose Maximum Minutes

Start increase: approved or to peak
dose amount and recommended plasma Half-life Receptor Percent with

Rx (mg) rate dose (mg) levels hrs activation augmentation Elimination

l-dopa*,** 100 100, 3–7 days 200*** 30 1.5–3 All
dopamine
receptors

50–70 Hepatic

Pramipexole 0.125 0.125, 3–7 days 0.50 (0.75 mg in
some countries)

120 8–12 D2, D3 30 Renal

Ropinirole 0.25 0.25, 3–7 days 4.0 60–120 6–7 D2, D3 Unknown Hepatic

Rotigotine
(24-h patch)

1 mg/24 h 1.0/24, 7 days 3.0/24 h N/A N/A D1, D2, D3, Unknown Renal (some
fecal)

∗Not recommended for daily use. ∗∗With peripheral decarboxylation inhibitor (e.g. carbidopa, benserazide). ∗∗∗Maximumdoses have been
used over 200 mg with RLS but the risk of augmentation increases with increasing doses. Oral medications are generally given at least
30 min before bothersome symptoms occur.

valve damage producing regurgitation. Since these
medications have no advantage over the newer non-
ergotamine DA, they are not recommended for use
with RLS.

Twonon-ergotamineDA (pramipexole and ropini-
role) are the only medications currently approved by
the US FDA for treatment of RLS. A third, rotigotine,
is provided as a transdermal patch. It has regulatory
approval for RLS treatment in Europe but not yet in
the USA. he two FDA-approved dopamine agonists
pramipexole and ropinirole have demonstrated ei-
cacy and safety in large clinical trials [58,59].heyhave
fairly similar characteristics. Both are approved for use
to be taken only once daily before bed. Clinically they
are usually taken 1–3 h before bothersome symptoms
start. If bothersome symptoms start before night time,
then these medications are oten taken twice a day,
once in the aternoon or early evening and again before
bed. Because of adverse efects, particularly nausea,
pramipexole and ropinirole need to be titrated to the
efective dose using dose increases every 3–7 days.
When efective, they reduce and sometimes eliminate
all of the RLS symptoms including the sensory distur-
bances, the urge to move and the PLMS. Pramipexole
has a longer half-life than ropinirole and thusmay sup-
port longer sleep. Since pramipexole relies upon renal
clearance, its half-life becomes longer with decreased
renal function occurring with older age as well as dis-
ease.he number of titration steps is somewhat less for
pramipexole than ropinirole, but the range of possible
dose adjustments to optimize treatment is greater for
ropinirole.

he eicacy and safety of the rotigotine patch has
now been demonstrated in two large clinical trials
[60,61]. he patch is worn for 24 h and replaced every
day. Mild adverse skin reactions to the patch are seen
in about 20–40% of the patients, but this led to dis-
continuing treatment in only about 2–5% of the cases.
he usual efective doses are 1 or 2 mg over 24 h with
upward titration as needed ater 1 week on the 1 mg
dose.

he common side efects for all of the DA are nau-
sea, headache and stufy nose. Tolerance usually devel-
ops rapidly to these efects, but not always. In about 3–
5% of patients in clinical trials nausea and headache
became severe enough to lead to discontinuing treat-
ment [58].

More signiicant adverse efects include periph-
eral edema, daytime sleepiness, compulsive behaviors
(gambling, shopping, nocturnal eating, etc.) and RLS
augmentation. he mild vascular efects of DA can
produce signiicant peripheral edema in vulnerable
patients that may limit use of the medication. Pro-
found daytime sleepiness with sudden onset of sleepi-
ness has been reported for Parkinson’s patients treated
with DA [62], but not for RLS patients, except for one
case where this occurred when reducing the dose of
pergolide (and ergotamineDA) [63].Mild tomoderate
increase in daytime sleepiness has been clinically noted
as an adverse efect for 12–15% of patients in clini-
cal trials [58]. Compulsive behaviors occur for some
patients as a result of DA treatment for RLS, and in
some cases these involve considerable social problems
and sometimes loss of money [64,65]. It is important 223
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Earlier time for
DA dose

Keep dose <
approved

DA augmentation

Consider longer-
acting DA

Reduce or stop
DA, use opioid or
gabapentin

Change to a high-
potency, long-
acting opioid (e.g.
methadone)

mild severe

Figure 22.7 Treatment for dopamine
(DA) augmentation.

to advise patients about the risk of these more signii-
cant efects. Patients need to be followed with repeated
clinical visits during the irst year of treatment and reg-
ularly thereater in order to carefully evaluate them
for development of these adverse efects as well as to
ensure their RLS is adequately treated. It deserves note
that patients may not be aware of the development
of either compulsive behaviors or RLS augmentation.
hus the treatment evaluation should include speciic
attention to these problems rather than waiting for the
patient to report them.

Some of the more severe adverse efects of DA
treatment in Parkinson’s Disease fortunately do not
appear to occur for RLS patients, i.e. orthostatic
hypotension, dyskinesias, and hallucinations.

RLS augmentation on medication
he problem of increasing severity of RLS symptoms
produced by the medication treating these symptoms
occurs for all of the dopaminergic medications and
also for tramadol [66,67]. his has not been observed
with the other medications used to treat RLS. Aug-
mentation occurs with a worsening of all RLS symp-
toms that includes an earlier onset in the daytime.
Since most of these medications are only taken later in
the day, this symptom exacerbation is most commonly
noticed by the earlier symptom onset before the usual
time for taking the DA. Augmentation may also be
observed from increased sleep disturbance, increased
intensity of RLS symptomswhen they occur, decreased
ability to sit still for any length of time, and by any
indication of decreased eicacy of the RLS treatment.
Many things other than augmentation can produce
worsening of RLS symptoms. If there are no medi-
cal or lifestyle changes that caused the worsening of
RLS symptoms, then augmentation should be consid-
ered likely. In such cases it is generally recommended
not to increase the DA treatment above the approved
dose, but rather to add an alternate type of medica-
tion and decrease the dose or stop the DAmedication.

his should lead to reduced RLS symptoms. Cases of
severe augmentation with very severe RLS have been
reported to respond well to gradually discontinuing
the DA and starting treatment with low to moderate
doses of methadone (see Figure 22.7) [68].

RLS augmentation appears to develop with both
increasing dose and duration of treatment. Since we
are only now developing information on the efects
of very long-term treatment (over 10 years) of RLS, it
remains unclear how many patients will develop aug-
mentation or how much this will be a problem in the
future.

Anti-convulsants (the alpha-2 delta medications)

One of the earliest clinical trials for treatment of RLS
showed eicacy for carbamazepine in a small sample
[69], but this medication has never gained any gen-
eral clinical acceptance for RLS treatment. he alpha-
2 delta medications are sometimes used in RLS treat-
ment. Gabapentin, in particular, has been evaluated in
several small trials and found to be efective in doses
of 600–2400 mg a day (usually in divided doses when
exceeding 600–800 mg/day) [70].

Two new alpha-2 delta drugs are now being con-
sidered for RLS. A pro-drug for gabapentin has been
developed and now tested in large clinical double-
blinded, placebo-controlled trials for eicacy and
safety in treatment of RLS. It has been found to be
efective in doses of 600–1200 mg taken in the early
evening [71]. It has the advantage over gabapentin
of longer half-life and less variability between people
in the gabapentin blood levels. Pregabalin has been
used in some clinical settings and has been reported
to be efective in doses of 100–500 mg/day [72]. It has
not been evaluated in clinical trails. It has a some-
what shorter half-life than the gabapentin pro-drug.
he adverse efects of these types of drugs are mostly
daytime sleepiness, although some patients report
signiicant dysphoric reactions. Patients should be
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cautioned about the possible daytime sleepiness when
taking these medications.

Opioids

Many of the opioids have been reported to provide
efective treatment for RLS. RLS can be considered
to be a pain syndrome. Patients describe the sen-
sory symptoms as uncomfortable and painful [14].
he more severe the RLS, the more likely it will be
described as painful. One [11C]diprenorphine PET
study found reduced opioid receptor binding indicat-
ing greater opioid release in the medial afective pain
system correlated with greater values for both RLS
severity andMcGill pain scores [73].hus treatment of
RLS as a chronic pain with opioids seems reasonable.

Small open-label studies have documented the ei-
cacy of some opioids for RLS, and there has been
one small double-blinded, randomized cross-over trial
showing signiicant treatment beneits for oxycodone
compared to placebo [74]. Recently methadone, a
long-acting high-potency opioid, has been reported to
be efective when other treatments have failed [68].
Unlike the other opioids, themethadone dose reported
to be efective was somewhat lower than that used for
chronic pain. he doses reported range from 2.5 to 40
mg/day, average 15 mg/day [68].

Unfortunately, there are no large clinical trials eval-
uating the eicacy and safety of these medications in
treatment of RLS. Long-term beneits versus depen-
dency problems cannot at this time be determined
for use of these drugs with RLS patients. he major
adverse efects of these medications include daytime
sedation, possible dependency, and respiratory sup-
pression with central apneas during sleep.

Management summary
Suggested treatment algorithms are presented in
Figures 22.5 and 22.6.hese rely upon the assessments
for frequency and severity and using the treatments
described above.

he current approved treatments for RLS are the
dopamine agonists, and they are usually considered
the irst treatment of choice when medications are
needed. his situation is likely to change soon with
the introduction of the alpha-2 delta medications,
gabapentin pro-drug and pregabalin, both of which
may prove to be efective enough to be possible irst
treatments for RLS.

he major problems of DA treatment that deserve
special warning to the patient and special attention
during follow-up are: daytime sleepiness, compul-
sive behaviors and RLS augmentation. Opioids have
the usual problems of dependence, sleepiness and
some respiratory suppression.he alpha-2 delta drugs
are known to cause problems with sleepiness and may
afect body weight.

Conclusions (including future
direction)
RLS is a common disorder with a wide range of sever-
ity. Moderate to severe RLS is associated with signif-
icant morbidity from both profound sleep loss and
major discomfort and pain in the daytime. RLS treat-
ments largely reduce the RLS symptoms and signii-
cantly improve the life of an RLS patient, but generally
they remain only partially efective. Better treatments
are needed, and these may be developed based on our
growing understanding of the neurobiology of the dis-
order.

RLS neurobiology occurs as an interesting com-
plex, mostly metabolic, disorder. Like most complex
disorders it is unlikely to have a single cause for all
cases, but rather several factors interacting to pro-
duce the symptoms. here is, however, reasonable
coherence of symptoms allowing diagnosis of RLS.
hus there are likely to be some neurological system
abnormalities common to most if not all RLS. he
dopamine abnormalities may be that commonality.
We now have a better understanding of the com-
plex nature of the dopamine pathology in RLS. here
appears to be abnormally high dopamine production
and release in the moderate to severe RLS. It is some-
what troubling that mild RLS may have the opposite
efect, with decreased dopamine release. Future stud-
ies will be needed to sort out the relative inal pathways
for expression of the disorder, but these may indicate
possible treatment alternatives.

For many cases, the underlying metabolic disor-
ders disrupting the inal pathways causing RLS appear
to involve conditions that produce brain iron dei-
ciency. In this view RLS patients have some disruption
of the brain’s access to iron or its ability to retain iron.
Future studies of the basis for the ironmetabolic prob-
lems in RLS may lead to better treatments and in par-
ticular better methods for delivering and maintaining
iron in the RLS brain.
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We now also have well-documented genetic fac-
tors contributing to RLS. he challenge will be relat-
ing these genetic factors to pathology. In particular, the
relation between these genetic indings and the iron
metabolic problem deserves to be carefully explored.

Other new treatments for RLS are now being devel-
oped, and we can expect to see them available in the
very near future. he alpha-2 delta drugs mentioned
above will likely become an option as an initial treat-
ment that avoids the augmentation problems of the
dopaminergics. Opioids combined with naloxone to
reduce abuse risks and peripheral side efects are likely
to be considered. Evidence for the hyperarousal in RLS
may lead to better understanding of the histamine and
hypocretin abnormalities in RLS. hese could lead to
treatments related to these neurotransmitter systems.

he most promising new development for the
immediate future, however, involves treatments for
RLS that will correct or reduce the brain iron dei-
ciency. he multi-center controlled trial of IV ferric
carboxymaltose for treatment of RLS showed that a
large dose of IV iron produced essentially complete
symptom relief lasting several weeks for about 30% of
the patients [47]. Open-label studies have found simi-
lar results with dextran [46]. Repeated IV iron doses in
some patients produced very long possibly indeinite
RLS symptom remissions [75]. It may be that we will
learn how to better correct the brain iron deiciency
in RLS, and in doing so may learn how to better treat
other conditions that have decreased brain iron. We
may also learn about the environmental factors that
contribute to the brain iron deiciency.hismight per-
mit inding interventions to prevent the development
of brain iron deiciency and the development of RLS.
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Section 5 Sleep-related movement disorders and other variants
Chapter

23
Sleep starts
Sudhansu Chokroverty and Divya Gupta

Introduction
Sleep starts, also known as somnolescent starts,
hypnic starts, hypnagogic jerk or hypnic jerks, cause a
sudden “start” or excitation of the motor centers at the
moment of sleep onset. Weir Mitchell is credited with
the earliest description of sleep starts in 1890, and also
mentioned the possibility of sleep-onset insomnia as a
result of these starts [1]. Gallavardin, cited by the early
French neurologist Roger, gave a clinical description
of hypnic jerks [2], and Oswald in 1959 described the
electroencephalographic (EEG) correlates of these
hypnic jerks [3]. In 1965, Gastaut and Broughton
described these episodic sensory-motor phenomena
of sleep onset with simultaneous polygraphic record-
ings [4]. Broughton later used the term “intensiied
hypnic jerks” in 1988 causing sleep-onset insomnia in
some of the subjects, as was also mentioned by Weir
Mitchell in 1890 [5,6]. Purely sensory sleep starts at
sleep onset were clearly documented by Sander et al.
in 1998 [7]. he exploding head syndrome is prob-
ably a variant of sensory sleep starts and was irst men-
tioned by Armstrong-Jones in 1920 as a “snapping of
the brain” [8], and was later brought to the attention of
themedical community by Pearce in 1989 [9]. Another
variant of sensory sleep starts is probably what Lance
called the “blip” syndrome of transient sensation of
impending loss of consciousness at sleep onset [10].

Clinical subtypes and descriptions
Sleep starts may be divided into the following six sub-
types (Table 23.1):

1. Motor sleep starts (“hypnic jerks”)

2. Sensory-motor types

3. Pure sensory sleep starts

4. Intensiied hypnic jerks

5. Exploding head syndrome

6. “Blip” syndrome

he most common type is the motor sleep starts and
sensory-motor sleep starts. Sleep starts are classiied
under the category of Section VII (isolated symptoms,
apparently normal variants, and unresolved issues) in
the International Classiication of Sleep Disorders, sec-
ond edition [11].

Motor sleep starts (“hypnic jerks”)
Hypnic jerks or motor sleep starts are seen in many
normal adults and are physiological phenomena with-
out any pathologic signiicance [11]. At themoment of
falling asleep, there is a sudden transient jerk usually
involving the limbs or the trunk, sometimes also the
head, and could be symmetrical but more oten seen
asymmetrically. he jerks last a few seconds. Some-
times the jerks can repeat ater sleep onset. Some
patients also describe these jerks ater waking up in
the middle of the night and on falling asleep again.
On some rare occasions patients have described these
transient myoclonic jerks at themoment of sleep onset
during daytime naps. hese myoclonic jerks are non-
stereotyped, abrupt, and characterized by brief lex-
ion or extension movements. hese jerks are oten
triggered by fatigue, stress, sleep deprivation, vigor-
ous exercise and stimulants like cafeine and nicotine.
Probably most adults at some time or other have ex-
perienced these jerks and the literature quotes up to
70% of the adult population have experienced these
transient jerks at sleep onset. here is no family his-
tory and there is no sex preference. his is a benign
condition and it generally disappears without any
abnormal neurological indings, except occasionally
this could be intensiied causing sleep-onset insomnia

229he Parasomnias and Other Sleep-Related Movement Disorders, ed. M. J. horpy and G. Plazzi. Published by
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Table 23.1 Subtypes of sleep starts.

• Motor sleep starts (“hypnic jerks”)

• Sensory-motor type

• Pure sensory sleep starts

• Intensified hypnic jerks

• Exploding head syndrome

• “Blip” syndrome

and anxiety (see later). Sometimes these are accompa-
nied by sensory phenomena such as the sensation of
falling and occasionally accompanied by inner electric
shock, unexplained fear or alarm. Rarely, these jerks
may cause mild injury, such as bruising of the feet.
hese transient hypnic jerks may resemble a physi-
ological startle response, although these occur with-
out any apparent triggering stimulus. Physiologically,
these jerks may utilize the same startle relex pathway
(see belowunder pathophysiology).hese hypnic jerks
are transiently accompanied by autonomic activation
as manifested by tachycardia and tachypnea and are
immediately followed by transient arousal with reap-
pearance of the alpha activities in adult EEG.

Sensory-motor types
he sensory-motor type is characterized by a combi-
nation of muscle jerks accompanied by various types
of sensations (e.g. sensation of falling through space,
fear of falling, a light lash, an electric shock-like feel-
ing, or a dream-like sensation of falling) at themoment
of sleep onset [11].

Pure sensory sleep starts
Purely sensory sleep starts without a muscle jerk have
been described occurring exclusively at sleep onset [7].
Prior to this report by Sander et al., the only literature
reference to sensory phenomena without a body jerk
is an anecdotal comment within a review article [12].
Sander et al. described two patients with purely sen-
sory complaints restricted to onset of sleep. he irst
patient is a 42-year-old college professor with a 12-year
history of 5–30-s spells occurring weekly to monthly.
hese episodes always occurred upon falling asleep.
She described the episodes as non-radiating electric
shock-like sensation in the chest, sometimes accom-
panied by a sense of sufocation and occasionally with
a feeling of numbness on the medial side of the right
arm, ring and little inger. She would be immedi-
ately alerted ater the initial sensation. She has had

extensive investigations at an outside hospital includ-
ing electrocardiogram, prolonged video-EEG moni-
toring and magnetic resonance imaging of the brain,
all with normal indings. She was diagnosed with sen-
sory seizures and prescribed anti-convulsants, but she
refused. Ater the consultation she was given reassur-
ance and an extensive explanation of the benign phys-
iological phenomenon, and eventually she overcame
the fear of the sensory sleep starts. he second patient
was awomanwith focal itchy, sharp, pin prick-like sen-
sation occurring anywhere in the body at the moment
of falling asleep. he initial sensation awakened the
patient. In both these patients, the spells occasionally
occurred during periods of daytime sleep or drowsi-
ness. Stress, fatigue and sleep deprivation were oten
provoking factors. hese two patients never had any
associated tongue biting, urinary incontinence or body
movements during these spells. he occurrence of the
sensory phenomena exclusively at sleep onset should
prompt the consideration of sensory sleep starts. he
recognition of this unusual syndrome may eliminate
unnecessary diagnostic testing and avoid unnecessary
anti-convulsant therapy.here is also a report of acous-
tic sleep starts (see below) with sleep-onset insomnia
related to a brain stem lesion [13].

Intensiied hypnic jerks
Occasionally, patients may have an unusual presenta-
tion of hypnic jerks with intensiication or excessive
hypnic jerks whichmay bemisdiagnosed asmyoclonic
seizures [14]. Weir Mitchell described patients sufer-
ing from apparent intensiication of the physiologi-
cal hypnic jerks or sleep starts at sleep onset and one
of these patients also had sleep-onset insomnia [1].
In 1988, Broughton conirmed this observation and
described two such patients.he irst patient was a 55-
year-old man with a 3-year history of excessive hypnic
jerks at sleep onset which would recur several times.
His second patient was a 40-year-old woman with a
similar history for 18 months. She had similar jerks
on awakening in the middle of the night and falling
asleep. Both had sleep-onset insomnia. Conigliari et al.
also briely described two such patients in 1999 mis-
diagnosed as myoclonic seizure [14]. he irst patient
was a 29-year-old man; the second a 38-year-old man.
he jerks sometimes started on one side and then
spread to the opposite side with occasional occurrence
during daytime naps. An overnight polysomnographic
(PSG) study including ten channels of EEG showed
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a mixture of myoclonic and dystonic EMG bursts in
patient 1, mostly in the arms at sleep onset and tran-
sition from awakening to NREM stage 1 sleep. he
patients improved following reassurance. he intensi-
ied hypnic jerksmay interferewith sleep onset causing
sleep-onset insomnia, fear of falling asleep and chronic
anxiety.

Exploding head syndrome
his most likely represents a variant of purely sen-
sory sleep starts although it is classiied among other
parasomnias in the ICSD-2 [11]. As mentioned pre-
viously, this condition was probably irst described by
Armstrong-Jones in 1920 as a “snapping of the brain”
and is characterized by sensations of explosions occur-
ring in the head, awakening the patient from sleep, and
these sensations last for several seconds [8]. In 1989,
Pearce gave a comprehensive description of exploding
head syndrome which most commonly occurs in per-
sons over 50 years of age. Several other authors have
also described this condition since then [15–17]. he
sensations are variously described by patients as a ter-
rifying loud bang or bomb-like explosions inside the
head at the moment of sleep onset. his loud banging
noise awakens the patient with intense anxiety. hese
can occur more than once per night, lasting for several
weeks to months, with prolonged or total remissions.
Sachs and Svanborg documented polysomnographi-
cally the occurrence of these attacks during normal
sleep stages including REM sleep and during the tran-
sition fromwakefulness to sleep [16]. Our patient with
exploding head syndrome was seen in consultation at
the age of 54 years [17]. She began to have terrify-
ing sensations inside the head ater sleep onset at the
age 28 years. She described the sensations as “rapid
ire explosions,” “feeling of an explosion or a sensa-
tion of bursting,” “thunder-like or loud banging inside
the head with sensations of lashing light in the ield of
vision,” and sometimes “electric shock-like sensations”
throughout the body.hese nocturnal episodes always
occurred at sleep onset or at sleep–wake transition
states, and sometimes similar episodes occurred dur-
ing the daytime at sleep onset.he frequency of occur-
rence of these episodes was irregular with one to two
times per week or every one to twomonths, and some-
times there were intervals of infrequent occurrence
and even remission. hese spells would last for sec-
onds but oten several times in a row; she would have
these spells lasting for a total of 10–15 min. All these

symptoms caused her intense anxiety and sleep dis-
turbance and she complained of daytime fatigue and
tiredness. Neurological examination and family his-
tory were unremarkable. She denied any jerky move-
ments, urinary incontinence, tongue biting or con-
fusion immediately ater the thunder-like sensations.
he only triggering factor identiied was stress. She
had numerous EEGs including prolonged video-EEG
monitoring in an epilepsy unit during symptomatic
periods, which were all normal without any epilepti-
form discharges. Her MRI of the brain was normal.
Overnight PSG study including ten channels of EEG
showed non-speciic sleep architectural changes with
occurrence of these sensations at the onset of stage
1 NREM sleep during the recording. Several neurol-
ogists at multiple centers diagnosed the condition as
nocturnal seizure, and over the years she was treated
with a variety of anti-convulsants without any beneit.
She inally received irm assurance and understanding
about the condition and felt better, but still had some
intermittent episodes. he main distinction between
exploding head syndrome and nocturnal seizures is
the occurrence of the spells at the moment of sleep
onset and they always occur at the transition between
wake and sleep, whereas nocturnal seizures can occur
at any sleep stage and sometimes during the daytime.

Some unusual manifestations

The “blip” syndrome
his is also probably a variant of sensory sleep starts
described by Lance in 1996 [10]. he syndrome is
characterized by amomentary sensation of impending
loss of consciousness, particularly when the subjects
were relaxed, without any obvious cardiorespiratory or
cerebrovascular cause, or without any indication of an
epileptic seizure.

Repetitive sleep starts in neurologically
impaired children
Fusco et al. described sleep starts occurring repeti-
tively in three epileptic children with spastic–dystonic
diplegia and mental retardation [18]. Repetitive sleep
starts began at age 18 months in two children and
at 9 months in the third. All three children had
seizures which were controlled by anti-epileptic med-
ication. he authors documented clusters of sleep
starts during the transition between wakefulness and
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Table 23.2 Conditions mimicking sleep starts.

• Propriospinal myoclonus at sleep onset

• Physiologic fragmentary or partial hypnic myoclonus (PFHM)

• Excessive fragmentary hypnic myoclonus (EFHM)

• Myoclonic seizures

• Benign sleep myoclonus of infancy

• Hypnagogic foot tremor

• Alternating leg muscle activation (ALMA)

• Rhythmic movement disorder (RMD)

• Restless legs syndrome (RLS)

• Periodic limb movement in sleep (PLMS)

• Hereditary hyperexplexia syndrome

• Essential startle disease of Gastaut and Villeneuve

sleep by video-EEG recordings in all three children
during the aternoon nap. Clusters lasted 4–15 min
and comprised from 20 to 29 contractions. he EEG
showed an arousal response but no epileptiform dis-
charges during these spells. he authors suggested
that repetitive sleep starts should be recognized and
clearly diferentiated from epileptic seizures, particu-
larly if these episodes are seen in epileptic subjects.
he authors speculated that in neurologically com-
promised patients, these repetitive spells may repre-
sent an intensiication of an otherwise normal event in
patients with corticospinal tract lesion in the absence
of strong inhibitory inluence.

Acoustic sleep starts
Salih et al. [13] described an acoustic sleep start with
sleep-onset insomnia in a 64-year-old woman related
to a brain stem lesion. he patient presented with
sleep-onset insomnia related to the sensation of a
startling, cracking sound and fear of sleep onset for
the past 12 years. Her MRI of the brain revealed
an unchanging, non-enhancing symmetric T2-
hyperintense pontomesencephalic lesion around the
periaqueductal gray which was etiologically thought
to be related to her residual sarcoidosis diagnosed 12
years ago. She responded to clonazepam 0.5 mg at
bedtime.

Diferential diagnosis of sleep starts
Sleep starts should be diferentiated from a variety of
conditionsmimicking sleep starts based on the history
and physical examination and appropriate laboratory
tests. Table 23.2 lists conditionsmimicking sleep starts.

Propriospinal myoclonus at sleep onset
Propriospinal myoclonus at sleep onset (PSM) closely
resembles sleep starts or hypnic jerks and may be
diicult to diferentiate without an electrophysiologi-
cal investigation. In 1997, Montagna et al. described
three patients, aged 71, 50 and 41 years, presenting
withmyoclonic activity arising in the relaxation period
preceding sleep onset and causing severe insomnia
[19]. Subsequently the same group of investigators
led by Vetrugno gave a detailed description of the
condition, including the electrophysiological indings,
labeling it as a new parasomnia [20]. his is now
classiied in the category of sleep-related movement
disorders [11]. his is a condition which occurs dur-
ing the period which McDonald Critchley called “pre-
dormitum” [21], and is characterized by transient sud-
den muscle jerks involving predominantly the axial
muscles. Patients complain of sleep-onset insomnia.
PSM may be a special type of spinal myoclonus ori-
ginating from a myoclonic generator in the midthor-
acic region with propagation up and down the spinal
cord at a very slow speed (3–16 m/s). As soon as the
patient falls asleep (moment of sleep onset) PSM dis-
appears, diferentiating it from hypnic jerks. Further-
more, physiologically, PSM is propagated by the pro-
priospinal pathways, but the hypnic jerks are probably
propagated by reticulospinal ibers (see below). How-
ever, PSMmay sometimes reappear during intra-sleep
wakefulness and upon awakening in the morning.

Physiologic fragmentary or partial hypnic
myoclonus (PFHM)
PFHMwas irst described by De Lisi in 1932 [22], who
described this as sudden sporadic spontaneous, asyn-
chronous and asymmetrical brief myoclonic twitch-
ings involving diferent body parts, especially distal
limb and facial muscles. he muscle discharges of
PFHM appear as bursts of motor unit action poten-
tials with or without visible movements during NREM
sleep stage 1 [23], and during REM sleep [24]. It is easy
to diferentiate PFHM from hypnic jerks, as PFHM
represents a simple motor phenomenon during sleep,
mostly during stage 1 NREM and REM sleep, causing
very little or no visible movements. PFHM represents
physiological escape from the state-dependent motor
inhibition causing the descending volleys within the
brain stem reticulospinal system into the spinal alpha
motor neurons.
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Excessive fragmentary hypnic
myoclonus (EFHM)
EFHM is simply a pathological enhancement of PFHM
characterized by myoclonic muscle twitches through-
out all sleep stages which may cause small movements
of the ingers, toes or corners of the mouth with-
out gross displacement across the joint space [25–27].
EFHM resembles PFHM but is seen in all sleep stages
and states (NREM and REM).he clinical signiicance
of EFHM remains uncertain and is seen in a variety of
sleep disorders. EFHMis predominantly a polysomno-
graphic (PSG) inding consisting of brief myoclonic
jerks (75–150 ms) of more than ive potentials per
minute sustained for at least 20 min during NREM
sleep [28].

Myoclonic seizures
Sleep starts may sometimes be misdiagnosed as
myoclonic or other nocturnal seizures. An impor-
tant condition to diferentiate sleep starts is juve-
nile myoclonic epilepsy of Janz [29]. he character-
istic manifestation is generalized massive myoclonic
jerks, which are most commonly seen in the morn-
ing shortly ater awakening. Sometimes jerks occur in
the middle of the night. he condition is usually seen
in young adults between 13 and 19 years of age and
responds very well to valproic acid. EEG shows char-
acteristic multiple spike and wave discharges seen syn-
chronously and symmetrically which diferentiate this
from sleep starts or hypnic jerks. Also, the myoclonic
seizure is not restricted to the sleep onset only.

Benign sleep myoclonus of infancy
Benign neonatal sleep myoclonus occurs during the
irst few weeks of life and is generally seen in NREM
sleep but also during REM sleep [30]. Episodes oten
occur in clusters involving arms, legs and sometimes
the trunk. he movements consist of jerky lexion,
extension, abduction and adduction. he EEG is nor-
mal. he condition is benign and it resolves by the
third or fourth month of life, and deinitely before the
end of the irst year.

Hypnagogic foot tremor
his condition is characterized by rhythmicmovement
of feet or toes, but occurs at the transition between
wake and sleep or during NREM stages 1 and 2 [5,11].

his is a relatively common inding and the clinical
signiicance remains unknown. his may be a variant
of rhythmic movement disorder. PSG indings consist
typically of EMG bursts of 1–2 Hz (0.3–4.0 Hz) in one
or both feetwith aminimumof four consecutive bursts
and a duration of 250–1000 ms lasting for 10 or more
seconds in trains [28]. he clinical and PSG indings
clearly diferentiate this from sleep starts.

Alternating leg muscle activation (ALMA)
ALMA consists of brief activation of the tibialis ante-
rior muscle in one leg alternating with similar activa-
tion in the other leg during sleep or arousals from sleep
[31]. his is a PSG inding with a frequency of 0.5–
3.0 Hz with an individual activation duration between
100 and 500 ms. A minimum of four alternating acti-
vations with less than 2 s between the activations is
recorded for diagnosis, and each sequence may last up
to 30 s [28].he clinical signiicance of this entity is not
known.

Rhythmic movement disorder (RMD)
RMD is characterized by stereotyped repetitive move-
ments involving large axial muscles typically occur-
ring immediately before sleep onset and persisting into
light sleep. he most common types are head bang-
ing, head rolling and body rocking. Other movements
which may occur include leg rolling and leg banging.
RMD may occur at any sleep stage including REM
sleep and ismost oten seen during drowsiness persist-
ing into a lighter stage of sleep [11]. he movements
occur with a frequency of 0.5–2.0 Hz and persist for a
few minutes to many hours during sleep. A minimum
of four consecutive activationswith an amplitude twice
the background EMG activity is needed for scoring.
RMD most commonly occurs in children and gener-
ally resolves by the age of 4, but sometimes persists into
adulthood.he characteristic clinical and PSG features
diferentiate RMD from sleep starts.

Restless legs syndrome (RLS)
RLS is characterized by an urge to move with or with-
out accompanying uncomfortable feeling in the legs
and occurring most commonly during inactivity and
in the evening, and relieved at least temporarily by
movements. he RLS is a disease of quiescence and
relaxed wakefulness and is not present during sleep, in
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contrast to hypnic jerks. RLS patients may sometimes
also havemyoclonicmovements of the legs during rest.

Periodic limb movements in sleep (PLMS)
PLMS should not be mistaken for sleep starts, as these
movements are not present during pre-dormitum or
sleep onset, but are presentmostly duringNREM sleep
and occurring in a periodic manner at 5–90 s apart
with a movement duration of 0.5–10 seconds con-
sisting typically of dorsilexion of the foot, but also
sometimes accompanied by lexion of the knees or
hip joints, and must be present consecutively for four
limb movements in the PSG [11]. PLMS is a PSG phe-
nomenon and may be associated with EEG arousals.
PLMS is present in 80% of the RLS patients.

Hereditary hyperekplexia syndrome
Hereditary hyperekplexia may be associated with
excessive startling response to stimuli spontaneously
at night or during wakefulness and may be accompa-
nied by hypnic jerks. he minor form of hereditary
hyperekplexia may be mistaken for sleep starts [32].
he minor form is characterized by excessive startle
response without any signs of body stifness.he occa-
sional occurrence of the minor form in other fami-
lies has been conirmed, but whether the minor form
represents a variation in expression of the same gene
defect in the major form remains conjectural [33].
he startle response in hyperekplexia has not been
restricted to the moment of sleep onset only, unlike
that noted in sleep starts. Clinical and physiologi-
cal observations support a brainstem origin for the
hyperekplectic startle response [33]. he only difer-
ence from the normal response is that in hyperekplexia
there is impairment of the habituation and exaggerated
startle response in these patients.

Non-familial hyperekplexia or essential
startle disease of Gastaut and Villeneuve
[34]
Sporadic cases of hyperekplexia without a genetic basis
have been described by Gastaut and Villeneuve. he
case described by Chokroverty et al. in a 67-year-old
patient with a 4–6-year history of incapacitating star-
tle conforms to the category of essential startle disease
[35]. he startle relex showed impaired habituation
and exaggerated response.

Polysomnographic indings
Electrophysiological correlates of sleep starts were irst
recorded by Oswald [3], and later polygraphic record-
ings were made by Gastaut and Broughton [4] and
by Broughton [6]. Hypnic jerks occur during transi-
tion from wakefulness to sleep as well as on falling
asleep. Surface EMG recordings including multiple
muscle recordings show bursts of muscle potentials
with a duration of 75–250 ms both in the agonist
and antagonist muscles as a single burst or in succes-
sion. he EEG channels show movement artifacts as
a result of these body jerks. EEG during these spells
typically show the stage 1 sleep pattern and may show
a vertex wave. Following the jerks, the patient briely
awakens with return of the alpha activity (igure 1).
here is also autonomic activation of tachycardia and
tachypnea. PSG recording is not needed most of the
time, but occasionally intensiied hypnic jerks or sleep
starts may be mistaken for myoclonic seizures and
then PSG recording with a seizure montage is needed
to exclude any evidence of electrographic epileptiform
discharges.

Pathophysiology of sleep starts
At sleep onset, a variety of physiological changes occur
in the body caused by activation of sleep-promoting
neurons and inhibition of neurons responsible for
wakefulness with blockage of the aferent stimuli at the
thalamic level creating a momentary unstable state in
the body physiologically with steady but progressive
motor inhibition. In sleep starts there is a sudden inhi-
bition of suchnormalmotor atonia coupledwith a sud-
den “whirlwind” of excitation of the cortical and sub-
cortical motor structures producing a myoclonic jerk.
his may happen spontaneously or in response to a
stimulus (exogenous or endogenous), causing vertex
sharp waves in the EEG. hese jerks accompany sleep
starts followed by autonomic activation (e.g. tachycar-
dia and tachypnea) and cortical arousal (reappearance
of alpha waves). Sleep starts may be similar to a nor-
mal physiological startle response, utilizing the same
startle relex pathways in the brainstem, causing pat-
terned symmetrical muscle responses bilaterally in the
body.he classical audiogenic startle relex pathway as
deined in animal studies, mostly in rats, involves the
structures in the brainstem [36,37]. he relex path-
way begins in the auditory nerve and involves the
following structures: ventral cochlear nucleus (irst
synapse), ventral nucleus of the lateral lemniscus
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(second synapse), nucleus reticularis pontis caudalis
(third synapse) and divergent pathways which include
bulbar reticular tracts and motor neurons of the facial
and other lower cranial nuclei as well as reticulospinal
tracts, spinal interneurons, ventral motor neurons,
spinalmotor nerves andultimately, the neuromuscular
junctions (last synapse) before the inputs inally reach
the muscles. he point against this hypothesis is the
presence of asymmetrical and sometimes unilateral
muscle jerks. On falling asleep, certain sensory cen-
ters within the cortex or subcortex may be facilitated
or disinhibited; thus the sensory phenomena and the
motor manifestations of sleep starts at sleep onset may
correspond to excitation or disinhibition of sensory-
motor pathways.

Treatment
Sleep starts are common physiological phenomenon
afecting up to 70% of the adult population and the
course is benign, resolving without any neurological
sequela. herefore reassurance and counseling are all
that is needed to calm the patient down. he patient
should also be advised to follow a strict sleep–wake
schedule, avoid sleep deprivation and follow common-
sense sleep hygiene measures, avoiding stimulants and
heavy exercise in the evening. In some rare sub-
jects, intensiied hypnic jerks may give rise to anx-
iety and sleep-onset insomnia. Even in these cases, an
adequate explanation and reassurance may help the
patient but some patients may require a small dose of
clonazepam (0.5–1 mg at bedtime) to ameliorate the
symptoms on a short-term basis.
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Section 5 Sleep-related movement disorders and other variants
Chapter

24
Fragmentary myoclonus
Pasquale Montagna and Roberto Vetrugno

History and terminology
Excessive fragmentarymyoclonus (EFM)was reported
as a pathological motor activity of small myoclonic
twitches and fasciculation potentials during NREM
sleep, polygraphically diicult to distinguish from the
physiologic FM except for greater EMG activity [1].
EFM has been incorporated in section VII, among the
“isolated symptoms, apparently normal variants and
unresolved issues”, of the new International Classii-
cation of Sleep Disorders [2]. Alternate names include
“fragmentaryNREMmyoclonus,” “excessive fragmen-
tary hypnicmyoclonus,” and “sleep-related twitching.”
EFM is characterized by small “quiver” movements of
the corners of the mouth, inger, toes or limbs that
usually do not cause gross movement across a joint
space. Patients are typically unaware of the occur-
rence of these movements during sleep and may be
totally asymptomatic during the daytime, apart from
some rare cases with daytime sleepiness or fatigue
(Figure 24.1). Nevertheless, it is diicult to estab-
lish a causative relationship between EFM and, when
present, daytime impairments, as many patients have
other associated disorders of sleep (Figure 24.2). he
course of EFM is not well known, and longitudinal
studies regarding progression and/or consequences of
the disorder are lacking.

Clinical indings
At rest, during wakefulness, muscle tone, while abol-
ished in the voluntarymuscles, still persists in the anti-
gravitarymuscles. During transition fromwakefulness
to NREM sleep and during NREM sleep, muscle tone
is diminished and spontaneousmotor activity reduced
[3].

De Lisi (1932) was the irst to observe in humans
and in domestic animals such as cats and dogs brief,

ine, twitch-like movements involving various body
areas in asynchronous and asymmetric fashion at sleep
onset and at times during sleep [4]. He called these
twitch-like movements “physiologic hypnic myoclo-
nias” (PHM).

Using surface EMG electrodes, potentials of 50–
200 �V in amplitude and less than 150 ms in dura-
tion were recorded [5,6]. he twitches resembled fas-
ciculation potentials when they remained conined
to the muscle belly and assumed a myoclonic aspect
when large enough to displace the segment involved,
such as lip and ingers [7]. hese twitches were par-
ticularly prominent in small babies and children and
in muscles of the extremities. hey were especially
frequent during NREM sleep stage 1, peaking dur-
ing REM sleep and decreasing during deep sleep [7].
PHM closely resemble the brief jerky motor activity
observed in the cat during phasic REM sleep periods,
which were thought to derive from strong excitatory
volleys descending from the reticular formation.

Dagnino et al. performed a quantitative study of
FM in humans, and calculated its incidence in the dif-
ferent sleep stages by means of a myoclonic index in
the opponens pollicis muscles in 29 normal volun-
teers [6]. hey also examined 18 patients with vari-
ous neurological diseases of neural, spinal, or pyrami-
dal and extrapyramidal origin.he greatest myoclonic
index was found in stage 1 NREM sleep, decreasing
progressively in REM sleep, and in stages 2, 3 and 4
NREM sleep. here were no diferences between pha-
sic and tonic (e.g. associated or not with bursts of rapid
eye movements) REM sleep periods. FM could also be
recorded from patients with peripheral nerve lesions
or with spinal paraplegia, whereas it was not observed
in two patients with tabe dorsalis, in whom muscle
proprioceptive input was probably abolished. In six
patients with ischemic hemiparesis FM was absent on
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Figure 24.1 Excessive fragmentary
myoclonus occurring in the right and left
limbs as an isolated phenomenon during
sleep, without significant EEG changes
and with persistent chin atonia
(Mylohyoideus) during REM sleep. EOG:
electro-oculogram; Wrist Ext: wrist
extensor; Tib Ant: tibialis anterior; ECG:
electrocardiogram; Oro-Nasal Resp:
oro-nasal respirogram; Thor Resp: thoracic
respirogram; Plethysm: plethysmogram;
System Art Press: systemic arterial
pressure; SaO2 : oxygen saturation; R: right;
L: left.

Figure 24.2 Excessive fragmentary
myoclonus recorded as brief high
amplitude EMG potentials in the right and
left limbs in a patient with obstructive
sleep apnea. EOG: electro-oculogram;
Wrist Ext: wrist extensor; Tib Ant: tibialis
anterior; ECG: electrocardiogram;
Oro-Nasal Resp: oro-nasal respirogram;
Thor Resp: thoracic respirogram;
Plethysm: plethysmogram; System Art
Press: systemic arterial pressure; SaO2 :
oxygen saturation; R: right; L: left.

the afected side, whereas it was greatly increased in
six patients with Parkinson’s disease and in one patient
with Wilson’s disease. Five patients who underwent
thalamotomy did not show any change in the amount
of FM.

herefore, FM can be considered to represent a
universal phenomenon in normal subjects, where it
is most apparent during stage 1 NREM sleep, in con-
trast to studies in cats in which the highest peak of
FM is reached during REM sleep [8]. Moreover, FM
originates in the muscle endplate [9], but undergoes
a supraspinal modulation [6,8], because it does not
occur in muscles paralyzed because of a peripheral
nerve, spinal, or pyramidal lesion, it is increased in
extrapyramidal diseases such as Parkinson’s disease,
and remains unafected by changes in muscle spindle
aferents brought about by dorsal root lesions (tabes
dorsalis).

Another quantitative analysis in seven healthy sub-
jects documented that FM was more frequent during

stage 1 NREM sleep and peaked during REM sleep,
in keeping with the experimental studies in animals.
here was, again, no diference between phasic and
tonic REM sleep periods. EMGactivity identical to FM
could also be recorded but to a much lesser degree
during quiet wakefulness and persisted, at this level,
during stages 2, 3 and 4 NREM sleep. FM was espe-
cially abundant in muscles such as the tibialis anterior
and the triangularis labii, rather than inmore proximal
muscles such as the deltoideus [7].

Askenasy et al. (1988) compared the ocular versus
the tibialis anterior muscles and found discharges in
both muscles, but those in the ocular muscles were
14 times more common during REM sleep. Phasic dis-
charges were, however, a constant feature of REM sleep
in the tibialis anterior muscles [10].

In cats, the hypnic twitches observed during REM
sleep are probably caused by a descending volley
within the reticulospinal system that impinges on the
spinal alpha motoneurons [8]. Indeed, destruction of
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the reticulospinal tract abolished the myoclonic activ-
ity which was let unchanged by lesioning of the dor-
sal root, red nucleus, or pyramidal tract. Pyramidal
tract lesions had a temporary inhibiting efect. hus,
it seems that, in animals, hypnic twitches represent the
motor accompaniment of the tonic electroencephalo-
graphic desynchronization transmitted from the retic-
ular substance to the spinal cord [8]. Gastaut proposed
the pontine tegmentum as the site of origin of this kind
of myoclonus [11].

In the baboon during light sleep, myoclonias
are almost always accompanied by electroencephalo-
graphic paroxysmal discharges of the fronto-rolandic
cortex, which disappear, together with the myoclonus,
during deep-sleep stages. During REM sleep, hypnic
myoclonus again becomes well evident, unassociated,
however, with cortical discharges. herefore in the
baboon, hypnic myoclonus seems not to be tightly
linked to the cortical discharges, but rather coupled
to them during light sleep by a hypothetical subcor-
tical pacemaker [12]. It must be remarked, however,
that thesemyoclonias described in the baboon as being
like FM are phenomenologically more similar to hyp-
nic jerks.

Dagnino et al. (1969) proposed a role of the corti-
cospinal tract in the transmission of the excitatory vol-
leys responsible for the FM, in keeping with the spatial
distribution of the hypnic myoclonias that were espe-
cially evident in distal and facial muscles [6].

Physiologic FM thus consists of sudden, arrhyth-
mic, asynchronous and asymmetric brief twitches
involving various body areas, in particular distal limbs
and face, occurring during sleep [4], but also during
relaxed wakefulness and with an inverse relationship
with the degree of EEG synchronization [5–7]. he
muscle discharges of FMappear as bursts of unit action
potentials of the facial and other muscles with visible
movement when �150 �V in amplitude.

EFM can be recorded in 5–10% of patients suf-
fering from excessive daytime sleepiness, in most
cases adults, and is predominantly found in males.
Pathological FM was reported for the irst time by
Broughton and Tolentino in 1984 in a 42-year-old
patient exhibiting marked amounts of brief, multi-
focal and aperiodic myoclonus throughout NREM
sleep, associated with excessive daytime sleepiness. At
polysomnography, the myoclonus was very brief (less
than 150ms in duration), aperiodic and recurred in an
asynchronous and asymmetrical fashion over the legs,
arms and face, with equal frequency in all stages of

NREM sleep and with some degree of sleep fragmen-
tation. he EMG contractions oten corresponded to
visible brief leg twitches and were dissimilar from any
physiologic motor activity or from the jerks of peri-
odic limb movements during sleep (PLMS). Although
the authors noted the diference from physiological
FM previously described as predominant in stage 1 of
NREM sleep, they stated that it could conceivably rep-
resent an abnormal intensiication of that entity [1].
Subsequently, EFM was described in 38 consecutive
patients, predominantly males (36/38), and was found
associated with sleep-related respiratory problems
(sleep apnea obstructive and/or central in 12 cases)
(Figure 24.2), periodic movements in sleep (in
11 cases) (Figure 24.3), narcolepsy (in 6 cases), insom-
nia (in 2 cases), and excessive daytime sleepiness (in
6 cases). he phenomenon was present throughout all
stages of NREM sleep, with a frequency never below
ive twitches per minute (over a sustained period of
20 min), and could be polymyoclonic in shape. It
recurred randomly over the two sides and, when
of larger magnitude, was accompanied by visible
twitches, but never during pre-sleep wakefulness,
and without any speciic EEG changes. he twitches
showed no relationship to nocturnal hypoxia, even
though in some cases they intensiied during periods
of decreased oxygen saturation. hus, it appeared
that EFM represented a distinct polysomnographic
abnormality associated with excessive daytime sleepi-
ness or insomnia, perhaps facilitated by hypoxia. It
was considered as a pathological “spillover” of the
physiologic FM sometimes encountered in light stages
of NREM sleep in normals [13].

A quantitative index of EFM has also been pro-
posed tomonitor itsmodiication as a function of sleep
stages and time. his FM index (FMI) was deined
as the calculated mean of 3-s epochs with one or
more myoclonic potentials exceeding 50 �V averaged
for each 30-s scoring epoch and across sleep stages
[14]. In 11 patients, the FMI was signiicantly higher
than in a control group during all sleep stages, but
with a somewhat lower frequency in slow-wave sleep.
FMI reached the highest score during REM sleep and
showed no relationship to age of the patients. FMI
exhibited a signiicantly lower rate in the irst hour
ater sleep onset compared to later hours. Interest-
ingly, there was no evidence for greater sleep frag-
mentation or lighter sleep compared to a matched
patient group in whom EFM had not been noted
[14].
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Figure 24.3 Co-existence of periodic
limb movements during sleep and
excessive fragmentary myoclonus in a
patient with restless legs syndrome. EOG:
electro-oculogram; Wrist Ext: wrist
extensor; Tib Ant: tibialis anterior; ECG:
electrocardiogram; Oro-Nasal Resp:
oro-nasal respirogram; Thor Resp: thoracic
respirogram; Abd Resp: abdominal
respirogram; Plethysm: plethysmogram;
System Art Press: systemic arterial
pressure; SaO2 : oxygen saturation; R: right;
L: left.

Figure 24.4 Polysomnographic samples
from relaxed wakefulness (Wake), NREM
sleep stage 2, NREM sleep stage 3 and
REM sleep in a patient showing excessive
fragmentary myoclonus throughout all
the states and culminating into a REM
sleep behavior disorder episode during
REM Sleep. EOG: electro-oculogram; Wrist
Ext: wrist extensor; Tib Ant: tibialis
anterior; ECG: electrocardiogram;
Oro-Nasal Resp: oro-nasal respirogram;
Thor Resp: thoracic respirogram; Abd
Resp: abdominal respirogram; System Art
Press: systemic arterial pressure; SaO2 :
oxygen saturation; R: right; L: left.

EFM has been reported as an isolated inding in
a 71-year-old man with a 4-year history of “quiver”
movements afecting primarily the hands and face,
and as associated with REM sleep behavior disorder
(RBD) in a 53-year-old man with a 3-year history of
episodic elaborate movements during sleep and asso-
ciated daytime sleepiness [15]. Both patients had no
neuromuscular abnormalities at EMG-ENG investi-
gation during wake. Polysomnographic study docu-
mented RBD in the second patient and EFM in both
patients. EFM was present in all sleep stages, but pre-
vailed in the second part of the night. Back-averaging
of myoclonic activity during sleep did not disclose any
EMG-related cortical activity. Carbamazepine (200mg
at bedtime) reduced the number of quiver move-
ments during the night in the irst patient, and clon-
azepam (2 mg at bed time) reduced all kinds of

movements during the night in the second patient;
in both patients therapy also improved the quality of
sleep [15].

EMG patterns quite similar to EFM have also been
observed in patients with restless legs syndrome (RLS)
(Figure 24.3) [16], extrapyramidal syndromes [17],
RBD (Figure 24.4) [18], status dissociatus [19,20], chil-
dren with Niemann–Pick disease type C [21], and
mitochondrial encephalomyopathy [22].

PHM must be distinguished from the sleep starts
(also termed hypnic jerks) which occur at sleep onset
but consist of simultaneous contractions of the whole-
body or one or asymetrically more body segments [2]
and thatmay be erroneously identiied as FM[8]. PHM
also difers from other pathological forms of sleep-
related myoclonus such as the epileptic myoclonus
that can occur during sleep and is associated with
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an EEG discharge, the propriospinal myoclonus that
consists of sudden muscular jerks involving mainly
axial muscles with lexion of the trunk occurring at
the transition from wakefulness to sleep [23,24], the
minipolymyoclonus seen with some degenerative dis-
ease and some neuropathic andmyopathic conditions,
and the tardive dyskinesia, dystonia, choreoathetosis,
and various spasms that are more intense and slower
movements.

Natural history
here is insuicient information about the natural
history of EFM. EFM is indeed a sleep-related phe-
nomenon that still lies at the borderline between nor-
mal and abnormal events. Its course is not well stud-
ied, and whether it is benign or progressive remains
unsolved.

Laboratory investigations
For patients with suspected EFM, multiple muscle
EMGs from all four limbs are essential during
polysomnographic investigation.he upper and lower
limb surface electrodes should be placed over wrist
extensor and tibialis anterior muscles, respectively,
with a distance of 2–2.5 cm between the two elec-
trodes. he electrode impedance should be less than
5 K� with a high-frequency ilter of 90 Hz and a low-
frequency ilter of 5.0 Hz, and with a sensitivity of at
least 50�Vper centimeter. Simultaneous videorecord-
ing is mandatory to document and clearly diferen-
tiate any kind of sleep-related abnormal movements,
EFM included. On video-polysomnography, EFM is
detected as asymmetrical, asynchronous EMG poten-
tials that when exceeding 200 �V in amplitude or
when repetitive (more than 150 ms in duration) can
be associated with visible local twitches of the in-
gers, toes, or corners of the mouth. If smaller, with-
out overt movement, EFMmay resemble fasciculation
potentials (Figures 24.1 and 24.2). Even when move-
ments are present, the patient may be totally unaware
of them. Occasionally, the EMG activity is already
present in drowsiness prior to sleep onset and may
persist during EEG periods of wakefulness ater sleep
onset. he EMG indings of EFM resemble the pha-
sic REM twitches that are a normal inding in REM
sleep, except that they exist in all stages of sleep and
are not clustered as in normal REM sleep, but aremore
evenly spaced across individual epochs. It is never
associated with cortical epileptic activity and seems to

be independent from infra-slow oscillations of sleep-
related EEG activity like K-complexes and transient
EEG arousal, without any ocular or autonomic accom-
paniments. More than ive potentials per minute sus-
tained for at least 20 min of NREM sleep stages 2, 3,
or 4 are necessary to score the presence of EFM during
polysomnography (ICSD-2).

Genetics and pathology
Whether there is a genetic or other basis predisposing
individuals to develop EFM is unknown. No familial
cases of “pure” EFMhave been described to date. Like-
wise, pathology is unknown, since no cases have come
to autopsy because of EFM.

Management
here is no known treatment, but the need for treat-
ment remains unclear, and it is better to decide
according to each patient’s history. Clonazepam and
carbamazepine seem to reduce EFM clinically and
polysomnographically [15,19]. SSRIs can cause EFM-
like motor activity during sleep [25], their withdrawal
resulting in normalization of excessive motor activity
during sleep.

Conclusions (including future
direction)
he exact origin and signiicance of FM still remains
unclear, and despite it being a common inding in
polysomnography, it is oten asymptomatic.herefore,
the overall signiicance of EFM is unknown, in par-
ticular whether it occurs as a consequence of sleep
disruption or whether it is an independent cause of
sleep disruption and daytime symptoms. he patho-
logical relevance of EFM should therefore be evalu-
ated in the frame of the clinical indings displayed by
each patient. In particular, its association with RBD
deserves attention in relation to a possible common
pathogenetic mechanism (Figure 24.4). Many patients
with RBD, indeed, display prominent aperiodic move-
ments of all extremities in every conceivable combi-
nation during all stages of NREM sleep. hese aperi-
odic movements are similar to, and even more intense
than EFM [18]. It has also been observed that patients
with RBD may develop, with time, chronic status dis-
sociatus with persistent motor activity and quiver-
ing movements throughout the night that polygraph-
ically resemble EFM [20]. Likewise, ater surgery for
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tegmental pontomesencephalic cavernoma, a 36-year-
old patient developed status dissociatus with sleep-
related complex abnormal motor patterns and behav-
iors including EFM, difuse myoclonic jerks and RBD
[19]. hese observations suggest that the derange-
ment of neural structures responsible for motor con-
trol during sleep may be responsible for both EFM
and RBD, for the blowing of EFM into RBD or for
the “dissolving” of RBD into EFM. Indeed, functional
depression or destruction of the brainstem structures
responsible for atonia, and reduced activity or destruc-
tion of brainstem serotonergic or noradrenergic struc-
tures responsible for inhibiting phasic activity, may
result in motor activity during sleep and determine
the evolution, even in the same patient, of one kind
of sleep-related motor disorder into another [20,26].
Remarkably, leg muscle twitches have been reported
to increase during REM sleep as a result of emo-
tional distress and anxiety in humans sufering from
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) [27–30]. hese
observations seem to be consistent with the view that
a disregulation of REM sleep, particularly its phasic
event generation, may be involved in the pathogen-
esis of EFM and its association with othermotor disor-
ders (especially RBD and PLMS) in the same patient.
Further studies should be aimed at the deinition, if
any, of the cut-of between physiological FM, as seen
inmany normal individuals, versus EFM, and at inves-
tigating EFM as a possible marker of neurodegener-
ation and/or abnormal central nervous system motor
excitability.
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Chapter

25
Sleep-related leg cramps
Renee Monderer and Michael J. Thorpy

Introduction
Leg cramps are deined as involuntary painful contrac-
tions that usually occur in the calf, but may sometimes
afect the thighs or feet [1].hese episodes can last any-
where from a few seconds to 10 min and then remit
spontaneously. Tenderness and pain can last for sev-
eral hours ater the cramping. Although cramps can
occur during the daytime, they are more frequent at
night.Most people experience leg cramps at some time
in their life, but they are usually very sporadic. While
the cramps may be painful at the time, because they
are infrequent, there is usually little concern about the
episodes.However, occasionally patients have frequent
nocturnal leg cramps causingmuch distress and night-
time disturbance. he simplest remedy that is oten
discovered by the patient is forceful stretching. Painful
cramps and remedies used to relieve the pain can delay
sleep onset and awaken the patient from sleep.he dis-
comfort that persists ater a cramp can delay subse-
quent return to sleep.

Epidemiology
Nocturnal leg cramps are common, especially among
the elderly. Naylor and colleagues studied 218 subjects
and found the overall prevalence of cramps was 37%
among patients 50 years and older [2]. he cramps
increased with age, with those over age 80 having a
prevalence of 54%. No signiicant diference in preva-
lence was noted between men and women.

he above study also describes the clinical fea-
tures reported by these patients [2]. hose patients
who reported leg cramps described symptoms in their
leg, foot or thigh muscles. Seventy-three per cent of
patients reported having cramps only at night, whereas
20% reported rest cramps during the day and night,
and only 7% had symptoms exclusively during the day.

Nine minutes was the average duration of the cramps
(95% CI 6.7–11.2). high cramps tended to last longer
when compared to those in the foot or leg. he major-
ity of cramp suferers reported symptoms occurring
less than once per week, but 40% experienced cramps
more than three times per week and 6% reported daily
leg cramps.

Oboler and colleagues looked at the prevalence
of nocturnal leg cramps in 515 veterans. Of these
patients, 95% were men with a mean age of 60.4 years
(range 26–91). In this survey, 56% reported nocturnal
leg cramps [3].hus, a similar prevalence was found in
this population.

Another population that oten reports leg cramps
is pregnant women. Young and colleagues found that
up to 50% of pregnant women experience leg cramps
[4]. hese cramps tended to increase in frequency as
the pregnancy progressed. Many women reported that
the leg cramps were most distressing at night and dis-
turbed their night-time sleep.

Leg cramps not only occur in adults and become
more frequent with age, but they can occur in children
too. Leung and colleagues evaluated 2527 healthy chil-
dren and found that the overall incidence of leg cramps
was 7.3% [5]. Children as young as 8 years reported
cramps, but the incidence increased at age 12 and
peaked at ages 16–18. Most children (81.6%) reported
only experiencing cramps 1–4 times a year and they
typically lasted for about 2min.his study showed that
nocturnal leg cramps are a problem in children, but the
clinical characteristics are signiicantly diferent than
those seen in adults.

Pathophysiology
he pathophysiologic mechanism underlying leg
cramps remains unclear. Electromyography during
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leg cramps shows bursts of high-voltage and high-
frequency discharges. Spontaneous iring of groups of
anterior horn cells, followed by contraction of motor
units, has been implicated in the pathophysiology [6].
Other mechanisms that have been proposed involve
motor unit hyperactivity possibly due to spinal disin-
hibition, abnormal terminal motor nerve excitability,
or enhanced muscle contraction propagation through
cross-activation of neurons [7]. It has been suggested
that cramps occur when a maximally contracted
muscle is stimulated, and is therefore shortened
beyond physiologic tolerance [8]. Pain may occur
from an accumulation of metabolites or from focal
ischemia [7].

Inadequate stretching exercise or muscle and ten-
don shortening with age have been proposed as pos-
sible contributors to the development of nocturnal
cramps [9]. he squatting hypothesis suggests that
modern habits of failure to squat when sitting or
using the bathroom lead to inadequate stretching of
the muscles. his in turn may cause muscle and ten-
don shortening leading to nocturnal leg cramps. he
basis for this theory comes from the knowledge that
stretching the afected muscle helps prevent or reduce
cramps.

Risk factors
Most cases of leg cramps are idiopathic. However,
there are many secondary causes of leg cramps,
including endocrine, metabolic, neuromuscular, vas-
cular and congenital disorders (Table 25.1). Disorders
such as thyroid disease (both hyperthyroidism and
hypothyroidism), diabetes mellitus, peripheral vascu-
lar disease, iron deiciency anemia, McArdle’s disease,
autosomal dominant cramping disease and Parkin-
son’s disease can be associated with leg cramps [10].
Electrolyte imbalance from low magnesium, calcium,
sodium or phosphate or volume depletion secondary
to sweating, diarrhea, diuretics, or hemodialysis can
also precipitate leg cramps. Neuromuscular disorders
such as nerve root compression, motor neuron dis-
ease, mononeuropathies, polyneuropathies and dys-
tonia are also known secondary causes of cramps.
Many medications such as nifedipine, beta-blockers,
steroids, morphine, cimetidine, penicillamine, statins,
oral contraceptives and lithium have been reported to
cause leg cramps [7]. Leg cramps may also develop
secondary to repetitive movements or ater strenu-
ous activity such as in runners [1]. he clinical fea-

Table 25.1 Conditions associated with NLC.

Neurologic
Neuropathy, dystonia, Parkinson’s disease, nerve root
compression, motor neuron disease, multiple sclerosis

Endocrine
Hypothyroidism, hyperthyroidism, diabetes mellitus, Addison’s
disease

Metabolic
Hypoglycemia, hypocalcemia, hyperkalemia, hypokalemia,
hyponatremia, dialysis, diarrhea

Vascular
Peripheral vascular disease, Reynaud’s

Drugs
Nifedipine, diuretics, ethanol, phenothiazides, penacillamine,
steroids, lithium, statins, fibrates, terbutaline, cimentadine, oral
contraceptives, morphine withdrawal

Toxins
Lead toxicity, strychnine poisoning, tetanus

Congenital
Autosomal dominant cramping disease, McArdle’s disease

tures of cramps are essentially identical regardless of
whether they are idiopathic or due to a secondary
cause.

Diagnosis
he best diagnostic approach to leg cramps includes
a careful history and a thorough exam. Cramps can
sometimes be confused with disorders such as restless
legs syndrome (RLS), periodic limb movements, dys-
tonia, vascular claudication, or peripheral neuropathy.
he typical features usually allow diferentiation from
these other disorders.

Restless legs syndrome can be confused with
cramps because both conditions occur during the sleep
period and involve leg pain. However, RLS presents
as more continuous discomfort, whereas nocturnal leg
cramps cause acute sudden onset of pain. It can also
be diferentiated from nocturnal leg cramps in that
movement of the legs mostly relieves RLS, whereas
nocturnal leg cramps require vigorous stretching of
the muscle to relieve the pain. Similarly, noctur-
nal leg cramps can be diferentiated from periodic
limb movements because of the muscle hardening,
pain and necessity of strong stretching seen with
cramps.

Certain nocturnal leg cramps, especially those in
the feet, can look like dystonias. However, unlike dys-
tonia, nocturnal leg cramps do not involve agonist and
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Table 25.2 Medications for NLC.

Medication Dose Comments

Quinine sulfate 200–500 mg Clinically appears effective, but FDA advisory about use

Magnesium sulfate 300–900 mg May be beneficial for pregnancy-related leg cramps

Verapamil 120 mg Limited data, but appears to be beneficial

Diltiazem 30 mg Limited data, but appears to be beneficial

Vitamin E 400–800 IU May be effective in dialysis patients

Vitamin B complex See text Limited data

Naftidrofuryl 30 mg Limited data; not available in the USA

Orphenadrine citrate 100 mg Limited data

Gabapentin 400–1600 mg May be beneficial for cramps secondary to neurologic disease

antagonist muscle co-contraction and are relieved by
muscle stretching.

Peripheral vascular disease causes intermittent
claudication that also needs to be diferentiated from
nocturnal leg cramps. Claudication generally occurs
during limb use and is relieved by rest, whereas cramps
occur during rest. Occasionally claudication can cause
cramps at rest or during sleep. It is important to exam-
ine the patient’s legs forweak pulses or cold extremities
to assist in this diferentiation.

It is important to note that many of the disorders
that mimic leg cramps can also be a secondary cause of
leg cramps. For example, symptoms of peripheral neu-
ropathy can be confused with cramps, but neuropathy
can also cause cramps through nerve damage, muscle
iber pathology or disturbance of electrolytes respon-
sible for nerve and muscle excitability [10].

Work-up
A detailed history should screen for the presence of
secondary causes of cramping, such as diabetes mel-
litus, renal failure, thyroid disease, electrolyte imbal-
ance and iron-deiciency anemia. Careful question-
ing about medication use, occupation, and physical
routines can be helpful in making a diagnosis. he
physical exam should look for signs of thyroid disease
(goiter), dehydration (orthostatic hypotension, tachy-
cardia), tetany, muscle wasting, dystonia, peripheral
neuropathy, and peripheral pulses.

Blood tests can be useful if the history or physi-
cal exam points to a secondary etiology. Laboratory
investigations such as iron studies, ferritin, and serum
chemistry including sodium, potassium, calcium, and
magnesium can be sent. hyroid function tests as well
as BUN and creatinine can also be helpful.

Additional testing such as duplex scans of the lower
extremities in patients experiencing claudication and
magnetic resonance imaging of the lumbar spine may
help diagnose nerve root entrapment. Nerve conduc-
tion and electromyographymay reveal neuropathies or
motor neuron disease.

Polysomnographic studies are not routinely re-
commended for isolated nocturnal leg cramps.
Patients with chronic nocturnal leg cramps may have
non-periodic bursts of gastrocnemius EMG activity
recorded on the polysomnogram.

Treatment
A vast array of treatments, both non-pharmacologic
and pharmacologic, has been used in an attempt
to treat nocturnal leg cramps. he irst step should
include treating any primary disorders that may be
causing leg cramps. Withdrawal of medications sus-
pected to be causing leg cramps may alleviate symp-
toms. Non-pharmacologic therapy, such as walking,
stretching and massage, is recommended as irst-line
treatment [11,12]. Pharmacologic treatments that have
been studied for nocturnal leg cramps include qui-
nine, magnesium, calcium-channel blockers, sympa-
thetic inhibitors, vitamin E, vitamin B complex and
anti-epileptic medications. See Table 25.2.

Non-pharmacologic treatments

Cramps can be acutelymanaged by stretching themus-
cle. Forcible lexion of the foot with the knee extended
can provide immediate relief. his is oten the sim-
plest treatment, which patients come to discover on
their own.he use of stretching as a preventative mea-
sure has been studied in a limited number of studies
reviewed below.
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William Daniell irst proposed stretching exercises
to prevent night-time cramps [13]. He conducted a
small, uncontrolled study that introduced patients to
a regular program of stretching exercises to be per-
formed three times per day. Patients were instructed
to stand without their shoes, face a wall two to three
feet away and then lean forward, using their hands and
arms to regulate their forward tilt and keeping their
heels on the loor. he stretching position was held for
10 s and then repeated ater a 5-s period of relaxation.
Daniell reported that all 44 patients were cured within
one week and all remained almost cramp-free for as
long as one year.

Based on the above study, Coppin and colleagues
designed a study to evaluate the efect of calf-stretching
exercises on nocturnal leg cramps [14]. he study
randomized 191 patients, previously prescribed qui-
nine for night-time cramps, into four groups, deined
by whether or not they started exercise stretching
programs and whether or not they stopped quinine.
Follow-up at 12weeks showedno signiicant diference
between both advice on stretching and advice to stop
quinine on the number of cramps reported. hus, calf
stretching was not shown to be efective in reducing
night-time cramps. However, the authors concluded
that patients on quinine might be able to stop medi-
cation without signiicant problems.

Other non-pharmacologic measures that have
been proposed include raising the head of the bed and
raising the feet on pillows. Neither of these methods
has been evaluated formally. Other anecdotal treat-
ments include lying in a prone position with the feet
hanging over the end of the bed. However, this may be
impractical, asmost people reposition during the night
[10].

Quinine sulfate

Quinine, an alkaloid agent, has been used to treat
nocturnal leg cramps for many decades. he exact
mechanism of action is unclear. Quinine is thought
to increase the refractory period of skeletal mus-
cle contractions resulting in a reduced response to
titanic stimulation.Additionally, quinine decreases the
excitability of themotor end plate to nerve stimulation
[15].

Studies investigating the efectiveness of quinine
for nocturnal leg cramps have yielded conlicting
results. Man-Son-Hing and colleagues conducted a
meta-analysis to assess the eicacy of quinine com-
pared to placebo [11]. Data from a total of 107 gen-

eral ambulatory patients from six randomized, double-
blind, cross-over published studies was compiled.
Treatment with 200–500 mg of quinine resulted in a
signiicant reduction in the number of leg cramps for
a 4-week period (8.83 fewer cramps; 95% conidence
interval 4.3–13.5). Treatment did not result in a sig-
niicant change in severity or duration of individual
leg cramps. Serious side efects were reported in one
patient.hat person experienced nausea, myalgia, leu-
copenia and thrombocytopenia that resolved 3 days
ater stopping the medication. he authors concluded
that quinine is efective for nocturnal leg cramps.How-
ever, patients should be monitored for at least 4 weeks
to assess the beneits and risks for each patient indi-
vidually, because these may not be apparent until the
fourth week of treatment [11].

Mon-Son-Hing and colleagues published a second
meta-analysis three years later that included data from
three unpublished studies as well as four published
studies used in the previous meta-analysis [12]. Com-
bining data from the above studies, patients had 3.6
(95% conidence interval 2.2–5.1) fewer cramps in a 4-
week periodwhen taking quinine compared to control.
Interestingly, the estimated beneit of quinine found in
the published trials (8.83 fewer cramps: 95% CI 4.16–
13.49) was larger than that derived from unpublished
trials (2.45 fewer cramps; 95% CI 1.03–3.87). Hence,
the addition of data from unpublished studies to the
original published studies reduced the estimate of qui-
nine eicacy, but the results remained signiicant. As
seen in the original study, the longer the treatment
period of a study, the larger its estimate of quinine
beneit in reducing the frequency of leg cramps (p =

0.1). he analysis showed that tinnitus occurred at a
signiicantly higher frequency when patients took qui-
nine compared to controls (p = 0.1). Ater this sec-
ond meta-analysis, the authors concluded that non-
pharmacologic treatment, such as stretching, should
be tried initially. If this fails and the patient’s quality
of life is signiicantly afected, then quinine should be
tried [12].

Interestingly, both meta-analyses showed a large
heterogeneity between the individual studies. One
study by Connolly et al. was responsible for this het-
erogeneity. his study showed the largest efect of
quinine on the frequency of nocturnal leg cramps.
When this study was removed from the analysis, the
estimated eicacy of quinine was 2.62 fewer cramps
(95% CI 1.32–3.91) in a 4-week period. Notably, this
study was the only one with exclusively male subjects
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and used the largest total dose of quinine (200 mg at
supper and 300 mg at bedtime) [12].

In 2002, Diener and colleagues performed a
double-blind, placebo-controlled trial to determine
the efectiveness of quinine for nocturnal leg cramps
[15]. Ninety-eight patients with more than six mus-
cle cramps in 2 weeks were enrolled. A 2-week period
without treatment was followed by 2 weeks with
400 mg of quinine or placebo and a washout period of
2 weeks without treatment. Eighty per cent of patients
in the quinine group and 53% in the placebo group
had a reduction of at least 50% in the number of mus-
cle cramps. his points to a powerful placebo efect.
he therapeutic efect continued in thewashout period
for the quinine group, but not for the placebo group,
which possibly points to a pharmacologic action.
No signiicant diferences were found between the
placebo and quinine group with respect to side efects,
although the treatment period was only two weeks. It
is noteworthy that this study used a high dose of qui-
nine, which may account for the powerful efect seen
in reducing the frequency of nocturnal leg cramps.

Recently, Woodield and colleagues performed an
N-of-1 trial in 13 general practice patients already
prescribed quinine [16]. N-of-1 trials compare two
treatments on each patient in a randomized, double-
blind, multiple cross-over study. Following a 2-week
washout period, quinine sulfate 200–300 mg/day and
matched placebo capsules were compared in three
4-week treatment blocks (each block consisted of
2 weeks of active drug and 2 weeks of placebo in
random order). Patients were randomly assigned to
one of eight possible treatment sequences of active
drug and placebo in a cross-over design. Ten peo-
ple completed the study. hree patients showed sig-
niicant beneits from quinine (p � 0.05), six showed
non-signiicant beneits and one showed no beneit.
Blood quinine levels were drawn and there was no
correlation between steady-state plasma quinine and
the number of cramps reported. he incidence of side
efects was not signiicantly diferent between the qui-
nine and placebo group. Interestingly, even ater the
results were presented to the patients at the conclu-
sion of the study, no one decided to stop using qui-
nine. his suggests that once patients are using qui-
nine for leg cramps, they may be reluctant to stop the
medication.

Signiicant debate surrounds the risk-to-beneit
ratio of quinine, especially because the side efects are
considerable. hrombocytopenia is a rare but poten-

tially fatal side efect. he Food and Drug Adminis-
tration analysis of published and unpublished stud-
ies found evidence of thrombocytopenia in between
1:1000 and 1:3500 users [7]. Other hypersensitivity
reactions include cinchonism, impaired vision, nau-
sea, vomiting, epigastric pains, granulomatous hep-
atitis, cardiovascular efects and hemolytic uremic
syndrome. here are no known factors that predis-
pose patients to hypersensitivity reactions. hese side
efects may occur ater a single dose or ater months or
years of use. A recent study found quinine-dependent
IgG antibodies against platelets in two patients and
against granulocytes in one patient who developed
hypersensitivity reactions to quinine [17]. Addition-
ally, quinine is capable of increasing serumdigoxin lev-
els by decreasing clearance of the drug [18]. Quinine
can also interact with medications used in patients
with renal failure or who are on dialysis, such as alu-
minum hydroxide, cimetidine, and heparin [18]. In
1995, ater determining that the risk of quinine out-
weighed the possible beneits, the Food and Drug
Administration ordered a stop to marketing of qui-
nine for the prevention or treatment of nocturnal leg
cramps. Quinine is still available for the treatment of
malaria. Physicians can still use quinine for the treat-
ment of nocturnal leg cramps, but the patient must
understand the risks involved.

Due to the side efect proile of quinine, many
researchers decided to conduct studies on alternative
treatments for nocturnal leg cramps.Medications such
as magnesium sulfate, calcium channel blockers, vita-
min E and B and gabapentin have been studied as pos-
sible remedies. he research on these medications is
reviewed below.

Magnesium sulfate

It is common practice in countries in Latin America
and Europe to use magnesium sulfate for nocturnal
leg cramps. Magnesium sulfate was irst shown to be
efective in treating nocturnal leg cramps in preg-
nant women. A double-blind, –placebo-controlled
randomized study in pregnant women showed an
improvement in leg cramps when taking magnesium
[19]. he major side efect noted in this study was
diarrhea.

Frusso and colleagues irst studied the eicacy
of using magnesium sulfate in non-pregnant patients
in a cross-over randomized double-blind, placebo-
controlled trial [20]. Forty-ive patients were ran-
domized to receive either 900 mg of magnesium
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citrate twice daily for one month followed by a match-
ing placebo for one month, or the placebo irst, fol-
lowed by magnesium. No signiicant diference was
found between placebo and magnesium in the num-
ber of cramps, nor in the duration or severity of
cramps. Interestingly, there was a signiicant decrease
in cramps between the irst and second months
of treatment regardless of treatment received. he
authors attributed this period efect bias to a combi-
nation of natural variability of symptoms, regression
to the mean, and a true placebo efect. Diarrhea was
seen as a side efect of magnesium. Based on this study
it appears thatmagnesium is not an efective treatment
for nocturnal leg cramps. Presumably, the pathophys-
iology of leg cramps in pregnant women is diferent
than that of the general population.

Rofe and colleagues did a second randomized
double-blind placebo-controlled cross-over trial look-
ing at the efect of magnesium [21]. Forty-seven
patients received either 300 mg of magnesium for
6 weeks followed by placebo or placebo followed by
magnesium.his study difered from Frusso’s study in
that there was a longer treatment period, and magne-
sium levels and compliance were monitored. As seen
in the previous study, no signiicant decrease in num-
ber, severity or duration of cramps was found, but
there was a trend towards fewer cramps onmagnesium
(p = 0.07). Additionally, signiicantly more patients
thought that treatment had helped ater magnesium
(78%) than ater placebo (54%) (p = 0.03). his study
also had a signiicant period efect (p = 0.008). Diar-
rhea was seen as a side efect of magnesium. he
authors concluded thatmagnesiummay be an efective
treatment and further studies were needed to evaluate
its eicacy as a treatment for nocturnal leg cramps.

Calcium channel blockers
Baltodano and colleagues decided to study the efects
of verapamil in leg cramps, based on the observa-
tion that when patients were being treated for angina
with verapamil their leg cramps improved [22]. An
open-label study with eight elderly patients (aged 62–
87 years) experiencing frequent nocturnal leg cramps
and refractory to quinine sulfate were placed on ver-
apamil 120 mg at bedtime for 8 weeks. In 7 out
of 8 patients, the nocturnal leg cramps completely
resolved. here were no reported adverse events.

Voon and Sheu were pioneers in the use of calcium
channel blockers and decided to study the efective-

ness of diltiazem for nocturnal leg cramps [23]. he
study evaluated 12 patients for 2 months in a random-
ized double-blind, placebo-controlled cross-over trial.
Even with only 12 patients, the study showed a sig-
niicant reduction in the frequency of nocturnal leg
cramps with diltiazem (–5.84) as compared to placebo
(–0.16) (p = 0.040). No side efects were reported.

It is interesting to note that nifedipine can induce
leg cramps, but diltiazem and verapamil can relieve
cramps. his distinction might be attributable to the
fact that diltiazem and verapamil block neuromus-
cular transmission via inhibition of neurotransmitter
release, but nifedipine does not [23].his diference or
a combination ofmechanismsmay account for the dif-
ferent efects of calcium channel blockers on nocturnal
leg cramps.

Vitamin E
he idea of trying vitamin E for nocturnal leg cramps
came from an incidental inding when patients taking
vitamin E reported relief from cramping [24]. Ayers
andMihandescribed complete or almost complete res-
olution of leg cramps in 82% of their patients taking
vitamin E [24]. Roca and colleagues had similar results
when they performed a small, randomized, double-
blind study using 400 IU of vitamin E taken at night
in a group of dialysis patients [25]. his study found
that vitamin E was just as efective as quinine in reliev-
ing leg cramps, but had fewer side efects. he authors
concluded that vitamin E should be the initial treat-
ment of choice for dialysis patients with leg cramps.

Connolly and coworkers compared the eicacy and
safety of quinine sulfate, vitamin E, and placebo in a
randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled cross-
over trial [26]. Twenty-seven male veterans, aged 38–
73 years, who reported frequent night-time leg cramps,
completed this study. In a random order, patients were
given quinine sulfate (200 mg at supper and 300 mg
at bedtime), vitamin E (800 U at bedtime) or placebo
for 4-week periods. he authors found that quinine
reduced the frequency of leg cramps, but vitaminEwas
not efective in reducing the frequency of leg cramps.

Based on the above studies, it appears that
although vitamin E at irst seemed promising in an
uncontrolled study, a randomized, controlled cross-
over trial showed vitamin E to be inefective in redu-
cing leg cramps in the general population. However,
vitamin E may be efective for dialysis patients in
relieving leg cramps.
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Vitamin B complex
Only one randomized study was conducted to assess
the eicacy and safety of vitamin B complex as a
treatment for leg cramps. Chan and colleagues con-
ducted a double-blind, placebo-controlled, random-
ized study using vitamin B complex (fursulthiamine
50 mg, hydroxocobalamin 250 �g, pyridoxal phos-
phate 30 mg and ribolavin) in 28 elderly patients with
hypertension who had severe leg cramps [27]. Med-
ications were taken three times daily. Eighty-six per
cent of patients reported prominent remission of leg
cramps compared to the placebo group, where no sig-
niicant diference from baseline was found.his study
appears promising, but further studies are needed to
conirm the beneit of vitamin B complex for noctur-
nal leg cramps.

Naftidrofuryl oxalate and orphenadrine
citrate
Small studies were done on natidrofuryl oxalate,
a vasodilator, and orphenadrine citrate, an anti-
cholinergic muscle relaxant in patients with nocturnal
leg cramps. Natidrofuryl is available for treatment of
cramps in England. A study out of England was con-
ducted to examine the eicacy of natidrofuryl oxalate
in leg cramps. A double-blind, placebo-controlled
study with 14 patients found that natidrofuryl oxalate
30 mg twice daily signiicantly reduced cramp fre-
quency (median natidrofuryl = 5; median placebo =

17; p � 0.004) and signiicantly increased cramp-free
days by a third (p � 0.004) [28]. Orphenadrine citrate
decreased leg cramps frequency by 30% in 90% of 59
patients in a double-blind cross-over trial [29].

Anti-epileptic medications
Anti-epileptic medications were irst studied in
patients with leg cramps secondary to neurologic
diseases. Chang and coworkers irst reported an
18-year-old man with Issac’s syndrome who had
remarkable improvement with phenytoin therapy
[30]. Next, Mueller and colleagues presented a study
of 15 patients with multiple sclerosis who had severe
leg cramps and spasticity [31]. hey found that
patients treated with 400 mg of gabapentin adminis-
tered three times daily had signiicant improvement
of symptoms. Gabapentin was well tolerated.

Based on the above reports, Serrao and colleagues
performed an open-label trial with 30 patients who
had frequent leg cramps associated with neurologic
diseases such as neuropathy, radiculopathy, familial
cramps, multiple sclerosis, and Parkinson’s disease
[32]. Patients started on gabapentin at 600 mg/day
and titrated up to an average of 892 ± 180 mg/day at
3months. Ater 3months of therapy, patients reported
a 100% disappearance of leg cramps. he mean fre-
quency of cramps per week dropped from 18.6 ± 17.6
at baseline to 6.0 ± 8.5 (p � 0.01) at 1 month to
0.3 ± 0.5 at 3 months (p � 0.001). Ater 6 months
the mean frequency was 0.2 ± 0.4 (p � 0.001). here
was a similar response in pain ratings and sleep rat-
ings. Gabapentin was generally well tolerated, with the
exception of two patients who reported somnolence
and drowsiness. hese indings appear to be promis-
ing. Further studies in patients with idiopathic leg
cramps are needed.

Conclusion
Nocturnal leg cramps is a common condition that
become more frequent with age. he exact cause of
leg cramps is unknown, but they can be associated
with multiple diseases and medications. herefore, it
is important to identify any treatable causes for leg
cramps. To date there are no studies proving the ei-
cacy of non-pharmacologic methods in preventing
leg cramps. Nevertheless, a therapeutic trial can be
tried with patients given the benign nature of such
treatments.

he safety and eicacy of quinine sulfate for leg
cramps remains unclear. Some studies have shown
that quinine is efective, while others have not shown
a signiicant beneit from quinine use. here is sig-
niicant debate about the risk/beneit ratio of this
medication given the side efects that have been
reported. Multiple other pharmacologic treatments
have been studied, although no one treatment has suf-
icient research studies to prove its eicacy. Promis-
ing alternatives include diltiazem, verapamil, vita-
min B complex, and orphenadrine citrate. Gabapentin
has been shown to signiicantly reduce leg cramps
in patients with neurologic diseases, but its useful-
ness in idiopathic leg cramps remains to be seen. Fur-
ther research is needed to ind a medication that is
both safe and efective in preventing nocturnal leg
cramps.
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Chapter

26
Sleep-related bruxism
Nelly Huynh

History
Sleep bruxism (SB) is categorized as a sleep-related
movement disorder in the International Classiica-
tion of Sleep Disorders [1], but it is also widely con-
sidered a parasomnia [2]. Sleep-related movement
disorders are characterized by simple, stereotyped
movements during sleep [3], while parasomnias are
disorders of arousals or partial arousals during sleep.
Some of the sleep-relatedmovement disorders, such as
bruxism, can also occur during wakefulness or sleep,
although with a diferent presentation. SB, deined as
“an oral activity characterized by grinding or clench-
ing of the teeth during sleep, usually associated with
sleep arousals,” is also known as nocturnal bruxism,
nocturnal tooth grinding, tooth clenching, or brycose
[1]. he term “sleep bruxism” is more correctly used,
as bruxism is taken from the Greek term “brychein”
meaning “to gnash the teeth,” and it occurs during
sleep whether diurnal or nocturnal, whereas the terms
“bruxomania” or “tooth grinding during wakefulness”
are used to describe the neurotic bruxismhabit present
during wakefulness [2].

Clinical indings
Primary SB is possibly an extreme presentation of nor-
mal masticationmuscle movements during sleep asso-
ciated with tooth grinding noise [2], while secondary
bruxism can be associated with the use of psychoac-
tive medications (e.g. most selective serotonin reup-
take inhibitors, haloperidol, lunarizine or other anti-
arrhythmia medications), drugs (e.g. cocaine, ecstasy)
or some medical conditions (e.g. epilepsy, Parkinson’s
disease, oromandibular or cervicofacial myoclonus,
oral tardive dyskinesia or dystonia, Huntington’s dis-
ease, cerebellar hemorrhage, coma, Rett syndrome,
depression, and anxiety disorders) [2,4,5].

During normal sleep, repetitive or phasic jawmus-
cle contractions can occur 1–2 times per hour in
60% of “healthy” subjects [6]. his is known as nor-
mal “rhythmic masticatory muscle activity” (RMMA)
without tooth grinding [6]. An RMMA episode con-
sists of phasic (at least three rhythmic contractions at
1 Hz frequency), tonic (sustained) or mixed (phasic
and tonic) masticatory muscle activity and is consid-
ered an SB episode when this motor activity is associ-
ated with tooth-grinding sounds during sleep [7].

SB can be associated with the following conse-
quences: abnormal tooth wear, dental pain, temporo-
mandibular pain and headaches. In some instances,
SB is not only a problem for the patient, but is also a
source of sleep disruption for his or her bed partner,
as the teeth grinding noise can be loud and unpleas-
ant [1]. Oten, patients with SB do not even realize the
occurrence of this motor activity since patients with
idiopathic SB are reported to have regular sleep archi-
tecture in comparison to age-matched control subjects
[8–10].

Clinical features
A positive history of SB occurs with the presence
of: (1) a family member or a bed partner reporting
a tooth-grinding noise, (2) clinical observation of
abnormal tooth wear (but could be less reliable in
the absence of current bed partner or family member
reports of tooth grinding noises), and (3) a patient
complaint of jaw muscle tenderness or fatigue (pos-
sible association with occasional tension headaches)
[2]. Over 50% of children with tension-type headaches
report SB or tooth grinding [11].heorofacial physical
evaluation should include an evaluation of the teeth
(abnormal wear, fracture, chipping, broken restora-
tion), of the tongue (indentation), inside of the cheek
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(ridge-like bite mark), temporomandibular joint
sound or limited jaw opening, and masseter muscle
hypertrophy upon jaw clenching [2]. However, these
are more or less reliable indicators of SB and are
secondary to reports of tooth-grinding noises by a
sleep partner or family member. It is necessary to
distinguish between tooth clenching while awake and
tooth grinding during sleep, since they have diferent
pathophysiology.

A recent study examined tooth-grinding pat-
terns during sleep in association with dental status
[12]. he researchers found that laterotrusive grind-
ing, speciically incisor–canine–premolar–molar, and
mediotrusive grinding patterns hadmore deteriorative
consequences on clinical gum attachment level,
tooth mobility, non-carious cervical lesions and
hypersensitivity.

Diferential diagnosis
SB should be diferentiated from facio-mandibular
myoclonus (which can be seen in 10% of SB patients),
respiratory disturbances, REM sleep behavior disor-
der, sleep-related abnormal swallowing, night terrors,
confusional arousals, daytime dyskinetic movements
(e.g. dystonia, tremor, chorea, dyskinesia), and sleep
epilepsy [1]. Partial complex or general seizures are
oten associated with rhythmic jaw muscle contrac-
tions, which are diferent from SB [1].

Risk factors
SB has various concomitant risk factors, such as psy-
chological factors, other sleep-related disorders, oral
habits, temporomandibular pain, mental disabilities,
medications, and recreational drugs. Psychological
factors, such as anxiety and stress, have been noted
to exacerbate SB frequency [13,14]. A survey paper
reported that anxiety seemed more prevalent in adults
with SB [15]. A case-controlled study showed an
odds ratio of 5 (CI 2.8–8.8) for SB and stress [16].
Epinephrine and dopamine, both associated with
stress response, were found in higher concentrations
in the urine of patients with SB in comparison to
control subjects [17,18]. However, no direct cause–
efect link has been demonstrated, possibly because
of the multifactorial pathophysiology of SB. A recent
study evaluated chromogranin A as a salivary stress
biomarker level in patients with SB, although there
were no simultaneous audio-video recordings to
distinguish SB from other orofacial activities [19].he

association of SB with REM sleep behavior disorder,
although reported [2], is still controversial [20]. Fur-
thermore, sleep apnea has also been associated with
SB in some patients [15,21,22]. Similar to obstructive
sleep apnea (OSA), nearly 74% of SB episodes occur
in the supine position [23]. Some oral habits, like
smoking and nail biting, have been linked to a higher
prevalence of SB. Patients with SB may have a higher
risk than the general population of sufering from
temporomandibular pain or jaw movement limita-
tions [24,25].his increases with the degree of severity
of SB, as more than half of patients with moderate
SB report morning pain, while patients with severe
SB have a higher RMMA index but less reported pain
[6,25,26]. he prevalence of SB in a population with
developmental disabilities seems to be similar to the
prevalence in the general population [27]. Children
with SB were reported to have a higher prevalence of
attention deicit and somatic disorders [28].

Natural history
Primary SB can be reported as soon as upper and lower
teeth appear in a child [1]. he reported subjective
prevalence of primary SB is found to decline with age
with a 14–20% prevalence in children under 11 years
of age, 13% in young adults 18–29 years of age and
inally 3% in mature adults over 60 years of age [29–
31].hus, the overall prevalence of SB in adults is esti-
mated to be 8% [31]. SB in adults is oten a continu-
ation of childhood SB in over 86.9% of cases [32]. In
children, subjective reports also underlined the pres-
ence of SB concomitant oral activities such as 9–28%
of nail biting, 21% of thumb sucking and 14% of snor-
ing [29,30]. Although the literature seems slightly con-
licted, generally there seems to be no statistical difer-
ence in SB prevalence between genders [2].

It is possible that these epidemiological data have
been underestimated, since many subjects with SB are
unaware that they grind their teeth (they may sleep
alone; the bed partner or parents may be unaware of
SB in the patient), and because of the higher preva-
lence of dentures in relation to aging. Moreover, the
prevalence of SB in the general population may be fur-
ther underevaluated since night-to-night variability of
tooth-grinding noises has been estimated to be greater
than 50%, and 25% for RMMA [1,33]. When compil-
ing an SB history, reports of tooth-grinding noise from
the family or bed partner are a good indicator, but the
clinician should also report the presence of abnormal
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tooth wear in association with current motor activ-
ity, masseter muscle hypertrophy, possible temporo-
mandibular joint disorder (e.g. pain and sensitivity,
clicking noise or movement limitation) and possible
orofacial pain (e.g. headaches) [1].

Ambulatory and laboratory
investigations
To conirm the diagnosis of SB, the patient recording
can be done with an ambulatory at-home device or
in a sleep laboratory. Ideally, either of these record-
ing options should be accompanied by a simultan-
eous audio-video recording (under black light con-
ditions) focused on the patient’s head, in order to
distinguish orofacial movements and other sounds
(e.g. snoring, throat grunting, teeth tapping, smiling,
sighing) from SB episodes. he audio-video record-
ings help to conirm SB episodes and to distinguish
them from other non-speciic orofacial activities (up
to 30%) [34].

Ambulatory and laboratory recordings can help to
rule out, or to document the co-occurrence, of other
sleep disorders such as sleep apnea, PLMS, epilepsy
and REM sleep behavioral disorder. One case report
described rhythmic tooth grinding induced by tem-
poral lobe seizures, in which case SB was an epileptic-
related motor event [35]. Parallel EMG recording of
masseter and temporal muscles is necessary to dis-
criminate any artifacts of temporalmuscle activity that
can be present during temporal lobe seizures.

For the purpose of detecting SB, recordings are
more sensitive in severe cases than in mild to moder-
ate cases because of the night-to-night variability in SB
and RMMA [1,33].

Ambulatory recordings range from a single mas-
setermuscle EMG to amulti-channel recording (EMG,
ECG, respiration, EEG). he main advantages of
ambulatory recording are home-based patient comfort
and lower costs [36]. However, the main limitations
of this method are the lack of speciicity due to the
absence of audio-video recording, and fewer recorded
channels; up to 30% of orofacial movements are not
speciic to SB (e.g. swallowing, grunting, sighs, yawn-
ing, sleep talking and smiling) [34].

Polysomnographic recording is strongly indicated
when the presence of SB is suspected in association
with possible sleep-disordered breathing, REM sleep
behavior disorder, night terrors, facio-mandibular
myoclonus or epilepsy. A polysomnographic record-

ing of SB should include: (1) at least two EMG
(masseter and temporalis muscles) for SB scoring
and a chin EMG for REM sleep hypotonia scoring,
(2) EEG (C3A2 and O2A1), (3) EOG (let and
right), (4) nasal airlow, (5) chest respiratory efort
belt, (6) pulse oximetry, and (7) simultaneous audio-
video recording. Calibration of the polysomnographic
recording should include voluntary tooth tapping,
maximum jaw contraction, swallowing and coughing
before the lights are turned of [9,26].

From these recordings, SB can be scored as:
(a) phasic activity – 1 Hz frequency lasting between
0.25 and 2 s; (b) tonic activity – sustained contraction
lasting over 2 s; and (c)mixed activity. If an EMGburst
lasts less than 0.25 s, it is scored asmyoclonus. Approx-
imately 10% of patients with SB also have myoclo-
nia which can oten be confused with epileptic spikes
[2]. Each SB episode is separated by at least 3-s inter-
vals with no SB-associated EMG activity. Simultan-
eous audio-video recordings help conirm EMG activ-
ity with tooth grinding noises. SB diagnosis can be
made with the presence of at least four episodes of SB
per hour of sleep, or at least 25 individualmuscle bursts
per hour of sleep; this EMGactivity needs to be accom-
panied by at least two tooth-grinding noises during
the sleep recording. Based on 20 years of laboratory
investigation of SB, it has been the experience of Gilles
Lavigne and colleagues that the chin EMG (suprahy-
oid muscle) recorded alone is not reliable enough to
score SB, but should be associated with masseter EMG
and/or temporal EMG [37].

Although SB episodes can occur in all sleep stages,
they more oten occur in light sleep stages 1 and 2,
in up to 80% of the time, but less oten in REM sleep
(under 10%). However, SB can be more prevalent in
REM sleep in some individuals [1]. Interestingly, 15–
20% of SB episodes occur during the transition from
light sleep stages to REM sleep [4,38].

Genetics
Strong familial associations have been reported for SB,
with 20–50% of SB patients reporting at least one fam-
ily member with a history of SB [1]. Studies in twins
showed that monozygotic twins had a higher preva-
lence of SB than dizygotic twins [32,39]. However, a
speciic genetic marker has yet to be attributed to SB,
although there is a large environmental inluence [40].
Genetic pedigrees would be required in order to estab-
lish the genotype and type of inheritance of SB.
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Pathophysiology and etiology
he exact pathophysiology and etiology of SB still
remains unclear although it is strongly believed to be
multifactorial. One of the predisposing factors seems
to be personality type. A higher prevalence of SB has
been reported in association with personality type
A, highly motivated and vigilant individuals [1,41].
Patients with SB seem to be task-oriented due to their
personality type and stress/anxiety coping style [2].
Dental malocclusion has oten been reported to be
either a predisposing or a precipitating factor, although
no scientiic study has been able to prove or disprove
this [1]. Stress, anxiety, smoking and cafeine have been
shown to exacerbate the occurrence of SB [1].

Normality
As mentioned above, 60% of normal sleepers present
RMMA [6]. his masticatory muscle activity during
sleep has also been reported in patients with somnam-
bulism, sleep terrors and REM sleep behavior disor-
der [8,9]. SB has been said to be an extreme man-
ifestation [2] of these phasic RMMAs with a higher
frequency, stronger EMG contraction and accompa-
nying tooth-grinding noises [1]. Even so, compara-
tive studies between healthy young patients with SB
matched with control subjects showed normal sleep
macrostructure: sleep eiciency, sleep latency, total
sleep time, sleep stages distribution and number of
awakenings [22,38,42,43].

Physiologic sequence
Recent studies have shown that a sequence of phys-
iological events precedes and succeeds SB episodes:
(1) minus 4 min: increased sympathetic and decreased
parasympathetic activities; (2) minus 4 s: EEG arousal;
(3) minus 1 s: increased amplitude of respiration,
increased heart rate; (4) onset of activity in jaw – open-
ing and closing muscles; (5) SB episode followed by
saliva swallowing [44–47].

Arousal-related
SB episodes do not trigger EEG arousals, but rather
are simultaneous or secondary to them. Using poly-
graphic and audio-video recordings it was shown that
nearly 90% of the SB episodes were associated with
an EEG arousal, which occurred at a frequency within
normal range [1,22,48]. he association between SB
and EEG arousal was further conirmed when 86% of

experimentally induced EEG arousals were linked to
SB episodes [49]. he majority of SB episodes (80%)
were associatedwith the EEG cyclic alternating pattern
(CAP) [38,50]. CAPs are brief cyclic brain patterns
associated with autonomic and motor activation, that
tend to occur every 20–60 s [2].hey areNREMbehav-
ioral and polygraphicmarkers of sleep instability char-
acterized by transient high-amplitude arousals (phase
A) and low-amplitude background activity (phase B)
[51]. Phase A is divided into three subtypes: A1 con-
taining K-complexes and other slow-wave activities,
A2 with slow and fast EEG, and A3 with fast EEG, the
latter associated with increased heart rate.

Neurochemical link
Dopaminergic and adrenergic neurotransmitters have
been associated with SB pathophysiology. he admin-
istration of levodopa, a dopamine precursor, was irst
reported to induce SB in a patient with Parkinson’s
disease [52]. However, a controlled study showed that
levodopa reduced the frequency of SB episodes by 30%
as well as EMG tone within each SB episode [53].
In addition to older studies with wake/sleep bruxism
[17,18], a recent study found higher levels of urin-
ary catecholamines – adrenaline, noradrenaline and
dopamine – in patients with SB in comparison to
controls [54]. Haloperidol, a dopaminergic receptor
blocker, and some other dopaminergic anti-psychotic
medications induced tooth grinding in awake sub-
jects, but has not been reported to induce SB [55]. Yet,
when administering bromocriptine, a dopamine ago-
nist, the frequency of SB episodes did not decrease or
increase [56]. Propranolol, an adrenergic beta-blocker,
was reported in a case report and in secondary SB
to reduce SB [57,58]. However, a controlled study
showed no efect of propranolol on SB or on sleep vari-
ables [59]. Other neurotransmitters that could pos-
sibly play a role in the pathophysiology of SB are
serotonin, cholecystokinin, and gamma-aminobutyric
acid, while medications that increase SB are selec-
tive serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), dopamine
antagonists and calcium channel inhibitors [44,55,60].

Swallowing
Since most SB episodes conclude with saliva swallow-
ing at the end of the episode, it is possible that this
activity is responsible for lubricating tissues in the
esophagus and mouth. One hypothesis is that xerosto-
miamay trigger SB, but this needs to be demonstrated.
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Figure 26.1 Diagram of various oral
appliances and medications. Different
randomized controlled trials of SB
treatments were compared by the number
needed to treat (NNT) which is the number
of patients who need to receive the SB
treatment in comparison with patients
receiving a placebo/other treatment, in
order to reduce SB in one patient. NNTB is
NNT to benefit, and NNTH is NNT to harm.
Arrows show ±95% confidence interval.
Shaded box shows the range of NNT
where the treatment is considered
beneficial. (Modified from [81].)

Sleeping subjects swallow up to 12 times less in com-
parison to awake subjects [61]. Low saliva levels during
tooth grinding may increase tooth wear [62].

Sleep-disordered breathing
A recent study demonstrated that SB episodes were
associated with an increase in respiration amplitude
[47]. As described above, SB has also been associated
with OSA. In a large population survey, patients with
SB reported a 2–3 times higher prevalence of sleep
apnea [15]. Since OSA is caused by a reduction of
upper airway patency, it has been hypothesized that
the rhythmic contractions of the jaw muscles might
be a way to re-establish the patency by repositioning
the retruded jaw and re-establishing EMG tone in the
tongue during swallowing [4].

Management
As there is no cure for SB, the clinician’s role is to man-
age the associated symptoms of SB and exclude other
neurological or sleep disorders as described above.
Firstly, patients with SB should be made aware of its
deinition, causes, associated consequences and possi-
ble management strategies [2].

Lifestyle and sleep hygiene
Among possible SBmanagement strategies, behavioral
changes can be suggested, such as sleep hygiene or
relaxation exercises [63]. Other alternative treatments
have been reported to reduce SB, such as hypnotherapy
[64], or auditory biofeedback [65,66], although they
have not been studied in randomized controlled trials.

Prevention of damage
Occlusal appliances can be used in order to prevent
further orodental deterioration. It is recommended
that the sotmouth guard be used as a short-term solu-
tion, since degradation can occur rather quickly due
to SB, while the hard occlusal stabilization splint ofers
more protection, especially in patients with severe SB
or tooth clenchers [2]. While an appliance with 3 mm
vertical thickness at the central incisors has been asso-
ciatedwith reports of better tolerance and a decrease in
SB, an appliance with 6 mm vertical thickness resulted
in an increase of temporal EMG activity [67]. How-
ever, an occlusal appliance is not recommended for
everyone, since one study showed a maxillary appli-
ance exacerbated OSA [68]. he mandibular advance-
ment appliance is an alternative oral appliance that
has recently shown promise as an SB treatment (see
Figure 26.1). By pulling the lower jaw slightly for-
ward, this appliance may improve respiratory func-
tion and decrease secondary SB episodes [69]. Other
alternatives yet to be studied in randomized con-
trolled trials are appliances that in response to exces-
sive tooth contact activate with electric shock, vibra-
tion or a bad taste in order to reduce the number
of SB episodes [66,70–72]. In patients with remov-
able partial dentures, night dentures (splint-like and
removable) were reported to be efective in four case
reports [73].

Although the eicacy of reducing occlusal interfer-
ence through tooth equilibrium has yet to be proven in
a randomized controlled trial, it has been previously
suggested [74]. Orthodontic treatment and/or dental
restoration can possibly improve comfort, respiration
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and oral health but there is no evidence yet of an efect
on SB.

Use of medication
As previously stated, there is currently no known long-
term preventive treatment for SB. Despite this, phar-
macologic treatment can be considered as a possi-
ble short-term treatment for SB. Medications that act
on the central nervous system taken at bedtime, like
benzodiazepam (e.g. diazepam) or muscle relaxants
(e.g. methocarbamol), have been reported to reduce
SB [5,7], but a randomized controlled trial has yet to
be performed for these medications. he main asso-
ciated side efect is morning drowsiness [2]. Tricyclic
anti-depressants have also been reported as a possible
short-term treatment for SB [55], although two con-
trolled studies with amitriptyline showed no efect on
SB [75,76] (see Figure 26.1). Inversely, SSRIs, like ser-
traline, luoxetine and citalopram, have been reported
to increase wake tooth clenching [2]. Other med-
ications acting on serotonin (fenluramine) and l-
tryptophan have been associated with exacerbated or
no changes in SB, respectively [55].

Dopamine-related medications have diferent
efects on SB. For example, l-dopa seemed to decrease
SB episodes in young otherwise healthy subjects with
SB, while bromocriptine did not inluence SB in a sim-
ilar population [53,56] (see Figure 26.1). A sustained
slow-release form of l-dopa could be an alternative to
prevent taking two doses of medication – at bedtime
and in the middle of the night [2]. However, further
studies are needed before using this medication as
a long-term pharmacological treatment, since it is
possible to have a SB rebound later during the night or
the next day, as is the case for PLMS [2]. A case report
in a patient with severe SB indicated that pergolide, a
dopamine receptor agonist, reduced SB [77].

Adrenergic medications have also been associated
to SB. Propranolol, a beta-adrenergic antagonist, was
reported to reduce SB in two case reports [57,78],
but a controlled study showed no diference in SB
in young healthy subjects [59]. Clonidine, an alpha-2
agonist, decreased SB by over 60%, but clinical use was
hampered by near complete REM sleep inhibition in
most patients and morning hypotension in some [59].
Botulin toxin injected directly into themuscle has been
suggested in the literature as a means to prevent SB
episodes, although controlled studies and safety issues

need to be addressed before botulin toxin becomes a
widely used treatment for SB [2,5].

An interesting recent study in postmenopausal
women described the positive results from hormone
therapy with progesterone and estrogen versus estro-
gen alone; among the results, the researchers observed
a decrease in the prevalence of bruxism (11% vs. 0%),
periodic limb movements (8% vs. 3%), arousals from
sleep, daytime somnolence and breathing irregulari-
ties [79]. However, it remains unclear whether the hor-
mones have a direct link to SB or whether they act pri-
marily on sleep [80].

Conclusions
Sleep-related movement disorders, such as SB, have
consequences for patients’ quality of life when they
are associated with pain and/or headaches. SB prob-
ably remains underdiagnosed due to the limited
knowledge of patients, family members and clinicians.
Better management will become possible by means
of inter-disciplinary communication and education. It
remains for researchers to gathermore information on
the multifactorial pathophysiology of SB and to study
new management therapies.
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Section 5 Sleep-related movement disorders and other variants
Chapter

27
Propriospinal myoclonus
Giuseppe Plazzi and Roberto Vetrugno

History and terminology
he termmyoclonus was derived from the longer term
paramyoklonus multiplex that was irst used in a case
report by professor Nikolaus Friedreich in Heidel-
berg in 1881 with the intent to describe symmetric
(para) and quick (clonus)movements ofmuscles (myo)
occurring in multiple sites (multiplex) over the body
[1]. Lowenfeld, in 1883, was the irst to use the term
myoclonus by shortening paramyoklonus multiplex, as
quoted by Seelingmüller in 1886 [2]. Myoclonus is a
clinical sign encompassing a vast range of etiologies,
anatomical sources, and pathophysiological features.
Muscle jerks can also be produced by the spinal cord
where the motor system is organized on two levels,
spinal and propriospinal. he spinal segmental system
may became hyperexcitable, and the result is spinal
“segmental” myoclonus involving one or two contigu-
ous spinal myotomes that is particularly resistant to
supraspinal inluences, such as voluntary movement,
mental activity and sleep [3–5].he propriospinal sys-
tem is a slowly conducting intraspinal pathway that
connects multiple segmental levels. Involvement of
this system [6] leads to predominantly axial jerks [7]
that, unlike spinal segmental myoclonus, is particu-
larly inluenced by mental activity and sleep [8,9].

Bussel et al., in 1988, described a patient in whom
rhythmic extensionmovements of the trunk and lower
limbs started 15 months ater a traumatic section of
the spinal cord, veriied by MRI, at the lower cervi-
cal cord. he timing of the muscle activation in difer-
ent muscles remained “ixed,” but was not measured.
Nevertheless, such a pattern would be consistent with
spread of activation from a single source andwas prob-
ably the irst electrophysiological description of a long
propriospinal pathway propagated spinal myoclonus
[10]. Subsequently, Brown et al., in 1991, reported
three patients with non-rhythmic repetitive axial jerks

causing symmetric lexion of the neck, trunk, hips and
knees, observed the inluence of the posture (jerks
were especially brought about by reclining or lying
down), and described the detailed electrophysiology
of this new type of spinal myoclonus that they termed
propriospinal myoclonus [7]. In 1992, Davies et al.
described a 59-year-old man with a 30-year history
of an unusual movement disorder characterized by
involuntary axial spasms that occurred only in recum-
bency. he authors deined this movement disorder as
a tic because of the associated urge to move and its
suppression by voluntary efort, but indeed it much
resembled propriospinal myoclonus because move-
ments were suppressed promptly when the patient was
given mental arithmetic tasks or when he performed
simple motor tasks, such as leg or handmovements, or
replied to questions [11].

In 2000, Vetrugno et al. reported a case in which
myoclonus was sometimes conined to abdominal
muscles as in spinal segmental myoclonus, while in
others the jerks from the abdominal muscles spread
slowly up and down the cord to involve muscles in the
neck and leg. hey postulated that the same genera-
tor was involved in both types of jerk and that under
conditions of heightened excitability jerks spread away
from the area of the primary focus [12]. Schulze-
Bonhage et al., in 1996, described a case with a purely
stimulus-sensitive propriospinal myoclonus in which
stimuli to the back and abdomen could provoke axial
jerks at short latency with spread to rostral and caudal
segments of the cords [13]. hen, in 1997, Montagna
et al. outlined and highlighted the tight association
that propriospinal myoclonus may have with relax-
ation and drowsiness with consequent sleep disrup-
tion [8]. In particular, propriospinal myoclonus was
observed to occur exclusively at the transition from
wakefulness to sleep and did not seem to relate to
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posture, because the jerks could be promptly abolished
by mental activation even with the patients sitting
comfortably in an armchair or lying down, and imme-
diately restarted when the patients were let alone
undisturbed and lying down [8].

In 2001, Vetrugno et al. conirmed that pro-
priospinal myoclonus may remain restricted to the
particular neurophysiologic and mental state of
transition from wakefulness to sleep (i.e. the pre-
dormitum), whereas it is absent during alert wakeful-
ness and sleep proper. hey proposed propriospinal
myoclonus at sleep onset as a new parasomnia causing
insomnia and altered sleep structure [9]. In 2005,
propriospinal myoclonus was introduced into the
American Academy of Sleep Medicine nomenclature
and included into he International Classiications
of Sleep Disorders Diagnostic and Coding Manual
section VII – Isolated Symptoms, apparently normal
variants and unresolved issues [14].

Clinical indings
Propriospinal myoclonus deines a syndrome of spon-
taneous or, in rare instances, stimulus-sensitive, axial
myoclonic jerks that originate at a spinal segmental
level and spread up and down the spinal cord via sup-
posedly propriospinal pathways [7]. Jerks are typically
slow, rhythmic, bilateral and synchronouswith lexion,
and rarely extension, of trunk and limbs. Brown et al.
described three patients with non-rhythmic repetitive
axial myoclonic jerks causing symmetric lexion of the
neck, trunk, hips and knees [7]. hey did not ind any
electrophysiological evidence of a cortical or brain-
stem reticular origin for the myoclonus. In the irst
patient, the axial jerks occurred only spontaneously.
Paroxysmal bouts of axial lexion jerks of the trunk and
hips lasted up to 3 h and repeated every minute. he
inter-muscle latencies of the recruited muscles dur-
ing the jerks indicated that the discharge arose in the
mid thoracic cord and then slowly spread at about
5 m/s up and down the cord to involve rostral and
caudal segments. No structural lesion was identiied
in this patient. In the second patient, spontaneous
and relex axial jerks developed following the excision
of a cervical hemangioblastoma. In the stimulus-
induced jerks (taps to the abdominal wall), the relative
latencies of muscles innervated by rostral and cau-
dal spinal segments suggested that the myoclonus ori-
ginated between the upper cervical and mid thoracic
cord. In the last patient, EMG activity during sponta-

neous and stimulus-induced jerks commenced in the
rectus abdominis, and was followed by later activity
in muscles innervated by rostral spinal segments, sug-
gesting that the myoclonus originated in the mid thor-
acic cord. No structural lesion was identiied in this
patient.hus, electrophysiological evidence argued for
a spinal origin for these axial jerks in all three cases,
with striking features common both to this form of
humanmyoclonus and to long propriospinal pathways
identiied in animals [7,15].

In a later paper, the clinical and electrophysi-
ological characteristics of eight other patients with
trunkal jerks were described [16]. Myoclonus devel-
oped within days or weeks of cervical trauma in half
of the patients. Seven cases had axial lexion, and one
axial extension jerks. Myoclonic EMG activity con-
sisted of repetitive bursts with a frequency of 1–7 Hz.
he jerks in three of the cases were comprised of alter-
nating and rhythmic bursts of EMG activity in the
rectus abdominis and paraspinal muscles. From these
new observations, the authors speculated that, like in
Bussel et al. [10], the cervical damage might have
released a “pattern generator” in the lower thoracic
cord capable of recruiting muscles through long pro-
priospinal pathways into complex rhythmic activity.

Since then, there have been several reports of
patients with propriospinal myoclonus and a slow
spread of activity from a restricted section of the spinal
cord [13,17–20].

Most patients with propriospinal myoclonus have
no recognizable cause; however, in other cases a lesion
can be detected, such as cervical hemangioblastoma,
mild cervical myeloradiculopathy, spinal arterio-
venous istula, or trauma [7,16,21,22], post-traumatic
tetraplegia [20], multiple sclerosis [23], thoracic her-
pes zoster [17], Lyme neuroborreliosis [24] and HIV
infection [25]. Symptomatic propriospinal myoclonus
secondary to a vertebral fracture of T11 has been
reported to evolve in an acute and life-threatening
“myoclonic status” with respiratory failure and loss
of consciousness [26]. Propriospinal myoclonus has
also been reported as a paraneoplastic symptom [27],
in paraproteinemic polyneuropathy [28], ater expo-
sure to inhaled cannabis [29], ciproloxacin [30], alpha
interferon [31], and enteropathogenic toxin [32].
Moreover, a similar propriospinal pattern of propaga-
tion has been found on neurophysiologic studies of
other motor activities apparently of spinal origin, such
as the spasms of the stif-man syndrome [33], some
involuntary movements encountered in syringomyelia
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Figure 27.1 Polysomnographic study
showing propriospinal myoclonus recurring
during pre-hypnic wakefulness and during
infra-hypnic and post-hypnic wakefulness.
Propriospinal myoclonus is transiently
suppressed by mental exercise (∗) and
vanishes during sleep. Upper trace:
wake–sleep histogram; middle trace: body
position (S, supine position; R, lying on the
right side; L, lying on the left side); lower
trace: histogram of myoclonic jerks per
minute.

and syringobulbia [34], and even in some involuntary
movements associated with restless legs syndrome
(RLS) [35,36].

At the present time, therefore, propriospinal
myoclonus remains a heterogeneous neurologic con-
dition. It is not clear what distinguishes the pattern of
damage that produces a prevalent myoclonic activity
from that which produces a prevalent sustained
muscle contraction, or what factors are involved in
facilitating the spread of myoclonic activity in the
propriospinal form.

A feature in some cases of propriospinal
myoclonus, emphasized in the original reports,
was an exacerbation when patients sat or lay lat
[7,37]. In a series of eight cases, jerks disappeared
or diminished upon standing in seven of them, and
this was interpreted as a consequence of the efect
of posture [16]. In 1997, Montagna et al. reported
three patients (males) aged 71, 50 and 41 who pre-
sented propriospinal myoclonus appearing only when
they were seated or lying down, but in which the
triggering factor could be traced to the reduction in
vigilance level at the transition from alert to relaxed
wakefulness [8]. he myoclonic jerks during drowsi-
ness were so annoying as to preclude the patients
from falling asleep and caused severe insomnia.
he clinical and EMG features of this myoclonic
activity were typical of propriospinal myoclonus
with onset of EMG activity in abdominal or cervical
muscles and variable propagation at slow conduction
velocity to other spinally innervated muscle in a
fashion incompatible with purely descending volleys
from the cerebral cortex or the reticular region.

Polygraphic studies documented that myoclonic
activity appeared only during recumbency, but was
not ascribed only to the efect of posture. Indeed,
movements were suppressed promptly when the
patients were given mental arithmetic tasks or when
they performed simple motor tasks such as leg or
hand movements or replied to questions. Jerks arose
during relaxed wakefulness when EEG alpha activity
spread from posterior occipital to anterior frontal
areas, to disappear again with sleep onset, when EEG
changed to theta activity, and throughout sleep proper
(Figure 27.1). On magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
one patient had an arachnoid cyst at the level of
the T8 posterior root. he authors emphasized the
relationship between propriospinal myoclonus and
the relaxed wakefulness state prior to falling sleep,
the so-called “pre-dormitum”, according to Critch-
ley [38], that represents a remarkable transitional
state associated with peculiar sensory and motor
manifestations facilitated by removal of inluences
from mesopontine, posterior hypothalamic, and basal
forebrain activation systems [39,40].

A similar case of propriospinal myoclonus arising
in the thoracic muscles only during mental relaxation
and drowsiness and causing insomnia was reported by
Tison et al. in a 52-year-old woman [41]. Vetrugno
et al. reported ive additional patients (males) with
propriospinal myoclonus, aged 24–57, in whom the
peculiar relationship with relaxed wakefulness and
the ensuing disturbance of sleep allowed the propo-
sition that propriospinal myoclonus may represent a
disorder of the sleep–wake transition period [9]. In
all patients detailed neurophysiological examination
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Figure 27.2 Polysomnographic recordings of propriospinal myoclonus recurring isolated or in clusters (A). At higher paper speed, it is
evident that jerks always start in the left rectus abdominis muscle with (B) or without (C) spreading to more rostral and caudal muscles. Arrows
show onset of activity. EOG: electro-oculogram; SCM: sternocleidomastoideus; Rectus Abdom: rectus abdominis; T-L Paraspinalis:
thoraco-lumbar paraspinal; Rectus Fem: rectus femoris; Tib Ant: tibialis anterior; ECG: electrocardiogram; Thor-Abd Resp: thoraco-abdominal
respirogram. L: left; R: right.

included EEG, EMG of limb and axial muscles,
nerve conduction velocities, somatosensory evoked
potentials (SEPs), and transcranial magnetic stimula-
tion, which were normal. Neurophysiologically docu-
mented propriospinal myoclonus occurred solely at
the transition fromwake to sleep, or during intra-sleep
arousals or upon awakening (Figure 27.1). here were
no time-locked cortical correlates in back-averaged
EEG activity preceding the spontaneous jerks which,
moreover, did not involve distal hand and foot mus-
cles, as is typical of cortical myoclonus. he dif-
fusion of the jerks to involve multiple spinal seg-
ments, their origin in axial muscles (intercostalis, rec-
tus abdominis, paraspinalis, sternocleidomastoideus),
the long duration of the EMG bursts (100–300 ms,
but sometimes longer and with polymyoclonic shape),
the marked jitter in intermuscle latencies and the low
spinal conduction velocities (2–16 m/s) were all char-
acteristic of axial myoclonus of propriospinal origin.
Remarkably, in some patients and in some instances,
jerks could remain restricted to some muscles only
(always including the originator muscle) and become
propagated to more rostral and caudal levels only in
the more intense jerks (Figure 27.2). In all patients,
the jerks had a clear relationship with the wake–
sleep transition period, arising in a semi-rhythmic

fashion only during the relaxed phase prior to sleep
(Figure 27.3), and disappearing with the earliest
stages of sleep and throughout all sleep stages. In
two cases, propriospinal myoclonus reappeared briely
during intra-sleep wakefulness and upon awaken-
ing in the morning. Mental and sensory stimulation
during relaxed wakefulness stopped the jerks con-
comitantly with the disappearance of the EEG alpha
activity and independently of any postural changes.
Myoclonus thereater reappeared as the patients were
let undisturbed and the EEG alpha activity returned
(Figure 27.1). An ocular myopathy and cervical
myelopathy were observed in two patients, but were
judged to be fortuitous associations. All patients
received clonazepam, with only partial eicacy, and
no particular efect was obtained by the administra-
tion of barbiturates or oral opioids (tramadol). In
all patients, propriospinal myoclonus, once begun,
proved to represent a chronic disorder, to be refractory
to treatment, and to cause severe disability in the form
of insomnia.

Propriospinal myoclonus has also been described
in patients with a long history of restless legs syn-
drome (RLS). Vetrugno et al. reported three patients
(two women), aged 36–83, with a 25-, 15-, and 5-year
history of RLS and periodic limb movements during
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Figure 27.3 Polygraphic recording depicting the quasi-periodic recurrence of propriospinal myoclonus associated with spreading of EEG
alpha activity to the anterior brain region. EOG: electro-oculogram; SCM: sternocleidomastoideus; Rectus Abdom: rectus abdominis; T-L
Paraspinalis: thoraco-lumbar paraspinalis; Rectus Fem: rectus femoris; Tib Ant: tibialis anterior; ECG: electrocardiogram; Thor-Abd Resp:
thoraco-abdominal respirogram.

sleep (PLMS) [36]. For 1, 4, and 5 years, the patients
had complained of additional involuntary trunk and
limb jerks preceding falling asleep and occasionally
during intra-sleep wakefulness. Videopolysomnogra-
phy revealed jerks during relaxed wakefulness arising
in axial muscles with a caudal and rostral propa-
gation at a slow conduction velocity, characteristic
of propriospinal myoclonus. Jerk-related EEG-EMG
back-averaging did not disclose any preceding cor-
tical potential. During relaxed wakefulness preced-
ing falling asleep and during intra-sleep wakefulness,
propriospinal myoclonus co-existed with motor rest-
lessness and sensory discomfort in the limbs. Pro-
priospinal myoclonus disappeared when spindles and
K-complexes appeared on the EEG. At this time, typ-
ical PLMS appeared every 20–40 s, especially during
light sleep stages. PLMS EMG activity was now lim-
ited to leg, especially tibialis anterior muscles, and did
not show any propriospinal propagation. Jerks with a
propriospinal patternmay, thus, be associated with the
RLS, in a tight relationship with relaxed wakefulness
preceding sleep onset, and may co-exist though dur-
ing diferent time windows with PLMS in the same
patient [36].

Natural history
Propriospinal myoclonus at sleep onset consists of
sudden axial jerks arousing during drowsiness pre-
ceding falling asleep and, rarely, during intra-sleep
relaxedwakefulness and upon awakening in themorn-
ing (Figure 27.1). he jerks may be variable in fre-
quency, recurring in clusters separated by long gaps
of time or quasi-periodically every 10–20 s during
the transition from wakefulness to sleep. Rhythmic or

arrhythmic, lexion, rarely extension, movements of
the axial muscles of the body rarely may remain seg-
mentally located but, oten, spread to the limbs exclu-
ding the cranially innervated muscles (except for the
sterno-cleido-mastoideus). Movements tend to occur
in the chest and abdomen and, typically, are not asso-
ciated with vocalization. Neurological examination,
brain and spinal MRI are usually normal. he jerks
are most oten spontaneous, sudden, shock-like, with
variable regularity. he muscle jerks are rarely trig-
gered by noise or external sources. he intensity of
the muscle jerks may vary. he disorder can make
it very hard to fall asleep with consequent insomnia.
Patients may develop a fear of falling asleep, anxiety
and depression. Injury to oneself or to a bed partner
may occur. In all patients, propriospinalmyoclonus set
on in midlife and represent a chronic disorder, only in
part responding to treatments. Notwithstanding, pro-
priospinal myoclonus is a rare disorder. here are few
data to determine how common it is and who is at risk
for developing it. It appears to be more common in
men than in women, and there are no reports of this
disorder in children.

Laboratory investigations and
diferential diagnosis
For patients with suspected propriospinal myoclonus,
multiple muscle EMGs from cranial, axial and limb
muscles are essentials at polysomnographic investiga-
tion. he EMG surface bipolar silver/silver chloride
electrodes should be placed 2 cm apart longitudinally
over the relevant muscle bellies. he EEG electrodes
should be placed at least over anterior F3 and F4,
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central C3 and C4, vertex Fz and Cz, and posterior
O2 and O1 areas according to the International 10–
20 system. Use of additional EEG electrodes, if possi-
ble, is helpful to better analyze the functional relation
between the EEG activities, the consciousness state(s),
and the movements studied. he polygraph should be
connected to a computerized system for of-line anal-
ysis of acquired data (16-bit resolution, sampling rate
1024 Hz; EEG band pass 0.1–60 Hz; EMG band-pass
50–300 Hz). Simultaneous video-recording is manda-
tory to document and clearly diferentiate any other
kind of sleep-related abnormal movements.

Videopolysomnography demonstrates that the
myoclonic activity is restricted to the wakefulness
period preceding sleep or during intra-sleep wakeful-
ness (Figure 27.1). Propriospinal myoclonus occurs
as trunk lexion or, less frequent, extension with axial
muscle activation. Proximal limb muscles are oten
involved in the jerk bilaterally, but the predominant
action is in the axial muscles. Isolated or repetitive
jerks may occur (Figure 27.2). he EMG discharges
last typically 100–300 ms, but sometimes longer. Both
reciprocal and co-contracting agonist–antagonist
activity has been observed.hemajor characteristic of
the EMG discharges is a simultaneous bilateral rostral
and caudal recruitment from the area of spinal cord
origin, sparing the cranial muscles. he activation
speed of consecutive muscles is slower than that of the
corticospinal pathway, in the range of 2–16 m/s and
therefore in agreement with a propriospinal pattern of
propagation. Jitter occurs from jerk to jerk with regard
to the relative timing of the various EMG discharges
within each episode of myoclonus. No EEG abnormal-
ities in the routine recording or upon back-averaging
have been reported. he jerks disappear with sleep
onset and are not observed during sleep. During the
relaxed wakefulness the myoclonic activity appears
when EEG alpha rhythm spreads from the posterior to
the anterior cortical areas or when it drops out. Jerks
may recur at quasi-periodic intervals (every 5–40 s)
and this pattern may repeat itself over a hundred
times with consequent delayed sleep onset and sleep
fragmentation (Figure 27.3). Mental activation with
the patient comfortably lying down or sitting (asking
the patient to think, speak, count, and perform simple
or complex motor tasks such as waving a hand or
writing) desynchronizes the EEG activity and makes
the jerks disappear. Myoclonus thereater reappears as
soon as the patient is let undisturbed and relaxed and
EEG alpha activity spreads or drops out.

Additional neurophysiologic investigations, inclu-
ding EMG of limb and axial muscles, nerve con-
duction velocities, SEPs and transcranial magnetic
stimulation, and spinal cord and brain MRI are usu-
ally normal [8,9].

Absence of a cortical pre-movement potential, lack
of involvement of cranial muscles, pattern of propa-
gation, variable delay between diferent muscles, and
slow propagation are all features that distinguish pro-
priospinalmyoclonus fromcortical and reticular relex
myoclonus [42].

Focal abnormal involuntary movements of the
abdominal wall reported under the term “diaphrag-
matic lutter,” “moving umbilicus syndrome,” and
“belly dancer’s dyskinesia” have diferent EMG pat-
terns from those observed in patients with pro-
priospinal myoclonus, as they consist of irregular or
writhing contraction of the afected muscles at rates as
high as 30–90/min [43].

Painful legs and moving toes identify a condition
characterized by severe pain of the feet with a burning
sensation and repetitive semicontinuous movements
of the toes, with irregular EMG bursts in small mus-
cles of the foot and leg, and not necessarily worsening
at night or relieved by activity [44].

Periodic limb movements may appear during
relaxed wakefulness, but in such cases they continue
during light sleep stages. However, the motor pattern
is diferent, as periodic movements in sleep consist of
dorsilexion of the big toe and foot and lexion of the
knee and hip [45,46], even if they may co-exist with
propriospinal myoclonus in some patients with RLS
[36].

Sleep starts or hypnic jerks also deserve men-
tion in the diferential diagnosis with propriospinal
myoclonus. hey are non-periodic myoclonic move-
ments, usually involving asynchronically diferent and
isolated body segments, as a normal accompaniment
of sleep and associated with a K-complex or EEG
arousal. hey do not primarily involve the abdominal
muscles [47], even though they have been reported to
cause insomnia when intensiied [48]. However, the
lack of detailed polygraphic data on the sleep starts
makes the similarities with propriospinal myoclonus
just a suggestion.

Excessive fragmentary myoclonus refers to the
muscular twitches involving the ingers, toes, and the
corners of the mouth, and persisting in all stages of
sleep.hemovements sometimes resemblemuscle fas-
ciculations with no movement across a joint space. In
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some cases, excessive fragmentary myoclonus is diag-
nosed strictly as an incidental inding on polysomno-
graphy, and no visible movement is present. Even
when movements are present, the patient may be
totally unaware of their presence.he EMGindings in
excessive fragmentary myoclonus resemble the phasic
REM twitches that are a normal inding in REM sleep,
except that they exist in all stages of sleep and are not
clustered as in normal REM sleep, but are more evenly
spaced across individual epochs [48,49].

A psychogenic etiology also should be considered
because themotor pattern of propriospinal myoclonus
can be mimicked voluntarily [50,51].

Genetics and pathology
No familial cases of propriospinal myoclonus have
been described to date, and the genetic or other basis
predisposing individuals to develop this movement
disorder at the wake–sleep transition are unknown.
Also unexplained is the male prevalence in pro-
priospinal myoclonus, as for many other NREM sleep
and REM sleep parasomnias [14], and what patho-
logical changes that supervene in life underlie the
onset of the disease. MRI of the spinal cord and
brain, indeed, does not disclose abnormalities in the
majority of cases. According to the neurophysiological
evidence available, propriospinal myoclonus at sleep
onset must originate at a spinal level, but it must be
set into motion by neurophysiological mechanisms
speciic to the transitional period between wake and
sleep, the pre- and post-dormitum. Vigilance level is
an important factor for themanifestation and variabil-
ity of many movement disorders. he pre- and post-
dormitum periods in particular are characterized by
vigilance level luctuations which modulate the state-
dependent motor behavior. Propriospinal myoclonus
may, indeed, be precipitated by drowsiness. Pre- and
post-dormitum possess intrinsic cerebral metabolic
patterns [39], and mental [38] and neurophysiological
[40,52] characteristics that, with the relative changes in
iring patterns of many neuronal motor-related supra-
spinal populations, could act to release a spinal pace-
maker responsible for propriospinal myoclonus.

Management
here is no known efective treatment for pro-
priospinal myoclonus. It responds only in part to
clonazepam (up to 2 mg at night) treatment. Other
treatment options includes carbamazepine (up to

400 mg/day), gabapentin (up to 800 mg/day), leve-
tiracetam (up to 2000 mg), pramipexole (up to 0.7 mg
at night) and tramadol (up to 100mg at night) [8,9,28].

Transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation
(TENS) (80 Hz, 150-� se pulse width) with electrical
current delivered over the area controlled by the
low-thoracic spinal level has been reported to be
efective in suppressing propriospinal myoclonus in a
50-year-old man with a 6-year history of abdominal
movements which worsened when lying down and
caused severe disability and insomnia [53].

Conclusions (including future
directions)
Propriospinal myoclonus at wake–sleep transitions
remains an idiopathic condition, oten a lifelong one,
in which no structural abnormality of the brain or
spinal cord has been demonstrated. he long-term
prognosis and natural history of the disease are still
unclear and,moreover, chances for treatments are lim-
ited. Future studies are needed to better deine the
etiopathogenesis of propriospinal myoclonus. Con-
ventional and functional neuroimaging studies could
detect neural structures responsible for the initiation
of the myoclonic jerks. Indeed, impairment to seg-
ments of the spinal cord, particularly if it involves loss
of or changes in excitability of spinal interneurons, can
release activity that produces spontaneous and oten
rhythmic bursts of muscle jerking. he impairment
may either be direct, or it may involve changes in the
input to spinal segments from other structures both
peripheral and supraspinal.he latter could, for exam-
ple, release intrinsic spinal pattern generators from
external control or could provoke plastic reorganiza-
tion of cord circuits to favor rhythmic and patterned
discharges.
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Section 5 Sleep-related movement disorders and other variants
Chapter

28
Sleep-related rhythmic movement disorder
Timothy F. Hoban

Introduction
“he mother then noticed that, ater the child had been
asleep for a couple of hours, he would turn over on his
right side, drawing the right arm above his head, and
applying the let hand over the let ear. Once in this
position, he would begin to oscillate his head on the
pillow from right to let, in a perfectly rhythmical
manner. he oscillation would be maintained for about
half an hour, and then the child slept quietly again.
From the time this phenomenon was irst observed, no
night passed without its occurrence . . . ”
M. Putnam-Jacobi, 1880, describing “nocturnal rotary
spasm” in a 3-year-old boy [1].

Sleep-related rhythmic movement disorder (RMD)
represents a parasomnia characterized by slow and
sustained rhythmic movements involving major mus-
cle groups. It is unique among the parasomnias in
its propensity to span both wakefulness and sleep.
Episodes may occur during wakefulness, drowsiness,
any stage of sleep, or in association with arousal
from sleep. Although most common in younger chil-
dren, RMD occasionally persists into adulthood –
sometimes in dramatic form. he condition has
received little scientiic study, so only limited progress
has been achieved towards understanding the under-
lying causes and consequences of the disorder. his
chapter will examine the clinical manifestations, nat-
ural history, and polysomnographic indings for RMD.
Possible causes and putative treatments for the condi-
tion will also be examined.

Clinical manifestations of RMD
RMD is characterized by recurrent episodes of stereo-
typed body movements in association with sleep.
Movements may involve the head, neck, trunk, or

limbs in isolation or combination, oten accompanied
by synchronous humming or moaning vocalizations.
he cadence of movements is strikingly regular, usu-
ally at a frequency of 0.5–2 Hz [2].

he duration of rhythmic movement episodes may
be as short as several seconds or as long as several
hours, however most episodes abate within 15 min
[2,3]. Episodes may arise during predormital wake-
fulness, drowsiness, or any stage of sleep and some-
times span the wake–sleep transition. Episodes aris-
ing fromwakefulness have been reported to last longer
than those arising during sustained sleep [4].

Published accounts of RMD date to the late nine-
teenth century, as excerpted above [1]. Some authors
attribute the initial report of the condition to Wepfer
as early as 1727 [5]. More detailed descriptions of
the condition commenced in 1905 with indepen-
dent reports by Zappert and Cruchet [6,7]. Zappert
described sleep-related head banging as “jactatio capi-
tis nocturna”, a name still commonly used for the
condition. Cruchet described sleep-related rhythmic
movements as “tics dans le sommeil” and “rhythmie
du sommeil” in two early case series [6,8].

Several distinct varieties of RMD have been
described based on the predominant pattern of move-
ments exhibited. Head banging (jactatio capitis noc-
turna) is characterized by forward and backward head
movement which can be either gentle or vigorous in
nature. Movements typically cause the head to strike
the pillow or bed surface with each cycle, or less com-
monly the headboard or wall. Head banging usually
occurs in the prone or supine positions but has been
reported in the sitting and hands–knees positions as
well [9].

Other varieties of RMD include head rolling and
body rolling, which are characterized by rhythmic
side-to-side turning, usually from the supine position.
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Table 28.1 ICSD-2 diagnostic criteria for sleep-related
rhythmic movement disorder [15].

1) Movements are characterized by repetitive, stereotyped,
and rhythmic motor activity.

2) Movements involve large muscle groups.

3) Movements are predominantly sleep-related, occurring
near sleep onset or during drowsiness or sleep.

4) The movements or behaviors result in at least one referable
complaint:

a. Interference with normal sleep;

b. Significant impairment of daytime function;

c. Self-inflicted bodily injury (or risk of injury without use of
protective measures).

5) Rhythmic movements are not better explained by an
alternative sleep or medical disorder, neurological or
psychiatric disorder, or by medication or substance use.

Body rocking is a dramatic form of RMD consisting
of vigorous in-line body movements from the hands–
knees position. Occasionally encountered forms of
RMD include leg rolling, leg banging, and rhythmic
striking of the head with the hands [10,11]. Rhythmic
sleep-related episodes of tongue biting, tongue move-
ments, and pelvic movements have also been reported
[12–14].

Diagnostic criteria for RMD were established in
the International Classiication of Sleep Disorders,
second edition, summarized in Table 28.1 [15]. In
addition to speciications regarding the nature and cir-
cumstances of sleep-related motor activity, these cri-
teria also require that evidence of clinically signiicant
consequences – disturbed sleep quality, impaired day-
time function, or risk of injury – be present in order
for a diagnosis of RMD to be established. It has been

proposed that the term rhythmic movements of sleep
(RMS) be used to describe the benign or self-limited
forms of rhythmic sleep behaviors that are frequently
observed in healthy infants and younger children
[16].

Epidemiology and natural history
of RMD
Sleep-related rhythmic movements may be observed
in up to two-thirds of infants, but usually resolve
before 5 years of age [17]. Clinically signiicant RMD is
also most prevalent during early childhood, with per-
sistence into adulthood occasionally reported [18,19].
Onset of symptoms is typically during the irst year
of life and only occasionally ater 18 months of age
[3,20,21]. Several reports suggest that head banging is
more common in boys than girls at a 3:1 ratio, whereas
other varieties of RMD are equally frequent in males
and females [20–22]. RMDmay bemore common and
more persistent in individuals with developmental dis-
abilities [23,24]. A familial history of RMD is reported
in up to 20% of cases [4,20,25].

Cross-sectional studies assessing the prevalence
of RMD in diferent pediatric populations are sum-
marized in Table 28.2. hese studies suggest that 3–
5% of children may exhibit sleep-related head bang-
ing and that 12–19% demonstrate body rocking. he
prevalence of RMD in the adult population remains
unknown.

A few longitudinal studies of children with RMD
have assessed how the condition changes and oten
subsides with advancing age. In a prospective study
of 212 randomly selected Swedish children followed
from 9 through 60 months of age, the prevalence of

Table 28.2 Cross-sectional studies assessing prevalence of rhythmic movement disorder during childhood.

Head Body Head Any
Study banging (%) rocking (%) rolling (%) RMD (%) Population studied

Levy and Patrick, 1928 [65] 2.6 Pediatric screening clinic

Lourie, 1949 [46] 10 Pediatric private practice

Lourie, 1949 [46] 15–20 Unselected pediatric clinic population

Kravitz et al., 1960 [20] 3.6 Private pediatric practice

Lissovoy, 1961 [22] 2.9 12.3 Children aged 19–32 months

Sallustro and Atwell, 1978 [21] 5.1 19.1 6.3 Children aged 3 month to 6 years

Abe et al., 1984 [51] 1.5 Three-year-old children

Laberge et al., 2000 [44] 17.2 Children aged 3–13 years

Neveus et al., 2001 [66] 8.3 Children aged 6–10 years
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sleep-related body rocking declined from 43% to 3%,
the prevalence of head banging from 28% to 2%, and
the frequency of any type of rhythmic sleep behav-
ior from 66% to 6% [17]. Similar age-related changes
were seen in a group of 1353 children assessed for body
rocking. In this cohort, prevalence of body rockingwas
15.3% for ages 3–10 years, declining to 3.1% at age 11
years and 3% by age 13 years.

Complications of RMD
Most children and adults withRMDwho are otherwise
healthy are at low risk for serious injury resulting from
their sleep-related movements, although minor bruis-
ing or abrasions are occasionally reported for patients
exhibiting more vigorous behaviors. Reports of seri-
ous injury from sleep-related head banging are rare,
but include accounts of dermal scarring/ibrosis and
suppurative wounds [10,11]. Cataracts, retinal detach-
ment, MRI abnormalities, and bony skull injury have
also been reported in association with head banging,
although these accounts do not specify whether the
inciting behaviorwas diurnal or sleep-related in nature
[26–28].

Comorbidity of RMD
Sleep-related RMDusually afects children – and occa-
sionally, adults – who are otherwise healthy and devel-
opmentally normal. Sleep-related RMD is occasionally
encountered in individuals with developmental dis-
abilities or autism spectrumdisorders who also exhibit
similar stereotypical movements arising during cir-
cumstances unrelated to sleep.

Acquired RMD is uncommon, but has been
reported in association with head injury, herpes
encephalitis, and underlying epilepsy [18,29,30]. Atyp-
ical varieties of sleep-related movements have also
been reported in association with restless legs syn-
drome (pelvic thrusting) and Costello syndrome
(tongue movements) [12,13].

Several case series have reported the association
of RMD and attention deicit hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD). In one group of seven children with RMD
studied with video-PSG, three had a clinical history of
ADHD [31]. In another group of children and adults
referred for evaluation of RMD, 6 of 10 met formal
diagnostic criteria for ADHD [4]. In a study of sleep
problems afecting children attending several psychi-
atry clinics, 6 of 14 childrenwithADHDwere reported
to have a history of sleep-related head banging [32].

Although these indings provide plausible support for
an association between RMD and ADHD, the data
must be interpreted with due attention to the small
sample sizes studied.

Polysomnography in RMD
he diagnosis of RMD is usually established on the
basis of the clinical history – sometimes supplemented
by home video recording – rather than polysomno-
graphy (PSG). PSG is nevertheless indicated in cases
where the clinical diagnosis is uncertain, in cases
where concurrent sleep disorders such as obstructive
sleep apnea (OSA) may be present, and in cases where
additional data are required to determine to what
extent sleep-relatedmovements impair sleep quality or
daytime function.

When PSG is performed as part of the diagnos-
tic assessment, use of concurrent video recording pro-
vides the most exact correlation between clinical and
polysomnographic indings.heuse of additional limb
EMG leads or parasomnia montages provides valuable
detail regarding limb movements which can aid the
polysomnographer in distinguishing RMD from sim-
ilar parasomnias, such as alternating leg muscle activ-
ation (ALMA) [33]. Use of 16-lead EEG during PSG is
also advisable if there is substantial clinical suspicion
that sleep-related motor activity might be the result of
seizure.

Rhythmic movement events recorded during PSG
exhibit several characteristic indings. Episodes may
occur during wakefulness (Figure 28.1), during sleep
(Figure 28.2), or following arousal from sleep. Head
and body movements are typically associated with
rhythmic high amplitude wave forms on EEG and
EOG channels having a frequency of 0.5–2 Hz.
Leg and body rolling are usually associated with
rhythmic bursts of activity on limb EMG leads
(Figure 28.3). RMD-associated vocalizations – when
present – are sometimes relected in the snore channel
(Figure 28.2).

Published accounts of PSG indings for patients
with RMD report that episodes most oten arise
during wakefulness, drowsiness, and light non-REM
(NREM) sleep [18,19,31,34,35]. Occasional patients
exhibit RMD which occurs primarily or exclusively
during REM sleep [3,36–38]. Rhythmic movement
episodes have also been reported in association with
the cyclic alternating pattern and following apnea-
associated arousals [19,39].
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Figure 28.1 The color version of this
figure can be found in the color plate
section. 30-s PSG epoch illustrating body
rocking during wakefulness in a 10-year-
old girl. High amplitude 1 Hz movement
artifact on EEG leads reflects rhythmic
body movements.

Figure 28.2 The color version of this
figure can be found in the color plate
section. 30-s PSG epoch illustrating body
rocking arising from sleep in a 10-year-old
girl. High amplitude 1 Hz movement
artifact on EEG and EOG leads reflects
rhythmic body movements. Activity on
snore channel reflects vocalizations
accompanying the episode.

Postulated causes of RMD
he speciic causes and physiologic mechanisms that
underlie RMD remain uncertain. Because associated
organic illness is absent in the great majority of cases,
many theories have been advanced proposing behav-
ioral or psychological causes for the condition. Older

hypotheses that RMD represents autoerotic gratii-
cation, anxiety relief, self-directed aggression, or a
reaction to physical restraint have not been validated
[34,40–43], except for a single study that identiied
high anxiety scores for children with body rocking
or other parasomnias compared to children without
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Figure 28.3 The color version of this
figure can be found in the color plate
section. 30-s PSG epoch for a 17-year-old
male demonstrating leg rolling arising
from wakefulness, characterized by
rhythmic EMG activity seen exclusively in
the left anterior tibialis lead (labeled
LAT1-LAT2).

parasomnias [44]. Despite the absence of signiicant
underlying psychopathology in most patients with
RMD, several reports suggest that RMD may worsen
during times of stress [11,45].

Alternative theories have postulated that RMD
might represent a learned variety of self-soothing
behavior, in which spontaneous rhythmic activity
causes pleasurable sensations which positively re-
inforce the likelihood that the behavior will be sus-
tained [46,47]. A recently advanced hypothesis pro-
poses that RMD is linked to arousal luctuations and
mediated via central motor pattern generators of the
brain stem [48].

Some authors have proposed that vestibular stim-
ulation from RMD might beneit motor development
during infancy via reinforcement of vestibulo-ocular
relexes [47,49,50], but clinical studies assessing young
children with RMD for developmental precocity have
yielded inconsistent results [21,51].

Diferential diagnosis for sleep-related
rhythmic movements
he diagnosis of RMD can usually be established with
a high degree of certainty based on the clinical history
or home video recording. In cases where sleep-related
movements are atypical, violent, or particularly pro-
longed, a broader diferential diagnosis may be appro-
priately considered.

Several conditions are associated with diurnal
rhythmic movements which may mimic those seen
in RMD prior to sleep onset. Stereotypic movement
disorder–oten exhibited by individualswith autismor
other developmental disabilities – may feature promi-
nent head banging or body rocking that is usuallymore
clearly associated with wakefulness than sleep [52].
Spasmus nutans, a transient neurological syndrome
which can cause head bobbing in infants, can be dis-
tinguished from RMD by the presence of concurrent
head tilt or nystagmus.

When sustained or vigorous rhythmic move-
ments are reported to arise during sleep, several
elements of the history help distinguish between
RMD and sleep-related epilepsy as possible causes.
Seizure-related movements usually demonstrate tonic
or tonic–clonic character and are oten accompa-
nied by gaze deviation, chewing movements, incon-
tinence, and tongue or cheek laceration. Nocturnal
frontal lobe epilepsy (NFLE) represents an occasional
exception to this dictum. In this condition, seizures
may occur multiple times per night and feature com-
plex or atypical rhythmic behaviors – such as rock-
ing of the body – which may resemble those seen in
RMD [53].

A number of parasomnias that feature excessive
motor activity during sleepmay also result in relatively
rhythmic behaviors which can mimic those of RMD
(Table 28.3).
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Table 28.3 Conditions which can mimic rhythmic
movement disorder.

Stereotypic movement disorder

Motor tics

Spasmus nutans

Propriospinal myoclonus at sleep onset

Hypnagogic foot tremor

Periodic limb movement disorder

REM sleep behavior disorder

Alternating leg muscle activation during sleep

Benign sleep myoclonus of infancy

Sleep-related epilepsy

Treatment of RMD
Most children and adults with RMD do not require
treatment for the condition, provided that the con-
dition does not substantially afect sleep quality or
daytime function. For patients with developmental
disabilities or particularly violent forms of RMD, judi-
cious padding around the bed or use of a protective
helmet is sometimes appropriate.

Drug therapy for RMD has not been studied rig-
orously, although a small number of case reports
have been published. Several reports have documented
signiicant clinical improvement for adults and chil-
dren with RMD with use of clonazepam 1 mg qhs
[5,35,45,54], whereas others have reported either no
efect [55], or the necessity of a higher dose [56]. Use of
oxazepam at doses of 10–20 mg nightly was reported
to produce signiicant but unsustained improvement
of nocturnal body rocking for an 8-year-old girl [42].
Successful treatment of childhood RMD has also
been reported with use of citalopram and imipramine
[29,57,58].

Behavioral therapies have received limited inves-
tigation in the treatment of RMD. Case reports have
documented successful treatment with use of omission
training, selective reinforcement of desired behaviors,
hypnosis, and forced awakening [59–62]. Attempts
to suppress rhythmic movements through use of a
metronome set to an identical frequency have yielded
variable results [9,34,46]. Several small case series
focusing on children with RMD reported dramatic
improvement of symptoms with use of a water bed
or following a three-week program of controlled sleep
restriction [63,64].

Conclusion
his chapter has examined the limited data available
regarding the clinical manifestations, pathophysiol-
ogy, and treatment of sleep-related rhythmic move-
ment disorder. Although recent research has provided
valuable insights regarding RMD, few data are avail-
able regarding the impact of the condition upon day-
time function apart from several case series report-
ing association between RMD and ADHD [4,31,32],
and case reports identifying excessive daytime sleepi-
ness in some afected patients [38,45]. Further inves-
tigation will be required to better understand the
neurocognitive sequelae and causative mechanisms of
the condition.
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Sleep panic arousals
Ravi Singareddy and Thomas W. Uhde

Deinition
Sleep panic arousals (SPA) are characterized by
full awakening from sleep with panic anxiety, myr-
iad somatic symptoms and secondary fear-associated
cognitions.

Phenomenology and epidemiology
Panic disorder is a common anxiety disorder with
recurrent spontaneous episodes of intense anxiety
(panic attacks) and persistent apprehension or worry
about having a future panic attack and/or the con-
sequences of the panic attacks [1]. Lifetime preva-
lence ranges from 1.5 to 5% for panic disorder and
3–5.6% for panic attacks. Most patients with panic dis-
order experience the largest percentage of their panic
attacks during wakeful states. However, approximately
60–70% of patients with panic disorder have at least
one lifetime sleep panic attack and 30–45% report
recurrent SPA [2–3]. A small subset of patients may
present with only recurrent SPA, although the clinical
characterization and course of illness in this subgroup
remains to be studied. Clearly, there are individu-
als whose illness-onset is heralded by SPA who later
develop daytime-wake panic attacks. In addition, SPA
are reported in patients with post-traumatic stress dis-
order [4,5]. Women are 2–3 times more likely than
men to sufer from sleep panic arousals.

he early descriptions of sleep panic arousals were
published in the 1980s. Several of these early reports
described nocturnal-sleep panic, which was initially
identiied while investigating the sleep of patients with
panic disorder [6–9]. Panic disorder is an anxiety dis-
order typically characterized by recurrent, daytime
“wake” panic attacks with the secondary development
of anticipatory anxiety and avoidance behaviors (i.e.
agoraphobia). Research groups studying panic attacks

became interested in sleep panic arousals, which are
similar symptomatically to daytime or wake panic
attacks, and thus provide an opportunity to study
panic attackswithout expectancy bias or other external
sources of variance. Initial studies independently con-
irmed that these sleep panic arousals occurred dur-
ing NREM sleep, rather than in REM-stage sleep, and
were not associatedwith dream recall or vivid imagery.
Since its identiication and phenomenological charac-
terization, diferent terms have been used to describe
these arousals such as “panic attacks during sleep,”
“sleep panic,” “nocturnal panic,” “sleep panic attacks,”
and “nocturnal panic attacks.” In this chapter, we will
use the term sleep panic arousals (SPA) to describe
these sleep events.

Clinical features
Sleep panic arousals almost always occur during the
irst half of the sleep period, usually within 3 h
of sleep onset [8,10]. hese awakenings are abrupt
and complete arousals from sleep with intense anx-
iety, fear, or panic, and typically last 2–8 min. Most
patients report a feeling of anxiety or fear simulta-
neous with the arousal, without any foregoing dream
content or cognitions. Along with intense anxiety or
panic, these arousals are associated withmyriad symp-
toms such as heart pounding, increased heart rate,
chest discomfort or pain, sweating, shortness of breath
or choking sensations, lightheadedness, hot or cold
lashes and headaches. Psychosensory symptoms are
frequently associated with panic attacks (depersonal-
ization, strange rising feelings in stomach) and tend
to be highly individualized but internally consistent
across episodes. Sleep panic arousals awaken patients
from sleep and then can be secondarily associated with
a cascade of increasing worry and associated fearful
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cognitions such as “going crazy,” “losing control” or
“dying” from a medical condition, typically from a
myocardial infarction. Early in the course of illness,
patients with SPA may seek treatment in emergency
medical departments.

During these arousals the individual is fully aware
of his surroundings and can later accurately recall the
events and nature of the fearful awakening.here is no
confusion or sleepwalking associated with SPA. Ater
SPA, patients are oten restless and unable to return to
the sleep environment, particularly early in the course
of illness, and the majority of patients develop sec-
ondary fears of sleeping and/or the sleep environment.
Not surprisingly, patients with SPA oten ask their
partners or friends to watch them while sleeping and
some report keeping the lights/TVonwhile sleeping in
order to “obtain rest without sleeping.”hus, a pattern
of chronic, intermittent sleep deprivation is a compli-
cation of SPA [3]; moreover, sleep deprivation further
exacerbates wake panic attacks and SPA [3,11].

Approximately two-thirds of patients with panic
disorder report diiculty sleeping. Among panic dis-
order patients subjective sleep complaints are more
prevalent in patients with SPA compared to patients
with only wake panic attacks [2,12]. Patients with SPA
report both sleep initiation andmaintenance diiculty
and overall poor subjective sleep quality [12,13].

Sleep panic arousals have been reported in non-
clinical populations [14,15]. However, no epidemio-
logical studies have been conducted to assess the long-
term clinical course or work and social functions of
such individuals.

Comorbidity
Compared to panic disorder patients without sleep
panic attacks, a positive history of SPA has been asso-
ciated with childhood or adult trauma or other sig-
niicant life events in some but not all investigations
[4,16]. While depression has generally been found to
be more prevalent in patients with SPA compared to
panic disorder patients without SPA, the rates are very
high in both subgroups [17–21]. Using the NIMH-PQ
inventory [22], we recently found in a survey of 773
individuals who met DSM-IV criteria for panic disor-
der that depression is more common in panic disor-
der patients with SPA and worsens underlying sleep
disturbances. Speciically, panic disorder patients with
both sleep panic arousals and a history of depression
more commonly reported sleeping 5 h or less (20.6%)

compared to patients with only daytime panic attacks
(2.5%), daytime panic attacks plus depression (9.6%)
or those patients with sleep panic attacks without a
history of depression (9.2%) [2].

While clinicians tend to focus on insomnia as part
of their work-up and management of panic disorder,
recent evidence suggests that hypersomnia or over-
sleeping also may be a problem in a subgroup of panic
disorder patients. Although this association appears
to be most evident in patients with comorbid wake
panic attacks and depression, hypersomnia was previ-
ously reported to be characteristic of patients with pri-
mary dysthymia or “atypical” depressions [23].Within
this context, features of “atypical” depression reported
in the earlier literature such as somatization, interper-
sonal sensitivity, and anger hostility have been more
recently found by Sarisoy and colleagues (2008) to be
more severe in panic patients with SPA compared to
patients without sleep panic arousals [24]. Conversely,
patients sufering from hypersomnia also have higher
rates of panic disorder [25].

Taken together, these observations highlight the
need to investigate the relationship between panic dis-
order, with a focus on patients with SPA, and a spec-
trum of mood, anxiety, and sleep disorders.

Polysomnography (PSG)
Sleep panic arousals occur during the irst third of
the sleep period from NREM sleep, in the irst or sec-
ond NREM sleep cycle.hese arousals occur in stage 2
sleep or within the irst few minutes of stage 3 sleep,
typically during transition from stage 2 to stage 3
sleep. Some electroencephalographic (EEG) slowing
is observed before these arousals when they occur in
stage 2 sleep [8]. Polysomnographic EEG does not
show any epileptiform or other paroxysmal activity
during these arousals.

Early polysomnography studies in subjects with
SPA reported increased sleep latency, decreased total
sleep time, decreased sleep eiciency, and both
increased and decreased stage 4 sleep. Recently,
however, Landry and colleagues studied sleep panic
patients who weremedication-free for at least a month
using a two-night PSG protocol [26].hey did not ind
any diferences in the polysomnographic measures in
sleep panic subjects compared to normal controls.
Largely consistentwith the early investigations ofMell-
man and Uhde and Hauri and coworkers, all the sleep
panic arousals occurred during stage 2 sleep [6,8].
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Pathophysiological considerations
Patients with panic disorder have abnormalities in
respiratory physiological indices including higher res-
piratory frequency, tidal volume, minute ventilation
and sigh breaths (deined as �2.0 times the mean
tidal volume) and decreased end tidal CO2 (PETCO2)
levels [27–29]. hese patients also have greater irreg-
ularities in respiratory rate and tidal volume in com-
parison to healthy volunteers [30]. Additionally, nor-
moxic CO2 inhalation produces more panic attacks
and/or anxiety during wake state in panic disorder
patients compared to normal controls [31–34]. hese
CO2 inhalation-induced panic attacks resemble natu-
ral wake panic attacks [34]. Almost 50–60% of patients
with panic disorder have a wake panic attack with CO2

inhalation compared to only 10% of healthy volun-
teers. Even though studies evaluating respiratory phys-
iology and CO2 sensitivity during sleep in SPA are
lacking, it is estimated that 50–65% of panic disorder
subjects enrolled in CO2 inhalation studies of panic
disorder sufered from SPA.

Arterial concentration of CO2, a major chemical
regulating breathing during sleep and a known panic-
inducing substance, increases during sleep, especially
stage 3 and 4 sleep [35–37]. Sleep panic arousals,
which are symptomatically similar to wake panic
attacks, also occur during the transition from stage
2 to stage 3 sleep [6,38,39]. Based on these obser-
vations, we have hypothesized that relative increases
in CO2 during stages of increasing relaxation and
during the transition from stage 2 to 3 sleep is the
immediate trigger for SPA. Of interest, panic disorder
patients with SPA have more respiratory symptoms,
such as shortness of breath and choking or smoth-
ering sensations, during panic arousals compared
to patients with only wake panic attacks [10,40,41].
hese data from panic disorder and the evidence that
CO2 concentration increases from light to deeper
stages of sleep suggests that SPA could be a result of
increased upregulation of CO2 chemoreceptors. How-
ever, SPA do not occur every night in these patients.
herefore, it is also likely that other neurochemical
mechanisms or a certain threshold of CO2 level may
be necessary for precipitating SPA. In this regard,
based on preliminary indings of decreased move-
ment time during the nights with SPA, Brown and
Uhde postulated that increased movements may pre-
vent SPA by delaying stage 2 to 3 sleep transition
and allowing more time for the CNS chemoreceptors

to acclimate to the increase in CO2 during sleep
[42].

Other possible biological mechanisms of SPA
include autonomic nervous system instability and
disturbances in cholecystokininergic (CCK) and
adenosinergic systems. Non-invasive measures to
assess autonomic nervous system balance (heart
period variability) indicates that parasympathetic
(vagal) tone is decreased during NREM sleep in
SPA patients, which in turn may lead to sympathetic
overdrive [43,44]. Pharmacological challenge with
cafeine [45], cholecystokinin-4 (CCK-4) [46], and
pentagastrin (a synthetic analog of CCK-4) [47,48]
trigger both wake panic and sleep panic arousals. Indi-
viduals with recurrent panic attacks are more prone
to pharmacologically induced (e.g. pentagastrin,
cafeine) panic attacks [48,49], including those with
SPA [45,50]. NREM sleep is more prone than REM
sleep to SPA induced by pharmacological challenges
[46]. Both CCK-4 and pentagastrin induce these
arousals within seconds (never more than 180 s) of
infusion. Cafeine infusion triggers limited symptom
SPA immediately and full symptom SPA in 4–52
min. hese preliminary data indicate the possible
role of CNS respiratory centers, movements during
sleep, autonomic nervous system, adenosinergic and
cholecystokinin systems in the pathophysiology of
SPA.

Diferential diagnosis

Nocturnal seizures
From a theoretical and practical perspective, perhaps
the most relevant medical disorder to rule out is noc-
turnal seizures. From a symptomatic perspective, there
are fascinating overlaps between panic attacks and par-
tial seizures in relation to the total number and types
of psychosensory symptoms such as distortions in light
and sound intensity, derealization, depersonalization,
gustatory and visceral feelings, sensations of loating,
turning, or moving, and déjà vu or jamais vu experi-
ences [51].Of interest, sleep deprivation precipitates or
worsens many of these same symptoms in both panic
disorder and partial seizure patients [11,51]. Panic dis-
order patients with SPA report increased sensitivity to
sleep deprivation compared to panic disorder patients
without SPA, and many panic disorder patients
report extreme fatigue and exhaustion ater panic
attacks, which bear some resemblance to the postictal
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somnolence in seizure patients [21,52]. Also, drowsi-
ness and/or relaxation may be associated with the
onset of both sleep panic attacks and partial seizures.
Interestingly, nearly all SPA and a subgroup of patients
with partial seizures have their peak occurrences dur-
ing the early part of the sleep cycle [51,53] and during
NREM sleep [54,55].

Despite the impressive symptomatic and sleep-
cycle overlap between SPA and some nocturnal
seizures, scalp and nasopharyngeal electrodes have
failed to identify epileptiform discharges during inter-
panic periods [11,56]. In practice, therefore, it is
extremely rare to document epileptiform seizures in
patients with uncomplicated daytime panic attacks, i.e.
the typical panic disorder patient. To our knowledge, it
is unknown whether depth electrodes or even surface
electrodes in patients with primary or exclusive SPA
might yield diferent indings, and it is this subgroup
of panic disorder patients who share phenomenolo-
gical similarities with patients who sufer from partial
and nocturnal seizures (e.g. psychosensory and psy-
chomotor disturbances, relaxation and sleep depriva-
tion worsening, cafeine sensitivity) [51].

Until more deinitive information is established,
it is reasonable to rule out partial or nocturnal
seizures in the atypical panic disorder patient [51,57],
perhaps especially those with exclusive or primary
SPA. Certainly, patients with atypical SPA or fearful
sleep arousals (i.e. arousals characterized by stereo-
typic motor abnormalities (tonic posturing) or fearful
arousals during the latter half of the sleep cycle or urin-
ary/fecal incontinence, or an inability to recall their
panic-like awakenings or failure to respond to stan-
dard anti-panic agents) should be evaluated by PSG
with seizure montage [51,57–64]. If polysomnography
is unable to clarify the diagnosis, 24-h video electroen-
cephalography might be beneicial in distinguishing
SPA from nocturnal seizures.

Sleep paralysis
Both sleep paralysis and sleep panic attacks are pro-
foundly frightening; however, unlike episodes of sleep
paralysis, SPA are not associated with an inability to
move. Oten individuals with SPA sit up or get out
of bed in a “light or ight”-type response and have
the cognitive belief that moving aroundmay somehow
decrease or eliminate their anxiety. In contrast, dur-
ing episodes of sleep paralysis the person is unable to
move, as would be expected of a REM-related event

characterized as “sleep consciousness” [65]. People
with recurrent sleep paralysis oten develop highly
individualized strategies (e.g. concentrating on small
muscle groups to jostle themselves out of their state of
paralysis) [65]. Also unlike SPA, sleep paralysis may
be associated with either visual or auditory halluci-
natory (and, more rarely, olfactory-gustatory) experi-
ences [66].

Beyond the profound anxiety, there are some sim-
ilarities between SPA and sleep paralysis, mainly the
self-perception of clarity in thinking immediately
ater the episodes. hat is, in both types of fearful
arousals there is an absence of confusion or clouding of
consciousness.

Individuals with sleep paralysis and SPA, respec-
tively, typically report “already being awake” versus
“being awakened by” these events. hus, the subjec-
tive experience of the panic patient is that these are
“sleep events”, whereas the individual with sleep par-
alysis oten views these as a “wake” event. Within this
context, it is interesting that amajority of patients with
SPA develop context-speciic fears of sleeping or the
sleep environment, whereas this is much less evident,
based upon our clinical experience, in patients with
sleep paralysis, even in those suferers with frequent,
recurrent episodes of sleep paralysis [65].

Paroxysmal nocturnal dyspnea
Nocturnal dyspnea attacks are characterized by severe
shortness of breath awakening the individual from
sleep. hese attacks can be frightening to the patient.
Patients may report extreme anxiety and dread. hese
attacks are oten associated with cough and wheez-
ing. hese attacks are a result of worsening of existing
pulmonary congestion. A clinical history of cardiopul-
monary disease and thorough physical examination is
helpful in delineating these from SPA.

Nocturnal angina
Angina (cardiac chest pain) typically occurs with exer-
tion; however, it can also occur at rest and during
sleep. During nocturnal angina, patients may wake up
with chest pain or discomfort associated with anxiety,
sweating and diiculty breathing or dyspnea and pal-
pitations. A comprehensive history and physical exam-
ination, speciically history of coronary artery disease
and other cardiac risk factors, may help diferentiate
these from SPA.
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Nocturnal asthma
Nocturnalworsening of asthma is common.Asthmatic
episodes during sleep can lead to arousal with cough,
wheezing, and diiculty breathing. Clinical examina-
tion including pulmonary examinationmay clarify the
diagnosis. In some cases pulmonary function testsmay
be needed.

Nocturnal gastroesophageal relux
Almost 80% of patients with gastroesophageal relux
have nocturnal episodes of relux. hese episodes can
lead to arousal associated with cough, choking and dif-
iculty breathing. he characteristic pain and/or “sour
taste” associated with gastroesophageal relux usually
make this diagnosis easily diferentiated from SPA.

Sleep-related laryngospasm
hese arousals are associated with stridor, diiculty in
breathing, choking, fear, agitation, cough, and other
signs of respiratory distress [67]. Stridor helps difer-
entiate these. Gastroesophageal relux seems to be a
common cause of laryngospasm during sleep.

NREM partial arousals (sleep terrors,
somnambulism, confusional arousals)
hese arousals are partial and individuals with these
arousals typically cannot recall the episode the next
morning. In contrast, nocturnal-sleep panic arousals
are complete arousals and the patient vividly recalls the
episode(s) the following morning. Polysomnograph-
ically, NREM partial arousals usually occur in deep
sleep, mostly stage 4 sleep, and possibly during the
transition from deep sleep stages to REM sleep [68],
unlike SPA which occur in late stage 2, early stage 3, or
during transitions from stage 2 to 3 sleep.

Nightmare disorder
Individuals with nightmare disorder have repeated
awakening from sleep and recall frightening dreams
preceding these awakenings. Subsequent to these
awakenings, they may report anxiety/fear with auto-
nomic symptoms similar to SPA. In contrast, patients
with SPA do not recall any dream content associ-
ated with their arousal. Further, SPA occur during the
irst half of the sleep period in NREM sleep while
nightmares predominantly occur during REM sleep,

and thus are more common during the second half
of sleep. Individuals who sufer from both recurrent
nightmares and SPA consistently identify these fearful
events when recorded in the sleep laboratory, as REM
and REM-related events, respectively.

REM sleep behavior disorder
Individuals with REM sleep behavior disorder may
report excessive anxiety and/or other autonomic
symptoms similar to SPA. However, REM sleep behav-
ior disorder occurs during REM and is associated with
dreaming and thrashing movements of upper and/or
lower extremities or other parts of the body. Oten, a
bed partner can recall the patient frequently verbaliz-
ing content related to their dream that they seem to
be enacting. Videorecording in the sleep laboratory
may be useful in addition to PSG, which may show
increasedmuscle activity in REM sleep during such an
episode.

Sleep apnea
It is possible that individuals with sleep apnea may
have an arousal preceded by complete or partial ces-
sation in breathing, leading to similar anxiety symp-
toms found in SPA. herefore, sleep apnea needs to
be excluded before diagnosing SPA. Information from
the patient, as well as the bed partner, might be use-
ful to diferentiate SPA from sleep apnea. Speciically,
a history of snoring, witnessed breath cessation dur-
ing sleep, along with indings on physical examina-
tion of high BMI and neck circumference increases
the likelihood of sleep apnea. An overnight PSG is the
gold standard to conirm the diagnosis of sleep apnea.
Unlike patients with SPA, patients with sleep apnea
rarely report anxiety during arousals from apneas or
hypopneas and almost never complain about the fear
of sleep.

Occasionally, however, the sleep expert will be
asked to evaluate a patient who sufers from both
severe sleep apnea and undiagnosed SPA. It is impor-
tant not to attribute the SPA to hypoxia-associated
anxiety. Rather, such patients are likely to be experi-
encing worsening of their SPA due to the sleep depri-
vation caused by poorly controlled apnea. Under such
circumstances, the patient will require targeted and
independent treatment of both their sleep apnea and
SPA.282
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Night sweats
Night sweats may be associated with full arousals
accompanied by anxiety. he anxiety usually focuses
on embarrassment and concerns about the underlying
causes of the sweating. Mold and coworkers, how-
ever, found in a multivariate analysis of 2267 indi-
viduals with night sweats that panic attacks and hot
lashes were factors associated with pure night sweats
in women [69]. he relationship between wake panic
attacks, SPA and night sweats remains unclear and
deserves further investigation.

Management
Sleep panic arousals is a diagnosis of exclusion. It
is important that other possible causes which may
present with similar symptoms are ruled out prior
to making the diagnosis of sleep panic arousals.
As discussed in the diferential diagnosis section of
this chapter, sleep apnea (apneas/hypopneas), sleep
paralysis, night sweats, nocturnal seizures, NREM
parasomnias (particularly sleep terrors), and REM
sleep behavior disorder may lead to an arousal with
autonomic symptoms of increased heart rate, diiculty
breathing, sweating, chest tightness, etc. In some cases,
the patient may not be aware of such a trigger. For
example, it is possible that individualsmay be unaware
that they have sleep apnea (apneas/hypopneas) and
may actually present with complaints of arousals
associated with autonomic symptoms and excessive
anxiety/worry related to these awakenings. However,
the cognitive symptoms of dread such as fear of losing
control, fear of death or fear of going crazy are usually
not present in these cases.

In most cases, the diagnosis of SPA can be made by
collecting a comprehensive clinical history. he likeli-
hood of SPA increases if the individual also provides
a personal history of daytime wake panic attacks and
meets criteria for panic disorder (i.e. that the panic
attacks are not exclusively occurring during sleep). In
some cases an overnight PSG may be required when
there are indications of possible sleep apnea, noctur-
nal seizures, or other parasomnias (REM behavior dis-
order, NREM partial arousal parasomnias) and the
clinical history does not provide adequate diagnostic
clariication.

Although little is known about patients with
exclusive SPA (i.e. patients with SPA but without
co-occurring daytime, wake panic attacks), such

individuals do exist and may more frequently seek
treatment from primary care physicians or sleep
treatment centers. Until we learn more about the
natural course of the exclusive SPA syndrome, these
people should perhaps receive a more comprehen-
sive diagnostic and PSG evaluation, as clinically indi-
cated, to rule out underlying medical or sleep disor-
ders. Such an evaluation should include an assessment
of the presence/absence of co-existing anxiety (e.g.
PTSD) or sleep disorders (e.g. sleep apnea, noctur-
nal seizures). Furthermore, anxiety disorders in gen-
eral and panic disorder and post-traumatic stress dis-
order more speciically have increased comorbidity of
alcohol and other substance use disorders and mood
disorders (bipolar disorder and depression). here-
fore, SPA patients should be screened for these dis-
orders to plan the most efective individualized treat-
ment. For example, if an individualwith panic disorder
and SPA has comorbid bipolar disorder, starting them
on an anti-depressant (selective serotonin reuptake
inhibitors (SSRIs), tricyclic anti-depressants (TCA),
etc.) could potentially precipitate a manic/hypomanic
episode if the patient is not on a mood-stabilizing
medication.

Medical disorders which may present with anx-
iety like symptoms during sleep such as nocturnal
asthma, nocturnal gastroesophageal relux, nocturnal
angina, paroxysmal nocturnal dyspnea, thyroid dis-
ease, hypoglycemia, chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease, arrhythmias and other cardiac conditions,
hypoparathyroidism, and pheochromocytoma should
be ruled out with a comprehensive clinical examina-
tion and/or additional laboratory tests. he overall
management of SPA should be comprehensive rather
than simply the SPA in isolation.

Clinicians should be particularly careful not to
inadvertently “minimalize” the impact of SPA when
treating such patients. Well-intended but ohanded
comments such as “these things are nothing to worry
about” can harm an otherwise positive doctor–patient
relationship. he clinician should keep in mind that
patients with SPA oten experience signiicant distress
and resultant work and social dysfunctions. A success-
ful treatment outcome oten requires working with the
patient overmany years in a supportive “maintenance”
fashion, with the ultimate goal of achieving a healthy
lifestyle and sense of wellness.

Components of the treatment may require the
following: 283
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a. Education. Patients should be informed about the
non-life-threatening nature of these arousals ater
ruling out other possible medical conditions
(nocturnal angina, nocturnal asthma, sleep apnea)
which may present with anxiety symptoms. One
of the major patient concerns in SPA is the worry
about a possible life-threatening physical
condition (e.g. fear of a heart attack) and this
needs to be addressed.

b. Pharmacological treatment. Few studies have
investigated the pharmacological treatment of
SPA. To date, no double-blind, placebo-controlled
studies in SPA have been conducted. One
open-label, small-sample (n = 7) study found
imipramine, a tricyclic anti-depressant, to be
beneicial [52]. Another study reported that in
three patients, nortriptyline fully remitted their
SPA [70]. Lastly, a case report indicated that
alprazolam, a benzodiazepine, was helpful in
treating SPA. As a result of lack of evidence,
currently the pharmacological treatment approach
for SPA is similar to wake panic attacks/panic
disorder.

here are no FDA-approved drugs for treating
SPA. However, if a patient with SPA is already on
an anti-depressant/anti-anxiety medication such
as an SSRI (luoxetine, luvoxamine, paroxetine,
sertraline, citalopram, escitalopram) or dual
reuptake inhibitor of serotonin and
norepinephrine (duloxetine, venlafaxine) or a
tricyclic anti-depressant (amitriptyline, doxepine,
imipramine, nortriptyline, protriptyline) for
underlying anxiety or a mood disorder, increasing
the dose should be considered. If a patient is not
on any medications, an SSRI may be considered as
a irst-line consideration, as substantial evidence
indicates that these medications are efective in
treating panic disorder. If the irst SSRI tried is
inefective or if the patient is unable to tolerate the
medication, another may be tried. While all the
SSRIs have similar mechanisms of action and
adverse events, a patient failing to achieve
therapeutic beneit from one SSRI may respond to
another. Dual reuptake inhibitors may be
considered if SSRIs fail, or as a irst-line drug.
Both SSRIs and dual reuptake inhibitors are
generally well tolerated and have similar adverse
efects. Tricyclic anti-depressants are known to be
efective in panic disorder; however, they have
more adverse side efects and are less well

tolerated and should be considered if SPA are not
responsive to other medications. Starting on an
SSRI, dual reuptake inhibitor or a tricyclic
anti-depressant should be accomplished while
closely monitoring for adverse reactions. Typically
patients with anxiety disorders, including those
with SPA, have diiculty tolerating the activating
properties of medications so all medications in
general should be initiated at very low dose and
gradually titrated to achieve therapeutic response.

Benzodiazepines are frequently employed to
treat panic disorder and other anxiety syndromes.
However, benzodiazepines may induce muscle
relaxation and sedation, which could potentially
worsen or precipitate SPA [42,52]. However, this is
merely theoretical, and thus the use of
benzodiazepine in treating SPA should be assessed
on a case-by-case basis. In our clinical practice,
some patients with SPA have improved on
benzodiazepines.

If sleep initiation or maintenance disturbances
continue ater the aforementioned interventions,
the physician should consider other medications
to improve sleep. Both the FDA-approved
medications (zolpidem, zaleplon, eszopiclone,
ramelteon) as well as non-FDA-approved
medications (low dose trazodone (12.5–100 mg),
mirtazepine (3.75–15 mg), low dose doxepine
(2.5–10 mg)) may be helpful in improving sleep
disturbances.

c. Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT). Although
cognitive inluences are minimal during sleep,
patients with SPA express signiicant catastrophic
thinking in regards to the consequences of SPA
(e.g. an individual with SPA may fear that they are
having a heart attack based on their perception of
a pounding heart beat). Maladaptive cognitive
thinking plays a critical role in worsening of the
SPA, secondary impairment in sleep, and overall
worry. CBT of SPA involves educating the patient
about increased perception of physiological
sensations, addressing maladaptive patterns of
thinking including catastrophic thinking, and
helping the patient change thinking patterns
related to SPA. Only one published randomized
controlled trial has investigated CBT for SPA
[71,72]. his study consisted of 43 panic disorder
patients with SPA (average of at least six SPA over
the past 6 months), who were assigned to either
treatment with CBT or to a wait-list control
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group. CBT signiicantly reduced the frequency of
SPA in the treatment group compared to the
wait-list control group and these beneits
continued at the 9-month follow-up visit.
A major practical problem with CBT is lack of
accessibility to trained CBT therapists. here are
very few well-trained CBT therapists in many
regions of the US. In most medical academic
centers, SPA are treated pharmacologically. It is
reasonable to speculate that a combination of
pharmacotherapy and CBT might be the most
efective approach in terms of long-term
treatment outcome, but there have been no
controlled studies to airm this notion.

d. Sleep hygiene. Patients with recurrent SPA develop
maladaptive sleep habits such as having the
TV/lights “on” while sleeping, delaying their sleep
onset time, etc. In most sleep treatment manuals,
a high priority is placed on the assessment of sleep
habits and the resultant establishment of healthy
sleep hygiene. From a chronological perspective,
however, it appears that the origin of poor sleep
habits in patients with SPA emerges as a
consequence of, rather than being a cause for,
sleep panic attacks. In terms of patient compliance
(e.g. turning of lights, television, and radio), the
clinician will be inefective in maintaining good
sleep hygiene until the core problem of SPA has
been efectively removed with educational support
and pharmaco- and/or cognitive-behavioral
therapeutic interventions. Until SPA-suferers are
conident they will not die from a medical event
during their sleep, measures targeting an
improvement in sleep hygiene will be inefective.
For these reasons, we give a higher priority to
educating the patient about SPA (and panic
disorder) and managing the SPA with anti-panic
medication and/or CBT prior to instituting sleep
hygiene measures.

Conclusion and future directions
Sleep panic arousals are full arousals to complete con-
sciousness, which occur during NREM sleep without
any obvious trigger.hese arousals are associated with
extreme anxiety, increased physiological arousal and
secondary cognitions of impending doom. Individu-
als with SPA oten develop conditioned fears of sleep-
ing and downstream poor sleep hygiene. Chronic-
intermittent sleep deprivation is a common prob-

lem. Sleep deprivation worsens anxiety symptoms,
including more severe and frequent SPA. he diag-
nostic assessment of SPA should include ruling out
possible medical, neuropsychiatric, and sleep dis-
orders, including other parasomnias. Treatment of
SPA should be individualized and must take into
account any co-occurring anxiety (e.g. PTSD), mood
or substance use disorders. Anti-depressant medica-
tions and/or CBT are generally beneicial in treat-
ing SPA. If needed, hypnotics may be used to target
insomnia.

A potential fruitful area for future research is the
investigation of a possible relationship between panic
disorder and narcolepsy, a neurological disorder asso-
ciated with excessive daytime drowsiness, sleep para-
lysis, sleep-related hallucinations and cataplexy [73].
Many experts view a positive history of cataplexy to
be suicient to diagnose narcolepsy, particularly cata-
plexy triggered by laughing, hearing or telling a joke
or associated with anger (i.e. “classic” cataplexy) [74].
Early in the course of illness, narcoleptics oten report
that anxiety, fear or stress-related events trigger mus-
cle atonia [73,75]. Excessive drowsiness is also found
in a subgroup of patients with anxiety or anxiety
disorders [76–78]. Recently, Flosnik and coworkers
found that 33% of patients with primary anxiety dis-
orders, including a group of patients with panic disor-
der, reported a history of combined “classic” cataplexy
plus excessive daytime drowsiness. None of the nor-
mal controls reported a similar history of both classic
cataplexy plus excessive daytime drowsiness [79]. In
a separate study of 1118 self-reported panic disor-
der patients, individuals with a history of freezing/
immobilization panic attacks were almost twice as
likely to report a history of SPA [80].

Taken together, these “pieces” of divergent infor-
mation justify a systematic investigation into the
possible link between panic disorder, particularly in
patients with SPA, and narcolepsy. Until such research
is conducted, it will be prudent for the sleep medicine
expert to make an assessment of co-existing sleep
paralysis and freezing/immobilization behaviors, cata-
plexy, excessive daytime drowsiness and hypnagogic
and hypnopompic hallucinations in patients who
present with sleep panic arousals.
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30
Sleep-related epilepsy
Carl W. Bazil

Epilepsy is a common condition, afecting about 1% of
the population [1]. Most patients with epilepsy have
seizures while awake; however, some have seizures that
predominantly or exclusively occur during sleep. his
can lead to confusion with the diagnosis, and seizures
may be mistaken for parasomnias. he reverse is also
true: some parasomnias and even normal sleep phe-
nomena can sometimes be confused with epilepsy. It
is therefore important for all clinicians who treat sleep
disorders to have some familiarity with epilepsy, par-
ticularly those types that occur predominantly during
sleep.

History
An association between sleep and epilepsy has been
noted at least since the time of Aristotle, who famously
noted that “sleep is similar to epilepsy and in some
way, sleep is epilepsy.” Epilepsy itself is a diverse con-
dition, but one that is very common and will there-
fore be encountered by any physician, but particu-
larly by those treating sleep disorders. In ancient times,
patients with epilepsy were thought to be possessed
by demons or by Satan. One of the irst descriptions
of an epileptic seizure takes place in the New Testa-
ment, where Jesus cures a boy with epilepsy (Matthew
17:14–18, Mark 9:17–27, Luke 9:38–42).his was later
immortalized in Raphael’s masterpiece “he Transig-
uration.”

Epilepsy is among the most common of neurologi-
cal disorders. Worldwide, it afects 1–3% of the pop-
ulation. Incidence is highest at the extremes of age;
in the very young congenital and genetic abnormali-
ties predominate, while over age 60 the most common
causes are cerebrovascular diseases and degenerative
diseases. In most cases, however, no deinite cause is
found and the brain appears structurally normal [1].

Epilepsy is actually a diverse condition, but all patients
have in common the occurrence of sudden, unpro-
voked changes in behavior arising fromabnormal elec-
trical discharges in the brain. It is important to note
that a provoked seizure (such as that caused by drug
withdrawal or infection of the central nervous system)
is not epilepsy, even when recurrent.

Epilepsy is divided into two main types: general-
ized and partial. In the former, patients have an over-
all hyperactivity of the brain, and electrical discharges
seem to begin all over the brain at once. Many of
these generalized epilepsy syndromes seem to have a
genetic basis. Partial (or localization-related) epilepsy
consists of a regional or localized hyperactivity, such
that seizures begin in one area (or sometimes several
areas) of the brain. he characteristics of these partial
seizures are related to the area in which they begin.
For example, a partial seizure beginning in the frontal
lobe is likely to involve the motor system, manifest by
uncontrolled movements of the opposite side of the
body. Characterization of a patient as partial or gen-
eralized epilepsy is important in choosing the appro-
priate treatment.

Clinical indings, natural history, and
management of various epilepsy
syndromes
With epilepsy or conditions potentially confused with
epilepsy, a careful history is by far the most impor-
tant part of making a diagnosis. Both seizures and
parasomnias can be paroxysmal, and in many cases
have similar clinical semiology (see Tables 30.1 and
30.2). hose most commonly confused with epilepsy
are cataplexy, sleep attacks (especially related to
narcolepsy), night terrors, andREMbehavior disorder.

289he Parasomnias and Other Sleep-Related Movement Disorders, ed. M. J. horpy and G. Plazzi. Published by
Cambridge University Press. C© Cambridge University Press 2010.
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Table 30.1 Characteristics of specific NREM sleep disorders and seizures.

Seizure
Sleep
drunkenness

Sleep
terrors Somnambulism Somniloquy

Sleep
enuresis PLMS RLS

Incontinence + − − − − + −

Tongue biting + − − − − − −

Confusion + + + + + − −

Tonic–clonic
movements

+ − − − − − −

Drooling + − − − − − −

Amnesia + + − + + − −

Occur awake + − − − − − −

PLMS, periodic limb movements of sleep; RLS, restless legs syndrome.

Table 30.2 Characteristics of specific REM sleep disorders and seizures.

Seizure Nightmare Cataplexy Sleep paralysis
Hypnic
hallucinations

REM behavior
disorder

Incontinence + − − − − −

Tongue biting + − − − − −

Confusion + − − − − −

Tonic–clonic
movements

+ − − − − −

Drooling + − − − − −

Amnesia + − − − − −

Occur awake + − + + + −

Episodes that occur only during sleep should raise the
suspicion of a sleep disorder, although cataplexy and
sleep attacks occur with the patient awake. Addition-
ally, many patients with sleep disorders have excessive
daytime somnolence, and daytime attacks can occur
during naps. Conversely, there are many epilepsy syn-
dromes where attacks occur predominantly or exclu-
sively during sleep (such as benign rolandic and noc-
turnal frontal lobe epilepsies). Excessive daytime som-
nolence is suggestive of an underlying sleep disorder,
particularly narcolepsy but also restless legs syndrome,
sleep apnea, and periodic limb movements. his can
be helpful in diagnosis; however, frequent nocturnal
seizures will also disrupt sleep and result in similar
symptoms.

Generalized epilepsy syndromes
While most seizure types have the potential to occur
during sleep, some have a particularly strong asso-

ciation. Awakening Grand Mal epilepsy and juve-
nile myoclonic epilepsy are oten considered together
with respect to sleep. Both potentially include mul-
tiple seizure types (absence, myoclonic, and general-
ized tonic–clonic). In both, seizures tend to occur in
earlymorning hours shortly ater awakening, although
some patients have a second peak of occurrence
in the early evening [2]. Myoclonic seizures can be
subtle and overlooked for years as simple clumsi-
ness, but they can be considerably debilitating. hese
patients may be exceedingly sensitive to sleep depriva-
tion and alcohol consumption (from any cause, inclu-
ding co-existing sleep disorders). In a few cases strict
adherence to sleep hygiene can virtually eliminate the
occurrence of seizures. Most patients require medi-
cation but are easily controlled; however, the condi-
tion tends to persist throughout life and treatment
must be continued even ater many years of seizure
freedom [2,3].290
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Figure 30.1 Repetitive centrotemporal
spikes (arrows) in an 8-year-old boy with
benign rolandic epilepsy.

Benign rolandic epilepsy
Benign rolandic epilepsy, also known as benign
epilepsy with centrotemporal spikes (BECTS), is a syn-
drome that typically begins in childhood and invari-
ably remits in adolescence. It is characterized by
seizures consisting of unilateral clonic jerking, oten
involving the face, and hypersalivation. Patients are
oten fully awake during the seizures. Seizures are
predominantly nocturnal in all cases, and exclusively
begin during sleep in about half [4,5]. he EEG shows
characteristic spikes maximal in the central and tem-
poral regions bilaterally and increasing dramatically
during NREM sleep (Figure 30.1).

Landau–Klefner syndrome and
electrical status epilepticus during
sleep
Landau–Klefner syndrome (LKS) is a condition of
acquired aphasia, frequently (but not always) with
epileptic seizures and a markedly epileptiform EEG,
particularly in sleep. Seizures are seen in approx-
imately 70% of patients, but are typically easily
controlledwithmedication [6]. O’Regan et al. [7] stud-
ied 25 children with an acquired disorder of com-
munication and seizures, but not strictly meeting

criteria for LKS. EEGs were uniformly epileptiform,
usually (16/25) worsening with sleep. Most were con-
sidered to have a receptive aphasia. Language deicits
have been hypothesized to result from the persistent
epileptic discharges, as evidenced by hypometabolism
on SPECT [7].

Electrical status epilepticus during sleep (ESES) is
similar to LKS in age of onset and EEG indings. Both
conditions demonstrate a normal EEG background
during wakefulness, with generalized spike-wave dis-
charges or sometimes focal epileptiform activity. How-
ever, in ESES discharges during sleep are generalized,
while in LKS activity is more temporally located. In
ESES, epileptiform activity becomes virtually contin-
uous during NREM sleep such that it may be impossi-
ble to distinguish the sleep stage. REM sleep remains
relatively preserved [8].

Localization-related epilepsy
In localization-related epilepsy, partial seizures tend
to occur in both sleep and wakefulness, although the
relative distribution varies according to site of onset.
Clinically, an inluence of sleep is widely accepted for
frontal onset partial seizures. hree studies in patients
with epilepsy support that frontal lobe seizures have
been shown to occur more frequently during sleep 291
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compared to temporal lobe seizures [9–11]. In a review
of 100 consecutive cases of nocturnal frontal lobe
epilepsy (NFLE), 28% occurred in stage 3–4 sleep
and only 3% during REM [12]. Clear epileptiform
abnormalities on routine EEG occurred in less than
half of patients. Only 42 patients showed a clear ictal
discharge on polysomnography, adding to potential
confusion with non-epileptic conditions including
parasomnias.

Parasomnias frequently confused
with epilepsy
As is the case with most parasomnias, a diagnosis
of epilepsy is made mainly through history. Because
patients may not recall some or all of a seizure event,
this oten depends upon the presence and reliability
of an onlooker. When seizures occur mostly or exclu-
sively at night, the history oten becomes more incom-
plete and even misleading.

here are a large number of normal and abnor-
mal sleep phenomena that can be confused with
seizures. Sleep terrors can usually be distinguished
from seizures by their exclusive occurrence in sleep
combined with the characteristic dream imagery,
predominant fear, and rapid recovery. Abnormal
movements, prolonged confusion, drooling, and
tongue biting are suspicious for seizure. Sleepwalking
(somnambulism), somniloquy (sleep talking), and
sleep enuresis (bedwetting) are also very common in
childhood, and rare in adults. Nightmares consist of
frightening dreams that oten awaken the patient from
sleep, and can be accompanied by agitation. A history
usually identiies these as benign events; however, if
speciic dream imagery is not recalled, a history of
sudden fear followed by confusion might be mistaken
for nocturnal seizures.

REM behavior disorder is characterized by agi-
tated, sometimes violent movements occurring during
REM sleep [13,14]. Patients will typically report that
a dream sequence occurs during the episode. he his-
tory of bizarre, semipurposeful behavior with confu-
sion may be impossible to distinguish from seizures
or post-ictal behavior. Unlike most partial seizures,
REM behavior disorder will be restricted to sleep, and
usually occurs in the early morning when REM is
most prevalent. he memory of a dream sequence, if
present, is helpful in distinguishing the two.

Efects of seizures on sleep
Intuitively, any seizure occurring during sleep has the
potential to disrupt sleep structure. Most will cause at
least a brief awakening, and normal sleep is unlikely
during a post-ictal state. It may seem that such disrup-
tion could be relatively minor, but actually even brief
seizures can result in prolonged alterations in sleep
structure. Many studies have shown improvement
in sleep with treatment of nocturnal seizures, inclu-
ding improved sleep eiciency, decreased arousals, and
increased REM sleep [15,16]. he efects of individ-
ual temporal lobe seizures have been investigated on
patients in an epilepsy monitoring unit, who were
recorded with polysomnography under baseline con-
ditions (seizure free), and following complex partial
or secondarily generalized seizures [17].With daytime
seizures, there was a signiicant decrease in REM the
following night (12% vs. 18% for baseline) without sig-
niicant changes in other sleep stages or in sleep ei-
ciency. When seizures occurred at night, this decrease
in REMwas more pronounced (7% vs. 16%) and there
were increases in stage 1 and decreases in sleep ei-
ciency.hese efectswere evenmore pronouncedwhen
seizures occurred early in the night.herefore, seizures
can have a profound efect on sleep lasting much
longer than the apparent post-ictal period. his helps
to explain a commonly seen clinical phenomenon:
patients who have only nocturnal seizures, but report
diiculty concentrating or even total inability to work
on the days following a seizure.

Efect of sleep, sleep deprivation, and
sleep disruption on the occurrence of
seizures
he amount of baseline rhythmicity occurring in the
brain difers considerably between the states of sleep
and wakefulness. It is perhaps not surprising, then,
that various seizure types begin preferentially in sleep
as opposed to wakefulness or in speciic stages of sleep.
Crespel et al. [9] examined the occurrence of frontal
and temporal lobe seizures in 30 patients, using 5 days
of continuous video-EEG monitoring. Sixty-one per
cent of frontal seizures began during sleep, compared
with only 11% of temporal lobe seizures. In a larger
study, Bazil and Walczak [10] retrospectively studied
over a thousand seizures in 188 consecutive patients
to look at patterns of onset in relationship to sleep. A292
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Figure 30.2 Percentage of sleep-onset partial seizures beginning
in various sleep stages. SWS: slow-wave sleep. REM, REM sleep. Data
from [11].

similar, prospective study was performed later in
patients with partial seizures [11]. Both of these stud-
ies showed that, overall, 20% of seizures occurred dur-
ing sleep. Frontal lobe seizures began during sleep
more oten than temporal lobe seizures, a inding
which has been appreciated clinically. Both studies also
showed that temporal lobe seizures were more likely
to progress to secondarily generalized seizures when
beginning during sleep, but frontal lobe seizures were
not. his intriguing inding suggests diferences in the
pathways of spread in partial epilepsy, which could
have implications for treatment if better understood.
Seizures that occur only during sleep may represent
an important, distinct class as these have a particularly
good prognosis [18,19].

One of the most interesting and robust indings
across many studies is the relative protection of REM
against the occurrence of focal seizures. An analysis
of 613 partial seizures in 133 patients showed that
seizures begin commonly during the lighter stages of
NREM sleep, but are rare during slow-wave sleep and
none were recorded which began during REM (Figure
30.2) [11]. It is not known how the REM state inhibits
the onset of seizures. Electrophysiologically, cerebral
activity during REM most closely resembles wakeful-
ness or light sleep; however the above studies show that
seizures occur less frequently during REM than either
of these states. It may be that relative hypersynchrony
present duringNREMsleepmay facilitate onset and/or
spread of certain partial seizures. his is an impor-
tant area for future research, as understanding the

mechanism whereby REM sleep inhibits seizure onset
and propagation could lead to novel treatments for
intractable epilepsy.

Sleep deprivationhas long been thought to increase
the risk of seizures, clinically readily apparent in a
few syndromes such as juvenile myoclonic epilepsy.
However, one controlled study of patients with refrac-
tory partial epilepsy failed to show such an efect
[20]. his brings into question the common practice
of sleep deprivation in epilepsy monitoring units in
order to induce seizures. Sleep deprivation probably
does increase the risk of seizures in most patients in
the outpatient setting, particularly when chronic. his
can be due to sleep disorders (as described above),
from outside inluences like poor sleep hygiene, or can
be voluntary: patients simply restrict themselves to an
inadequate sleep time, because of time constraints on
other aspects of their lives. Any of these inluences
can result in increased seizures, further disrupting the
already limited sleep time. A cycle of sleep disrup-
tion and intractable epilepsy can result, and seizures
will not be controlled until the sleep disruption is also
resolved.

Finally, certain circadian rhythms may inluence
seizures independently of sleep. Both rats with amodel
of limbic epilepsy and humans with medial tem-
poral seizures have increased seizures during daylight,
an efect not seen with human extratemporal seizures
[21]. his is likely independent of sleep, of course,
because rats are primarily nocturnal and humans diur-
nal. Humans with intractable temporal lobe epilepsy
show abnormal secretion of melatonin, a sleep-related
hormone with a characteristic circadian pattern [22].
Another study conirmed lower melatonin levels in
epilepsy patients, and determined that this is true of
both nocturnal and diurnal seizures [23]. Exogenous
melatonin has been shown to help control seizures
in a few small studies [24,25], raising the possibil-
ity that it may be useful in the treatment of some
patients.

Efects of epilepsy drugs on sleep, and
of sleep drugs on epilepsy
Early studies of anti-convulsant medications showed
an increase in sleep stability with all agents. In retro-
spect, much of this efect was likely due to a reduction
in seizure activity, rather than an independent efect of
the drug. More recently, the efects of anti-convulsant 293
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drugs have been studied independently of seizures,
showing diferent efects (both detrimental and
beneicial) of various anti-convulsants on both sleep
and speciic sleep disorders.

Benzodiazepines and barbiturates are used less
commonly for chronic treatment of seizure disor-
ders, but have the most convincing evidence for
detrimental efects on sleep structure. While both
classes of medications reduce sleep latency, they also
decrease the amount of REM sleep, and benzodi-
azepines also reduce slow-wave sleep [26,27]. Pheny-
toin increases light sleep and decreases sleep ei-
ciency; most studies also show decreased REM sleep
[26,28,29]. Findings for carbamazepine are more vari-
able, but there also seems to be a reduction in REM
sleep [28], particularly with acute treatment [30,31].
Valproate may increase stage 1 sleep [29] and (at least
theoretically) could worsen obstructive sleep apnea
through weight gain.

Studies of newer agents in general suggest fewer
detrimental efects on sleep. Lamotrigine has been
shown to have no efect on sleep in one study [30],
but another showed decreases in slow-wave sleep
[32]. Gabapentin, pregabalin, and tiagabine enhance
slow-wave sleep and sleep continuity in patients with
epilepsy [29,30] and in normal volunteers [27,33–37].
Furthermore, gabapentin is efective in the treatment
of one common sleep disorder, restless legs syndrome
[38], although carbamazepine and lamotrigine have
also been used. A study of levetiracetam in epilepsy
patients showed little efect [39]; studies in normal
volunteers have either shown little efect [39], or an
increase in sleep continuity and slow-wave sleep [40].
he efects of zonisamide, oxcarbazepine, and topi-
ramate on sleep and sleep disorders are not known.
Patients taking anti-convulsants known to disrupt
sleep (phenobarbital, phenytoin, carbamazepine, or
valproic acid) have increased drowsiness compared to
epilepsy patients who are not taking anti-convulsants
[41].

Efects of AEDs on sleep have been known, and
sleep changes were known to afect memory and
performance, but the most important aspect of this
relationship is whether sleep changes due to AEDs
actually afect performance. To date this has been
shown only for tiagabine [37]. hirty-eight healthy
adults were restricted to 5 h of sleep for four consec-
utive nights, and randomized to tiagabine 8 mg at
bedtime or placebo. In a measure of attention (psy-
chomotor vigilance task), subjects on placebo de-

teriorated during sleep restriction but subjects receiv-
ing tiagabine did not. Subjects taking tiagabine also
showed improved performance on theWisconsinCard
Sorting Task and reported more restorative sleep, but
did not show improved wakefulness on the Multi-
ple Sleep Latency Test and did not difer on several
other measures of memory and alertness. However, it
is intriguing that this drug, which enhanced slow-wave
sleep, showed modest improvement in subjects who
were sleep-deprived. It is not known whether these
changes would correlate to improved performance in
epilepsy patients, or if indings would generalize to
other AEDs that improve slow-wave sleep.

Several drugs commonly used for sleep have a
potential inluence on seizures. Benzodiazepines and
barbiturates, already mentioned, are used for both
conditions. Nonbenzodiazepine hypnotics (zaleplon,
zolpidem, eszopiclone) are not thought to carry risk of
withdrawal seizures and therefore may be safer than
these previous classes particularly in patients with a
known history of seizures. here is also no indication
that ramelteon, amelatonin agonist used for sleep, car-
ries any risk in epilepsy.

Many patients with sleep disorders take anti-
depressant drugs. While there are reports of increased
seizures with tricyclic anti-depressants and selective
serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), any risk is prob-
ably minimal and these are not generally problematic.
he same is true for trazadone, quetiapine, and dox-
epin. An exception may be bupropion, which carries a
higher risk.

Anti-convulsant efects on various aspects of sleep
and sleep disorders, and of sleep drugs on seizures, are
summarized in Table 30.3.

Laboratory investigations
he primary tool for investigation of seizures
is the electroencephalogram (EEG). his test records
the change in electrical activity on the scalp over
time. In routine polysomnography (PSG), only the
central and occipital regions are recorded, and the
parameters are set primarily for recognition of sleep
structure. In a full EEG, all areas of the scalp are
recorded.

For most patients with suspected epilepsy, a rou-
tine EEG is performed lasting about 30min.While it is
unlikely that an actual seizure will be recorded in that
time, most patients will show inter-ictal abnormali-
ties called “spikes” or “sharp waves.” hese markers
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Table 30.3 Summary of AED effects on sleep and hypnotic effects on seizures.

Effects on sleep Effects on sleep disorders

AED Positive Negative Improves/treats Worsens

Barbiturates Decreased latency Decreased REM Sleep onset insomnia OSA

Benzodiazepines Decreased latency Decreased REM, SWS Sleep onset insomnia OSA

Carbamazepine Decreased REM? RLS RLS

Phenytoin Decreased latency Increased arousals and
stage 1; decreased REM

NE

Valproic acid Increased stage 1 OSA*

Felbamate ? ? OSA* Insomnia

Gabapentin Increased SWS, decreased
arousals

None RLS

Lamotrigine None Decreased SWS?

Levetiracetam Increased SWS None

Pregabalin Increased SWS, decreased
arousals

None RLS? OSA*

Tiagabine Increased SWS None

Topiramate ? ? OSA*

Zonisamide ? ?

Effects on seizures

Hypnotic Positive Negative

Benzodiazepines Treats seizures, esp. acutely Risk of withdrawal
seizure

Non-benzodiazepine hypnotic
(zolpidem, zaleplon,
eszopiclone)

None None

Anti-depressants (tricyclic, SSRI,
atypical)

None May be minimal risk of
exacerbation

Buproprion None Mild risk of exacerbation

REM, REM sleep; RLS, restless legs syndrome; SWS, slow-wave sleep; ?: unknown; ∗ indirectly, through weight change.

of epilepsy are present in up to 90% of patients with
epilepsy [42], although repeated or prolonged studies
may be needed to identify these [43]. Inter-ictal epilep-
tiformdischarges are rarely seen in individualswithout
epilepsy; these occur in about 2% of children and 0.5%
of adults [44,45].

When the diagnosis remains in doubt, a deini-
tive study is video-EEG monitoring. his is typically
performed as an inpatient. EEG is recorded contin-
uously, and the patient remains on a video camera
until a typical episode takes place. In the case of rare
episodes, patients may be weaned of medications,

sleep-deprived, or stressed in other ways to encour-
age more frequent episodes. If episodes occur nearly
every night, and particularly if other parasomnias are
in the diferential, video-EEG PSG may be performed
as an outpatient. Most systems in current use for
PSG have the potential to record a full EEG simul-
taneously with routine polysomnographic channels.
he event(s) in question, once recorded, can then be
examined using both techniques. Seizure activity may
be diicult to conirm on a more limited PSG mon-
tage and setting but much clearer with a full EEG
(Figure 30.3).
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Figure 30.3 Unrecognized seizures in a 64-year-old man with a history of well-controlled epilepsy. Polysomnography was performed
because of frequent episodes of nocturnal rocking. On polysomnography the nature of these is unclear (top); with EEG a rhythmic theta
frequency discharge is seen maximal in the left temporal region and is diagnostic of a partial seizure (bottom; arrow).
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Conclusions
Sleep-related epilepsy is common, and is impor-
tant in the diferential of paroxysmal behaviors seen
during sleep. Seizures also have independent inlu-
ences on sleep structure, and sleep deprivation (from
sleep restriction, medication, or co-existing sleep dis-
orders) can make seizures diicult to control or con-
tribute to refractory epilepsy. It is therefore important
for sleep clinicians to be aware of various nocturnal
seizure types, and to consider full EEGmontage during
polysomnographywhen seizuresmay be present. If the
diagnosis remains uncertain, prolonged video-EEG
monitoring, perhaps with simultaneous polysomno-
graphic recording, may be required. Finally, drugs
used for sleep disorders may inluence epilepsy, and
drugs for epilepsy can impact sleep in both positive
and negative ways; these are also considerations in
many sleep patients.
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Pharmacotherapy and parasomnias
Rafael Pelayo and Deepti Sinha

Introduction
his chapter will review pharmacological options in
the treatment of parasomnias in both adults and chil-
dren. A literature search using the terms parasomnias
and pharmacology provides many references. Unfor-
tunately, about two-thirds of these references will
actually be for restless leg syndrome. Restless leg syn-
drome is not categorized as a parasomnia in the
International Classiication of Sleep Disorders and will
not be covered in this chapter. he actual literature on
the pharmacological treatment of parasomnias is rela-
tively small considering the overall prevalence of these
disorders. At the time of writing, there are no random-
ized placebo-controlled trials for adults with parasom-
nias. In children, only one such trial was found. A ran-
domized study of the use ofmelatonin as an adjunct for
children with epilepsy found a decrease in parasom-
nias on a questionnaire [1]. Clearly there is a paucity
of randomized trials on the use of pharmacological
agents in parasomnias. he use of any medication for
parasomnias is largely predicated on clinical or anec-
dotal experience.he focus of the content in this chap-
ter will be randomized trials. We will review sepa-
rately the use of clonazepam, melatonin, tricyclic anti-
depressants and other medications for arousal para-
somnias, REM behavior disorder and bruxism.

Of-label concerns
With regard to pharmacological treatment options the
learning process for all clinicians, whether they pre-
dominately treat adults or children, is very similar.
Ideally we irst learn the normal physiology, then the
pathophysiology for the condition. Pharmacological
treatment options would then be understood within
this framework. Without knowledge of sleep phys-
iology and pathophysiology, rational pharmacologi-

cal management and advancement is diicult. Despite
their high prevalence, sleep disorders, and parasom-
nias in particular, are not emphasized during the typi-
cal medical school curriculum or residency training.
his paucity of education may account for the rela-
tively little information being available on the phar-
macological management of parasomnias. he indi-
cations for pharmacotherapy in parasomnias are also
limited, as behavioral approaches are used successfully
most oten, especially in children.

When medications are used to treat parasomnias,
they are typically not FDA-approved for the speciic
sleep disorder. Since arousal parasomnias are partic-
ularly common among children, this is particularly
troublesome among pediatric age range patients.

Pediatric considerations
Within a broader review of the pharmacology of para-
somnias, a discussion of pertinent features in pediatric
sleep pharmacology is important. Medications used in
children can appear capricious. An example of this is
clonidine. Clonidine is one of themost commonly pre-
scribed medications for sleep in children despite the
absence of any randomized control trials supporting
its use. Pediatricians prescribe clonidine for children of
all ages, infants through teens [2–4].How can this drug
be such a popular choice among pediatricians, partic-
ularly when it is rarely used to treat sleep disorders in
adults? Is the pathophysiology of sleep disorders so dif-
ferent between adults and children that it is rational for
an anti-hypertensive agent to be routinely used in chil-
dren? Of note, despite the absence of evidence-based
data, the use of medication for sleep disorders in chil-
dren is increasing. Stojanovski and colleagues exam-
ined trends in physician prescribing ofmedications for
children with sleep diiculties in outpatient settings
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in the US [4]. he study used data from the National
Ambulatory Medical Care Survey (NAMCS) collected
from 1993 to 2004. he rate of medication prescrip-
tions for children with sleep disorders appears to be
increasing. he study found that approximately 18.6
million visits occurred for sleep-related diiculty in
children. In this 12-year study period, 81% of patients
with pediatric insomnia were prescribed a sleep medi-
cation: 33% received anti-histamines, and another 26%
were prescribed alpha-2 agonists (presumably cloni-
dine).heinding that 81%of childrenwere prescribed
a medication is particularly remarkable considering
that only 48% of the adult patients sufering from
insomnia were prescribed a medication [4].

he paucity of information on the pharmacologi-
cal treatment of parasomnias in children may not be
surprising given the inherent problems of the clini-
cal situation. Most pharmacological guidelines were
developed for sleep disorders in adults and must be
empirically extrapolated to children. he physician is
oten forced to prescribe medications as an “of-label”
indication. his may result in frustrating insurance
reimbursement delays or denials for the family. hese
reimbursement problems may afect the availability
of a speciic medication, the family’s compliance with
the medication or force the physician to prescribe a
less desirable alternative. he medication may not be
available commercially in an easily administered form.
Younger children may not be able to swallow pills, or
ingest chewable tablets, requiring the local pharma-
cist to compound the medication into a suspension.
In addition, due to the natural aversion among both
parents and physicians to usemedications for pediatric
sleep disorders, medications are usually prescribed as
a last resort or in the most refractory situations. At
times, a decision to use medication in a child may be
made not necessarily to assist the child as much as to
help the parents or other family members sleep better.
It is not unusual that parents may inally seek help for
a child’s long-standing sleep problem when they feel
they can no longer put up with interruptions to their
own sleep. he clinician needs to be aware of this sit-
uation, which may cause guilty feelings to arise in the
family members.

Further complicating the pharmacological treat-
ment of parasomnias in children is the general lack
of specialized training in sleep disorders available to
all health care providers, not just pediatricians, who
are working with these children. Failure to consider
or properly apply non-drug treatments as part of the

comprehensivemanagement of the childmay also lead
to unsatisfactory results for the patient and the family.
hese factors result in children that are not properly
managed due to either underdosing or overdosing of
medication, or incorrect medication selection.

A key principal in sleep pharmacology is not to
equate sedation with normal, refreshing sleep. Perhaps
the simplest and best-known example of this principal
is alcohol. Consuming large amounts of alcohol can
be very sedating, but we do not wake up feeling par-
ticularly refreshed ater a night of excessive drinking.
Indeed alcohol may increase the likelihood of para-
somnias occurring. here may be an over-reliance on
the efects of the medication by both the parents and
health care provider without adequate understanding
of the cause of the poor sleep or the appropriate appli-
cation of behavioral techniques to help improve the
child’s sleep.

A common scenario in clinical practice is a par-
ent’s complaint of a child’s paradoxical reaction to a
hypnotic medication. “He did not sleep at all” or “he
became hyper” may be the parent’s complaint. From a
physiological point of view, how can we explain that a
child did not get sleepywhen given a hypnotic agent? Is
the child’s brainmissing the usual GABA receptors?Of
course not, but the child’s poor reaction to themedica-
tion is not typically questioned and the medication is
simply removed from the limited list of pharmacologi-
cal options available to the patient. Amore physiologi-
cal approach would be to understand why the medica-
tion failed to achieve the desired result. In the authors’
experience the reason may not be due to the choice of
medication per se, but due to the medication dose or
time of administration.

When prescribing a medication for a child there is
a natural inclination to give the lowest dose possible.
However, childrenmay have faster hepaticmetabolism
of the medication resulting in faster elimination. If the
dose of the agent is too low, the medication may disin-
hibit a child but not make the child actually fall asleep.
he parents would report unusual behavior. If a child
typically ights their bedtime, for example due to fear
of being alone in the dark, and the medication dose
given to the child only makes that child drowsy but
without falling asleep, frightening hypnagogic halluci-
nations may occur.his might be particularly disturb-
ing in children with an underlying psychiatric or neu-
rological condition, for whom the outside world may
already be confusing. With the resulting confusion or
disorientation caused by too low a dose of a sedating
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medication, it is not surprising that parentsmay report
paradoxical reactions to the putative hypnotic.

Not only is the speciic medication and dosage key,
but the timing of administration is also very impor-
tant, because of the circadian modulation of alertness.
Humans typically experience an enhanced alertness in
the evening, which is oten referred to as a “second
wind”. During this circadian phase it is harder to fall
asleep. If the hypnotic medication is given during this
circadian time window, it may not work. If the med-
ication is given too early while the child is not ready
to sleep but rather has heightened alertness, dissocia-
tive phenomena such as frightening hypnagogic hallu-
cinations may occur [5]. In the situation of children
with neurological or psychiatric disorders they may
not understand that the medication was meant to help
them sleep. Typically hypnotics only shorten the usual
falling asleep time (sleep latency) at most by only 20
or 30 min compared to placebo. Giving a medication 2
or 3 h prior to the usual falling asleep time could elicit
this common scenario.his samemedication and dose
given at a more appropriate circadian time could be
efective.

his lack of proper management of the sleep prob-
lem may be particularly common among children
with neurological, psychiatric, behavioral or emo-
tional disorders. he use of psychotropic medication
in children has been increasing [6]. If the child can-
not communicate what they feel is causing the sleep
diiculty, incorrect assumptions may be made by the
family and/or health care provider. In cases of insom-
nia, this can result in an escalating cycle of progres-
sively more sedating agents with increasing likelihood
of adverse efects. Concomitant daytime sedation may
occur, which may interfere with the child’s daytime
therapeutic program and exacerbate the child’s disabil-
ities. In some situations, the fear of putative addiction
may limit the physician or the family from using phar-
macotherapy adequately to improve the child’s sleep.

Benzodiazepines
here are no medications with an FDA indication for
any of the 15 diferent parasomnias listed in the Inter-
national Classiication of Sleep Disorders [7]. Benzodi-
azepines, which have been used extensively in adults
with insomnia, are the most commonly utilized agents
for the of-label treatment of parasomnias. Benzo-
diazepines have been particularly useful for arousal
parasomnias such as sleepwalking and REM sleep

behavior disorder (RBD). he mechanism of action is
based on activation of the gamma aminobutyric acid
(GABA) receptor complex [8]. Benzodiazepines may
have muscle relaxing properties and should be used
with caution if comorbid sleep-disordered breathing
is suspected. On a polysomnogram, benzodiazepines
may alter the normal sleep stages referred to as sleep
architecture. here can be drug-related artifacts such
as atypical sleep spindles and suppression of slow-wave
sleep.

Among the benzodiazepine class, clonazepam is
themost commonmedication used in the treatment of
parasomnias [9–11]. he popularity of the clinical use
of clonazepam in parasomnias may be due to famil-
iarity with the drug along with the putative clinical
eicacy. he exact mechanism of action is unknown.
he principal mechanism of clonazepam seems to be
enhancement of the activity of GABA, acting as an
allosteric modulator of the major inhibitory neuro-
transmitter GABA A complex, which is a chloride
channel. GABA-independent mechanisms have been
reported [12]. Clonazepam has also been reported to
have anti-dopaminergic activity [13], and serotoner-
gic properties [14,15]. Clonazepam speciically mod-
ulates the activity of thalamic reticular nucleus neu-
rons which may explain some of its anti-convulsant
properties [16]. Clonazepam is rapidly and completely
absorbed ater oral administration. Onset of action is
20–60min.he time to peak level is 1–3 h. Duration of
action is 6–8 h in children and up to 12 h in adults.he
bioavailability is about 90%. Maximum plasma con-
centrations are reached within 1–4 h ater oral admin-
istration. he half-life of clonazepam is typically 30–
40 h. he half-life tends to be longer in adults com-
pared to children. he metabolism is extensively hep-
atic and excreted in urine.

Benzodiazepines and arousal parasomnias
Clonazepam can be used to prevent parasomnias asso-
ciated with partial arousals such as sleep terrors or
sleepwalking. hese parasomnias may decrease as the
child gets older. When parasomnias are very frequent
and disturbing to the patient and family, a low dose
of clonazepam at 0.25–0.5 mg may be helpful. Clon-
azepam may increase the arousal threshold, allowing
the child to sleep without interruption. Clonazepam
is available in thin wafers that dissolve on the tongue,
obviating the need for the child to swallow a pill.
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Clonazepam is the drug of choice for parasomnias
such as RBD and is also used for arousal parasom-
nias such as sleep terrors and sleepwalking. For arousal
parasomnias in children, most are managed with reas-
surance or timed awakening and making the envi-
ronment safe for the child. he frequency of episodes
tends to lessen with age. Studies for the pharmaco-
logic treatment of parasomnias in children have been
done with the use of imipramine and diazepam, but
not clonazepam.here are very limited studies in chil-
dren, as most do not require pharmacological inter-
ventions. here has been a case report of a boy with
Asperger’s whose sleepwalking was successfully man-
aged with melatonin [17]. For adults, treatment is rec-
ommended if the parasomnia is associated with injury
or danger to the patient or others. Guilleminault et al.
looked at 84 children with sleep terrors with and with-
out sleepwalking, and found that 49 of these patients
had sleep-disordered breathing and, with treatment,
the parasomnias disappeared [18].

Clonazepam has been studied as pharmacotherapy
for arousal parasomnias over the last two decades. It
has predominantly been studied in adults and specif-
ically in those who have had a sleep related injury.
Schenck et al. studied 100 patients who presented to
their sleep center with nocturnal injuries and diag-
nosed them with polysomnography [19]; 54 of these
patients were diagnosed with either sleep terrors or
sleepwalking (age of onset ranging from 3 to 58 years).
Clonazepam was prescribed in 28 of these patients as
well as 33 patients with RBD. Out of the 61 patients,
51 (83.6%) reportedly had signiicant improvement
in sleep injury up to 6 years ater starting treatment.
In 1996, Schenck and Mahowald went on to study a
further 170 adults with sleep-related injury between
1982 and 1994, of whom 69 had either sleepwalking
or sleep terrors; other diagnoses included RBD, RLS
and chronic insomnia [20]; 146 (86%) of these patients
had complete or near-complete control of their symp-
toms. here have also been case reports of patients
with behaviors such as driving and sleep violence
who have been diagnosed with sleepwalking who have
responded to clonazepam [20,21].

Benzodiazepines decrease sleep latency and
episodes of wake ater sleep onset. Clonazepam may
therefore reduce arousability during slow-wave sleep
in arousal parasomnias [22]. In terms of dose, most
studies have used doses ranging from 0.25 to 2 mg.
Schenck and Mahowald started at 0.25–0.5 mg taken
1–2 h before bedtime [20]. he dose was increased

every few nights until symptoms were controlled
or side efects occurred. Clonazepam is available
in disintegrating wafers for children. Side efects
reported with the use of clonazepam in this setting
included daytime sleepiness (morning) and memory
dysfunction, as well as alopecia. he side efects
resolve with a reduction of dose in most cases.

Benzodiazepines and REM behavior
disorder (RBD)
Clonazepam is the treatment of choice in adults with
REM sleep behavior disorder [10,23]. Schenck and
colleagues described a case series of 96 patients with
chronic RBD in which clonazepam was “very efec-
tive” in controlling both the violent dream and behav-
ioral sleep disturbances [24]. In this series, clonazepam
showed complete beneit in 79%of patients, andpartial
beneit in an additional 11%. he initial dose was 0.5
mg at bedtime and was increased as high as 2 mg. he
clinical response typically occurs within the irst week.

Olson and colleagues reported a case series of
93 patients with RBD in which they found that treat-
mentwith clonazepamwas completely or partially suc-
cessful in 87% [25]. In this series clonazepam was pre-
scribed in 57 out of 93 patients (61%) in doses of 0.25–
1.5 mg before sleep. Of 38 patients on clonazepam
therapy for whom information was available (mean
follow-up 23.7 months), the medication was com-
pletely successful in 21 (55%), partially successful in
12 (32%) and unsuccessful in ive (13%). Nine patients
reported early morning sedation, which was usu-
ally dose-related. Two patients developed early morn-
ing motor incoordination, which reportedly resolved
either spontaneously or with dose adjustment. One
patient developed impotence, necessitating discontin-
uation of the drug. Clozapine was used by two patients
with dementia in whom clonazepam had failed; RBD
resolved completely in one patient and partially in the
other. No medication was used in 34 patients (37%).
he most common reason for not prescribing medi-
cation was that the symptoms were judged to be too
mild to merit medication. In 6 out of 93 patients
clonazepam was not prescribed due to concomitant
obstructive sleep apnea syndromeor nocturnal stridor.
Finally, only 4 of the 93 patients in the series refused
medication ater it was ofered [25].

he overall clinical experience is that tolerance
is infrequent and the beneicial efects of clon-
azepam usually persist for several years. Although the
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mechanismof action of clonazepam is unclear, it seems
to work via suppression of clinical motor manifesta-
tions of REM sleep rather than reducing REM sleep
muscle tone. Lapierre et al. reported that clonazepam
reduced behavioral manifestations and decreased pha-
sic EMG activity without restoring tonic REM sleep
muscle activity [26]. he beneicial efects of clon-
azepam have been attributed in part to its seroton-
ergic properties [15]. From the two large case series,
clonazepam is inefective in only approximately 10%
of patients [24,25]. Although clonazepam is efective,
many of these patients are elderly, and the possibil-
ity of worsening obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) and
increasing the risk of confusion or falls must be taken
into consideration in individual patients. here have
been no reports describing the eicacy of other benzo-
diazepine medications in RBD. Alternative treatments
for RBD are discussed below.

Benzodiazepines and sleep bruxism
Sleep bruxism treatment options include dental
splints, behavioral techniques, and medications [27].
Several medications have been studied [28]. Sleep
bruxism appears to be the only parasomnia in which
placebo-controlled studies have been published.
Given its ubiquitous nature in sleep medicine, it is not
surprising that clonazepam is one of the studied drugs
[29]. Salutu and colleagues reported a randomized
trial on ten patients, six women and four men, with
sleep bruxism. Of note, all the patients had a con-
comitant movement disorder. Six of them had restless
legs syndrome and four had periodic leg movement
disorder. Ater one adaptation night, patients received
placebo or 1 mg clonazepam 30 min before lights out
in a single-blind study design. Objective sleep quality
was determined by polysomnography, subjective sleep
and awakening quality by rating scales, and objective
awakening quality by psychometric tests. As com-
pared with placebo, 1 mg clonazepam signiicantly
improved the mean bruxism index from 9.3 to 6.3/h of
sleep. Furthermore, it signiicantly improved the total
sleep period, total sleep time, sleep eiciency, sleep
latency and time awake during the total sleep period.
Periodic leg movements signiicantly decreased.
he authors reported that while the apnea index
and apnea–hypopnea index increased marginally
it remained within normal limits. Subjective sleep
quality improved as well, although no signiicant
changes in the other scales were reported.he authors

concluded that not only did acute clonazepam therapy
signiicantly improve the bruxism index, but also the
objective and subjective sleep quality [29].

Melatonin
Melatonin (N-acetyl-5-methoxytryptamine) is most
well known for its use in circadian rhythm disorders
such as delayed sleep phase syndrome, jetlag and in
blind patients, to help synchronize the body clock with
the surrounding environment and socially accepted
norms. Its use for parasomnias has been studied in
patients with RBD. A recent meta-analysis cast doubts
on its eicacy in some sleep disorders [30].

Perhaps because it is readily available and generally
perceived to be safe, melatonin is oten tried by par-
ents eitherwith orwithout their pediatrician’s advice to
treat sleep disorders, particularly in children with dis-
abilities [31]. Jan et al. published a case report describ-
ing a 12-year-old child with Asperger syndrome with
sleep terrors and sleepwalking responding to mela-
tonin [17]. he parasomnia episodes occurred 2–3
times almost every night. Oral administration of con-
trolled release melatonin (5 mg), 30 min before the
desired bed time, corrected the sleep phase onset
within 2 days. he sleep terrors and the sleepwalking
episodes abruptly disappeared and did not recur for
over six months. he authors speculated that severe
sleep deprivation triggered the parasomnias, and by
improving the child’s total sleep time with melatonin
the parasomnia trigger was corrected [17].

Although the initial treatment of choice for RBD is
typically clonazepam, concerns of side efects such as
worsening of OSA, side efects and risk of falls in the
elderly have prompted a search for alternatives. Mela-
tonin is a possible alternative. Although to date there
are no randomized, double-blind placebo-controlled
trials on the use of melatonin in RBD, there are reports
of its eicacy. Kunz and Bes published a case report in
1997 in a patient with RBD who had signiicant dif-
iculties falling asleep in whom melatonin was given
for its sedative properties [32]. In this case report,
a 64-year-old man with RBD and hypertension was
given 3mg ofmelatonin 10–30min before bedtime for
5 months. He had signiicant diiculties with falling
asleep, night waking related to the RBD and day-
time sleepiness. With treatment, he was noted to have
preservation of REM atonia and a reduction in phasic
muscle activitywith improvement in symptoms,which
slowly returned once melatonin was stopped.
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he same authors reported an open-label trial in
six RBDpatients [33]. Results were promisingwith ive
patients responding and the sixth patient known to be
non-compliant. In this study again the percentage of
REM without atonia reduced with melatonin. Interest
piqued in the use of melatonin in RBD because the
efect of reduction of REM without atonia is not an
efect seen by the use of clonazepam.

hese results were replicated in a study in which 13
out of 15 patients responded with reduction in REM
without atonia, with most patients (9 out of 13) having
25–50% improvement in symptoms and three having
75% improvement [34]. In this study, melatonin levels
were monitored, and those with lower levels prior to
melatonin administration tended to respond to exoge-
nous melatonin. Further studies are required to deter-
mine if melatonin levels are able to predict those who
will respond to therapy.

Boeve et al. studied 14 patients with RBD and asso-
ciated neurological disorders such as dementia with
Lewy bodies, Parkinsonism, narcolepsy and multisys-
tem atrophy. In this study patients were taking mela-
tonin alone or in conjunction with clonazepam [35].
Twelve out of 14 patients showed some improvement
and, interestingly, of those who had marked improve-
ment or complete resolution of symptoms, ive used
melatonin alone and ive used clonazepam with mela-
tonin. his study provides follow-up for an average of
14 months, and eight patients found melatonin to be
efective treatment for at least 12 months, suggesting
that melatonin may be useful for long-term adminis-
tration.

Although these studies have all shown the poten-
tial beneit of use of melatonin in RBD, it is unclear
as to the mechanism of action in these patients. Given
that melatonin is known to help in synchronization
of the circadian rhythm with the environment, it is
hypothesized that in RBD, that synchrony is lost and
that melatonin may restore the synchronization [33].
In terms of clinical efect, melatonin has been shown
to restore atonia during REM sleep which alleviates
the acting out of dreams. In one patient with RBD and
Alzheimer’s disease, sleep became more consolidated
with melatonin [36].

Melatonin is currently not an FDA-approved drug
and so is not regulated. Its availability is generally from
health stores. he dose of melatonin which has been
studied in RBD ranges from 3 to 12 mg before bed.
Patients may be started at 3 mg and the dose increased
incrementally as required to achieve relief of symp-

toms. As noted, some patientsmay combinemelatonin
with clonazepam for resolution of symptoms if either
alone has not been successful.

Reported side efects from melatonin used in RBD
range from excessive sedation in the morning to
headache, muscle weakness and delusions or halluci-
nations [34,35].hedelusions/hallucinations occurred
in one patient at a dose of 12 mg, with the headaches
in two patients also occurring at this dose and both
side efects resolved with a lower dose regime. Only
one patient was noted to discontinue melatonin due to
excessive sleepiness as a side efect.

With these reports, it appears that melatonin is rel-
atively safe to use in RBD; however, larger, double-
blind, placebo-controlled trials are required to evalu-
ate its efectiveness.

Anti-depressants
Although much research has been done with benzo-
diazepines in parasomnias, other classes of medica-
tions have been trialed, mostly in small studies. Tri-
cyclic anti-depressants such as imipramine have been
studied for sleep terrors and sleepwalking. In 1979, a
case report was published of imipramine helping a 62-
year-old woman who was described as having sleep
terrors with nocturnal behaviors including scream-
ing and violence [37]. Although this case report gives
the woman a diagnosis of sleep terrors, it is possi-
ble that the woman actually had RBD, given that no
polysomnogram was done. Imipramine has also been
tried successfully in seven children diagnosed with
sleep terrors or sleepwalking [38]. All of the patients
responded with cessation of their nocturnal events,
with the longest follow-up being 6 months.he signif-
icant anti-cholinerigc side efects of tricyclic medica-
tions make them unlikely to be relied on as irst-line
treatment for arousal-type parasomnias; however, they
can be an alternative when other medications such as
clonazepam are contraindicated.

Amitriptyline inhibits the re-uptake of nor-
adrenaline and serotonin. hese two efects are con-
sidered to be the likely base of the anti-depressant
efect of amitriptyline. he drug also has strong anti-
cholinergic efects. he plasma half-life is 12–24 h. It
has been considered a treatment option for sleep
bruxism, but the results of randomized trials have
been mixed and overall do not support its routine use
for sleep bruxism.
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In 1997, Mohamed and colleagues studied ten
adults with sleep bruxism using a double-blind ran-
domized experimental design [39]. Subjects were
administered amitriptyline (25 mg/night) or placebo
for one week each. No improvement in pain or change
in nocturnal masseteric electromyographic activities
was reported using the tricyclic anti-depressant. he
authors concluded that small doses of amitriptyline
“cannot be recommended for the control of sleep brux-
ism and associated discomforts” [39]. Since this was
only a one-week study, it could be argued that a longer
duration may have had diferent results. A longer trial
is described below.

More recently, Raigrodski and colleagues pub-
lished a 4-week long clinical pilot study to evaluate
the efect of amitriptyline on the pain-intensity level
and level of stress in bruxers [40]. Using a random-
ized, double-blind, cross-over experimental design,
ten subjects received active treatment (amitriptyline
25 mg/night) and placebo. he administration of
amitriptyline for 4 weeks did not signiicantly reduce
pain intensity; however, it signiicantly reduced the
level of stress perception. he authors concluded that
their study did not support the administration of small
doses of amitriptyline for the management of pain
resulting from sleep bruxism; however, it did support
the administration of small doses of amitriptyline for
themanagement of the perception of stress levels asso-
ciated with sleep bruxism [40]. he same group in
another publication measured the efect of amitripty-
line on nocturnal masseteric activity and duration of
sleep in bruxers. Using a portable EMG integrator
the nocturnal, unilateral, and cumulative myoelectri-
cal activity of the masseter muscle was recorded dur-
ing the fourth and eighth weeks of the study. he
results showed that amitriptyline did not signiicantly
decrease themean EMGactivity nor did it signiicantly
increase the duration of sleep [41].

Paroxetine has also been studied for sleep terrors,
nocturnal panic attacks and sleepwalking in a case
report of a 46-year-old woman with a 30-year history
of parasomnias [42]. She was described as having
persistent sleep terrors despite using benzodiazepines.
Her situation was further complicated by the inges-
tion of alcohol at bedtime. Paroxetine at 20 mg in
the morning was added to her clonazepam. he dose
was increased to 40 mg and she was weaned of the
clonazepam. Paroxetine was chosen for its anxiolytic
efect as well as the serotonergic efect on sleep
promotion. Paroxetine has been found to provide

symptomatic relief for post-traumatic stress disorder
including nightmares and insomnia complaints in
placebo-controlled studies [43].

Anti-hypertensives
Due to the potential role of a rise in sympathetic
activity in the pathophysiology of sleep bruxism, sym-
patholyticmedications have been investigated for their
eicacy in treating sleep bruxism. A sleep research
group fromMontreal speciically studied propranolol,
a non-selective adrenergic beta-blocker, and clonidine,
a selective alpha2-agonist, medications to determine
if they would decrease sleep bruxism and prevent the
rise in sympathetic activity preceding the onset of sleep
bruxism [44]. Using a randomized controlled cross-
over study design with placebo compared to propra-
nolol 120 mg and clonidine 0.3 mg, they studied 25
subjects with sleep bruxism. Polysomnograms were
done for four nights.he irst night was used as a base-
line habituation night. he sleep bruxism index was
estimated using masseter muscle activity. Sympathetic
activity was determined using heart rate variability
measured with a spectral analysis of RR intervals.
Sleep and sleep bruxism variables were not signii-
cantly inluenced by propranolol. As expected, propra-
nolol decreased the mean RR intervals; however, the
bruxism index was not signiicantly improved. With
clonidine there was a reduction in both sympathetic
activity as well as the bruxism index. Clonidine was
associated with increased duration of stage 2 sleep and
a decrease in REM sleep. he sleep bruxism index was
reduced by 61%.he authors concluded that clonidine
decreased sympathetic tone in the minute preceding
the onset of sleep bruxism, thus reducing sleep brux-
ism by preventing the sequence of autonomic tomotor
activation of sleep bruxism.hey concluded that these
results supported the role of sympathetic activity in the
pathophysiology of sleep bruxism. hey also warned
of the possibility of clonidine-induced hypotension
developing in this patient population [44].

For the suppression of nightmares the use of
REM-suppressing medications such as tricyclic anti-
depressants and SSRIs would appear to be a rational
choice despite the paucity of randomized trials [45]. Of
interest is a growing literature on the use of prazosin
for suppression of nightmares, in particular among
military victims of post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD) [46–49]. While treating combat-related PTSD
patients with prazosin for their complaints related
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to benign prostate hypertrophy, patients reported an
unexpected reduction in combat-related nightmares
[45]. Daly et al. published a clinical case series of sol-
diers recently returned fromOperation Iraqi Freedom
who self-reported distressing combat trauma-related
nightmares. hey were prescribed 1 mg of prazosin
before bedtime.he dose was increased once a week by
1 mg based on treatment response. he highest efec-
tive dose was 5 mg. Of 23 soldiers, 20 were described
as having experienced marked improvement includ-
ing complete elimination of nightmares, two others
experienced reduced nightmare frequency or inten-
sity, and one experienced no change. he mechanism
of action for the eicacy is hypothesized as prazosin
alpha1-adrenergic antagonist action, since increased
CNS norepinephrine outlow and alpha1-adrenergic
receptor responsiveness appear to be involved in the
pathophysiologic processes of trauma-related night-
mares in PTSD [46].

L-Tryptophan
l-Tryptophan has been studied for both sleep bruxism
and isolated sleep paralysis. Snyder andHams reported
that l-tryptophan was efective in controlling isolated
sleep paralysis in three patients. he mechanism of
action would be presumably via increasing serotonin
levels [50].

Etzel and colleagues performed an experiment to
study the efect of l-tryptophan on sleep bruxism [51].
Portable EMG recorders were used to monitor uni-
lateral masseter muscle activity during sleep in eight
patients identiied as sleep bruxers. Following an initial
baseline period, the patients were given, in a random-
ized double-blind study, either tryptophan (50 mg/kg
of body weight) or a placebo for 8 days followed by an
additional 8 days of reverse medication. Dietary pat-
terns and food intake were monitored throughout the
experimental period. No signiicant treatment difer-
ences in bruxing levels were found, suggesting that l-
tryptophan supplementation in the absence of dietary
manipulation is inefective in the treatment of sleep
bruxism [51].

Other medications
Bromocriptine, a dopamine D2 receptor agonist, has
been studied for the treatment of sleep bruxism.
Lavigne and colleagues performed a randomized,
cross-over, double-blind, placebo-controlled study
of bromocriptine in seven patients with what was

described as “severe and frequent” sleep bruxism [52].
he study used a cross-over design that included 2
weeks of active treatment or placebo with a washout
period of 1 week. he study included the use of sin-
gle photon emission computed tomography (SPECT)
under both placebo and bromocriptine regimens to
further evaluate whether bromocriptine inluences
striatal D2 receptor binding. Bromocriptine did not
reduce the frequency of episodes of bruxism during
sleep or the amplitude of masseter muscle contrac-
tions. SPECT also failed to reveal that either treat-
ment had any inluence on striatal D2 binding. he
authors concluded that “a nightly dose of bromocrip-
tine did not exacerbate or reduce sleep bruxismmotor
activity” [52].

More recently, botulinum toxin has been studied in
patients with sleep bruxism. Guarda-Nardini and col-
leagues reported a double-blind, placebo-controlled,
randomized clinical trial with a six-month follow-up
period of botulinum toxin type A to treat myofas-
cial pain symptoms and to reduce muscle hyperac-
tivity in a small group of patients with sleep brux-
ism [53]. Twenty patients with an age range of
25–45 years were enrolled along with ten control sub-
jects given saline injections. Objective and subjec-
tive clinical parameters were assessed at baseline, one
week, one month, and six-month follow-up appoint-
ments. An improved range of mandibular movements
and decreased pain at rest and during chewing were
found in the botulinum toxin treated group compared
with placebo. Patients treated with botulinum toxin
had a higher subjective improvement in their percep-
tion of treatment eicacy than did the placebo sub-
jects. Despite the small sample size, the authors con-
cluded that botulinum toxin was an efective treatment
to reduce myofascial pain symptoms in bruxers and
that larger trials were warranted [53].

he anti-convulsant topiramate has been reported
to be efective for sleep-related eating disorder (SRED).
his is a parasomnia characterized by partial or full
awakenings from sleep with compulsive eating. Dif-
ferent medications have been tried with various suc-
cesses, but topiramate seems to be the most promis-
ing currently [54,55]. Winkelman published a retro-
spective chart review of 25 consecutive patients treated
in an open-label trial of topiramate for SRED in a
sleep disorders clinic. he mean dose of topiramate
was 135 mg (range 25–300 mg) over a mean period
of approximately 1 year (range 1–42 months). Over
two-thirds of the patients were considered topiramate
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responders. Twenty-eight per cent of the patients lost
more than 10% of their body weight. Adverse events
were reported by 84% of patients. he most common
side efects were paresthesias, excessive daytime sleepi-
ness and sexual dysfunction. Nearly half of the respon-
ders discontinued topiramate ater a mean of 1 year.
he author concluded that in this open-label retro-
spective trial, topiramate was very efective in redu-
cing nocturnal eating in patients. However, tolerabil-
ity of topiramate was “an issue in some patients” [54].

he selective dopamine agonist, pramipexole, has
also been studied for SRED by Provini et al. [56].hey
gave 11 consecutive patients with SRED pramipexole
0.18–0.36 mg or placebo for 2 weeks using a double-
blind cross-over randomized protocol. Outcomeswere
based on actigraphic recording and subjective sleep
diary evaluations. Pramipexole was described as being
well tolerated without any patient withdrawing from
the study. Pramipexole reduced night-time activity
and increased the number of self reported nights of
good sleep [56].

Schenck and Mahowald reported on the eicacy
of a cocktail of bupropion–levodopa–trazodone ther-
apy in two adults with sleep-related eating and sleep
disruption with chemical dependency [57]. One of
the patients was a physician and he gained control
of the nocturnal eating using bupropion-SR, 150 mg
three times a day; carbidopa/l-dopa, 50/200 mg qHS;
and trazodone 200 mg qHS. he second patient was
a woman with a childhood history of sleepwalking.
She had entered a residential program for alcohol and
cocaine abuse. Her nocturnal eating, excessive awak-
enings, and major depression were reportedly con-
trolled for over 2 years on a regimen of bupropion
225 mg b.i.d.; carbidopa/l-dopa 75/300 mg qHS and
carbidopa/l-dopa CR 50/200 mg qHS; and trazodone
150 mg qHS. he trazodone therapy was begun one
month ater the start of bupropion–levodopa therapy,
in order to control excessive awakenings that had per-
sisted despite control of nocturnal eating.

Conclusions
here is a need for greater information on the phar-
macological management of parasomnias. With our
current knowledge, benzodiazepines are useful in the
treatment of arousal parasomnias, RBD and sleep
bruxism. Melatonin may be an alternative for RBD,
and anti-depressants have some role in the treatment
of nightmares. Anti-hypertensives and botulinum

toxin have potential for treatment of sleep bruxism.
Variousmedications have been used for nocturnal eat-
ing syndrome, with topiramate, when tolerated, being
a good choice. Pharmacological guidelines need to
be developed not only for adults, but speciically for
children. Ideally, these guidelines should be FDA-
approved for the parasomnias. Development of easy
to swallow, chewable or liquid forms of these med-
ications may be needed. Training programs should
play a leading role in enhancing the clinician’s knowl-
edge of the pharmacological treatment of parasom-
nias. Given the diversity of the diferent parasomnias,
a surprisingly relatively narrow spectrum of medica-
tions has been reported to be efective. Is this wholly
or in part due to an absence of pharmacological cre-
ativity or excessive caution on the part of clinicians, or
is it perhaps that these seemingly disparate conditions
have unidentiied pathophysiologic mechanisms in
common?
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Chapter

32
Behavioral and psychiatric treatment
of parasomnias
Shelby F. Harris and Michael J. Thorpy

Introduction
hesuccessfulmanagement of parasomnias frequently
requires a combination of pharmacologic, psycho-
logical and behavioral treatments. Otentimes, these
events are considered unimportant (or untreatable)
events, but a knowledgeable clinician can use them as
clues to uncover a signiicant sleep disorder and to gen-
erate a comprehensive treatment plan.

In the past, clinicians relied upon traditional phar-
macologic agents (e.g. REM suppressants); however,
a number of additional treatments are becoming
available. With newer forms of psychotherapy, inclu-
ding various treatment approaches underneath the
umbrella term “cognitive behavior therapy”, as well as
various other treatment options from hypnotherapy to
scheduled awakenings, this chapter presents a review
of the behavioral and pharmacological treatments
commonly recommended for parasomnias (divided
into NREM events, REM events, and events in tran-
sition between sleep and wakefulness, as treatment
options are diferent depending upon the distinction).
his chapter will also include a brief review of the lit-
erature, and the various treatment options will be dis-
cussed to give the clinician a better understanding of
the current available treatment approaches.

Treatment of arousal disorders
(sleepwalking, night terrors,
confusional arousals, sleep-related
eating, sleepsex)
Disorders of arousal generally encompass the follow-
ing diagnoses: sleepwalking, night terrors, confusional
arousals, sleepsex disorders and sleep-related eating
disorders.he overall behavioral and pharmacological

treatment for these disorders has signiicant overlap
and will be discussed as a whole, with disorder-
speciic treatment recommendations mentioned
throughout.

A high prevalence of arousal disorders exists in
the general population, and these are mild, occur in
childhood and resolve with time. Formal overnight
polysomnography (PSG) should be limited to patients
whose behaviors cause serious physical damage, are
violent, or are extremely bothersome to other indi-
viduals. When determining the course of treatment
for arousal disorders, the clinician should consider
the overall frequency and severity of the episodes, as
most arousal disorders are mild and pharmacological
intervention is generally not indicated. Treatmentmay
also be necessary for any other sleep disorders (e.g.
sleep apnea) that occur concurrently and may trigger
arousals.

Education
Education is paramount in addressing all disorders of
arousal. All patients should be informed of the para-
somnia diagnosis and educated about the pathophys-
iology and any associated features that might increase
its chances of recurring. Patients and family should be
advised that many disorders of arousal do not require
intervention and that events will oten reduce in fre-
quency over time.

Whenworkingwith children, it is especially impor-
tant to educate parents about the diagnosis, as some
parents may believe these events signal symptoms of
underlying medical illness or psychological trauma.
Note that while stress may be a factor in disor-
ders of arousal, it should not be the clinician’s irst
assumption – especially with children.
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Table 32.1 Safety suggestions for patients with violent
and dangerous behaviors during sleep.

Place mattress on floor

Remove obstructions from room

Remove and/or lock away dangerous objects

Remove coat hooks from door

Sleep in a separate bed from bed partner

Cover windows and glass doors with thick drapes

Lock doors with a double cylinder lock

Light outside hallways

Place gates at top of staircases and in doorways

Put bells on outside of doors

Install alarm systems to alert when someone has left the
room or house

Refrain from engaging the patient
mid-episode
Household members should be instructed to avoid
confronting patients during events, and instead quietly
guide the patient back to bed with the goal of not wak-
ing the patient. Engaging the patient can prolong the
event and confrontationmay worsen a patient’s behav-
ior, possibly resulting in violence.

Safety
Safety is most important when treating patients with
disorders of arousal. Traditional problem-solving can
prove beneicial when working with this patient pop-
ulation. No single solution works with every patient,
and safety concerns must be addressed and tailored
to each individual. Placing the mattress on the loor,
sleeping in a separate bed from the bed partner, cov-
ering windows and glass doors with thick drapes and
moving gates to the top of staircases and in doorways
can help to reduce risk of injury. Refer to Table 32.1 for
a list of safety suggestions that can be recommended to
patients.

Practice good sleep hygiene and
sleep scheduling
Good sleep hygiene can help to eliminate potential
arousals. Regular sleep–wake times and obtaining
suicient sleep are important, as sleep deprivation
has been linked to arousals. Sources of arousal, such
as extraneous sound or light, should be minimized.
Limiting extraneous sound through the use of ear

plugs or a white noise machine is recommended.
Blocking external light and noise by installing heavy
light-blocking shades is also suggested. Exercise, drugs
and alcohol in the evening should be avoided (see
Chapter 6 for more information).

Scheduled awakenings
Several case studies have found scheduled awakenings
helpful in reducing night-time events. Although the
exact mechanism of its action remains unclear, sched-
uled awakenings may reduce the overall duration of
slow-wave sleep [1,2].One treatment that ismost likely
to be successful when the episodes occur nightly is to
wake the patient (usually by the parent or a house-
hold member) 15 min before the time of the usual
irst arousal. A thorough sleep diary should be kept
(by parents) on a nightly basis to document the time
of each arousal episode. he patient must be awak-
ened enough to be able to open the eyes and then
say a few words. he parents/observers must continue
to wake the patient in this fashion on a nightly basis
before each arousal for one month, until the events
subside. If the arousal events re-occur, the treatment
is reinstated. One should proceed with caution when
using this treatment, however, as this may worsen the
arousals.

Psychotherapy
When underlying psychological issues are evident
(such as anxiety, depression, trauma or heightened
stress), psychotherapy has been reported to be use-
ful in overall treatment of disorders of arousal [3].
Psychopathology is believed to be more frequent in
adults presenting with arousal disorders and any adult
should be assessed for speciic psychiatric comorbidi-
ties. However, limited data exist on the overall eicacy
of psychotherapy in the treatment of parasomnias, as
its usefulness has primarily been demonstrated anec-
dotally through case studies. Kales and colleagues [3]
present a series of three case studies of three adultmale
patients who were all married, had at least 12 years
of education, and came to their sleep lab with long-
standing disorders of arousal.hrough treatment with
an active and directive psychodynamic therapist, the
night-terror patient develops an increased awareness
of how he internalizes emotional states and acquires
appropriate ways to express aggressive emotions. As
the patient becomes better able to cope with stress-
ful life events, he develops more self-esteem. As this
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occurs, he gradually becomes able to work through
long-standing emotional conlicts, therefore redu-
cing the internalized conlict and aggression that oten
present as night terrors.

Stress management
Stress management treatments are generally recom-
mended as strain can precipitate events. he benei-
cial efects of muscle relaxation on disorders of arousal
have been reported in both children and adults. Pro-
gressive muscle relaxation (PMR) [4], practiced just
before bedtime, has been found to be helpful anecdo-
tally and in case reports [5]. Limited larger-scale trials
have demonstrated the eicacy ofmuscle relaxation on
disorders of arousal.

Hypnosis
Hypnosis will be covered in more detail in Chapter 33.
Several case studies and small case series have been
reported in the literature documenting the useful-
ness of hypnosis in the treatment of disorders of
arousal, particularly sleepwalking and night terrors
[6–8]. Some have noted that the decrease in tonic lev-
els due to the reduction induced through hypnosismay
help to decrease events [9]. However, a recent publi-
cation by Hauri and colleagues [10] notes that hyp-
nosis was found to be helpful at initial and ive-year
follow-up in most parasomnias, but was less benei-
cial for night terrors. Further study may delineate any
role that hypnosis plays in the treatment of disorders
of arousal.

Medications
Medications for parasomnias will be covered in
more detail in Chapter 31. Pharmacological treat-
ment becomes necessary when events become fre-
quent, put the family and/or patient at risk of being
harmed, or disturb family life. Benzodiazepines (e.g.
clonazepam, diazepam and temazepam) have been
successfully used to reduce both arousals and slow-
wave sleep. hey can be used continuously or during
times when great risk for harm is suspected. Some
patients have responded well to desipramine, paroxe-
tine and imipramine, but few cases have been reported.
Patients with sleep-related eating disorders have been
reported to respond well to topiramate [11].

Treatment of REM-related
parasomnias

Nightmares
Despite the widespread prevalence of nightmares and
emerging availability of efective nightmare treatment
options, many clinicians are still unaware of the psy-
chiatric and medical toll that chronic nightmares can
have on patients. Frequent nightmares can lead to dis-
turbed sleep onset latency, awakenings, restless sleep,
insomnia and a lower overall quality of life [12].

Psychotherapeutic approaches
Imagery rehearsal therapy

To date, cognitive behavioral treatments (CBT) for
nightmares have received the most empirical support
for nightmare treatment [13], with imagery rehearsal
therapy (IRT) being the most researched of all inter-
ventions. As a result, IRT is oten suggested as a irst-
line or adjunctive therapy for the treatment of night-
mares [14,15].

Patients with chronic nightmares oten feel as if
they have lost control over their nightmares. IRT gives
patients ways to be in command of the night-time.
Originally developed to treat idiopathic nightmares,
IRT is nowotenused to treat both idiopathic andpost-
traumatic nightmares. IRT consists of writing down a
nightmare, changing it in any way the patient wishes,
writing down the changed dream and rehearsing the
new changed dream imaginally for between 5 and
20 min per day [16]. Ideally, participants are encour-
aged to begin with nightmares that are less distress-
ing overall and (if applicable to the patient) not an
exact replication of any trauma. As this can be mod-
iied into a generally simple technique, most research
protocols have tested this treatment in a group format
[16–19].

Krakow and colleagues [16] conducted a random-
ized wait-list-controlled trial that tested group-format
IRT for chronic nightmares in 168 sexual assault sur-
vivors. Improvements were signiicant (compared to
wait-list control) from baseline to 3-month follow-up
in the IRT group in nightmares and PTSD severity
with moderate improvements seen on sleep quality
and post-treatment PTSD symptom severity.

his study was limited by its lack of a placebo
control group, its large drop-out rates on follow-up,
reliance on retrospective self-report measures and a
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sizeable number of participants being in psychother-
apy or pharmacotherapy at the time of treatment, pos-
sibly adding a confounding variable.

Krakow and colleagues obtained similar results
when they implemented IRT in a group of 62 crime
victimswith PTSD, nightmares and insomnia. IRTwas
combinedwith primary cognitive behavior therapy for
insomnia (including sleep hygiene, stimulus control,
sleep restriction and cognitive restructuring) [20]. Ten
hours of group treatment were administered over a
total of four sessions. At 3-month follow-up, signif-
icant reductions were noted in both nightmare fre-
quency and insomnia with smaller reductions seen in
PTSD symptoms.

In an expansion of IRT, Krakow et al. [21] more
recently developed sleep dynamic therapy (SDT), a
program consisting of CBT for insomnia, IRT, and
emotional processing. Patients are also taught to com-
pare their sleep to that of normal sleepers in order to
help them recognize the markers of poor sleep qual-
ity, and also to identify any sleep movement disorders
or sleep-disordered breathing. SDT was administered
in one large group in six 2-h weekly group sessions to
66 ire evacuees, all of whomwere experiencing PTSD,
nightmares and insomnia. Results indicated moderate
reductions in sleep quality, sleep eiciency and total
sleep time, with only small efects at 12-week follow-
up.hesemodest improvements at follow-upmay be a
result of the high number of sleep-disordered breath-
ing in the population [21], as well as diiculties deal-
ing with highly personal and emotional information
in such a large group [22]. Since no control group
was included, no deinitive conclusions can be made
regarding the SDT’s overall efects.

Imagery rehearsal therapy is reported to be
successful at reducing nightmares, with nightmare
improvement in asmany as 90%ormore of individuals
who use the technique [23]. Still, there are some limita-
tions to the use of IRT. Some patientsmay ind imagery
to be too diicult or may be looded by negative
imagery. hese patients may need initial structured
guidance in positive imagery practice and speciic cog-
nitive behavioral interventions to help manage nega-
tive imagery that arises during subsequent IRT prac-
tice. In addition, most of the research on IRT has been
conducted by the same research group [13]; further
studies are warranted to compare IRT with other tech-
niques such as exposure, pharmacological treatment
(e.g. prazosin), and with larger samples for greater sta-
tistical power.

Psychodynamic psychotherapy

A variety of nightmare treatments have been reported
in the literature. For many years, traditional mod-
els of psychotherapy viewed nightmares as a symp-
tom of a larger primary psychiatric illness. he aim
of this treatment was the primary psychiatric diagno-
sis through resolution of underlying internal conlict,
with the understanding that the nightmares would
ultimately resolve [24]. here is no empirical sup-
port demonstrating the use of traditional psychother-
apeutic models in the treatment of nightmares [25],
and a discussion of its efectiveness cannot be made
presently.

Several studies have demonstrated that successful
treatment of nightmares leads to improvements in
both sleep quality and overall quality of life. his
suggests that nightmares are not just a symptom of
a primary psychiatric disorder, but may instead be a
primary disorder [18,19]. his line of research has
a number of implications for the traditional models
of nightmare treatment, placing less emphasis on the
nightmare as a symptom and more on nightmares as a
sole diagnostic entity.

Prolonged exposure for PTSD

Nightmares are commonly seen in patients with PTSD
[26]. While one might postulate that treating the
underlying PTSD using well-established treatments
for such a diagnosis might be warranted, the research
does not presently maintain this viewpoint.

Prolonged exposure, a treatment developed by Foa
and colleagues for PTSD [27], is a highly efective treat-
ment for PTSD and has been studied in numerous
well-controlled trials across a wide variety of trauma
survivors. Prolonged exposure is oten recommended
as a irst-line treatment for PTSD [28], although most
studies have not investigated the impact of this inter-
vention upon sleep disturbance (a common complaint
reported in patients with PTSD).

Two studies have researched the efects of pro-
longed exposure on nightmares, and the results are
inconclusive [29,30]. In both studies, CBT reduced
recurrent and frequent nightmares, and in one of the
studies, nearly half of the patients reported continuing
diiculties with insomnia.

Continued research is warranted in this ield, with
a particular emphasis on sleep outcomes.his will ulti-
mately help with modiications in overall treatment
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plans and aid in the understanding of what treatments
best help patients with speciic symptoms.

Relaxation strategies

Only a few studies exist which investigate relax-
ation strategies in the treatment of nightmare disor-
der [31,32]. Miller and DiPilato [31] compared PMR
[4], systematic desensitization, and wait-list control in
32 patients with nightmares. Results from this study
indicated that overall, both relaxation and systematic
desensitization both showed reduction in nightmare
intensity, with 80% reduction in nightmares in 63% of
the clients. More favorable outcomes were noted for
systematic desensitization at 25-week follow-up, with
clients in this group reporting signiicantly reduced
nightmare intensity.

Burgess and colleagues [32] researched PMR [4],
self-exposure and wait-list control in 170 adults
with primary nightmares. At both one- and six-
month follow-up, the exposure group reported greater
improvements in nightmare frequency than the other
groups.he dropout rate was high in the self-exposure
group, and in those that were single.

Exposure and systematic desensitization (SD)

Exposure therapy for nightmares generally consists
of a patient writing down a nightmare and then
“reliving” the nightmare in the imagination until the
anxiety decreases. he patient is generally instructed
to engage in daily practice of this nightmare imagin-
ing. Any anxiety produced from the nightmare prac-
tice comes to a peak and is recorded on a homework
sheet.he patient continues the exercise until the anx-
iety has subsided by at least half of the peak.he goal is
to expose the patient to the anxiety, sometimes work-
ing from least anxiety-arousing nightmares to themost
feared ones so that the patient eventually habituates
to the anxiety. he patient must avoid any distraction
during the exercise, as any diversions will prevent the
anxiety from properly habituating. While relaxation
and other coping techniques may be taught before
and ater the exercise, their use during the exercise is
discouraged to increase anxiety and heighten overall
habituation.

Limited research exists to draw any speciic
conclusions regarding exposure therapy. As dis-
cussed in detail earlier, Burgess and colleagues [32]
report the only straight exposure studies comparing
exposure with self-relaxation. he exposure group

reported improvement at both one- and six-month
follow-up.

Systematic desensitization, developed by Wolpe
[33], is another form of exposure therapy, but uti-
lizes coping strategies such as relaxation techniques.
To begin SD for nightmare treatment, the patient is
irst taught relaxation skills by a trained clinician with
the understanding that these skills will help counter
fear and anxiety responses. he therapist works with
the patient to create a hierarchy of nightmares, from
least to most feared (similar to traditional exposure).
Ater the patient has learned relaxation techniques,
the patient then learns to apply them while imagin-
ing nightmares (e.g. Cellucci and Lawrence [12] set
a time limit on the practice for two imaginations
for each nightmare, with the irst practice of 10–15
s and the second for 25–30 s). he patient can also
be taught additional coping strategies such as posi-
tive self-statements (e.g. “I can do this”) or any cogni-
tive therapy for overestimations or catastrophizing to
use during the nightmare practice.

Traditional exposure (discussed earlier) is now
generally favored over SD in most CBT treatment
protocols for anxiety disorders in order to maximize
habituation through denying coping strategies only
during the exposure exercise.hat being said, however,
in nightmare treatment, there is a scarcity of research
to draw any irm conclusions as SD has been shown to
be efective. Future studies with ample power should
compare traditional exposure to SD and IRT.

As noted earlier, Miller and DiPilato [31] com-
pared relaxation training, SD and wait-list controls.
Results indicate that although SD and PMR both
faired well immediately post-treatment with night-
mare reduction and intensity, SD had superior rates at
25-week follow-up as compared to relaxation.

Cellucci and Lawrence [12] contrasted SD to con-
tinuous nightmare self-recording and a placebo night-
mare discussion group in a total sample of 29 patients
over an 8-week period. Results indicated that short-
term SD treatment was superior to both group discus-
sion placebo and nightmare recording on measures of
nightmare frequency and intensity.

One study compared IRT with SD and could not
conclude that one treatment was more efective than
the other [34]. Lancee [35] suggests that a trend may
exist for IRT to reduce some afective diiculties and
recommends further investigation with greater power
comparing IRT to desensitization. Studies with larger
sample sizes are also warranted.
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Nightmare recording

Recording has inconsistently reduced nightmare fre-
quency, and has not been shown to successfully reduce
complaints commonly associated with chronic night-
mares such as anxiety, depression and reduced quality
of life [12,31,34].

Neidhart and colleagues compared IRT to night-
mare recording in a group of 20 subjects with chronic
nightmares. Both nightmare recording and IRT par-
ticipants were instructed to write down their night-
mares for a total of one month. Recording partici-
pants received no further treatment. IRT participants
received one-session instructions of IRT with stan-
dard imagery rehearsal techniques. Results indicated
a signiicant decrease in the nightmare frequency in
both treatment groups. Neidhardt and colleagues are
unsure of the reasons behind this given the inconsis-
tency in previous research. Of note, self-rated distress
decreased signiicantly in the IRT group.

Lucid dreaming treatment (LDT)

In LDT, nightmare suferers learn to change the night-
mare directly within the nightmare itself. Increased
rates of lucid dreaming have been found in those with
greater nightmare frequencies, and it has been sug-
gested that nightmares may elicit lucid dreaming [36].

A few case studies have investigated the efects of
LDT upon nightmares, and each has shown reduc-
tions in nightmare frequencies [37–39]. One study
investigated LDT on a large scale [40]. Spoormaker
and van den Bout randomly divided 23 nightmare
suferers into three groups: one group (n= 8) received
one 2-h individual LDT session, a second group (n= 8)
received one 2-h group LDT session, and the third
group (n = 7) was placed on a wait-list. Signiicant,
although modest, reductions in nightmare frequency
were noted with LDT treatment as compared to wait-
list controls. hose who were in individual LDT treat-
ment appeared to have greater reductions in night-
mare frequency than those who were in group LDT.
he role of lucidity in dreaming is unclear as only 6 of
the 16 patients were able to become lucid while hav-
ing a nightmare and could then alter the dream. Five
patients indicated a reduction in nightmares, but did
so without any lucidity whatsoever. Although night-
mare frequency was reduced in a number of patients,
there was no reduction or change in PTSD symp-
tom severity (although PTSD severity was quite low to
begin with). he investigation of Spoormaker and van

den Bout [40] was a pilot study and lacked statistical
power. Longer-term follow-up data were not gathered.
he efects of other therapeutic factors such as ther-
apist attention, exposure, mastery and lucidity were
not controlled for; therefore any conclusions regard-
ing the chief therapeutic mode of action in LDT can-
not be drawn. Given the lack of data on LDT overall,
any conclusions regarding its eicacy should be made
with caution.

Hypnosis

Hypnosis has been reported to be helpful in nightmare
treatment [41]. Under hypnosis, the patient can gain
mastery over the nightmare by changing a part of the
dream or creating a less frightening ending [41]. Hauri
and colleagues [10] report on a 5-year follow-up study
of hypnosis with 36 patients (age range 6–16,mean age
32.7 years). Results indicate that hypnosis was an efec-
tive treatment in both short- and long-term follow-
up with nightmares, with 67% of the patients being
symptom-free or much improved at 5-year follow-up.
Additional information on hypnosis in parasomnias is
covered in Chapter 33.

Pharmacologic treatments for nightmares
Although some promising pharmacological treat-
ments for nightmares are available, it should be noted
that a number of common medications have been
linked to causing or increasing nightmares. Such
pharmacological agents include amphetamines, beta-
blockers, sedative/hypnotics, and anti-depressants –
especially those that react with norepinephrine,
dopamine and serotonin [42].

Prazosin

Prazosin is a drug that blocks central alpha-1-
adrenoceptors and is generally non-sedating. It has
been safely used for many years in general medicine
to treat hypertension. In their initial work with pra-
zosin, Taylor andRaskind [43] suggest thatCNS alpha-
1 adrenergic receptor stimulation disrupts sleep physi-
ology and leads to the heightened reactivity seen as the
basis of PTSD.hey hypothesize that a pharmacologic
blockade of postsynaptic alpha-1 receptors could pro-
vide symptomatic relief from traumanightmares, sleep
disturbance and other PTSD symptoms [43].

An initial four patient, 6-week open-label trial of
prazosin (1–4 mg/day) in patients with PTSD demon-
strated reductions in sleep disruption and nightmares
[43]. Follow-up research by Raskind and his team
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[44] has evaluated prazosin (13.3 ± 3 mg/day) ver-
sus placebo in reducing nightmares, depressive symp-
toms, and insomnia in 40 combat veterans with PTSD.
Results indicated that prazosinwas superior to placebo
in reducing trauma nightmares, insomnia and depres-
sive symptomatology.

Early studies of prazosin have shown very clear
and promising results for its use in nightmare treat-
ment [43,44]. However, it appears that prazosin must
be used continuously in order to maintain efects,
otherwise nightmares will likely return upon drug
withdrawal.

Anti-depressants

Older research investigating the use of anti-
depressants on idiopathic nightmares has been
poor, but their application to PTSD-related night-
mares has been inconclusive at best and deserves
more attention [45]. Certain SSRIs (e.g. sertraline)
have been linked to insomnia, and further evaluation
is needed to understand this side efect proile as well
as their impact upon insomnia.

he Expert Consensus Guideline Series on the
treatment of PTSD suggests that SSRIs should be the
irst-line treatment for patients with any variant of this
disorder, placing emphasis uponparoxetine, luoxetine
and sertraline [28].

Some investigators have found luvoxamine to be
helpful in the treatment of nightmares. Neylan and
colleagues [46] investigated luvoxamine (150mg/day;
range 100–250 mg/day) in an open-label trial of 21
combat veterans with PTSD. he authors suggest that
SSRIs may reduce nightmares by altering amygdala
activation during REM sleep, as improvements were
seen in PTSD symptomatology, depression, subjective
sleep quality, trauma-related combat dreams and sleep
maintenance.

Nefazodone, trazodone, and cyproheptadine –
agents that potentiate serotonin while also acting as
serotonin 5-HT2 receptor agonists – have also been
demonstrated to improve sleep disturbances – espe-
cially in patients with PTSD [47].

Trazodone, approved by the FDA solely for the
treatment of depression, is commonly used in psy-
chiatry for its hypnotic side efects as a treatment for
insomnia [28]. Research investigating trazodone in the
use of nightmares is scarce, although two studies have
successfully demonstrated its use as a treatment for
patients with PTSD, insomnia and nightmares [48,49].
Conclusions regarding its future use as a treatment for

nightmares should not be made until more research is
conducted.

Mixed results have been found regardingTCAs and
MAOIs for the treatment of nightmares; most stud-
ies have investigated their use in patients with PTSD,
with phenelzine showing the best results [50]. Given
poor patient compliance and adverse efect proiles,
MAOIs andTCAs are not likely to be studied in greater
detail. hese medications are generally used as seda-
tives when all other treatments have failed. Clinicians
should be aware of the limited data available regarding
the efectiveness of MAOIs and TCAs.

REM sleep behavior disorder (RBD)
hecurrent treatment of choice forRBD is clonazepam
[51]. Melatonin [52], levodopa [53] and pramipexole
[54] have also been reported to be useful treatments.
Although RBD can be managed quite well with med-
ication, behavioral measures can be useful for certain
patients and should be put in place before medications
take efect. Safety is paramount, and the same mea-
sures should be taken to keep the room safe as was sug-
gested earlier in this chapter for disorders of arousal.
he patient’s bed partner should sleep in a separate
bed until the episodes are well controlled. Education
of the patient and family is important, as any violent
episodes can cause strain in relationships due to mis-
understanding and fear.

Treatment of events in transition
between sleep and wakefulness

Nocturnal panic disorder
Cognitive behavioral therapy

CBT for nocturnal panic (NP) has recently been inves-
tigated by Craske and colleagues [55,56], and initial
results support the eicacy of this approach. CBT is
efective for the more general diagnosis of panic dis-
order, with 85–100% of individuals completing treat-
ment being panic-free post-treatment [57]. However,
NP has rarely been investigated as a speciic outcome
measure.

CBT for panic typically consists of 11 60-min
sessions. Initial sessions focus upon education about
panic attacks and provide patients with information
regarding the physiological aspects of the ight/light
response in relation to both daytime and nocturnal
panic attacks. Patients are taught the cycle of panic,
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leading frommisattribution of internal sensations (e.g.
increased heart rate) that might be catastrophized (e.g.
heart attack).his increased anxietymay signal a panic
attack, therefore further solidifying this belief. Patients
begin to avoid speciic situations that might lead to
physiological arousal for fear that such situations will
lead to a panic attack, which leads to certain situations
becoming associated with panic attacks.

NP patients are taught that a heightened sensi-
tivity to anxiety sensations leads them to notice sub-
tle changes in physiology during sleep. Arousal then
becomes increased because the patient fears the sensa-
tion, and one may be more susceptible to panic while
asleep.hepatient is educated on thewide range of rea-
sons physiological changes occur during sleep.

Cognitive restructuring is taught to patients to help
understand how their thoughts can lead to feelings
such as fear. Patients are taught to evaluate the evi-
dence behind their anxiety-based thoughts by using
questions such as “what is the evidence for and against
X?” Patients are encouraged to gather data, explore
alternative explanations to their thoughts, and to
examine realistic consequences and strategies to deal
with the worst event that might occur (i.e. “What’s the
worst thing that would happen if I did awaken in a
panic? How would I cope? Would I survive?”).

Patients are also taught breathing exercises and are
asked to breathe deeply through the diaphragm.hese
exercises, including a meditative component using the
word “relax,” are incorporated just before bedtime and
upon awakening.

Interoceptive exposure consists of exercises that
expose patients to the physical sensations of a panic
attack and weaken the connection between internal
bodily sensations and panic attacks. For patients with
daytime panic, this might include spinning in a chair
to induce dizziness or running in place to increase
heart rate. For patients with nocturnal panic, Craske
[55] suggests having patients practice deep relaxation
or sleeping in hot, stufy conditions – situations that
are common triggers for NP suferers.

Finally, exposure exercises that provoke anxious
sensations (e.g. exercise, cafeine) are initiated in more
natural settings, irst within the therapy session and
later at home. Patients create a hierarchy of feared sit-
uations and work their way up from least diicult to
most (e.g. sleeping with the lights and TV on, sleep-
ing with the TV on in the dark, sleeping in the dark
only). Patients are to use cognitive restructuring exer-
cises and relaxation before and ater each exposure. For

NP patients, a discussion of proper sleep hygiene is
also necessary.

Pharmacotherapy

Although limited in data, case studies report successful
treatment of NP with benzodiazepines (clonazepam,
alprazolam) and anti-depressants (SSRIs, TCAs) [58].
Reports overall have been promising, but further
double-blind placebo-controlled studies are needed to
establish the overall eicacy of SSRIs and TCAs in NP.

Sleep-related dissociative disorders
Sleep-related dissociative disorders are commonly
divided into three categories: dissociative identity dis-
order, dissociative fugue, and dissociative disorder not
otherwise speciied. During these states (which can
vary greatly in length of time from minutes to hours),
patients commonly have disturbances in conscious-
ness, memory identity, and environmental awareness
[59]. Nocturnal re-enactments can range greatly in
severity, such as: acting out past physical and sexual
abuse, sexualized behavior, driving an automobile, ly-
ing a plane, binging on high-caloric sweets, or eating
uncooked foods [60]. he individual generally has no
memory of the nocturnal event.

Patients oten report having a history of sexual,
physical and emotional abuse, and may have a his-
tory of mood disorders, borderline personality disor-
der, PTSD, numerous psychiatric hospitalizations and
multiple suicide attempts [61].

Given these high rates of psychiatric comorbid-
ity, patients with these events require a full psycho-
logical evaluation and no single treatment approach
is accepted as the most efective in this population.
For example, Briere [62] suggests that patients who
use dissociation as a primary coping strategy as a
result of traumatic childhood events would likely ben-
eit from intensive psychotherapy that helps to develop
stronger afective regulation. Schenck and colleagues
[7] demonstrated promising efects with clonazepam
(0.25–2 mg nightly) on 33 adult patients with danger-
ous nocturnal events.

Taken together, limited evidence exists regarding
treatment of this population. A combined pharma-
cotherapy and psychotherapeutic approach is likely
to be most efective. Treatment should be aimed at
any underlying psychiatric disorders; pharmacother-
apy should be directed towards any depression and/or
anxiety and psychotherapy should be directed at
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tension management and reduction of stimuli that
tend to provoke events.

Conclusion
Treatment of parasomnias continues to evolve as new
treatments become available. No longer limited to
older pharmacological agents, the treating clinician
has a number of efective treatments available at hand
from which to choose. he most efective behavioral
treatments have been developed for arousal disorders,
nightmares, PTSD, and panic disorder. Each treatment
plan for a patient with parasomnias should be indi-
vidualized to his or her speciic treatment goals, and
the provider must make sure the patient is educated
about his or her disorder and the risks/beneits of the
treatments being recommended. Overall, the ultimate
goal in treating patients with parasomnias is to work
together to tailor the treatment to the patient in order
to reduce the risk of injury, increase safety for family
members, and ultimately increase the patient’s quality
of life.
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Chapter

33
Hypnotherapy and parasomnias
Gina Graci

Common parasomnia treatment
approaches
he treatment of parasomnias involves several com-
ponents: education, behavioral intervention (e.g. hyp-
nosis, stress management, relaxation/imagery), and in
certain circumstances, medication.he irst treatment
strategy begins with patient education. Patients need
to learn how to recognize sleep problems, as well as
how they and their provider team can help them. In
the case of parasomnias, the potential for harm of self
or bed partner necessitates treatment [1]. Educating
patients on appropriate sleep hygiene behaviors is an
essential step in treating the sleep disorder. Appropri-
ate sleep hygiene behaviors can include maintaining a
regular sleep routine (going to bed and waking up at
the same time each day), keeping the home environ-
ment safe, and eliminating environmental disturbance
(e.g. lights, noises, regulate room temperature, keeping
pets out of the bedroom, etc.) [2]. Additional behaviors
may include avoiding mentally and physically stimu-
lating activities before bedtime and engaging in calm-
ing, sleep-enhancing behaviors one hour before bed-
time, avoiding heavy meals and ingestion of cafeine
and alcohol.

In addition to adapting appropriate sleep hygiene
behaviors, engaging in behaviors that assist in the
prevention of parasomnia is important. For instance,
maintaining the same sleep schedule assists in avoid-
ing sleep deprivationwhich can trigger some parasom-
nias. Figure 33.1 illustrates risk factors for parasom-
nias.

Patients are also likely to beneit from the under-
standing and use of a variety of relaxation techniques
[1].hese range from relatively simple techniques that
require 3–5 min of teaching to much more complex
shits in the patients’ view of life which consume two

months or more of teaching. Some of these tech-
niques may include guided imagery, progressive mus-
cle relaxation (PMR) andbiofeedback. If the individual
does not respond to education and behavioral man-
agement approaches, a more thorough pharmacologi-
cal approachmay be warranted, and the patient should
consult with a physician. Treatment can be eicacious
if the patient begins medication management.

To date, there is a paucity of empirical research per-
taining to the use of hypnosis as a single treatment
modality to treat sleep disturbance. However, there is a
plethora of research suggesting that hypnosis in com-
bination with cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is
therapeutic for a variety of psychological, behavioral,
and medical disorders. While relaxation therapies and
self-hypnotic strategies have been investigated in the
treatment of sleep disorders as single treatmentmodal-
ities, hypnosis should be used as an adjunct to treat-
ment. his gap in the literature is primarily due to
the fact that clinicians trained in hypnotherapy gen-
erally do not have the appropriate training to treat
sleep disorders, and vice versa. he goal of this chap-
ter is to educate clinicians specializing in the treatment
of hypnosis to become familiar with parasomnias and
the use of therapeutic suggestions for the treatment of
parasomnias.

Hypnosis and sleep
Many individuals erroneously believe that individu-
als are sleeping when in a hypnotic trance. Sleep and
hypnosis are distinctly diferent from each other, even
though they may appear similar [1]. A hypnotic trance
can be viewed as a more highly suggestible state of
relaxation, and a trance does not necessarily lead to
sleep, whereas in sleep there is a perceptional disen-
gagement and unresponsiveness to the environment
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Figure 33.1 Parasomnia – risk factors.

[3]. Furthermore, hypnosis may be conceptualized as
a state of increased concentration and awareness or
an experience in changes in sensations, perceptions,
thoughts, feelings, or behaviors [4]. Electrical record-
ings of brain waves called electroencephalographic
(EEG) studies show that hypnosis is characterized by
waking EEG patterns and not those of sleep [5]. Hyp-
nosis promotes relaxation, which facilitates sleep in
anxious or tense individuals.

It is important to note that hypnosis is a specialized
technique/tool and not a therapy in itself [4]. Hypnosis
should always be used as an adjunct to psychotherapy.
Hypnosis is a highly eicacious tool, especially when
integrated into a treatment plan.heutilization of hyp-
nosis in hypnotherapy assists patients’ in modifying
their behavior and emotional processes [6].

Hypnosis in the treatment
of parasomnias
he most common parasomnias that have been
amenable to hypnosis/hypnotherapy include night-
mare, sleep terror, sleepwalking, and night eating dis-
order [7]. Other parasomniasmay be treatedwith hyp-
nosis; however, treatment eicacy is lacking. hose
sleep disorders with an organic or medical basis asso-
ciated with them (e.g. REM sleep behavior disorder)
may still be treated with hypnosis for the beneits of
relaxation and stress management.

Clinical hypnosis is a safe and efective method
of treating certain parasomnias because it allows the
clinician to gain access to the underlying problem [8].
It may also be considered a tool that can be utilized
to amplify the therapeutic efects of therapy [4]. Self-

hypnosis is considered a voluntary relaxation tech-
nique [9] that is similar to meditation because it can
ease the body and mind preparing the body for sleep
[10]. Hypnosis and self-hypnosis ofer rapid meth-
ods for managing anxiety and worry oten associated
with stressors, facilitating deep relaxation, and con-
trolling mental overactivity and decreasing physiolo-
gical arousal [1,11,12]. Hypnosis has been found to be
efective in reducing stress and promoting relaxation
which may or may not cause a reduction in sleep dis-
turbance episodes. If it is determined that the para-
somnias have a psychological contributor (e.g. night-
mares, sleepwalking episodes related to a traumatic
injury), they are very amenable to hypnotism.

here is only one case study series with a ive-
year follow-up investigating the efects of hypnother-
apy on parasomnias. In 2007, Hauri et al. reported that
one or two sessions of hypnosis is eicacious for the
treatment of sleepwalking; nightmares, sleep terrors,
nocturnal eating disorder, sleep-related grooming, and
sleep talking [13]. hirty-six patients diagnosed (by
sleep specialists) with chronic parasomnias received
either one or two hypnotherapy sessions and were fol-
lowed by questionnaire for ive years. Results indicated
that at one month post-hypnotherapy, approximately
50% of the study respondents either denied experien-
cing parasomnia events or rated themselves as much
improved. hese improvement rates remained high
ater 5 years; that is, 41% of the respondents contin-
ued to deny experiencing a parasomnia episode. he
authors speculated that the ive-year statistic may not
be due to hypnotherapy alone, because respondents
may have sought additional treatments. However, the
results are impressive and cannot be ignored, espe-
cially since one or two hypnotherapy treatments are a
short, time-eicient treatment compared to the greater
number of sessions required for other therapy modal-
ities, such as CBT [1,13].

In 2002, Kennedy investigated the use of hypno-
sis in the treatment of nightmares, sleepwalking, and
sleep terror disorders [14]. he results indicated that
individuals experienced a reduction in parasomnias.
he author suggested that for the treatment of night-
mares, hypnosis was an eicacious tool, and the results
may be attributable to the speciic hypnotic sugges-
tion used to alter the nightmare content. he efects
of increased relaxation to maintain sleep through-
out the night are also important. Furthermore, the
author concluded that hypnosis was efective for treat-
ing sleepwalking and sleep terror disorders because
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of the reduction of tonic levels due to the anxiolytic
efects associated with relaxation.

Treatment of nightmares
Children between the ages of 7 and 12 are suscepti-
ble to hypnotic suggestion, primarily at sleep onset or
immediately upon awakening [4,15]. Parents can assist
in the reduction of their child’s nightmares by staying
with their child as they put him/her to bed. At the signs
and symptoms of sleep onset (e.g. heavy eyelids), the
parent can begin to vocalize positive suggestions. For
example, verbalizing the safety and security of their
child [4]. Parentsmay also vocalize that their child will
maintain a deep, calm, and peaceful sleep, minimizing
the amount of movement during the night unless the
child needs to use the bathroom, etc.

During hypnotherapy sessions, hypnotists may
also suggest that the patient have a dream during hyp-
nosis with a similar content to a daydream or night-
dream. he therapist will use these dreams to learn
about meaningful themes, problems or conlicts [4].
Hypnotic suggestions for nightmares or sleep terrors
can include having happy dreams, tranquil dreams,
pleasant dreams without waking up, and feeling very
relaxed and calm when sleeping [16]. Additional sug-
gestions can include that when the bad dream begins,
the patient try to switch to a diferent (more positive)
dream, or alter the dream content/ending [4,17].

Dr. Cartwright, the former director of the Rush
Behavioral Sleep Disorders Center, during a didac-
tic training session, discussed a case presentation of a
childwho experienced repeated nightmares of a fright-
eningmonster. During the session, the child was asked
if he would be comfortable shaking hands with the
monster and introducing himself.he child stated that
he would be comfortable with talking to the mon-
ster because “when people introduce themselves, bad
things don’t happen”. he suggestion was then given
to the child that when the nightmare occurs again to
approach the monster and introduce himself, ask for
the monster’s name and shake hands. When the child
returned for his next session, he discussed having the
dream and the monster was no longer frightening or
problematic because once he shook hands with the
monster, the monster was no longer frightening. he
child denied experiencing nightmares again.

Dr. Cartwright also suggests using alternative end-
ings. For instance, if a patient has a recurring dream
that they are falling or they are driving an automobile

and their brakes do not work, change the ending. In
the case of falling, change the sequence of the dream
as it occurs. For instance, an individual can suddenly
have the ability to ly which would alter the ending –
they can be rescued (e.g. by a large object), or when
getting close to the ground, they can freeze in mid-air
or dramatically slow the speed of their descent so they
are able to safely land on their feet. In the case of the
driving with faulty brakes, change the dream so that
the individual does not get into the same car, or sud-
denly has the ability to slow the car down by invent-
ing a magic button that they press and stop the car
safely (similar to a James Bond car). In either scen-
ario, the key element is that the suggestion(s) that are
created for individuals will foster feelings of empow-
erment with enhanced feelings of self-control so that
they can create an alternative ending.

Treatment of sleepwalking
In 1991, Hurwitz indicated that hypnosis was efective
in the treatment of 27 adults with sleepwalking and
sleep terror disorders [18]. Seventy-four per cent of
these individuals reported improvement (much to
very much improved) over a substantial time period
(63 months). Post-hypnotic suggestions included
those for anxiety reduction, increased feelings of secu-
rity, restful sleep, and instructed patients to reiterate
these post-hypnotic suggestions during self-hypnosis
practice at home. hese authors recommend one to
six hypnosis treatments for reduction of parasomnia
episodes.

For severe cases of sleepwalking where an indi-
vidual is extremely agitated (e.g. running wildly and
blindly into objects or walls), Weitzenhofer suggests
forgoing the sleep induction [19]. he rationale is that
the sleep induction may trigger an agitated sleepwalk-
ing episode. his author recommends utilizing “active
hypnosis” with patients.

Treatment of nocturnal enuresis
Hypnosis has been reported to successfully treat chil-
dren and adolescents with primary nocturnal enur-
esis (bedwetting during nocturnal sleep) [4,15]. A typi-
cal session includes educating the patient (by drawings
and verbal explanation) of how the bladder functions.
Hypnotic induction follows, with the suggestion that
a section of the brain will awaken the child when their
bladder becomes full. Reduction or elimination of bed-
wetting during sleep occurs ater a few sessions. his
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suggestion can also work with adults as long as there is
not a medical condition associated with the nocturnal
enuresis.

REM behavior disorder and sleep bruxism
In the treatment of REM sleep behavior disorder and
sleep bruxism, research is scarce. If there is a biolo-
gical basis for these disorders, hypnosis can still have
a therapeutic efect by promoting relaxation, redu-
cing physiological arousal, anxiety, and stressors. In
the case of REM sleep behavior disorder, this sleep dis-
order can have signiicant psychosocial repercussions.
Individuals diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease experi-
ence many challenging (emotional, physical, func-
tional, and social) issues and impairments that they
encounter on a daily basis. In addition to having day-
time issues, these individuals have to encounter sig-
niicant sleep disturbance which can be an additional
stressor. Restless sleep, with the potential to inlict self-
injury or to injure their bed partner is of utmost con-
cern. Relationship diiculties can ensue because the
bed partner may become frightened to sleep with their
signiicant other. Hypnosis will not alter the disease
process; however, it can reduce sleep onset by promot-
ing relaxation and decreasing physiological arousal.
his efect of reduction in tonic levels may or may not
decrease the sleep disturbance associated with REM
sleep behavior disorder.

he key element in treating sleep disorders of this
kind is essentially for symptom reduction and not
cure. It is also important to consider whether the side
efects of medications produce parasomnia symptoms,
in which case hypnosis most likely will not have a ther-
apeutic efect.

Suggestions and post-hypnotic
suggestions
he use of post-hypnotic suggestion and the utiliza-
tion of these suggestions by audiocassette tape (for self-
hypnosis) reinforces the efectiveness of the direct sug-
gestion [4]. Parasomnia treatment generally involves
1–2 sessions of hypnotherapy focusing on relaxation
and self-hypnosis at bedtime. Treatment oten accom-
panies medical intervention with prescription drugs
in addition to hypnosis or relaxation/imagery [1,20].
Booster sessions may also be considered on an as
needed basis.

Examples of post-hypnotic suggestions
for parasomnias
You will experience feelings of safety and security
during sleep and return safely to bed.

Your sleep will be restful sleep with minimal
movement or awakenings.

When your feet touch the loor, you will awaken
feeling calm and peaceful and return safely to
bed.

When you touch your door knob or the lock on
your door, you will awaken feeling calm and
peaceful. You will calmly and safely return to
bed.

When you touch your window, you will awaken
feeling calm and peaceful and return safely to
bed.

When you touch your refrigerator door, you will
awaken feeling calm and peaceful and return
safely to bed.

Therapeutic issues
Behavioral treatment approaches initially appear to
be more time-consuming and more expensive than
hypnotic medications; however, over the life span of
total physician visits and prescriptions, it may be
more cost-efective for patients to engage in behavioral
treatments. Hypnotherapy has a role in the behavioral
treatment of sleep disorders and it is beneicial for hyp-
notherapists to gain specialty training in the treatment
of sleep disorders.

Despite the lack of research on the efects of hyp-
nosis on the treatment of parasomnias, there is agree-
ment that hypnosis is a non-invasive, inexpensive,
side-efect-free, short-term treatment for the treat-
ment of parasomnias [1,4,6,13,14,21]. Furthermore,
hypnotherapy allows unconscious exploration of
underlying functions/conlicts associated with the
sleep disturbance [11].

he following cases represent an amalgamation of
cases and groups that have been treated using the con-
cepts, assessments and treatments for parasomnias.

Case one
Mrs. Jones was a 26-year-old Caucasian female
referred for a sleep consult by her psychologist. Her
presenting problemwas frequent nocturnal arousals in
which she would sit up in bed with her feet resting on
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the loor and begin to yell, scream, grab her throat, and
experience shortness of breath with intense feelings of
terror. She reported that when these events occur, she
believes that she is dying with the inability to be con-
soled by any member of her family. Mrs. Jones denied
rememberingwhat caused the sleep arousal or the con-
tent of her dream. She brought two videos to the ses-
sion which captured these “episodes”.

Mrs. Jones had been married for 8 years and
had 4 children, aged 1, 3, 5, and 6 years. Her sleep
arousal problems were reported to occur for the last
3 years. However, the frequency and intensity of these
sleep awakenings increased over time. A thorough
sleep evaluation was conducted and the following
information was collected. She reported no diiculty
falling asleep; however, she frequently experienced
early morning awakenings with inability to return to
sleep during the week. She had a slender body habitus
and her physical exam was negative for a diagnosis of
sleep apnea.

Mrs. Jones had been a full-time homemaker and
home schooled her children. She stated that she
loved her husband and children. However, she always
wanted to earn her college degree, but with the preg-
nancy and birth of each child, she stated that she real-
ized this “dream” was never going to come to fruition.
She portrayed herself as a daydreamer, oten day-
dreaming about what it would be like to attend col-
lege, graduate with a psychology degree and possibly
attend graduate school so that she could become a
psychologist.

She described her husband as a dedicated husband
and father who worked long hours as an engineer.
Mrs. Jones repeatedly stated that she has shared her
“dreams” of attending college with her husband before
they were married and during their marriage, but he
does not support her dreams/goals. He told her that
being a wife and mother was the most “noble” profes-
sion and she should not want anythingmore.Mr. Jones
was themain inancial contributor to the family and he
told her that they had everything that they could need
or want because he “provides for his family”. Overall,
Mrs. Jones stated that she enjoyed her life, but rarely
had energy or time for personal or social interests (e.g.
private time, going out with friends). She also stated
that at times she felt as if she was “sufocating” because
she had so much work to do during the day and night.

Mrs. Jones’ medical history was unremarkable. She
was unable to provide an explanation for her arousals
from sleep and voiced signiicant upset and frustration

with these events. She stated that she was beginning
to “fear” falling to sleep at night because when these
“events” occurred they were so frightening that she
would remain awake for several hours until she calmed
down and relaxed. She denied symptoms of depression
and the use of drugs, but endorsed experiencing anx-
iety because she had so much to accomplish on a daily
basis and oten did not get everything done that she
needed to accomplish for the day. She denied drinking
or smoking. She stated that she used to exercise but
stopped exercising ater the birth of her second child
because of time constraints. She is of petite build and
normal weight. Mrs. Jones reported nightly bedtimes
between 10:30 and 11:00 p.m. Her reported wake up
timewas 6:00–6:30 a.m. daily. She endorsed experienc-
ing sleepiness during the day but denied napping.

Mrs. Jones lived in a two-storey home, with her
family and mother- and father-in-law. She stated that
her in-laws were somewhat demanding but the rela-
tionship was “good”. Her hobbies included reading,
watching television, and taking walks. She indicated
that she oten did not have time for hobbies.

Mrs. Jones was unfamiliar with relaxation tech-
niques; she indicated receptivity to learning hypnosis
and to the logging of her sleep.

Ater a thorough sleep intake and assessment, Mrs.
Jones was diagnosed with sleep terror disorder. Her
treatment included two sessions of hypnosis and con-
tinued work with her psychologist.

In the irst session, she indicated a willingness to
“learn new things” and was attentive during the ses-
sion. She complied with daily sleep log recordings.
During hypnosis she was asked how she felt emotion-
ally during the day and she replied, “I feel like I am
being sufocated because I am so busy and there is no
time for me.” Mrs. Jones stated that she felt relaxed
ater the session, but homepracticewas not as relaxing.
Hypnotic suggestions included falling into a deep sleep
and maintaining this deep sleep throughout the night
(unless she had to use the bathroom) and if awakened,
she would feel safe and secure and the return to sleep
would be easy. Suggestions also included that when she
awakened and her feet touched the loor, she would
awaken feeling calm and peaceful. Breathing would be
slow and unlabored. She would take oxygen in and out
of her lungs easily.

It was apparent that Mrs. Jones felt sufocated in
her daytime life (performing motherly duties, home-
schooling her children, cleaning and cooking, taking
care of her in-laws and having to give up her dreams
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of attending college) and acted out these feelings in
her sleep terror episodes. Ater two sessions, her sleep
diary indicated that she was sleeping better and the
frequency of these arousal episodes declined signif-
icantly. Mrs. Jones’ psychologist continued to assist
her in processing her conlicted feelings of being a
mother and wanting to accomplish her dreams/goals.
Within a year, Mrs. Jones denied having sleep terror
episodes.

Case two
Ms. Tyler was a 38-year-old female presenting with
sleepwalking episodes and nocturnal binge-eating
episodes. hese episodes occurred approximately
three times per week and their initial onset began six
years ago. Ms. Tyler was single and employed as a sec-
retary. She had been involved in an on-again, of-again
intimate relationship with her signiicant other for the
last four years. She described herself as an “attention to
detail” person and enjoyed her job. She had an active
social life, attending social events with friends several
times a week. Ms. Tyler was an avid cyclist and biked
approximately 60 miles per week. She stated that “bik-
ing” was her primary stress release and she looked for-
ward to biking on a daily basis. Furthermore,Ms. Tyler
described herself as a restrictive eater, primarily eat-
ing low-fat, low-carbohydrate food. She stated that she
enjoyed having dessert occasionally andwillmake sure
that “she makes up for indulging” with her next bik-
ing session. She denied a signiicant medical history,
but endorsed experiencingmild depression for the last
20 years and had been in psychotherapy for 6 years.
She stated that she enjoyed the “supportive compo-
nent” of therapy. Ms. Tyler was a tall, slender woman
and denied experiencing symptoms of apnea, periodic
leg movement disorder, restless leg syndrome or sleep
paralysis.

he standard sleep interview indicated that dur-
ing her sleepwalking episodes she has walked out of
her home (she lives in a high-rise condominium),
telephoned friends in the middle of the night, and
has written emails. She repeatedly stated that she was
embarrassed by these nightly behaviors, especially the
nonsensical emails. Furthermore, she stated that dur-
ing some of her sleepwalking events, she would go
to her refrigerator and eat frozen letovers. Ms. Tyler
had also eaten entire frozen entrees with no recollec-
tion the following morning, except with the feeling of

abdominal “fullness”. She would ind the empty food
containers in the trash with no other visible evidence
that she ate during the night. Ms. Tyler denied a child-
hood history of sleepwalking or sleep talking.

Prior to going to bed, Ms. Tyler would engage in
mentally stimulating activities and oten would have
work issues on her mind. Typically, she would fall
asleep within 30 min but within 2–3 h ater sleep
onset, she would engage in sleepwalking/sleep eating
episodes.hese episodes occurred 2–3 times per week.

Ms. Tyler was diagnosedwith a sleepwalking disor-
der. Treatment was formulated from the information
gathered during the intake and hypnotic suggestions
were generated from this information.

Ms. Tyler was seen for two sessions. he irst ses-
sion included hypnotic suggestions for when her feet
touched the loor, when she touched her laptop cover,
when she touched the door knob to her door, andwhen
she opened the refrigerator door, she would awaken
feeling calm and safe and would return to bed. Sug-
gestions for maintaining a deep and restorative sleep
(with minimal movement) throughout the night were
given toMs. Tyler.his irst session also included edu-
cation on maintaining proper sleep hygiene behav-
iors. For instance, she was instructed not to exercise
at least 4 h before bedtime, avoid sleep deprivation,
avoid mentally stimulating activities at least 1 h prior
to bedtime, etc. Ater the irst session, she reported
a signiicant decrease in sleepwalking/eating episodes
with continued decline ater the second session (she
reported experiencing one sleepwalking/sleep eating
episode for the month). Ms. Tyler continued to see her
therapist and work on issues related to “the need to
feel in control” and learn more efective methods for
coping with stress(ors). Her therapist began to focus
on the conscious/unconscious causes for her sleep
disturbance.
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